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report

of the
president: 1968

NE of the tasks of a university pres. ident is to examine the strengths and
weaknesses of his institution and, on the
basis of this evaluation, recommend clirec-_
tions for the future course of the university. Accorclins;ly, during the months since
I took office on July I, I have given a great
deal of consideration to existing conclitions and to the formulation of objectives
which I believe will be of prime importance to the University of New l\Icxieo
in the years immediately ahead. There arc
four goals which I bclic\·e arc basic-maintaining the autonomy and integrity of the
University, enhancing and improving the
quality of undergraduate education, expanding the opportunity for education to
all in :\cw i\lcxko, and taking advantage
of our fortunate mban setting to help
solve, through research, teaching and scrdees, some of the most serious problems
of our times-the problems of eities, large
and smalL These subjects serve as the
focus for this, my first report as President
of tin: University of New iV!cxico.
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maintaining
university
integrity

D

IFFERENT people are inclined to hold
differing views of a university and the
case of this university is no exception.
Some people see a university as an ivory
tower; withdrawn, isolated, out of touch
with the so-called "real world." Others
view it as a transmitter of the cultural heritage of our civilization, or as a center for the
preparation of specialists in an increasingly
complex society, or as a seat of research to
add new knowledge to our stocl:pile. And
there are those who see a university as being an institution for direct political and
social action. There are vet other views of
a university-as a corrupt agent of an immoral society which needs complete recasting; as a haven for advocates of disorder, disruption, and subversion; or as a
beleagured institution without adequate
protective resources against internal and
external assaults.
Actually, there are elements of justification in all of these viewpoints. Certainly
a university does play a major role in the
transmission of the cultural heritage of a
society from generation to generation. Research has a highly important place in a
university, as does the teaching of students
in preparation for specialized careers. No
human society is perfect and the institutions of a given society often reflect some
of its evils, with universities being no exception.
But all of this is only to say that none
of the views I have expressed is the complete or the correct view of a university

in the latter part of the 20th century. Nor
do all of the foregoing views, in sum, reflect an accurate picture of a university.
Today's university-and while I am
speaking generically, I am talking about
the University of New Mexico as wellis not a static institution. It is undergoing
quite rapid change as it seeks to accommodate the various publics it serves,
themselves caught up in swift-moving
transition from old patterns into ways
often not yet clearly defined.
A public institution of higher learning
such as the University of New Mexico is
a service organization. To each of its constituencies it supplies a special serviceto students, to alumni, to the society
which created it, to the community surrounding it, to the taxpayers who are its
patrons. The services in which it deals are
the accumulation, interpretation, transmittal, and application of l:nowledge,
which mal:es the university a very special
l:ind of service institution.
Universities always have been engaged
in this occupation. However, only since
'World War II has a university education
become commonplace for a large segment
of American society, and only recently
have business, industry, and government
come to make widespread use of the
knowledge resources of the university.
The increasingly complex technological
nature of our society has placed a premium on available knowledge and also on
the search for that which is new. Social
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scientists are referring to the contemporary
period as one of transition from an industrial economy to one they call "postindustrial" for lack of a better definition.
The new economy, they say, places more
emphasis on such nortproduct-oriented
engagements as service-rendering, leisureenjoying, and the like, and heightens the
salience and power of knowledge. Thus,
it follows that universities, as repositories
of knowledge and knowledge-seekers and
transmitters, become also repositories of
power. This increases public awareness of
and concern about the operation of universities. In turn, this concern is reflected
by new and heavier pressures on the university in areas of overall control and program direction. One need only pick up the
average daily newspaper or view a regular
television newscast to realize that higher
education is much in the public mind.
Since universities have never before
been so widely and directly involved in
human affairs through their teaching, research, and service functions, they are now
being subjected to new stressful situations
for which there exist few precedents for
action. Many individual. institutions are
being forced to redefine both their goals
and their methods for attainment of their
goals.
Here at the University of New Mexico we have built what I believe is a solid
premise for dealing with the new societal
pressures. At the core is academic freedom-freedom of inquiry, freedom in instruction, freedom of expression. These
are the essence of a university. Historian
Richard I-Jofstader of Columbia University puts it well when he says, in part:
"The very possibility of civilized human
discourse rests upon the willingness of
people to consider that they may be mis-
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taken . . . Similarly, the possibility of
the modern free university rests upon the
willingness of society to support and sustain institutions, part of whose business
it is to examine, critically and without
stint, the assumptions that prevail in that
society . . . The delicate thing about the
university is that it has a mixed character
. . . The university does in fact perform
certain mundane services of instruction
and information to society-and there are
those who think it should aspire to nothing more. It does in fact constitute a kind
of free forum-and there are those who
want to convert it primarily into a center
of political action.But above these aspects
of its existence stands its essential character as a center of free inquiry and criticism
-a thing not to be sacrificed for anything
else."
Clearly we must protect the University
against threats to its autonomy and integrity, whether these threats come from ex~
ternal or internal sources. This, however,
does not mean that we cannot or should
not be receptive to new ideas which might
involve substantial departure from past
procedure but which are not inimical to
the essential character of the University.
Groups and individuals-whether they
be students, alumni, legislators, parents,
or others-who would have the university
adopt a given point of view on matters of
social concern do not discern that a uni- ,.
versity, as a corporate entity, cannot have ·
an official position in these matters. If it
did, its usefulness as critic and analyst. to
the community it serves would be obviated and it could become only an advocate.
The feature of the campus scene that
currently attracts more controversy than
any other seems to be social activism. To
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say that it requires great self restraint on
the part of university authorities to resist
temptation to put a damper on activism
when touchy issues are at stake is to put
it mildly. When the headlines are large
and black, when letters to the editor appear, when irate parents, legislators and
even other faculty members and students
phone or write in protest, when there
seems to be a basis for suspecting that the
social activists themselves are far from
unhappy to have their identification with
the university emphasized-the inclination
is to look for a way to relieve the pressure.
But the university that is determined to
preserve its integrity must resist, and must
take every precaution_ to assure_thaLits
judgments On faculty and students are
conscientiously based on evaluation of
performance in the academic wotld and
not on the degree orform of participation
by the professor or student as a citizen.
This University's position with regard to
maintenance o£ its basic integrity is wellgrounded in the policy statement adopted
by its Regents in October, 1965, parts of
which I quote:
_
"The Regents recognize and approve
the right of free speech and honest expression of opinion on any subject by any
member of the University community;
whether tl1e subject relates to on- or offcampus issues, but those who speak or act
shall not do so in the name of the University or -any of its organizations unless
there has been specific authority to do so.
"Off-campus speakers, if approved in accordance with University regulations,
should be allowed free expression of their
views. Students with diverse po,il!tS of view
should permit such speakers to be heard
without harrassment.
"The Regents note with approval the

provision in the Student Standards Policy
- adopted by the Facl!lty in 1964 which
calls for disciplinary action if a .student
acts in such a way as to affect adversely
the University's educational Junction or
disrupt eommunity living on campus. No
student l1as the right· to interfere wifh
others in their pursuit of an education.
It is assumed that a .student who so disregards the rights of others will be dis.ciplined appropriately.
"The rights and responsibilities of each
member of the University community,
the same as every other citizen, are measured by the laws of our country. Respect
for the law is fundamental arid necessary
_for the preservation of our form oLgov-~ _
ernment. The Regents will take action to
enforce this principle if it should be necessary~"

New Mexico Unioncrnallarea.
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enhancing
undergraduate
education

\

NOTI-IER

major objective of the Univer-

.1-\. sity of New Mexico, as I have noted,

should be to strive to revitalize the teaching mission of the University, especially as
it is directed at the liberal education of
undergraduates. This does not imply a low
priority for graduate and professional education or to University-based research programs. The University of New Mexico
almost. inevitably will develop further
strength as a center for advanced study
and research, and this is much to be desired. During the year a new positionthat of Vice President for Research-was
established, with responsibility for providing guidance and assistance for research efforts at the University, particularly sponsored research that has now
reached a volume of over eight million
dollars per year in obligated funds. Several
new programs for advanced study have
been launched or are definitely planned,
in such diverse fields as philosophy, Romance languages, art history, political science, and public administration. Expansion along these lines will require careful
planning and will make major demands on
our resources, but is essential for further
development of the university.
When we consider the problem of undergraduate teaching, we must recognize
that it will take conscious sustained effort
at this university, and at others of our size
and larger, to identify and encourage
teaching excellence at the undergraduate
level, in view of a network of factors dur-

ing the last two decades that have tended
to de-emphasize and dilute undergraduate
instruction.
Several_ changes in university life in
America during the past twenty-five years
have been adverse to undergraduate teaching. Some of these changes are of themselves highly commendable, such as the
rising percentage of college-eligible youth
actually attending college; the advance
in status, prestige, and recognition of the
academic profession; the heavier involvement of the faculty member in the local,
national, and international scene; and the
expanding support of the national government for a wide range of research and
service activities.
Nevertheless, when these changes work
to the serious disadvantage of the undergraduate student, as has been intimated by
manifestations of disaffection on campuses across the country, it is high time
that the student be rescued. And the
rescue operation should be a joint one
with the students themselves taking part,
along with faculty members, university
administrators, and government officials.
There are a number of possible courses
of action. The most potent incentive that
a college or university can offer to encourage teaching excellence is through its
system of recognition for the achievements of faculty members. Specifically,
this means decisions on initial appointments, promotions, salary increments, and
tenure. Improvement on this front de-

,.
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mands different and better ways of ranking teaching performance, including a
more systematic .input of student judgment than either our faculty members or
our students are accustomed to. Achieving this will take more adjustment on the
part of the professors than the students,
but it must come.
Other approaches to the problem include: encouragement of curricular innovation and the use of new teaching techniques, with organization arrangements
and supporting services within the university to make this possible; maintenance
of a faculty-student ratio that does not
force additional overcrowding and the
turnover of mo(e of the task of undergraduate teaching to graduate assistants;
further utilization of honors programs,
residential colleges, and other devices for
humanizing the multiversity; and provision from national government and
foundation sources of non-categorical support to be used for rewarding teaching
excellence as well as excellence in research.
I am pleased to say that at UNM, we
have not been unaware of this problem,
and have, in fact, made more headway
than many other institutions. Four years
ago the Greater UNM Fund established
a $1,000 annual cash prize for excellence
in teaching. The award is based on the
judgment of both students and the faculty member's colleagues. The award is
symbolic in that it acknowledges the importance of the ideal of good teaching
and it is concrete in that it provides a
tangible reward for at least one of the
University's fine teachers.
This year a systematized experiment in
student evaluation of professors was attempted during the first semester. Participation by teachers was entirely volun-
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tary and approximately 25 per cent of the
faculty members took part. Questionnaires
were carefully prepared by a student
group, with assistance from interested faculty members, and were submitted to
classes taught by the participating instructors. Results were published after the close
of the fall semester. It seems likely that
the program will be expanded in the
future.
The faculty, as well as the students and
administration, are concerned about improving the teaching of undergraduates.
A University-wide faculty Committee on
the Enhancement of the Educational
Process is working in this direction as are
groups of faculty m}!mbers ii1 the inclividual colleges, such as the College of Arts
and Sciences with its Committee on the
Improvement of Instruction. From their
discussions with students, these groups
have indicated that if the students had
three wishes having to do with undergraduate instruction, they would be: a closer
student-faculty relationship, a better advisement process, and curricular and
course content changes to make their
studies more relevant to the burning issues
of our times.
On the faculty side, there is recognition
of the need for more experimentation in
teaching techniques, more innovation,
better use of the new educational technology, and more explicit preparation in "
teaching techniques for those graduate
students who will become college teachers
and who now are teaching some lower
level drill or quiz sections of classes.
It might be well to examine these objectives in some detail. First, there is the
matter of closer ties between faculty and
students. This is a most desirable purpose
for both parties. One generation of stu-
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dents often is different from the next. It is
well for a professor to know the "mind"
of the generation he is dealing with, just
as it is desirable that he know his students
in a personal context. Students, of course,
want to be known as individuals. And they
feel that personal contact is not a one-way
street-they believe that they have worthwhile ideas and perspectives to offer their
teachers.
The two major factors militating
against such a· desirable objective are size
and budgetary limitations. If money were
available to lower the University's unusually high student-to-faculty ratio, problems created by the size of the student
body probably would be largely alleviated.
As it stands now, neither the State Board
of Educational Finance nor tl1e State
Legislature has found it possible to reverse the policies which have brought us
to a student-faculty ratio of 21.2-1, one of
the highest in the nation. At most major
public universities the ratio is around 16or 17-to-one and at large private universities it is yet lower, about 11- or 12-to-one.
To fulfill our teaching mission we have
been forced to use the large lecture hall
approach for many classes. Nevertheless,
faculty and students are seeking effective
avenues of closer personal communication
outside the classroom as well as in the
teaching situation.
An informal student-facplty association,
formed about two years ago, has been conducting general discussion luncheons on
a regular basis and this year expanded
their plan with a series of informal talkfests in the homes of faculty members. All
of the groups meet on the sarne night but
in several different homes, and much in
the discussions to date has been con-

cerned with more effective and stimulating teaching.
The student advisement arrangement at
UNM is quite simple. Each student is assigned a faculty adviser, generally drawn
from the field of his major program of
studies. The adviser's function is to counsel the student about academic matters,
primarily-class scheduling, courses that
would be advantageous to him, and the
like. The rub is that there are far more
students than faculty advisers, with the
result that one faculty member may have
as many as five or six dozen advisees. Obviously, this limits the time he can spend
with each student. Moreover, many students feel tl1at they need or could use
more time than their advisers have to give
them for counseling about matters that do
not directly pertain to their academic pursuits. Recognizing this to be true, the University has in the past few years steadily
expanded its staff of professional counselors whose services are available to all
students. Once again, budgetary limitations on staffing prevent this program
from being as effective as it might be.
The Arts and Sciences Committee on
the Improvement of Instruction, the Committee for the Enhancement of the Educational Process, and the Committee on
the University-which has student, faculty, administrator and alumni membersall find the matter of advisement and
counseling to be one of particular concern. The Committee on the Improvement of Instruction is making a special
study of advisement procedures in the
College of Arts and Sciences, the largest
of the University's undergraduate degree·
granting colleges. The findings will be
most carefully studied.
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An ad hoc committee on psychological services appointed earlier this year
has prepared a survey questionnaire dealing with University services in counseling
and advising for circulation among the
entire student body later in this calendar
year.
vVhile it is impossible to anticipate
the findings, it Seems likely that some of
tl1e data may be valuable in designing future counseling-advising programs. Emotional and personal problems often present a career obstacle to the student. It is
proper that the University should offer
whatever help it .can on a practical basis.
The matter of relevance of academic
pursuits to issues of the moment is one
that l1as been argued for generations on
college and university campuses. The relevance of academic material, or its immediate application, to matters of social, political, or economic conc:ern is not always
readily discernible. At times the relationship between the two is indirect. Sometimes it requires a different perspective
from that of a student for the relevance of
college studies to "life" to become recognizable. Beyond that, some of the problems of our times lie in a territory as yet
largely unexplored by competent scholars
who could develop a solid teaching base.
To help overcome this deficit, researchers
and teachers here and at other universities
are conducting studies and carrying out
experimental programs seeking new ways
to apply knowledge, to make it relevant.
The College of Education is deeply involved in several such programs, especially
those having to do with minority groupsprograms dealing with language gaps and
cultural differences.
Courses in the law as it applies to poor
people, civil rights, and Jndian tribal af-
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fairs have been introduced recently into
the curriculum of the School of Law.
Many departments, such as Journalism
and Sociology, make it a regular practice
to sele.ct as special lecturers persons from
off-campus who have a direct contribution
to make to the points under consideration
in the classroom.
At the same time, all of the departments are well aware of the danger of concentrating on the present to the exclusion
of the past atrd the future, the fallacy of
stressing practice and obscuring theory.
The university-trained graduate should
not be just a technician. He should be a ,
person with a broad range of understanding and a depth of perception which permits him to see distant goals and effects
as well as those close at hand and to make
decisions on the basis of what has gone
before and what may lie ahead as well as
on what is current.
Several innovations by the faculty in
the interest of undergraduate education
are in the advanced planning stage; many
others are being widely discussed. One of
the concrete proposals from the Committee on the Enhancement of the Educational Process is the creation of a new degree, Bachelor of University Studies. This
degree, as the name implies, calls for no
major and would permit the student a
free range of studies in all colleges, if he
chose. Although this is a rather wide de- ,,
parture from the traditional, it is one way
of offering an additional option to the
student who has neither need for nor interest in the specialization usually associated with a degree program. The proposal is being considered by the faculty as
a whole.
Another promising innovation initiated
by the faculty this year is a University-
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wide clay of self-study to be held later this
spring. Group discussions, talks, seminars,
informal meetings-all involving students,
- faculty, members of the adininistration;
and others-will be held throughout the
campus, conccntr;Jting on the teaching·
learning process at UNi\IL 1t is hoped that
from this institutional introspection may
come some fresh insights into tl1e needs
of undergraduate education and that these
may be found useful in strengthening the
-teaching ]JJi>sionc. - Anumber of departments already have
begun sharpening the teaching skills of
graduate students employed as instructors
in undergraduate drill sections or labora·
torics. The Department of Psychology,
- -- -Eat cxaml)lc,-thisycar l\Jtrodl1ceu -a -sen1·
- inar in teaching techniques for its graduate tcac!Jing assistants~ These students
benefit from the counsel of experienced
professors in basic teaching skills and are
gi\·cu t1IC opportunity to develop their
own philosophies of learning and teaching, necessary tools for their work here _and later ns teachers at other colleges and
uni\'crsities.
The University is making some usc. of
closed circuit telcl'ision for lectures and
for introducing special materials into the
classrooms. In biology, as an example, a
microscope ma~' be interconnected with a
television closed circuit so that the slide
may l)e magnified and displayed to the
class 011 a TV sccreen. Two con1plcte
courses in Electrical Engineering and one
in Sociology arc available on- video taric-:Thc electrical engineering lectures are
played several limes a day at stipulated
times in a specially cqttippcd room, etiabling students to brhtg their notes up to
date, go over points that may not have
.1f :J StudciJt·F.wnlty AI\OciationlunclJcoiJ.
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been clear to them the first time around,
or make up a class that they might have
missed. Other innovative uses of the new
educational media will be introduced in
the months ahead.
New vistas for undergraduate as well as
graduate students were opened this year
with the establishment in Ouito, Ecuador,
of the UNM Andean Study and Research Center. Through the Center, students get a valuable introduction to a
different culture and have the advantage
of studying subjects relating to Hispanic
America in a Latin American setting.
Students may take classes at Ecuadorian
universities in Ouito in addition to courses
.
offered at the Center.
The University of New Mexico has evidenced concern for undergraduate education in another important area by opening this year in Gallup its first two-year
branch.
The Gallup branch, offering core
courses that will permit the students to
transfer to the main campus at the end
of two years of study, if they wish, opened
with a full-time equivalent enrollment of
about 75 students. Since most of the students are carrying only part-time course
loads, the total enrollment stands at 135.
Tl1e course structure at present is geared
for students interested in academic degree
programs. However, we are studying the
possibility of implementing a technical
curriculum to help meet an important
educational demand.
While the Gallup school is the only
UNM brancl1, we are exploring-together
with interested persons from the region~
the feasibility of establishing one or more
branches in northern New Mexico in the
Los Alamos-Espanola-Santa Fe area. A
survey, to be completed later this spring,
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will investigate the possibility of interrelated academic-technical programs wl1ich
will permit students who have no clear-cut
career choices when they enter to move
easily to one or the other at a later time.
The branch college law limits such programs to the first two years of education
beyond high school. The branches are designed to bring the first years of a university education to young men and women
living at home, enabling many students
to attend college who otherwise might
not be able to do so.
There is a strong possibility that a
junior college of some type may be established in Bernalillo County. The proposal
has had the support of the University from
the beginning. Many students who, for a
variety of reasons, do not do well in their
freshman year in a university setting and
have to drop out, often are able to do
much better in a two-year college> especially one which offers them alternatives
to a straight academic degree program.
Other students, lacking confidence in
their scholastic abilities, have a chance to
prove their competence under less competitive conditions in a junior college, and
can go on to complete their degrees by
transferring to a university in their junior
year.
There are. several options for the organization of a two-year college in Albuquerque. One would be to place it under ,,
the aegis of the University with provisions
for cross-transfer between academic and
technical curricula. Similar programs at
other major universities. have been operating successfully for many years.
In any event, a properly accredited
junior college, under whatever plan of organization is deemed best by the community, will have the support of the

Uniwr,ity of New \ lexieo <lS part of oul'
c·omm1tment t:o students <Jt the nnckr~mduale lcn:L
.
Tltt.: programs I lnm: reviewed as exarnpb of this commitment do not nnmTr alJ of the l]llt'StiO!lS Of soh'c all of the
problc111s. Bnt they do represent some
step~ in the direction 1\'l: should be trm·el-

ing during the yem'S ahead.
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expanding
educational
opportunity

ROVIDING more college opportunity for
students from disadvantaged backgrounds and minority population groups
l1as been the focus nationally of much discussion and no little action during recent
years. Much of the concern has centered
on the nation's Negro population, the
largest single minority group. Our situation in New IVIexico is somewhat different,
but it presents unique problems and, attl1e
same time, exceptional opportunities to
build upon a history of ethnic tolerance
and cultural interpretation.
The University can contribute directly
and indirectly to the equalization of educational opportunity. Its first obligation,
of course, is to see that admission to and
advancement in the University itself continue to be without taint of discrimination. vve have the further obligation to
provide educational enrichment programs
for those whose high school experience
puts them at a competitive disadvantage
academically. Less directly, tl1e University
of New Mexico can prepare teachers for
classroom situations where there arc cultural differences among students and
where English is not tl1e native language
of many of the youngsters. In this latter
area, since we must also continue teacher
preparation for the schools of tl1e majority
of the population, new ventures require
"new" money-funds in addition to those
allocated for establis1Jecl, on-going courses.
The primary source of money for these

P

innovative and experimental programs is
the federal government.
With federal funding, the University
l1as been able to undertake a diversity of
programs for both teacher candidates and
in-service teachers. One of tl1esc utilizes
U.S. Job Corps Centers in Albuquerque
and Mountainair, N.M. 1 to give student
teachers an insight into some of the problems associated with teaching students
who have not been able to adjust to and
learn in the usual school setting. Student
teachers in this program spend most of
their time for an entire academic year in
the Job Corps classrooms and counseling
offices, supplementing this experience
with evening and weekend seminars to
satisfy methodology requirements for certification. What they learn should stand
them in good stead as teachers in ghetto
schools where instructors with a special
understanding of the social and environmental problems are desperately needed.
Next year a newly funded program will
permit UN.lVI to train 28 teachers to conduet their classes in both English and
Spanish and to teach English as a second
language. It is hoped that the Bilingual
Education Institute will be continued in
future years.
Another new program calls for tl1e College of Education to administer a federal
project to enhance the education of minority groups in New Mexico schools. This
applies especially to Spanish-speaking stu-
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dents. University specialists work with the
schools to develop curricula and teaching
materials for the minority group students.
A somewhat similar venture involving
social studies materials for Navajo students already is well-developed in the College of Education. New curricular materials developed in the project are being
field tested in Bureau of Indian Affairs
schools in the Navajo Reservation this
year.
A college enrichment program, work~
ing directly with students, is now in the
developmental stage and will become operative with the start of the next academic
year. It will provide 45 high school graduates from poverty backgrounds in New
Mexico with an intensive educational ex,.
perience in the course of three successive
summer sessions in order to help them
gain the skills and attitudes necessary for
graduate-level education. Students will be
selected from all ethnic heritages. The
program is designed for students who need
financial, motivational, and academic aid,
but who l1ave the potential for academic
success.
The School of Law is in its third year
of a program designed to pave the way to
legal careers for American Indians, a pro·
gram already successful enough to have
been chosen as a model for similar undertakings for other minority groups in law
schools at Harvard University, the University of California at Los Angeles, the
University of Denver, and Emory Uni·
versity. The UNM program brings to
campus each summer Indians who have
the requisite academic background and
who aspire to a law career. They are given
special work in preparation for entering
law school and then, in the fall, may enroll
in the UNM School of Law or at other
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schools. This fall, five were enrolled at
UNM and seven at four other universities.
·while its major thrust is in the area of
!Services, the Indian Comunify Action
Project offers the opportunity of undergraduate and graduate education to its
Indian staff members at UNM.
The new Andean Study and Research
Center has a special value for our Spanish-speaking students. Their experience
at the Quito Center, coupled with their
native. language ability, will open many ·
doors to international careers in fields
such as education, diplomacy, journalism,
and technical and service posts in industry
and government. One of the requirements
for students attending the Andean Center
is a degree of fluency in Spanish, a cnrrdition readily met by young men and
women who have gmwn up speaking both
Spanish and English.
The programs I have mentioned here
are a strong beginning. The University
should continue to seek new and better
ways to bring the benefits of education to
all New Mexicans, regardless of income,
race, creed, or ethnic background. The
ideal of public education in a democratic
society demands no less.

In Head S!nrt. one of tJw constituents of VNM's
Imli<IIl Conmuuuty Action Program.

IJJ 311 Albuquerque sclwolwlJCrc VNi\.J students teach
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New thi5 ycm-tlw IWO·Imilcling conlplex lmrrsing the Institute lor Soclill Research tllld
TJcvc!opnreirt hncl tl1e School of Business and Adminisfmtive Sciences
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attacking
societal
problems

T

HE final

basic objective that I listed was
the full use of our resources and location in service to the urban community
that surrounds us and to cities throughout
the state. Despite its wide open spaces and
its colorful ranching and farming traditions, New Mexico is now a largely urbanized state. Approximately 70 per cent of
the state's population lives in communities
that are, by definition, citieso. Rapid urbanization with its attendant pressures and
problems is the sociological phenomenon
chiefly characteristic of the second half of
the 20th century. Abandoned farmsteads,
wind whistling through the broken windows of unused schoolrooms, empty shells
that once housed stores and other business ventures at country crossroads-these
tell the story in New Mexico as elsewhere.
·while the world has always known
cities, it has never really understood them.
In the main they have just grown in response, apparently, to certain laws of economics and human nature. It is of grave
importance that we now begin in-depth
studies of the dynamics of city life and
development; that we learn as much as
possible about all facets of urban livingsocial, political, economic, cultural. Only
by doing this can we hope to find more
than stop-gap solutions to the serious problems created by rapid and continuing urbanization. Attention has been focused on
the almost overwhelming problems of the
megalopolis, but smaller cities also are
faced with knotty problems of finance,

education, and community development.
As the University of New Mexico develops as a center for urban studies, it
should look to the needs and pecularities
of small urban communities as well as
those of large metropolitan areas. Early
planning has this end in view.
One of the most promising steps guaranteeing greater involvement by UNM in
urban affairs was the recent selection of
Albuquerque for inclusion in a pilot program of ''Urban Observatories"-centers
for research and services dealing with specific problems of particular cities. The
University is a major participant in the
program, together with the city and county government, the city public schools,
and the University of Albuquerque. One
of the important reasons for Albuquerque's selection by the National League of
Cities as one of six urban centers for the
project was the ability and willingness of
the University to work cooperatively with
the city and other agencies in the type of
program outlined.
The University's Institute for_ Social
Research and Development, established
at the start of the current fiscal year, is designed to expand and coordinate all of our
activities in problem-oriented research and
developmental services in the field of the
social sciences. The University has been
involved in work of this nature for many
years, but never before on a Universitywide, coordinated basis. The Institute represents an additional commitment of the
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University to the social and economic development of New Mexico, the Southwest, and tl1e nation. Its services are notnor are they intended to be-oriented
solely to urban life. The function of
ISRAD and its agencies is to provide a
mechanism through which all of the University's talents maybe brought to bear as
needed and available on major societal
problems.
The makeup of ISRAD at present incorporates a number of pre-existing and
newly created research and service agencies.
The Bureau of Business Research, long
offering valuable service to the state's
bllsiness and industrial community, is part
of the ISRAD group . ln addition to its
on-going publication activities and its
Data Bank of New Mexico information,
the Bureau has added a new service-Community Economic Education and Development. The aim of this program is to
assist leaders in New Mexico communities to learn more about the processes
and techniques of community development. The service is available on request
and at this point two communities, Artesia and Taos, have made arrangements
for Bureau staff members to work with
them.
The Division of Government Research,
another long-standing UNM service
agency specializing in the publication of
studies in government and. politics at
local, state, and national levels, is now an
arm of ISRAD. So is the Technology Application Center, providing valuable services to state and regional industries. Under a cooperative agreement with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, T AC supplies to private industry
reports, analyses, and interpretations of

scientific and technological developments
unfolded by NASA-directed research. The
Center also operates a national program
specializing in the application of new
technology to firms interested specifically
in natural resources. T AC is one of six
NASA-supported dissemination centers.
Otl1er Institute agencies include the
Center for Community Action Services,
the College Enrichment Program for disadvantaged students, the Home Improvement Project, teaching fundamental building and home repair skills as well as basic
education courses to school dropouts; the
Indian Community Action Program, providing technical assistance and training
in career and community development for
Indian tribal groups in New Mexico and
Arizona; the New Careers Program whose
aim is to provide the training that will
offer new career opportunities to persons
now unemployed; and the Public Finance
Research Program, a research and technical assistance program designed to analyze problems of public finance.
The Urban Observatory will be added to
the ISRAD group. Other programs which
have a potential value for New Mexico,
such as a Center for the Study of Leisure
Activities, are being considered. Undertakings of this nature generally are possible
only if funding is available through special
state appropriations or grants from outside
sources such as the federal government or··,
private foundations.
vVhile ISRAD is a new organism pro·
viding diverse services in the are€! of
societal problems, the University's extramural response to people's needs by no
means ends there. Perhaps the greatest
potential for the betterment of life in New
Mexico is offered by the University's
School of Medicine. As the School con-
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tinuesto develop its continuing education
programs for professionals in practice
throughout the state; as the specialized
abilities of its faculty members are put to
use in referral cases, and as the New
Mexico . Regional Medical- Program for
Heart Disease, Cancer, Stroke and Related Diseases expands its capabilities, all
New Mexicans will benefit ftom the avail- _
ability of improvedmecTicalcare. This, of
course, is in addition to the School's basic
mission of educating new physicians and
directing the training of interns and residents.
01ily rec~tly tl1e School inaugurated a _
pilot program in Estancia which holds
promise for isolated rural communities
which are without physicians and which
often l1ave little hope ofattracting a doctor as a permanent resident. A registered
nurse was given six months of special train-

ing at the School to enable her to make
critical observations of patients and deal
with certain health problems under long
distance supervision of physicians, in this
case the School of Medicine faculty members. The .nurse, whose office is in a med. ical clinic building in Estancia, has directline telephone connections with the med. kaLschool. Twice a week, members of the
medical faculty travel to tl1e clinic to provide additional supervision and consultation on more difficult problems. The service, hopefully, will meet a need in the
community for on-the-spot care for lesser
inJuries and minor diseases which could _
develop into major problems if left unchecked, The plan has the approval of the
New Mexico lVlcdical Society and the
New Mexico Health and Social Services
Department, and the enthusiastic support
of the community. It is being supported
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with private funds from the Sears, Roebuck Foundation and federal monies
through the Regional Medical Program.
Some of the other direct services of the
School include pre-natal clinics in low income areas of Albuquerque, cancer-screening tests for Navajo women and other
groups, and professional care at the new
Bernalillo County Mental Health Center.
The School of Law also is deeply involved in service to the community. Its
Institute of Public Law and Services has
worked closely with the Legislative Council and the State Supreme Court on a
number of matters. Law students are serving as assistants to the local magistrates'
courts and operate as screening agents for
recommendations t11at prisoners charged
with lesser offenses be released from jail
without bond pending court action. The
School's Indian Law Center currently is
working with tl1e Navajo Tribe on a program to help revise the Navajo Tribal
Court structure. The Center has conducted seminars and workshops on Indian civil rights legislation for government
attorneys and is working with the Pueblo
Indians on a study of their legal structure.
The School each year conducts several
seminars outside Albuquerque for practicing attorneys, in addition to a regular continuing education program on campus.
The programs in medicine and law are
a strong blend of instruction, research, and
service, as are many others on campus. A
year ago the University launched a unique
graduate program in Public Science Policy
and Administration. Situated among several major scientific research and development installations, we are quite aware of
both the need for well trained science administrators and the opportunity to call
upon some of the nation's outstanding
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science executives for assistance. The Program for Advanced Study in Science
Policy and Administration does both. The
first year of the program has been devoted
to defining curricular needs and gathering
teaching materials. A Regional Advisory
Committee composed of ranking executives of most of the Southwest's major
scientific installations is making significant
contributions to the program's development. It will be asked to continue its work
as the program goes into its instructional
phase next fall when 10 graduate fellowships will be awarded for a year's study.
Additional fellowships will be awarded in
succeeding years with the support of a program grant from the National Aeronautics
·and Space Administration.
The examples I have listed here give
ample evidence, I believe, that the University of New Mexico feels strongly about
its mission of service to New Mexico.
However, as the University grows and as
funding is made available much more can
be done in areas in which UNM bas a
depth of talent, such as medical care,
urban life, and economic development.
The objectives which I l1ave set forth
in this report are, I believe, in keeping
with the overall University goal of excellence in teaching, research, and service.
The University of New Mexico can
become an effective resource for the solution of many of the state's problems. vVe,.
hope that the Legislature and the people
of New Mexico will recognize the importance of providing tl1e financial support
essential to this mission.
,
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In Albuquerque's Cl1ild Guidance Clinic wlwre medical students work witli tl!C professional staff.

At work in tlic Home Itnptovcment Project.

In tl1e Teclinology Application Center,
nationwide distributor of NASA photographs.
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THE REPORT OF THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Hoyt Trowbridge, Dean

Activities of the College of Arts anq Sciences during the
1967-68 academic year will be summarized in this report under
the following main headings:
I.
Significant Events of the Year
II. Enrollment Statistics and Trends
III. Students
IV. Faculty Promotion~, Separations, and Appointments
V.
Excellence in Teaching
VI. Achievements in Research
VII. Recommendations for the Future
I. SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE YEAR
Of many important developments in the College during 1967-68,
the following are especially notable:
1. The department of mathematics and statistics was awarded
a three-year NSF Science Development Grant, totaling $560,000,
to support research and graduate instruction in "applicable"
analysis. Five senior appointments for the fall of 1968, made
possible by the grant, are listed below under additions to the
staff. The new computing laboratory for students in the calculus
sequence, partly funded by another substantial grant from the
National Science Foundation, was set up in the fall of 1967.
Student response during the first year of operation was very
gratifying.
2. Joining the College faculty in September, 1968, as the
University's second Distinguished Professor will be
Dr. G. Robert Grice, an experimental psychologist now at the
University of Illinois. The first such appointment was that of
Dr. James Spuhler, Leslie Spier Professor of Anthropology, who
came to UNM from the University of Michigan in September, 1967.
Fuller details on Dr. Grice's career and irtterests are given
under staff additions later in this report~
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3. The department of philosophy admitted the first candidates under the new Ph. D. program approved by the Board of
Educational Finance last summer. New doctoral programs in
Political Science .and Romance Languages were approved by the
College faculty, the Graduate Committee, and the University
faculty. The proposals have been transmitted to the BEF, which
is expected to consider them in the fall of 1968.
4. The new biology building, providing almost 70,000 square
feet ·of additional office, laboratory, research, and museum
space, was occupied at the beginning of the academic year.
Architectural design of a new chemistry building was completed
and construction is scheduled to begin in the fall of 1968.
Programs for a psychology building to be constructed in the
science-engineering complex and a humanities classroom-office
building on the Zimmerman Field site, most of which will be
occupied by the department of modern and classical languag~~'.
were also finished and approved. They will be funded from the
1969 state bond issue and federal allocations.
5. Thanks to the interest of several members of the state
legislature, the university's appropriation for 1968-69 includes a small line item toward the costs of establishing and
operating the new Andean Research and Study Center in Quito,
Ecuador. Some 40 to 50 UNM students are expected to enroll
there next year, pursuing a regular course of study in history,
Spanish, Latin American Studies, or other subjects. First
director of the Center will be Or.. Sabine Ulibarri, department
of modern languages, who will be in Quito for the full academic
year, Other instructors will be Professor Karl Sch,werin, anthropology, and Professor Robert Norris, a member of the history
faculty at the University of Arizona. Much of the credit for
creation of the Center is due to the tireless efforts of Professor Marshall Nason, director of the Language and Area CE!nter
for Latin America.
6. The Institute of Meteoritics, established in 1946, has
been relatively inactive since the retirement in 1962 of its
long-time director, Dr. Lincoln La Paz. A young meteoriticist,

"'
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Dr. James D. Wray, was engaged in full-time research in the
Institute during 1966-67 but left at the end of the year to
accept an appointment at ·Northwestern. He was not replaced
in 1967-68, but in the course of the year it was decided to
reorganize the Institute and place it under the administrative supervision of the department of geology. Dr. Klaus Keil,
presently a research scientist at the NASA-Ames Research Center
in California, will join the faculty next September as Professor of Geology and Director of the Institute. The museum
collection, including the unique Norton County stony meteorite,
will remain in the Physics building on Lomas Avenue until new
space can be provided in Geology.
7. Late in the spring, after extended study and discussion,
creation of a new rnstitute for social Research and Development was approved by President-elect Ferrel Heady. Incorporating existing budgets and functions of the Bureau of Business
Research, the Division of Government Research, and other research
and service programs, the Institute will seek to.coordinate
and expand the University's work on state and regional problems
of a socio-economic nature, including basic and applied research
as well as developmental programs. In somewhat different form,
the Institute should provide the vehicle for :research and
service activities in the social sciences which the departments
of political science, economics, and sociology have been trying
to establish for several years.
8. Three Danforth Visiting Committees reviewed Arts and
Sciences departments during the year and submitted recommendations for improvement of their programs. The committee for
economics was on campus for three days in October, the chemistry
team made its visit February 29 to March 2, and the department ,
of modern and classical languages was visited April. 4-6.
9. The Museum of Anthropology received gift accessions
valued at approximately $125,000, which will greatly enhance
its already fine collections. Gifts totaling $50,000 toward
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the cost of an addition to the building were received from
private donors, with a similar amount promised for the near
future. Almost 60,000 people visited the Museum during the
year. Thirteen hundred Navajo school childre)l were among
thos.e participating in 442 guided tours.
10. A five•year grant from the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration permitted the establishment of a program
in Public Science Policy and Administration, to be directed
by Professor Albert H. Rosenthal of the department of political
science. The first year will be devoted to planning and preParation of teaching materials, with the assistance of regional and
national advisory committees. Fellowships for ten or twelve
graduate students in 1969-70 will be funded under the grant.
It is hoped that the project will facilitate the early development of an interdisciplinary master's degree program in public
administration or public affairs.
- 11. The clinical program in speech therapy and audiology,
which has been strengthened greatly in the last few years
through federal training grants and cooperation between the
Medical School and Professor Lloyd Lamb, audiologist in the department of speech, \vas further strengthened during 1967-68 by
several developments. Supplementing previous support from the
u.s. Office of Education, th~ Vocational Rehabiltation Administration, the Elks Club, and other agencies, a substantial new
grant for training in medically related communication disorders
was awarded to the department by the u.s. Public Health Service.
These grants not only support traineeships but also permit additions to the professional and clerical staffs of the clinic. A
large program for testing and training Indian schoolchildren
with speech and hearing difficulties is currently under discus-•
sion with the BUreau of Indian Affairs. In September, 1968,
Dr. Samuel Fletcher, chairman of the department of audiologyspeech pathology at Utah State, will become director of the UNM
Center for Speech Pathology and Audiology. He succeeds
Fred M. Chreist, who founded the clinical program here and
directed it with meager resources for many years. Dr. Chreist,
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who 'vi.ll continue to teach in the program, asked to be relieved of his administrative duties at the end of the 1967-68
academic year.
II. ENROLLMENT STATISTICS AND TRENDS

After five years of very rapidly increasing enrollments,
the University's rate of growth began to slow down in the fall
of 1966. Stpdent enrollments in the College showed a similar
trend, as the following table indicates, though the rate of
increase was still substantial, averaging approximately ten
per cent annually. The number of students enrolled has doubled
in the last five years.
TABLE I
ENROLLMENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, 1962-68
YEAR

Sem. I

% Inc. over

Prev. Year

Sem. II

15.1
19.9
13.2

1,136
1,296
1,532

1965-66
1966-67

1,059
1,270
1,438
1,667
1,993

15.9

1967-68

2,239

12.3

1,860
2,032
2,248

5-Year
Total
Increase

1,180

111.4%

1,112

1962-63
1963-64

1964-65

19,5

% Inc. over

Prev. Year
18.0

14.1
18.2
21.4
9.2

10.6

97.9%

The reduced rate of grmvth during both of the last two
years is more evident in the number of student credit hours
taught in the college and the University as a \'lhole. The A&S
percentage of the total has decreased slightly, but the college
continues to produce approximately two-thirds of all student
credit hours taught. The dean likes to remind the President
from time to time that this is accomplished with only a little
more than half of the university's instructional budget.
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TABLE II
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS TAUGHT, UNM AND A&S
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS
A&S PER CENT
YEAR
UNM
A&S
OF TOTAL
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68

194,543
214,123
248,253
290,852
317,490
336,749

One-year
Increase
Five-Year
Increase

132,646
145,965
168,552
194,863
208,845
219,298

19,259
6.1 %

10,453
5.0 %

142,216
73.1 %

86,652
65.3 %

68.2
68.2
67.9
67.0
65,8
65.1

Perqaps the most significant measure of scale in an educationa! institution is the number of degrees awarded·, since
those figures represent the successful achievement of curricular
objectives for both the College and its students. At the
bachelor's, master's, and doctoral levels, the degrees awarded
in June, 1968, considerably exceeded the numbers granted at any
previous commencement.
TABLE III
DEGREES AWARDED, 1963-68 (A&S only)
YEAR

BACHELOR'S DEGREES
No. of % Inc. Over
Degrees Prev. Year

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

2.30
301
351
396
423
511

5-Year
Inc.

281

3.1%
30.9
16.3
12.3
6.8
20.8
122.2

AD VAN CED
DE G R E E S
I-1aster 1 s (a)
Doctor's
Total
No. % Inc. No. % Inc. No. % Inc.
58
76
89
112
130
171

-22.2%
31.0
17.1
25.8
16.0
31.5

18
14
29
20
41
47

-16.7%
-28.6
107.1
-31.0
105.0
14.6

76
90
118
131
171
218

-25.0%
18.4
.31.1
11.0
30.5
27 • .5

U3

194.8

.29

161.1

142

186.8

(a) These figures do not include Master of Arts in Teaching and
Master of Education in Science degrees.
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For pu:r;poses of comparison, ';['able IV shows the number of
bachelor's and advanced degrees awarded by the College of Arts
and Sciences, by the eight professional colleges or schools,
and by the whole University in 1963 and 1968, as well as the
percentage increases during the same period.
TABLE IV
COLLEGE
Arts and Sciences
Other Colleges
UNM

BACHELOR' S DEGREES
1963 l'L968 % Inc.

DEGREES
1968 % Inc.

ADV~CED

1963

230
461

511
802

122.2
74..0

76
240

218
420

186.8
75.0

691

1313

90.0

316

638

101.9

There are many variations of E;cale and rate of gro~>Tth among
the College's seventeen departments and twenty-five baccalaureate
degree programs. As measured by percentage increase in student
credit hours, the smallest department in the College, journalism,
has experienced by far the highest rate of increase in the last
five years. Apart from the department of speech, whose SCH
production has grown by 91.3 per cent, the other programs which
have increased most rapidly are all in the social sciences. In
terms of degrees awarded, the departments of history, English,
and biology produced the largest number of bachelor's degrees,
mathematics and modern languages the most master's degrees, and
English the most doctorates. These differences and tendencies
are summarized in Tables v and VI on the following pages.
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CREDIT
HOURS BY DEPARTMENTS
STUDENT

DEPT.
Anth.
Bio1.
Chern.
Econ.
Engl.
Geog.
Geo1.
Hist.
Journ.
Math.
M&CL
Ph.il.
Phys.
Pol.Sc.
Psych.
Socio.
Speech
InterDept.
TOTALS

% INCR.
1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1963-68

7,631
12,102
8,256
5,203
21,870
2,188
5,014
12,092
569
15,435
13,868
3,027
5,440
4,583
8,382
3,589
3,397

7,945
13,553
8,950
5,346
24,937
2,833
5,533
13,774
648
16,963
14,438
3,243
6,065
5,061
9,266
$,933
3,477

8,505
15,195
9,709
5,986
28,331
2,474
6,196
16,884
884
19,810
16,357
3,638
6,529
6,991
10 ,!'l76
5,702
4,385

10,523
17,122
11,270
7,482
32,841
2,829
7,385
19,612
1,060
22,269
17,346
4,215
7,265
8,232
12,623
6,995
5,761

12,380
17,816
12,227
8,347
33,069
3,165
7,328
21,672.
1,392
24,517
18,479
4,589
7,608
8,436
13,634
8,171
6,015

13,139
18,665
12,620
9,609
35,014
4,017
7,858
23,058
1,601
24,733
19,397
5,198
8,091
7, 892
13,911
6,843
6,497

72.2
54.2
52.9
84.7
60.1
83.6
56.7
90.7
181.4
60.2
39.9
71.7
48.7
72.2
66.0
90.7
91.3

1,155(a)
132,646 145,965 168,552 194,830 208,845 219,298

65.3

(a) This figure represents student credit hours earned in an
experimental no~grade interdisciplinary course taught
during Semester I, 1967-68, The course attracted many
students who would ordinarily have enrolled in introductory
courses in political science, sociology, and other departments.
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TABLE VI
BACHELOR'S AND ADVANCED DEGREES AWARDED, 1966-68
DEPARTMENT

B.A., B.S.

M.A., M.S.

Ph. D.

1966 1967 1968

1966 1967 19.68

1966 1967 1968

Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Comp. Lit.
Economics
Econ-Philos.
English
Engl-Philos.
For. Studies
Geography
Geology
History
Journalism
Mathematics
M&CL
Philosophy
Physics
Pol. Science
Psychology
Sociology
Speech
Medical Tech.*
Art*
American Studies**
Ibero-Amrrierican
Studies**
Home Economics*
M.A.T. {Spanish)
M. Ed. Science
TOTALS

29
45
14
1
10

21
54
18
1
16

56
1
17
3
8
43
13
30
34
7
8
26
47
14
5
2
1

49
4
12
3
4
48
12
29
40
10
8
42
40
19
16
2

3

!114

451

37
60
29
18
61
7
22
4
10
72
15
24
37

10

13
41
40
21
12
2
4

2
11
7
1
1

7
14
3.
1
4

9
18
9
0
7

21

22

18

1

3

4

2
15

7
11

11
14
4
8
2
4
1.
7

3
14
4
10
3
9
3
12

1
1
2

1
6

1

3

7

12

9
19

3
6

4
6

2
3

22
21
4
7
3

1

5
3

6

2

4

7

8

0

2

6

.1

2

1

1

1

2

20

41

47

6

1
12

1

540

16
30

18
18

10
20

158

166

201

*Not departments of the College of Arts and Sciences, but major
or minor is allowed under certain conditions.
**Interdisciplinary programs at the doctoral level.
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III. STUDENTS
Approximately one-eighth of all students enrolled in the
College are normally on probation for unsatisfactory academic
performance during the fall semester, with a. somewhat smaller
percentage in the spring. Figures for 1967-68 were not significantly different from those in earlier years, except that the
number earning release from probation was higher than usual-a gratifying development which we hope will continue.
TABLE. VII
COMPARATIVE PROBATION AND SUSPENSION FIGURES
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
SEMESTER I
%
.No.
No.
No.
%
%
Probation
Suspension
Released from
Probation
SEMESTER II
Probation
Suspension
Released from
Probation

207

12.5

37

2.2

262
48

13.1
2.4

283
44

12.6
2.0

32

1.3

50

1.7

68

3.0

199
32

10.7
1.2

244
45

12.0
2.2

245
47

10.9
2.1

28

1..5

54

2.6

73

3.2

The grade-point average of all A&S students during the year
was slightly higher than in recent years: 2.628 in Semester I
and 2.697 in Semester li, a mean indicating that in the middle
range of academic achievement students earned more B's than C's.
Students on the dean's list constitute approximately the
upper fifth in achievement. The nUrnbe.r earning straight A
grades, 39 in the fall semester, is the largest the college
has ever had.
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T~BLE

VII.I

STUDENTS ON DEAN'S LIST
Grade
Average

1967-1968

1966-1967

Semester I
No.
%

Semester II
No.
%

1.6

29

39

1.7

5.8

113

5.0 130

5.8

13.0 316

15.6

278

1.2. 4 316

14.0

19.0 467

23.0

420

18.7 485

21.6

Semester I
No.
%

Semes.ter II
No.
%

4.00

20

1.0

3.3

3.50~399

99

5.0 118

3.00-3.49

260

TOTALS

379

1.3

Among many .noteworthy individual achievements by A&S
students, Robert L. Mercer was awarded honorable mention in the
twenty-eighth annual William L. Putnam Mathematical Competition,·
placing him among the top 15-2() ~eniors in the cpuntry. He and
other UNM students participating in the competition were
coached by Professor Abraham P. Hillman. Mr. Mercer earned his
bachelor's degree with distinction and summa cum laude in
mathematics, and he was also elected to both Phi Kappa Phi and
PhLBeta Kappa.
Honors awarded to graduating seniors (and to some outstanding juniors) are summarized below.
TABLE IX
FINAL UNDERGRADUATE HONORS (A&S only)
Honors in General Studies
Cum laude
Magna cum laude
Departmental Honors
Mathematics
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Speech
Graduated with Distinction
Elected to Phi Kappa Phi
Juniors
Seniors

7
10

17

1

4
1
3
l

10
38

6
24

30

,---------

~--
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FINAL UNDERGRADUATE HONORS (A&S only)
Elected to Phi Beta Kappa
Juniors
Seniors

13
28

41

The first Tom L. popejoy Dissertation Award, administered
by the Graduate School, was won by James L. Dean of the department of English for his doctoral dissertation, "Howells" Travel
Writing: Theory and Practice." It will be published by the
UNM Press.
The second John F. Kennedy Prize Fellowship for outstanding
research on the southwest was awarded to Theodore R. Reinhart of
the department of anthropology for his extensive investigation
"Late Archaic Cultures of the Middle Rio Grande Valley: a Study
in the Process of Culture Change."

IV. _FACULTY PROMOTIONS, SEPARATIONS, AND APPOINTMENTS
ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES
The appointment of Richard F. Tomasson as chairman of the
department of sociology was announced. in last year's report.
He earned his doctorate at the University of Pennsylvania and
comes to New Mexico from the university of Illinois. He assumed
his new duties in September, 1967.
Barrett Beer of the department of fiistory, assistant dean
of the College for the past two years, resigned from the faculty
at the end of 1967-68 to accept an appointment at Kent State
University in Ohio. He will be succeeded as assistant dean by
Frederick B. Warner, Jr., assistant professor of English.
Three chairmen of A&S departments will be on leave during
1968-69 and will be .replaced temporarily by colleagues serving
as acting chairmen.• ~ Robert M. Duncan will replace R. R. Maccurdy
in the department of modern and classical languages, rven Bennett
will assume the administrative responsibilities of Richard Murphy
in geography, and Melbourne G. Evans will be acting chairman of
the department of philosophy during the absence of Paul F. Schmidt.

41
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Since Professor MacCurdy has resigned as chairman and will devote full-time to research and teaching after his return from
sabbatical leave, an extensive search for a new permanent chairman of the department of modern and classical languages,
effective in September, 1969, is already in progress.
At a meeting of the University faculty on March 12, 1968,
a motion by the Policy Committee to establish five-year terms
of office for department chairmen was tabled. It was opposed by
Dean Trowbridge, who believes that strong leadership by able
chairmen is essential in a developing university, and who knows
how difficult it is to persuade fine_teachers and first-class
scholars to accept such responsibilities.
PROMOTIONS IN RANK
Associate Professor to Professor
Seven members of the college faculty were promoted to the
highest academic rank, effective at the end of the 1967-68
academic year.
NED DAVISON (Modern Languages). A member of the UNM faculty
since 1963, Professor Davison is one of the most prolific scholars
on the UNM faculty, having made dozens of scholarly contributions
to the study of Spanish literature. He has been especially active
in the creation of programs to improve the teaching of Spanish at
all levels in the State of New Mexico.
DONALD w. DUBOIS (Mathematics). Mr. Dubois has been a
member .of the UNM faculty since 1955, He earned all his degrees
at the University of Oklahoma. He has been very active in recent
years in programs to improve the quality of instruction at UNM.
LAMBERT H. KOOPMANS (Mathematics). A member of the UNM
faculty since 1959, Professor :Koopmans is chairman of the mathematics department undergtaduate program, has published several
scholarly articles, and has been .a frequent guest lecturer at
other universities throughout the United States.
GERALD D. NASH (History). A member of the UNM faculty since
1961, Professor Nash has published extensively, and has most recently edited two texts; one dealing with Franklin D. Roosevelt

<
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and the otherwith Conservation in the United States. In April
of the past year he was named as a professor of the month, .and
has been named recently as chairman of the membershiJ? committee
of the Organization of American Historians.
ABRAHAM ROSENZWEIG (Geology). A member of the UNM faculty
since 1954, Professor Rosenzweig has published wideJ:y and served
in various positions at UNM, including service as Assistant Dean
of the Graduate School, Acting Dean. of the Graduate School, consultant to the Sandia corporation, and visiting staff member,
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
KATHERINE G. SIMONS (English). Professor Simons has been a
member of the UNM faculty since 1939 and has served the University
and the English department in a large and complex number of ways.
In addition to establishing a fine reputation as teacher and
scholar, she has served as President of the UNM chapter of Phi
Beta Kappai Chairman of the English Department Coffin\ittee on Undergraduate r-tajors, Chairman of the Coll\rnittee .for the Improvement of
Instruction of the College of Arts and Sciences, and Coordinator
of the Career Scholar Program. She has been named frequently as
Professor of the Month, and in 1963 was designated Professor of
the Year.
SABINE R. ULIBARRI (Modern Languages). A member of the UNM
faculty since 1952, Professor Ulibarri has published not only
numerous scholarly articles but also his own poetry and prose
fiction. He is currently working on an annotated anthology of
Spanish poetry. Last year he was elected vice. president o.f the
American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese. In
the past, he served for six years as the pro-secretary of the
International Institute of Ibero-Arnerican Literature. He has
served as the Director of the NDEA Language Institutes at UNM
and at the University of Ecuador.
Assistant Professor to Associate Professor
Eight members of the faculty were promoted to the rank of
associate professor as follows:
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Assistant Professor to Associate Professor, continued
PRAM CHUNG (Economics)
CLIFFORD S. CRAWFORD (Biology)
PAUL B. DAVIS (English)
GARY C. HOFBAUER (Economics)
LLOYD E. LAMB (Speech)
KARL H. SCHWERIN (Anthropology)
HARRY P. STUMPF (Political Science)
LEE A WOODWARD (Geology)
SEPARATIONS FROM THE FACULTY
The department of history and his many old friends throughout the faculty regretted the death on December 31, 1967, after
a long illness, of Professor Emeritus FRANK D. REEVE.
Two members of the College :fc:~,culty retired at the end of
the 1967-68 academic year.
VICTOR v. SEARCY, instructor in chemistry, was for many
years in charge of the freshman laboratory program in General
Chemistry. She had been a member of the faculty since .1944.
ALBERT R. LOPES, professor of modern languages, came to the
University in 1939 as an assistant professor. The program in
Portuguese language and literature, which he first established
at UNM, has become one of the largest in the country. Dr. Lopes
also taught Italian and Spanish. He was on terminal sabbatical
leave during .1967.,.68.
Fifteen faculty members of professorial rank resigned at
the end of the year to accept appointments at other institutions:
BARRETT BEER, assistant professor of history and assistant
dean of the College.
COLSTON CHANDLER, Assistant professor of physics.
CALVIN DePASS, assistant professor of economics.
JACK L. DYER, assistant professor of sociology.
HMUJIN L. HILL, associate professor of English.
LAWRENCE LITTWIN, assistant professor of political science.

~

44
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SEPARATIONS FROM THE. FACULTY, Continued
JORG MAYER, associate prof~ssor of mathematics
HEINZ T. RENGGLI, associate professor of mathematics
JUDAH ROSENBLATT, associate professor of mathematics
JOAN SATO, assistant professor of economics
ACYR SALGARELLO, assistant professor of modern languages.
ANN K. STEINER, assistant professor of mathematics.
EUGENE F. STEINER, associate professor of mathematics.
ROBERT WEBER, assistant professor of journalism.
HENRY E. ·wHITE, assistant professor of mathematics
ADDITIONS TO THE FACULTY
Forty-three new assistant, associate, and full professors,
appointed during the year, will be joining the A&S faculty in
full-time positions . .in the .fall of 19 6 8. The department of
mathematics and statistics had by far the heaviest and most
difficult task in recruitment, ~-.rith six replacements to hire
and five new appointments under its Departmental Development
Grant from the National Science Foundation. There were also six
appointments in English, five in history I ana~ from one to three
each in other departments of the College.
Of eleven additions to the faculty at the rank of professor,
the appointment of G. ROBERT GRICE as Distinguished Professor of
Psychology was especially notable. A member of the faculty at
the University of Illinois for the last twenty-one years, he
spent the 1967-68 academic year in full-time research as an
associate, University of Illinois Institute for Advanced Study.
He earned his doctorate at Iowa. He has held a number of offices
in national and regional professional organi.zat.ions, including ,
membership on the council of Representatives, American Psychological Association, 1964, and election to the highly seiective
Society .of Experimental Psychologists. He has published some
thirty-five experimental and theoretical papers. His research
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and teaching have centered on learning, learning theory, and
motivation. In recent years he has been engaged in a theoretical effort, attempting to relate response evocation to stimulus
intensity and other variables. The hope is to bridge some of
the gaps between learning theory and. the area of sensory p~ycho
physics.
Other appointments at the rank of professor were the
following:
DEBABRATA BASU (Mathematics). M.S. Dec.ca University of
Pakistan; Ph.D. University of California; formerly taught at
University of Chicago; major interest classical statistical
inference.
GERALD J. BOYLE {Econo~ics). B.S. Colorado College; M.A.
University of New Mexico; Ph. D. syracuse University; formerly
engaged as Chief, Fiscal Analysis Staff, u.s. Bureau of the
Bt:tdget; his field of special interest is government finance .•
ROBERT CREELEY (Visiting, English). B.A. Black Mountain
college; M.A. University of New Mexico; Professor of Creative
Writing, University of New York at Buffalo; recipient of
Fulbright and Guggenheim Fellowships.
SAMUEL G. FLETCHER (Speech). B.S. Utah State University;
M.S., Ph. D. University of Utah; recently on faculty of Utah
State; area of special interest is scientific processes of
speech and hearing.
GEORGE W. F. HALLGARTEN (Visiting, History). Ph. D.
University of Muni<::h; special interest is Eurqpean history since
the French Revolution.
EINAR HILLE (Visiting, Mathematics) • Master of Philosophy,
Licentiate of Philosophy, Doctor of Philosophy, all from the
University of Stockholm.
LEON HOWARD (Visiting, English), B.A. Birmingham; M.A.
University of Chicago; Ph. D. Johns Hopkins University; on leave
.from UCLA; special interest American Literature.
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KLAUS KEIL (Geology; Director of the Institute of
Meteoritics). M.S. E'riedrich Schiller University; Ph. D. Johannes
Gutenberg University; most recently a staff research scientist
for NASA; major research interests are mineralogy, petrology, and
geochemistry of meteorites.
CURTIS A MANCHESTER (Visiting, Geography). A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
University of Michigan; on leave from the University of Hawaii;
primary interests are geography of Eastern Asia, historical
geography, and cultural geography.
HAROLD RIED (Speech). Professor Ried returns to his former
position in the speech department after serving for several
years as Director of the University Extension Division.
SHELEMYAHU ZACKS (Mathematics). B.A. Hebrew University;
M. Sc. Israel Institute of Technology; Ph. D. Columbia Universit;y;
formerly on faculty of Kansas State University; special interest
is sequential procedures for fractional replidation:s and statistical control and stochastic processes.
Additions to Faculty at rank of Associate Professor
LEWIS and SALLY BINFORD (Anthropology). Mr~ Binford received his Ph. D. from the University of Michigan; Mrs. Binford
received .her Ph. D. from the University of Chicago.
HARJIT S~ AHLUWALIA (Physics). B.S., M.Sc. Panjah (India);
Ph. D. Gujarat University (India); formerly on faculty of
Laborateria de Fisica Cosmica, La Paz, Bolivia; special interest
is cosmic ray physics.
RALPH E. DeMARR (Mathematics). B.S. University of Idaho;
M.A. University of Washington State; Ph. D. University of Illinois;
previously on the faculty of the University of washington, special
fields are functional analysis, matrix theory, differential
equations, and probability theory.
ODD T. GRANDE (Sociology). Oslo University; Agricultural
State College of Norway; M.s. Cornell university; most recently'
on faculty of Cornell University; area of special interest is the
sociological aspect of agricultural cooperatives.
THEODORE GUINN (Mathematics). A.B. Fresno State College;
Ph.E>.UCLA; formerly on faculty of Michigan State University;
special interests are calculus of variations and optimal ~ontrol
theory.
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ARTHUR M. HANHARDT (Visiting, Political Science). ~.A.
University of Rochester; M.A. Colgate University; Ph. D.
Northwestern University, on leave from the University of Oregon;
special interest is comparative politics.
ROBERT SICI<ELS (Visiting, Political Science), B.A., M.A.
University of Chicago; Ph. D. Johns Hopkins University; on leave
from Purdue University; special interests are American government and public administration.
RODMAN SNEAD (Geography). Professor Snead formerly on
faculty of Clark University; special interests are geomorphology
and the geography of the Middle East.
BERNARD SPOLSI<Y (Joint appointment in Anthropology and
Secondary Education}. B.A., M•.A. Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand; Ph~ D. University- de Montreal; formerly on faculty of Indiana University; Professor Spolsky is to establish
a program in the teaching of English as a second language1 his
major interests are psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, and
language testing.
Ne\q

Assistant Professors

RICHARD c. ALLEN (Mathematics). B.S. Murray State University;
M.A. University of Missouri; Ph. D. University of New Mexico.
WILLIAM J. BRISK (Political Science). B.A. Brown University,
LL. B. New York University, M.A., Ph. D. (in progress) Johns
Hopkins University.
SCOTT CATLETT (English). B.A., M.A. University of Texas,
Ph. D. (in progress) university of Wisconsin.
JAMES B. DERR (Mathematics). B.A. College of St. Thomas;
Ph. D. (in progress) Michigan state University.
SUSAN V. DEWITT (English). B.A. Nhitman College; Ph. D.
(in progress) University of Washington.
RICHARD N. ELLIS (History).
of Colorado.

B.A., M.A., Ph. D. University

JAMES D. FINLEY (Physics). B.S., B.A. University of Texas;
Ph. b. University of California.
JULIAN GEVIRTZ (Mathematics). B.A. Antioch College; M.S.,
Ph. D. (in progress) New York University.
ARCHIE GIBSON (Mathematics).
Colorado.

B.S., Ph._ t>. Oniversity of
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LIANG-SHIN HAHN (Mathematics) •
RICHARD J. HARRIS (~sycho·logy).
M.A., Ph. D. Stanford University.

B.S., Ph. D. Stanford U.
B.S. UI1iversity of Wisconsin;

ROBERT HERRON (Modern Languages). B.A. University of
Richmond; M.A., Ph. D. University of Wisconsin.
ROBERT W. KERN (History).
University of Chicago.

B.A. Antioch College; M.A., Ph.D.

J. DAVID LIGON (Biology).. B.S. University of Oklahoma;
M.S. University of Florida; Ph. D. University of·Michigan.
JOAQUIN 0. LOUSTAUNAU. (Mathematics.) • B. S . , M.S. Oklahoma
State Unive~sity; Ph. D. University of Illinois.
GILBERT W. MERKX (Sociology).
M.A. Yale University.
NOEL PUGACH (History).
University of Wisconsin.

A.B. Harvard University;

B.A. Brooklyn College; M.A.,

Ph.D~

JANET ROEBUCK (History).
University of London.

B.A. University of Wales; Ph. D.

ELLEN SPOLSKY (English).
Ph. D. Indiana University.

B.A. McGill University; M.A.,

ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT {Chemistry).
Ph. D. University of Illinois.

B.S. University of Colorado;

MARCIA TILLOTSON {English). B.A. Radcliffe College; M.A.
Ph. D. (in progress) University of Chicago.
ANTHONY UGALDE (Sociology).
M.A. Stanford University.

B.A. University of Madrid;

T. NORm\N VAN COTT (Economics). B.A. California State
College at Long Beach; M.A., Ph. D. (in progress) University of
Washington.
EDWARD WALTERS (Chemistry).
Ph. D. University of Minnesota.

,.

B.s. Pacific Lutheran University;
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V.

EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING

HONORS FOR GOOD TEACHING
TROY s. FLOYD, associate probfessor of history, was chosen
for the third annual Outstanding Teacher Award, sponsored by
the Alumni Association through the Greater UNM Fund. He has
been teaching Latin American history at UNM since 1959, His
excellence in scholarship as well as in teaching is attested
by the publication this spring of his new book, The AngloSpanish Struggle for Mosquitia, listed under faculty research
achievements later in this report.
PROFESSORS OF THE MONTH: SELECTED BY LAS CAMPANAS
Frank Hibben (Anthropology)
Ph~ Chung (Economics)
Roy Caton (Chemistry)
Gerald Nash (History)
James Thorson (English)
Mr. Thorson was also selected as the Professor. of the Year.
COMMITTEE ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION
There were several changes in the membership of the A&S
committee on the Improvement of Instruction. Sidney Rosenblum
(Psychology) took over the chairmanship from Katherine Simons
(English) , \'Tho had served during the first two years of the
Committee's existence. Charles Beckel (Physics) and Patricia
Sanl:iorn (Philosophy) replaced Roy Caton (Chemistry) and
,,
Paul Sonnino (History). Continuing as members of the Committee
are John M. Campbell (Anthropology), Donald Dubois (Mathematics~,
and Helen Ingram (Political Science).
Tw·o Cornmi ttee projects, begun earlier, were carried out
during 1967-68:
1. Small Class Project
For obvious reasons of scale and. funding, the Committee has
recognized from the beginning that large lecture classes;
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especially at the freshman level, are "here to stay." To offset
the impersonality of large sections, to permit the use of essay
examinations, student papers, and class discussion, and to provide an alternative for the minority of students who feel lost
or short-changed in lecture classes, the Committee recommended,
as a pilot project, that during the 1967-68 academic year five
departments should offer one special enriched section each,
limited to 25 students, of freshman courses normally taught in
large sections. The small sec.tions would be open to all students.
on a first-come, first-served basis. They would c.over the same
subject matter as the standard sections of the same course .but
would be moJ;"e demanding for both students and teachers. They
would be taught by regular instructors without the aid of graduate assistants.
By arrangement between department chairmen anri the. Dean of
the College, the following small classes were offeredc during
the year:
Semester I
Anthropology 102. Development of Culture (taught by
Professor Philip K. Bock).
Chemistry 101, General Chemistry (Professor Milton Kahn).
Political Science 100. American Government (Professor
Albert H. Rosenthal).
As a supplement to the small-class project, Professor
Nilliam Dabney also taught one quiz section in a large section
of History of the United States, in which he was the lecturer.
Semester II
Geology 101. Physical Geology (Professor Paul Fitzsimmons).
History 102. Western Civilization (Professor Louis Tulga).
Political Science 100. American Government (Professor
Helen Ingram).
An informal evaluation of the pilot project, based in part
on student questionnaires and reports by the instructors who
taught small sections during the fall semester, was prepared by
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Assistant Dean ~eer in consultation with the participating
teachers. His findings were as follows:
(a) With a few exceptions, student reaction to the experience
was highly favorable. Over 90 per cent stated that
the small class had improved the quality of their education and that the plan should be continued.
(b) Faculty opinion was mixed. The participants favored
the project in general, but felt that the process of
self-selection had not worked satisfactorily. The
classes all filled early in the first day of registration, when only students admitted to degree-granting
colleges could enroll; freshmen, for whom the project
had been primarily designed, were automatically excluded as a result.
(An attempt to correct this situation was made in the spring semester, when the
departments involved were asked not to open the small
sections until the second day of registration.) The
instructors reported that some of the students were not
sufficiently mature or self-reliant to take advantage .
of new educational opportunities requiring more
activity and initiative on their part. Relatively few
students came to special help sessions or asked for
individual conferences with their instructors, though
strongly encouraged to do so. Some believed that the
small classes would be more effective if limited to
students most capable of benefitting, rather than being
open to anyone.
(c) The project was "a weak effort to deal with a massive
problem." It was a noble experiment but too small in
scope to have any significant impact on undergraduate
instruction. The small sections were staffed from existing departmental faculties, without special funding,
and any expansion would require a substantial financial
outlay for staff additions. The value of the present
token progr~rt is open to question, but with full administrativ.e suppOrt the offering of a range of small
sections in standard fres.hman courses, as an alternative
to large lectures for some students, would undoubtedly
"·
improve the quality of undergraduate instruction at UNM.
2.

Classroom facilities
In the spring of 1967, the Committee submitted a report on
the results of a questionnaire circulated among the faculty by
Professor Caton earlier in the year. Several minor recommendations,
such as the removal of vending machines in Mitchell Hall and the
elimination of motorcycle parking across the street, were passed
on to the University administration by the Dean and were put
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into effect. With the help of Assistant Dean Beer, the committee also drew up a list, based on the questionnaire, of audiovisual equipment and other teaching aids to improve facilities
in seven large classrooms widely used for freshman and sophomore
courses. A total of 13,29.6 students was taught in these classrooms in the fall of 19.67.
Items of equipment -...lith a total cost of $10,133 were incorporated in the University's annual request for a grant under
Title VIA of the Higher Education Act of 1965. The proposal was
approved by the State Board in June, 1968, and the equipment
will be purchased and installed in the fall of 19.68.
The Committee on the Improvement of Instruction also
initiated three new projects during the 19.67-.68 academic year,
with a subcommittee chiefly responsible for each. Interim
reports at the end of the year included the following information:
1. Subcommittee on the D!~op-out Problem: (Professors Beckel
and Dubois)
In cooperation with the staff of University College, a
study of students who drop out of UNM without earning
a degree was begun, ~.,ri th special emphasis on the
reasons for attrition. Of particular significance for
the College of Arts and Sciences was a preliminary
analysis of students entering the University as freshmen in the fall of 1963, which showed even among those
who had successfully passed through University College
and had been admitted and enrolled in A&S, the drop-out
rate was approximately 30 per cent. The study will
continue next year.
2.

A questionnaire on procedures for advisement of undergraduate majors in the College was nent to the chairmen
of all. A&S departments in February, 19.68. The results
showed a general satisfaction with existing arrangements,
but with a variety of suggestions for improving the
process. A by-product of the subcommittee's work was a
preliminary study of the academic and social problems
of Indian students on the campus.
3.

subcommittee on Dissemination of Information (Professors
Rosenblum and Ingram)
The Committee has felt from its inception three years ago
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that one of its most important contributions wouid be
to provide a flow of information and promote continuing
discussion throughout the College of ways to improve
the quality of instruction. As a new device toward
this end, the subcommittee initiated a printed newsletter-memorandum to the faculty, entitled CLUE
(Comments on Learning in Undergraduate Education).
The first twc:> issues, distributed in March and May,
1968, were devoted to factual information and digests
of recent research on the questions of class size
and types of course .examinations. The Committee hopes
to bring out four issues of CLUE during 1968-69.

VI.

ACHIEVEMENTS IN RESEARCH

Professor Archie J. Bahm of the department of philosophy was
selected as the fifteenth annual Faculty Research Lecturer. His
talk, "Philosophy- 1968," was delivered in May.
Achievements of the College faculty in research during the
year are listed in detail in the departmental reports. Scholarly
publications by members of the seventeen A&S departments totaled
18 books or monographs (an increase of seven over 1966-67), 194
articles or chapters in books (up 27), and 102 notes, abstracts,
reviews, etc, (up 38). The most productive departments in articlelength publications were mathematics \'lith 33 papers, anthropology
with 24, chemistry with 20, and psychology with 19. Members of
the history and modern language faculties both produced five books
or monographs during 1967-68.
New book-length scholarly publications {omitting revised
editions and. reprints) are listed below.
,•.
BOOKS PUBLISHED BY MEMBERS OF THE COLLEGE FACULTY, 1967-68
Norton B. crowell.
UNM Press, 1968.

The Convex Glass: the Mind of Robert Browning.

Ned J. Davison and Pelayo Fernandez.
Spanish. Denver: Pruett, 1967.

A Student GUide to Critical

Franklin Dickey, co-editor. Thomas Watson, Amyntas, and Abraham
Fraunce, Lamentations. University of Chicago Press for the
Renaissance English Text Society, 1967.
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Wolfgang E. Elston. Summary of Mineral Resources of Bernalillo,
Sandoval, and Santa Fe counties. N,M. Bureau of Mines and
MJ.neral Resources, BulletJ.n No. 81, 1967.
Troy Floyd. The Anglo-Spanish Struggle for Mosquitia.
Press, 1968.

UNM

Edwin c. Hoyt. National Policy and International Law: case
Studies from AmerJ.can Canal Policy, University of Denver
Monograph Series in World Affairs, Vol. 4, 1967.
Edwin c. Lieuwen.

Mexican Militarism.

Raymond R. Maccurdy,
Twayne, 1968.
Gerald Nash, ed.
Hall, 1967.

UNM Press, 1968.

Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

New York:

New Yd:tk:

Prentice~

Gerald Nash, ed. Pirtchot, The Fight for Conservation.
University of Washington Press, 1967.
Harold v. Rhodes., Utopia in American Political Thought.
versity of Arizona Press, 1967.

Uni-

Albert H. Rosenthal. The Social programs of Sweden: a Search
for Security in a Free SocJ.ety. UniversJ.ty of MJ.nnesota
Press, 1967.
Theodore Sackett, ed.
UNM Press, 1968.

A Critical Bibliography of Perez Galdos.

Paul F. Schmidt. Perception and Cosmology in Whitehead's
Philosophy. Rutgers University Press, 1967.
George w. Smith and Charles B, Judah, Chronicles of the Gringos:
The U.S. Army in the Mexican War, 1846-1848. UNM Press, 1968.
James M. Spuhler, co-author. Genetic Diversity and Human
Behavior. Chicago: Aldine, 1967.
Jack Tomlins, ed. and trans. Andrade, Hallucinated City.
Vanderbilt University Press, 1968.
Julian E. White, Jr., ed. Villehardouin, La Congueste de
Constantinople. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968.
In those fields in which support for research is available
from federal .or other outside agencies, the number and size of
grants and contracts provide a different measure of scholarly
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activity. As usual, the department of physics and astronomy
had by far the highe::;t level of outside funding, with 27 g:tants
totaling $675,885 during the year. Chemistry followed, with
psychology's excell~nt and rapidly grmring program not far
behind. Economics and mathematics also received .sUbstantial
support.
OUTSIDE FUNDING OF RESEARCH, 1967-68
DEPARTMENT
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
Geology
History
Mathematics
Physics & Astron.
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
TOTAL

NO. OF GRANTS
7
.14
25
7
6
2
6
27
1
17
1

TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT
$

47,287
61,654
243,939
;1.28,758
46,855
53,641
94,029
675,885
65,759
212,734
8,941

$1,639,482

This year as always, much excellent work, carried out as
part of a professor's normal activity and without specific
recognition or funding, was accomplished by faculty members
throughout the College. It is recorded in the annual supplements to individual biographical records, and is not overlooked in merit evaluations by either the departments or the
Dean's office.
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VII .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

1. A University with 15,000 students is not very large by
present standards, but in less extreme forms it has all the
problems of the great multiversities. A period of slower
growth, such as we are now experiencing, reduces budgetary
flexibility for development but can be turned to good use
through a thoughtful reexamination of objectives, priorities,
and methods.
2. Undergraduate instruction continues to be the most
essential and demanding responsibility of the College and its
departments. Even without additional funding, much can be done
to strengthen and enliven teaching.
3. Faculty teaching loads have been reduced over the last
five or six years in most of the A&S departments, but this has
been achieved largely by increasing the average size of classes
and the overall student-faculty ratio. The need for additional
staff to reverse this trend is obvious, but the departments must
also seek ways to teach more economically. The introductory
course in sociology will be offered next year in televised form,
and several other departments are experimenting with a variety
of audio-visual techniques. Similar possibilities should be
explored in all fields.
4. In the dean's opinion, the development of new doctoral
programs will benefit undergraduate instruction as well as
advanced teaching and research, Only a few fields remain to
close the circle of basic liberal disciplines at that level.
Recently approved doctoral programs in economics, political
science, and romance languages (French and Portuguese) will need
continuing support. The department of sociology, under its new
chairman, will be gradually built up over the next few years
until it is ready to offer a sound Ph. D. program, the last of
the social sciences to reach that level. A doctoral program in
speech should be expected in the early 1970's .•
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5. A continuing problem has been the inadequacy of budgets
for supplies and equipment in science departments. Some progress has been made in previous years, but it was impossible to
increase these items in the 1968-69 budgets. The departments
will be seriously hampered in both teaching and research unless
additional funding is provided in the near future.
6. Recruitment of new talent for the faculty has been
eminently successful in recent years. The quality of appointments can be improved still further, in the buyer's market which
is beginning to appear in several fields, if departments are
energetic and imaginative in their searches for candidates.
7. Recent additions to the University's physical plant have
been for the most part in professional fields, but the benefits
of the ten-year series of bond issues for educational facilities.,
voted by the people of the state in 1966, will provide badly
needed space for ·several A&S departments in the next few years.
A major addition to the chemistry department will be completed
next year, and the department of psychology will finally get out
of the Administration Building a year later. Particularly
gratifying are plans for a new humanities building, housing
modern languages and history, which will be the first unit in
a large complex to be constructed by stages on the Zimmerman
Field site in the heart of the campus.
8. More money \'lOUld resolve or mitigate many of our problems,
but in building a great .College there will always be a need
for human enterprise and ingenuity.
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The Report of the Department of Biology
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Martin W. Fleck, Acting Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements During the Academic Year 1967-68:
Most outstanding was the expansion into the new
addition of 69,000 square feet and the readjustment into
the renovated old section of 42,000 square feet. The
expansion of 3 teaching laboratories in General Biology
to 8, allowance for better scheduling, extra laboratories
for testing purposes and separate rooms for each of the
4 different freshmen courses taught in the Fall Semester
provided a welcome relief and improved·inst;:ruc;:~ion. The
addition to laboratory space allowed for scheduling with•
out conflict with lecture sections. The lecture space
still remains critical, and the Biology Department must
arrange lectures to large classes to conform to the avail·
ability of Geology 122.
There are now 340 biology majors including sophmores,
juniors and seniors. The most serious enrollment pressure
is in the upper division courses. At this level there is
no problem in the lectures, but the additi()rt gf a second
section of laboratory in an advanced course usually
doubles the faculty load; and there is reason to be hesitant to use Graduate Assistants as laboratory instructors.
With the shortage of faculty it is not possible to shift
courses and usually the result is an increaseq teaching
load on the existing faculty. In addition, the graduate
majors have now increased to 93, which is an excessive
load for 16 faculty members, one of whom is art instructor
and does not advise graduate students. Yearly there is
an increase in the number of doctoral candidates who take
additional time of each faculty advisor. The heavy load
of advisees is, for example, 10 advisees plus full•time
teaching load leaves little time for research.
The new biology addition is a facility of which the
university can be justly proud. Its teaching laboratories
and research.laboratories· set a new standard in. quality,
lighting, and an excellent compromise in effectiveness
and aesthetics. Hundreds have toured the building and
have been most complimentary, often seeking copies of the
plans. Development of the greenhouse as a central core
has proven to be a most attractive feature, providing a
unique facility of broad educational valu~. It is
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d<ifficult to explain the effect of the release from
overcrowded laboratory space or none at all, to t;:he
new facility with its adpit;i.onal equipment, '"ell,:
arranged space, and ancillary facilities. Laboratory
teaching has improved. Research has expanded anq
graduate students now have a place to condl,lct their
reserach investigations.
The department has made great strides in overcoming provincialism by greatly increasing it.s program
of interchange of ideas by bringing to the campus
speakers in the departmental seminars, speakers to
Phi Sigma, the honorary biological society, and as
special guest lecturers. This program under the·
guidance of Dr. William Johnson has. done much to expand
the interest of the academic body, of associated
scientists and in some cases, the public. Guest
lecturers have included:
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Lancelot Law.Whl.te, England, Science history;
Estella Leopold; U~S.G.S., Denver, Pal¢oecology;
Burt Thomas, Colo. St. Univ., Radioecology;
Paul Martin, Univ. of Ariz., Pleistocehe·
extinctions;
Dr. Horton Laude, Univ. of Calif., Davis, Ple~nt
physiology;
Dr. Stanley Cain, u.s. Dept. Interior, Population
and natural resources;
Dr. Ronald Rustad, Western Reserve, Radio'Q{ology.
In addition to the above faculty from the department and
the Medical School have presented lectur.es and ~>~minars.
Most outstanding this year was a symposium on
"Physiological systems in semiarid environmen.ts,"""supported by the National Science Foundation and the
University of New Mexico, applied for and directed by
Dr. Marvin L. Riedesel. Four internationally f~mous
physiologists gave principal addresses and conducted
panE!l discussions. About 40 scientific papers on
phydological adaptations were presented by physiologists
and ecologists from all over the United States. The
symposium on November 9·11 was coincident with the
dedication of the new biology building and added greatly
to its recognition by the scientific community. The
success of the sympositJm '?as a real tribute to Dr.
Riedesel's foresight, personal planning, and e.ffort
and was important in building an increased respect and
prestige for the University.
The cooperative reserach program of ARMV h~s resulted in the appointment of several Graduate Students who
are conducting research at Lovelace Foundation in
Physiology and Radiation Biology.

.,.
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The Thirteenth Radiation Biology Institute under
the direction of Dr. Marvin L. Riedesel was approved
by NSF and AEC. for 1968 to include 20 college teachers
plus 4 past participants who are to return to conduct
research projects during the summer. To date, about
290 teachers, high school and college, have been trained
in this institute program which was started by Dr.
Martin W. Fleck in 1957.
The Cooperative Research Program between the
Biology Department and the U.S. Forest Service Rocky
Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station continues
with a cooperative res~arch grant under Dr. Loren D.
Potter for a 2-year study of the germination of browse
species in forests and woodlands of New Mexico.
A cooperative research grant has been awarded to
Dr. William Degenhardt for a herpetological study in
the Big Bend National Park by the National Parks
Service. One graduate student was supported in the
summer of 196.7 to study the ecology of plant com...
munities in the Guadalupe Mountains under a National
Parks Service grant made to Dr. Loren D. Potter.
The National Science Foundation has awarded a
2-year research grant to Dr. James Findley for a
world-wide study of the biology of a genus of bats.
The Atomic Energy Commission has continued support of
a radiobiological investigation by Dr. Marvin Riedesel.
Through the assistance of institutional NSF funds
and an increased allotment from Title I funds it was
possible to add a Hitatchi 11-A Electronmicroscope to
the Biology Department. Under the direction of Dr.
Earl w. Bourne a new facility is expected to open up
a variety of new fields of investigation.
During 1967-68, 93 graduate majors were enrolled.
masters degrees and
doctoral degrees have been
completed during the academic year.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near "future:
For the first time in many years there will be
an adequacy of faculty and graduate offices, teaching
laboratories, research laboratories and ancillary
facilities such as animal rooms, stock room and storerooms. The new building does not add, however, any
new lecture and the acute problem of lecture space for
large classes still exists. There appears to be no

•.

- 4 solution short of immediate attention toward the construction of a· large science lecture auditorium with
a capacity of 900 to 1000 students. Until that time,
the Biology Department will be using the inadequate
Geology Lecture Hall every hour it is available with
the accompanying high costs of faculty time with less
efficiency and less effectiveness than would be possible
in a well equipped science lecture auditorium. Furthermore, the scheduling problems are greatly increased
by the multiple of lecture sections required.

c.

Appointments to staff:
The equivalent of 34-2/3 Graduate Assistants were
appointed in 1966-67. Appointments were made for two
NSF traineeships, 3 NDEA Title IV traineeships, and
one NASA traineeship.

An .appointment of Assistant Professorship was made
for the academic year 1968-69 to Dr. J. David Ligon, as
a specialist in ornithology and animal behavior.
An exception to the usuai rule. of not appointing
our own doctorates was made with the appointment of
Dr. Gerald Traut as Assistant Professor because of his
truly outstanding record as
teacher in the introductory course and in the training of graduate assistants.

a

With the :retirement of ~r. Edgar Evinger, Botanist,
who is largely responsible for the deveiopment and
arrangement of the greenhouse and botanical plantings,
Mr. Frank Feather was appointed one-half time as
Departmental Botanist to continue the horticultural
and greenhouse development.

Mr. Harold Haas was appointed as Administrative
Assistant in the Department of Biology effective
July 1967.
D.

Separations .from staff:
Mr. Fred Fessler retired from the University because
of sudden illness in midyear.
Mr. Edgar Evinger, voluntarily retired for personal
reasons.
Mr. Harold Haas voluntarily terminated for personal
reasons, will accept employment in Pennsylvania.

---------~-
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II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements:
1.

Advanced Study
Booth, James

2.

s.,

1) Completed Ph.D. dissertation

Sabbaticals, leaves, etc.
Degenhardt, Wm. G., 1) Herpetological collecting in
N.M.; 2) Studies in Big Bend. National Park
Findley, James s., 1) Visits to Museums in New York
and London for study of bats
Fleck, M. W.,.Sabbatical Semester II, 1966-67, but
previously unr.eported.l)Conducted series of
semina-rs at University of Liege, Belgium; 2) Visited
Radiation Laboratory at Univ. of Bergen, Norway;
3) Visited Radiation Laboratory at Institut de
Chimie, Paris, France; 4) Visited laboratories of
Britisle Atomic Energy Authority, Abingdon, England;
5) Visited University of Paris; 6) Visited
University of Nice; 7) Also traveled to Oslo,
Copenhagen, Stockholm and Brussels.Potter, Loren D.~ Sabbatical leave Semester II,
1967-68. 1) Expedition to Anaktuvuk Pass and
Brooks Range, Alaska; 2) NSF-USAID consultant to
Institute for Cqf,+.~g!'!,_T~~chers of Ecology and
International Bio~ogic;:al Year, Varanasi, India.
Riedesel, M. L., 1) Sabbattical for Semester I & II,
1966-67.

3.

New Scholastic Honors, fellowships, etc.
Bourne, Earl W., 1) Elected full member Society of
the Sigma Xi.
Findley, James s., 2-year NSF grant for study of
evoLution in bats.

4.

Publications
Beakley, John W., Chapter 9, Microbial Contamination in
Contamination Control Principles, NASA SP-5045,
U.s. Gov 1 t Printing Office, 1967.
Crawford, Clifford S., 1) Oviposition rhythm studies in
Crarnbus topiarius. Am. Entomol. Soc. Amer. 60:1014-8,
1967. 2) cs137 metabolism in Blatta orientalis at
various temperatures. Comp. Biochem. Physiol.
24:997-1002 (with 3 other authors), 1968.

"-.
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Dittmer, Howard J. , l) Cons.ervation of Our Natural
Resources. Landscape Design School Study Manual,
Series II, Course 3, 1-,4, Mimeo 1967; 2) Herbaceous
Material and Maintenance. Landscape Design School
Study Manual, Series II, Course 4, 1-3, Mimeo 191)8;
3) Characteristics of the Roots of Some Xerophytes
in Physiological Systems in Semiarid Environments
Symposium. In Press. UNM Press.
Findley, James s., 1) Taxomic relationships of bats of the
species Myotis fortideus, M. Lucifugus, ana M. occultus.
J. Mammal., 48:429-444; 2) A black population Of the
Goldman pocket mouse. Southwest Nat. 12(2):189-205.
Johnson, Wm. W., 1) An improved Drosophila population
cage. Drosophila Info:i:'tnation Service, 43:179, 1968.
~idd, David E., 1) "Ceiestial Coordinate Systems, 11

Chapter in Laboratorjr Manual for Natural Scienc~,
Vol. 1, East Lansing, Michigan; Michigan State
University Press, 1967; 2} 11 Rise of Mechanism:
The Science of Mechanics from Aristotle to Newton,"
East Lansing, Michigan; Mich,:i;gan State University
Press, 1967; 3) Biological similarity between ranch
ponds at different altitudes in vicinity of
Flagstaf£, Arizona, Year Book of the American
Philosophical Society, 1967.

Potter. L. D., 1) Differential Pollen Accumulation in
Water-:-Tank Sediments and Adjacent Soils, Ecology
48:1041-1043.
Riedesel, M. L., 1) Cesium-137 distribution in tissues
of active and hibernating Citellus lateralis.
Mammalian Hibernation III, pp. 221-234, 1967
(with 3 other authors).
5.

Other research projects .in progress
Beakley, John W., 1) Revision of laboratory manual for
Pathogenic Bacteriology; 2) Laboratory manu'a1 for
paramedical microbiology; 3) The effect of Rickettsia
f4§ht on 14C02 release via metabolism of glucose
y chick embryos; 4) Writing section on Control
of Microbial Contamination in Handbook for Contamination Control for NASA
Bourne, Earl W., 1) Setting up laboratory for tissue
culture,; 2) Preparing laboratory for electron
microscopy.

.. 7 -

Crawford, Clifford S., 1) Oirecting research of graduate
students; 2) Temperature and light intensityoviposition studies with Crambus teterrellus;
3) Field recordings of oviposition rhythms in several
crambine moths.
Degenhardt, Wm. G., 1) Herpetofauna studies in New
Mexico and Big Bend National Park.
Dittmer, Howard J., l) Studies of morphological and
anatomical characteristics of root systems of plants
in arid environments.
Findley, James s., Gont;!.nuing studies on l) geographic
variation in th~ bat Pi~istrellus; 2) brain size in
bats; 3) zoogeography o s. W. montane mammals;:
4) mammals of Newl>'lexico; 5) plains pocket mouse;
6) biosystematics of bats of genus Myotis.
Hoff,

c.

Clayton, l) Continuing research on pseudoscorpions.

Johnson, Gordon v., ~) Study on influence of g;i.g~erellin
on the metabolism ·in plants; 2) Writing manuscript
on influence of.soil contact time on extractability
and availab:l1it~of,radiostrontium.
Johnson, Wm. w., 1) Qistribution of recessive lethal
genes in 2nd chromosome: of Drosophila melanogaster;
2) courtship behavior of high mating ability ma1e
Drosophila melanogaster.
Kidd, David E., 1) Continuing studies on algae, Grant
No. 4248 - Penrose Fund., $1000.
Koster, Wm. J., 1) Continuing studies in ichthyology.
Martin, Wm. C., 1) Systematic studies with genera
and Ribes.

~

Potter, L. D., 1) U.S. Forest Service Coop. Res. Agreement,
1967-69 ($3,5000) ''Ge:rmination and natural establishment of brouse species in woodland and forest, N.M. 11
2) U•. s. Nat 1 1 Parl~ Ser. Res. Grant ($4,000) "Ecology
of relict upland forests communities, Guadalupe Mtns.;
3) AEC res. grant ($1480) "Radioanalysis of biotic
materials from Brooks Range, Alaska;" 4) UNM res.
grant, ($1542) ''Biolo~ical investigations in the
Brooks Range, Alaska; 5) Cesium analysis of arctic
plant samples Kirtland Radiation Effects Lab.;
6) Identification o£ plant specimens from Brooks
Range; 7) Manuscript on 1\st:'ream transport of pollen.li
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Riedesel, M. L., 1) NSF grant, 1966-68 ($23,000) Heat
exchange constants for small mammals; 2) AEC grant,
1963-69, ($75,000) Effect ofTemperature on
biological distribution of radioisotopes; 3) AEC
and NSF grants, 1968 ($43,200) Radiation Biology
Summer Institute for College Teachers; 4) AEC and
NSF grants, 1968 ($5,170) Research participation in
Rad. Biol. for college teachers in biology; 5) NSF
grant, 1967 ($8,425.) l)!'!minar on physiological
systems in semiarid environments.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Beakley, John W., :l.) ,'PrE!sent~d paper at annual sympo$,i1.1fll
of Rio Grande Cliapter of Amer. Ass 1 n. for Cont~ina
tion Control; 2) Member of discussion panel for
Amer. Ass 1 n. fol;''Contamination Control.
Crawford, Clifford A. , _1) Read paper on environmental
effects on oviposition and egg eclosion in crambine
moths at UNM Semi9ar on Physiological Systems in
Semi-Arid Envirqnments, Nov. 1967; 2) Presented .
paper on temperature. and light-intensity oviposition
patterns at Entomotpgical Society of America Meeting
in New YoJ:k, D~ec.,~l967.
Degenhardt, Wm. G., 1) Read paper on "Reptilian Distribution
in Big Bend Nat 1 1. Park 11 at symposium sponsored by
Ecological Society of American and Nat 11. Park
Service.
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Member National Council of .AAAS;
met in New York, Dec. 1967; 2) President, SoUthwest
Rocky Nt. Div. AAAS; 3) Presidential address to
S.W. Rocky Mt. Div·. AAAS, El Paso, April 1968; 4) Participant in joint meeting of N. M. Acad. of Sci.
and Amer. Industrial Hygiene Assoc; 5) Read 2 papers
at Arid Environments symposium at UNM, Nov., 1967;
6) Reviewed two manuscripts for Amer. aou~. of Botany.
Findley, James s., 1) Board of Directors, Amer. Soc. of
Mammalogists; 2) Editorial Board, Jour. of Mammalogy
and Chairman of Index Comm.; 3) Editorial advisor · ·
of Southwestern Nat.,;4) Read paper at meeting of
Am. Soc. Mammalo~ists 1 Nags Head, N.C.
Fleck, M. W., 1) Participant in Conference on Bioastronautics
sponsored by NASA, held at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, August, 1967; 2) Paper at UNM Seminar,
''Biological Problems of Space Travel."
Hoff,

c. Clayton, 1) FE!llowship Committee SW&RM Divis:l.on,
AAAS.
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Johnson, Gordon V., Attended 1) Pacific Division AAAS,
Los Angeles, June, 1967; and 2) Southwestern Division
AAAS, El Paso, April, 1968.
Johnson, Wm. W., 1) Read paper at meeting of American
Genetics Society, Stanford University. Abstract of
paper published in Genetics 56:568-69.
Kidd, David$., 1) Acting historian-custodian of :American
Microscopical Society; 2) N.M. State Director for
Outstanding Biology Teacher Award for the National
Association of Biology Teachers; 3) Attended meetings
of American Microscopical SocietY.; and 4) The
National Association,: of Biology Teachers.
Koster; Wm. J., 1) Membership Committee of Society of
Sigma Xi; 2) AAUP ad hoc committee on public
school cooperation.
Potter, L. D., 1) Board of Directors WSW&RM Div. AAAS.
Riedesel, M. L., 1) Read paper at SW&RM Div. AAAS,
El Paso, April, 1968.
7. · Other professional activities •
Beakley, John W., 1) Consultant to Planetary Quarantine
Department of Sandia Corp.
Bourne, Earl W., 1) Presented seminar at Okla. State
University.
Crawford, Clifford S., 1) Reviet>red a number of manuscripts
for MacMillan Publishing Co.
Degenhardt, Wm. G., 1) Member of committee for selection
of outstanding biology teacher of N.M.: 2) Consultant
to National Park Service; 3) On Research Advisory
Council for Big Bend National Park.
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Judge for Youth for the Atom Contest
for which Public Service Co. gave UNM $50; 2) Chairman
of judges for Plant Science exhibi.ts at State
Science Fair, and for NASA awards, Socorro; 3) Judge
McArthur School Science Fair; 4) Lecturer for
Visiting Scientist program.
Findley, James s., 1) Reviewed two proposals for Systematic
Biology section of NSF.

.:•
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Fleck, M. W., 1) Large number of addresses which.included
Commencement Exercises, Awards banquet for Boys Club,
Didication ceremonies at BCMC, Mortar Board
Convention, Honor Assemblies at High Schools, and
professional groups; 2) Tour of Strategic Air
Command facilities at Offutt Air Force Base,
Nebraska; 3) Participant in UNM ROTC Awards ceremony;
4) Participant in Air Force Awards Ceremony, KAFB;
5) Guest lecturer at AEC-NSF Radiation Biology
Institute.
Hoff, C. Clayton, 1) Reviewed applications. for research
grants for NSF; 2) Reviewed manuscripts for American
Midland Naturalist; 3) Editing book for UNM. Press;
4) Judge at Science Fair.
Martin, Wm. C., 1) Judge for Regional Science Fair; 2) Many
talks to local groups.
Potter, L. D., 1) Guest lecturer to NSF Institute, N. Dakota
State College; 2) Consultant for Nat 1 1 Park Service
on ecology and land use; 3) Lecture to Phi Sigma;
4) Paper read before NSF symposium on semiarid environments.
Riedesel, M. L., 1) Participant in AIBS program of
Visiting Biologists to Colleges; 2) Patticipant in
N.M. Academy of Science Program:of Visiting Scientists.
8.

Non-teaching University service.
Beakley, John W., 1) Medical Technology Advisor; 2) Prospective faculty screening committee; 3) Graduate
advisory commit~~e, Bi~lpgy Dept.; 4) Faculty
Advisor Baptist ,Student Union at UNM; 5) Graduate
Assistant Selection Committee, Biology Dept.
Bourne, Earl W., 1) Curriculum Committee; 2) A & S Advisor;
3) Pre-medical club sponsor; 4) Pre-medical advisor.
Crawford, Clifford S., 1) .Faculty advisor for department
majors and 3 graduate students; 2) Coordinator of
Conservation Roundtable sponsored by Biol. Dept.
Degenhardt, Wm. G., 1) Unive~sity College Advisor; 2) Advisor
for Graduate Students in Herpetology; 3) Curator of
'
Reptiles and Amphibians in Museum of Southwestern'
Biology; 4) Advisor to N.M. Herpetological Society;
5) Departmental Seminar Committee.

- 11 Dittmer, Howard J., l) Assistant Dean College of Arts
and Sciences; 2) Senior Foreign Scientist Fe;Llowship Connnittee; 3) Chairman A & S Scholarship
Connnittee; 4) Attended meetings of committees on
Entrance and Credits, Summer School and Registration;
5) Visiting Scientist Commi(::tee; 6) Statistician for
football team.
Findley, James S., 1) Curator of Birds and Mammals,
Museum of Southwestern Biology; 2) Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee; 3) Chairman Research
Allocations Committee; 4) Advisor to graduate
students in mammalogy.
Fleck, M. w., 1) Acting Chairman Biology Department Feb. 1
to Sept. 1, 1968; 2) Pre-medical advisor; 3) Advisor
for Diology majors; 4) Chairman of committee for
dedication ceremony for new biology building;
5) Member UNM Alumni Board; 6) Chairman Biology
Curricula Committee;. 7) Member .of cqmmittee to
select teacher _of year award; 8) Biology seminar
committee.
Hoff, C. Clayton, 1) Advisor for biology majors; 2) R~spons
ible fot.· book selections purchased from departmental
book allocation.
Johnson, Gordon v., l,) Advisor for University College;
2) University Library Committee.
Johnson, Wm. W., 1) Chairman Biology seminar committee;
2) Phi Sigma faculty advisor; 3) Student Standards
Connnittee; 4) UNM-Sartd:ta Colloquium Committee;
5) UNM Science Colloquium Committee; 6) Supervisor
of Biology Sectioners at Registration; 7) Sigman
Xi Admissions Committee; 8) Judge at State Science
Fair and ~acArthur School Science Fair.
Koster, Wm. J., l) Departmental .AQvisor; 2) Curator of
fish collection; 3) Charge of department photographic
darkroom; 4) Several committees - Faculty and
Graduate Assistant selection Committees for department,
Biology building committee, University curriculum
committee and Pharmacy College committee for
Research on human subjects.
Martin, Wm. C., 1) A & S Advisor; 2) Biology Department
building committee; 3) Summer session cottunittee.
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Potter, L. D., 1) Graduate committee; 2) Member Technical
Applications center; 3) Member Lawrence Ranch
commit.tee; 4) Member committee on gifts; 5) Member
Student-Faculty Association; 6) Advisory Committee
on teacher education; 7) Faculty advisor UNM Ski
Club; 8) Advisor for graduate students; 9) Chairman
of committee on Farrar property.
Riedesel, M. L., 1) Committee on radiological control;
2) A & S committee for research on human subjects;
3) Biology Department commit·t· ee on graduate program;
4) Pres~dent UNM Chapter of AAqP; 5) .Advisor for
graduate students.
9.

Public service.
Beakley, John W., l) Deacon in Baptist church; 2) Member
of training department of a Baptist Sunday Schoo;l.
Crawford, Clifford
Committee.

s.,

1) Member of Save Grand Canyon

Degenhardt, Wm. G., 1) Supplied information on organisms
when requested by various individuals.
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Ntiillber of speeches to local groups;
2) Lecturer in Landscape Design School.
Findley, James S., 1) Conducted tours for grade school
classes through Museum.
Fleck, M. W., 1) President Albuquerque Rotary Club 1967-68;
2) Delegate to Rotary International meeting in
Nice, France; 3) Member Presidents' Council of
Albuquerque Service Clubs; 4) Chairman N.M. Technical
Radiation Advisory Council; 5) Member Metopolitan
Health Advisory Board; 6) Vice President Board .of
Trustees for BCMC; 7) Member Scientific Staff BCMC;
8) Member Albuquerque Little Theatre Board; 9) Various
others.
Johnson, Gordon V., l),Judge for regional Science Fair;
2) Board member of UNM Geneva House; .3) Board member
Sombre Del Monte Christian Church.
Johnson, Wm. W., 1) Judge at State Science Fair; 2) Judge
MacArthur School Science Fair.
Koster, Wm •.J. 1) Education Committee St. Paul's Lutheran
Church; 2) Consultant for various agencies and
individuals on .fish and aquatic biology.
Martin. Wm. c., 1) Committee on Stewardship and Finance
of Central Methodist.
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Riedesel, M. L., 1) Memb.er United Campus Christian
Fellowship; 2) Memb.er Finance Committee Boy Scout
Troop 166; 3) Member Building and Maintenance
Committee of Thunderbird Little League.

The Report of the Department of Chemistry
July 1,'1967- June 30, 1968
R. N. Castle; Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements during the Academic Year 1967-68.
Nine undergraduate chemist;ry majors received the B;S. degree and 18 received

the B.A. degree.

Six students received the M.S. degree and 6 students received

the Ph.D. degree.
An E.S.R. Spectrometer less the magnet, power supply and revolving base was
given to the department by Sandia Corporation.

The University has allocated the

additional funds necessary to purchase the magnet, -power supply and revolving
base, which is scheduled for delivery in August.
Other equipment acquired by the department includes:
A spectrophotofluotimeter _and a fluorescence decay-time instrument were constructed
and a Packard Model 115 400 channel analyzer was purchased for the study of fluerescent .organic compounds which may be used as liquid scintillation solutes.
The ARGO Chemical Co. donated a Brice-Phoenix Universal Light Scattering Photometer, Model 1000-D, complete with recorder and fast sampling oscilloscope.

This

apparatus can be used by g;raduate students studying'the fields of polymers as it
is designed especially for.measurement of micro-scattering, microfluorescence,
microluminescence and very low transmittance and reflectance of dark materials.
A Lourdes Refrigerated Centrifuge Model A-2 Beta Fuge was purchased for the investigation of mitochondria.
A Varian C-1024 Time Averaging Computer was obtained to supplement determinations
with our present N.M.R. Spectrometer.
A Perkin-Elmer-900 Gas Chromatograph was purchased by the department for use in
teaching courses Chern 352L and 454L in Instrumental Analysis.
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It is hoped that the new addition to the Chemistry Building will be started
before September 1, 1968 with a target date of September 1969 for completion.
A Danforth Committee composed of Dr. I. Shain. of the University of Hisconsin;
Dr. F. Basolo of Northwestern University, Dr. A. Wahl of Washington University,
and Dr. H. Wassermann of Yale University visited the Department on February ·29 Harch 2.

Two meetings of the chemistry faculty and Dean Tr01vbridge were held to

discuss the Danforth Committee report.

Additional meetings have been scheduled

for the 1968-69 academic year.
The undergraduate and graduate curriculum committees have been active during
this current academic year.

The committee on Freshman Chemistry has completed

plans foF major revisions of the Chemistry 101-102 laboratories.

A graduate

student relations committee has been formed with Guido H. Daub as the only
member.
students.

The balance of the

committ~e

facul~y

will be graduate students selected by the

The committee will be activated September 1968.

Other departmental

committees are functioning.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for Near Future.
With the completion of the addition to the Chemistry Building

t~o

additional

faculty members should be added to the chemistry department for fall semester 1969.
Funds for several expensive pieces of equipment are urgently needed as well as
additional funds for supply and. expense.

With the completion of the chemistry

building addition an electronics man., a machinist and a glass blower who has a
degree and who could offer courses in glass blowing should be added to the department.
C.

Appointments to Staff.
Dr. Robert E. Tapscott has been appointed as Assistant Professor of Chemistry.

Dr. Tapscott received his B.S. degree from the University of Colorado and the
Ph.D. degree from the University of Illinois;

,--~--------

92
-3iDr, Edward A. Walters has been appointed as Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
Dr. Walters r:ec?ived the B.. s. degree at Pacific Lutheran University and the Ph.D.
degree at the University of Hinnesota.
Hr. T, R. Duffin was added to the department as Administrative Assistant.
At present, Mr. Duffin is involved in the planning and expediting .of the new
addition to the Chemistry Building 1 and in setting ·up new inventory control procedures.
Hr. Winston C. Sandvold has been hired as stockroom clerk to replace Harry
Hauger.
D.

He will begin work at the start of summer school.

Separations from Staff.
Miss Victor V. Searcy retired from the faculty after 24 years of service.
Mr. Harry Mauger retired as stockroom clerk after 20 years.
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Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements.
1.

Advanced Study.
(a) WILLIAM M. LITCHMAN:

Post:-doctoral Fellmvship at the University of Utah,

1 June - 1 September, 1967.
2.

Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absence, Summer Teaching Elsewhere, Travel, etc.
(a) RAYMOND N. CASTLE:

Travelled to France, Italy, Austria, Yugoslavia,

Germany, and Belgium.

(a) Lectured at the University, Montpellier,

France, July 10, 1967, "New Condensed Six-membered Nitrogen Heterocycles
with two Nitrogen Atoms Adjacent."

(b) Lectured at Union Carbide Research

Laboratories in Brussels, Belgium, July 14, 1967 on "New Condensed Sixmembered Nitrogen Heterocycles' with two Nitrogen Atoms. Adjacent."
(c) July 2, 1967 neld a

con~erence

with Professor M. Tisler and Dr. Stanovnik

on plans for writing a comprehensive volume on pyridazines, Ljubljana,
Yugoslavia.
(b) ROY D. CATON, JR.:

Summer Teaching at Oregon State University, 7 weeks,

National Science Foundation Institute for College Teachers, Summer 1967.
(c) LEE DUANE HANSEN:

Research Associate at Brigham Young University from

June 15 to September 1.
(d) MIRIAM P. MALM:

Summer travel to Guaymas, Mexico.

(e) DONALD R. McLAUGHLIN:

Associated Western University faculty orientation

fellow at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, June- August 1967.
(f) NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:

Summer 1967:

Staff member at Sandia Corporation

Analytical Methods Division 1121.
3.

New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc.
(a) ROY D. CATON, JR.:

Professor of the Month (February) Las Campanas.

(b) DONALD R. McLAUGHLIN:
May 1968.

Elected a member to the Society of the Sigma Xi,

Listed in "American Men of Science. i•

~
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. 4.

Publications:
(a)

RAYMOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

(2)

Synthesis of Substituted Pyridazino[4,5-_£]pyridazines, J. Heterocyclic Chern. , !, 393 (196 7) w. G. M. Singerman (6 pages)
The Synthesis of Imidazo[4,5-c]- and v-Triazolo[4,5-c]py:ridazines,
J. Heterocyclic Chern.,!, 555-(1967) -;.i, H. Murakami (9 pages)

(3)

The Synthesis of w-Pialky1aminoalkylaminopyrazino[2,3-d]-,

Pyrido[2,3-~]-, Imidazo[4,5-_£]- and Imidazo[4,5-~]pyridazines,
J, Heterocyclic Chern., .2_, 13 (1968) w. N. R. Patel and W. H. Rich

(12 pages)

(4)

The Synthesis of Pyridazino[4,5-d]pyridazines. Pytazino[2,3-d]pyridazines and a Pyrimido[4,5-ifpyridazine, J. Heterocyclic-Chern.,
.2_, 53 (1968) w. L. DiStefano (7 pages)

(5)

1-(2-Mercaptoethyl)phthalazines and Related Compounds, J. Hefero..:
cyclic Chern., .2_, 89 (1968) w. S. Takano (5 pages)

(6)

The Synthesis of Derivatives of the Novel Pyrazino(2,3-d]tetrazolo(4,5-.£]pyridazine Ring System, J. Heterocyclic Chern~, .2_, 109
(1968).w. L. DiStefano (2 pages)

(7)

A One-step Synthesis .of 1,4-Diaminophthalazine from Phthalonitrile,
J. Heterocyclic Chern., .2_, 111 (1968) w. L. DiStefano (2 pages)

., (B)

(9)

(b)

The Ring Opening of ~-(1-Phthalazyl)- and ~-(4-Quinazolyl)
azi:ridines, J. Heterocyclic Chern., .2_, 113 (1968) w•. S. Takano
(2 pages)
The Synthesis of Pyridazines, Condensed-Pyridazines, Tetrazines
and Related Nitrogen Heterocycles as Potential Explosive Agents,
Final Report of Sandia Contract No. 58-1634 (88 pages)

GUIDO H. DAUB:
(1)

Liquid Scintillators XIV. The Synthesis and Evaluation of some
as Liquid SCintilla tors, Gmelin, AEDCo'nf. 66-188-7,(1967) w. F. N. Hayes, D. W. Holty, L. Ionescu,
and J, L. Schornick (37 pages)

~-1, 2-Diarylethylenes

(2)

(c)

Activit€ Cancerogene Elevee des Mono-, Di-, et Trimethylbenzo[~]
pyrenes, Int. J. Cancer; 3, 238 (1968) w. A. Lacassagrte, F. Zajdela,
N. P. Buu-Hoi, and 0. Chalvet (Institut du Radium, Paris) (6 pages)

LEE DUANE HANSEN:
(1)

Application de 1a Titration Thermometr:l.que 'de Haute Precision ii.
Plusieurs Systemes Chimiques," Colloques Internationaux du Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique, Paris, No. 156, p. 207 (1967)
(15 pages)

-----------

---

-

-6(d)

(e)

(f)

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
l~Methylphenazine,

J. Heterocyclic Chern., 1,

(l)

A New Synthesis of
299 (1968)

(2)

The Structu-re of a c19-Diketone from Ryanod:i.ne, J. Am. Chern. Soc.,
in press.

(3)

The Structure of a
Soc., in press.

c19-Acid Derived from Ryanodine, J.

Am. Chern.

MILTON KAHN:
(1)

Study of some of the Parameters Affecting Knudsen Effusion. I.
Experimental Tests of the Validity of the Cosine Law as .a Function
of Cell and Sample Geometries and Materials, J. Chern. Phys.,. ~.
1710-17 (1967)(w. J. w. Ward and R. N. R. Mulford)

(2)

Two Quarterly Progress Reports for Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,
Contr.act No. 2196507, No. l, .31 pages, No. 2, 50 pages (w. H.A. Boyd)

(3)

Three Quarterly Progress Reports for Sandia Corporation Contract
No. 16-6555, Progress Report No. 1, 4 pages, Progress Report No, 2,
7 pages, Progress Report No. 3, 10 pages (w. Nelson Stalnaker)

WILLIAM .M. LITCHMAN:
(1)

(2)

(3)

.
upon 13C- 13 Coupling Constants,
The Effect of Polar SubstLtuents
J. Am. Chern. Soc., ~. 6775 (1967)
Carbon-13 Magnetic Resonance; XI Structural and Electronic Effects
upon the Chemical Shifts of the Substituted Methanes, J. Am. Chern.
Soc., .22_, 1400 (1968)
Turnbull's Blue and Prussian Blue; KFe(III)[Fe(II)(CN) ], J. Chern.
6

!!h, in press.
(g)

(h)

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:
(1)

Interdependence in Chemistry, Chapter in book Interdependence
edited by A. J. Bahm, in press.

(2)

A Method for the Accurate Measurement of Small Temperature
Anal. Chern., 40, 256 (1968)

(3)

An Evaluation of the Lanthanum Fluoride Membrane Electrode Response •• ,
Talanta, accepted for publication,

(4)

Use of the Lanthanum Fluoride Electrode in Potentiometric Determination of Aluminum •• , Talanta, submitted for. publication.

Difference~,

BRUCE D. WEST:
(1)

The Reversible Removal of Carbon-2 of 3-Substituted 4-Hydroxycoumarins,
J. Org. Chern., ]1, 437 (1968) w. L. A. Goding.

-75.

Other Research Projects or. Creative Work in Progress or Completed during
the Period.
(a)

(b)

(c)

RAYHOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

Sandia Cont.ract t')o. 58-3749 Dec.• 1, 1967 to Nov. 30, 1968, $48,774
on the "Synthesis of Substituted Pyridazines and Substituted Condensed Pyridazines: New Heteroaromatic Explosives with Potentially
Superior Properties."

(2)

National Institutes of Health, "Cinnolines, Polyazanaphthalenes as
Potential Antitumor Agents," $24,921, June 1 1967 to May 31, 1968.

(3}

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research Contract No. DA-49-193-MD-3013
for "Syn.thesis of Condensed-ring Pyridazines as Potential Antimalarial Agents," m4arded for $27,168 from Sept. 1, 1967 to
Aug. 31; 1968.

ROY D. CATON, JR.:
(1)

Reduction of tetrakis-beta-diketone complexes of europium(!!!).

(2)

Effect of Na o/P o ratio on diffusion transport of electroact:i;ve
2
2 5
ions in molten metaphosphate glasses.

GUIDO H. DAUB:
(1)

·· (2)

Liquid Scintillators.

Steric effects,

~-quaterphenyls

and binaphthyls.

Liquid Scintillators, trans-Stilbenes, .steric effects.

(3)

Liquid Scintillatars. Effects of ultraviolet and visible light on
liquid scintillators; photooxidation of PPO, POPOP and others.

(4)

Liquid Scintillators. Studies of self-quenching in
liquid scintillator solutes.

(5)

Synthesis of condensed polycyclic hydrocarbons for use in cancer
research.

(6)

Synthesis of azabertzo[a]pyrenes and study of their effects as
carcinogens and anticarcinogens.

(7)

Grant: Continuation of grant of $21,000 plus $15,000 supplemental
equipment funds for total of $36,000 from U.S. A.E.C. for period
of September 15, 1967 to September 14, 1968. Title of Project:
The Synthesis and Properties of Compounds which May Be Used as
Scintillator Solutes in Liquid Scinti11ators.

(8)

Grant: One-year grant of $11,500 to synthesize 14 selected polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons for the Federal Drug Administration
to be used in development of analytical procedures for carcinogenic
hydrocarbons. Period of grant: June 1967 to June 1968.

~-quaterphenyl
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' (d)

I

(e)

(f)

LEE DUANE HANSEN:
(1)

Direct Measurement of the Enthalpy Change for Denaturatio.n of DNA,"
sponsored by the Research Corporation, $3,450, in progress.

(2)

Single Crystal Prepm:ations of Complex Metal Halides," $4 ,.6.83, May 1,
1968 to Oct. 31, 1968, in progress.

(3)

Thermodynamics of Proton Ionization in Dilute Aqueous solution. X.
AH 0 and AS 0 Values for l;'roton Ionization from Amines at 25°C,"
paper submitted t.o the. Journal ot'·American Chemical Society.

(4)

Thermodynamics of Proton Ionization from some Substituted 1,2,3Triazoles in Dilute Aqueous Solutions," paper submitted to the
Journal of the American Chemical Society.

(5)

Turnbull's Blue and Pruss ian Blue: KFe (III) [Fe (II) (CN) ]," paper
6
submitted to the Journal of Chemical Education.

(6)

Thermodynamics of .Proton Ionization from Arsonic Acids," work in
progress.

(7)

Completed construction of an apparatus for measurement of volume
changes for reactions in solution.

(8)

Began wricing on a freshman-level chemistry textbook.

(9)

Several research proposals were written and submitted to various
agencies.

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
(1)

NSF Grant $17,000 In vivo oxidative coupling of anilines, Sept. 1,
1966 to Aug. 31, 1968,

(2)

American Cancer Society Grant $31,619 The antibiotic-antiviral action
of a new microbial metabolite, March 1, 1967 to Feb. 28, 1969.

(3)

National Institutes of Health Grant $18,676 Investigati~n of alkaloids
of some New Mexico plants, Jan. 1, 1968 to Dec. 31, 1970.

NILToN KAHN:
(1)

Electrochemical Oxidation of Carrier-free Iodide-131 (with Darryl
Jackson) work completed.

(2)

The Kinetics of Isotopic Exchange-of Iodine Atoms between Tetra~'
butylammonium Iodide and Methyl Iodide in Nitrobenzene-Carbon
Tetrachloride Mixtures (with Chien-chang Lin) work completed.

(3)

Distribution of Molecular Iodine between Organic Solvents artd
Aqueous solutions (with G. Van De Steeg) work completed.
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(g)

(4)

Recovery of Iodine-131 Incorporated in Soil and Organic Material as
a Result of a Nuclear Detonation (with H. A. Boyd) work in progress.

(5)

Determination of Nitrogen in Organometallic Compounds via Activation
Analysis (with N. Stalnaker and ,B. Kenna) work in progress.

(6)

Isotopic Exchange of Titanium Atoms bet\~een Ti(III) and Ti(IV) in
Aqueous Media (with C. Orth and J, Knight) work in progress.

(7)

Isotopic Exchange o:f Vanadium Atoms between V(III) and V(IV) in
Aqueous Media (\~ith C. Orth and J, Knight) work in progress.

(8)

Grants Received:
Atomic Energy Commission, $15,958, "Behavior of Carrier-free
Tracers and the Kinetics of Isotopic Exchange Reactions,"
1967-68. Eighth year for a total of $161,375.

(b)

University of California, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, $13,358.
"Recovery of Iodine-13i -Incorporated in Soil and Organic Material
as a Result of a Nuclear Detonation," September 1967- Sept. 1968.

(c)

Sandia Corporation, "Development of Activation-Analysis Procedures for the Determination of Elements in Organometallic Com'pounds," June 1967 - June 1968, $6,515.

WILLIAM M. LITCHMAN:
(1)

(2)

(h)

(a)

1H chemical shifts of long chain amines and acids.
Effect of charge on orientation of alkyl chains in substituted
alkanes by N.M.R.

(3)

1H chemical shifts of alkyl substituted phosphonic; phosphinic,
arsonic, and arsinic acids (with c. Millner).

(~)

IR study of matrix isolated free radicals.

(5)

EPR study. of matric isolated free radicals (with T. Rivera).

(6)

Mass spectrometric study of free radicals using gas phase kinetics.

(7)

X-ray study of high-pressure shock wave fronts (with J. Osborne).

(8)

Preparation of a manuscript for a general chemistry textbook (with
L. Hansen).

DONALD R. HcLAUGHLIN:
(1)

During this period Jay Rhee and Jetry Kerrisk graduated with Ph.D.'s
under .my direction. Also I acquired a new student, Merle Benson,
a NASA fellow.
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(j)

6.

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:
(1)

Investigation of Solute-Solvent Interactions in Non-Aqueous Solvents,
Supported by Sandia Corporation, $17,000.00.

(2)

Proposal submitted to "Instructional Scientific Equipment Program,"
The National Science Foundation, $14,000.00.

BRUCE D. WEST:
(1)

National Institutes of Health, $68,350, Detoxication of the Stereoisomers of Warfarin (still in progress) July 1966-1969.

(2)

Sandia Corporation, $42,000, Organic thermochromic materials (still
in progress), July 1966- June 1969.

(3)

Research Corporation, $3,500 (+$3,500 UNM) Thermochemistry of DNA
(no time limit) (with L. Hansen).

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies.
(a)

(b)

RAYMOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

Attended ACS meeting in San Francisco, March 30 - April 5, 1968.

(2)

Attended 5th International Congre-ss of Cl:iemothetapy in Vienna, Austria,
June 26 - July 1.

\3)

Attended 3rd International Meeting of Chimie Therapeutique, Paris,
July 5-7. Presented paper anti tled "Synthetic 1\pproaches to the
Pyridazino[4,3-c]pyridazine Ring System, a Heteroaromatic Ring
Isomeric with the Pteridine Ring."

(4)

Attended the annual meeting of the American Association of Basic
Science Boards and made a report of the activity leading up to the
abolishment of the New Mexico Board by the 1968 session of the
Legislature, February 10, 1968, Chicago.

ROY D. CATON, Jr.:
(1)

(c)

Meetings attended:
(a) Conference on Analytical Chemistry, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona, March 16-17.
(b) Gas Chromatography Workshop, Denver, Colorado, Nov. 15-16.

~

GUIDO H. DAUB:
(1)

Attended National ACS Meeting in San Francisco, March 30 - April 5, 196S

(2)

Hember - Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Lambda Ups:i.lon, ACS, AAAS (fellow)
Blue Key, Alpha Chi Sigma.
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(e)

LEE DUANE HANSEN:
(1)

Attended the 22nd annual Calorimetry Conference.

(2)

Served on an award committee for the National American Chemical
Society.

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
(1)

(e)

MILTON KAHN:
(1)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(j)

Participated (on invitation) in the "Conference on Introducing the·
Concepts of Nuclear Science into Undergraduate Chemistry Courses,"
Washington, D.C., November 1967. Sponsored by the Subcommittee on
Radiochemistry - National Academy of Science.

WILLIAM M. LITCHMAN:
(1)

Trave.led to the national J\Jilerican Chemical Society meeting in San
Francisco, Calif. 30 March - 5 April, 1968.

(2)

Tr<!veled to the Sixteenth Annual Conference on Mass Spectrometry
at Pittsburgh, Pa. , 12 - 17 May, 1968.

MIRIAM P. MALI:1:
(1)

Attended national American Chemical Society meeting in San Francisco,
March 31 - April 5, 1968.

(2)

Member American Chemical Society.

DONALD R. McLAUGHLIN:

(p
(i)

Attended National Meeting of the American Chemical Society in
San Francisco, April 1968.

Attended Orientation Conference at Lawrence Radiatio;t Laboratory
sponsored. by Associated Western Universities,

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:
(1)

Attended the Southwestern Analytical Academic Chemists, University
of Arizona, Tucson, February 1968.

(2)

Nember American Chemical Society, American Chemical Society Division of Chemical Education, The Chemical Society, London.

BRUCE D. WEST:
(1)

American Chemical Society member.
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Other Professional Activities.
(a)

(b)

(c)

RAYNOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

Editor, Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistry.

(2)

American Advisory Editor for the English Translation of "Chemistry
of Heterocyclic Compounds," Faraday Press, Inc., translated .from
Russian.

(3)

Vice-President, N.M. State Board of E~aminers in the Basic Sciences
and Representative of the Board to the 1968 Legislature.

(4)

Presented a seminar on the "Chemistry of New Six-membered Nitrogen
Heterocycles" at the Dept. of Chemistry, New Me~ico State University,
May 23, ],968.

(5)

Served as General Chairman for the First International Congress of
Heterocyclic Chemistry held at U.N.M. Albuquerque June 12-15,. 1967.
Attendance was 365 from 17 countries, Eight invited speakers presented hour-long lectures during four mornings. There were 120 contributed papers presented of 20 minutes duration in the afternoons.

(6)

Member Editorial Advisory Board of Index Chemicus published by the
Institute for Scient~fic Information, Philadelphia, Pa.

ROY D. CATON, Jr.:
(1)

Presented talk to Physics Undergraduates, UNM: "E1ectroanalytica1
Chemistry," March, 1968.

(2)

Consultant:
(a)

Toys by Boys, Albuquerque, N.M.

(b)

FMC Corporation, Colorado Buteau of Mines, Research Foundation,
Golden, Colorado.

GU!DO H. DAUB:
(1)

Delivered a lecture on organic chemistry and mechanisms of orga~~~ _
reactions to Valley High School Summer Session, Chemistry Class,
July, 1967.
.t

(2)

Presented invited seminar on photo-oxidation of diphenylol{azole to
ChemistJ:y Department, University of Wyoming, May, 1968.

(3)

Referee for papers submitted to J. Org. Chern. and J. Heterocyclic
Chern.
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(d)

LEE DUANE HANSEN:
(1) A seminar ertti~led "Thermodynamics of Proton Ionization" was given
to the Chemistry Dept. UNM.
(2)

(e)

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
(1)

(f)

(j)

8.

Reviewed two papers for the Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistry.

MIRIAM 1'. MALM:
(1)

(i)

Consultant to University of California, Lawrence Radiation Lab.

WILLIAM M. LITCHMA.N:
(1)

(h)

Seminar talk at Eastern New Mexico University, March 1968.

HILTON KAHN:
(1)

(g)

A Seminar entitled "Thermodynamics of Denaturation of DNA and
Proteins" was given to the .Physics Dept. UNM.

Technical Editor for Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistry.

DONALD R. McLAUGHLIN:
(1)

Se:rved as a judge of the Northwestern New Mexico Regional Science
Fair,

(2)

Reviewed three scientific publications {one for Tetrahedron; two
for the Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistry).

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH.:
(1)

Consultant for: San.dia Corporation, Toys by Boys, Inc.,
Albuquerque Fire Dept.

('2)

United States Patent Application: "Disappearing Compound used as
a Toy Printing Ink," (co-inventor R. D. Caton), marketed as
"Disappearo."

(3)

Hember Ad Hoc Committee to Imptove Science Education in New Hexico. ·

(4)

Panel Hember: Symposium on Chemical Safety, Santa Fe, Oct. 14, 1967.''

Non-teaching University Service.
(a)

RATIIOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

Faculty advisor for sophomores, juniors, seniors.

(2)

Faculty advisor for graduate students.

(3)

Member, Dept. Undergraduate Curriculum Committee.

-------------------

-
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ROY D. CATON, Jr.:

(1)

Faculty advisor to University College,

(2)

Member of Registr;ltion Committee (Univ.).

(3)

Chairman, Dept. committee on Undergraduate Curriculum.

(4) Member, Dept. committee on Graduate Curriculum,

(c)

(d)

(5)

Member, Dept. committee on Freshman Chemistry.

(6)

Co-author of NSF Undergraduate Equipment Proposal (1vith N. Vanderborgh).

(7)

New Mexico Regional Science Fair Judge.

(8)

Represented Department at Annual High School Senior Day.

GUIDO H. DAUB:
(1)

Chairman, Athletic Council.

(2)

Engineering Doctorate Committee.

(3)

Faculty Representative to Western Athletic Conference, UNM Delegate
to National NCAA meetings (Jan, 1968).

(4)

Faculty Advisor to sophomore, junior, senior chemistry majors and to
graduate students (with R. N. Castle and W. M. Litchman).

(5)

Chairman, A & S College Advancement Advisory Committee for Science
(Spring 1968).

(6)

}!ember, Departmental Committee on Graduate Curriculum.

(7)

Nember, Departmental Committee on Freshman Chemistry.

{8)

Nembe-r, Departmental Commit. tee on Graduate Student Recruitment.

LEE DUANE HANSEN:
Serving on several department committees and on the Research Committee
of the University.

(e)

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
(1)

Faculty Advisor to University College.

(2)

Member, Committee on Radiological Control.
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(g)

(h)

MILTON KAliN.:
(1)

Member of Hoodrow Hilson National Fellowship Foundation Committee,

(2)

Member of several departmental committees.

(3)

Advisor to Honor Students.

WILLiAM M. LITCHMAN:
(1)

Member, Dept. committee on Graduate Curriculum,

(2)

Member, Committee on Departmental Seminars.

(3)

Member, Dept. Honor's Committee,

(4)

Member, Dept. committee on Freshman Chemist1:y.

(5)

Member, Dept. committee on Summer Undergraduate Research.

(6)

Faculty Adv;i.sor to sophomore, junior, senior chemistry majors and
to graduate students (with R. N. Castle and G. H. Daub).

MIRIAH P. MALH:
(1)

(i)

(j)

DONALD R. McLAUGHLIN:
(1)

Active member of the Comniittee on Computer Use.

(2)

Chairman, Graduate Recruitment

(3)

Chair.man, ·Graduate Curriculum Committee.

Co~mittee.

VICTOR V. SEARCY:
'(1)

(k)

Member of Student Affairs Conun_ittee of UNM.

Faculty

~dvisor

to

Un:Lve:~;sity

College,

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:

(l)

Faculty Advisor to University College.

(2)

Chairman, University Safety Committee.

(3)

Member, University Library Committee.

(4)

Chairman, Subcommittee for Federal Grants (University Library
Committee); Proposal submitted to the United States Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.
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BRUCE D. WEST:

(1) . Faculty Advisor to University College •

9.

(2)

Member, Dept. con1mittee on Graduate Curriculum.

(3)

Member, Dept. Safety Committee.

(4)

Member, Dept. Seminar Committee.

(5)

Member, Dept. Stockroom Committee.

Public Service,
(a)

RAYMOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

(b)

(c)

GUIDO H. DAUB:
(1)

Member of Governor's Scientific Advisory Committee, State of
New Mexico.

(2)

Advancement Chairman, Boy Sc.out Troop 9; Committee member, Boy
Scout Post 9.

(3)

Consultant - Action Line, Mr. Fixit.

LEE DUANE HANSEN:
(1)

(c)

Active in church.

VICTOR V. SEARCY:
(1)

(g)

Team mother in Thunderbird Little .League.

DONALD R. McLAUGHLIN:
(1)

(f)

Professional square dance caller .and. member of the Central New
Mexico Caller's Association.

MIRIAN P. MALM:
(1)

(e)

Serving as Ward Clerk (Historian) of the Albuquerque Fourth Ward
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.

WILLIAM M. LITCHMAN:
(1)

(d)

High Councilman in the Albuquerque Stake of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints.

Active in church.

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:
(1)

Member, Immanuel Presbyterian Church.
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Personal Information.
(a)

DONAJ'..D R. McLAUGHLIN:

(1)

A child (David Paul) was born on May 4, 1968.

---------------

R.epo.rt of t:he Department of Economics
July 11 1967 - Jun.e 30, 1968
. Nathaniel Wollman, Chairman
I,

General departmental information
A.
Significant achievemerttsduring academic year.
During the past year the department made further progress
in revising and extending its graduate program. Experi.mentation with teaching Economics .200 and 201 continued
and a first step was taken in the us.e of graduate students
as_quiz section inst:ructo~;s, A visiti11g committee con-sis ting of Edward Mason, .Henry Rosovsky 1 and Malcolm
D<:J.vfsson wa.s- on the campus in Oatober 1 1967 1 and their
report has been used as a basis for department planning.
B.

Significant plans and. recommendations.
Our pl<:J.ns_ for t:M future turn mainly on furthe~; experimentation with the principles course, introduction of
individualized work with seniors, and additiol).al attention
to statistics and econometrics, with special. emphasis on
training in computer uses. We al$o want to expand our
offerings in Latin American economics and natural resource,
urban, and regional studies,
We hope to initiate a research program in state and local
finance under the l.eadership of Professor Boyle. If pre$ent
expectations are fulfilled this program will be supported
in part: by a grant from the Albuquerque Public Schools,
While the Computer Center and the Library are not administratively a part of the economics department, they constitute
an integral part of its scholarly activity-*teaching and
research, We £ind seriously handicapping the inadequate
programming staff of the computer center and the deplorable
state of the Library 1 s collection of government documents .•

----~---------

--

-
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Jl'or further progress of. the department improvement
in these fac.ilities are as important as improvements in our·

c.

staff.
Appointments to staff

D,

2,
Allen V. Kneese, Visiting Profe~>sor, September, 1968
3,
Gerald Boyle, Professor, June, 1968
Separations from staff

o~m

1.

T. Norman VanCott, Assistant Professo1; 1 September, 1968

l,
2..

II.

Joan Sate, June, 1968
Calvin dePass 1 Juner 1968
.3:
tracy Mur1:ay, .June, 1968
Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements
1.
Advanced Study:
Professors Parker and d i Al:ge hope to complete Ph.D,
dissertations by the end of August, 1968, Professor Liepe
has been on leave working on his Ph.D, dissertation.
2.
Sabbaticals, Leaves ofAosence, SuiJIIller Teaching Elsewhere:
Professor Liepe has been on l.eave under a Soc;i.ai Science
Research Co1,1ncil grant, He plans to return February, 1969.
Professor Hufbauer has been on leave in Pakistan tdt:h the
Development Advisory Service of Harvard University.
3.

He

plans to return September, 1969.
Scholastic Honors

Net~

Professor lJel>ass has been awarded a Fulbright Lectureship
at the Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara, Mexico, from
4.

September 1 1968 to June 1 1969,
Publications:

WOLLMAN. NATHANIEL
"The New Economics of Res.ources, 11 Daedalus, Fall., 1967, pp.
1099-1114.
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COHEN, SANFORD

"Review of A. Touraine, Worke.r Attitudes Toward
Technological Change" 1 Kyklos, Sumer, 1967:
"Edito~;, Proceedings o{ the ·International Manpower
Instituteil, U.S. Department of Labor, Summer, 1967.
H/INILTON', DAVID

"The Political Economy of Poverty 1' 1 Journal of
Economic Issues. Winter, 1968.
·
Review o.f Robert Solo, Economic Organizations and
Social Systems in ,Journal of Economic Issues; Winter, 1968.
Review of Schmoo1der 1 Invention and Economic Growth
and of Schon Technology and Change: The Ne1~ Heraclitus,
Rocky Mountain Social Science Journal, April, 1968.
GISSER, MICRA.
"Introduction to Price Theory 11 1 !nternational Textbook
Company
"Schooling and the Farm Problem", Econometrica, July, 1965.
"Needed S,djustment in the Supply of Farm Labor", Journal
of Farm Economics, November, 1967.
"The Benefit-Cost-A.nalys;i.s of Investment in Schooling111
accepted by Journal of Farm Econonti.cs
.JONA.S, l;'AUL
11
The Distribution of Income and Compe.tition and Their
Effect on Economic G:~;owth 111 A.nnals, American Statistical
Association (May, 1968) 1 co-author Ryman Sardy.
Soviet and East European Foreign Trade 1 (ed.) International
Arts and Sciences Press.

TAILBY I DONALD

"Foreign Interest Rem.ittances by the United States, 1785~
Vol. XLI, No. 2 (Summer1

.1787n, Business History Review,
1967), pp. 161-176.
THERKILDSEN, PAUL T •

.,Cost-Benefit .Analysis of a Worlt Experience Project""'
Welfare in Review, March-April 1 1968l Volume 6t Number 2,
pages 1-12.

-4d 1 1\.RGE 1

RALPH.

Book Reviews - Review of Colin Clark, "Economics
of 1rr;i.gation11 , in Technology and Culture, April, 1968
Book Reviews - Kneese & Smith1 Water Resources Research
forthcoming - National Resources Journal.
. HURRAY, TRACY W.

"Effects of Mass L!lyoffs on ~Local Unemployment Rates",
Industrial Relations .Research Association Proceedings;
paper ~ co•author Dale lv. Berry 1 19()7,
5,

Other Research projects or creative work in progress or
completed during period:
WOLLMAN, NATHANIEL
Continuation of study supported by RFF
RAHILTON, DAVID
Member of Joint University Education Study Committee;
Completed t;ep<>rt o.n graduate. and. continuing education
At HollO!llllrt Air F.orce Base and White Sands Missile Range
(M.imeographed), under Air Force Contract F29600-67~C-0037
(290-826)
CHUNG, PRAM
Manuscript of the book on Money, Banking, and Income:
Theory and Policy, expected to be completed by mid'sunnner.
JONAS, PAUL
11 The redistribution of the Product-Mix in a Centrally
Planned Economy", Forthcoming Southern Economic Journal,
(July 1968)
"SpatiAl Competition in a Two Dimensional Market"
Forthcoming, Annals, Regional Science Association
TAILl>Y, DON.t\.LD
!n Process - Ar.ticle on Externally Constrained Growth
Rate o£ a National Economy
In Process - Article on Operation of Market Mechanism
in a Latin American Country for Locally produced and
Consumed goods,
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THERK:!LDSEN1 PAUL T.
Project, 1966-1969 - ''Essential E~ements of CostBenefit Analys.is in the Bernalillo County AFDC
Work Experience", Under contract. to .. HEW: July 11 1966August 31 1 1967: $73 1 937; September 11 1967-January
31, 1969, $82' 587.
.

d-' ARGE1 RALPH
Pecos River ;Basin Project continued through ne~tyear.
Received second J:esea1:ch grant of $16 1 000,00 for the
next tWO years. Research on Economic Decision ~dels Water Resources Research - Office of Water R,esources
Resea1:ch 1 u.s. Department of Interior
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies:
COHEN1 S~ORD
Attended convention, American Economic Association, Dec.
196 7' Washington, D. C. 1 Paper at University of
Wisconsin, Seminar on Social Security, "The Relevance
and Validity of Sqcial Insurance in Developing Economies,
November, 1967.
HilMILTON, DAVID
Membe1: of Executive Council, Rocky Mountain Social
Science Association; Member of Executive Board,
Association for Evolutionary Economics
JO~M, PAUL
American Statistical Association, Annual Meetings,
Hashington, D.c., December 2Br 1967 1 Paper presented:
"The Distribution of Income and Competition and 'rheir
Effect on Economic Growth"; Western Regional Science
Association, Seventh Annual Meetingr San Diego, Paper:
"Spatial C0111petition in a Two Dimensional Market"j
Rocky Hountain Social, Science. Association, Denver,
.Discussant on paper,

TAILBY, DONALD
Attended American Economic Association Meetings,
Hashington, D.c., December 27-30, 1967.
d 1'ARGE, RALPH

University of California - February 7, 1968, Meeting on
Dynamic Input-Output models~ Al~~A Meetings San Francisco,
January 81 19GB, San Francisco
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DePASS, CALVlN L•
.American Economic Association Meetings, Washington, D.C.
December, 196 7.
MURRAY, TRACY W.

7.

Paper Read at Winter ASSA Meetings, 1967, ''·Effects of
Mass Layoffs on Local Unemployment Rat:esn.
"Administration of the Escape Clause under TEA
of 1962'', Read at SW Economic Associatien, Apdl, 1968.co-author Mike E. Edgmond.
Other Professional Activities
HOLLMAN, NATHANIEL
Testimony before New Mexico Senate, February, 1968., on
state finances.
Seminar, University of Texas, April, 1968.
COHEN; SANFORD
Faculty Director, U, s. Department of Labor, Internai:;i.onal
Manpower Institute, Summer, 1967,;
Lee turer 1 Manpower Course 1 Organization o~ African States 1
Dakar, 1967;
Consultant Secretariat of the S,E. Asia Ministries
of Education Conference, Bangkok, September, 1967 •
presented closing address of conference,
CHUNG' PRAM
11aculty Advisor
JONAS, PAUL
"Hhat Happened Behind the Iron Curtain", Ch. 13 Educational
Television, Albuqu.erque, June, 1968.
_
Boo!< reviet~s:
National Welfare Economics, UNM Press.
Carson•Paquet, Comparative Systems, International Textbook
Company.
Associated Students Panel on Communism, UNM
TAILBY, DONALD
Consultant to New Mexico State Planning Office - Sept.
1967 ~ June, 1968,
Off-Ca.mpus participation in Community Development Seminar
fox Raton, New Mexico held under auspices of UNM Bureau
of Business Research and New Me)l;ico Department of l)evelopment.
TH.ERKILDSEl't, PAUL T.
Governor's Committee of 100 on Aging.
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d 11\RGE, RALPH
Consultant - Uranium Mining Lawsuits for Marion & llouk,
Albuquerque.•
PARKER, ALFRED L.
Presentation of paper '1The Gold Crises" to the o::liental
of E.F. Hutton & Company, Albuquerque.
TV appearance, KNHE1 Cha1111el 5, Albuquerque, discussion
of the gold problem.
Radio Appearance, KGGM Radio, discussion of the gold problem.
Guest speaker, Kiwanis Club, "Tiie. Role of Gold in Our
Monetaty System" •.
8,

Non-Teaching University service
HOlLMAN, ·NATHANIEL
Chairman, Committee on the Enhancement of the Educational
Process at the University of Nr:nr Nexico
COHEN, SANFORD
Ad Hoc Committee on Promotions; A & _S, Gradua.te Committee;
Graduate Committee SubwCommittee; Vario\lS Department of
Economics Committees.
lll\HILTON, DAVID
Chairman, Library Committee, Second Sem.ester
GISSER, MICRA
Graduate :Program, }!.A. l':xaminations, etc •
.JONAS, PAUL
Committee on Mathematics.
Coordination Committee between the School of Business and
Department of Economics,
Coordination Committee between the Department of Mathematics
and the l:>epartment of Economics
TAILBY, DONALD

Served on several M.A. Thesis Committees and Chaired
several others.
Served on Ad Uoc Committee of Economics Department and
College of Business Administration to consider cours~
offerings.
THERKILDSEN, PAUL T.
Committee ",1! 11 College of Education.
Graduate Fellowship Committee
Academic Tenure & freedom Committee ~
Student Union Board
lnterdiscipl:lnary l'rogram :for the Aging

..

,
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d '.ARGE, RALE'R
Faculty .Advisor • Economics Club, Students for Peace
De:P.ASS, CA;LVJ:N J..
Faculty Advisor, University Cdllege, Semesters I <!.nd II.
)ill.IR,RAY, TRACY W,

· Faculty Advisor. to Delta Sigma Pi, .Business Fraternity
PARKER, ALFRED L.

'·

..

-Member of Athlet-ic Council;
chairman, Economics Department Principles Committee;
Chairman, Economics Department dommit.tee on· Teaching
Load and .the teaching of lot~er division courses;
Participant, Ad ;Hoc Committee to explore the possibility
of establishing a New .Mexico Council on Economic .Education;
~.

Public service
COHEN~

SANFORD

Advisory Board, Concentrated, Employment Program,
Albuquerque, EOB
_;D~P.ASS,

CALVIN L,

Speech to the Pan-American Round '.rabl.e of Albuquerque
on the Central .American Common Market; March, 19613.

10.

Personal Information
GISSER, MICRA
Family increased by one girl - Dalit
Del?ASS~

Divorced

CALVIN
~

June, 1967

MURRAY 1 TRACY W.

A son was born - July 5 1 1967,

The Report of the Depart~nt of English
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Joseph P~ank. Chairman
1..

GElqElsA~

A.

DE!'AR'l'MEm'AL. INFORV.Il\'l!ON

SlGl~Il!!CANT

ACR!Evm-®?J:S DURING '!BE ACADEMIC YEAR

1967~68

In last: year•s report I characterized 1966•67 as transitiopal..
'.Che

sa~e

adjective can, :t think, be applied to 1967•68, though the tempo

of change has been a little

slo~1er

and the element of consolidation great:er.

However, as Section B will indicate. the Department iB still planning
sever.al significllnt modifications and innovations.

Moreover, those changes

lihich we implelll2nted this year seem, :!.n general, to be wortd,ug well.

As a result• this annual report will make more senoe if it is read in

..

close connection with last year's.

Semeste£ I (See

ap~endix

.;1:;..:96~4:-:.~~65.__....1::.;;9~65:::·~6:""6_.;:;;19~6~6.....;-67 - 196 7-68

Freshn~an Writing
tD ~lrtg,& Ling.
LD Lit.
lJD & Gtad.

2759
465
1047
807
81
228

General Studies
English 010 '
Se~~ter

for details)

1964~65

2007
404
1144
188
51

LD Wrtg« & Ling.
LD Lit,
liD & Grad.

General Studies
English 1>10

a.

526

comments on the

'Xhe

7~~

rtnd largely based on

2916------zm363
202
1480
1653
1079
1274
42
58
291
188

II (See appendiK for details)

Freshman Writing

A f~~

3200
375
1211
933
69
212

~bove fi~es

1965-66
2420
346
1256
1036

4S
359

1966-67
2308
246
1486
1003
67
435

2397
146
1589
1166
38
166

seem appropriate:

drop in Freslunan Writing was partly predictable

faet~rs

beyond the control of the English Department.

On the other hand,

~he

more than 40% decrease iri

L~~er

Division

WritL~g

and

Linguistics was entirely pl:edictable and del:l.berate: the result of the
phasing out of English 255,

b. The approximately 10.% increase in

Lo~rer

Division Literature

enrollments reflects. I think, the greater diversification and broader
appeal of the departmental offerings
~.

TRe

at this level.

17+% increase tn Upper Division and Graduate courses

ie mainly the result of our

e~panded

particularly At the Ph.D. level.

and strengthened graduate progrgm,

The follmiing tab1.e 1 show:l.ng the number af

M.A. and Ph.D. degrees granted in English in the last four years, illustrates
this gratifying trend.
1 9 6 5
!-1.A.

1 9 6 6

H.A.

Ph.D.

10

1

d.

~he

20

5

dramatic

d~cline

of our current remedial proaram.
will begin to be rectified
2.

Ph.D.

l 9 6 8

1 9 6 7
1-t.A.
Ph .. :o.
26
7

M.A.

Ph.D.

15

12

in 010 is the result of the weakness

As outlined below (B-1). thia situation

next year.

l967 NDEA INSTl'lV.t'B IN ENGLISH

During the Summer Session of 1967, the Department of Englioh
apo~sored ~

En~1ish

Title XI NDEA English In&titute for

teachers.

l.lll"l:ita Dep~rl:ment

twen~-seven

The Institute, directed by Professor Roy

high school

~ickett

of

of English, ei)Jlsisted of a workshop and two gradtwte

coursea -- linguist!cs and rhetoric -- taught respectively by Professor

Robert '1\,'hite of the Collage of Education and Profeaaor Joseph Zavadil of
the Department of English.

Guest lecturers in the Institute included

Professors Miles Zints and Peter Prouse of the College of Education end

~
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and Professor Laurence Lerner ()f the nnive:J;"sity of Sussex.

J}ecause of an

interest in year-long institutes, the English Department did not apply
for a grant to offer a summer institute tn 1968.
3.

D• H. LA~CE FELLOVTSHIP

For many years the holder of the D, 11. Ltlt·n:ence Fellot-rship

lived for two or three months in the summer in the small house on the
Lam:ence Ranch property which Lawrence himself occupied briefly. Thl..S
house. however, was so close eo the burial place of Frieda sud D. R.
Lata-renee that the many vieitors frequently interrupted the

Fello~1

in order

to see the "little bouse which D. H. Latn"ence ectually occupied."

.But abot1t

a year ago a separate cottage was purchased in Albuquerque, moved to the
~anch,

and set up at a sufficient distance from the burial place to assure

a much greater degree of privacy for the
cottag~

This nm.1 (prefabricated)

provides el:cellent living quarters with a magnificent view.

l'lanD are

not~

residence in the original
La~renee

J.l'ello~7.

set to provide a very modest stipend and free
t.a~zrence

house (the one

for~rly

assigned to the

Fellow) to a graduate student who, with other members of his family,

will serve ae a kind of eustod!nn and guide to the house and the burial
place during tbe three summex: months
fCY7

~qhen

visitors are most numerous.

A

interesting mementos (for example. the old R¢mington portable once

owned by

La~ence)

can be displayed in a esse which the University main-

tenance department }\as secured. 'l'hus a grndunte student w:Ul find tbis
kind of subvention for

,a sUllllOOr

quite advantageous.

'!he D. B. Lawrence Fellcmship for the summer o£ 1968 was

awarded to Henry

Roth~

author of Call It Sleep_, a .nQI1el first pubHsbed

in 1934. A most unusual revival of interest in this novel occurred in
1962 to 1964.

ln the intervening years Mr. noth raised ducko in Maine

.and published little or nothing.

to hio writing.

Since the I!tlth revival be has returned

- 4 4.

FES~IVAL

OF POETS
October 20, 1967
November l, 1967
November 3, 1967
November 10, 1967
November 17, 1967
November 27, 1967
February 9, 1968
February 23. 1968
March 15 0 1968
April 5, 1968

~wrence Ferlinghetti
Robe:rt »ly
La'I'ry Goodell

William Eastlake
John Logan
Charles Tomlinson
'l'homas Kinsella
Jonathan tvilU.ama
Keith Wilson
Stephen Rodefer
Denise Levertov
'l:h0!11.6B

April 22, 1968

McGrath

Ms.1:ch 29, 1968

The Department also sponsored several poetry readings on
campus throughout the year.

Professors l!'rumk:!.n, Johnson, and Rodefer

a:n.•.anged this program.

The Departmental Grants-in-Aid COmmittee distributed $3,500
(~3,000

from lqoEA. $500 from the Commonwealth Fund) to members of the staff

and to graduate students - with the former getting the lion's share during 1967-68.

'This sum, divided among about two-dozen people• was allo-

eated mainly to stimulate and assist a variety

il.

~f

research projects,

SlGNJlllCANT PLANS AND REClll:MBNDATIONS POR THE NEAR P\ITURE

1. \f!.'IDERGRADUATE
a. Ereshman English

w

Remedial

With the elimination of the EPE requirement, we plan
radically to change our remedial program.

We have dropped 015 • and changed

010 from a traditional and negative cr&n course to what we hope
net:r .Eilld affirll!ative experiment.

~rill

be a

Freshmen scoring below 17 on the ACE

English examvill now be placed in small sections (a ma:imUIII of 20) tmere,

for five

~reeks,

they will be given work in re!lledial reading.

'J:hen, for the

rest of the te:rm, the elllphasis. will be on what can be called creative
expression.

Instead of being pena1ized for split infinitives and misw

spelled words, they will be encoursaed to say something, almost anything.
1£ neceasacy, they can start with drawings or oral fUillblings or "happenings,"

- 5 -

In

short~

the chief

red pencil.
currently

pcd~gogic

technique will be a pat on the beck, not a

In any caae, the results cannot be woree than those we are

g~tting.

The key to this
viaion of the seven GA's

'~ho

nel~ p~og1:am

will be the t.rdning and super-

will be doing the teaching.

Pr.ofesaor Fickett

and Joanne Cockelreas, aloog with Visiting Professor Creeley and nzysel.f,
will be involved, ond

and his staff.

t-~e

hope to get additiona1 help from P;:ofessor Uuber

I have also received an enccuraging response from the

NEB, and there is a distinct hope of federal £unds for this program, if it
io at all successful, in future years.
Finally, i f it ca:n be arranged iD time, we hope to have

a special section or sections for those low-scoring students

who~e

native

language is not English.
b.. !!£shl!Uln English - R.eeular

As in 1967-68, we hope that 1

~

keeping the contents and

techniques fleltible and minimally restrictive, English 101 and 102 will
continue to improve, will continue to become

mo~e

of a challenge and less

of a chore.

c. New Courses -

Undergraduat~

In Term II we will offer a course in Negro literature.

The contanta and nature of this course are now being worked out, and we
have had several informal meetings with interested students.

In Term t we are adding, in cooperation with the College of
Fine Arts, e. course in the film: Introduction to the Cinema.
Less innovative i& the new English 350: Old English Li.terat•u:e in 'l:r®slation.

But this course will, we think, both fill a gap and

prove much 1110re than a mbnument to dead ideas.
Because of the variety of our undergraduate courses and the
increasing sophistication of our students, we are dropping English 140 Slid 2.55.

-62~

11Tl!:\IT PROGJW.JS - GRADUATE

a.

lJl.T

in Engli.E]!

In order not to duplicate the report of the college of
Education, l am here giving only a one-page summary of the proposed
curriculum.

The ful1 preliminary prospectus of Nov. 17,'1967 1 ia

Appendix 13 of this report.
1: English 492.Introduction to Linguistics
2. Bnglish 494 English Grammars
3. E1~lish 512 Critical Approaches to Literature
4. English 490 or a 6oo-.level Enzlish course
,5., English
, a course in recent Britiah or Amer. lit.

6.

7•

English 5~ Writing in tho Secondary School
(to be crosslisted in Secondary Education)
English ,528 Studies in Reiading and Literature for
Secondary Teachers (to be crosslistod in
Secondary Education)

1.

2.
3.

Sec. Educ. 5xx l.allgn'Uage Problems of the Biling~.~al/
Subli~l

Student

5xx Seminar in EngUali Curriculum and

~:

"(No~i'3923'
(Ne~I)
(Ne~J)

3
3

(Ne~T)

(NtW title)
(21-24)

3

(New)

3

(Ne~t)

. 2-2
"1"l--T

Instruction

,..

3 or 4

-1......
21

Soc. Educ. 5xx Advanced Instrllctional Theory
sse~ Eduo.

3
3
3

(New)

(8-14:)

Any course upon advisement

Alternative
English 2l
Sec~ Educ.8
Elective_.2_

pro~rams:

English
Sec. Educo
·

24

Engll.ah 2l

8

Sec. Ed.ll

'32

32
bo H. A. in E~liah for those pl.anniM
community college8o

32
~

teach :!.n ;lun:l.or

ot

The following statement will be inserted in the. :torthco:lli:ng

Graduate Catalogueo Thia revised program will be under the dirl!lcf:ion of
Assistant Professor Ivan Melada.

. _,
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"Candidates fo;: the Master of Al:ta in English VJho intend to
teach at the junior or community college level should consult with the member

of the departmental faculty designated to advice them.

The candidate. 1 s

progrsm will conform to the r.eg'.!lar Plan IX Ma!lter of Arts progrlllll in termo
of appropriate coverage (including oome work in tingu:!.st:ice), total numhe.r
of hours. language requirement, and comprehensive e:tnmination.

It

~rill

differ from Plan II in that the candidate will, under close superviaion,
intern 1n a fresbmrm review or co111po8ition course for one semester and. in

a sophomore literature course for another semester. For interning in both
semesters he will receive three hours of eredit. 11
c.

fttereby

~10

gredu~te

of their teacherD are given a stipend and time off to pursue

uork in English, will be

d.
in

o~

We eltpect that the arrangement with the Albuquerque Ac:ademyt

in 1968-69.

In vllrious minor ways, we are ironing out the wr.inkles

revised Ph.D. program, and it seems to be

3.

f~ctioning

well.

DEPAll.TMBNT•SnlDENT RELATIONS
a,

Despite certain goofs, our revised

system seems to be
~nd

impl~mented

~orldng

adviso~

and committee

at least adequately on both the undergraduate

Also. a party in the Desert Room last winter for our

graduate levels.

majors seems to have been a success,

b.

:rwo

undergraduate majors will be added to the annual Ad Hoc

CQmmittee on the Undergraduate Curriculum, and one graduate student to the
•'

Graduate Committee.

4.

MISCELLANEOUS
Arrangements ere now well along for the Association o£ Depart·

menta of English to hold ita summer seminar for about fifty new chairmen
at mlM in

June~

1969.

federal government.

It ia expected that this will be financed by the

c.
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APPOnmmNTS
l.

L. Scott catlett. B.A., u.·' of Te:.tes, 1960; M.A., ·u. cif'Te:~>as,
1962; Ph.D., u. of Wisconsin. expected August, 1968. Ei~tee~t~
cen~ Engl:lllh Literatu£!, and. Lin&gist:!!:.s• Assiotant Professor, starting September, 1968.

2•

B.A•. Whitman College, 196.3; J.>h.D., u. of.
Retmissance Literature.
Assistant J.>rofesso:r:, starting Sept~·
Susan V. Dewitt.

\~anhi'll8ton,

expected June, 1968,

3.

Ellen Spolsky. B.A., Smith College, 1964; M.A., McGi~l U.~
1967; l'h.D. • Indiana. 11., expected Sutlll1Wr 1 1968, Old. Engl:!!!.J,,
Middle Englif!.~. and Reua:f.asance. Assistant Professor, sturt:!.n$
September. 1968.

4.

Marcia Tillotson.
l96l~;

B.A., Radcliffe, 1962; M.A., U. of Chicago,

Ph.D., U. of Chicago, expected June, 1968. Romantic.

Assistant Professor;

st~ting

September, 1968.

5. Robert Creeley. B.A •• Bleck Mountain College, 1954; M.A.,
'IHf, 1959.

Ct'eat:l.ve Hritiy and Contemporan L:!.tori!tura.
1968-69.

Visit~g P~ofessor.

6.

Leon Bm:ard.

:n.A.,

:Bi~b&n

South College. 1923; M.A., 1.1.

of Chicago, 1926; Ph.D •• John= Hopkins, 1929. American Literature. Visiting Ftofeasor~ Fall Semester. 1968•69.
7.

G:IM Harvey.

Baeond
8,

Ph.D., 11. of Rome, Italy,
Lecturer, 1968·69,

~hft!.g

English.a!!_g

tangus~.

JobD James Lawlor. ». A. and ll.A., Oxford Univa:rsity. England,.
c. 1946. Sluike<mm-are and Middle Epglish Literature, Visit-ing

Pxofeeaor, Summar, 1968,
9.

Joan Webber. li.A •• :Bernard College,. 1951; M.A. • V. of Rochester.
1952; Ph.D. • 11. of Wiscon$in 0 1960. Seventeenth Cent~.
Visiting Profeoso:r:, Surom0r, 1968.

10.

Paul Davil<l and Joseph Zavadil return fron:. leave September, 1968,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

nam11n Rill, Aaacciate Professor
William Enetlake, laeturcr
Mary Loubris Jcmeo, Instructor
Jessie Morrill, Instructor
Carole VanDer Voort, Ina~tor
David JohDson, Jobu M.artin, and George Ridenour will be on letl.'lie
the entire academic year of 1968-69; George Arms will be on
leave for the Fall Semester, 1968-69.

- s-

1.

Advanced Studz
Robert E. Fleming
Completed dissertaeion: The Cbicpgo Naturalistic Novel: 1930-1966.
Ph.D. awarded by University of Illinois, October, 1967.

David Johnson
Ph.D. mtarde:d by Uoiveraity of Connecticut, January, 1968.

Mar:y Loubris Jones
Twelve hours earned credit toW'ard Ph.D.
Ivan Melada
Ph.D. awarded June, 1967. Dissertation titlet i'he CA2,tain
Indust;v in British Fiction: 1821-1871.

2!

Stepl;len, Rod,efeJ! . . . ,.,
. Uorlt in prosress on Ph.D. disserta:tion•.
James

L. Ruff

Ph.D. completed 0ctober,'l967, at Northwestern university.
2.

Sabbatica1s, leaves of absence, swzmer teaching elammere, ·etc.
Gaorge .ArliiS

aesearc:h at t.he Howells Center, Indiana Uliivereit:y, June-August,
1968.
Paul B. Davie

Received "outstanding teaching award11 ($1, 000 prize), attd used
money to take his family to England for a year's .sabbatical.
Hamlin Hill
"Introduction to American Seminar, MOt'th S~eden, August, 1967;
Coe Professor of Americon Studies, u. of Wyoming, summer, 1968.

Willis Dana Jacobs
iJ:ravel in Mexico (Sinaloa) 1 StlllliDE!r, 1967.

Dorothy M. Logan
Travel in u.s.
John S. Martin
Travel to Hax-vard University Library• Massachusetts Hintorical

Societr. Connecticut Historical Society, Yale University Library,
New York Historical Society, APS, Rosenbach Foundation, Historical
Society of Pennaylvanis, Library of Congress in connection with
sponsored rasearch project, June, 1967. Grant by American
Philosophical Society.
Mary Jane Power
~avel

James

in Europe, Summer, 1968.

L. 'rhorson

Summer of 1967

~

London and on the continent, purouing research

- 10 into publishing in 17th Century England.

Maey

Bess Whidden
Summer research at the Huntington Library.

Joseph 1. Zavadil
Sabbatical leave, 1967-68, spent using libraries at Berkeley
and Stanford, with residence in O!!kla:nd, California.

3. New scholastic honors 1 fellowships, .etc.
George Arl1lll
Center for Editions o~ American Authors (Modern ~guage
Association) Grsnt. $200. 1JNM Department of English Research
Fund Grant. $108.
Paul B. Davia

"Outstanding

Teache~: 11

Award at 1!JllM,

Bsmlin. Hill
American Council of tearnad Societien grant-in•aid, 1967·68.

John S. Martin
Appointroent as Fulbright lecturer in American Literature at
University of Salzburg, 1968-69 •
.lames I.. 'lhorson
Greater Univers:i.cy of New Mexico Fund gr£Ut for the sUllllller of
1967. Professor of the Month in December, 1967, and Profeosor
of the "lear (1967·68) by Las Campa'lliUI.

4.

Public.':'!,t:l.~

George Arms
·~te Chopin's The Awaken~ in the Perspective of
Ce::re'~~r•" Esaa:ys on .Arl!erican Literature in Hono:t:,_gf

Her Literary
Jax ~·
l!ubbel;.l~ ed. Clarence Rohdea. Durham: Duke 11n:f.versity Press.
1967. Pp. 215·228. ''Why Have Editors?" The Bulle~
.!.1:! Ros.lfl MountGin Uodern LangUage Aasoc:latio~, XXI (Dee". 1967);
129-134.,

J.cw.e Ba1t2ell
Book lnsnuscript on medieval poetic acceptelld by Mouton & co. •
publiDhen.
Urneat tJ. Baughman
11
Public Confession nnd the Scarlet Letter," '.rhe l!lew Bnmla~
gua-rte~, XL (December, 1!167) 532-.550.

Joaone Cockelreas
Engli$h 101 lllst?!Uc:tor' s Mr.nual - uaed by nll teach?'I:S in the
Freahmnu EuglishProgr~ tna1. 90 pp. copyright~ Joanne
Cockelreas.

~~-~---~~-~--~-~""'-'--~_,_,~...._,-- -~·

-

~.....;._

------···'"--"' __ ,._-

·---~'+'"-~-

___

- 11 )lorton n. Cl:owell

The Convex Glass;.. !!:he Mind of Robert
New Mexico Presa, ~my, 1968, 275 pp~

B:~:owning.

Paul B. Davis
"Beginning with Elq>erienc:e in Literature,"

'dl'nivereity of

§...lliSU-iJ!!g_~,

No. 2,

August, 1967
Franklin Dickey
Thomas t~atson, ~tao; Abraham li'raunce, Lamentati.!?J!! 0 eel.
Staton and Dickey, University of Chicago for n.enaisoance Bnmah
S~ie;y and 'fue Newberry Library. Renaissance ~!!!!.!!
Text Society, Vol. II.

Text;

Gene Ft'umkin
2 poelllS: ''Winter Dsaage," "P1acitaa Night 0 11 Poet:x, msgazine,
February, 1968. Poem: ''llhat Remains,"~ D!ll.gaziue,
January, 1968. 4 poems to appear in New Mexieo anthology
11
0l:'icnt;al Blue Strealt," '1:1ay of Juue, 1968. 7 poeli\S and
critical introduction due in Craw lt.2.!'.!! maguine, probably
Hay, 1968 -- also poem and zeview due socn in The Naticm.

Hamlin Rill
"Mark T!Jain: Audience and Artistry," rep:dnted in~..!!!!:
Selected Criticism (Revised Edition), Dallas: S.Z.!.V, Preas.
1967. "Mark '!Wain and His Enemies," S!Juthern Rc•J:I.ew,Spring,
1968, PP• 520-529. "Black Humor; Its Cauee and Cure,"
Colorado Quarterly (fo~thcoming, Summer 1968).

Joanne Field Holland
11
'.1."ae Cantoa of Mutabil:l.t:!.e and the form o£ ~."
Em. A Journal of EngU.ah :r.:tterary History, XXXIJ' (1968)~ 21~·31.

Willis Dana Jacobs
1
~lilliam Carlos Williamn' ~." ,7:he E.::g,l~. Hay~ 1967 0
Vol. XXV, No. 9, Pp. 5-7.
''tUlli.nm Carlos tU.lU.ams' 'r9.!
Poor Old tvOlllfm," Qan,s:ln:nili!!I·;PoetEI• accepti!id for. publication.

Roy G. Pickett

A book under contract with Little, Brown Company, publishers.

Stephen Rodefer
In .Another Wetnssc, San Marcos P.resa, Albuque~que. Poems in
several nmge:zinea: "Is,. 11 "Oriental :Blull! Strea1~" mad others.

E. W. Tadlock, Jr.
"D. li. Ltwrence." (Review of two booko,)

9 (Winter. 1968), 144-147.

~~~r.s;cy Litcn:atu~;
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s.
f:leo.:ge At'ma
Cl:i!lt:l.ntii."lg wor:k en Y.T.; D.

~owel:ie

1ette<:;i.

Jau~

Ra1.tzoH
1-'l:!'lnncdptiou .r,lil.d traool.atiQil l;l>f Bzitis:l; ~i~UU-::C:·;~!ill~~ Rayn~.
1.2 B XVII~ »e moderno paper. "[A'Fu ~.t.!lt fr::,z.:;: ff:lvifl l:y.
.~drsaa Cnp~~eompletcd.

Joa~e ~ack~l~~
~ UQV'Cl n~ar c::ompleUon. Te:;:tbook: tfJtit:r~ ZtE, :lE:Jl.1.T
~SSA'il~ !i'C:Wi .!U.T£1 W~CT!!Ml (to bo pub:t:lchcd, l'.S:de:v :;(;?:\\1:1t<o~:r;;.,
by Holtn Rinehert and H:!.liWton). ~llmtlm::l!t: !\ll'~!..:i:!u:S :C£/f:lf•I!'~J
AtOm' Ji,l'!'.IDt{':WF..iS: AN ii!JAL'I!"'.i:Itllll. .l\.i?FEO':ilml (to ~c ,?ahl:'.iibot.I,
mtdel!: o:l.gnad co:!ltx:aet~ by R.olt, Ril!Wl1attc ,md 1ifili'lsf~c.OJ!•o

n.

fu:cue:ll
{;'.>:tie1."'G for the Ea~clonod.iaAI'~r:lenJ::'t ot; r;::;;;.;;::;a
!lc-worm 7 .Toh~ tv. Croke:!!'7"Ga~d'~~lt'.d l~,t.!l::c;::,'Q;z
!:£rmcl:W~. by Uill:l.li!Jn liiOlttu. ~hey t<till tl!J>p:!a,;: ilt'! £be ;m~:w

110l'i:'O)!t.

!l'<n~

~·~it~tr.:i6

F.:i3l!:it:tia D:!.~'kcr
i:'ilti! l:el.leo.r.;::. fo't' cc1lil.'/le ne:\:t ;:a?.l. !l:i.:.:::l! <'->~: 1: ;!:gUsh.
ZJOQ-D~/Z. ~ ~---~ob~an Dl\p:Q:td

Ed:l!J;i!#M t>~~e.~·:4t ·~ :l ~- Grtt.~;c:~t~t:1~::c

bnoei:;>tioa rutd. E.ctllli.U!uanec lJootety • (;!t'1:.
Jo:;~~]' ITI~t;~ilk
~~r,l,~)led :fg~~l3ut:J: - £l VCL":f !01~8

book: n

~w:e;J;~?2{~C.ive f·.zu~,;.~ci·:.

':'2-e!*!r ,:.J!"i'"f.20i!Engliah po~t:try of th.; m:l~lcrl::,·.:c:;;~~:;.f.:) ccat'-'ley:
1:4:· I>;.: ~·;iblid-a~t1 ~:y l3i:l:1 l~~:Ja ilndy- in i;~ :::.~;1?. <S: ;;;;.;;3 -~
!1: :11: :c.m:; ~1- ti~o uor:1ts.. A ~~!t.ct; i'n!"tiz:\(J c.i c t.:z::~ {7:C:lt~~-~.1
~i 11;;,1t;,;.;;;.~0 :.'l:t•CC 0 tQ l)o l,lil'f;lid:.ed ii< t:'lQ ·c:;..::~ ~.~TI.'.) uf~
~-2~1:;~";~:~~~~~- Bd:!:::1;;d~ a~ti -}t:i~t.. ~ ::..;:~. (~t~; iC£1:2
.:;J:;;(;•J.:~:l,l) fo:: ~ the ~Jin<:e~ iSl3i.!G <'f t:;c.~t 1!'.':'!::.1:1!'~' (c~r.:<:t, ::;!:•7.,
~.1 co:.:::!J~:!: ~·:; c~at;·t;.Js:; ~t ~:l, fer ~S.~j;~L:.i.i1f2!i:~;~t:f}1
h" pv.'f:I:I.J,cite;-'. by :U.tt1c, IltC;"W-n ::n l96S; "" 12::::.:: (::.(; c Cc."!:;,:],:;•) ;~~'~:l

~z:;~t/_:._t !it:·:::e;cy GhC'~alecm n~~·::b~i.lt
)~:. ::!:£! .:::m~~:j"Cll~..e fi~cge.

Uc;r

.~-:g t.~it~t:~:

l'J

C-:::..~ l:r~:~"' :~ ;:.;_ii
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Joaeph 11. Kunt:.:
Poetry Explication: A Cbeekliat. Thit'd .edition~ Tenta.r:::!.,;;:1
publicatio~ date, 1969. Tl..1e Elizabli!than li"evivl.)l .ill t!1e
later Romantic Period.
Dm;ol:hy M. Logan

Work in prog~eos on book to be used .as text for
l?reahlrJU?. English literature.

te~~htng

John S. M.ertin
"Rhetoric. Sociaty. and Literature in the Age of Jeff.:rson, 1:
to be publ!nbed by the M:tD•COi:UIKJmfl JU-!EIUC/.N S:!OO!ES
JC~'t~ in a apecial Age of Jeff~raon laoue, during l~68u
Iv.nu Melada
In p:cosress: 1. A study of eadyle'a infloonee upon Rll18lillh
fiction of the 1840's. 2. A etudy of radical V!ctoriu~
fiction of the l840'a.
Picl~ett
Dire~tor of 1967
Secon~ School

Roy G.

NDllA (Title XI) Institute in English for
Teaeh?ra. June 19 to August s. 1967

Davie! A. Remley

.

Co~let:ed

article: "Ep:l.raph fo;c the Saturday JJJightclub."
li.rticle in prof¢ess: "Saccjawe.:s: Analysis of th:<! Legend."
I!eae;lrch in ptogresa: 111J:he Ala.alc.a Uighr:u1y and the Dream
of the !>feat. 11 Rav.e offer of contract for a plln;phl~t <m
l!:rn.a Ferguar.on in 11Southweat 1V::o.itera Seriet;~ Stocl.c;-Vaugbtt
'!?1:ess, Atwtin. Telt:la,
G(!orn;e M. Ridenour
'.i:extcook of 6CCQ1l.d gene;:ation ROma\ltie.Poeta (in '{li:OSl'(JS&).
G. Sir.rona
l!'crao::ml project Cl:lntinued: Medievd and

IC!I.th~:riD,~

R~im;:e;::;ee

;.hat'l'll!:

aid ba:ckg1:ounda, '~lith :relevance to my Shru<:eopelll:C! .md hm:o-;;;::

coursen.

t:. U. '£edlnek, Jr.
revet TllE L!BEMI. Sll11MER completed •.
JE'.tt.e:J L.

~horson

1 D!ll ~::ontil\uins resea:t:ch into 17th Ccnl:uey publlsrt::ag, ;J;:l
l!:.!atox-ntion theater and drllD!a, Am9:dc;:~n l:!.tell:.!ltuxe. Sr.:.-;;uol
lhll:la:t:, and others.
iisry lleun ifuiddon

I!ditiot\ of sonnet scq\l.Gnces, mo articlec

cht~ut Sh&~OlK':c::o's

f.O~try.

J'oocph ll. Zavadi1
~:h.:i:O coDny.s compl~t~d: "Design nlld Focull in tho Z<';:;t;;d
llt•,;,'o ~ule,' 1 ":tho l"l1yt1ici.on1 o 'tala: i:be lTa:rz;t~to~· ~.'k!i.!L::baa~r.
El11 '1 ~e 1-llln o£ Ut;JB ';;ale llO 2heolrn;:U:a1. ltcr.u:w::c.11

1l2R
- .1.4 6.

~ll

in leru:ned .and :grofesB:I,9nal. G_!)eieties

George Arms
Attended Rocky 1-tountain Modern tan~uage Association,
October, 1966. Honorary Co-rreeident, 1968-69. O~ganized
plenary session and read paper 11 TJhy Have Editora?" cited
in 44. Attended .American Studies A«Jsoc;iation,. October,
1967; aloo BMASA, April, 1968. Attended Modern ~ge
Association. December, 1967.

Jane Baltzell
Chairman, MLA Conference 39 on Geoffrey of Vinsauf •
DecClllber .28, 1967. Chairaum-eleet, General Llteratt!t'e
Section of Philological Association of the Pacific
coast. Chairman, BMMLA Section on Classical Liter~ture.
E. f1. Baugbm.m
.
~!ember. Executive Co111111lttee, .Amarican Foll(lore Society;
Hember, '.i:be J!'olktale Collllliittee, ',l.'be .Moden Language
Aosociati()J).. Attended meeting. 1'he Aa!er:i.can Folklore
Society, May, 1968, AlbUIJ.uerque.
Edith Buetuman
Se,cretaey•treMw:er University of Uew Hexico Chapter of
Phi Beta Kapplil. Vice Preaidetlt, !lw Mell:ieo Association
of Philleta !tappa. Delegat~ to Trie1mial -~eting of
Phi Beta JJj,lppa (Uaited Clw.pteE:s). Duke University,
August, 1967.

Robert E. FlemiDg
Attended 1967 meetings, Modem Language !s~Jociation ud
Rocky Mountain Modern Langc.utge Association.

Joseph il:ank
Attended. MLA !Qeeting in Chicago, December. 1967, and
ADE executive Meting in Ch1c.ngo in .April,. 1968.
Elected to the executive board of the Aasociation of
Departments of English (ADE) for a three-year term,
beginning December, 1967, Qnd president•eleet for of ADK
for 1969. Attended a semiaar, run by ADE, for new
depart~t he:ids, at Pemuaylvania State DD1versity in
June, 1967.

IJ4mlin lllill
Nordic American Studies Association meeting, Helu:l.nki,
11~!1d, Dltlll!Iler, 1967. Americ:an Stud:(.es Aeoociation
m~ating, October, 1967. Kacsss City •• read paper on
n;sls.ck Humor. 11 MQdern Language ABsociation meeting.
Chicago, Deeembe~. 1967. Rocky Mountain Alllericnn Stul;lies
Aaaociation meGtilig, Taos, April, 1968.

----------~---~--~~
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~

H';tll;is Dalllll Jacobo
11clt'bli!r, Junerican Asaociation ,gf tl)u:l.vu::_ .c.. :• ;; ; · ::tllflso:.:;;;
Uodern Lm:!gu&gC! Association; Ull!tiGl!<l!:!l •.:T: i:.;;:«i e-::
~~.achero

of Engliah.

Mney Ltlubrie: Jc111ea
Attem.ded R.oeky Mountain ~fQdelro ~5'10.'!·:.

t n:Jr::..L~.::!.<tE::;,

autumn, 1967.
Joaeph. M. Kuntz
~eting, Chetober~

Attended RMMLA

:1.967.

Dorothy M. Logan
Attended ~mnual meating of· m•n1LA.
Johu S. Martin
11ode~ i..m:lguage Association, Ch:t::Ct;<'>, ::oEC · r~c :·

Roclty M.ots~tain Amerie£n Studies
April, 1967 • meetings nttendcdv

AIJl:::;~i-~.i:)t

Roy G. Piek~tt
Attended Rooky fl!ountain ftctlcnl 1:crou.~.:: :: :;
October, 1967; Conferew:e ou Co:U0t;c -~.
11ill:t1leo!.polis, April, 196151.
I<nth~r:l,nt3

; %'!;
. , :·, .,; •

·•' ;; ·:.;
-·.,:_-'c.

G.• Simc!.ui

H~IIiherohip

Comnl:l.tt:Gi!e, Alpha Chn;Jtk',

B. H>, Tedlock, Jr.

C1t.airwan, Sect:l.ou ll, Contam'?Ol'to:l.!\1 ; • ; .:. :
:!.:lmlguage Association. (t-feetkn ~ ~ . L

'

;

__ ..:;; .. _ '

1967.)

J'r.mlle L. 'l'honon
U:cal committee on erraage1:11e:ntu f.-; ·
:W Albuquerque on Octob®l:' U-llh ., ·:-,
'l:lte;t ZMatiz>.g. X ~•.sa prog:~:run elhll.; "' .
.al~ct

of the l!.rn9::ic&ll'.l Aaccc:Uri!ioa .:':

::.

'·

fesaora, tm.M chapter, 111:1d .uttetclu! ·;.. ·; •
e:eeti!Qg in Waahi1:r.gton, au th0 ~;:hn::.;.,
April 26-27. 1968 •.
,.

l.fmey- Bees Uhic':c:len

{tf;te:naad OOIL!\

~l!ti:Zit aD~ !-&~ iJ,{' c

7. Oil:ll07. profeesiorml nctivi!je_,!
Geo::ge Arms
Eg~cut1vc c'ommit!;ee of tta c1i'.:•l>l:':<~1.
Lt'~ tl't~i'Vor.c:!:t"J 1'-'~<t:G!l 40 ...~•J?:::t; ·,

:rt;r.el!.lo.

('.cu!:lditn~, :!£;'2~¥-.!.F;~;i

:::ditc.ro, :'~~:9$..!,!¥';1 LitO'r:_nt,t;~9. :;;n.:.. .- ~
n.·;r,::d" .&l>Dh.'®t.tl of l'!:~t:'rll tl/~!·;~ " L
·_:>trd oT'Ctw'Clltau.to. :'!,~~:

..

·

E. W. llaughman
Folklore Tallt, Shdna Luncheon

Joanne Coc"kelreru:
Programming and

pro~~tion,

G~oup,

April, 11)68.

Educational Research

Apsoeiate~.

Joaaph Frank
two local 1V appcar4!lces io. behalf of tbe candidacy of
Eugene Mccarthy; a 3hort radio illtcrview on]!~
E!,&aaus.

Rwlllin l:lill
General Editor, Chandler F$cBimiles iu Americon Litera~
ture: Pudd 1nhe4d Wilson, ea. Frederick Anderson;
:the Scarlet Letter, ed. !lyatf,: Waggoner and George
Monteiro; l'.agg:l.e 1 ed. Donald Pizer; !!.t!_ Confidence-l{an.
ed. John Seelye; ~aves of GF!!!• ed. Richard Bridgmnn;
~~~Cl.•

ed. Warner Berthoff; W'Al@n. ed. Alexander_ Ketn.

John S. Martin
Reader•coneull:nnt in Ame:dc.flli Studie.e .fo-,:

~

t·!OU{\'TA:tO!

SOCIAL SCirmCE JOOP,NAL.
Roy G. Pickett
CQneultant Jteader for

~~on

(Robert Correll~ ed.) Champaign. National Council of
'reacherp of Rugliah. 1967.
Stephen R.odefer
Poetry ree.dinf; ;f.u W!:t poetry sedez. April 5, 1.968,

s.

~on-t~achiug

Universttx service

George Artnll
Chai~n of Committee. ¢1i Amarican Stud;f.e13. }!ember of
tlniverfl.ity Gl:adut!.te Colll!Uittee. E!1ecti'\1e fC.Iall!het' o£ .Depa~t!llatlt:
of English Policy and l'e:rsonne1 Coumd.ttae. 1\itmber of
~adunte School Committee on Visiting Le~turers.

Jane Baltzell
Departmental Fdicy and Personnel Corrutdttce. Ohait"mtcn,
Committee in Charge of tompar~t1ve titerature.
E • W. Baugh1118t1

Acndrtmic Freedom

c~d

Tenure Committee, Studcut

Affn!~a

Cotnmittee, Depart1!113til: Master of Arta .1\.d Uoc Coc,r,nittae,
Department Ad Hoc Space AllocatiOns Committee. Actin~
Pirector, Gr.11duate Amarice.n Studies Committee. l~Ol~6~·.

~
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Joanne 00cke1reao
Faculty advioor - Vniveraity College
Norton B. armrell

X hsve 13erv~d au Chsirm,.':ln ot the Departme~;ttl~l Gt:aciua.te
Committee ali1d shall con.t!Jlue t.o serve.

Franklin D:l.ckey
Graduate adviaor; Secretary. Phi Y.nppJ; Phi; Honora
Collllllit:tee Cha:ttma.n; Policy and Personnel Col!llll:l.ttoe.

Robert B. 1!leming
Undergradu~te

Adviaement Colll!!littee

Joseph JJ'rank.
h<edde~at

of the !llNM Faculty Club; member of

thc~

Publi-

catiane Committee; elected to the Adminietr~tive Ccmmit.tcf!e; Codllllittee to advioe the CoUGfiieOf Educet:!.on.
Geile !i'rumldn
~hesis
l~mmiteee.

Chairman; Engliah Department Creative Wr:l:.:ill8
ehuir~,

Commit:t<!e;

Poetry

Jc~nna ~icld Holland
lJnive~:aity Speakeo:a •

1\!~:!.lllg

Se3:'ies

Comrd.ttee; Advieorw COwuitCcl'.! cia

t1"1e Mlt>i Art l!iuseUill; MUP CM.pi:er li:c!lll!littae; })ep!llltinia!.'?.t:al

Coll:!\liE:tee o"il. udvlsemcnt of illlljors; faeulty advisor of

Engliohc
l~illit>

!lil1j¢l!U~

Dnna

J!ll;:otll:~

tu1 clmrge; Dept. of 'E*-Slisll tibruty <n:dern.. ~olicy and.
Psra®ilel CCwd.ttcG:.' ·})~pt.; of Eusl:l.eh Off:l.!!e Spac~ Com.l!.<i.V:l.tlor ~ ColtlDarn.!!ive Lite:rat:u:re Msjm:s. ~!emhe,.:. C.:ommit~e.e
on. Camp. Lit~

Advisor • Engl:l.flh I'UlJt?l:a: •

Hu2:y Loubria JC"Wla
Univer~i~y

College adviso1:.

Joseph l-L Ku!!il'i:z

!•'a.eull::y m:lviuor~ EaanHsb majotn.

AES sctO"ltll>:ahip

Co~tG:Cr.

Uoro~hJ;'

li. "tog~
l!iSculty "dv:l.oq:: t::o University C-01le$e; ll't:e:alltmn Eu13H~h

Atr1"1;·iri~Ot7 CCiml:l.ttee.

Jcl!n S • Uaztin
knolr.iealll StuiHea CommitteG, !lmM.

Ai/2

Cm:rn!tt~e;

»epartn:mJ.t.."'ll Gll:'m:il:e .. in·

Dir.;etio!ll. of Sectioming fo:t' U:apar:l:!:.lent"

Xvall t·iol.:tdn
Cl}, ·!4.:.::<::::J:: o;:; Juuicr CU11ni.;e :?~ogl:r.-r.c; ti.:. ::n: (1c2"::.:1.ttco
e:::. d1~ U:cdet:~!ldttate t:ur.:ka.JlU!ll~ t:<t':o1t:g;;-oJ;:,'!.'i:O t~jo"£"G
ai•;d.ow:;:~ Ch!lir.::s::l, CoilZ!lli<:te~ Gll! Uuhip!c; ©f,~-:'flr.l:Z•
i2ii<!£!t.ilL. 250; :'!.A. e:wro!~er.

-'•

. L_ _ _ _
,
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Roy G.

Pick~tt
.
Dil:ector of E'reshmi3n English. Chairman of Fl:esrunatt English
Colllll\ittee. Hember o£ the Ne~r St1.1dent Or;l.entation Coram:i.ttee.

DU~Tid A. Remley

Phi Beta Rappa Membership Committee
Stephen Rodefer
Faculty Advisor; teacher in free

univer~ity.

Jameo L. n.uff

UUder3raduate Advisor for Engliah Majors
Kathe!Cine G. Si.Iilons
Chairman. Departll!Eintal Coramittee on Undet"graduate Uajo.:-s.

B.

Tedloek, Jr.
Creative Writing Committee (departmental). iuclttding
adminiotration of D. H. Lh.wrence Fe:llouship.

VI~

James L. Thorson
Vniversity felloWship swards committee, and the University
Library Comm1.ttee. I BD1 faculty advisor J;o graduate atudents 1
.end a member of the department Graduate ffommittee.

Fred B. tTarner • Jr •
Director of Registration; MAT Inter~dcpnrt:mental ·Committee;
J:lolicy glkf Perooll!lel CO!!llllittQe; appointed Asllistant Dti:~n
of Arts & Sciences to begin July 1. 1968.

Mary lleas W'"n:l.dden
Department Honors Committee; Honors advisor; Chairman,
Phi Bets Rappa banquet committee.
Joaeph B. Zavadil
Uational Newroan Outataudinf!; Faculty AdvisoJ: Awa-;;d for 1967.

9.

Public service
Jane Baltzell

co-chairman of banquet 4Ud initiation arrangements for
Phi

lle~

Kappa.

E. W. Raughme.n
Chai•man: Division 35A,. Democratic Party

Edith l\Ul:hmtan;

Friend& of the UDiveraity of New Me:ico
M¢Xico Opera Guild.

Lib~aries; ~ew

• 19 ..

Robert E. Plemiug
Member, Educat~on Committee, AquinaS

Joseph P'ranlt

N~n

Center

,

Hember • New Mexico state board of tb,e American c:l.v:il
Liberties UuiQU; sexvice em the steering comroittee of
Mccarthy's presidential ~ampaign: New Mexico De~crats
for Eugene McCa:rth:Yo

Will:l.a Dana Jacobs
Chnirl!!all. and Prououncer, Annual Scrippe-Bward Spelling
!ee for the State of New Mexico, sponsored by the
Albuquerque Tribune, April,. 1968.
Ullry Loubrie Jones

Albuquerque Pre•School

Cooperativ~

Ivan Helada
Cubmaoter, Cub Scout Pack. fl, Ssndia District; Collllllitt-ae
!llel!iber, Cub Scout Pack 11, s.nndia District; Chairmen of
Auards, CUb Scout Pack ll,,Sandia District.

llav:l.d A. Remley
Sier:ra Club; Isaak ~Talton League of. .1\nlSdca; Albuquerque
'Urban Prog-re&s.

Jamoo t. Thorson
EX4cutive committee of Albuquerque Urban Progreso, a
civic action committee. ~nd I ~ave testified in that
capacity before variouo c:lty and at:ate bodies. t run
alao on the nominating eommittee fo~ the stn~e ACLU.

lJt. Pereona1 information
tiill:l.a Dana Jacobs
1-ia.jor, Uirl.ted States AU: Force Reserve
Jamaa

t. Thorson

Rec~ivad

ury discharge from the 11SNR in March. l968o
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The Report of the Department of Geography
July 1 1 1967 - June 30, 1968
Richard ;E. MUrphy, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
Building on the reorgan:il!<ed major in geography which was effec.ted

last year, the Geography Department is now able to offer an undergraduate
major of comparable quality to that of other state universities.

There

are now thirty-nine majors in geography, an increase from twenty last
year and from seven just two years ago.

This year the first group of

seniors to benefit from the new. program was graduated.

Significantly,

three of the seven sen:i,ors Iw.ve_reoeived graduate assistantships for
work on advanced degrees at other institutions.

Not only has the number

of majors risen rapidly, however, but total enrollment in geography
courses has continued to show a very high rate of increase, indicative
of growing interest and the attraction of additional course offerings•
Although the primary reorganization. of course offerings was made
last year, two new developments in this vein should be not.ed.

One of

these resulted from agreements with the Department of Civil Engineering
and the Department of Geology for joint iistihg in the!Catalog of
Civil Engineering 38oL- Cartography and of Geology 481·- Geomorphology.
In the 1968 - 69 Catalog, in addition to the listing of these two courses
under the offerings of the two departments respectively, the courses also
are included in the listing for the Geography Department as Geography 38oL Cartography and Geography 481 - Geomorphology.
evident to anyone considering a geography

Thus they are immediately

cur~iculum.

The other development was the addition to the offerings of the department for the fall semester of two courses not lJ:t"esently in the. Catalog,
namely Geography 336 - The Middle East and the Indian Subcontin~nt and
Geography 373 - Map Reading and Air Photo Interpretation.

Both courses

were taught by a visitor, Dr. Rodman E. Snead 1 Associate Professor at the
Graduate School of Geography of Clark University.

Through a series of

unexpected circumstances, Dr. Snead came to this department for the fall
term.

Both courses were popular, and the latter was particularly useful.

for geography majors.

Since Dr. Snead has accepted an offer to join the

staff of our Geography Department in February, 1969, these two courses are
being requested for addition to the geography offerings in the Catalog.
Furthermore 1 since Dr. Snead is well qualified to teach geomorphology,
arrangement has been made with the Department of Geology to have Dr.
Snead teach this course in alternate years "</hen it is not offered by the
Geology Department.
A temporary additional offering f"or the summer session of
Geography 429 - Workshop in the Principles of Geography.

~968

is

This course is

being offered at the request of teachers in the Albuquerque Public Schools
who need training in geography to cope with revisions in the socialstudies curriculum in the schools.
its

ne~1

The lecture room in Hodgin Hall with

!'!quipment and adequate desk space should be of considerable help

in conducting this class.
The relocation of the Geography Department in the recently refurbished
Hodgin Hall has proven to be of great benefit.

The new facilities and

the convenience of" map room and lecture room proximity have greatly
increased the use of maps and slides in classroom lectures.

The map

room was especially indispensible in the laboratory work connected with
-2-

the course in Map Reading and Air Photo Interpretation.

Map displays,

working space, and the availability and posting of materials on graduate
school and employment opportunities have. all served to heighten student
interest,

The assurance of additional space as needed is a great help ·

in planning for the next several years.
The Geography Department has developed to a point now where serious
plans are being made for the inauguration of a master's degree program,
hopefully in the fall of 1969.

The matter was thoroughly discussed in

staff meetings during the fall semester, when the staff could benefit
from the participation of Dr. Snead in planning courses and requirements.
When Dr. Snead joins the staff of our department in February, 1969, he
will bring with him experience with one of the leading graduate schools
in geography in the country where he not only was involved with all
phases of graduate vrork but also ran the Clark Field Camp, both in various
parts of the United States and in Puerto Rico.

Associate Professor Bennett

and Professor Murphy likewise have had a large measure of research and
graduate experience, and Mr. Ayala has condu.cted groups of students on
field trips in the United States and Mexico.

Vf.hile the staff is not large,

it should be very adequate for the inauguration of a sound program.
The addition of a master's program has been discussed with the Dean
of Arts and Sciences who has approved the submission of a formal request.
The request is to be prepared during the summer session for submission
during the 1968 - 69 academic year.

The University Secretary has formally

approved the use by the Geography Department of the remaining space on
the main floor of Hodgin Hall whenever the master's program is approved.
This will provide for a student workroom and space for graduate assistants.
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With the addition of Profe,ssor Snead to the staff in February, ·1969,
the department will have four full time faculty.

The fourth position

this past year has been filled by Dr. John A. Johnson who was a visiting
assistant professor for the academic year, coming to us from.the Ul:liver.sity
of Nevada in Reno.

\oJhe.n the opportunity arose for Dr. Snead to be here for

the fall semester, he ~sas brought in a., a fifth staff member for that
semester only.
One other staff appointment should be noted.

Since Professor Richard

E. Murphy will be on a leave of absence for the 1968 - 69 academic year,
:Professor Curtis A. Manchester of the Department of Geography of.the
University of Hawaii will be here for the academic year, as his replacement.
The department is fortunate in securing the services of Dr. Manchester
who will teach courses on the Far East and on the Geography

of Exploration.

In both he has done a large amount of research and has spent years in the
Orient as a teaching and research scholar.
Acting Chairman.
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Dr. Bennett will serve as

II.

Composite £! Information Requested
Supplements.

~

Individual Biographical

Activities of departmental members covered a rather wide range,
particularly in .research.

These are summarized below from the material

in the annual supplements to the biographical records of the individual
staff members.

Advanced study.
During the summer of 1967, June to August, Instructor Reynaldo
Ayala completed his field research in Hexico for.b:!.s docto1•al dissertation
on the Historical Geography of

Parras~ ~·~·Coahuila, ~·

Presently he is completing the writing of the dissertation for submission
at the end of the summer of 1968.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc,
The Institute of Geography at Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan
has invited Professor Richard E. Murphy to lecture there during 1968 - 69.
Professor Murphy has received a Fulbright grant to enable him to accept
this invitation and will be on leave for the 1968 - 69 academic year.

Publications.
Landforms of the World 11 by Professor Murphy was published as Map

11

Supplement Number Nine of the March, 1968 issue of the ~ of ~
Association
11

2f American

Geographers.

The map is being listed under

Distinctive. Recent Maps" by Dr. \valter W. Ristow, Chief of the

Geography and Map Division of the Library of Congress, in Surveying
~Mapping.
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Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed.
Associate

Profe~:;sor

Iven

v.

in vario.us stages of completion.

Bennett has three research projects
One of these is an investigation of ·

opaque sky cover as a predictor of insolation.

Research on this project

has been completed, and a paper thereon is being prepared for presentation
in the near future.

The second project is a study of annual, seasonal,

and monthly rainfall in Thailand based on an analysis of fifty years of
data from fourty-five Thai stations.

The data is presently on punch

cards to be subjected to computer analysis.

The third project is an

analysis of frequency of hail, sleet, and freezing rain in the United
States.

The data is being assembled from 300 stations and will be

punched on cards for computer analysis.
Professor Murphy and Professor Rodman E. Snead, in cooperation with
the director and assistant director of the Technology Applications
Center, prepared a pilot study for a project recommended to the National
Aeronautics and. Space Administration for classification and catalog
presentation for prospective users of photographs from space flights.
Professor Snead is currently involved in two additional projects.
He is :preparing an Atlas

£f

Landforms under contract for publication by

John Wiley and Sons, and he is engaged in a study of the coastal morphology
of Iran.

Research for the latter is being conducted under a grant froiD

the Office of Naval Research, and Dr, Snead. will be doing field work
in Iran during the first half of the coming academic year.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Mr. Ayala presented a paper entitled "Free and Slave Mulattos in
the Colonial Population Structure of a Northern Mexico Settlement -- Santa
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Maria de las Parras" at the meeting on April 12 of the Southwestern
Division of the Association of American Geographers in Dallas.

On.May

3 .and 4 he att.ended the Rocky Hountain Conference on Latin American
Studies in Albuquerque, and on

~y

10 - 11 he took a group of students

to Santa Fe for the sess:i,on on 11 Contacts be.tween the Old World and the
New World" of the annual meeting of the Society for American Archaeology.
On June 14 - 15 Mr. Ayala is scheduled to participate as a discussant
of a paper on 11 Urbani:zation in Baja California" to be presented by
Professor John A. Price at the Conference on U~banization in the United
States - Mexico Border Region meeting in El Paso.
Dr. Bennett attended the joint meeting in Denver on May 3 - 4 of
the Rocky Mountain Social Science Association and the Great Plains Rocky Mountain Division of the Association of American Geographers.

Dr.

Bennett is a member of the Program Committee of the Albuquerque Chapter
of the American Meteorological Society, and his membership in the national
society has been changed from associate to professional member,

He has

been appointed a member of the Editorial Review Board of the Solar Energy
Society and has reviewed for publication three papers dealing with the
climatology of insolation.
Dr. Murphy

~as

a panel member for a section meeting on 11 The Disadvan•

taged Learner in the Geography Classroom" at the annual meeting of the
New Mexico Council for the Social StudieS in Santa Fe on April 20.

Dr.

Murphy and Dr. Bennett are board members of the New-Mexico Geography
Council, an organization formed at the instigation of New Mexico teachers
to encourage and help in the development of geography in the public
sc.hools of the state.
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Other Professional Activities,
Several lectures have been given by various staff me.mbers through
the year.

Dr. John A. Johnson presented a lecture on liThe Development of

Transportation on the Mississippi River; A Study in Cuiturai Geography"
at the Ap~il 25th meeting of the UNM Geography Club,
the same organization on February 29.

The

Dr. Snead addressed

subject of" his talk was "Tracing

the Route of" Alexander the Great Across.Ba.luchistan, 11

Dr.

On April 9,

Bennett gave a lecture on "Geographic Problems of" Thailand" to the UNM
Anthropology Club,

Mr. Ayala gave two lectures on aspects-of Mexico.

On January 19 he spoke on "The Ro.ots of Modern Mexico" at the Acoma School,
and.on February 28 he addressed the Latin American Desk on the subject of
11 The

Ethnographic Composition of" the Colonial Population of Northern

Mexico."

Dr. Murphy has accepted an invitation to present a lecture on

the topic of "The

~/orld

Resources Gap 11 to be given during the summer, 1968,

program series called "Crisis:

Nineteen Sixty-eight" of the First

Unitarian Church of Albuquerque.

Mr. Ayala participated in the Consortium on Interuniversity Cooperation
of Latin American Efi"orts held in Albuquerque on April. 5 and 6.

He

~las

involved in discussions among scholars from several southwestern universities
v1ho were assembled to examine the matter of cooperative effort in academic
work pertaining to Latin America.
At the request of the publisher, Dr. Bennett reviewed Weather Elements:

!

Text in Elementary Meteorology by T, A. Blair and R. C. Fite (5th ed.

Prentice-Hall, 1965).

The purpose of the review was to assist the authors

and publisher in the preparation of a new edition.
Dr. Murphy likelvise revievled a book for a publisher.

In this case, it

1vas a pre-publication review of Cultural Geography by Joseph E. Spencer
and B. E. Thomas which will be published by John Hiley and Sons.
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Dr.

Murphy bas also completed editorial

reyiel~

the third and fourth volumes of Our 1-!orld

for geographical content of
Today~

under contract

with Allyn and Bacon publishers and in cooperation with the author,
Professor Harold D. Drummond .of the University of New Me:x:ico.

Non-teach:i.ng. University Service.
In addition to serving as Chairman of the Geography Department,
Professor Murphy served on three committees, the Interdepartmental
Committee on the Master's Program in International Affairs, the Committee
on Russian Studies, and the Committee· on lvestern European Studies.

Mr.

Ayala was advisor and sponsor of the UNM Geography Club, al1d Dr. Bennett
and Dr. Murphy served as advisors to majors in geography.
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The

Repp~t of the Department of Geology
July 1, 196'!--June 30, l.966
Vincent Co ~lley~ Chai:r;man

The Pepartment of Geology granted 10 bnchelor's degrees.
9 1naster's degrees.• and 2 docto:;: o£ philoaf;)phy

degree~~

This compared wi·th 6., 8, and 4 degrees keapectively of. the
previous

year~

Enrollment at the graduate level was about the same as
the preV'ioul!r

year~

Beg:i.rm:ing course enro:lJJUents were up

about 8 percent for the full
po:r:tant

Jt~ajor

courl<leS

were up alightly

~nd

yeax-~

Enrollments in our im""

'.lt the aophomore and junio2;: levels

signs of revived interest in geology

•113 a profamaion was quite evident.

Demand for graduating

aeniora and for advanced degree recipients was far greater
th<iln the 3t1.pply.,

'Ibis was due ·to H) sharp ejtpansion in

the draft ..

no~~ice!l.bl~

slight increase in tbe number w·ho could come:

I

t-rithout financial aid from UNlit, and one or two who were returning with G.l. benefits.

At the same time the number of

available nonservice awards declined from. the previous year.
Service awards from the College rose by

t~~.

Graduate students receiving nonservice fellowships,
scholarships, or traineeships were as follows:
Pao-C!hin Chao

Uf:U.l Fellowship

$1900

William M. Turner

UNM Fellowship

$1900

Sandra c. Feldman
Richard L. Squires
Eugene I. Smith
Tim Schowalter
John Petersen

NDEA Fellowahip
NDEA Fellowship
NDEA Fellowship
NDEA Fellowahip

.$2290
$2400
$2000
$2000

Fred w. Bachhuber
Fred R. Cagle, Jr.
William ~cAnulty

NASA Traineeship
NASA Traineeship
NASA Traineeship

$2BOO
$3300
$3100

Ronald Geitgey

NSF Summer Traineeship

$ 700

Constance Harris

Herrick Scholarship

$ 600

Anne Colberg Sigleo

Albuquerque Gem and
Mineral Club Scholarship

$ 250

Steven L. Getz

Aztec Oil Scholarship

$ 400

James R. Grainger
& Alfred c. Gome~

Harry Leonard Scholarship

$ 250

Peter J. Coney
Rodney c. Rhodes
Daaharatbam Sayala
Pilsum P. Master

Research
Research
Raseardh
Research

$3000
$ 500
$ 500

$2400

NDEA Fellot'l7ship

Associate
Assistant
Aasiatant
Assiatant

Cash priwea were given for the best presentation of stu•
dent talks before the weakly Graduate. Conference.
gi~~n to
~e

<:rbese were

J. Michael O'Neill ($60) and Dennis Irwin ($40).

New Mexico Geological Society contributed $220 in the

forlll of "Grants in Aid of Research" to graduate studento for
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such items as field expenses, thin sections, and thesis reproduction.

The grants were awarded to:
Charles A. Bandoian
Klyne Headley

$120.00
$100.00

The following staff research grants were in effect.

ll. Y. Anderson and E. F. cruft, NSF Grant GA-922,
"Climatic cycles and Patterns. in Varved Sediments
and Geochemistry of Evaporites, Castile Project"

$49,900

W. E. Elston, NASA 32-004-011, "Comparative Study
of Lunar Craters and Earth Volcano-Tectonic Depressions".

$25,000

E. F. cruft, American Chemical Society
''Nucleation Kinetics in CaS04-H20 System"

$13,097

R. Y. Anderson, NSF Student Seminar

$ 3,195

Further indication of research activities of the staff is
shown by the following grants made to them by the UNM Research
committee.

v. c. Kelley
A. M. Kudo

$1,800
$1,200

The Visiting Lecture Program continued to bring in outstanding lecturers as follows;
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Gilbert Fielder, London University
Robert F. B1ack, University of Wisconsin
Brian Mason, Smithsonian Institution
Preston Cloud, University of Cali£ornia, Los
.Angeles, Sigma Xi
Dr. Warren Hamilton, u. s. Geological Survey
Close cooperation of the
to be enjoyed.

u. s.

Geological Survey continues

During the year, geoloqy students and staff

have spent hundreds of hours in their library in connection
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..
with studies and research.
been obtained also.

some part-time employment has

consultation on numerous geological

problems of our students has been given by many. o:f tl:le
Survey professionals.

'they have freely allO'tTed our stu-

dents and staff to use photogr2lnl!lletric, photographJ.c, fleld
and other equipment.
Two fine gifts came to the Department during the year
in support o.f education and research.
Mobil Founda.tion

$

Atlantic Richfield

$1,000

500

Dr. Kudo completed his phase equilibirum laboratory this
year and was preparing for research on the crystallization
histories of igneous rocks.

Xn this connection he

su~uitted

a research proposal (NSF A004428) for $3l,403.to support
the work.
microprobe.

This included an item for $90,000 for an electron
Later when it became apparent that this item

was to be extremelt important to the est~lisbment of a top

quality meteoritics program in the department he agreed to
withdraw temporarily the part of the proposal supporting his

own

research in high temperature-pressure fields.

...

Later be

submitted a new proposal for tbis work but b¥ the end,of
the year it had not been ac:ted upon by NSF.

'rbe sacrifice,

however, was not in vain for on May 28 6 Dr. Kudo received

~

··--·-·~

the good netols that $55.000 in matching funds had been
granted by NSF for the purchase of the microprobe.
In the meanwhile the UNM. adminstration had agreed to
incorporate the Institute of Meteoritics within the Depar·tment of Geology and back this with the matching funds for
the microprobe, a director, probe operator, research assistant, and operating budget.

The department \'las very for ...

tunate in obtaining Dr. Klaus

~eil

of Ames Research Labora-

tory to come as Director of the Institute beginning the
1968-69 year.

Early in the year the department was notified that it
could expect to have the third floorspace when the Civil
Engineering Depar.tment moved into their new building some
time during the \'linter of 1968-69.

Plans

for Geology's

immediate and 1977 needs were submitted to Dr.
of the University Space committee.

Smith

~~erman

It was demonstrated that

our immediate needs especially with the Institute of Meteoritics would be nearly double the third floor
vacated by Engineering.

sp~ce

being

As a consequence the Space Commit-

tee decided that Geology could add to the building and

re~

commended that the addition be built above the east wing
second floor.

As the year ended the staff aubmi·tted a roam

list plan to the

'lim~

Space Committee for tbe purpose of

-s-

estimating cost of the addition and renovation of present
space.
One of the high lights of the year was the NSF sponsored Student Seminar in "Sedimentart Processes and Environments".

Seniors and first-year graduate students

were invited to participate.

~ese

top students were

selected by chairmen or heads of 26 universities around
the country.

complete expenses were p?tid for the .students.

Several of our graduate students participated and Fred
Cagle. and Fred Bachhuber of our group handled most of the
arrangements.

~e

Seminar covered one and a half days

followed by a half-day field

trip~

The-study and discus-

sions centered around talks given by Dr. T. R. Walker
(University of Colorado), Dr. J.
Dr.~.

w.

Harbaugh (Stanford),

N. Ginsburg (Johns Hopkins), Dr. R. Y. Anderson (UNM),

and Dre E. F. cruft (um-1}.

The Seminar was quite informal

and directed tol!lards the nature and method of ·graduate
research.

lt was highly successful as one could judge by

the eagerness and vitality of student response.

The visit-

ing speakers were quite complimentary of the organization
and effectiveness of
B.

~1e

program.

Plans and Recommendations
1.

Next year should see the culmination of plans

for expansion into new building space.
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2.

Every effort must be made to obtain a full-time

chemical analyst.
3.

Cheap unheated or uncooled space should be

found for storing some

of

little used well and other rock

and mineral samples in order to free B-l .for more current
collections and for certain large lay out type of activities.
4.

We should try to get an electronics technician

perhaps .shared by chemistry and biology.

c.
:II.

No resignations or additions to staff took place.
C0.14POSITE OF INDIVIDUAL BlOGRAPBlCAL SUPPLFJSENTS

J.. cAdvanced StudySherman

~·

WenJLerdo

Three-day professional train-

ing session and symposium ''Sandstone Stratigraphy".

A.A.P.G.•

Continuing Education Program, by Dr. Daniel Busch Sept
1967. Durango, Colorado.

7-9.

Advanced training in aeronautics -

Dialllond Ill Aviation, Sept.-Dec •• 1967.
2.

Sabba.ticalsf etc.
!-£1S-er Y •.

Mde.r~o

'travel to 11ieBt coast itl .sul!l!tter

1966 in connection "#lith research.

Travel to central Mexico

Spring 1968 to study playas.
Edgar F. Cruft.,

American Geological Field :tnsti-

tute. Japan, June-July 1967.

South East Asia. Australia 1

_,_

"'

south Paci:fic travel Ju1l'• August 1967 talking with geolo-

gists and seeing geolog:i.cal features.

South west Africa,

Jcmuary 1968, runpping~ studying geochemical zoning.
![.olfct~mg ~"

sponsored
to~;r

rese~rdhe

Summar field work on NASA-

oouthwestern New Mexico.

conducted

of work areT.i- for researchers from NASA, Jet Prop. Lab. •

U. S .. Geologic111l Su:cvey, University of Arizona

~lld

Univer-

sit;y of Utah"
J!J:~~lex-,.

Summer teaching, $ummer session

University ot·B-.a~1a:l.i - 6 'IJeeks.

Travel in Hawaiian Islands

and Guir.111el Ial.ands~ Califo:rn:La.
~~bM·-~V~o

Summer travel to Canada (visited

McMaster Vnivers.ity, and University of Toronto and Expo 67).

Participated in Geology Field Trip to Four corners Area
by

Dr~

S. A.

~nd ~ttend

Wengerd~.

~led

Travel to New Orleans to read paper

Geological Society of America meeting.

Travel to

Snn Fra.;;;cisc::o-Palo Alto «Itlay 15-17) for research consultat.ion

ancl diCJcuBaion with .fellow

\~rker.

~c.n."A.._,Wenq~rd.,.

Arizona 6 california,
Loui~iana

~exas,

Travel to Colorado, Utah,

Oklahoma, Mexico, FlOrida,

for Geologic nessarcb; Field Work, Conferences,

Symposia, Scientific i(eetings.

~s-

Flew to St. 'l'homas, Virgin

----------

--

J:slands, t;o:r seven day boat ehaJ:t'=':r.and diving stud.i.es of
coral reefs .and modern reef sedimentation along Virgin
XSland chain.

Flight of 2.000 miles ·by private plane in

Mexico and southwestern u. s. for geological photographs
to be used in lecturing.

Geologic cmd Scout expedition

down Havasupai Trail of Grand canyon (geologic guide for
Boy and Girl. Scouts), October 26-29, 1967.

Geologic and

coastal study field trip, Guaymas region o£ Sonora, Mexico,
June-12-23, 1967 (photographs and geologic aollections).
Lee A.

Wood-..~"

Tl:.'avel to !4ontana during s\Uillller

of 1967.

;

,

3.

New Scholastic Honors, etc.
Wolfgang

E~

Elected Fellow, AAAS.

Elstono

.--:
Listed

in Leaders in American Science.
Vincent £$

Kelley~

Offered position of Director,

Council on Education, American Geological Institute, l'laehington, D.

c.
Lee A. Woodward..

Elected to Fellowship in tha

Geological Society of America, movember 1967 (an honorary
rank).

4.

Publications.
Anderson. R. Y., witl~ Dean, w.. E. 6 Jr., and
cruft, E. li'., 1967, Trace element variation in Permian Castile Formation: Geol.
Soc .. America Bull., program and. Bu,ll. in
print (abs.) •
.Anderson, R. Y., 1967,· Sedimnent:ary laminations
in Time-series study: in, Mer:dam~ 0., Symposium on Geological Time Series: Univ.
Kansas Computer contributions, 90, p. 68-72.
Anderson, R. Y., and Kirkland, D. w. (in print)

Paleoecology of an Early Pleistocene lake
in the Panbandle of Texas: Gaol. Soc.
America Memoir, 317 ms p.
.
Cruft, E. F., Dean, w. E•• Jr.~ and Ander.~on, ·
R. Y .. ; Chemical variation in the varved castile: Gaol. Soc. America annual· meeting, lqew
Orleans, 1967 (abs.).
., ·
Cruft, E. F., 1967, Trace metals in stream secii-.
menta of SE Pennsylvania, Bull. EX.J?t• St!...ticm.~
Penn State Univ., Noo 82, 1!) pp.
Cruft, E. F., with Busler. u., j,'!Jb'"it Analysis
of calcium sulfate by organic enridhm~nt
procedure, submitted to Analytical Chemistrt~
10 pp.
Elston, w. E., l967R ~The Encyclopedia of AtmosPheric Sciences and Astrogeology ,(Encyclopedia of Earth. Sciences, v. 2, r. W.
Fairbridge. Ed.) ~ New Yor~. Reinhold plJ.b..
lishing Co., p. 43-47.
·
Elston, w. E., 1967, Summary of mine~al ~~aourcea
of l3ema.lillo, Sandoval,, and Santa Fe Coun...
ties~ New Mexico (oxcluaiva of oil and gas)~
N. Mex. Bur. Minas .and Mino:r:al Rea .• Bull...el~
81 pp ..
Elston, w. E., t>lith. Smith, .E. :r. • ., Dete.rmination
of ,fl~d direction in rhyolitic ash~flow tuffs
and ~deeitic lavau from fluidal tf!!)t'.:ur.a~J
«abs.): Program, Gaol. Soc. America, 1961
Ann. Meeting, p. 207.
Elaton. WG E•• l967,.The rule of planetary geo~
science in the university curriculum: (P~n~l
discussion, 11 .. )1. Short, moderator). Jour.
Geol. Education, v. 15, p. 175-180.

w. E~.- 1967 9 Interpretation of luna:c
probe data (J. Green, Ed.): Am- Astra~
nautical Soc. Sci. and Techno!. Ser.#
v4 14, p. 213-225, 23$-234.
Elston, w. E., !968, Texminology and distribution of ash fla~s of Mogollon - Silver
City - Lordsburg region. New Mexico: Ariz •
.Geo1. Soc. Guidebook of Southe:rn Arizona
Xll, p. 231-240.
Elston, w. E. • 1967, Road logs, Safford, Ari~olla.
to Silver City, N. M~1 Silver City to Gila
Cliff DWelling National Monument, San LOrenzo,
east side of Black Range, Santa Rita, and
return1 Silver City, N. M. to Steins, N'. M.n
ibid, p. 252-305.
Fitzsimmons, J. P., 1967, Precambrian rocks of
the Zuni Mountains .!9,' Guidebook of the
18th Field Conference of the Ne\1 ll!exico
Geological Society. P• 119-121.
Kelley, v. c., 1967, Alkali~e rock~ of the Precambrian of Paja.rito Mtn. Otero co., N. M.,
in press.
Kelley, v. c., 1967, Tectonics of the Zuni~
Defiance Region, New Me~ico and Arizona,
in, Defiance-Zuni-Mt. Taylor Region: N. Mexa
Gaol. soc. Guideboolt, 18th Field Conf.
p. 28-31.
Kudo, A. M•• 1968, On the problem of initial
melting in aDtali feldspar-plagioclasequartz system: (in press), Geological Maga~
zine.
Kudo, A. M., 1967 1 A study of crystallization
in granitic magmasa (abs.), Geological
Society of America, Prog. Ann. MeetingNew Orleans, p. 124-125.
Rosenzweig, A ... '":i.th Cromer, D. '1'., 'J;ne C!rysta;L
structure .of C8 UF6: Acta Crystall.ographica.,
v. 23, p. 865~868.
Wengerd, s. .A. , 1967, "lfuo • s the Boss around
here", (EJitorial the New Mexico Certified
Geologist, v. l, No. 3, p. 3.
Wengerd, s. A., 1967, "A couple of slips aho;'lint;~~·:
The Oil and Gas Journal, v~ 65, No. 36,
56.
lfengerd, s. A., 1967. "Nama just one" (Editorialli
The Now Mexico Certified Geologistt v. lq
No. 4, p. 2.
Elston~

p:

Wengerd, S. ~.# 1967, "Overseas exploration .
diplomacy - oil finding in striped ~ants" .. ~xpl~ration and Economics of the Petroleum
Industry (Book), v. 5~ Chapt. 3, p. 49-60,
Gulf Publ. Co., Houston.
Wengerd, s. A., 1967, "A_ geology professor in
striped pants: oil hunting in the old country", GeoScience News, v. 1, ~To. 3., p. 12.o.15.
36-37.

Wengerd. s. A., 1968, "When a man doesn't belong"R
The NeW Mexico Certified Geologist (GU.:!St
Editorial), v. 2, No. 2, p. 7•8.
Woodward, L. A., 1968; Lower cambrian and upper
Precambrian strata of Beaver Mountains, Utah:
l\m. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists Bull. (in
press),.
Woodward, L. A., 1967, Petrologic significance
of some textural and compositional relations
of Plagioclase and alkali feldspar (abs.):
Geol. Soc. America Prog. meeting, liew Orl\!ianSq
p. 242.

Woodward, L. A. , Late Precarabrian rocks of the
nor~eastern Great Basin and vicinity:
A
Discussion: Jour. of Geol., v. 75 0 p. 635637 ..

Woodward, r... A., Precambrian banded iron formaation, Pedernal Peak, Torrance county~ New
14exico; New Mexico Geol. Soc. 18th Ann.
Guidebook to Defiance-Zuni-Mt. Taylor Region,
p. 228.

WoOdward, r.. A., with Petersen, J. w., Prelimina:x;y
isopach and lithofacies maps of Devonian
Guilmette Fo~tion and correlative units.
eastern Jifevada and weutern Utah (abs.):
Geol. Soc. Ame~ica Cordilleran Meeting,
Tucson, April ll-13, 1968, p. 130.
'i'7~;ard, b. A., 1968, Metamorphic and igneous
rocks of Pedernal Hills Area; TOrrance County,
New Mexico (aha.) : Geol. Soc. America cordilleran Meeting, TUcson, April 11-13, p. 130131.
Wooaward, L. A., 1968, Diorite of Bottle Creak.
Little Belt Mountains, Meagher COunty,
Montana (aba.): Geol. Soc. America Rocl'Y
Mtn. Meeting, Bozeman~ !lay 7•12, p. 85.
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Woodward, L. A~, Basin and range topography~
v. 3, Encyclopedia of Ear~b Sciences,
Reinhold Publ., in press.
Woodi'Jard, L. A., with Crittende:.'l, M.
Trimble, D. E., and Schaeffer, F •. E.,
Younger l?recambria'l) and lower Cambrian
rocks of southern I.daho and northwestern ·
Utah: in p:r:epara.tion.

D.,

s.

·Other :Res.earch Projects, etc •
.B,og_er Y. Anderson.,

Principal Investigator on NSF

Grant GP 4200-cont• two years, $49,900:

Climatic cycles

and Patterns in Varved Sediments-Geochemistry of Evaporites.

!,.C!sar F. Crufto

Continued

worl~:

of evaporites, NSF sponsored l'lith R. Y.

on Geochemistry

Anderson~

New

grant awarded, American Chemical Society for $13,097 to
study nucleation kinetics in caso4-B20 system, started E'ebruary 1968.

Grant from Sandia Corporation for $5,000 to do

materials analysis and research, February 1968 - July 1968.
W_Q]..fqang E. Elst...sm..

Wrote proposal for 3-year

step-funded renewal of NASA grant (Volcanological approael:t
to the interpretation of lunar features).
laborator on ABC contract

Listed ae col-

AT(ll-1)-689, Correlation of ore

deposits and volcanic rocks (Univ. of Arizona, Dr. P. E.
Damon, Principal Investigator).

Cooperated \dth NSF grant

GA-455 (part of Upper i:lantle Project; Dr .. Kenneth Cook,

University of Utah; Principal Investigator).
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Cooperative

,,

u. s. Geological Survey Wilderness Project.

program \'T.ith
J~

rocks.

Paul

Fitzsimmon~o

Continuing work on Orbicular

Invited by McGraw-Hill to revise artie!lea on Pre-

cambrian and Archeozoic for their new edition of Encyclopedia of Science nnd Technology.
'!incant c.
Sr<IJ;)hY of Pecos
Be~t1

K~lleY.o
Slope~

Pajarito Mountain; Pe;rmian Strati-

Petrology of Lincoln count:y Porphyry

Tularosa South Fork

Graben~

Diatreme of Canjilon Hill;

Buckles of· the Pecos Slope1 Tinnie Fold Belt: Albuquerque 1 s

.

physical setting.
Alb®rt M. Kudo.
.few minor bugs).

Bomb lab in opera·tion (except for a

Research in palgioclase geothermometry: -

paper presently in preparation for p\lblication.
grant (Organized

Re~earch)

Received

to study cabezon Peak and other

volcanic necks around Mt. Taylor: - continuing research
it.

Submit~ed

proposal to NSF £or microprobe funding and

for research on Mogollon volcanics.

Preparing another pro-

posal for sUbmission to NSF (work on rapakivi
Stuar~

~n

A. Nortbropo

granites~~

History of New Mexico Geological

Society. to be published by tbe Society as Special Publica•
tion No. 2.
A._

f)Jew

Mexico earthquakes, still in

~osdenZ\fte!g.

progress~

Work on the crystal structure of
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(im~) 4 t]Fa 11rith D. T. Cromer: the crystal structure of

(mJ4) 4r 1'h Fs with R. R. Ryam: the phase diagram of Au -sn Pb with M. M. Jtarnowski.
She;g!!!p

Wengerd and Szabo "Time Surfaces

A._wen~S.·

and Stratal Subdivision of the Pennsylvanian System of
Southwestern Colorado'' to

be

published in Guidebook of :Wew

Mexico Geological Society Field Trip. October 1968:

Szabo

and.Wengerd
"A Regional Pennsylvanian Cross Section of the
........
Parado;-c Basin" to be published in Geologic Atlas of the
RoCky Mountain Region, January 1969, Rocky Mountain Associatio~

of Geologists: Preparation of four lectures to be given

at the Xnst:i.tuto de Geologica, Universidad de Mexico, !.lexico
City, in late November 1968.

Tentative titles are "Time

Surfaces in Stratigraphic Analysis", "Sequences in Salt Tee-

'

tonics," "Genesis of a Geosyncline - the Paradox Example",
"Anatomy of an Atoll - the Origin of Majuro".

Coastal

Geomorphology of the Bahia San Carlos Area, West coast of
Sonora, Mexico.

Geology and Petroleum Prospects of the

Northwestern Paradox Basin.
l@e_~~JW~ar~o

Tectonic analysis of major thrust

plates in western Utah and eastern Nevada (in progress).
Petrogenesis of Cretaceous-Tertiary granitic rocks of Little
Belt Mountains, Montana (in progress).

.-

6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies

.~

cal Survey Symposium on !l'ime-series, winter, 1961. "SediX'lentary Laminations in Time-series Study".

Co-author of

paper read at Geological Society of America National meeting,
New Orleans, "Trace element variations ;i.n Permian castile
Formation".
~gar

F. Cruf..!:,.

Paper presented at annqal meet-

ing of Geological Society of America, New Orleans 1967.
Member of Geochemical Society, AAAS, American Institute of
Physics, Geological Society of America. )tlneralogical Society
of America.
WolfqanJi
logical Society.

E.:_E=lsto~.

President, AlbuqueJ:que Gao-

Attended meetl.ngs of Geological Society

of America in New Orleans, 1967.

Read paper on Lunar

Dome~

from Orbiter Photography at American Astronautical Society
January 25-26, , Huntington

Beach~

California.

Field trip

leader, Cordilleran section, Geological Society of America
April 7-10.

On Executive Committee o£ New Mexico Section,

American Institute of Professional Geologists.
J~=Paul...,!!,itzsimmons.

Field Conference of

Ne~

Trip leader on 18th Annual

Mexico Geological Society.
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Sears~~~

of tJNM Chapter of Sigma 'ci.
Vinceni;_
U~

~-·

Kelle:v;.

Member Advisory Board of

S. Bureau of Land Management1 Member U. S. Geological

survey1 Registered New Mexico Professional Engineer: Chairman Grants and Aid Committee of

Ne''~

Mexico Geological Society;

l·!ember Board of Directors New Mexico Mining Association 1
Member of New Mexiqo Mining Association Committee on Education7 Xnvited to be Master of Ceremonies Geological Society
of

Amer~ca

banquet·;; invited to present a paper to the "ldea

Conference" at New Mexico Tech1 Attended New Mexico Geologi'cal Society at Hobbs, Io!ay lO-ll; Attended Geological Society
of America Cordilleran. Section Meeting at Tucson, April ll-13.
Albert M. Kudo.

Attended National Meeting of

the Geological Society of America in November 1967
Orleans) and read paper.
Society.

(N~~

Became member of the Sigllla Xi

Attended several Sigma.xi sponsored talks.
~~rt_A:==~~rthro2•

Attended 18th Field Confer-

ence of New Mexico Geological Society. Defiance-Zuni- I>1t.
Taylor region, October 19-21, 1967.

Read paper (by invita-

tion) • ''NeM Mexico Earthquake Record," at New Mexico Sec...
tion ofArosrican Society of civil Engineers, Albuquorqu0,
February 16. 1968.
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A-'6-:BQse~!;!~q.

Attended National Meeting of·

Geol,ogical Society of America in New Orleans ·and read paper "T.be Structures of (NH4)4Th Fa"·

Attended national

meeting of American Crystallographic Association in Tucson.
SJ;lerma,n A. Wengerd.

New Mexico Geological Society

Field Trip October 18-19, 1967, to Gallup and Northwest
New Mexico.

Joined National Oceanography Association.

Delegate from.NewMexico to Advisory Board meeting of the
American :Institute of Professional Geologists, Oklahoma
APril 21, 1968.

city~

Attended Past-officers and Editors meeting$

of American Association of Petroleum Geologists, Oklahoma
City, April 22-23, 1968.

Attended Business Committee of

American Association of Petroleum Geologists as elected
Albuquerque delegate April 22, 1968, Oklahoma City.
as National

AssociatE:~

Served

Editor (general) for American Asso-

ciation of Petroleum Geologists (until 1969).

Attended

Scientific Lectures of AAPG and ·society Ec. Pal. and Min.
April 23-25, 1968, Oltlah0111a City..

Attended Arbuckle Mountain

Field Trip led by Oltlahoma City Geological Society and AAPG,
s. Central Oklahoma, April 26-27, 1968.

Ran field trip

for Sigma Gamma Epsilon and Petroleum class of UNM (Four
Corners Region and Monument UpWarp), May 9-12, 1968.
Annual

Lectu:~::e

Gave

at Sigma Xi Initiation Banquet, New Mexico
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Chapter, May 15, 1968, Western Skies Hotel.
the

Speaker~

l~mber

of

Bureau, National Ocaanography Association,

Washington, D.

c.

State Editor, New tl!exico Section of

the American Institute of Professional Geologists, JUne

November 1967.
Lee A.

Woodward.

Attended Geologica;!.. Society o£

America meeting in Tucson, April 19.67.

Chairman of J?etrol.ogy

Session, Geological Society of America Cordilleran l\1eeting.

Tucson, April 13, 1968.

7.

Other Professional Activities.
Roger Y.

And~.fSOll•

Project Director £or NSF

Grant, $3,195, ''Student Seminar in Geological Sciences --

Sedimentary Environments and Proceaees" (an

e:l..-pG~rimental

new program in undergraduate education - final report avail-

able.

Correspondent, Roclty Mountain Region for

paleonto~~.

National Journal.

§dqar F.

Cru~t.

~

Preparation of news reports.

Geological Consultant, Nord

Coxporation, mineral survey in Southern Africa.

Wolfgang E.

El~ton.

Vi$iting Scientiet,

Geophysical Union, Feb. 11-21, l9Ga.

Am~ria~n

Visited Oltlabpmat city

University, washington University (St. Louis)6 Univl'lrsit.y

of Cincinnati. Rutgers UnivGrsity, Montclair, New Jersey
State Collegeo

Lecture topics:

The Moon's Face: Clue to

the evolution of the earth; IlTon-orogenic granitic magmas
in ash flows and ring-dilte

complexes~

uniformitarianism in astrogeology.

catastrophism and

Visiting Geological

Scientist, American Geological Inatitute, Fe!o:cuary 25-28,
1968.

Visited Eastern New Mexico University and Sul Ross

State College (Texas).
newspaper

inter~iews

Lecture topics as above.

Several

and one TV talk in connection with

Amer.ican Geophysical union and American Geological
tute tours..

Insti~

Also spoke before Albuquerque Geological

Society on Volcanic rocks and ore deposits of the Silver
City - Santa Rita area, New

~exico.

Also spoke before

graduate colloquia in tniil-1 Physics and Chemistry DepaJ;tments.
and classes in Albuquerque public schools.

Reviewed paper

for Geological Society of America and parts of a textbook
on tectonics by J. G. Dennis.
J.

J. Paul Fitzsimmons.

Editing manuscripts for

publication in Plenum Prens, translation from Rusaian of
Lithology and Mineral Deposits.

Talk to 6th grade

~la~a

of Monte Vista on Rocks and Geology.
~...Dt

c. Kelle_"l,o

"·

NSF Consultant on Institu-

tional Facilities Program; NSF Consultant on Departmental
Development Program; Talk on October 24,

to

Albu!:J!Uerque

Geological Society "Geology of Hawaii"• 'ralk on November 13.

to Retired Teachers Association on "Highlights of New
Mexico Geology" : Me!liber Information and Education CoJI\11\i ttee of New Mexico Mining

Association~

TWo talks to UNM

Geology Graduate conference on Geology of Hawaii;

~SF

Site visit to Stanford university February 2l-23c 1968.
MS

revd.awer for Journal of Geology.

Reviewed sm:lY.

ford, and Wesleyan 1:llSF Facility Proposals.
NSF Department Development Proposal.

.Stan-

.Reviewed Wyoming

Reviewed Wisconsin

NSF Facilities Proposal.
Albert M. Kudo.

Critically reviewed proposal

£or NSF during February 1968.
Stuart A.
Geological Survey.

Geologist, w.a.e ••

Northro~.

u. s.

New Mexico collaborator, Seismology,

for Seismological Field Survey,

u. s.

Coast and Geodetic

Survey (involves questionnaires on New Mexico eartliquakee.
no stipend) •
. A.

RosenzWeig.

TwO

lectures at Ne\>J Mexico

Higl1lands uni varsity.
Sherman A. W.en_g;erd.

Critic and editor (April

12-17, 1968) for chapter on Oil Fields of Net>7 Me:ldco in

Dr. Landis' book entitled "Geology of the United States'' ·

to be pUblished

l~te

1969:

Critic and editory

~pril

15,

to May 2(). 1968) for chapter on Physical and Chemical
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Properties of the Lithograph Stone in Professor Garo
Antresian' s book entitled "The Chemistry of r..ithograplty"
to be published in 1969.

Appointed Asl3ociate Editor for

Southern Rocky Mountains, Earth Science Bulletin, to be
published bi-monthly by the Wyoming Geological Association.
District Representative (until 1969) for AAPG,
District.

Albu~~erque

r..is·ted in 1968 "World Who's Who in Science", A.

N. Marquis Company.

Attended numerous lectures by visiting

geologists in AlbuqUerque, Farmington, and DUrango.

Ap-

pointed to the Ocean committee of the American Institute
of Professional Geologists. May, 1968.

Advice to numerous

graduate students and professors from other universities
on Geologic Projects in the Four corners Region.
by Director Guillermo

P~

Invited

Salas to lecture at Geologic

Institute, University of Mexico, November 1968 (during
sabbatical).

Two

weeks of geologic field work on fracture

patterns in western Paradox Basin of Utah, July and August

1967. Wxote numerous

rG~conmenda.tions

for applicants to

membership in American Institute of Professional

G~ologists.

Attended Annual Meeting of Alllerican Institute of l?.rofessionml
Geologists (State Section) aa Member of El:ecutive Committeo
for New .f.lexico, September 23. 1967 # Albuquerque.

8.

Non-teaching University Service
Roger Y. Anderson.

Paleoecology.

Chairman, Con\1\\ittee em

Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.

Faculty Advisor for Students for Democratic Society.
Edgar F.

C~.

Allocations Committee.

Member University Reaeaxch

Organizer of Depaxtmental Library.

Member Geology Space Committee.
Wolfgang_jj!. Elston..
Committee.

University Contract Research

Arts and Sciences Scholarship committee.

partmental Building Plan committee.
for .Institwte of Meteoritics.
meteorite finds.

De-

Handled correspondence

lnver.tigated several suppos.ed

Advised public on mineral resources.

Chairman of two Ph.D. Committees and two M.S. Committees.
Leader of CUb Scout Pack 115.
J. Paul Fitzsimmons.

Chairntan of one thesis

committee. member of six others.

Member of five disserta-

tion committees.
ViJ1cent

c. Kelley:. Chairman, Department of Geology1

Chairman nine dissertation and thesis committees and member
of 19 dissertation and thesis committees.
~bert

registration.

M.

~udo.

Non-degree advising during·spring

Advising for Dr. A.

absence during spring semester.
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Rosenz~aig

during his

Member of nine Master's

committees and four Ph.D. committees (Chairman of one !-1.84
and one Ph.P.).
S1;uart A.

Curator, Geology Museum.

Nor;!:.J.l!Q~.

See separate report on Museum.

Member, Committee on Gi;fts

~o Librari~a, Museums, and Galleries.
A. Rosen~,!~.

lolembe:r

She;tlllan .A.· Wengru;:4.

degrees in Civil Engineering.

of Registration Committae.

outside examiner for M.S.
Gave lecture "Anatomy of an

Atoll - the Geography and Geology of Majur" to Geography
·c,.ub of UNM, April 2, 1969.

Wengerd •s Saturday Forum for

beginning Geology students each possible weekend.

Identi•

fied rocks, minerals, and fossils for the public.

University

College advisor.

Served on numerous Ph.n. and M.S. Commit-

tees, both as chairman of studies and as member.

Represented

Geology Department at UNM High School Senior Day., March 9.
1968.

Wrote many letters of recommendation for students

entering otht!!r Graduate Schools or for jobs in companies
and with the GOvernment.

Entertained "21" Club at Pueblo

Buenaventura, November 20, 1967.

Attended meeting by Shell

Oil COmpany representatives, Albuquerque. November 7, 1961.
~U·

WoOdwa;£.

Director of NSF grant, $17.400

during 1967-69 for undergraduate equipment.
-24-

Faculty advisor

to Sigmm Gamma Epsilon, earth $cience honorary.
9.

Public

ser~ice

!!Q,CJer. LA And,erQQ!l.

International Student Center

six week cou;rse .... History of Vietnam. April 196.6.

LectUre

to Phi Alpha '!'beta (l'dstorical honorary) History of Ne,.;
Left, May 1968.

Lecture to Albuquerque Transportation Club

on Ancient Climate.

~lay

1968.

!1olfqang;._E. Elat:Q.P•
·Vincent-c. Kell~.

Leader, Cub scout PacK llS.
!~ember

Albuquerque Rotary

Club.
Albert M. Kudo.
Volunteer judge at

N~w

lloy Scou:t:a Merit Badge Counaili.or,.

Mexico Science Fair.

,Stuart A. No-t.t;nro.e.,

Xdentified

fot;~ails.

minerals.

and rocks for the public including school children v:i.ai t:ing
tbe Geology Museum
Sh~qe~q.

in study of oceanography.

Guidance of Eltplorer Scouts

Consultant to Science Fair judgco

for Uour corners Geological Soeiety prize on beat geologic

eXhibit, 1968 State Science Fair.
Patrol; Senior Girl Scout Troop 42.

Consultant to Mariner
TOok in John Wolf II,

delinquent boy 17 years old, gave him a job. and

from

a penitentiary

sentence.

sa~rad

hit!!

Membar of the Bth Naval Dis-

trict Reserve Officers Polic:y aoardd USNR.

It.!M!. A-~~~~9-.•

10.

Gave talks to Scout groups ..

Personal Xnformation
.SP4~r Y. AnderS9!\•

Edqar }? • .Crufi;..

Divorced October 1967.

Vincent C.,_!Sellexe
!_lbe.:x.:~ .l>i. Kudo.

Son~ ld.cbael Schwerner Anderson.

Listed in Who's

t~o

in Merica.

Obtained Imigrant Visa to become

a permanent resident of the u.S.A. and to pave way to obtain

u. s.

citizenship.
A.

Obtained V-A Draft Classification.

~osenzwe~q.

Sh~:a;man_

A·

Divorced August 1967.

w~.ng,er£1.,.:..

Member of BY!' Clul;. :aarvard

Club of New Mexico, j'2l" Club of- UNM, and crossroads- Flying
Club, Built new bome at 1040 Stanford NE. May- November 1967.
Member of First Congregational Church. Albuquerque.

The Geology Museum
July 1, 1967--J.une 30, 1968
Stuart A. Northrop, Curator

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The Geology Mt1seum has a double purpose:
to serve the general public and
programa

to

it is designed

supplement the instructional

The .Museum has 26 eases, 14 of which are one-way and

12 of which are two-way, providing a total of 38 exhibit areas.
Xn addition there are 15 glass-covered map•frames and several
low tablesa
Exhibits include a systematic series of minerals {in 6
~~o-way

cases), a stratigraphie series of fossil plants and

animals (6 one-way cases), a paleontologic series of fossil
and modern plants, invertebrates, and vertebrates {G two-111ay
cases), and series of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic
rocks (2 .one-way cases}.
!Other notable features are an exhibit illustrating how
fossils are preserved (1 case)r an exhibit of metallic and nonmatallic ores of New Mexico (l case)r an exhibit of
pelecypods and gastropods (1 case),

model~

an eXhibit of modern corals

(l caoe): and a geologic cross section through the Sandia
~ountains,

Albuquerque, and Mount Taylor, together with num-

eroue roclt samples (! case) a

-=---· _ -----:::-:::---

There is also a da.rlt room for

viewing fluorescent and phosphorescent minerals under white
light and both long-wave and short-wave ultraviolet light.
The Albuquerque

Gem

and Mineral ClUb maintains a case

with rotating eXhibits of specimens. including gems and
precious stones.

A visual seismic recorder, connected to a

seismograph at the

u. s.

Coast and Geodetic Survey's Seismic

Center in ·the Manzano Mountains southeast of Albuquerque. shows
major

ear~quakes--both

throughodt the world.

natural and man-made--as they occur

in corridors adjoining the Museum are lS

large map-frames for eXhibiting geologic materials such as maps,
cross sections, seismograms, ·and other pictorial items.
The Museum is generally open S·.a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.
ACCESSIONS
Members of the departmental staff, graduate and undergraduate students, alumni, and others have donated individual
specimens or suites of fossils, minerals, rocks, and ores.
Some of these specimens are of museum calibre and eventually
will be placed on

exhibit~

The remainder will be added to

departmental teaching or reference collections.

A growing

problem is the lack of adequate storage facilities, especially
for the reference and research collections.
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CURATORIAL liOXUC

Numerous specimens donated to the Museum during the
past several years are aa yet uncatalogued.

Practically no

cataloguing was accomplished tbis year because of tbe curator's teaching load.

In addition to this backlog of cata-

loguing, another task is checking identifications of the
Xatharine Balcomb collection of modern shells, some of which
are already on exhibit without labels.

Several dozen labels

need to be added to the systematic mineral exhibit•

Recent

revision of the classification of fossil fishes will necessitate changes in the fish exhibit.
NEW EXHIB:ITS
One lOW 2 X

a

ft. table was added this year to permit

displaying several large heavy fossil specimens.

New itemn

placed on exhibit include the following.
1 t<1hale vertebra, 40 in. high x 45 in. wide,

modern, South America
1 opalized juniper root, Miocene-Pliocene,
La Joya, Ne'll1 !>lexica

4 genera. :of ammonites, Upper Cretaceous, Rio
Puerco and Galisteo, New Me~dco; individual weights of 30, 34, 53, and 81 pounds
3 large slabs of dinosaur tracks, Triassic,
Massachusetts
The follDl'linq were added to the Paleontologic Seriea.
l eXhibit in table-top caae of l3 showy specimens of modern corals from TOnga
-3-

l "orqan-pipe" coral.. 34 pounds, Pennsylvanian,
· Placitas, New Mexico
2 ClaiM~ exhibitinq pearly luster, Upper Cretaceous, southeastern COlorado
1 larqe ammonite with chambers painted to bring
out complexity of su~ure patterns, Cretaceous, Mexico
1 fish, new qenua and new species, PennsylvanianPermian, New Mexico
l small fish, Pleistocene, Nevada
Two specimens were added to the Modes of Preservation case.
case.
1 dinosaur bone replaced by uranium minerals, Jurassic,
Marquez uranium mine, Grants, New Mexico
1 block of lava bearinq imprint of pine tree bark,
Pleistocene, Grants lava flow, New Mexico
To the Stratigraphic Series, for each of the nine geologic systems from Cambrian through Jurassic, a set of three paleoqeographic meps was added.

Fotir such maps were added to the

cretaceous eXhibit, making a total of 31 new maps.

These maps

show the distribution of land and sea at certain times in the
geologic past.

New explanatory text labels with revised abso-

lute age date.s in millions of years were prepared for each
system.

'.1\~o

.specdmens \fare added to the Statigraphic Series.

l calcareous algai Precambrian, Franklin
Mountains, El Paso. Texas
l colonial coral. 1-lississipp:i,an, Kentucky
A small elementary eXhibit of certain metallic and nonmetallic

mine~al

resources together with products manufactured

from these waa installed in the Ores of New
r

attract interest of younger children.

~ex:i.co

case to

This eXhibit

i~cludes

the folloldng:
galena: lead: BB shot
graphite: ''l~:ad., pencil
cassiterite: tin: plating and solder
hematite: iron: spike, pipe, horaashoe
chalcopyrite: copper: pot scraper, pipe, wire, pennies
'hal:i:t.e:· table salt: salt shaker
selenite: gypsum: plaster gf Paris
~uscovite: mica: insulator
:
. kaolinite: clay: pottery plate
To lend interest to the fine large 10-foot mammoth tusk

which bas been on eXhibit for many years, Joan Marie Camp bas
painted in oil a 4 x

6~

foot pictorial rec:onstruction·showing

woolly mammoths in Alaska toward the end of Pleistocene time.
The Albuquer9»e Gem and Mineral Club bas

insta~led

several rotating exhi'Pits of lapidary and jewelry work in its
case during the year.

The current eXhibit is of more than usual

scientific interest in that it consists of about fifty specimens
ill.ustrating the varied crystal fotma and habits of a single
mineral. gypsum.
For about forty years the Department of Geology baa had
a 1928 geologic map of New Mexico on display--first in the old
Science Building' (1928-1936), later in the Administration
Building (1936-1953), and eventually in the present Geology
Building 0.953-1967).

This year the new geologic map of New

Mexico was framed under glans in the corridor adjacent to the
north door of the Geology toluseum.
pared by the

u. s.

This 5 x. 6 foot map, pre-

Geological Survey with the cooperation of
-5-

the Department of Geology, acknowledges contributions of
alumni and 5 faculty members.
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lnfo:rmati,nn from 19 unpublished

U.N.U. masters' theses is embodied in the

m~p.

The 39 alumni

aqr:uired a total of 56 degrees (26 bachelors 1 , 29 masters 1 ,
and l

Cloct:or~l)

from t1.N.M. during the years 1941.

to 1962. A

framer:\ parcbmant scroll bearing tbe names of these alumni is
m.ounted next to the map.

To prov.:l.de a permanent re.co:r.d, the

roster is repeated here.

B.s •• 1948 {co-author o·f mC;tp}
Baltz, Elmer H., Jr., B. S., 1950; M.S., 1953; Ph,D., 1962
~eaumont, Edward c., M.S., 1948
Bowers, vlilliam E., M.S •• 1960 \thea_~.)
Bushnell, Hugh P., B.S., 1951; M.S. • 1953 (thesis ustad)
Disbrow, Alan E .• M.S., 1953 (~~~ ~~~
Dixon, George :5., B.A., 1950; ~~.S., 1954
En"lnlanuel, R')bert J., M.S., 1950 (thesis u~£!)
:Bachman, George- .0 ••

Givens, David B., B.S., 19SO~ M.S., 1952
Barbour, Robert L,, B.S., 1948
Harrison, Earl P., B.S., 1944~ M.s., 1949 (thesis used)
Hayes, Philip T., E.S., 1949; M.S., 1951
_ _ __,_,
l'!ill., John l)., M.S., 1956 (~~~ed)
Hutaon 1 Osler c., :00. s.. 1958 (thesi!l-1!!.!.<3}
Jacobe, Richard c., B.S., 1952; M.S., 1956 (~~is_useclj
Jobnson, Rosa D., !l.S., 1946; li!..S., 1948
Koog1e, Richard L .• B.S., 1955
Lookingbill, John L., B.S., 1951; M,S., 1953 (J:£!!!~.!!=~)
.McCleary~ Jobn '1'., M.S •• 1960 (tbeain ,use.,!!)
McRae. Otis t-1., M.S., 1958 {thesis used)
!-!!ohar, Jolln, Jr. • ~.s., 1952; r4.S., 1956 ~~~)
Noble, E<h1in A., ~~.s., 1950 lthlliJ!.,l!sed)
O'Sullivan, Robert B., M.s •• 1.953 ·.
Peterson, John W., B.S. 1 1~52; M.S., 1958 (thesis used)
Ra.t>~aon, Ponald E., M.S., 1957 (thesis used) _ _ __
Repenning, Charles A., B.S., 1949-- -......~. .........,.~
Reynolds, Charles~., B.S., 1953; M.S., 1954

Rich,

Ernest~.,

B.A., 1949

Seager, William R..; Z.i.S., 1961· ~thesis used)
Sears, Richards., B.S.~ 1949~ M:~thesio used)
~'"'·~--...::.~
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Silver, Caf.T\iell, B.S., 1940; M.S., 1946
Soiste:r, Paul E., B.A., 1950· .M.S., 1952 (thesis used)
Stevenson, Ralph G., Jr., B.S., 1949: M.s.:-19so
Thompson, Samuel, III, M.S., 1955 (thesis~)
Wanek, Alexander A.. , B.S., 1949
Weir, James E., Jr., B.S., 1950
Wilson, Grant w., B.s., 1949
Wood, Gordon H., Jr., B.S., 1941
Ziegiar, Donald L., B.S., 1950
Faculty members:
Elston, Wolfgang E.
Kelley, Vincent c.
Northrop, Stuart A.
Read, Charles B.
Reiche, Parry
VIS:tTORS
~1e

Museum was visited by a large number of personn, in-

cluding children, teachers, parents. laymen, students, amateur
collectors, prospectors, and professional geologists.

During

1967-68 there were, by actual count·, 230 organized _grouptJ,

chiefly children :from the Albuquerque schools, involving 6 1 852
individuals, and a grand total of about 9,400 persons.

These

figures do not include the hundreds of Univer$ity students who
use the

.D-lusetnn

graduate

eaCh

courses~

seme.ste:r

in conjunction 'I'Titb certain under-

such an physical geology, historical geology,

mineralogy, and paleontology.

Prior to 1961, no
tors.

atte~pt

was made to count

Figures for the last seven years are aa follows:

-7-

32.

N~seum

viai-

.G~OQ!?S

~

1961-62
1.962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68

l:liDii[II2.U~

57
67
75
117
140
133
230

..§,Mm> =.'l'OT~

1,408
1,547
2,100
3,264
4,411
3,953
6,852

1,600
1,800
2,600
4,000
5,300
5,400
8,400

Thus, the past year shows an increase of 73 percent in
the number of .organized groups compared with the preceding
year, and the same increase in the number of individuals.
Although most of the organized groups are from the Albuquerque area, it may be noted that last year we bad school groups
from Bernalillo, Socorro, Blue""ater, Fort Wingate, and from both
New Mexico and Arizona :portions of the Navajo Indian·Reservation.
Most public school teachers and other group leaders request a
guide to direct attention to the several series of e'mibits, to
explain certain special features, and particularly to answer
numerous questions.

As in the past, we have generally called on

graduate assistants to
bo~h

Ptl!~form

this chore7 certain other st\.ldents,

graduate and undergraduate, were also pressed into service.

The assistance of Joan M. Camp, student aide during
Semester II, in preparing and installing a number of exhibits
is gratefully acknowledged.

The staff of the

u. s.

Coast and

Geodetic Survey's Albuquerque Seismic Center has on several

-a-

occa.sions repaired the seismic recorder and their efforts are
hereby

ackn~lledged.

Special thanks are due all students who
'•

served as Museum guides for group tours.
NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATXONS

1.

Early next fall, a new curator should be appointed

to take over about June l, 1969.

This brings up the question

as to Whether a staff member can be persuaded to take ovet this
job without some sort of compensation, such as a reduction in
teaching load.
2.

For several years I have been urging the Administra-

tion to consider adding

11

a roozn adjoining the Museum to the

west in order to be able to exhibit some of the meteorites of
the forn1er Institute of Meteoritics, which are not at present
accessible.

These should be a1railable for vie\'1inc;t by the pub-

lie during the dawn of the space age."
I, understand that the University architect objectS to

this proposal to add a room on the west wall and the only remaining solution aeams to be to expand the Museum southward
into Room 106, presently the paleontology-stratigraphy
tory.

labora~

The three cases of the Stratigraphic Series of exhibits

now lining the south wall of the Museum miqht be shifted to
the east wall of Room 106 and one large or two small archways
might be cut in the \"!all bet\·1een the ,..luseum and Room 106.

Z.leteorite exhibits can then be placed in the expanded aouthe.rn
end of the Museum.
TWo additional table-top type cases should be pur-

3.

chased.

One of these is needed for a contemplated exhibit of

small models of extinct animals.

The other is needed for ro...

tating exhibits of special items.
4.

Expanded storage

facil~ties

for reference and re-

search collections are urgently needed.
S.

A graduate assistant should be assigned to assist in

curatorial work, especially in cataloguing.

I

do not thinlc

that we can rely on undergraduate student aides for this important task.
6.

A brochure should be prepared to serve as a guide for

teachers and other group leaders.

This would help relieve some

of the pressure on our graduate assistants.
7.

As noted in several preceding reports, the Museum

needs a budget of several hundred dollars for the occasional
"emergency" purchase of high-quality specimen£! not othenqiae
obtainable.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Frank
I.

w. Il<le, Chairman

General Departmental Information
A. Significant Achievements
1. The fol-lowing courses were added to the curriculum effective Semester I, 1968-69:
History 348

Modern Russia, 1689 to 1917

History 569

Seminar in the Military History
of World War II

2. Activities beyond the formal curriculum:
a. Sponsored a public lecture on November 7 by
Philosopher Lancelot Law Whyte.
b. Sponsored a public lecture on December 7 by Professor Armin Rappaport of the University of California, San Diego.
c. Sponsored a publ.ic lec.ture on December 15 by Professor Norman Graebner, Edward R. Stettinius Professor of History at the University of Virginia.
d. Sponsored a public lecture on April 22 by Professor Engel Sluiter of the University of California,
Berkeley.
e. Host for the Western Conference of the Association for Asian Studies, October 20 and 21.

GU:est

Speaker, Professor John Hall, Yale University.
f. Phi Alpha Theta, History honorary, sponsored the
Sixth Annual Southwestern Regional c.:mference on
April 5-6.

Major address was given by Professor

Philip Jordan of the University of Minnesota.
g. Host for R0cky Mountain Conference of Latin American Studies, May 2, 3, and 5.

Dr. Richard Green-

leaf of the University of the Americas, Mexico
City, main speaker.
3.

Honors:
a. Two UNM, one new ND.EA Title IV and -one new NDEA
Title VI fellowships awarded to department.
b. Professor Emeritus France V. Scholes named Visiting Professor of History at Tulane University for
academic year 1968-69.
c. Professor Gerald Nash named "Professor of the M?nth",
April 1968.
d. Nancy J0hnson, History Ma.j.or, elected to Phi Beta Kappa.

B. Significant Plans and Recommendations for the near future
1.

Addition of staff members in Far Eastern and European
history fields.

2.

Additional graduate assistants -- one for each 3% increase in history enrollment.

-3-

c.

Appointments to Staff
1. Noel Pugach appointed Assistant Professor of U.S.
Diplomatic
2. Robert

w.

~istory,

effective September 1, 1968.

:Kern appointed Assistant Professor of

Iberian History, effective September 1, 1968.
3. Janet Roebuck appointed Visiting Assistant Professor of British History, effective September 1, 1968.
4~

Richard N. Ellis appointed Assistant Professor of

u.s.

Western History, effective September 1, 1968.

5. George

w:

F. Hallgarten appointed Visiting Professor

of European History effective_September 1, 1968.
D. Separations from Staff
1. Barrett L. Beer resigned, effective June 30, 1968,
to become Associate Professor of History at Kent State
University.
2. Mrs. Janet Vander Veen, half-time secretar:(, rel\ligned
effective June 5, 1968.
3. Professor Emeritus Frank D. Reeve passed away, after a
long illness, on December 31, 1967.
F. Promotion
1. Gerald D. Nash promoted to Professor of History, effective July 1, 1968.

-4II~

Composite of information requested on individUal biographical supplements:
1. Advanced Study
a. EWING, A.

Ph.D. Dissertation (University of
California, Berkeley) in progress.

b. SULLIVAN, D.
c. TULGA, L.

Ph.D. in medieval history awarded
Aug. 26, 1967, Univ. of Colorado.

Ph.D., Ohio State University, awarded
September 1, 1967.

2. Sabbatical, Summer Teachina, Travel, etc.
a. CUTTER, D.

Fulbright lecturer, Summer Session at

Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara, Mexico.
b. EWING, A.

Research travel during summer to Cambridge,

Mass. and Washington, D.C.
c. LIEUWEN, E.

Summer research at Library of Congress,

Bancroft Li.brary (Berkeley, Calif.) and Hoover Institute (Stanford, Calif.).
d. SI<ABELUND, D.

Taught Western Civilization and History

of Science at Utah State University Summer School.
e. SULLIVAN, D.

Taught during Summer Session at San

Di.ego State College, California.
f. TOBIAS, H.

Summer research in New York City.

3. New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc.
a. DOLKART, R.

UNM Latin American Research Fund grant

for research in Buenos Aires, Argentina •

b. ROTHENBERG, G.

American Council of Learned Socie-

ties Summer Research Grant.
d. TOBIAS, H:.

American PhilosOJ?hical Society grant

for summer re.search.
4.

Publications
A. Books and M0noqraphs
1. FLOYD, F. The Anglo-Spanish Strugqle for Mosguitia (Univ. of New Mexico Press, 1968) 235 pp.
2. LIEtmEN, E. Mexican Militarism, 1910-1940 (UNM
Press, 1968) 200 rP·
3. LIEUliiJEN, E. Staff Study: U.S. Senate, Committee
on F0reign Relations, "The Latin American Mi.1itary"{Washington, GPO, 1967) 36 np.
4. NASH, G. (ed.~ Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Prentice-Hall, 1967, 192 pp.
5. NASH, G. (ed.) The Fight for Conservation by
Gifford Pinchot, Univ. of Washington Press, 1967.
6. SMITH, G. Chronicles of the Grinqos: The U.S.
Army in the Mexican War, 1846-1848 with Charles
Judah, uNM Press, June; 1968, 550 pp.
7. WAGAR, W. The City of Man (new edition), Penguin Books, October 1967.
B. Articles
1. CUTTER, D.

"New Mexico" in Collier's Encyclopedia Yearbook, 19681

2. CUTTER, D.
Vol.

v.

"Cyrus Alexander" in The Mountain" Men,
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3. CUTTER, D. Forward for Thurman, The Naval Department of San Blas.
4. CUTTER, D. Co-author "California" in Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1967.
5. DABNEY, W. "Frank D. Reeve, " New Mexico Historical Review, A·nril, 1968, 87-89.
6. IKLE, F. "The Conversiop of the Alani by Franciscan Missionaries in China in the 14th Century,"
in~ Studies (Univ. 0f the Philippines, Vol. 3
August, 1967.
7. IKLE, F. "Int.erdependence in History," essay
for volume edited by Prof. Bahm.
8. IKLE, F. Abstracts for the AJ\1.erican Bibliographical Center from the Journal of Social & Political
Ideas in Japan.
9. NASH, .G. "San Francisco Harbor," in Gene. .Gressley (ed.), The American ~. Laramie, 1966.
10. ROTHENBERG, .G. "Charles of Anjou, King of Hun•
gary," in Encyclopedia Americana, 1967 ed.
11. SZASZ, F. "The New-York Slave Revolt of 1741:
A Re-Examination," New York History, XLVIII,
12. SZASZ, F. "The Meanings of History," The Historian, XXX (February, 1968), 238-243.
13. SZASZ, F. With H. fl. Straton, ''The Reverend
John Roach Straton and the Campaign of 1928,"
New York History (April, 1968).
14. WAGAR, w. "The New Morality," Challenge (SpringSummer 1968), pp. 6-11.
C.

Book Reviews
1. BEER, B. Paul, Catherine of Aragon and Her
Friends in American Historical Review, July,l967.

-,.7-

2. BEER, B. Woodward, The Dissolutton .of the M0nasteries in The Social Studies, March, 1968.
3. CUTTER, D. Gardiner (ed.), Prescott's History
Mexico in N!':l!:lli·

.of

4. CUTTER, D. Lamar, The Far Southwest, 1846-1912,
in American Historical Review.
5. CUTTER, D. Gi.lmore & Gi.lmore, Readinqs in Cali-.
fornia History, California HLstorical S~ciety
Quarterly.
6. CUTTER, D. Nasatir & L~omis, Pedro Vial and the
Roads to Santa Fe, Hispanic American Historical
Review.
7. CUTTER, D. Chipman, Nuno de Guzman and Panuco
in New Spain, 1518-1533, in Pacific Historical
Review.
8. CUTTER, D. Gates, California Ranchos and Farms
in Journal of American History.
9. CUTTER, D. Smith, Rocky Mountain Mining Camps:
The Urban Frontier in Pacific Historian.
10. CUTTER, D. Wood, Stephen H. Long, Engineer, Explorer, Inventor in California Historical Society Quarterly.
11. CUTTER, D. Nasatir, Sr:>anish War Vessels on the
Mississippi in American Historical Review.
12 .• CUTTER, D. Urrutia, Descriocion del Nuevo Reino
de Leon, 1733-1740 in Hispanic American Historical Review.
13. CUTTER, D. Terrill, Estevanico, the Black in
Southern California Quarterly.
14. DABNEY, w. The Writings of Christopher Gadsden,
1746-1805, edited by R.l.chard Walsh, The William
and Mary Quarterly; 3rd series, January, 1968,
151-152.

-815. FLOYD, T.

Book reviews in Hispanic American
Historical Review, August, 1967; February, 1968.

16 .• II<LE, F.

Nichola.s A. Clifford, Retreat From
China; British Policy in the Far East 1932-41 in
Journal of Asian Studies, November, 1967.

17. NASH, G.

RC)bert V. Hi.ne, California 'a UtoDian
Colonies (New Haven, 1966) in Mid-Continent
Journal of American Studies, (S>:>ring, 1968).

18. NASH, G.

Rita Simon (ed.), As We Saw the Thirties (Urbana, 1966) in Indiana Magazine of Hi.story, (April, 1968).

19. NASH, G.

John F. McDermott (ed) ., The Frontier
Reconsidered (Urbana, 1967) in Utah H;_storical
Quarterly (April, 1968).

20. NASH, G.

Louis Galambos, Competition and Coo•Jeration: Emerqence of a Trade Association
(Baltimore, 1966) in Economic History Review
(Cambridge), (Summer, 1968).

21. NASH, G.

Leonard Arrington, Beet Suqar in the
West (Seattle, 1966) in Pacific Historical Review (August, 1967).

22. NASH, G.

Carter Goodrich (ed)., Government
and the Economy, 1789-1861 (Ne1" York, 1966) in
Journal of Economic Issues (Summer, 1968).

23. NASH, G.

Ralph D. Gray, The Chesapeague and
Delaware Canal (Urbana, 1967) in Journal o£
Southern History, (May, 1968).

24. NASH, G.

Walter Nugent, The Money Question Durinq
Reconstruction (New York, 1967) in Civil War History (Summer, 1968).

o. M. Kile, Gold in the Woodpile: An
Informal History of Banking in Oreqon (Eugene,
1967) in Pacific Northwest Quarterly (Summer,

25. NASH, G.

1968) •

26. NASH, G. Doyce Nunis, Past Is Prologue (Los Angeles, 1968) in Southern Calif. QuarterlY (June,
1968) •
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27. ROTHENBERG, G. Chr. Stoye, The S·i.eqe of Vienna
in Balkan Studies, 1967 (VII) 447-49.
28. ROTHENBERG. G.. G. A. Craig, War, Politics, and
Diplomacy in American Historical Review, LXXII
(1967) 1 1343-44.
29. ROTHENBERG, G. M. Garder, A History of the Soviet
Army il(l Military Affairs, Spring 1967, 35-37.
30. ROTHENBERG. G. D. Mackenzie, The Serbs and Russian Pan-Slavism in East European Quarterly, II,
( 1968) r 94-96 •
31. SZASZ, F. Review of From Plantation to Ghetto in
New York History; April, 1968.
32. TOBIAS, H. r:t'he: p::,li"t':Lcs 'o,f Futility J.n jet"isli
Frontier,. pp. 26-27, January, 1~68.
33. TULGA, L. Law and Life of Rome (John A. Crook.•
Cornell University Press, 1967), in The Classical Journal, LXIII, no. 7, pp. 324-26. (April, 1968).
5.

Research
A.

Completed
1. BEER, B. "Northumberland: A Study of John Dudley,
Duke of Northumberland", accepted for publication by
Northwestern University Press, 250 pp;

2.CUTTER, D. Amer.ican .Indian Histor.ical Research Project (Director); sponsor Doris Duke: support,
$67,500 for 196~-68. (renewed for 1968-69)
3.

CUTTER, D.
wig Maps."

Completed manuscript on "The Lost Nent-

4. DABNEY, W. "Charles Cochrane's Career in the American Revolutionary li~a:c"
5. DOLKART, R. Research aid and proofreading of Part
IX, "The Republics of the Rio de la Plata" in Hubert Herring, A History of Latin America, Third
Edition, New Y0rJc, Alfr.ed A. Knopf, 1968.

-106. DULLES, F. 'The Civil Rights Commission" accepted
for publication by Michigan State University Press.
7. IKLE, F. "Sir Aurel Stein: A Victorian in the
Tracks of Alexander," accepted by!§..!§.·
8. NASH, G. "U.S. OU Policies, 1890-1964," accepted
for publication by Univ. of Pi.ttsburgh Press.
9. NASH, G. "American Administrative History," accepted for publication by Institute of Governmental Studies, Univ. of California, Berkeley.
10. ROTHENBERG, G. ''The Austrian Army in the Age of
Metternich," £or Journal of Modern History.
11. SKABELUND, D. Paper--"Mathematical Treatment of
Qualities in Fourteenth Century Alchemy" (a revised
version prepared in response to referee's comments)
12. SULLIVAN, D. Di.ssertation "Ni..cholas of Cusa and
Church Reform in the German Empire"13. TOBIAS, H. Volume accepted by Editorial Board of
Stanford University Press pending reader's acceptance, ":History of the Jewish Bund", 800 pp.
14. TULGA, L. Dissertation "The Regulation of Morals
and Conduct in the Early Principate."
15. WAGAR, w. Anthology--"Science, Faith, and Man:
European Thought since 1914" for Harper & Row.
16. WAGAR, ~1. Anthology-- "The Idea of Progress since
the Renaissance" for Wiley.
B.

_In Progress
1. CUTTER, D.

"Maquinna, Chief of Nootka"

2. DOLKART, R.

Monograph--"Leopoldo Lugones: A Political Biography"
3. DULLES, F. "American Policy Toward China"
4. EWING, A. "The Use of Graphic Art as Propaganda
in England, 1.603-1685"

-ll5. FLOYD, T. "The Si?anish Catholic Church in the
Late Middle Ages"
6. IKLE, F.
East"

Book--"A Diplomatic History of the Far

7. LIEUf.VEN, E. Continuing research on Fo:rd Foundation project on Social Revolutions in Latin Ainerica.
8. NASH, G. "Histo·ry of Twentieth eentury .Ainerica"
under contract to Allyn & Bacon.
9. NASH, G. "Government and Economy in America"
under contract to D.C.Heath Co.
10. NASH, G.- "The American West in the Twentieth Century" under contract to Prentice-Hall.
11. NASH, G. "Problems in American History" for
Macmillan.
12. NASH, G. "Herbert .Hoover" to be prepared for Blaisdell
Publishing Co.
13.

G. Three sketches for Dictionary of American Bioqraphy.

NAS~,

14. ROTHENBERG, G. "The Army of Francis Joseph: A
History of the Habsburg Army, 1815-1918.
15. SKASELUND, D.
H fie theory.

Paper on the structure of scien-

16. SKABELUNDi D. Outline for a book on the deve1b!)ment and structure of scientific theory.
17.SULLIVAN, D. Monograph--"Fifteenth Century Ref0rm Efforts in the German Church"
18. SZASZ, F. Pb.o. Dissertation "William Bell Riley,
John Roach Straton, and William Jennings Bryan:
Three Leaders of Fundamentalism"
19. TOBIAS, H. 11 P>Jlitical Expression Among the Jews"
for summer issue of fu. Mexico Quarterly, 1968, 25pp.

-1220. TULGA, L.

Research of the process of .social control in.Roman society ;i.n the first century A.D.

21. WAGAR, N. Book on the recent history of the ;idea
of progress.
6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
a. BEER, B. Attended meeting of A.H.A. at Toronto,
December, 1967.
b. CUTTER, D. President, Rocky Mountain Council for Latin American Studies. Chairman of. session, Western
History meeting, S .F., October. Read paper at Socie.ty
of American Archivists, Santa Fe., Oct. Program chairman, Western Hi, story Ass' n meeting ( 1968) • Chairman of
Session, Mo. Valley College Tchrs of History, Omaha, Mar.
Chairman of session, Arizona Hist. Conf., Tempe, April.
Program Chrm., Rocky Mountgin Con£. for Latin American
Studies, Albuquerque, May. Participant, Conf. on History of Explor. sponsored by Amer. Ass'n of Univ.
Presses, Austin, April.
c. IKLE, F. Regional Chairman, Western Conference of the
Association of Asian Studies, October, 1967.
d. NASH, G. Meetings attended-- Western History Assoc.,
American Historical Association, Organization of American Historians. Chairman, Nominating Committee, Western History Ass'n. Chairman, Membership Committee,
Organization of American Historians. Membership Committee, Agricultural History Society. Attended meeting Pacific Coast Branch, AHA, August, 1967.
e. ROTHENBERG, G.

Attended A.H.A. meeting, Toronto, 1967.

f. SZASZ, F. Attended Organization of American Historians
meeting in Dallas.
g. TOBIAS, H.

Attended meeting of A.H.A., Toronto, 1967.

h. WAGAR, W. Gave paper, "The Age of Nations and the Age
of Man," and led discussions based upon it, The Center
for the Study of Democratic Institutions, Santa Barbara, California, March 18-20, 1968.
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Other Professional Activities
a. BEER, B;. Talk at Luther House: "The Challenge of
South Africa" October, 1967.
b. CUTTER, D. Spoke to 1) Indian Journalism Conference:
2) UNM Geography Club: 3} UNM Phi Alpha Theta: 4) ABQ
Corral of Westerners: 5) Chm. of sessiop, Phi Alpha
Theta Regional Conference, ABQ. Speaker and Discussion
Leader, 9th Conference of Higher Education in the Americas.
c. DABNEX, w. Semester~~ 1967-68, offered class in
A. & S. small-section program.
d. FLOYD, T. Talk on Vietnam, ~romanuel Presbyterian
Church, September 1967. Talk on Vietnam, First PresbyteriaP Church, April, 1968. Talk to Latin American
Desk on "Theistic Views of History," Ma:t·ch, 1968.
e.

LIEUWEN, E. November 18 -- Address before United
Presbyterian Council (New York} • May 9 -- Address be•
fore Stanford Latin America Students (Palo Alto) .
February 28 -- Senate Testimony on Alliance for Progress--Hearings befo~e Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, 90th Congress, 2nd session, (Washington,GPO,
1968) 1 PP• 59-97.

f. NASH, G. Guest Speaker, First Unitarian Church of
Albuquerque, July 31, 1967. Delta, Delta, Delta
Scholarship Day speaker, March, 1968.
g. ROTHENBERG, G. Consultant for Historical Evaluation
and Research Organization.
h. TOBIAS, H. Participant at Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, N.J., on Advanced Placement Examinations.
B.

Non-teaching University Service
a. BEER, B. Assistant Dean, College of Arts & Sciences.
Secretary, University Library Committee. Chairman,
Sub-committee on Federal Grants. Chairman, Committee
for Members in Course, Phi Beta Kappa. Advisor to
University College Students. Advisor to Phi Alpha Theta.

-14b. CUTTER, D. Director, American Indian Historical Research ·Project. Advisor for History majors. Head,
Board of Editors, ~· Prepared Correspondence Course
for History 261C.
c. DABNEY, W. Student Affairs Committee.
dies Commit·tee, chairman, summer 1967.
d.

FLOYD~ T.
History Major Advisor.
mittee, 1967-68.

e. LIEUWEN, E.

American Stu-

Scholarship Com-

Academic Freedom & Tenure Committee.

f. NASH, G. Undergraduate American Studies Advisor.
History Majors Advisor.
g. ROTHENBERG, G. Chairman, Visiting Lecturers C0mmittee, Graduate School. Member, Research Allocations Committee. Graduate Advisor, European History.
h. SKABELUND, D.
i. SMITH, G.

Member, Honors Council.

U.S.History Graduate Advisor.

j. TOBIAS, H. Advisor History Majors, Western European
Studies Majors, Russian Studies Majors. Chairman of
Western European and Russian Studies Programs. Chairman, Scholarships and Prizes Committee.
k. WAGAR, W. Gave non-credit course, "Ideas of World
Order," UNM International Center, Fall, 1967.
Served on the National and International Affairs Committee and Western European Studies C0mmittee. Arranged the campus appearance of Lancelot Law t\Thyte
in November, 1967. GaVe reading of original poetry,
Mitchell Hall, April 26, 1968.
9.

Public Service
a. CUTTER, D. Deacon & Chaplain of Mariners, Immanuel
Presbyterian Church. SDoke to Family Night and S~.
High group at same church. Snoke to First Presby.
Mariners: Spoke to Pueblo Indian Youth Council, ABQ.
b. DABNEY, w. Various activities with a church group,
including occasional lecturing. Board of Review for
Eagle Scouts, Kit carson Council.

;.....
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c. FLOYD, T. Teacher, Y0ung Adults' Class, Immanuel
Presbyterian Church. Geneva House Board.
d. ROTHENBERG, G. Talks at Temple Albert, First Methodist Church, Marine C0rps Reserve.
e. WAGAR, w. Gave the Sunday morning sermon at First
Unitarian Church, Albuquerque, December 3, 1967.
Chairman of the Summer Service Committee, same
church, 1968.
10.

Personal Information
a. BEER, B. Appointed Associate .Professor ·of History,Kent Si:ate University, effective September, 1968.
b. NASH, G.

Married Marie Louise Norris, August 1967.

c. SKABELUND, D.

Daughter born ApJ::i,.l 1;7 ,_ 1968.

The Report of the Department of Journal ism
July 1; 1967-June 30, 1968
·
AnthonJG. Hillerman, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information

A. 1.

The department 1 s new televi s.i on-radio emphasis was strengthened
by the addi.ti on of Journalism 388,

Ginemati c Photography.

The

department provided the equipment necessary for .this new offering and the Department of Fine. Arts provides the instructor.
The course is cross-listed as Art 388.
2.

Journal ism 100, Introduction to !·1ass Communications, and 494,
Mass ~1edia as a Social Force,''Were substantially modi-Fied
during the year.

Journalism 100, which had been tauqht as a

survey of the profession, is novt being taught by Professor
Crmv as an introduction to the theories, nroblems and social
implications of mass communications.

Journalism 494, which

had been a course in practical newsroom problems, has been
broadened into a study of the authoratatiiln, libertarian and
social

responsibility communications systems; the nature o-F

the last svstem as it now exists in the United States, and the
social impact of radio, television and the press in modern
societv,
These chanqes were made to fill what we feel is our responsibility to offer. courses tailored not for the professionallyoriented major but for all university students who seek an understandinq of mass communications and effects of the media on a
democratic society.

Our o\'ln majors

~toul d

benefit from such courses

in other areas--criminal and constitutional law and astronomy •

• ..=t'---.o!¥-·-

•..

"·

3.

In .cooperatian with. ·rrofes.sor t1arsh1\ll Nason, the department
added Journa 1ism. 495 ,.. The t·tass f1edia. as a Social Force in
Latin America, to the curriculum of the Andean Study Center at
Quito, with the course to be taughtby Nelson Davila, General
Secretary of the Nation a1 Union of ,Journa n st~ of Ecuador and .
international editor .of El Comet·cio of Quito.

The department

hopes to develop a concentrat'f'C)YI in Latin American Renorting
based on the new minor in Latin Ame.rican Studies approved by
the College of Arts and Sciences and on the proqram at the
program at the Andean Study Center.
4.

Professor Hillerman joined the Maqazine Publishers Association
as an associate member, thereby making the department eligible
for the f·1PA magazine internship progr11m initiated last year.

To

date, the department has placed three students in the !'lroqram-which has taken a tot11l of 60 of the nation's outstanding
,iourna 1ism students to

Ne1~

1·1ork on magazine staffs.

York for three months of supervised
No other University has placed as manv.

The department continues to press efforts to place stl!dents in
nevlspaper summer internships.

This year it became the first non-

Texas deoartment accredited for participation in the Texas
Daily Press Association program.
5.

Students of the Department brouqht home $1,900 of the total of

$50,000 offered in the year-long writing competition sponsored
by the Hearst Foundation.

The department placed tenth nationally,

ahead of such big (and big name) schools as ttissouri and Northwestern.
6,

The Ne\1 He xi co Broadcasters Association, which had concentrated a11
its support on New t·lexico State University in the past,

~/as

persuaded to grant its Joe Little Scholarship to aur deoartment
this year.

B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the future.
He

hop~ ii.S

soon as possible to offer a better-rounded

curriculum--restoring a course

iri

advertising theory which was

dropped from the catalog some years ago and adding a course in
media management.

He also hope to initiate (in the fall, 1968,

semester if possible) a publications laboratory

cot~rse

l'lhich

would allow one hour credit per semester (maximum 3 hours) for
graded staff work on the student newspaper.
He hope to correc:t a weakness in·newswritinq courses by
using videotapes of news events to replace workbook materials
which present the facts as words-on.;naper.

Some other departments

have been experimenting 1·1ith films to meet this. problem, but this
solution appears too expensive, and too inflexible, for our purposes.
C.

Appointments to the staff.
Everton Conger,

~>tho

taught in the period between 1948 and 1952,

has been appointed instructor for the fall semester,

'1r. Conger received

his B.A. in Journalism from the University of r·1ontana, his H.S. in
Journalism from Columbia University and has done i!dditional qraduate
1'/ork at the University of Denver.
Dikewood CorfJoration.

He is Publications !1an11ner of'

He previously served as editor for the RAND

Corporation, as assistant to the President of the 1\sia Foundation
and 1·1as for three years chairman of the Department of Journalism of
tlaopur University, Naqpur, India.
D.

Robert Heber,has resiqned as Assistant Professor eff'ective at
the close of the current academic year.

II.

1. Professor Crow wi 11 complete his' course work toward the Ph. D•.
degree in ~1ass Communications at. the University of Iol'la this
summer.
2. No sabbaticalls, leaves, or travel to report.
3. No scholastic honors.
4; Professot' l!illerman nublishe:d several editorials in The New ·

Hexican, including the newspaper's front page statement of
pol icy relative to the .court-imposed "gaq ru.le" in the Re'ies
Tijerina case.
Also published by Hillerman during the academic .veat·:
"The City Different," !•/estern Review, Vol. IV, No. 2 (Hinter,
1967):

An Essay.

"No ~lords Hasted On Art," \~estern Review, Vol. IV; (Hinter,

1967): .An expression of op.inion on pornoqraphy.
"The Replacement," tlew tlexico Quarterly, XXXVIII (Autumn, 1967):

A short story,
"The U,S. Stole Our Land," Americana Section, TRUE !·1aqazine,
January, 1968:

An account of the development of the Reies Tijerina

land grant movement in New Hexico and the conditions vJhich
led to the raid on the Tijera Amarilla courthouse.
''In the Capitol," a guest nolitical column under the Fred Buckles
syndication, published in most New Mexico newspapers, the El
Paso Times and Amarillo Globe-Nevts.
Professor Heber published "Spanish Americans Demand Their
'Rights'," in The Christian Science 11onitor, Vol. 59, No. 295,
{Nov. 10, 1967).

.

'·
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5.

Professor Hil1erman is ehg<~ged in a contintdng 1nvestigation
of the impact of pr£!;.trial publicity gui'delines imp6s£!d b,'i

tne u.s.

Department of Justice and

N!!W ~lexcio

Attorney General

on news coVerage of ·.crfmidal cases~

..

Professor Jermain continued his collection of court cases
irwolving libe).
6;

Professor Jermain was active in the

Ne~1

Mexico Professional

Chapter of Sigma Delta Che and attended the regional meeting
of

sox.

Professor Crovt vtas panelist at the regional meetinq of SDX.
Professor Hill erman v1as elected treasurer of the UNM chapter
of Phi Kappa Phi, He v1as elected president of the Alouquerque
Press Club and appointed as Nev1 Mexico Press Association
representative on the ,ioi nt committee formed by the association,
the Ne1'1

f.lex~co

Judicial Council, the

Ne\~

t1exico Bar Assodation,

and the Sheriffs and Police Chiefs Association., to resolve
problems in the area of pre-trial p\JbJ.icity,

He attended the

national convention of the Association for Education in Journalism.
the summer and winter conventions Of the Nev1 Mexico Press _
Association, and \•Jas speaker at the annual meetiho of the AP
"'anag1 ng Editors Association.
7.

Pt•ofessor

Crow~

in his role as consultant for the tJonRey '·1edia

grouo, spoke at the Group's editorial conference and at jts annu<11
General !4anaqers 1 Meetinq,

He conducted edi tori a1 content

analysis services on the Las Vegas, Nevada, Revehl Journal .•
the Las Vegas Sun, and the Guvmon and Frederick, Oklahoma,
ne\lspapers.

~·-p,.

"11"

Professors Hillerman and ,Jermain served,respectively, as
director and consultant on a summerworkshop for Indian
.nevrsletter editors.

Professor Jerritain judged the annual N!atrix

publicity contest and Hillerman judged the awo,rd competition
of the Albuquerque Press Club.
Hillennan

1~as

also moderator-host of the KNI-1E-TV Legislative

Press Conference and Conqressi anal Press Confe.rence proqram·
series; helped orgi\nize .and direct the first annual New Mexico
Interscholastic Press Association workshop, and addressecl the
annual meeti nq of the Nevi t•1e><i co f1uni cipal Lea que and the
Albuquerque Quill & Scroll initiation banquet.
8.

All faculty members served as either University Go]lege. or
College of Arts and Sciences advisors.

Jermain served as

advisor to student chapters of both Sigma Delta Chi and Theta
Sigma Phi.

Hi 11 erman was chai nnan of the Student Ra.di o Board,

technical advisor to the Board of Student l'ublications, and
participated in pl anninq and cortducti nq the Community Leaders
Conference at Lawrence rtanch.
9.

Professor Crov1 was coach-manager of the Altamonte Ltttle
Leaque baseball team, Professor Hillerman served on the
Gridiron Banquet committee.

Annual Report, Division of Inter-American Affairs
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968.
Martin G. Iieedler, Director

I. General departmental information.
A. Significant achievements.
1. A program for minor study at the B. A. level was
developed and approved by the college faculty.
2. A new course, 551-552, Problems, was added to the
graduate program.
3. The Miguel Jorr{n Book Prize, to be awarded to the
student or students compiling the best academic
record during the first semester of graduate work,
was instituted.

The books awarded are new publica•

tions in the Latin American field which arrive as
complimentary copies to the Director, and are thus
without cost to the university.

The Dr. Reginald

Fisher award continues to be given to the outstanding graduating senior.
4. Four M. A. degrees were awarded.

This represents

an improvement for the second successive year, but
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falls short of the six degrees annually that can reasonably be expected on the basis of graduate enrollment.
5. A proposal for a 3-year project on the social and political effects of migration in Ecuador was developed and
submitted to NSF for funding, without success.

Due to

the emergence of an unsettled and unfavorable political
climate in Ecuador it was decided nat to proceed further
with the project at this time, although it may be revived
at some future date.
6. The Graduate School agreed to defray the cost of a re•
print series of articles published by faculty members
in professional journals, which will be inaugurated when
a sufficient number of appropriate articles are at hand.
7. There was encouraging progress along two lines of policy
inaugurated last year, to encourage graduate students to
do field work in Latin America for their M.

A.

theses,

and to place M. A. recipients in jobs appropriate to
their skills and training.

One student did field re-

search in Nicaragua, and one in Guatemala; and M. A.
recipients or near-recipients took professional positions
in the Foreign Service, AID, private development work
overseas, and teaching at the college level.

Other

students entered secondary teaching, military service,
and doctoral training.
8. There was some progress in establishing cooperative
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relationships with institUtions for graduate study and
research outside the United States; informal

arran~e

ments were arrived at with CIDOC (Centro de Documentacio'n Intercultural) in Cuernavaca and CEISA (Centro de
Ensenanza e Irtvestigaci6n) in Madrid.

One student in

the Division did thesis research at CIDOC during the
year.
9. The Division participated actively in the development
of the University's Andean Center, and in discussions
of a proposed consortium of Southwestern universities
in the Latin American field.
10. Two Foreign Service e>fficers of middle rank, one from
USIS, were assigned to the Division for Latin American
area training, after an inspection trip from the Foreign
Service Institute had resulted in a favorable report.
At the end of the year USIS expressed itself as very
pleased with the results in the case of the officer it
had assigned, and announced it planned to assign another
FSO to the Division for the coming academic year.

This

was significant not only as a mark of recognition of the
quality of the program, but also because the experience
of the FSO students proved very valuable to other students
in class and seminar discussions.
11. The tendency noted last year; for the number of graduate
students to increase, while undergraduate enrollment

- 4decreased slightly, continued.

Enrollment during the

year stood at 67 undergraduates and 32 graduate students.
12. The Division participated in .the program of the Language
and Area Center, helping to select nominees for NDEA
Title VI fellowships and to organize the Center lecture
series.

The Division presented one lecturer, Lui/3 Roberto

Bah!a, head of the staff of the governor of Guanabara
state in Brazil, under its own sponsorship, using Center
funds •

.B. Present problems and future plans.
1. As the number of graduate students has risen sharply-

over the last two years

~

approximately doubling - and

as efforts have been made to encourage students to
finish their degree work instead of hanging on aimlessly
till they drop out, a considerable burden was placed on
faculty time for thesis direction and the administration
of comprehensive exams.

This is especially true since

the Division does not have its own staff, but must beg,
barrow, or steal faculty time from other departments.
In recognition of this problem, the comprehensive exam
was made written instead of oral, and Graduate School
approval of a Plan II option (M. A. without thesis) was
requested.
2. The financial aid situation became more acute.

Previously,

-----------

---
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nine tuition scholarsbips (in-state or out-state) were
earmarked for students in the Division.

This served to

compensate for the fact that the Division is assigned
only one graduate .assistantship, although its graduate
enrollment is greater than that of some departments
awarding five or six assistantships.

During the cur-

rent year, however, these nine awards were transposed
into money' terms on the basis of the former in-state
tuition charge of $300. each.

Given the recent tuition

increase, this means that in effect the nine awards
have become, on a full-tuition basis, four:
state and two out-state.

two in-

'l;he situation was aggravated

by the discontinuance of earmarked Peace Corps fellowships, since perhaps half the graduate enrollment
consists of Peace Corps returnees, and the termination
of the Peace Corps Training Genter, .a source of parttime employment for several students.
The resu:Lting financial aid gap has been
partly made up in several ways.

Two work-study positions

were secured, for research assistants.

The Walter B.

Fuente Loan Fund was reactivated, and small loans were
made to severa:L students.

Graduate assistantships were

secured for two students in other departments.

However,

the situation is less than satisfactory, and the Director
has felt it necessary to advise students that if they

---------
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enroll in other departments their chances of financial
aid may be better.
3. Attempts have been made to include New Mexico in the
Partners of the Alliance program of person•to-person
contacts be. tween U. S. states and regions of Latin
America.

So far these efforts have been defeated by

the lethargy and apparent incompetence of the State
Department office administering the program.

C & D.

There were no personnel changes during the report
period.

II. The professional activities of the Department's only
faculty member, its Director, have been reported
through the Politic.al Science Department.

l

THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATI.CS AND STATISTICS

JULY 1, 1967 -

JUNE 30, 1968

J. R. Blum

CHAIRMAN

During the academic year 1967-68 the Department of Mathematics and Statistics
provided instruction to a total number of 6, 726 students, representing

24,220 student credit hours.

This amounts to an increase of 483 students

and 1032 student credit hours respectively.
I.

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION.
A.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS.

Undoubtedly the most important event during the academic year 1967-68
was the award by the National Science Foundation of a Departmental
Development Grant to the. Department of Mathematics ain:ounting i;o
approximately $560,000.

This was the first such award made to any

mathematics department in the United States and among the first three
awards made to any department nationally.

The primary :purpose of this

grant is to help develop the quality of the faculty of the department
to a level of excellence, and, as will be seen later, we have taken
several significant steps towards achieving this goal.

The grant is

f'or a total period of three years with a possibility of renewal if this
seems necessary.

Another significant achievement was a $50,000 grant

by the National Science Foundation with matching funds from the university
to set up a mathematics computation laboratory,

~

The purpose of this

laboratory is to enable each student in the calculus sequence to spend
approximately two hours a week at a console connected with the IBM 360
computer and thus to be able to apply the theoretical concepts required
in the classroom to the numerous problems requiring computational skill.

------------'-~~·c.=:.~~============"=-'·

This program was initiated for two of the four calculus courses during
the past academic year and it is expected that it will be in full operation
by the end of 1968.
The grq.duate program continued to expand, both in quality and
quantity, and six Ph.D's were awarded this academic year.

In addition,

five more students have completed their course work for the doctorate
and are working on their dissertation.

Twenty-two of our graduate students

received the Master's Degree in Mathematics at the June commencement.
At the undergraduate level our efforts also continued in a very
satisfactory manner.

The annual Mathematics High School. contest

administered by Professor Hil.l.man attracted some five hundred students
from Albuquerque, Santa Fe 1 Los Alamos, Socorro, and a few from
considerably more distant locations, such as Las Cruces.

One of our

undergraduates placed among the top twenty-five in the annual Putnam
Intercollegiate Mathematics Competition and was awarded a Post Graduate
NSF Fellowship at Harvard University.
With regard to new course offerings and new programs, we have
initiated a number of new courses, primarily concerned with computing
science. We have a new one year sophomore sequence, Elementary Computing
Science.

A Master's Degree in Applied. Mathematics with emphasis in

Computing Science has just been approved by the Faculty and it is expected
that some ten or twelve students will enter this program this Fall.
Several new senior level and graduate level courses were also added in
connection with this program,

---------------
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Research productivity also continued at a satistactory rate.
A number of research papers authored by members of the Department were
published in various journals of

excelle~t

reputation.

On a somewhat

more popPlar level, Professor Hersh co-authored two papers which are
to appear in Scientific American.

His co-author for one of these

papers was Professor Griego of this Department.
In recognition of the a0tive research. going on in the Department
the National Science Foundation has renewed the two major grants
under the supervision of Professors Epstein and Blum, Also, Professors
Dubois and Zacks have been awarded research grants by the NSF for the
summer of' 1968.

As in previous years, the }!SF is continuing to support

the Summer Institute for High School Teachers under the direction of
Professors Mitchell and Kao.

B.

PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
The most urgent task over the next two years will be to try to

implement the goals of the Depart;nental Development plan.

That is to

bring in faculty of outstanding stature so as to bring the Department
to a level of excellence.

Since this will involve considerable growth

of the Department over the next two or three years this brings us to
an immediate and urgent need.

The Department is currently housed in

Marron Hall, which is inadequate to provide office space for all of'
the senior faculty and graduate and teaching assistants.

Consequently,

I recommend that immediate plans be made for a new building to house
the Department of Mathematics.
With regard to curricula plans, it is expected that within a few
years the Computer Science Program will develop into a Ph.D. program.
In addition, it is very likely that we shall be starting a Ph.D. program
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in Bio-statistics in

coo~eration

with the Medical School,

Beyond that

no major curricula changes are anticipated within the next few years.
C.

APPOINTMENTS TO STAFF.
In the fall of 1967 Associate Professor L. F. Shampine and

Assistant Professors H. Davis and

c. QUalls joined. the staff. Eleven

new appointments have been ma,de for the coming year.

They are:

Professors Hille (visiting 1968-69), Basu, Zacks; Associate Professors
DeMarr, Guinn;

Assistant Professors Allen, Derr, Gevirtz, Gibson, Hahn

and Loustenau.

One position remains unfilled at the time of this

writing and it is very Unlikely that we shall be able to fill it this
year.
D.

SEPARATIONS FROM STAFF.
The following people have resigned:

Renggli, to University of Wisconsin,

Associate Professor Heinz

~lwaukee,

Wisconsin;

Associate

Professor J. Mayer, to George Mason College, University of Virginia;

,

Associate Professor Judah Rosenblatt, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio;

Assoc~ate

Professor Eugene Steiner and Assistant

Professor Anne Steiner, to Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa; and
Assistant Professor H. E. White, Jr., location unknown,
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II.

INFORMATION FROM BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS.
1.

ADVANCED STUDY.

None.
2,

SABBATICALS, Leaves of absence, etc.,
Dr. R. C. Entringer, aummer teaching at North Dakota State University,
sabbatical leave second semester.
Dr. :Bernard EpStein, Senior Faculty Participant at Symposium on
Ordinary Differential E~uations, Summer, 1967, at Univ. of Colorado.

R. Hersh - spent summer 1967 in California.
J. V. Lewis - Sabbatical, Semester It.
3.

NEW SCHOLASTIC HONORS.

L. H. Koopmans - elected Fellow of the Institute of Mathematical
Statistics.

4.

PUBLICATIONS.
J. R. Blum:

iOn Partial A Priori Information in Statistical
Difference' -Ann. Math. Stat. Dec. 1967.
'Towards an improved Math. Curriculum' (w/J. Rosenblatt) Samplings-67.
'On Roots of the one-sided k-shift' (w/Hanson,Brunk) 5th Berkeley
Symp. on Math. Stat. Vol. 2.
'On the Invariant Measure Problem for Groups of Transformations. 1
(w/N. Friedman) z. Wahr. u. verw. Geb,

Henry Davis: •Mean Value of Haas Measure Almo::;t Periodic Functions,'
DUke Math. J., June, 1967;
'Stepouoff and Weyl AP Functions on Locally Compact Groups, 1 Duke Math.J.
'On Completing Von Neumann AP Functions, 1 Duke Math. Journal.
R. C. Entringer:
'Functions and inverses of Asymptotic Functions'
American Mathematical Monthly, Nov. 1967.
Bernard Epstein:
'The Three-dimensional Dirichlet Problem
Associated with a plane Lamina'
Journal of Math and Physics, Vol 46,,
Dec. 1967. (w/H• Senter)
Richard Griego:
'Local Times and Random Time Changes', Zeitschrift
fur Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie, Vol. 8 1967.
•tocal Times and Transforms o:f' Markov Processes, Kypto Jxnl of Math.
May, 1968.
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Reuben Hersh:
Math. and Mech.

'The 3-diminsion wave equation' (w/Chen) Journal
Nov. 1967.

•Non-cantorian Set Theoryi, w/P. Cohen)

•On determinant product identities of Cayley and
Abraham Hillman:
Sylvester' UNM T~ 143, Aug 1967 (w Giaccai and Forslund).
L. H. Koopmans:
A Classroom experiment in Probability: The Demonstration
of a Monte Carlo Technique. New Mexico Math. Vol. 1, No. 2 1967•
'A Comparison of Coherence and Correlation as Measures of Association for
Time on Specially Indexed Data.' Computer Applications in the Earth Sciences,
Colloquium on Time-Series Analysis. Computer Contribution 18, State
Geological Survey.
Richard c. Metzler: 'A Remark on Bounded Sets in Linear Topological
Spaces• Bull. Acad, Pol. Sc. XV, 5(1967).
'On Stable Topologies 1

(w/N. F;dedman)

Amer. Math. Monthly.

Clifford Qualls:
'On a limit distribution of high level crossings of a
stationary Gaussian process. 1 Ann. of Math. Stat.

•on the number of zeros of a stationary Gaussian random Trigonometric
polynomial' UNM TR 158, March 1968.
Judah :Rosenblatt:
'on partial a priori information in statistical
inference•, Ann. Math. Stat. Dec. 1967 (w/J. R. Blum)
'Towards an Improved Math Curriculum (w/J. R. Blum)

Sa.JJI.Plings, 1967.

Lawrence Shampine: 'On the Eigenproblem for Displacement Integral Equations•,
w/Roark - Numerische Mathematik.
Boundary Value Problems for Ordinary Differential Equations.
Siam Journal on Numerical Analysis.
'OVer-determined Boundary Value Problems'

Journal of Math. Anal. and Ap:pl.

•On Shooting Methods for Two Point Boundary Value Problems•.
Journal of Math. Anal. and Appl.
'Concerning Periodic Solutions of y'
Journal of math. Anal. and .Appl.

1

To appear

+ f(t,y,yt) = 0.

w/Bailey,

w/Bailey,

1

'Existen.ce and Uniqueness for Nonlinear Boundary Value Problems,
Journal of Differential Equations.

1

.;t,

•Error Bounds and Variational Methods for Nonlinear Boundary Value Problems. '
Numerische Mathematik.
Anne. Steiner:
Vol. 61 (1967)

'Topologies with T -canplements ',
1

Fundamenta

Mathematic~e,

•A T -complement for the Reals 1 , Proceedings of .Amer. Math. Soc., Vol 19(1968)
1
B
•The natural to:pology on the space K , • Journal of Math. Anal and A:pp.
Vol. 19 (1967) •

'Precompact Uniformities and Wallman Compactifications,
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1

Indagationes Math (1968)

Eugene Steiner:
Topologies with T1 -Complements ·1 , FunO.amenta Mathematicae
1967.
A T -complement for the Reals, 1 Proceedings of Amer. Math. Soc.• (1968)
1
The Natural Topology on the Space AB , ' J. of Math. Anal and App;L (1967)
Precompact Uniformities and Wallman Compactifications, •Indagationes Math(l968)
1 0n Certain Fredholm Integral Equations Reducible to
G. Milton Wing:
Initial Value Problems, 1 SIAM Review, Vol 9 Oct. 1967.
•some Convexity Theorems. for Eigenvalues of Fredholm Integral Equations.
Jnl. of Math. Analysis and Appl. Vol. 19, Aug l967

5·

1

OTHER RESEARCH PROJECTS.
R. Bierstedt:

Two papers and one book in progress.

J. R. Blum:

Two papers submitted and one book in progress.

Henry Davis:

Paper in progress and one submitted.

Jeffrey Davis: Two reports in
D. W. Dubois:

~regress.

Three papers in progress.

R. c. Entringer:

Five papers submitted for publication.

Bernard Epstein:

Principal Investigator on NSF Grant in Analysis and Topology,

Richard Griego:

Two papers in progress.

Reuben Hersh:

Three papers in progress,

Simon T. Kao.:

Research on Geometry - paper in progress NSF Grant $2000, 2 yrs

L. H. Koopmans:

Two papers in progress.

J. V, Lewis:
Research on inequalities for Mikusinskis• Qperational Calculus,
submitted for publication,
J, Mayer:

Book on algebraic topology in progress.

c. Qualls:

current work to find optimal truncated sequential life test plan.
in the exponential case,

J. Rosenblatt:

Two papers submitted anO. one book in progress.

A. Steiner:

Four papers submitted for publication.

E. Steiner:

Four papers submitted f'or publication.

G. M. Wing:

Research on eigenvalue problem.
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6.

ACTIVITIES IN LEARNED AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES,
a) Meetings attended:
Professional meetings in various cities were attended by the
following people: S. Bell, H. Bentley, R. Bierstedt, J. R. Blum,
H. Davis, R. Entringer, B. Epstein, R. Griego, R. Hersh,
A. Hillman, S. Kao, L. Koopmans, J. V. Lewis, J, Mayer, R. Metzler,
M. Mitchell, c. Q).lalls, J. Rosenblatt, L. Shampine, A. Steiner,
E. Steiner, G. M. Wing.
b)

Offices held:
J. R. Blum - chaired session, IMS Meeting.
R. Griego - chaired session, !MS Meeting,
A. Hillman - Chairman, college section, Alb, Counc. Teachers of Math.
S. T Kao - Secretary-Treasurer, Southwestern Section MAA.
J. v. Lewis -Nomination committee member for New Mexico Chapter, Sigma Xi.
c) Papers read, invited addresses,etc.
R. Griego - presented talk at American Math. Society Regional Meeting.
R. Hersh - Colloquium talk at Stanf'ord University.
S. Kao
- Paper read at MAA Southwestern Section Meeting.
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OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES.
S. Bell - Visiting Scientist Lecturer at various high schools.
J, R. Blum Travel for recruitment to California,- New York and Washington, D.C.
Invited lecturer at Stanford and Univ. of Cal., Berkeley. Consultant, Sandia
Corporation, Advisory Panel, Div. of Math •.Sciences, NSF; Consultant for
Committee of Undergraduate program in New Orleans.
Site visitor for NSF Grant
Applicationtat University of Denver.
H. Davis - Trip to Duke University on May 8 to consult on research.
R. Entringer - Guest lecturer at South Dakota State Univeesity.
Reviewer for Zentralblatt fur Mathematik.
B. Epstein - Presented four talks to Mathematics Clubs of various highschools.
R. Hersh - Consultant to Scientific American Magazine on Mathematics articles.
L, H. Koopmans - Consulted at S ndia Corporation; Keynote speaker at Colloquium
on Times Series Anal., Univ. of Kansas.
Edited a book on Reliability Theory
with J. and L. Rosenblatt.
Merle Mitchell - Talk at high school. Talk at Phoenix Nat•l. Council Teachers
of Math. meeting, 1968.
C. ~alls - Reviewed paper for publication in Journal of American Stat. Assoc.
G. M. Wing - Invited lecture, joint colloquium of Elec. Eng. and Physics Dept.
Univ. of Southern Calif.; Consultant, LASL.
M

8.

NON-TEACHING UNIVERSITY SERVICES.
During the year most of our faculty served on var::l.ous Doctoral Committees
and were advisors at one level or another.

Various members served on the

following committees:
Committee,

Master 1 s Oral Committee,

Committee ort Studies,

Departmental Advisory

Dean 1 s Improvement of Instruction

Committee, Scholarship Committee, Library Committee, College Enrichment
Program Committee,

9•

Computing Science Committee,

Retirement and Insurance

Committee,

Math. Dept. Undergraduate Program

Committee,

Graduate Committee, and University Graduate Committee.

Comm~ttee,

Student Standards

COMMUNITY SERVICE.
S. Kao - Chinese Alliance of American Citizens, President.
L. E. Koopmans - Member of Board of Deacons, First Congregational Church.
J. V. Lewis -Albuquerque lirban Progress - sponsor o.f Rio Grand State Park

Conservation Round Table at UNM.

Boy Scout Troop 432 Committee.

Richard Metzler - Member, Board of Directors, Rio Grande Chapter of the
Sierra Club.
Merle Mitchell -President, Board of Directors, Martineztown House of
Neighborly Service.

c. 0ualls - Member and youth leader: First Assembly of God.
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The Report of the D.epartment of Modern and Classical.

i.angu<:~ges

July 1, 1967 - June $0, 1968.
R. R,. MacCu:rdy '· Chairman
I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements
1.

New programs•
a.

A proposed Ph. D.• program in Romance Languages was
approved by the Graduate Committee, the iaculty,of
the College of .Arts and Sc.iences, the general faclil ty
of the University, and by the Board of Regents.

Th~

proposal ·will soon be considered by the BEF.
b.

The Andean Study anc;i

Re.se.a:~:ch

Cerrter of the

University~

directed by the Language and Area Center for Latin
America,, was ·appr.oved to begin operations in Quito,
Ecuador in September, 1968.

Professor Sabine Ulibarri

has been appointed Director o:f the Cente:r' :for 1968-69.•
2.

Cultural activities•
a.

The department continued to sponsor the lecture
series "Aspectos de la cultura hispanica," :financed
by NDEA l'itle IV :fellowship .overhead :funds.

A dif-

ferent system was employed this year to select lecturers :for the series.

Heretofore, speakers have

usually been selected by the department chCiirman,
but this year the chairman proposed that each member
o:f the graduate :faculty in Spanish invite <1 ·well-khown
specialist in his field to give the public lecture

and to conduct a seminar ror students in his advanced
classes.

The eight lectures -presented during the

year were:

(1)

·'.

.

.

, H·

R. M. Duncan,. !tEl papel de Espana en 1<1 cultura de los Estados Unidos, '' October 11, 1967.

(2)

Martin

s.

Stabb, "Trayecto:da del ensayo 'his-

panoamericano:

de los positivistas a los bar·-

budos ,n November 8 1. 1.967.

(3)

D. Lincoln Canfield; "El castellCino de Am~rica,"
December 13;. 1967.

(4)

Ruben Cobos, "El romance;
tinuacion,"

(5)

J<:~nuary

conserv~:~ci~n

y

CO!l-

10, 1968.

Elizabeth Ascol'la Cranwell,. "CuCitro escrito:res
argentlnos:

Mallea, Borge-s, S~bCito, NorCih Lange,H

February 14, 1968.
(6)

Frank Dean, "El pe:riodismo en Latino-Am~:ticCI t"
March 13, 1.968.

(7)

Joseph

Schraibm~m,

11 Contextos

espa ~olC\ con temp or~ neG\,"

(8)

de la riovelCI

April 3 , 1968 ..

Sa'Pine Ui:tbarr:t, "La mujer espanola.,"

May 8,

i968.
b.

In addition to the Hispanic lec.tures in the

11

Aspec-

tos 11 series, the department sponsored tw,a· general
lectures pertinent to the leCirning and teaching o:f
al1 foreign languages:
Four Skills and

T~n

Sequence, 11 FebruCiry
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(1}

Yearst

Donald D. Walsh, "The
The Foreign Language

26, 1968; (2)

Mario Pei, "How

to Learn Foreign Languages and What Languages to
Learn,·" March 26, 1968.

Professor Pei's lecture

·was financed by the speaJ<e;rs r committee of the Gra ....
duat.e School.

Not reported he.re <1re the lectures

sponsored and financed by the Language and Area
Center :for Latin America.
c.

M. Jean H<lrzic> French deputy culturC\1 atta;cht! in
New York, gave the lecture at t}le annual d:i:stribu ....
~des

prix to French swdents on M<ly 17, ;L968 ..

The title o:f the lecture was "Le nouve.au cinema
fran~ais."

SeverC\1 French faculty members <1lso

participated actively in the cultural progrC\ms of
the .Alliance Fran~·<lise.

d..

A series of informal poetry readings and literC\ry
soirees was highlighted by a dr<1matic re<1ding p;f
Jose Zorrilla 's

~ ~

1'enur:i:o-, directed by Pro ..

fessor Sackett.
3.

The LanguC\ge L<1bor<1tory.
Extensive improvements, both technical Clnd instruction<ll,
were made in the language laborC\tory under the supervi ....
s.ion of Mr, Neddy Vigil, director, and :Professor Jespersen,
chairman of the L<lnguage LaborCitory Committee.

Vigil

and Jespersen made a.n extensive t:t"ip to examine the in•
st<~ll<~tion

and ope:t"ation of langu<lge l<lboratories in

other institutions.

The Laboratory is prob<1bly opera-

ting more efficiently now th<ln it ever has in the past.-

4.

Building plans.
The ~ ~ Building Committee, of which Professor Holzapfel
is ch01irman., cons1.1lted extensively 'With the Planner of the
University Archi teet's orf1ce. <~na with otP.er administrative officers concerning space

<~lloc<~tions

in the projected Humanities Building.
ment

h<~s

and facilities

Tentative agree-

been reached on the space ;J;"equirements in the

building~

5.

Library.
Committee~

The department Library
D<~vison

of ·which Professors

and Sackett are co-chairmen, conce;J;"ned itself

with filling gaps in our present libr01ry collection;;. with
a view toward improving our holdings in order to suppo:t:t
the proposed Ph. D.

p:~;ogram

NDEA Title t grant of

in

$14~000

Rom<~nce

Languages.

An

helped greatly toward the

fulfillment of this go011.
6.

Danforth Visiting Committee.
The committee composed of Professors Dwight Bolinger of
Harvard (chairm<~n), .Edward SulHvan o£ Princeton (French),
Jack Stein of Harvard (German).,. and Lawrence Kiddle of
Michigan (Spanish), visited the campus on April 4-6,
1967.

The committee con?ulted with administrative offi-

cers of the university, the department faculty, and
merous graduate and undergraduate students.

nu~

It also

examined the administrative organization of the department, studied the curricul.um, and visited some qlasses.
The committee's recommendations, incorporated in a report
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d<~ted M<~Y

to President Popejpy
lC~te

ble
B.

to permit consideration by t.he depa:dment for possiimp1ement<~tion

Significant
1.

A

6, 1968 1 were receiveq toq

m<~jor

pl<~hs

in 1968-69.

:f'o:r the

ne<~r

future

change was made in the policy of placing fresh-

men in langu<~ge courses, 'such change to take eff.ect in
September,. 1968.

For the last five years, studen_ts who

had two years of foreign language in high school ·were
not pe:rmitted to take the fir.st semester of a.n elementary course in the same language for credit.

The new

policy wi11 elimin<~te ~hat restriction.
2.

Beginning with Semester I, 1968-69, new students ·who wish.
to take French or

Germa~

will be given the MLA Coopera-

-tive Test a·nd placed l:\ccord:i.ng to i:heir perform<mce.
the present

Sp<~nish

For

students 'will be placed according to

their bigb school records, although it is hoped that beginning with 1969-70 Spanish students will alSo take the
MLA Cooperative Test for placement purposes {Cis recommended
by the Danforth Visiting Committee).
3.

The duq_l track in elemen.tary Gerl)l'1.n and Spanish (that is,
reading emphasis Clnd oral emphasis courses) will be eliminated beginning in 1968-69.

4.

The lecture-drill structure ·will also be eliminated in
:first-yeC~r

German, effective in 1968-69, in f<1vo:r of

:four regular

clC~sses

per week.

same change will be m<1de in

It is possible that the

first-ye<~r

with Seme_ster II, 1968-691 or Semester

-s-

Spanish beginning

r,

1969-70.

c.

Appointments to starr
1.

Mr. Robert Herron has been appointed .assistant pro;f'essor
or :Portuguese beginning in September? 1968.

2.

Miss Marilyn Metcalr has been appointed instructor in
Russian beginning in September, J-968.

3.

Mrs. Mar:h Brisk has peen appointed pC\rt-time instructor
in Spanish beginning in September, 1968.

D.

Separatiom :from staff
1.

:Pro:fessor Albert Lopes" on termina.l sabbatical leave
during 1967.,.68, will be retired in

II.

June~

1968.

Composite information on individual biographi·cal supplementS'.
1.

Advanced study.
&.

Mrs. Claude Book submitted ber doctoral dissertation on
"Le Th~atre de Th~·oph:tie Gautier" to the University o:E
Paris and ·will defend it in June:o 1968.

b.

Robert Holzaprel hCid a Fulbright Summer Grant to attend
the Goethe Institute in Munich during the summer of 1967.

c.

George Jocums continued work on his doctoral dissertation,.
"The Dialectics of Law and Justice in Brechtts Plays."

d.

Pat:r-icia Murphy completed her doctoral dissertation·,
"A Stt:\dy o:f the NaJ:'rative Techniques of the Abbe· Prevost,"

and received the Ph. P. from the University of Wisconsin.
e.

David Thompson cotllpleted his docto:r-al Ciissertai:ion,
"Dante and the Allegorized Epic," and ·will be awarded
the

2.

Ph~

D. by Cornell in September, 1968.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, etc.
a.

Mrs. Claude Book spent the year on sabbatical leave at
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the University of Paris.
b.

Ned De.vison spent Semester II on sabbe,tical leave in
Europe.

c.

S<~ckett

Theodore

-taught English to Latin American

scho~

lars a<t· the Economics Institute in Boulder, Colorado
during the summer of 1967.
d.

Albert Lopes was on terminal sabbatical leave du:ri ng
the year,

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships,.
a.

e·te:~

Robert Jespersen, Patricia Murphy, and Theodore .Sackett
received .summer research grants fr.om the Greater Ul'llM
Fund.

4.

Publications.

a.

Clil,ude Book, "Th~ophile Ge.utier et la no.tion de progrl!s,."
~ ~

Sciences Humaines, (October-November, 1967) 1

545-558.

b.

Ned Davison, A ·student ·Guide ·to Cr±t-ical·sp·ani·sh

[Jio-

autho:!J (Denver, Pruett Press, 1967, Luz"y·Somb~CI:
Poems by L<~uta:ro Vergar<~ !;.ten tr<mslationff (Tumbleweed
Press, 1967), 65 pp;
_Western~,.

iLangu<~ge

"Fishing with Zukofsky" (poem),

(Winter, 1967), p. 26; "An Addendum to

or Literatu.rel ," Hi;;pania,. L (1967), 305-307;

"La investigacion en las humanidades," ~ Ult-i111as
Notxcias, (June 8, 9, 12, 13, 1967).

Also a column in

the same paper, July-April, 1968; "Spanish American
Poetry of Protest in the Sixties," Western Human:i:t'ies
~.

(Fall, 1967), 313-326; "Enrique Molina Campos,
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Spanish Poet of the Ne.w Generation,H ~ 'Bu'l":J:·e'":ti'n,
(DeceJTiber ,. 1967), 22-2B; Review of!
~iteraria.

crl.tica

(March, 1968)
c.

~

·en Chile by John

L-a,·evo';!:ucitin ·de ·~a
Dyson~

H:i:spania, LI

207-208.

Pelayo Fernandez (co-author), A Student ·"Guide ·to·cr±ti·ca·l·
Spanish (Denver, Pruett Press, 19()7) ; 37 pp.

d.

Jack Kolbert 1 "Romain Rolland--Biographer of German
Heroes," ~ ~ Litteratura Compar~e (to be published
in June, 1968); "Andre Maurois·, 1885-1967," Le·g±on
~Magazine,

~

Vol. 39 (1968), pp. 3-8; "La Conviction

:religieuse de Maurois ,."

~

Nouve'J:J:es

I:.it't~rai:re·s

(to be

published in J.une, 1968).

e.,

Raymond R. MacCurdy, Fr<rncisco· de Ro'ja·s "Zorril'J:a (New
York, Twayne; 1968}.

:f.

To be releas.ed in June ...

Marshall Nason, "A Brief Explanation of the 'Voseo' ;!.n
Honduranian Spanish," chapter in T. H. Waltz,
~Expressions ~;!E.

H:ondura'S (Tegucigalpa, 1965).

(Not previously reported).
Asturias,
g.

Theodore
~

h.

~

~

Note on Miguel Angel

Book Encycloped:l.a·.

S<:~cl<ett 1

A Critical ·Bibl':i.D'gr·aphy -of' ·pere·z

(UNM Press, 1968).

Tb appear .:l.n July.

Jack Tamlins 1 Hallucinated City (Snglish translation
of' a bilingual edition of
Desvairada).

M~rio

de Andrade,

(Vanderbilt University Press,

Paulic~is

i968).

be released in June.
i.

Sabine Ulibarr!, ''Culture of the SouthWest," (Net'l'
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To

Mexico State Department of Education, 1968), 9 pp •. ;
"El relleno de Dios,n short story !n paul Rogers, ed.

Macmillan,
j.

1968)~

12 pp.

JuliCin White ''Ph~dre is Not Incestuous," Romance ~'
IX (1967), B9,-94; edition of Gepf:f:~;ey oe Villehardoui.n,
.~

Conquest·e·

~

Consta.ntinople (Ne:w York., App'leton-

Centu:ry-Crofts, 1968).

s.

Research :Ln progress .or completed (not previously reported).
a.

Truett Book ·is working on a bopk to be entitled Points
·~. ~

b.

:franyais.

Ruben Cobos hCIS edited the Barreras text of

!::!?! Pas't'or·e·s

M

andtl compil;ing

a,

book of New Mex:ica n p:rove:rbs 1 both to be

published by the Museum of New Mexico in Santa Fe.
c..

Ned Davison has completed .a book, Edu·ardo Barri·os·; ror
TW'Ciyne Publishers, and has also submitted. several poems 1
tr<~nslations,

d.

and photographs to various journals.

Pelayo Fernandez is ·workinfj on a 'Pock on the Spanish
.novelist,. Ramon Perez de AyalCI.

e.

Jack Kolbert has signed contracts to prepare student
guides to Camus' L•Etranger and Stendhalls

f.

~Rouge

!!

Raymond Maccurdy is completing Cln anthology of twelve
seventeenth-century plays, with introduction and notes.

g.

Donald McKenzie is revising bis translation of JOhann
Gottfried Seume•s Spa.ziergan·g ~Syracuse, which is
being considered :for publication by the UNM Press.
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h.

Patrici<~ Murphy is continuing resea.rch .on the Ab)Je

:Prevost and D;!.derot.

i.

Theodoi:e Sackett is preparing various studies on
Benito :Pe:rez GCild~s" including a book-length critical

work: .•
j.

Jack Tomlins has signed a contr•act to write <1. book on
Mario de Andrade £or the Twayne World Au.tho:r Se:ries.

k.

lJulian White is editing RCici·ne!s ~for Macmillan
and is making a verse translation o£ Co:rneille's
Poly·eute for Barrens.

He is also preparing study

guides on Dante's medieval literatuzoe,. and the txoubadou:t;s;.
6.

Activities in learned and pxo:fessional societies.
a.

The following persons participated in the Rl\IJMUI. meeting
held in Aibuquexque, October 14-16, 1967'1
(chairm<:~n
Dunc<:~n

of the Romance Literatu:re

(ch<~irman

Jocums,

Section}~

(co-president), Robert Holzapfel

the Committee on

Loc<:~l

Ned Davison
R. M.

(chairm<:~n

o£

Ar:rangements), Robert .:respe:rsen

of the German: Literature Section), George

.:T<:~ck

Kolbert, Raymond MacCurdy, Patricia Murphy,

Theodo:re Sackett.
b.

The following persons attended the
the MLA and the American
Spanish and Portuguese in

annu<:~l

Associ<:~tion

Chic<:~go,

R. M. Duncan (read a paper,

"N<:~mes

meeting of

·of Teachers of

Decembe:r 27-30, 19681
in the Docum:ento·s

linguisticos ~ Eepa·~a·''), Pelayo Fernandez,. sabine
Ulibarri (vice-president of the MTSP) •
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c.

The following persons 'wer? C\Ct:i.ve in the New Mexico Ch<1pter
of the Americ<ln Associ<~tion of Te<~che:rs of German_:
Robert Jespersen {pres-ident) t Robert Holzapfel ( trea_surer:>),
George Jocums (read paper).

Holzapfel also <1ttended two

international meetings in Europe.
d.

Truett Book served as president o:f the Alliance Fran:t_aise.

e..

Ruben Cobos

re<~d

<1

p<~per

at the Latin

Americ<~n

Folklore

Conference at .UCLA i_n Jun_e, 1:967.
£.

Jack Kolbert served a.s president of the New Mexico
Chapter of the American Association of Teachers of French.

g.

Enrique La madrid :read a paper 1 ''Linguistics and. 1..<\ngu<\ge
Teaching~

1958-1968 1 11

at

the meeting of the l{eW Mexico

Foreign Language Teachers Association, October·,- 1967.
h.

Marshall Nason served as conference chairman of the
Latin_ American Consortium meetings, and on the pl<\ nning
committee of the Ninth Seminar on High?r Education in
the Americas, both held on the UNM campus ;in April, 1968•
He also gave an address, ''A New Dimension in Area Studies,"

to the RM Council for L<1tin American studies, May 3, 1968.
7.

Other professional activities.
<!..

Truett Book ga.ve <1 l_e~ture at the Alliance F'ran:iaise of
Santa Fe.
-~

b.

Pel<IYO Ferni1ndez g<1ve <1 series of t<1lks to V<lrious groups
on bi-cultural problems in New Mexico.

c.

Jack Kolbert gave several off-campus lectures atld served
on various state language committees.
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d.

Enrique Lamadrid conducted·workshop for Spanish teachers
in Scottsdale, Arizona and

tacoma~

Washington.

l:;l.e also

served on va:t;ious s.i:ate and municipal l<ln!;juage committees.-;
e.

Sabine Ulibarri gave an address at the l':resident 's
Cabinet Committee Hearings on
held in El Paso.
org<~nizati.ons

Me~ican

American Affairs

He also gave seve:t'a;I. talks to v<~rious

on cultural, economic 1 a.nd social problems

in -the Southwest.,.
8.

Non-teaching University service (only new items are repor·ted).
a.

R. M. Duncan and Jack Kolbert served_ on the UNM. Policy
Committee.

'P.

George Jocums served as an university College

c.

PairiciCI Murphy served as secretary of the Coliege of

advisox~

Arts and Sciences, and as the faculty advisor to the
French for children progr<lm.
d.

Theodore Sackett served as chaixman of the department
Library Committee.

9•

Public service.
a.

Truett Book participated in fund-raising drives for the
Heart Association and the Community Chest,

10.

~e:rsortal

a.

information.

Professor and Mrs. Enrique Lamadrid had a new son,
Antonio LUis, born on Ju;I.y 17, 1967.

o!

The Report of the Department
Philosophy
July 1 1 1967 - June 30 1 1968
Paul F. Schmidt, Chairman

1.

General Departmental Information

A..

At a re-hearing i)ei'ore the Board of.Educat:i,ona,l Finance
in June, 1967, final approval ·was given for the ne:w doctoral
program in philosophy.

This approval enabled· the department

·to proceed with its plans.

Notice of this approval was sent

to all prospective students and included information about
the program.
The principal activity of the department for this yeat 1
1967 - 68, ha1; been the inauguration of the program, further
detailed planning., and .careful ev<tlua.tion of the program.
The cycle of four required Ph.D. seminars was initiated in
the fall with ttTheory of Knowledge" taught jointly by
Professors O'Neil and Schmidt.

In November, :t~67, the first

set of Ph.D. Qualifying Examination& were given, five passed
and throe ±'ailed.

The staff gained valuable

~xperienee

and

:l.nsighb from these examinations (cf. later section on new
developments).

During the second semester we offered the

required Ph.D. seminar in logic taught by Professor Evans
and Schmidt.

This seminar revealed a very inadequate

preparation in logic by students.

More than half had to

drop the seminar and· w:Lll' need arJ.Other ~o'urse to prepare them
for it the next time.

Some of these. graduate students were

disappointed to discqyer this ga:);l·or weakness.
In the light of our experience with the Ph.D.

~uali:t'ying

Examination and the logic seminar, the staff devoted considerable
time to discu'Ssiori. of questions they provoked.

The staff decided-

to re,Place the Qualifying Examinations by an advisement examination
in order to help the student find his. g/ilpS or wealmesse.s early
in his graduate pro15ram 1 thuseMblin15 his advisor to
courses With h:Lm to remedy his situation·.

'vie believe this will

benefit our graduate students. who come With widely
preparations, and. will take

a~1ay

pl~n

.diff~ring

the academic pressure of the

Qualifying Examinations.
In the-course of a serl:es o:f weekly departmental meetin!;S
in the second semester, the entire staff planned the details
of our Ph.D. Comprehensive Examinations.
six examinations:

They will consist of

five written examinations in epistemology,

metaphysics, logic, ethics, and a choiee of field (i.e.,
philosophy of history, or religion, of art, of science, of law,
Indian philosophy, or Chinese philosophy), and one oral examination
in the history of philosophy.
the student's .course work.
the dissertation.

~hey

will be taken at the end of

4n oral examination will be given on

An option was added to the language requirew

ment allowing the student the traditional two languages for the
Ph.D., while retaining the other option of one language with
a high degrue of proficiency.
The new undergraduate major and minor programs begun this

-2-

year have proceeded very' well..
everY category.

Enrollments :pive increased ·in

Five majors. have completed

tne

new Departmental

Honors program and three were eleqted to ,Phi. Beta Kappa• _ The
staff reports that the academic quality of our students has
risen markedly1 and we

ex~ect

this to improve the qWility of

our graduate students.
The new. Plan I!, M.A. degree program; has proved

option to graduate students.

More than

~f

an attractive

of our .M.k. students

have chosen this route, which coordinates WE!ll w:Lth the doctoral
program.
Our over-all student enrollment cont:!.nuelil to increase .at

a greater rate than the College of Arts and Sciences average
and near the top of the ranking of increase by depari;ments.
New stan
Our

to

handle this will be needed.

new quarters in Hodgin Hall have been very satisfactory.

We like the building.

It gives us fine; quiet, faculty offices.

\l'e hope it will be allowed to sta.nd for some years.
The depa.rtment sponsored two distinguished speakers:
President John

c.

Bennett of

~nioP ~eologica~

Seminary and

Profeosor Joseph Pieper of the University of Munster, West
Germany.
Professor of Philosophy, Brand Bla.nshard, Emeritus, Yale
University, was nominated for an honorary degree by the department,
to be conferred in the.June, 1968 1 commencement exercises.
Three annual meetings were held at the University of New
Mexico •1Hh the help t>f the department:

Southwestern Philo-

sophical Society, November, 1967; Phi Sigma Tau

-?-

(Nationa~

PhiJ.osophy Honorkry~ April 1 1968; and the' N'e~ Mexico and WestTexas Philosophical ·society, Ap~ii, 1968. _
Professor Me:lbourne Evans w:ill- be-Acting-Chahmanin 1968,..

69, din·ing the sabbatical lea.fe
B.

of 'the

chairman, Paul .Schmidt. -

Significant Plans and Recommendations

No signi;ficant new :plans have bi:;!en: made.

We believe that

our prima:ry goal for the immediatE! future should be the
implementation and stabilization of our_present new programi:i. Our first year has produced a. normal shar.e of growth J?rablelils
which we-shall smooth out.

We

recommend add:itions to the sta'ff to meet our enrollment

increases.

c.

Appointments

to

the Staff

One .new part-time:- addi'tion to the staff was )!1a_de for 1968-

69.

Dr. Hanna Zacks

~1as

appointed part-time Assistant Professor;

A.B. and M.A. Hebrew University, J:sraeJ.; Ph.D •. t;;rom Columbia

University, 1966 with dist:inction.

She has taught at Kansas

Stat-e University-, Manhattan, Kansas, 1966 - 68.
D.

Separations from the staff
None.

II.

Composite .£!: Information Requested£!! Individual Biographical
SupPlements
1.

Advanced Study
lioward Tuttle, Ph.D. 1 Brandeis University, June, ~967.
Brian O'Neil, Ph.D., University of California at Berkeley,
December, l-967.

2.

Sabbaticals,

L~aves

of Absence, Travel, etc.

None.
3.

New Scholastic Honors
Archie Bah~:
aoward Tuttle:

4.

U~f Annual Research Lecturet 1

Danforth Associate Fellow,

1968.
1968 - 70.

P1-1blications
(a)

Books.
Bahm, A.J., Directory of American Philosophers
Albuquerque, 1961!, pp. 439.
·. ·

fY 1

Schmidt, P.F., Perception and Cosmology.:\:!!; Whitehead'!
Philosophy, Rutgers University Press, New
Brunswick, New Je:r;sey, 1967, PP.• 192.
(b)

Articles
Alexander, If.G., "Inductive Imaginationtt published in
the Proceedings ££ ~ ~ Mexico ~ ~
Texas Philosophical Societ~, _1968.
. ...
Bahm,

A.J., 110rganicism

~-The P.hilosophy of Interdependence" published in International
Philosophical Quarterly, VoL VIl, No. 2,
June, 1967 • Pil• 25l. - 284.
·.

- - - - - ' "New Left Philosophies'' published in

The Journal .2£ Thought, VoL 2 1. No, 4,
November, 1967, PP• 13 ~ 18.

----::--' "Why C:dses Recur" published in 'l'he
Personalist, Vol. XIi!X, No, 1, \•linter-,-

1968, PP• 34 - 36.
Sanborn, P.F., 110bjectification and Self-Knowledge:
A Critical ,Examinatiqn11 pUbliah~d in~so;phy ~ P.henomenological Research, Vol. XXVIII,

PP• 39 - 47.

.

---..,....-' "Gabriel Marcel's Conception of the
Realized Self: A Critical. Exploration"
published in the Journal 2f Elcistentialism,
Vol, VIII 1 PP• 133 - 159·

Schmidt, J?.F. 1 11 Cq,mtilertts' orr Ninian Smart on Mysticism"
.
publi5hed in Art,'~ and Reli'Sion, Univer.sity
of Pittsburgh Press, 19677 pp. 151 ~ 156 •
...-...--~-=-·

11 Knowing-How in Religion" pul:llished, in
Religious Humanism, Vol. I:r, 1968;: 1?P~ .Bo .., 85.

:5. · Other :Research.Projects or Work in
(a)

Progr~ss

Books
AlexanC\er, H.G., Meaning ill Lansuage, Scott, Foresman
Company 1 . to. be. published shortly.
·
Bahm, A,J., 'Bhgavad·~t ~ ~ df Krishna, ms,
pp. 244, submitted to publishE)r•'
· ··
,.---..,..,-• Chung Yung (Genuine Living) ~ ~ .Hsueh
(!k2.! l'lisdom) .!!;l Confucius, new edition, ·
ms. pp.85,S'ubmitted to publisheJ?S~

----~.' !!hl~ ~? ms. pp. 581, submitted to
publishers.

Hassett, .r.n., Rese$-rch in iJrogress: Histo:dcal study
of the notion of "conscience" and the t'erm
"freedom ot conscience"; Freedom, Authority,
~ Responsibility -- Problems ill .Modern
American. Society, ms. for book almost complete.
Sanborn, P.F., Existentialicm, Pegasus Books, Westel"n
J?ubli5hing Company (proofs read).
Tuttle, H.N., \~ilhelm Dilthey ~~Problem:.£!:
Historical Knowledge. Accepted by Brill,
Holland.
(b)

Articles
Alexander, H.G., Fifty page contr.ibution for the
Philosophical Forum in connaction With
·
inv~tations to serve on staff of the
Philosophical Institutes at the University
of Pacific (June~ 1968) and Northe.rn
Illinois University (July, 1968).
Bahm, A.J., (1) "Thr\! Aestlletics of Organicism"
journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism,
schedule~!or publicat~ rn-June, 1968.
(2)
~

"Creativity Through Interdependence"
Personalist, accepted for publication.
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Banm, A.J,, (3) "Stages in the Deve~lopment
of Religious Experi!'lMEi" Newsl~etter Review of the R. M. Bucke ·Memorial
Society for the Study o:l;' Religious
Experience (Montreal), scheduled for
pul)lication in nextn11mber•
"Is there a Soul.of No Soul?
Buddha Request to Answer. Why?"
Proceedings of the Woost~r Conference
on Comparative Philosophy, Wooster,
Ohio, April 22 - 2~, 1965, Publication
scheduled soon. Proofs read.
(4)

(5) "Interdependence and World
PhilC)sophy" Proceedings of~.~
International Congress o.t Philosophy ~
llien~a, Sept. 2 .... 9,. 19bff, Proofs
.
read.
(6) uorganic;ism as a Vlay of rntegrating Knowledge" Proceedings £f
the .~ International Congress ~
Philosophy, Vienna, Sept. 2 ~. 91
1968. Accepted~Ior publication.

('?) ''Philosophy -- 196811 accepted
for publication. (UNM Annual
Research Lecture, 1968),

Schmidt, P.F., !!Analytic Comparative Philosophy: Nagarjuna and Whitehead"
:fortbcoming il1 Visvabharat:i. Quarterly,
India.

6, Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
Alexander, H.G., Organized National Convention
of Phi Sigma Tau with New Mexico .and
West Texas Philosophical So~iety, April,
~968, Secretary-Treasurer of latter.
01•gat1ized a Symposium 0 n Philosophy
and Communica.tion for Western Speech
Association, Sacramento, California,
November, 1967.
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Bahm, A.J., Continuing Secretary .of American Philosophical
Association Committee on International Cu].:tu;rai
Cooperation. Attended meetings of American
Philosophical tlssociat;i.on, Pacific Division,
.Berkeley, December 2? - 29 1 1967; American
Philosophical Association, Western Division,
St. Louis, May 2 - 4, 1968; Southwestl)rn
Philosophical Society, .Santa Fe, Noveml:Jer 17 1
1967. Presented a paper ''Creativity T~o1lgh
InterdependEmce 11 ; New Mexiqo West TE!xas
Philosophical Society, .Albuquerq\re 1 April 26 - 27,
1968. Presented apaper, 11Stages in the
Development of Religious Exp¢rience 11 ; Western
Confere.nce of the Association for Asian.Studies,
Albuquerque, October 20 - 21, ·1967. Presented
a paper, "Eastern and Western Ideals: A.
Comparison11 ; Pacific Institute of Philosophy~
Asilomar, Monterey, California, June 15 - 23,
1967. Presented paper "Organicism and the
World as Purposed''. .· Founding member of tlle ·
Society for Asiap and Comparative ·Philosophy 1

1968.
Hassett, .J.D., Session Chairman, Mountain Plains Philo...
sophy Conference, Colorado Springs; Southwestern
Philosophical Conference; Sgnta Fe, November, ).967; ·
American Phi1.oso:ph:i.cal Association, Paci!;i.c
Division, Berkeley, California, D(:lcember27- 29,

15167.
O'Neil, B. E., Attended American Philosophical Association,
Pacific Division, Berkeley, California, December
2.7 - 29, 1967.
Sanborn, P.~ •• Attended American Philosophical Association,
Pacific Division, Berkeley, California, December

2.7 - 29, 1967.
Schmidt 1 P.F., Read paper 11Plato.ts .Geometrical Atoms",
American Philosophical Association, Western
·
Division, St, Louis, Missou:d, May 3, 1968.
Tuttle,

7•

R.N., Attended American Philosophical Association1
Pacific Division, Berkeley, California, December
27 - 29, 1967.

Other Professional Activiti¢s
Alexander, IT.G., Cqntinued TV "Conversations" through
Summer of 1967; Directed annual Aesthetics
Institute at Taos, June 196? an.d June 1968.

-8..

Bq.hm,. A.J,, Seven Lectures at Krulsas State University,
Manhattan, Kansas, April 28 :.... 30, 1.968.
·

------=--'
Philo$ophy editor
Thought.
B.

for.~ Jourruu of.

Non'-teachingUniversity ,Service
Alexander; H.G., Policy Committee, Chairman; Graduate
Committee; Advisory: Committee; Presidential
Selection Committee; Ad~Hoc Vice-President
Selection Committee.
·Evans, M.G., General Honors Council; Academic
Fre.edom ant\ Tenure Committee.
O'Neil, B.l!;. 1 Assistant Dean; Graduate Schools;
GradUate Committee; Entrance and Credit
Coi!IDlittee; Graduate·Student Council,
Sanborn; P ,F,, ·American Studies Committee;
Committee on the Improvement of
Instruci;.ion.

9.

Public Service
Alexander, H.G,, Conducted 1968 annualliigh School
Essay Contest fo.r New .Mexico High Schools.
Bahm, A.J., Three public lectures on University
of Ne~1 .Mexico campus.

10.

Personal Information.
Tuttle,

H.Iv.,

Child, Carl E. Tuttle, :Born October

4, 1967.
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The Report of the Department of Physics
and Astronomy
July 1, 1967 - Jt.uie 30, 1968
Victor H. Regener, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information

A.

Significant Achievements During the Academic Year 1967/68
1.

Departmental Operation

The following table shows student credit hours in Semester I
for this department over the last three years, the number of
graduate students in the department, and the number of
degrees granted.

Campus faculty participated in the teaching

at the Los Alamos Graduate Cente!j with three faculty members
commuting each semester.
Student Credit Hours, Physics and Astronomy
(Semester I figures)
1965-66

1966-67

1967-68

3,529

3,803

4,117

Increase

8.3%

7.8%

Number of Graduate Students Enrolled
,.

(Semester I figures)
1965-66
62

1966-61

1967-68

68

68

2

Numoer of Degrees Granted
June 1966

June 1967

June 1968

B.S.

12

8

10

M.S.

8

10

6

Ph.D.

2

4

8

The heavy involvement of the department in research
and the growth of this involvement, is shown in the
following t::tble for' 1965-66 through 1967--68.

Starred

figures for 1967-68 include extrapolations for the last
few. months for which final data are not yet available.
1965-66

1966-67

1967-68

$188,100

$233,000

$263,400

actual expenditures

179,798

233,000

257,604*

Sponsored research
expenc:U tures

537,383

965,415

6o6,obo*

73,027

93,071

106,000*

(5) Money for grants and
contracts received
during the year from
outside source.s

1,083,163

190,168

536,855

(6) Active grants and
contracts at end
of year

2;137,735

2,192,770

1,846~640

(1) Departmental budget,
original figures
(2) Departmental budget,
(3)

(4) Overhead to University
from grants and contracts

~~

;..

3
2.

Reorganization of course offerings

Courses at all levels were scrutinized in the fall of
1967.

Two astronomy courses were added, one course

suitable for both physics and astronomy, and one special
course on the advanced graduate level.

B.

These course!) are:

Astronomy 425

Galactic Nebulae and Interstellar Matter
(Peterson)

Astronomy 426

Dynamical Systems in Astronomy
(Campbell)

Physics 437
Astronomy 437

Introduction to Space Physics
(Leavit.t, Pe.terson)

Physics 539

Selected Topics in Laser Physics
(Alpert)

Significant.Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future
Our most urgent need for our phys:Lcal plant remains a
bUilding for physics instruction.

New instructional

laboratories for the department were recommended by the
Building Committee in

c.

Apri~

1968,

Appointments to Staff
Alan

w.

Peterson, Associate Professor of Astronomy

Mohammad Shafi, Lecturer
Harjit

s.

Ahluwalia, Associate Professor of Physics (Sem.II)

Stuart Hayes, Lecturer (part ... time, Sem.II)
For 1968-69:

James Daniel Finley, III, Assistant Professor

of Physics.

Mohammad Shafi continues as a Visiting Assistant

Professor.

4

D.

Separations
Robert B. Koch, Associate Professor of Astronomy, resigned
at the end of the Academic Year 1966-67.
Colston Chandler, Assistant Professor of Physics, resigned
at the end of the :r>eport year.

E.

Sabbaticals
Howard C. Bryant, Associate Professor of Physics, to be onprofessional leave-without pay for 1968-69 at Stanford
University.

This follows sabb.atical leave during the

report year.

II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements
1.

Advanced Study
Colston Chandler, Ph . D., University of California, Berkeley;
Sept., 1967; Thesis title: "Macroscopic Causality Conditions
and Properties of Scattering Amplitudes."
Davids. King, Received Ph.D. degree in June, 1967.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere,
travel, etc. , during the period.
John G. Breiland
Attended 14th General Assembly of the International Union
of Geodesy and Geophysics, Lucerne, Switzerland, 25 September.
to 7 Oc.tober, 1967.
Howard C. Bryant
Sabbatical leave, September, 1967 to June, 1968 at Stanford
University. Subject of research during this period: Muon-'
Proton Scattering at 6; 10, 12 BeV.

5
Ch~istopher P. Leavitt
Several trips on researc.h projects.

Victor H. Regener
Numerous trips on research projects.
Derek B. Swinson
Traveled to Canada for four weeks.
3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
None.

4.

Publications
Seymour S. Alpert
11
Fourier Analysis of a Square Wave Using a Simple Tuned
Circuit Amplifier, 11 accepted for publication by Amer. J. Phys.
Charles L. Beckel
"Power Series Expansions of Vibrational Potentials_ .. IV.
Radii of Convergence," submitted for publication to Journal
of Chemical Physics. (Co-author).
John G. Breiland
"Comparison of the Vertical Distribution of Thermal
Stability in the Lower Stratosphere With the Vertical
Distribution of Atmospheric Ozone. 11 Journal of Atmospheric
Sciences, Vo;L. 24, pp. 569-576, 1967.
11 Some targe-scale Features of the Vertical Distribution
of Atmospheric Ozone Associated with the Tllermal Structure
of the Atmosphere," accepted for publication in Journal of
Geophysical Research.
"Comparison of the Vertical Distribution of Atmospheric
Ozone in Various Weather Situations with the Vertical
Distribution of Hy(lrostatic Stability. 11 (Abstract) ·
Proceedings IUGG, 14th General Assembly, IAMAP, Lucerne,
September-October, 1967. Toronto-April~ 1968.
Howard c. Bryant
11 Mossoauer Effect with Sinusoidal Doppler Shift_, 11 American
Journal of Physics 35,1159-1160 (1967).
''Measurements of Optical Surface-vlave Attenuations on
Plane Liquid-Air Interfaces," J, Opt. Soc. Amer. 58, 283-284,
(R. H. Dungan)(l968).
-110ptical Back Scattering from Single Water Droplets," J.
Opt. Soc. Amer. 58, 304-310,(1968)(with T. s. Fahlen).
ttprecis-ion Measurements nf Water-Droplet Evaporation Rates, 11
Applied Optics 7, 883-890 (1968) (with T. S. Fahlen and P. S.
Ro).
7

6

Philip M. Campbell
11 Monte Carlo Method for Radiative Trans:t'e:r>, 11 :tnt. J.
Heat Mass Transfer, 10, 519 (1967).
"Discrete Ordinate Method fol:' Radiative Transfer, 11 submitted toint. J. Heat Mass Transfer.
"Formula Invention and the Unification of Mechanics,
Electrodynamics ,and Gravitation,'' submitted to Am. J.
Phys.
"Classical Transformation Operators and the S-Matrix,"
submitted to Am. J. Phys.
John L. Howarth
11 The Acute Response of Germfree and Conventional Mice to
Ionizing Radiation." In cout'se of publication.
David S. King
ttstudy of the Limiting Amplitude of Cepheid-Type Variable
Stars," Astronomical Journal, 72, 306.; 1967.
"Self-excited Pulsation in Cepheid Star Models," ibid, 72,
294, 1967 (with J. Cox and D. Eilel:'s).
Alan W. Peterson
"The Coronal Brightness
Astrophysical Journal,

~f

2.23 -Microns, 11 submitted to

Victor H. Regener
"Variation with Solar Cycle of the Diurnal Variation of
Cosmic Rays Underground," Canadian J.ournal of Physics, May,
1968 (with D. B. Swinson).
11
Zadiacal Light Measurements from Balloons, 11 in press,
(with E. Vande Noord).
Mohammad Shafi
--nAn Algebra for Point Groups, 11 Z. Krist. gl, 6 (1967).
Derek B. Swinson
"Variation with Solar Cycle of the Diurnal Variation of
Cosmic Rays Underground," Canadian Jou!'nal of Physics, May,
1968 (with V. H. Regener).
''The Density Spectrum of Extensive Air Showers at l~"75m
and 4300m." Canadian J. of Phys. 1968 (with J. R. Prescott).

~
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5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress
or completed during period
Harj i t S. Ahluwalia
A Resea.r¢h, Proposal has been submitted to: AFOSR, .Ali'CRL,
NSF, NASA, for support in the field of Cosmic Radiation.
Investigation of some recent Forou;:;h Decreases and Intens.ity
Variations is in progress.
Seymour s. Alpert
.
Sandia Corporation Grant, $15,042, July 1, 1967 to June 30,
1968. Title: "An Investigation into the Cause of SelfInduced Divergence of Laser Light in Liquids.n
Charles L. Beckel
sandia Corporation Grant, $19,650, July 1, 1967 to June 30.;
1968. Title: HTheot>etical Analysis of the Vibrations and
Rotations of' Diatomic Molecules."
Math Methods for Scientists and Engineers - In Progress:
John G. Breiland
NSF Grant GA-426, $51,000, 24 months plus 1?-month extension,
title: uThe Vertical Distribution of Atmospheric Ozone in
Various Weather Systems. r•
Howard C. Bryant
Final Report to the Sandia Corporation, 11 A Study of the
Glory," Contract 53-~757.
New Mexico Water Resources Research Institute, $8,340,
July 1, 1967 to June 30, 1968, title: "Fluctuations in
Hater-Droplet Evaporation Rates."
Philip M. Campbell
U. s. Air Force Special Weapons LaboratorY, $12,158.78,
June 17, 1968 to August 30,1968, title! "A Research Grant
to Catalog Basic Radiation Transport Methodf!, 11
Colston Chandler
Thesis iss1;1.ed as Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Report UCRL17734 and submitted to the Journal of Mathematical Physics.
rrcausality in S-Matrix Theoryn - submitted to Physical
Review.
Christopher Dean
NSF Grant, continuing,
pole Resonance Spectra,H

11

Thermal Ef'fects in Nuclear Quadra-

John R. Green
Continued research work on plastic solids with support of
NSF Grant GP-5089.

~.

8

John L. Howarth
NIH Grant, 1964-1968, $15,064 for year ending September 31,
1968, "Application of digital computing techniques in radiological problems."
. ·
NIH Grant, July, 1966 to June, 1970, $75,312, with R. E.
Anderson and R. S. Stone of UNM Medical sc:t10ol, "The pathology
of accelerated aging in germfree mice."
David S. King
Continued research under NSF Grant GP-6374 on "Stellar
Pulsation Theory.u
Senior author of review paper entitled npulsating Stars, 11
submitted to the Publications of the Astronomical Society
of the Pacific, in March, 1968 (with J. Cox).
Christopher P. Leavitt
NASA, $550,000, 11 High Energy Neutron Fltix in Space"
NASA, $131,000, "High Energy Neutron Dete.ctor 11
NSF,
$6'4,054, "Balloon Measul:'ement of Solar Neutrons"
Alan W. Peterson
Space Sciences Research Center, NASA, University of Missouri,
$4,137, June 1 to September 15, 1967, "Infrared Photometry
of Solar Aureole."
Completion of.' Eclipse data analysis.
NASA NGR 32-004-003, $36,755, April 1, 1968 for one year,
aircraft observations of Thermal Radiation from Interplanetary Dust.
Victor H. Regener
NASA satellite proj.ect for ultraviolet solar radiation,
since 1966; $503,000.
AF project on atmospher;Lc ozone, since 1966, $180,000.
NSF project on cosmic rays underground, $25,800, since 1967.
New NSF grant on cosmic rays received, $120,100, 1968-1970,
Mohammad Shafi
Prediction of Dissociation Energies of Diatomic Molecules
from their Vibrational Properties.
Prediction of the Spectrum of the Hydrogen Molecular Ion,
Prediction of tbe Potential Energy Curves for the Diatomic~
Molecular Ions of Alkalies.
Derek B. Swinson
NSF Grant for Study of Solar Activity Influence of the
Time Variations of Cosmic Rays Underground, with v. H.
Regener, $120,100, July l, 1968 to June 30, 1970.
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6.

Activities in learned and professional. societies
Seymour S. Alpert
Attended meeting of Asso.ciated Western Universities,
Berkeley, Qalifornia, February 15-16, 1968.
Charles L. Beckel
Attended ,American Physical Society Meeting in Berkeley,
California, March 18-21,. 1968. Presented. two papers: +
(1) Spectroscopic Properties of the Ground State of R2 .
(2) Comparison of Actual and Linearly Extrapolated Di.ssociation Energies of Diatomic Molecules. Co-author for both.
John G. Breiland
Member of U.S. delegation (appointed by American Geop.hys.ical ··
Union) to the 14th General Assembly of IUGG, Switzerland,
25 September to 7 OctobeT, 1967. Presented paper: "Comparison of the Vertical Distribution of Atmospheric Ozone
in Various Weather Situations with the Vertical Distributiol)
of Hydrostatic Stability. 11
David S. King
Co-authored paper on pu.lsa:Hon theory· presented at the
International Astronomical Union in Prague, Czechoslovakia
in August, J..967, with J. Cox, A, Cox, and D.• Eilers..
Attended American Astronomical Society meeting at Yerkes
Observatory in .June, 1967.
Advanced to full membership in the American Astronomical
Society.
Became member of American Association for Advancement of
Science.
Alan W, Peterson
11
The Coronal Brightness of 2.23 Microns;" presented at
Eclipse Symposium, Sa.o Jose dos Campos, Brazil, and to be
submitted to Astrophysical Journal.
Victor H. Regener
Pape:t's read: one on cosmic rays at international meeting
in Calga:t'y, June, 1967; al.so in Switzerland in September.,
1967; paper on atmospheric ozone also in SWitzerland, same
time.
Mohammad Shafi
American Physical Society meeting at Berkeley, March 18-21,
1968. Read paper DDlO on March 19, entitled, " Comparison
of Actual and Linearly Extrapolated Dissociation Energies
of Diatomic Molecules.n

.~
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Derek B. Swinson
Attended and presented two papers at 10th International
Cosmic Ray conference, Calgary, Capada, June, 1967.

7.

Other professional activities
Harjit s. Ahluwalia
Science Fair Judge, Socorro, New Mexico
Charles L. Beckel
"Excited Vibrational and Dissociation Energies of Diatomic
Molecules" presented on September 29, 1967 at New Mexic.o
Academy of Science Atmospheric Research Symposium.
"Vibrations of' Diatomic Molecules" UNM Chemistry Seminar,
April 26, 1968.
Consultant: (1) Institute for Defense Analysis
(2) Dikewood Corporation
Howard C. Bryant
Visiting Staff Member, Los Alamo!'\ Scientific Laboratory.
Christopher Dean
Sc.ience Fair Judge
John L. Howarth
Consultant: Veterans Administration Hospital
Lovelace Clinic
Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and
Research
New Mexic.o Academy of Sciences Visiting Scientist Program Lectured to High Schools
Abstractor for Physics in Medicine and Biology
Alan W. Peterson
Answers to numerous Albuquerque Journal "Action Lineu
questions.
Evaluated two Zodiacal Light Research Proposals for NSF.
Roy Thomas
Consultant at K:Lrtland Weapons Laboratory

8.

~on-teaching

University service

Seymour S. Alpert
Advisor to Physics Club
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar Committee
Judge, New Mexico Science Fair

---------

--

-
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Charles L. Beckel
Faculty Advisor - UNM Student Section, American Institute
of Physics
Arts and Sciences Ootnrnittee on Improvement of Instruction
John G. Breiland
Re.search and Allocations Committee
Philip M. Campbell
Advisor for undergraduate physics majors;
Two Ph.D. and two M.S. committees
Four graduate students in problems courses
Colston Chandler
Departmental advisor to graduate students
Ad hoc committee for the Lawrence Ranch Conference,
April 26-28 (UNM .Community Leaders Conference)
Christopher Dean
Entrance and Credi.ts Committee
John R. Green
Academic Freejiom and Tenure Committee, Research and Patent
Committee, ad hoc Committee for Interdisciplinary Graduate
Studies
John L. Howarth
Member: Committee on the Enhancement of the Educational
Process
Medical Radioisotope Committee (School of Medicine)
Student Publication Board
David S. King
SerVed as member of Library Committee, and as Faculty
Advisor in the University College.
Serving as member of subcommittee on Astronomy to the
Rocky Mountain Science Council.
Christopher P. Leavitt
Graduate Committee.
Los Alamos Advisor tor Graduate Stud:ents.
Participated in 9th Seminar of Higher Education in the
Americas.
Victor H. Regener
Department Chairman

--------------

-

-
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Mohammad Shafi
Advisor to Islamic Society
Advisor to Arab Students Association
Derek B. Swinson
Faculty Advisor to Ski Club
Faculty Advisor to Physics Club
Roy Thomas
Library representative for the department

.9·

Public service
Charles L. Beckel
President Pro Tem, Kidney Foundation of New Mexico (pro
tern pending affiliation with National Kidney Foundation)
Stuart Fleming Hayes
Occasional preaching in local church
Indoor Program Committee, Boy Scout Troop 6
John L. Howarth
Teacher in Religious School -Temple Albert
Treasurer and Member of Board of Dire.ctors, Albuquerque
Pre-School Cooperative
Derek B. Swinson
Ski instructor, Sandia Peak Ski Area

10.

Personal Information
Mohammad Shafi
First child, a son, born October 18, 1967
Derek B. Swinson
A son, Brian Edward Swinson, born January 10, 1968

The Report of the Department of Political Sc:j..ence
July 1, 196.7 - June 30, 1968
·
E.. C. Hoyt, Chairman
·1. . General Departmental Information
A.

Planning to offet.the Ph.D. eventuated ina·proposed program

which has been approved by the faculty and the Regent~?·> and whi.ch
is now before .the State Board of Educational Finance for its
approval.
New courses, to be inaugurated next y"ear included the. following:
*312.

The American Presidency.

*410.

The PolicyMaking Process.

*425.

Public Personnel Administration.

*457.

Government
(3)

~Politics

(3)

Ingram

(3)

Staff
(3)

of the Soviet

'Ro.senthal
~ II~

Neuweld

*467.

Governments and Politics of Germany.

*531.

Pro-Seminar in Political Theory.

Cn

(3)

llanhardt

Staff:

Also worthy of note is the new program for advanced study in
Public Science Policy and Administration, for which the University
has received a five year grant from the Na.tional Aeronautics and
Space Administration.

:!:he program will be initiated in the fall

of 1969, with Professor Albert H. Rosenthal of this department
as director.
B.

Tentative planning, has been inaugurated which looks to a

prospective interdisciplinary M.A. in Public Administration or
in Public Affairs.

This would be a 2-year professional

program to prepare future ,public .employees.

trainir;~g

It would enlist

the cooperation o£ the College of Business Administration and
the other Social Science departments.

It is felt that we will

----------------

be in .a good position to start such a program after our Ph.D,
program gets

c.

underwa~.

Three new appointments have been made to our .staff, effective

September 1, 1968..

These arei.

Robert J. Sickels, Associate Professor, riow teaching at Purdue
University and a speci:;tlist, in American Goverl1lllent, with emphases
in Public Admini~trafion and Public Law,
Arthur M. Hanhardt, '·Jr.,, Associate Professor,

no1~

teaching at

the University of Oregon and a specialist in Comparat:J,ve
Politics.
William J, Brisk, Assistant Professor,

no1~

teaching at the.

Inter-American University, San German, P, R., and a specialist
in International Relat:;i.ons and -comparative l'olitics, with.-emphasis on Latin America.
D.

Separations from staff.

Lawrence Li.ttwin has resigned

effective June 30, 1968 to accept appointment as Assistant
Professor of Political Science at San Fernando Valley State
College, California.

Professor Emeritus Charles B•. Judah,

who retired last June, returned to teach for the spring
semester when Visiting Professor Jewell Cass_ Phillips was
forced to resign due to ill health.

Professor Judah's

employment terminated May 31, 1968.

J:I, Composite of Information requested .on individual biographical
supplements.

1.

Advanced Study:

INGRAM,

~ELEN.

Ph.D. awarded August, 1967,

t~OLF, T. PHILLIP.
Completed Ph.D. with dissertation, "Aspects
of Party Activism in California." Degree awarded September, 1:967,

-3-

2.

Sabbaticals, etc.:

HOYT, .EDWIN c. Sabbatical for academic year 1966-67
Travel to U, S.
R., Hungary and 'Yugoslavia, May:-June 19{i7.

s..

INGRAM, HELEN.

One course reduced load - research, :Fa.ll, 1967.

NEEDLER, MARTIN C. UNM Latin American research grant for Ecuador,.
July 1967; Visit to Haiti and the Dominican.Republic, November,
1967.
NEUWELU, MARK. Visiting Associate Professor of Political Science,
University of California at Berkeley- Summer Quarter, 1967.
3.

New Scholastic Honors:

INGRAM, HELEN. Grant offered - Water Resources Research Institute,
.Las Cruces, Patterns of Politics in Water Resources Development.
· NEUWELD, ~!ARK. A grant by the UNM Faculty Allocations Committee
for a research trip. to the Soviet Union.
ROSENTHAL, ALBERT H. Received additional symbols concerning the
Rockefeller public Service Awarg previously received.
4.

Publications:

HOYT, EDWIN C. National Policy and InternatiOnal Law: Case Studies
from American Canal Policy. The Social Science Foundation and
Graduate School of International Studies, University of Denver,
Monograph Series in World Affairs, Vol. 4, No. l (1966-67). 80 pp.
Book review: R. Y. Jennings, Cambridge EsSays in International
Law, Law Library Journal, LX (1967), 298.
INGRAH, HELEN. Article accepted for publication - "The Impact.
of Constituency in the Process of Legislating," Western Political
Quarterly, June, 1969,
NEEDLER, MARTIN C. Latin American Politics in Perspective, Van
Nostt;-and, 1968, 2d edition; ;'The Dominican Republic", )leader's
Digest Almanac, 1968; "Mexico as a Case Study in Political
Development", International Development Review, March 1968;
previously published articles reprinted in 3 .anthologies;
book reviews.
RHODES, HAROLD V. Utopia.!!!_ American Political ThOught,
University of Arizona Press, 1967.
ROSENTHAL, ALBERT H. The~ Programs of. Sweden: !:_Search
for Security in.!~ Society, University of Hinnesota Press,
December 1967; "Intergovernmental Relations", Public AdministTation
Review, February 1968, article and served as editor of.symposium,
PP• 3-29,
.

-4WOLF, T. PHILLIP. :(a) "Urbanization in New Hex ito, ll in Clyde
Wingfield, ed. Urbanization in the Southwest (El Paso: Public
Affairs Series Ill, University ofTexas, 1968), pp •.10-2~.•
(Notice~
this was reported in my 1966-67 record but at the last
moment, it l~as deCided :to ·publish these papers in a monograp4
rather than as an issue of Southwestern Studies.) (b) nook
review: "Joseph L. Bernd, ed, Mathematical Applications in
Political Science" in Rocky }fountain Social Scienc.e Journal
(Oct,, 1967), pp. 170-171..
5.

Other research projects:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Initiated research on: "science Advice in New
Nexico State Government" and "Utilization of Professional and
Technical Personnel in State Planning - A Case Study.
HOYT, EDlVIN C, Book on the political and legal thought of John
Bassett Hoare for Columbia Univer£>ity P.ress: ·in progress,
INGRAM, HEJ'.EN. Article in circulation, "A Question of Representation: The Impact of Urban Congressmen and Iiousing .Legislation."
Research p):'ojectbegun- Analysis of House Interior.Coirimittee
as a Bargaining Unit.
NEEDLER, HARTIN c. "Urbanization in Mexico" - paper presented
at .conference in St. Thomas, V.I.; Preparation of article on
Ecuador for new editon of Encyclopedia Americana; Work on 3
journal articles on problems of urbanization and political development; Beginning of. book on U. s. policy toward revolutionary
governments in Latin America, in collaboration with: Edwin Lieuwen,
under Ford Foundation sponsorship.
NEUWELD, HARK. A study of political and organizational changes
in the Brezhnev-Kosygin period, with emphasis on tbe growing
role of governmental organs (Soviets).
ROSENTFIAL, ALBERT H.. "Evaluation of Internships at 'Ihe Hanned
Space Center", in:i.tia.ted during the .Summer of 1967. Article
to be prepared for~~ Personnel Review.
WOLF, T. PFliLLil'. (a) Continuing research (w/H.P.Stumpf) on
public attitudes toward. U. s. Supreme Court. (b) Book chapter
on New Mexico politics (w/H.l?.Stumpf). (c) Editorial reading
of 12 manuscripts for Rocky Mountain Social Science Journal.
(d) Editorial reading of manuscript for UNH Press ($50.00).
(e) Editorial reading of R. romasson's Swedish Society,

-56.

Activities in learned and professional societies:

CLINE, DOROTHY :t. Participated in meetings, Albuguerque Chapter,
American Soc;l.et)( for Public Administration. (Unable to accept;
three invitations to present .papers at· regional conferences) .•

lion, EDWIN c. E~ecutive Couricil, American Society of International
Law. Member of Special Panel of the American Society of Interuat.ional :Law studying HThe Relevance of International :Law to
Governmental Dec:ision•Maki.ng in \\far..;l'eace Crises," Panel Chairman,
Western Political S¢ience As's'n, March, 1967.
·
INGMH; HELEN. Paper presented to Rocky Mountain Social Science
Convention; May 4.
NEEDLER, MARTIN C, Panel chairman, annual. meeting of American
Political Science Ass'n, September 1967; ditto, Rocky Mountain
Council for Latin American Studies, May 1968; Member, National.
Advisory Council, Institute for Mediterranean Affairs.
ROSENTHAL, ALBERT H. Presented paper at Nat.ional Conference
of the American Society for Public Administration, Boston, 1-lass.,
Harch 29, 1968.
WOLF, T. l'HIL:LIP. (a) Member of two panels at Western PoliticalScience meeting, Seattle, Ma.rch, 1968, (b) Program chairman,
political science, at Rocky Mountain Sociai Science meeting,
May, 1968. (c) Member of: American Political Science Assoc,,
International Political Science Assoc., Southern Political
Science Assoc,, Western Political Science Assoc., Rocky Mountain:
Social Science Assoc .• , American Society for Public Administration.
(d) President and Progra111 Chairman, New Mexico ASPA Chapter.
(e) Attended COnference on Professional Schooi and World Affairs,
March, 1968. (f) New Hexico correspondent for the National Civic
Review. (g) Albuquerque correspondent for the Metro-Urban
NeWSletter.
7.

Other professional activities:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Serve as a public member, national advisory
commission on intergovernmental affairs, meeting quarterly thi's year
in Washington, D. C. & Chicago. Serve as Director, Division of
Government Research. Delegate, S. W. Conference, The Professional
School & \vodd Affairs.
NEEDLER, MARTIN C, Lecture on political development in Latin
America, U, S, Foreign Service Institute. Washington, October
1967.
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NEUWELD, MARK. A campus panel discussion on the Soviet Revolution.
A lecture at the Unita:t;";ian Church on the FiEty Years of the Soviet
Union.
ROSENTHAL, ALBERT H. Talks before many groups, including: New
Mexico Conference o:f Social Welfare, Oct. 1967; New Hexico State
Nursing Association, November 1967; American Public Health
Association,. Western Branch, Phoenix, .Arizona, April 5, 1968;
City of Albuquerque Officia1s on "Goals for Albuquerque",
March 1968; }[embers of Board, "Goals for Albuquerque", April 27,
1967; three radio presentations for University series.
WOLF, T. PHILLIP. Consultant work! (a) Kir!lchner & Assoc:!.ates,
study of state labor agencies; (b) Bay Area Study of Legal Programs
for the Poor (H.P.Stumpf); (c) NBC News 1968 election supervisor
for New Hexico. Speeches: (d) League.of Women Voters (Election
Reform), Santa Fe, September, 1967; (e) Hanzano Kiwanis (Presidential
Nominations), April, 1968. KNME...;TV: (f) June, 1967 (Yugoslavpolitical science); (g) Oct. 2 & 10, 1967 (Albuquerque elections);
(h) November 7; 1967 (Constitutional Amendment) • Panel Member:
(i) (and chairman) OEO fact-finding board, October, 1967;
(j) Social Concerns Committee, Albuquerque Council of Churches
(Urban Rerewal), January, 1968; ·(k) Central Methodist Church
(Public Careers) January, 1968.
B.

Non-teaching University service:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Adviser, Student Lobby. Member of Committees
on Extension, Academic Freedom & Tenure, Professor of the Year,
Institute of Social Research; jury critic, Department of Architecture.
HOYT, EDWIN c. Adviser to University Association on the United
Nations. Nember - Administrative Committee.
ING~, HELEN.
Advisor - Young Republicans; Member - Deans
Committee on Improvement of Instruction.

NEEDLER, MARTI.N c. UNM representative at meetings on interuniversity cooperation on tatin America; Committee on international
programs; Language ~ Area Center Committee; Latin American Research
Committee; Chairman, N.A, program in international affairs,
.NEUlvELD, MARK.
RHODES,

~OLD

Committee on Russian and \Vest European Studies,
V.

Member, American Studies Committee.

ROSENTHAL, ALBERT H. Member of Arts and Sciences Faculty Promotion
Committee, Second Semester 1968; Faculty Adviser in Politica1
Science and for 2 Ph.D. candidates and 8 M.A. candidates.

-------------------

-7'WOLE, T; PRILL!].'. .\a). PucyJ,icatJ.o~s Colnmittee. (b) A& S
conu\tittee on. Research on. Human Subj'ects (Secretary). (c)
Campus advisor, state suinmer intern program. (d) Faculty
advisor, l'i .Sigma: Aiph~. (e) . We~iiy Foundation. Bpard of.
Direc:tor!l and l'jomina:ting· Commit;,tee •.
9..

Public .Service:

CLINE, DOROTHY L
Panelist:· State Coilference; Status of Women;
State Conference of SoCial Work; UNM: on. Kloner"Report. Commencement speaker job corps; opened LWV campaign on .Constitutional
Revision; Speaker for Delta Kappa Gamma, KNME; assisted with
organization of Humphrey Campaign_.
RO.SENTHAL, ALBERT H. Member of National lloard of Trustees,
American Medical Center, Denvej:, Colorado.
WOLF, T • PHILLIP·. Advisor to: (a:) Richard Heim & Jerry _Baker
Sen:itor Ande.rson Is staf£' and (b). Alfonso Gonzales of Senator
Montoya's staff on probiems of public opinion analysis in New
Me:x:ico.
10,

Personal information:
None

Of

The Report of the Department of Psychology
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Frank A.. Logan, Chairman
I.

General Departmental InformatiQn.
A.

Undergraduate education.

At the undergraduate level, the

department handled a total enrollment of 2447 in introductory lectures
(of whom over 908 participated in the optional additional laboratory
hour). and 1613 in advanced courses (of whom 72 participated in the
advanced laboratory courses)..

The graduating class. o£1968 included .

44 psycbology majors, of whoin 2 were awarded General Honors, and 54
psychology minors,

Departmental honors were awarded to 3 graduates:

Shirley No1.tacki, Kathleen York, and Roger White.

Based on a FTE

staff of 11, the above figures represent appro:ltimately a 40:1 studentfaculty ratio.
Three new courses were introduced to enable students to study
educational, child, and. neuropsychology at a more advanced level than
heretofore possible.

Our principal problem at the undergraduate

level centers on the introductory course where we have exceeded the
limits of the capacity of Anthropology 101 meeting in two sessions.
Sqme imaginative solution to this pt·oblem is necessary before next
Fall.
B.

Graduate education.

At the exclusively graduate level, the

department handled a total enrollment of over 252, distributed among
50 registered students.
candidates:

The doctoral degree was conferred upon five

Thomas LeRoy Bennett, Jr,

Hippocampal EEG Correlates of Behavior
Advisor: John M, Rhodes

Zane Barry Lowenkron

Non-Outcome Trial nehavior as a Predictor
of .Solut.ion Shift Performance
Advisor: Peder J. Johnson

Allen Netick

Differential Effects of Limbic Lesions
on Avoidance Behavior in the Cat
Advisor: John M. Rhodes

George Vernon Pegram, Jr.

Changes in BEG, Temperature, and Behavior
as a Function of Prolonged Sleep
Deprivation
Advisor: John M. Rhodes

Edward Joseph Rickert

Role of Feedback Stimuli in Response
Discrimination and Differentiation
Advisor: Frank A. Logan

Master's degrees were conferred upon eight candidates:
(Advisor:

Frank Logan), Terry Daniel (Advisor:

Gruber (Planh II), Dieter Jahns (Advisor:
(Advisor:

(Advisor:

Henry Ellis), Barry

Henry Ellis), Dean Lee

Ralph Norman), Douglas Muller (Advisor:

David Perkins (Advisor:
Frank Logan).

Victor Bogo

Henry Ellis},

Douglas Ferraro), and Phillip Wootton
Based on a FTE staff of 11, the above

figures represent approximately a 3:1 student-faculty ratio.
New seminars were introduced in the Teaching of Psychology
(Benedetti), Research Methods in Child Development (Price), Developmental Abnormalities (Rosenblum), D:l.scrim;i.nation Learning (Logan),
and Treatment of Disturbed Children and Adolescents (Ruebush).
Committees reViewed our developing programs in Clinical and Developmental Psychology and long-range plans were made to guide future .
progress toward these goals.

Our training grant in experimental

psychology from the National Institute of Mental Health was expanded

and now includes a faculty position which can be filled next year.
The number of graduate students receiving financial support
increased substantially during the year,

The number of graduate

teaching assistants remaine.d at 10 but the number of research assistants
supported by extramural funds increased. from 11 to 14.

The number of

fellowships and traineeships increased from 8 to 14, one of which was
held at the Aeromedical Research Laboratory at Holloman A.F.B. in
conjunction with Professor Rhodes' program.

We are thus beginning to

approximate the desiderata of supporting all qualified graduate students.
C.

Staff.

The full-time staff during the 1967-68 academic year

was composed of Professors Benedetti, Ellis, Logan and Norman; Associate
Professors Price, Rhodes and Rosenblum; and Assistant Professors
Bessemer, Ferraro, Johnson and Koenig.
~ne

budgeted position not filled,

Our staff was thus eleven, with

In addition, Associate Professor

Ruebush was active in departmental affairs although his major commitment
is to the Department of Psychiatry.

There were no losses to the staff

during the year,
Two new appointments

were~ade

for the 1968-69 academic year.

Most notably, G. 'Robert Grice (Ph.D. 1947, University of

Io1~a,

and

more recently at the University of Illinois) was appointed as Distinguished
Professor o£ Psychology.

With this appointment, our intended coverage

of the Psychology of Learning will be complete except for mathematical
models of human learning, a position now possible on our training grant,
When another appointment can be made in the sensory-psychophysics area,
our coverage of the general experimental area with a concentration on
learning will be sufficient to provide an outstanding program.

Richard Harris (Ph.D. 1968, Stanford, University) was appe>inted as
assistant professor, thus completing our currently authorized staff,
Additional positions in experimental psychopathology and experimental
personality are necessary to provide the intended increasing opportunities in the clinical area.
Dr. Douglas Spanier taught on a part-time basis during both
semesters,and Dr. Robert Webster taught during the second semester,
OUl::

faculty continues to be active in regional and national affairs.

They recorded 19 convention attendances.

Professor Ellis served as

president of the Rocky liountain Psychological Association and Professor
Norman as president of the New'Hexico Psychological Association.
Professor Logan served on the Executive Committee of the Division of
Experimental Psychology of the American Psychological Association.
D.

Colloquia. An excellent colloquium series was presented during

the year.

Assistant Professors Bessemer and Johnson of our staff spoke,

and informal talks were given by candidates being interviewed for
positions:

Daniel Kalikow (Brown University), 'Hichael Humphreys

(Stanford University), Richard Harris (Stanford University), Fred
Hornbeck (U.C.L.A.), William Claiborn (Syracuse), and David Landy
(Texas),

Distinguished visitors were:

G. Robert Grice (University

of Illinois), Lyle Bourne (University of Colorado), !1ichael Harren
(Pennsylvania State University), Frank A. Beach (University of California, Berkeley), and Darwin Hunt (New liexico State University).
This series is a very important adjunct tq our regular graduate

p~o

gram and was enabled by special funds made available to the department
for this purpose.

It is strongly urged that

made for the future.

comp~rable

arrangements be

E.

Research.

The department faculty published 21 articles or

monographs during the 1967-68 year and delivered 10 convention papers
or invited research lectures.

Extramural research support totalled

over $170,000 during the year, and $9600 was mad.e. available from the
N.S.F. Institutional Grant to acquire trailers for experimental child
research.

The resources for research in a variety of behavior situa-

tions thus continued to expand markedly.
F,

Space.

During the yea-r, arrangements were m.ade to move

Professor Rhodes' research from temporary building T-17 to the Bureau
of Business Research building whe,n vacated, and to occupy a portion
of temporary building Y-1 for the laboratories of Distinguished
Professor Grice.

The first steps in the design of a new Psychology

Building were effected with the first draft of the

~itten

plans for

this building completed,
G.

Administration and Support. lluring the year, Eleanor Orth

continued as Departmental Executive Secretary, Elrta Parks as Research
Secretary, and Edith Jolmson as secretary to Professors Ellis and
Logan.

Jack Cochran and Bill Marshall worked as shop technicians,

~-----
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II.

1.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
Advanced study.
Ruebush, Britton K.~-certified Psychologist (Clinical, Child),
New Mexico State Board of Psychologist Examiners.

2.

Saboaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel.
Ellis, Henry c.--Visiting faculty, Washington University, Summer
1967.
Louis E.--Visiting Associate Professor, University of
Southern California, Summer, 1967.

~rice,

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Rosenblum, Sidney--Installation in Phi Kappa Phi, May 20, 1968.

4.

Publications.
Ellis, Henry C.--Implicit verbal .responses and the transfer of
stimulus ·predifferentiation. Journal of Expe'dmefital l'sychology,
1968, 76, 486-489 (with L. Homan).
The role. of response-produced cues in paired associate transfer
as a function of intralist stimulus similarity. Psychonomic
Science, 1968, 10, 19.7-198 (with D. del Castillo).
Ferraro, Douglas F.--Response suppression and ·recovery. J. comp.
physiol. Psycho!., 1967, 64, 133-139.
Variability of response duration. Psychological Reports,
1967, 21, 121-127.
Adrenal hypertrophy. Psychological Reports, 1967, 20, 795-802.
Effects of reinforceme11t magnitude. Psychonomic Science, 1968,
10, 183-184.
Punishment effects in rats. Psychonomic Science, 1968, 10, 177178,
Johnson, Peder J.--Concept of dimensionality and reversal shift
performance in children. Journal of Experimental Child
Psychology, 1~67, i• 223-227 (with R. M. White).
Concept o'f dimensionality and optional shift performance in
nursery school children. Journal of Experimental Child
Psychology, 1968, i• 113-119 (with R. M. White).
Logan, Frank A.--Variable DRL. Psychonomic Science, 1967, 9, 393-394.
Stimulus selection in animal discrimination learning. Journal of
Experimental Psychology, 1968, 76, 171-180.
Contextual variability and transfer of discrimination. Journal of
EXperimental Psychology, 1968, ~. 673-674.

4.

Publications--cont.
Norman, Ralph .D.-~Ideology and primary group membership influences
on voting behavior: A reply to Goldberg. Psychological Reports,
1967, 20, 1230 (with B. Zippel).
Price, Louis E.--Effect of similarity oft irrelevant stimuli on
performance in discrimination learning problems. Journal of
Experimental Child Psychology, 1967, .2_, 324-331 (with C. C.
Spiker).
Stimulus similarity effects on associative transfer. Psychonomic
Science, 1967, 8, 315-316 (with A. Saravo).
Associative transfer as a function of conceptual similarity of
stimuli in pre-school aged children. Psychonomic Science, 1968,
10, 131-132.(with A. Saravo).
Associative interference as a function of amount of first-task
practice and stimulus similarity. Journal of Experimental
Child Psychology, 1968, June issue, in press (with N. Cobb and
N. Morin).
Rhodes, John H.--Flicker stimulation with chimpanzees. Life Sciences,
1967, Vol. 6, 1575-1578 (with K. Killam and R. Naquet).
Ruebush, Britton K.--Childhood Mental Disorders. International
·_Encyclopedia of the so-cial Scj:ences. New York: Macmillan-Free
Press, 1968, pp. 156-162.

5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period.
Benedetti, David T.--Offered new seminar/practicum in teaching for
psychology graduate students, Sem. I.
Continuing development of instrument for measuring adjustive
styles of humans.
Bessemer, David W.
Job preferences and preference shifts as a function of job
information, familiarity, and prestige level. Accepted for
publication in Journal of Applied Psychology (with R, D.
Norman).
Retention of object discriminations during learning set acquisition.
Ellis, Henry c.
NSF Grant-, $44,500. Conditions of Learning Influencing Perception.
1 May 1965-30 April 1968.
NSF Grant, $12,600. Undergraduate Research Participation. 1 Sept.
1966-0ct. 1967.
NSF Grant, $8400. Undergraduate Research Participation. 1 June
1968-31 Oct. 1968.

5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period--cont.
Ellis, He):lry C.--cont.
Associative proces!>es in the transfer of stimulus predifferentiation to shape recognition and identification learning.
Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1968, in press.
Generalization gradients in recognition memory of visual form:
The role of stimulus meaning. Journal of Experimental Psychol~· 1968, in press (with R. Feuge).
Tactual-kinesthetic feedback from manipulation of visual forms
and nondifferential reinforcement in transfer of perceptual
learning. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1968, in press
(with T. Bennett).
Review of Concepts and the Structure of Memory: A symposium.
Ed. by B. Kleinmuntz. Contemporary Psychology, in press.
Continued research on theoretical interpretations of perceptual
learning, transfer, memory, mediation, and visual form perception.
Ferraro, Douglas P.
NSF Renewal grant, $35,800. Transfer of a Differentiation.
$70,000 over 4 years.
Transfer of a differentiation. Journal of Comparative
and Physiological Psychology, 1968 (in press).
Research on punishment in humans supported by UNM Research
Allocations Committee.
Johnson, Feder J.
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development-$48,507
for 3-year period, Feb. 1, 1968 to Jan. 31, 1971.
Article on concept learning for Encyclopedia of Education.
MacMillan, in progress.
,Koenig, Karl P.
False feedback and longevity of the conditioned GSR: Some
implications for aversion therapy. Journal of Abnormal
Psychology, accepted for publication (with D. del Castillo).
Research projects have been supported by UNM Organized Research
and by a grant from NIMH, Anxiety Modification, $26,386, Feb.
1967-Feb. 1969.
Two studies have been completed and are being prepared for
publication.
Studies in progress include:
(a) Modeled avoidance learning in children at Manzanita Center.
(b) Investigations of the effects of "emotional feedback" upon
conditioned emotional responses (apparatus is currently
being modernized and automated).
(c) Exploratory research involving auto-imitative principles in
psychiatric patients (video tape equipment has been purchased with NIMH funds and BCI hospital cooperation and
approval has been obtained).

5.

Other. research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period--cont.
Logan, Frank A.
NSF Grant, $30,000 d.c. Conditions of Reinforcement.
NIMH Grant, .$24,000 d.c. Free Behavior Situation.
AFOSR Grant, $15,000 d.c. Laws of Learning.
Norman, Ralph D.
Job preferences and preference shifts as functions of job information, familiarity, and prestige level. Journal of Applied
Psychology, accepted for possible publication, Aug. 1968
(with D. w. )3essemer).
Intramural research for Graduate School: (a) An analysis of
reactions to graduate doctoral study based on letters of
inq~iry; (b) A questionnaire for evaluating attitudes toward
graduate doctoral study.
Price, Louis E.
Type of verbal label in children's transposition. (Submitted
to Journal of Experimental Child Psychology).
Associative transfer as a function of list length. (Submitted
to Journal of Experimental Child Psychology).
Contingency management in the first-grade classroom. Technical
Report for Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory,
1967 (with J. Moore).
Set up Child Behavior Laboratory (Mobile Trailers) with $9600
Grant from NSF Institutional Funds.
$600 grant from University Research Allocations Committee for
study of Learning in First-grade Children. Several studies of
children's learning in pDogress.
Rhodes, John M.
Evaluation and Utilization of a Multi-Purpose Depth Probe for
Brain Research, Air Force Missile Development Center, Mar. 1.966Aug. 1967, $68,224.
Investigations of CNS Inhibitions Mechanisms Related to Performances, Air Force, Sept. 1967-Sept. 1969, $138,187.
Three papers in press; three papers submitted for publication.
Rosenblum, Sidney
Editor, CLUE (Comments on Learning in Undergraduate Education),
published by Committee on Improvement of Instruction, UNM
College of Arts and Sciences. Two issues: March and May 1968.
Ruebush, l3ritton K.
Research project on Learning Disabilities irt Children (in progress;
collection of data was sponsored by University of Minnesota).
Report of research project on personality correlates of perceptual
adaptation is in progress.
Book on Abnormal Child Psychology in progress (McGraw-Hill).

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Benedetti, David I.--Attended Rocky Mountain Psy. Assoc., Denver,
May 1968 ..
Bessemer, David W.--Attended Rocky Mountain: Psy. Assoc., Denver,
May 1968. Read paper: Job preferences and preference shifts as
a function of job information, familiarity,and prestige level.
Ellis, Henry C.--Attended meetings and/or presented papers at:
Psychonomic Society, Chicago, October 1967.
Read paper: Associative factors in visual form perception,
Southwestern Psychological Association, New Orleans, April 1968.
Presented paper on Symposium (Perception as Behavior) entitled,
The role of stimulus meaning in generalization. gradients of
recognition memory: An encoding-variability interpretation.
Midwestern Psychological Association, Chicago, May 1968.
Read paper: Verbal mediation: Acquired distinctiveness and
equivalence of cues (with T. Malloy).
Rocky Mountain Psychological Association, Denver, May 1968.
Elected President.
NEA Conference on Righer Education, Attended as representative
of UNM.
Ferraro, Douglas P.-~Atterid-ed Midwestern Psy. Assoc., Chicago,
May 1968. Read paper: Transfer of a differentiation.
Attended Rocky Mountain Psy. Assoc., Denver, May 1968.
Papers read by six students on research carried out in my
laboratories.
Johnson, Feder J.--Attended Psychonomic Society, Chicago, Oct. 1967.
Read paper: Effects on informing feedback trials upon mediational responses.
Koenig, Karl F.--Attended Western Psychological Assoc., San Diego,
May 1968.
Officer in New Mexico Psychological Association, 1967-69.
Logan, ]'rank A.--Attended.:
APA, Washington, D. C., Sept. 1967 (Exec. Comm., Div. 3)
Psychonomic Society, Chicago, Oct. 1967.
Society of Experimental Psychologists, New York, April 1968.
Midwestern Psychological Assoc., Chicago, May 1967.
Rocky Mountain Psychological Assoc., Denver, May 1968.
Norman, Ralph D.. --Attended Rocky Mountain Psychological Assoc.,
Denver, May, 1968. Read Paper: Job preferences . . . (above)
Attended North Central, July 1967, Mar. 1968: Elected to Comm.
on Col. and Univ.
President, N.M.P.A.; Attended APA, Wash., D.C., Sept. 1967.
Vice President, UNM Chap., Sigma Xi.

6.

Activities in learned-and professional societies--cont.
Price, Louis E.--Attended meeting of Western Psychological Assoc.,
March 1968, San Diego, Calif.
Rhodes, John M.--P!iper presented: Neurophysiology of acute decompression, at Symposium de Journees Internationaux d 1 Hyperbarie
et de Physiologie Subquatique, Marseille, F:rance., 1967.
Paper presented: Spindle Activity in MR's, at APSS, March 1968,
Denver, Colo.
RosenblU!ll, Sidney--Attended Rocky Mountain Psychological Assoc.,
Denver, May 9-11, 1968.
New Mexico Psychological Assoc.: Chairman, Nominations and
Election Committee.

7.

Other professional activities.
Bessemer, David w.--Consulting work for Kirschner and Assoc.
Ellis, Henry C.-~Invited Talks and Colloquia:
New Mexico Highlands University, Associative Processes in the
T-ransfer of Stimulus 1'-rediffere.ntia.tioti..
Univ. of South Carolina, Transfer Processes in Perceptual Learning.
Washing tort State Univ. , Stimulus Meaning as a Factor- in Stimulus
Generalization.
Geo-rgia Tech., The Role of Verbal Labels in Mediating Perceptual
Performance.
Editing and Reviewing:
Member, Editorial Board--Journal of Experimental Psychology,
Psychological Reports, Perceptual and Motor Skills.
Review proposals for NSF.
Appointed Consultant to Sandia Corporation, 1967.
Koenig, Karl P.--APS--Navajo pupil education project, 1967.
Supervision of Child Therapy PracticU!ll Students.
Logan, Frank A.--Associate Editor: Psychological Bulletin.
Consulting Editor: Journal of Experimental Psychology, Journal
of Comparative and Physiological Psychology.
Editor for Experimental Psychology: Wm. C. Brown Co.
Norman, Ralph D.--Consultant-examiner, NCA, Comm. on Col. and Univ.
Special consultant to Dean of Graduate School.
Unpublished guide, Some Observations on Multiple-Choice Items,
translated into Spanish by Dr. Frank Angel, College of Education, for distribution in Latin America.
Price, Louis E.--Two talks to local service organizations.
Consu1tancies: Southwestern Coop. Educ. Lab., July 1967.
Albuquerque Public Schools, Fall 1967.

7.

Other professional activities--cont.
Rosenblum, Sidney--Psychology Consultant, Head Start Program, Indian
Community Action Project, Arizona State University (Laguna).
Invited Talks:
N.M. Employment Securities Gomm., Lawrence Ranch and Santa Fe;
In-service Training on Personality and Performance Evaluation.
B'nai Israel Congaregation, Essent'ials of a Healthy Self-Concept
in Childhood.
State Council, AAUP, Some Irreverent Views of Faculty-Administration Relationships.
Hillel (UNM), Judaism's View of Love, Sex and Marriage,
Sandia H. S. , Mental subnormality.
St. Charles School, You and Your Adolescent.
N.M. Nurses Assoc., Mental Health Symposium.
Reights Baptist Church, Adolescence: The In-Between Years.

8.

Non-teaching University service.
Benedetti, David T.--Member, Lawrence Ranch Committee.
University College advisor.
Bessemer, David W.--University College advisor.
Ellis, Henry C.--Committees: Chr., UNM-Sandia Colloquium, UNN
Science Colloquium, Contract Research and Patent.
A & S .Advancement Committee.
Member, Executive Committee, Student-Faculty Assoc.
.
A & S Advisor.
Director, Departmental Honors, NSF Undergraduate Research Program.
Administrative Advisor, College of Nursing.
Conference Participant, UNM-Community Leaders Conference, Lawrence
Ranch, April 1968.
Ferraro, Douglas F.--Publication Board.
A & S Advisor.
Johnson, Peder J.--University College advisor.
Departmental Committee on Subject Pool, Dept. Comm. for planning
Child Psychology Program.
Koenig, Karl p,--Committees: The Committee on the University;
Clinical Training and Curriculum Comm. (Depar.tmental); Ad Hoc
Committee for Student Psychological Services (NIMH sponsored).
Consulting once a week with Counseling CenterJ A & S Advisor.
Logan, Frank A.--Chariman, Graduate advisor.
University Committee on Ruman Subjects, Chr.
Norman, Ralph D.--Chai-rman: A & S Comm. on Human Subjects; Ph.D.
Clinical Trng. Comm. in Psychology; Aciad. Freedom & Tenure Comm.,
AAUP Chapter.
Ad Hoc Comm. on Evaluation of Teaching (constructed evaluation
scale); Curriculum Committee; Acad. Freedom & Tenure Committee.
Graduate Advisor.

----~---~·-----·
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8.

Non-teaching University

service-~cont.

Price, Louis E,--Graduate Committee, Ruman Subject's Review
Committee, Manzanita Center Policy Committee, Several committees
in College of Education, University College Advisor.
Rosenblum, Sidney-...:Gradwite Student advisor.
Chairman, Committee on the Improvement of Instruction, A & S.
Member, Outstanding Teacher Award Selection Committee.
Ph.D. Program Committee in Clinical and Developmental Psy.
Ruebush, Britton '1.{.--Director, Child Guid;mce Center.
Research Committee, Dept. of Psychiatry.
Clinical and Child Psychology Doctoral Programs.
9.

Public service.
Ferraro, Douglas P.--Youth work w;i.tb YMCA.
Norman, Ralph D.--Member, Professional Board, Albuquerque Child
Guidance Clinic •
.Chairman, Division. 39F, Democratic Party.
Rosenblum, Sidney--Teacher, Confirmation Class, B'nai Israel
Congregation.
Co-Chairman, Scholarship Committee, Fraternal Order of Elks.
Ruebush, Britton J.<.--Member, U.C.F. Agency Executives Association.

Tho Report of the Oepartmsnt of Soclol.ogy
July 11 1967- June 30, 1968
Richard F. Tomasson, Chairman

} I. Genera 1-dspal""hnonta I I nfonnatlon

A. The department

oper~ted

this academic year with only five and

one half fTE.presant during the fall semester and only five FTE during

the spring semaster.

(This

d~s

not Include VlsltlnQ I.Gcturer Raul

Rulperez, not paid from departmental funds. who. taught two courses the
toll S9111SSter and one the spring semester.)

This Is Indeed a smal I steff

to offer a bi"'ad spectrum of courses In a university of this size.

The

number of courses taught and staff present was somewhat smaller than
last year.

This Is part of tho explanation

for tho decline (n enrollment

' of 24 per cent for tho fall semester and 7 per cent for tho spring semester
~ared

with. 1956-67.

The Increase In course enrollment durfng tho

spring semaster compared w.lth the fall was largely tha result of
ductory sociology being tiSught over closed circuit TV by

1119.

Intro-

It has

enabled ou~ small staff to teach a wldor varlety of courses as other
martlbers of the deparlmant no longer need

to teach

rntroductory.

lh9 presentation of Introductory sociology on tape \lppsars to havo
bean succossful, though thoro

~rea

few mfshaps this first tlma through.

A good portion of the success of tho course, and the acceptance of Its
bolng on TV, was the result of tho
mnnood tho course.

oxcetlent

te~Sehlng

It Js hoped thot tl\9 entire course

assistants whQ

wt It

be revised
vr_:

by tile end of next year.
Tho roqulrsroonts for the BA In sociology have been simp I It fed.

The

011ly courses to oo requfrcd .for those entering from 1968 wilt bo Introductory Soctology (101 or 401), History of Social Thought <371), and

COntemporary SocUal Thoory (47ll, fn addJtlon

to the course

Hn Roseaf1:h

Methods (481). A number of untaught courses have been dropped from the
catalogg and several

ne~

onos added. Two new courses were taught for

the f1rst time during the spring term: Social Stratification (215) by
Dyer and Comparing Nations (506) by Tomasson.
Closer relations have bean established between our department and

ths College of Education and tha OGpartment of Mathematics. The College
of Educatron has hired a sociologist CDavld Bachelor)

~ho

will also have

an appointment In the Sociology Dspartment. This gives us four people
1n the department with an Interest in the sociology of education (Maier,
Tcmasson, Woodhouse, In addition to Bachelor).

The dacls!on has been

made by tlte Depali'nlant that sociology maJors entering from September 1969

wDII be requlmd to take Elementary Probability and Statistics (Mathe;,.
mattes 241-242>.

This wll I than bo a prerequisite for Research Methods

(Sociology 461). A baste knowledga of statistics Is becoming lncreas..,.

fngly necessary for work ln. many areas of sociology and for graduate
school so ft Is tlma that we roquWre It of all our majors.

Tho course,

thougb taught 1n the Mathomatl.cs Dsportmont, will be ta11ored for social

science students.
A calcula. tor was taken from the depar'hllental. office over the
Christmas vacatfon; ft has since been replaced.

1 would 11ke to express hore en opprechttlon of tb& support given
r.B

during 1trf first year as chalman by tho Admlnlstratlon.

e.

The department Is

110'11

unambiguously oriented toward strengthening

the graduate program and reaching tha point where we can apply for
approval ot a Ph.D. program. During the fall somaster next year
will offer three graduate seraJnars.

If we are ablo

to hire two

'1m

faculty

at ·too professor lovel for the fall of 1969 (ono a pannsnent replccemant

for Dyer and the other a new !tne), I believe we will have reached the
point where we can apply for a Ph.D. program with some pride. No ionger

can tho Sociology Department be regarded as only a teaching department
with a service function and In a somawhat different category than, say,
Anthropology or History. That the cost of Instruction In sociology
cent 8nues to be so illUcb be I0t1 that of a II other depcrtmants In tha

University Is an Indicator of our presently underdeveloped state. This
Is mafnly a result of s Oack of any full professors In our Oopsrtmsnt
and of our ganerally large classes.
professor level will

be

indeed only appolntmants at the

considered. for 1969; several attractive candidates

have made known their lntell"est. One mora specific Intention Js that we
advertise our Department next year through sending out flyers so as to
gat more and bettor graduate students. However, tho quality and diver-

sity of our present graduate students oro surprisingly good considering
nothing sctlve was dena to roorult them.

c.

The foi lowfng appointments to our staff are effective as of

Soptomber 1968:
Gilbert W. Markx (BA Harvard;

Pb.o ••

Yale) • ASSistant Professor.

Spac:laltfos: polltfcal sociology, the sociology of economic devolopmsnt,
1/'iSCQ

relations, Latin American studies.
Anthony U!@lds tBA S1'. Thomas Col loge, Madrld; Ph.D. Stanford),

Assistant Professov-.

Specialties: comunlty devotopmant, scchtl

stratlflcat!on, sociology of rotrglon, primarily a l.!Jtfn Amarlcanlst.
Odd

Granoo

(Unrvarslty of Oslo; Ph.D., Como II Unhtarsfty), prcsent'ly

Fulbright Associate Profossor at Cornell, VIsiting Assoc1ato Professor
1or 1968-69.

organJ zatfton.

Speclalttes: rural sociology and ccmparatlvo social

~

.-----~-----

-

David Bachelor (BA University of 9I Hnols; Ph.D. Unlversfty of
Chlcagol, Assistant Professor.

-

Joint appointment with the Col h~ge of

Education; salary to ba patd entirely by the Coll.ege of Education.
Specialties: soclotagy of education, particularly comparatlvG educational

systems.
The foiiO'II!ng appointment hes been made for the 1968 summer school
only:
Caroline Banks <BA Wei lesley; .MA University of New Mexico).

WI II

teach fntroductory and the fomlly.
D. We have had the following separattons

f~

staff:

Lois Dllatush went full time 1nto tho Dopari'ment of Psychiatry of

tho Medical SChool effective February I, 1968; effective with the c.lose
of sulml9r school 1968 Jack PYer has resigned to become chairman ot the
Sociology Dapru1·mant at Mortllern Arizona University.
11. Qomposlto of lnformBtlon raguested on lndlv1dual b1ograpblcal

supelemants.
1. None
2. Nancht Gonzalez llas boon on leave of absence in tho Dominican
RBpubll~

for the entire academic yeal".

3. Charles Wcodhoose was nomlnatod for the UNM Alumnf Outstanding

4. PubD !cations:

Morris Forslund: thlrt&an reviews In the Library Journ~l.

Harold Mefer: Cwlth David Varley and Charles Woodhouse), "The

Ralevance of SOciology for Elementary .and Secondary Education: Two
PtU'Spi!ctlves," Samplings <Future.Schools Study Project: Albuquerque

Public Schools). OCtobor 1961» pp. 29-37.

Rh:hard F. Tomasson: Revised vei"S1on of "The Swedes

Do It Bettev-, 11

Harper's Magazine, October, !952, published In (I) E.A. Schuler, et. al.
(ads.), Raad§ngs Wn Sociology. (New York: Crowell, 1967), pp. 386-390;
and (2) as an appendix to Gladys E. Harbeson, Choice and Challenge for

the Amarlcan WOlllan, (Cambrldge, Mass.:
11

\q(/\

Sc:henkma~,

pp. 181-185.

Stabllliy and Stsralns fn Scandinevlan Student Politics," Daedah.a!b

1968, pp. 156-165 htitlt Erik AI lardt).

~ltnter

Accepted for pub I lcatlon: "How

Secular Is Swaden," by Trans-action: "The ReHglous Situation In Sweden,"
by Social Compass; and "Student Polltles and

dinavia, 11
Politics

Higher Education In Scan-

by Seymour M. Upset end Philip G. Altbach (ods.), Studont

!n the Developed

Societies~

(Boston:

Houghton Mlfflfn), Erik

Allardt Is second author.
Charles E. Woodhouse Cseo above article coauthored ~lth Varley and
Mater).

Tho following have articles presently befng conslde1'"9d for publication:

Forslund, Malar, Tomasson, and l'loodhouso.
5. CUrront research:
Forslund Is working on Negro-white crlma differentials.

He ts also

working en a reader In d!Wiant bohavfor theory arid doing a book on
$0U1'hGrn

pr~son

camps with Ed Clemants.

t.bier ls continuing Ms study of "studant art1culatlcn1i 1nto campus
c:otmlUnlty and education goals.
Tcmasson has submlttod six of nino chapters of StHJdfsh Soeloty to
Random House.

Be Is alSo awaiting proofs ot Herbert Tfngstan, Tha Swadtsh,

Socillll Damocrats of whlch he Is cotrenslator and to wh1ch he has written
an Introduction, but needs to add eKplanatory tootROtes to the

told.

.---------------

Woodhouse has continued with his project "Influence of campus
Env!ron1Tl9nt

on Student Con1nltroont to a Para·MIIltary

This project !s supported

Research

of Scientific

by

~l\lcll

a grant of $24,000 by

Organl:~:atlon."

u.s.

Air Force

terminates August 31, 1968.

Offteo

He Is also co-

ed!tlng (with Hanry J. Tobias) the Summer 1968 Issue of the New IJ'.a:Kfco
Quarterly on "Minorities

and Polltlcs. 11

6. Activities 1n Learned and Professional Societies:

Dyer

~ad

papers at meetings of both tho Rocky Mountain Social

Science Association (May), and the SOuthwestern and Rocky Mountain
Division of tho MAS CApri I).
Forslund

He also Chilli rod a session at the former.

road a paper at the Rocky Mountain SOcial Science

AsilOCiat!cn meeting.

Ha also attended the maetlngs

of the Amsrh::an

Sociological Association fn San Francisco (August>.
MaDer read a paper at the Rocky Mountain Social Sc:lence Assoclatton
mooting.

He also attended tho m&&t'ngs of the American Sociological

Association In San Franctsco <August).
TOIMsson road papars at both the Atnarlcan SOclologfcal Association

Jn San francisco (August) and at the Southwestern end Rocky Mountain

Division of the AAAS (April).
Woodhouse attended the mooting of tho Amarfcen SoclologlceO

A.c;soclatlon In san Francisco CAugust).

7. other Professional Actlvlttes:
Forslund attended nteetlng$ of Stoto of Haw Mexico WieHE

SGmtnar

11

CorNcttonei-Bol!lrd-Admlnfstrator Relattonahfps," Santa Fe, October

6-7, 1967; Problems of Juvenflo Dllllnquancy tn the Conlmlnlty, Clovis,
N.M., Docembor 1967.

Tomasson was Dntorvlewad by J<ay Mc:Dowel i on sex roles In Sweden.

May 231 19681 Statfon KVOD.
Woodhouse was e consultant for the Albuquerque Pub81c Schools, June

1967.

a.

Nonteaching University service:

Dyer: Adv!sor for Unfverslty College students
Forslund: Advisor for soctorogy maJors
Meier; Advisor for Arts and Sciences sophCI!I'Orus and u member of

Unlvenatty Speaken; Colmllttoo end Art& and Sclooc:a Cor.mfttee on Use of
Hullltln Subjects In Research.
Tomasson: departmant chclman, advisor to graduate studenta In

sociology, chclnnan of ad'111scry CO!MIIttee, Institute for Government
Research.

Woodhouse: advisor for sociology majors.
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General De2artmental Information
A.

SignHicant Achievements during the Academic Year, 1967-68
1.

Enrollment
Enrollment in the Department of Speech during the first
semester increased 15% ov.er the corresponding semester in
1967-68.

Enrollment during the second semester increased a

fr;tction of 1% [Dr. Chreist was ort sabbatical during the
second semester] •. -Graduate enrollment in .the department, increased during the current year.

Thirty-two students were

enrolled during Semester I and 29 students during SeD!ester II.
_2.

New Courses
Six new courses were approved during the year -- one in
the field of communication, four in speech pathology and
audiology, and one in public address and rhetoric.

3.

Communication Area
The curriculum for the communication area now consists
of four courses,

Enrollment in this area increased 40%

over last year.

Nine masters and doctorate students from

Speech, Business Administration, Educational Administration,
and Physical Education are currentl:17 working under plans of
study with either a major or minor emphasis in communication.
This year saw the establishment of an on-going research
program concerning the reduction of hostility in the
communication situation.

Both the interpersonal .and speaker-

audience situations were explored using several types of

-~~~~=""'""..-.~~~---~-~--------'-

--

-~

psychologic~!

and physiological measures.

Preliminary data

have been obtained from both on-campus and off-campus groups.
The results of the first phases of this program will be
made available this summer in the form of .a progress report.
Foundations were also laid for the study of the relationship among Value Orientations and other communication
variables within and among various cultural contexts.
Several hypotheses will be tested this summer bo.th in the
field setting and C<IJIIpus setting.
The initial steps were taken for the formation of a
Communication Research Laboratory.

An investigation of

physical facilities, philosophy, and objectives was undertaken
which resulted in an informal statement of general guidelines,
Progress toward giving the eammunication area a truly
interdisciplinary focus was made through discussions with
representatives of the College of Business Administration and
Department of Educational Administration.

These talks re-

sulted in the cross-listing of two communication courses
with the College of Business Administration and informal
plans for a communication option in Educat.iona:l Administration.
In conjunction with the Extension .Division of the
University, a non-credit course in Interpersonal Communication was made available to secretaries in the

Albu~uerque

A total of 45 secretaries took part in the course.

area.

Also, a

communication block was presented in an Extension course for
the Legal Secretaries in Albuquerque.

- 2 -

The communication area furnished consultants for several
business, professional, and community service organizations
throughout the year• Among others, consultants served the
Southwest Management Development Programs, Economic Security
Commission, Civil Service Commission, American Association
of Hospital Accountants;
Fund.

a~d

Albuquerque United Community

Also; the area provided programs for several service

organizations in AlbuqueTque.

The.se included Optimist Clubs,

Lions Club, PEO, Ministerial Alliance, League of Women
Voters, etc.
In summary, the communication area bas witnessed rapid
growth this year in terms of teaching, research, interdisciplinary ties, community service, and consultancies.
4.

Forensics
Participants in the University of New Mexico Forensics
Program competed in seventeen intercollegiate forensics
tournaments during the 1967-68 academic year.

Approximately

twenty-five students represented the University at these
events.

The tournaments ranged from New Mexico's own Duke

City Tournament, which featured some twenty-five schools
from eight states, to such nationally attended tournaments
as Stanford to the West and the National Delta Sigma RhoTau Kappa .Alpha Tournament in Washington, D.C., to the Eas.t.
New Mexico sent ten peop1e to the Western Speech Association
Tournament at Sacramento State College.

There were nearly

one hundred colleges and universities represented at Sacramento,
the largest tournament in the history of the Association.

- 3 -

Regular study, practice and extensive participation paid
off not only in terms of the invaluable experience accrued
but also in terms of decisions.

For

instance~

New Mexico had

teams in the elimiiltion rounds, i.e., the top eight or fewer
teams, in Senior Division at such. strong tournaments as the
WSA it! Sacramento, OkiaP.oma .State, Univer13ity of Arizona; and
the National ))SR-'l'KA Tournament in Washington, D.C.

Likewise

on the home front they proved themsel,ves by winning first place
in both Junior and Senior Divisions of the llew .Mexico Intercollegiate Forensics Association Tournament.

I.n addition tci

their strong performances in debate, the.New Mexico students
consistently p;Laced in individual events such as Extem:poraneous Speaking, Oratory, and Oral Interpretation at those
tournaments throughout the country where. those event.s were
also offered.
Apart from attendance at regular tournaments, New Mexico
participated in an Intercollegiate Television Debate Tournament sponsored by NET affiliates of the Intermountain States.
They will engage in the same event, if it can be arranged;
again next year.
New Mexico also assisted high schools of the State in the
operation of their speech programs.

Prof. Robert C. Dick

served as State Director for the National University Extension
Association, which distributes discussion and debate materials
.to high schools.

Moreover, we hosted the State High .School

Championship Debate and Forensics Tournament.
members of our squad provided
held at locai high schools.

- 4-

judgi~g

Finally, the

services at tournaments

Services in the form of judging, lectures, and performances
were freely provided by our fotensic;s squad to ci.vic organiza,..
Uons such as Kiwanis, Optimists and the Auierican Legion.
J:n summary, effort was made to give. :students the maximum
possible learning and experience in forensics.

This was made

possible, in no small part, by the $7,500 allocated our program:
by the University administration,

Additionally, Prof, Brenda

Hancock, forensics assistant to Prof, Robert Dick, and three
graduate assistants assigned to forensics in various capacities,
affordeci invaluable
5.

help~

Speech Pathology and Audiology Area
a.

Elks Cerebral Palsy Program
The Elks Cerebral Palsy Prog~am at the University of New

Mexico conducted 10 Saturday clinics, evaluating

4~

palsied children during the. 1967,..68 academic year.

cerebral
Marty of

these evaluations were carried out in connection with. the
course, Speech 531 ,.. "Collllllunication Problems of the Cerebra;L
Palsied."

Students viSit other treatment centers such as

Carrie Tingley Hospital in order that they may better understand the team approach to cerebral palsy treatment,

Under

the supervision of Dr. Dolores Butt, severa.l of the students
are conducting speech therapy for cerebral palsied children
at Manzanita Center in the College of Education, the Day Training Center, and the Rehab.ilitation Center, Inc. , as well as
the University Speech and Hearing Center.
Hotion picture records are continuing to be made of the
children evaluated and trained.

Four films have been devel-

oped to aid in teaching the cerebral palsy treatment techniques.

-s-

Thanks to the Elks funds 1 :l,t has ]>een possible to build
a good library on the topic of cerebral palsy for the SJ;leecb
and Hearing Center.

Our stpdents_continue to show a strong

interest in this field and many plan to

~!~like-cerebral

palsy

rehabilitation their life work.
The major part of the Elks funds has gone toward providing a $2 1 000 fellowship for a graduate student in speech
pathology. Mrs. Paula Lamb._

Two students from the Dental

Hygiene Program each received $200 fellowships.

These

students assist with the evaluation of the_children and give
instructions to the

~arents

for the home program of oral hygiene.

This year scheduling the children for evaluation clinics
has been done by the Speech and Hearing Center office rather
than by the. Elks secretary.

Four hundred dollars has gone

toward secretarial costs in making appointments and preparing
reports for the many agencies who are interested in the welfare of cerebral palsied children.
We have been offering consultation services to several
other agencies this year based on the experience gained with
the Elks Program.

For example, eight of our stud_ents and

three faculty members spent _two days at the Cadsbad Cerebral
Palsy Day School testing and making recommendations for the
children•s training.

Others have visited the Farmington

Preschool for Retarded Children to make similar recommendations. •
We have also been able to assist the Department of Guidance
and Special Education with their newly established program
for training teachers of the neurologically impaired.

Pr. Lloy!l Lamb, Au!liologist, is continuing his. participation in the cerebral palsy clinics,

His .research will

soon be published .in a book on.hearing testing of cerebral
palsied, ment:ally retarded, and other

difficulr..t~test

populations.
Next year we would like to continue this program of research, evaluation, studen,t training, speech therapy and
service to the state,

However, a number of changes have

taken place recently which may make it necessary to cut back
the program.

There will be a new director_ of Speech Patholo-

gy and Audiology next year when Dr. Samuel Fletcher of Utah
State University will assume the position fqrmerly held by
Dr. Chreist.

Other changes in staff are being planned and

major changes in the clinical program are anticipated.
Some of the changes include major.commitments to provide research and clinical services to the University of New Mexico
Medical School, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Veterans Administration Hospital.

Our present staff, including

secretaries, graduate assistants, clinical supervisor and
faculty, will find themselves with greatly increased responsibilities for the next year. or two <>f area reorganization,
b.

Student Training
A diagnostic and therapy program is conducted to provide
University students with varied opportunities for supervised
practicum.

Diagnostic experience was provided primarily

within the Speech and Hearing Center although special techniques such as aphasia testing at the Veterans Administration
Hospital tqere also available to graduate students.

Students
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participated in the following regularly scheduled evaluation
clinics:
Child Evaluation Clinics
Elks Cerebral Palsy Clinics
Carlsbad Cerebral Palsy Clinic
Farmington ARC Clinic
Medical School Evaluations
Special Problems (individual)
Summer School testing (individual)

Number .of
Clinics

Number of
Clients

12

37

10
1
1
5

45

26
8

16

15
16

20

....2Q.
Total 167

Audiology services associated with the training program
included routine hearing evaluations, complete diagnostic
evaluations, and hearing -aid evaluations, -These were-adm:i.nistered by Dr. Lloyd Lamb or by graduate students working under
Dr. Lamb's supervision.

From June 1967 to the present, a total

of 175 hearing evaluations an:d 22 hearing aid evaluations-were
performed.
for adults,

These included 148 evaluations for children and 49
In addition, hearing evaluations were performed on

each person who received speech and/or language evaluations in
the diagnostic clinics and the cerebral palsy clinics.
In addition, two students (enrolled in thesis or problems)
administered numerous tests of aphasia to clients at the Veterans Administration Hospital and Rehabilitation Center, Inc.
Opportunities for supervised p:tacticum are provided for
both graduate and undergraduate students,

Undergraduates do

their practicum in the Albuquerque Public Schools or in the
tiNM Speech and Hearing Center where close supervision is given.

Graduate students select the practicum location which offers
the particular experience to meet their career goa1s.
resume o£ therapy activities follows:
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A

THERAPY --·1967-68 Academic Year
Number of
Students

Location
UNM Speech and
Hearing Center

Number of
Clients

1

25

11

7
2
l
6

2
1

45
Day Training Center
Veterans Administration
Hospital

Rhythm
Articulation
Delayeli Speech
Aphasia
'l'ongue Thrust
Voice
Cleft J.>alate
Apraxia
UNM Students.: voice,
accent, articulation

6

25

Retarded

12

11

Aphasia
Dysarthria
Laryngectomee

7

3

Albuquerque Hearing
and Speech Center

TYpes of Problems

2

Hard of Hearing
(pre-school)
Hard of Hearing

2

13

Hard of Hearing

12

239

Child Development Center

1

15

UNM

5

6

Neurologically Impaired

1

2

Cerebl;al J,>alsy

Public .School Class for
Acoustically Handicapped
Albuquerque Public Schools

~~nzanita

Center

Rehabilitation Center, Inc.

2
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18

Disordered Speech
Delayed Speech

,,

SPEECH AND HEARlNG EVALUATIONS
Number of
Students

Numbet of
Clients

child Evaluation
Clinics
Cerebral Palsy
Clinics

Type Problem

Disordered Speech

Cerebral Palsy

15

40

Special Evaluations

2

8

Special, Evaluations

1

15

Delayed Speech
and Articulation

carlsbad Cerebral
Palsy Day School.

5

20

Cerebral Palsy

Farmington .Retarded
Children's School

1

6

UNM Student Evaluations

8

60

Voice, Articulation,
Foreign Accent

Special SuiDDier
Evaluations

4

15

Delayed Speech
and Articulation

Neurological
Disorders

Retarded

Sill!MER PROGRAM - 1967
UNM Speech and
Hearing Center

10

~

1
1
20
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Cleft l'alate
·Neurologically
impai1:ed
Delayed speech

c.

Speech and Hearing Service for University Students
Since speech screening tests for incoming UNM student:s

have been discontinued (by Univt:lrsity College), fewer tJNM
students are receiving speech therapy.

Only 6Q have beeQ.

given speech 'training this year.
d.

Demonstration Therapy
The professional staff gave therapy to 10 difficult and

unusua1 cases for demonstration purposes.
e.

Community'Education
Members of the faculty and staff

h~ve

provided radio

and television talks and personal appearances to off-campus
groups to promote community understanding of the speech
and hearing profession and offerings of the UNM Speech and
Hearing C(lnter.

Groups such as UNM medical students,

nursing students, dental hygiene students, and special education majors were also addressed on campus.
f.

Grant Support
Grant support for the speech pathology and audiology

program continues to be provided by the

u. s.

Office of

Education and the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration.
The Office of Education grant provides program:

su~;>port

including three gtaduate traineeships of $2400 for the
academic year plus remission of tuition and fees,

Your

V.R.A. traineeships are available and pay $2400 per year
plus tuition and fees.

The V.R.A. grant also provides

support for academic and secretarial personnel and other
program costs.

Additional support for the speech pathology

-11-

and audiology program recently has been made available through

a training grant from the

u. s.

Public Health Service.

The

purpose of this grant project is to develop the speech pathology and audiology programs along the lines of medically
related communication disorders.

Teaching, clinical, and

research relationships with the University of New Mexico
School of Hedicine will be emphasized as part 0£ the project.
Graduate traineeships paying $3,000 per year plus dependent
allowances, and tuition and fees, are available under this
grant.

Also, two persons will be added to the audiology

staff under terms of the grant.
will be Dr. Lloyd Lamb.

The grant project director

A sum of $52,423 has been awarded

for 1968-69 with further support in the amounts of $48,880
and $46,758 recommended for 1969-70 and 1970-71 respectively.
Traineeships for advanced graduate students now are
available for work at the Veterans Administration Hospital
under the direction of Dr. Bruce Porch.
6,

Television-Radio
Beginning this coming September, the Department of Speech
will offer two graduate internships in broadcasting
junior and senior internship.

~-

a

The junior internship will

pay $2500 1 the senior internship $3 1 000.

These grants were

made possible through a joint arrangement with the U,N,M.
Student Radio Board.

This joint arrangement creates a unique

opportunity for graduate students in broadcasting to acquire
managerial experience in an on-the-air operation lihile pursuing a master's degree in speech with emphasis in TV-Radio
and at the same time provides qualified personnel for Station
KUNM-FM operation.
- 12-

B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for .the Near Future

J..

Proposed Bureau of Indian Affairs Project
Representatives of the Bureau of Indian .Affairs have
contacted Dr, Lloyd Lamb regarding the development: of a
training program. for Indian children in New Mexico.
proposed program, one of several the Bureau of

The

tndia~

Affairs hopes to develop in the United States, will involve
screening services fo:r children and adults within an age
range of 4 to 21 years.

Primary emphasis will be on

hearing, speech and language, viflion, and psychological
testing,

According to Dr. Peter Campanelli, Director of

Special Education for the Pupil Personnel Services of the
Bureau, the program should be designed to reach children
in all residential and day schools as well as in mission
schools.

As nearly as we have been able to dete.rmine,

this will mean providing services for at least

50 Indian

schools with a total population of approximately 12,500
children.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs is anxious to establish
contact with universities for this type of service program and feels that the University of New Mexico is. in an
excellent position, both geographically and in terms of
facilities, to undertake such a project,

Funds can be

obtained from the Bureau for personnel support, travel,
equipment, and other program costs,

At present there is

no way of accurately predicting the contract amount for the
New Mexico project but our best estimate is that the sum
involved for one year will be between $150 0 000 and $200,000,
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2.

Space
For a number of years the Department of Speech has contemplated occupying the space in the front of the building
presently occupied py KNME-TV.

The relocation of the.tele-

vision station in a new building seems now to be certain.
However, the move will probably not occur before late
or summer of 1969.

sp~ing

Therefore, the Department of Speech

will not occupy the vacated space before the fall semester
of 1969-70 and possibly not before the second semester -Spring 1970.

The rapid development in both programs and

student numbers in speech pathology and audiology is putting
a terrific strain on our facilities -

a strain that will

not be relieved appteciaoly evert when the departmental
office along with some professors is moved into the front
of the building.

We expect continuing progress in securing

grant funds as well as additional students in speech pathology and audiology.

This will certainly mean that in the

near future additional space will have to be provided for
this area.
The Albuquerque Hearing and Speech Center has proposed
a joint facility to be located on University ground.
There seems to be considerable merit in this type of installation and we hope to pursue the possibility of such
cooperation.
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3.

Doctoral Program
In view of increased student enrollment at the graduate
level, improvement in the graduate curriculum; and increases
in staff for the coming year, the Department of Speech continues to tnove toward a doctoral program.

Although no exact

date has been. established, the Department of Speech be].ieves
that it will be ready for such a program within four or five,
years at the latest.
C.

Appointments to Staff
Dean w. Betz
University of ~yoming
Supervisor, Speech and Hearing Center
Instructor in Speech
February 1, 1968
- Samuel Fletcher
Utah State University
Professor,
Will become Director, Speech Pathology and Audiology,
September 1, 1968,
Brenda J. Hancock (nee Robinson)
California State College at Hayward
Instructor in Speech
September 1, 1967
Bruce Porch
Stanford University
Assistant Professor of Speech (part time)
February 1, 1968
Harold Ried
transfer from administrative offices of the University of
New Mexico
Associate Professor
September 1, 1968

D.

Separations from Staff
Jack Ferguson
Master Clinician, Speech and Hearing Center
February 15, 1968
Louise Markum
Supervisor, Adult Rehabilitation, Speech and Hearing Center
June 30, 1967
-15,-

II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supple•
~

1.

Advanced Study
a,

E. Wayne Bundy
NAEB Educational Broadcasting Institute: "Principles of
Supervisory Management,'' April 1968, Albuquerque,

b,

Dolores

s.

Butt

Short caurae - Mildred Templin ''Language Development";
Short course - Paul Moore ''Voice Disorders''
Chicago, Ill,, November 1967,
c.

Judith W. Carey
Continued work on. dissertation for the Ph.D. degree.

d.

Robert

c.

Dick

Completed research and preliminary draft of doctoral
dissertation entitled, "Rhetoric o:l; the Negro Antebellum
Protest Movement."
e.

Marilyn J, VanGraber
Ph.D., University of Iowa, February 1968,
"I:.A. Richards: A Rhetorical Construct,"

2,

Thesis title:

Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absence, Summer Teaching Elsewhere,
Travel, Etc,, during the Period
a,

E. Wayne Bundy
Appointed Visiting Lecturer and Coordinator, "Radio-TV for
Teachers," Univ, of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz. June 17-July 20,
1968 (First and last weeks in residence, coordination
responsibility other weeks with three of KNME on-camera
teachers instructing).
Appointed Visiting Lecturer NDEA Summer Institute, Univ.
of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho, July 1968,

b,

Fred M. Chreist

On sabbatical leave Semester II, 1967-68,
c.

Robert

c.

Dick

Was on a leave of absence during the 1966-67 academic year.
During that time he taught half-time as a Lecturer at San
Francisco State College and did dissertation research at
Stanford University.
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2.

d.

Wayne C. Eubank
Travel to East Africa, Summer 1967.

e.

Brenda J. Hancock
Traveling to Spain and Portugal (with short visits in
England, France, and Italy), June-September 1968).

3.

New Scholastic Honors
None

4.

Publications
a.

E. Wayne Bundy

"An Application of Teaching Via Television to-Engineering
Education" (with D. C. Thorn), accepted for publication
in Engineering Education.
"Report of the Educational Tel_evision Committee," Federation of Rocky Mountain States, Inc., 1967.
"Teachers Guide for Classroom Utilization of
Science-S'' KNME-TV, Aug. 1967, Editor.

Element;;~ry

"Teachers Guide for Classroom Utilization of
Science-6' 1 ~!E-TV, Aug. 1967, Edi_tor.

Elementa:~;y

"Teachers Guide for Classroom Utilization of
Music-4" KNME-TV, Aug. 1967, Editor.

Elemente~ry

"Teachers Guide for Classroom Utilization of Elementary
Music-S KNME-TV, Aug. 1967, Editor.
"Teachers Guide for Classroom Utilization of Elementary
Music-6" KNME-TV, Aug. 1967, Editor.
Publication by Broadcast Media:
"Science Fare," 3/half-hrs, Producer-Director (with George
Fischbeck, APS) WHAT'S NEW [N.E.T., N.Y.] on the National
Educational Television Network (140 affiliate stations)
420 half-bra bdcst 1967-68.
"Science Fare," 10/17 min. segments, Producer-Director
(with George Fischbeck, APS), WHAT'S NEW [N.E.T,, N.y.]
on the National Educational Television Network (140
affiliate stations) 1400 17-min bdcsts 1967-68,
"Conversation," 21/half-hrs. Producer-Director (with Dr,
H. G. Alexander, UNM)
KNME-TV Albuquerque: 30 half-hrs bdcst 1967, 3 half-hrs 1968
KTcA-TV St. Paul:
21 half-hrs bdcst 1967.
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4.

a,

E. Wayne Bundy (continued)
"Electromagnetic Waves," [EE-362], 29/half-hrs, Prod.ucet:•
Dire.ctor (with Dr. M. D. Bi;adshaw, EE, UNM telecourse)
·KNME-TV Albuquerque: 58 half-hrs bdcst 1968. ·
"The Violin Somita," 12/hal£-hrs, Producer-Director
(with Henri Bittar, UNM)
KTCA-TV St. Paul:
12 half-.hrs bdcst 1997
''Introductory Circuits•" [EE-202]; 29/half-hrs, ProducerDirector (with D:r. D.• c. Thorn, EE, UNM telecourse)
Closed-Circuit, Coll, of Engineering, 1967-68,
''Humanities, 11 62/hrs, Producer-Director (with Dr .• H. G.
Alexander, UNM telecourse)
KNME-TV Albuquerque: 124 hrs bdcst 1967-68.
"Humanities Specials," 10/hrs, Producer-Director
(with Dr. H. G. Alexander, UNM)
KNME~TV Albuquerque:
20 hrs bdcst 1967-68.
11 General

Science-9, ' 1 28/half-hrs, Producer... Director
(with George Fischbec.k, APS)
KNME-TV Albuquerque: 52 half-lirs bdcst 1967-68
KCSD-TV Kansas City; 114 hal£-hrs bdcst 1967-68.

"Something Borrowed," 28/qtr-h:rs, Producer-Director
KNME-TV
40 qtr-hrs bdcst 1967-68.
"Man's Reach," 8/half-hrs, Prod...Dir.
(N.M. Acad, of SCi./Nat'l Sci. Seminars project)
KNME-TV
24 half-hrs bdcst 1967.
"Visiting Scientist," 6 half-hrs, Producer-Director
(N.M. Acad, of Sci,)
KNME-TV
18 half-hrs bdcst 1967.
11

L 1 Histoire

11

du Soldat," 1/half-hr, Producer-Director
(with Kurt Frederick and UNM Chamber Orch.)
KNl1E-TV
2 half•hrs bdcst 1967.
Home for Christmas," 1/half-hr, .Producer-Director
(with Valley H. S.)
KNME-TV
2 half-hrs bdcst 1967.

"Festival of Christmas," 1/hr, Producer-Director
KNME-TV
2 hrs bdcst 1967.
"Dental Health Special for Teachers," 1/half-hr, Prod-Dir.
(In-service training for teachers in APS and state)
KNME-TV
1 half-hr bdcs.t 1968,
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4.

a.

E. Wayne Bundy (continued)
"N. M•. Legislature: Opening Joint Session," 1/1-25,
Producer-Director (Live and.remote from Santa Fe)
~m-TV
2 hrs 50.min bdcst 1Q68
KOAT-TV .Alq.
55 min bdcst 1.968
"Legislative School Study Co)lllliittee Hearing," 1/7;_06,
Producer-Director (Live and remote from Santa Fe) ·
KNME-TV
8 hrs 36 111in bdcst 1968
11

Joint Appropriations and Finance Colmnittee.Hearing,"
1/5-24, Prod-Dir. (Live and remote fro111 Santa Fe) KNME-TV
6 hrs.54 min b4cst 1968

"N. M. Legislature: Ch. 5 Report Speciai," 1/1-40,
Producer-Director (wit;h State Representatives Pierce
and Garcia, Pres. Tom Popejoy and Pres. Sterling
Colgate NMIMT)
KNME-TV . .. 2 hrs 10 ~n- bdcst 1968
30 min }ldcst 1968
KSWS.-TV Roswell
11

Legislature: Ch. 5 .Report Special," 1/half-hr,
Producer•Director· (Live and remote froll\ santa Fe)
(with Majority and Minority Whips from both houses)
KNME-TV
-2 half-hrs bdcst 1968
KSWS.-TV
1 half-hr bdcst 1968

N.M.

"Albuquerque Board of Educ.ation Meeting," 111-21,
Prod-Dir. (Remote from Admin~ Bldg. APS)
KNME-TV
1 hr ·21 Jilin bd.cst 1968
"Veterans Day Special, 11 1/20, Producer-Director
I<NME-TV
20 min bdcat 1967
"Senate Committee of the Whole Hearing,'' 1/9-05,
Executive .Prolfucer (live and remote from Santa Fe)
KNME-TV
- 9 hrs 5 Jilin bdcst 1,968
"Legislative Session," 7/half-hrs, Exec. Prod.
(remote from Santa Fe)
KNME-TV
15 half-hrs bdcst 1968
''Senatorial Press COnference," 1/half-hr, .Exec. Prod.
(with U. s. Sen. Joseph Montoya)
KNME-TV
2 half~hrs bdcst 1967
KSWS-TV Roswell
1 half-hr bdcst 1967
"Congressional Press Conference," ;L/half-hr, 1 hr, Exec.Prod.
(with u. s. Rep. 1 s Tom Mort·is and Johb.ny Walker)
KNME-TV
2 half-hts, 2 h:r:s bdcst 1967-68
KSWS-TV Roswell
1 half-hr bdcst 1967
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4.

a.

E. Wayne Bundy (continued)
"Candidates: Albuquerque City Commission," 1 hr, Exec.Prod.
(with all City Commission candidates)
KNME-TV
2 hrs bdcst 1967
"Constitutional Amendments," 1 hr, Exec. Prod.
KNME-TV
2 hrs bdcst 1967
''Great Decisions 1968, 11 8/half.,.hrs, Exec. Prod.
(In cooperation Albuquerque Great Decisions Committee,
Santa Fe Great Decisions Committee and Foreign Policy A$sn)
KNME-TV
16 half-hrs bdcst 1968
·
KOB-TV Albuquerque 8 half-hrs bdcst 1968
KSWS-TV Roswell
8 half-hrs bdcst 1968
KROD-TV El Paso
7 half~hrs bdest 1968
"Shirtsleeve Session," 44/half-hrs, Exec. Prod,
KNME-TV
74 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KOB-TV Albuquerque 44 ha1f~hrs bdcst 1967-68
KSWS-TV Roswell
44 half-ht:s bdcst 1967-68
"New Mexico Outdoors," 52 half-hrs, Exec. Prod.
(In cooperation N. M, Dept. of Game and Fish)
KNME-TV
52 hal£-hrs bdcst 1967•68
KOB-TV Albuquerque 47 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KROD-TV El Paso
30 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KSWS-TV Roswell
52 half-hrs bdcst 1967.-68
KVKM-TV Monahans
22 ha1f-hrs bdcst 1967-68
TV Kindergarten," 195/hal£-hrs, Exec. Prod,
KNME-TV
·
390 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
WOSU-TV Columbus, 0,
190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
WGTE-TV Toledo, 0.
190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
WVIZ-TV Cleveland, o. 195 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
WMUB-TV Oxford, o.
190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
WCET-TV Cincinnati, o. 195 halfo.hrs.bdcst 1967,.-68
WBGU-TV Bowling Green 190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
WGSF-TV Newark, o.
190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KTXT-TV Lubbock, Tex. 195 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KLRN-TV Austin, Tex.
195 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KTCA-TV St. Paul
190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
WDSE-TV Duluth-Super. 190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KWCM-TV Appleton,Minn. 190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KUID-TV :Hoscol-1, Ida.
190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KOAP-TV Portland, Ore. 190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KOAC-TV Corvallis,Ore, 190 half-hrs·bdcst 1967-68
KSPS-TV Spokane, Wash. 190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KWSC-TV Pullan, Wash. 190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KPEC-TV Tacoma, Wash. 190 ha1f-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KQED-TV San Francisco 190 ha1f-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KVIE-TV Sacramento
190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
WTVS-TV Detroit,Mich. 190 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
KUSD-TV Ve~illion,SD 190 ha1f-hrs bdcst 1967-68

11
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4.

a.

E. Wayne Bundy (continued)
"TV Kindergarten," 195/ha1f-hrs, Exec. Prod, (cortt'd)·
KDPS-TV Des MC>ines, Ia.
WTVI-TV Charlotte, .N.C.
WCES-TV Augusta, Ga.
WGTV
Athens, Ga.
WETV
Atlanta, Ga.
WCLP-TV Chatswor.th, Ga,
WlSP•TV Co1umbus, Ga.
WACS-TV Dawson, Ga.
WABW-TV Pelham, Ga.
WVAN-TV Savannah, Ga.
WXGA-TV Waycross, Ga.
WDCO;,.TV Cochran, Ga,
KUON.,.Tv· Lincoln, Nebr.
KLNE-TV·Lexington, Nebr.
KPNE-TV North platte
KTNE-TV Alliance, Nebr.
KMNE-TV Bassett, Nebr.
KXNE-TV Norfolk, Nebr.

190 half.,.hrs bdcst 1967.,.68
190 half•hrs.bdcst .1967-68
195 half-hrs bdcst 1967.-.68
195 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
195 half-hrs bdcs.t. 1967-68
195 ha1f-hrs bdcst 1967-68
195 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
195 half-hrs bdcs!: 1967-68
195 half~hrs bdcst. 1967-68
195 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
195 half-hrs bdcst 1967•68
195 half-hrs odcst 1967-68
195 haif-hrs bdcst 1967-68
195 half-hrs bdcst 1967~68
195 half-hr.s bdcst 1967-68
195half-hrs bdcst.l967-68
195 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68
195 half-hrs bdcst 1967-68

"Elementary Music Orientation," 3 half-hrs, Exec. Prod,
(In-service training for teachers in APS and state districts)
KNME-TV
6 half-hrs bdcst 1967
''Elementary Science Orientation," 1 half-hr, Exec-Prod.
'(In-service training for teachers in APS and state districts)
KNME-TV
1 half-hr bdcst 1967:....68
"Electromagnetic Fields,'' [EE-361], 29 half-hrs, Ex.ec. Prod.
(with Dr •.M. D. Bradshaw, EE, UNM telecourse)
KNME-TV
58 ha:lf-hrs bdcst 1967-68
"Far Eastern Affairs Press Conference," 1 half-hr, Exec-Prod.
(with Robert Barnett, Deputy Undersecretary for Far Eastern
Affairs)
KTCA-TV St. Paul
1 half-hr bdcst'l967
"Conversation with Gov. Hathaway," 1
(with Gov. Hathaway, Wyoming)
KUSU-TV Logan, Utah
l half-hr
KRMA-TV Denver
1 half-hr
KUID-TV Moscow, Ida,
1 half-hr
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half-hr, Exec-Prod.
bdcst 1967
bdcst 1967
bdcst 1967

4.

Publications
b,

Dolores

s.

Butt

16 mm. :film, "Contingency Management in the Speech Clinic,"
with J. Gonzales, to be rele/ilsed by Westinghouse.Research
Corp. in May 1968). Award winner at National Convention
of Programmed Instruction.
Major book review: Speech Therapy and ~ Bobath Approach
to Cerebral l'alsy by Marie Crickmay, Journal .Q.{ Speech
.!!.!!! Heating Disorders, 32, November, 1967, p. 391.
Test: "Children's Speechreading Test," .copyright 1968.
Article: "A Speechreading Test. for Young Children," with
Fred M, Chreist, ~~~, 10, April 1968, PP•
Article: 11 La:nguage DevelOplJient for Disadvantaged Children,"
N,M, Speech .!!.!!! Hearing Assn, Journal, l• May 1968.
·
·
Article to be published, indefinite date: "Transfer Effects
of Auditory Discrimination Training on Articulation Learning," Journal of Speech and Hearing Research.
c,

Fred M, Chteist
Article: ''A Speechreading Test for Young Children," with
Dolores S, Butt, ~~Review, 70, April 1968, pp.
225-239.

d.

Wayne

c.

Eubank

Case study on Benjamin Paimer's "Century Senlloll" submitted
to Southern Speech Journal.
e.

Lloyd E. Lamb
Article: Influence of Signal Variables on Evoked Responses
to Sound, .:!• Speech HearingRes,, 10, 1967 1 pp. 257-267.
Article: Application of Stapedius Muscle Reflex Measures
to Diagnosis of Auditory l'roblems, International Audio~,
Vol, VII, No, 20 May 1968, PP• 188-199,
.
.

5,

Other Research Projects or Creative Work in Progress or
Completed during l'eriod
a.

E, Wayne Bundy
"Science Fare11-WHAT 1 S NEW--N.E.T •. , Producer-director for
three half-hour .programs contracted for production summer
1968,
.
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5,

Other Research Projects (continued)
b.

Dolores

s.

Butt

.New Approaches to Public School Speech The:rapy - support
from State Department of Special Education under provisions of Title VI of Elementary and Secondary· Educat.ion
Act.
16 .min film (color and· sound). Speech Therapy £2!. the
Severely Involved Athetoid Child. Fin_a:rtc:ial support
provided by N.M. Elks Cerebral.Palsy Commission.
Article in preparation for 1h!, Rehabilitation Journal,
''G~a:rdianship for the Ment~lly Retarded."··· · ·
Article in preparation for 1h!, Cerebral Palsy Review,
"Motivational Training in Cerebral Palsy. Habilitation."
-

-

---

---

--

--

-

Rev.ision of manual written for Albuquerque P!lblic Schools
in 1966, Speech for the Special Education Student, pub.
A.P.S. 1966 with Esther Mailander.
c.

Robert

c.

Dick

Review and suggestions for second Edition changes itt
Creative Speech by Keith St. Onge, for l~adsworth Publishing Co.
d.

Wayne

c. Eubank

Continued research on Benjamin Palmer.
e.

J. Douglas Gibb
Co-author with David M. Jabusch (Utiiv. of Utah), "Humor
in Informative Speech."

£.

Jim D. Hughey
The Relationship between Extrinsic Credibility Cues and
Audience Hostility.

g.

Lloyd E. Lamb
Lamb, L. atid Norris, T. Relative Impedance Measurements
with the Mentally Retarded (manuscript in preparation).
Lamb, L. and Norris, T. Clinical Application of Acoustic Impedance Measurement. In Fulton, R. and Lloyd, L.
(ed.) Audiologic Measurement~~ Mentally Retarded
(sponsored by Kansas Bureau of .Child Research). Manuscript with.publisher.
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5.

Other Research Projects (continued)
h,

Cullen B. Owens
Continuing research in Briti.sh and American public address,
also in persuasion.

i.

Marilyn J. VanGraber
"Functional Criticism and the Rhetoric of Black Power"
(a chapter in a book dealing with contemporary critical
theory and practice),
Contemporary Rhetoric (graduate text on the development
of current rhetorical theory).

a,

E. Wayne Bundy
National Association Of Educational Broadcasters.
Educational Television Stations Division:
Program Service--Program Selection Committee• member
(appointed Nov. 1967; meeting Bloomington, Ind., Feb,
1968).
Member Ad Hoc Committee of Representatives of National
and Regional Networks and Libraries
Report from the Rocky Mountain Public TV Network,
Denver 1967
Conference on National and Regional Program Services
and Networks, Washington, 1967, representing Public
TV Committee, Federation .of Rocky Mountain States.
"Political Action on a Regional Basis," speaker, ETS
Day, NAEB Annual Convention, Denver, 1967.
"Public Broadcasting in the Rocky Nountain Region,"
speaker, ETS Day (2nd session), NAEB Annual Convention,
Denver, 1967.
Attended ETS Session, San Francisco, Feb. 1968
Attended ETS Session, New York, Apr. 1968
State Educational Televidon Authorities
11
The Rocky Mountain Public Television 1-!etwork,'' speaker,
SETA meeting, NAEB Annual Convention, Denver, Nov. 1957
Attended NAEB Annual Convention, Denver, Nov. 1967
Speech Association of America
Radio-TV-Film Interest Group -Advisory Board, Member
Freedom of Speech Interest Group, Member
Theatre Interest Group, Member
Western Radio and Television Association • attended annual
convention, San Francisco, Feb. 1968, ''The Role of the
Regional Network," speaker.
Western Conference on Instructional Television, attended
annual meeting, San Francisco, Feb. 1968.
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6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
a.

E. Wayne Bundy .(coi1tinued)
Phi Kappa Phi - Member
American Association of University Professors - Member

b.

Judith W. Carey
New Mexico Representative to the Speech Association of
America's "Committee of Fifty"·
Attended the New Mexico State Speech Association 196.7
meeting.

c.

Robert

c. Dick.

President of the New Mexico
1967-68.

Inte~collegiate

Forensics

Association~

New Mexico Director of the National University Extension
Association, 1967-68.
Attended annual meeting of Western Forensics Association,
Sacramento, california, November 24, 1967.
d.

Wayne

c.

Eubank

National Council member, Delta Sigma··Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
Member, Western Speech Association Executive Club
Attended Western Speech Association Convention
Speech Association of America Convention
DSR-TKA National Conference
e.

J, Douglas Gibb
Attended Western Speech Association convention, Nov. 1967
Attended Speech Assn. of America convention, Dec. 1967

f.

Jim D. Hughey
New Mexico Speech Association
Speech Association of America
Western States Speech Association, Member of the Legislative
Assembly.

g.

Lloyd E. Lamb
President (1968) New Mexico Speech arid Hearing Association
Member, Committee on Revision of By-laws, American Speech
and Hearing Association.
Papers read: Relative Impedance Measurements in Young
Children, ASHA Convention, Chicago, 1967.
Acoustic Impedance Measurements with. the Mentally Retarded,
American Assn. Mental Def. Coliv., Boston, 1968,
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6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
b.

Cullen B. OWens
Delegate-at-large in the Legislative Assembly, Western
Speech Association
Rfi!search and Publications Committee of Delta Sigma RhoTau Kappa Alpha.
Attended Western Speech Association Convention,
Sacramento, California, November, 1967.

i.

Marilyn J. VanGraber
Attended Western. Speech Association Convention,
Sacramento, California, November 1967,

7.

Other Professional Activities
a.

Dean

w.

Betz

Consultant at V.A. Hospital
Consultant at Carlsbad Cerebral Palsy Clinic, Apr. 1968
b.

Edward Wayne Bundy
Federation of Rocky Mountain- States.:
Chairman, Public Broadcasting Committee, FRMS, re-elected
July 1967.
Acting Chairman, Telecommunications Council, l?RMS,
appointed March 1968,
11 Report of the Public Broadcasting Committee to the
Board of Directol's .FRMS, Boise, Idaho, April 196.8.
public Broadcasting Committee:
Meeting, Jackson Lake, Wyo July 1967
Meeting, Denver, Colo., Nov. 1967
Executive Committee, Tempe, Ariz. Feb. 1968
Rocky Mountain Public Broadcasting Network
Meeting, Denver, Nov. 1967
Meeting, New York, April 1967
Progl'am Planning Committee for the Third Rocky Mountain
States Governors Conference on Economic Development,
Albuquerque, Sept. 1967
Meeting, Albuquel'que, June 1967
Meeting, Albuquerque, Aug, 1967
New ~lexico State Committee
Meeting, Santa Fe, Feb. 1968
Meeting. Albuquerque, }larch 1968
Rocky Mountain Corporation for Public Broadcasting
Vice-President, Board of Directors, elected May 1968
Member, Board of Directors and Initial Incorporator,
May 1968
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7.

Other Professional Activities
b,

E. Wayne Bundy (continued)
Albuquerque Public Schools
TV Program Director
Member, Driver .Education TV Content Committee
Member 0 Elementary Music-4 TV Advisory Committee
Member, Elementary Music...S TV Advisory Committee
Me111ber, Elementary Music-6 TV Advisory Committee
National Educational Telev.ision (N,E.T,)
Member, Network Allocations Council of the Affiliates Com.
Appointed June 1967
Meeting, New_ York, June 1967
Meet;ing, Denver, Nov. 1967
Meeting, New:York, Apr. 1968
Affiliates Heeting,·Denver, Nov. 1967
Affi~iates Program Meeting, New York, April 1968
Western Educational Network (WEN)
Elected to Board of Directors, April 1968
Represented. KNME-TV, WEN meeting Denver, Nov. 1967
Represented KNME-TV, WEN. meeting San Francisco, Feb, 196&
Represented KNJ1E...Tv, WEN meeting New 'York, April 1968
Consultancy
Douglas Public Schools, Douglas, Ariz,, .Dec. 1967
Speaking Appearances
_
Annual meeting of the Commissioners of the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) Sai1
Francisco, Aug, 1967
American Association of Retired Persons, Chapter 347,
Albuquerque, July 1967
KVOD Radio, Albuquerque, Feb, 1968

c.

Doloress. Butt
Full Day Workshop in Speech and Language Development,
presented tO' Las Vegas county School System, Feb, 19.68
Full Day Workshop in Teaching Style and Classroom Atmosphere,
presented to the Teacher Corps at New Mexico State Univ.,
Hay 1968,
Talk to faculty of Los Lunas Training School - Teaching
Body Image Concepts to the Mentally Retarded, Aug. 1967.
Hajor address to Council for Exceptional Children State
Heeting- October 1967, Albuquerque, "Speech Training for
Brain Injured Children."
Speech to State Heeting of N.M. Speech and Hearing Assn.,
Las Cruces, N.M., Harch 1968: "Language Development for
Disadvantaged Children."
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7.

Other Professional Activities
c.

Dolores

s.

Butt (continued)

Radio appearances - 2; interviews on KGGM regarding
speech disorders
TV appearances - Jan. KNME program on birth defects
~eb. KOAT panel discussion on mental
retardation
Chairman of Speech and Hearing Section of State Meeting
Hay 1968 Assn. for Retarded Children and presentation
of address at same meeting: "Wait for Me"
Treasurer of N.M. Speech and .Hearing Assn.
Member American Speech and .Hearing Assn., Council for
Exceptional Children, N.H._ Speech and Hearing Assn.
Professional Advisory Board ... N.M. Society for Crippled
Children and Adults (Committee for parent education).
Member Evaluation Team - United Cerebral Palsy
Committee on Pre-SchoolEducation of-Retarded Children
- Manzanita Center, UNM
Consultant to .Stuttering Research Project, Westinghouse
Research Corp.
Consultant to Albuquerque Public Schools Speech Therapy
Program - Dept. of Special Education.
Talk to church discussion group, Nov. 1967, Church of
Science and Reiigion, "Why Isn 1 t Learning Fun?"
Coordinator-of Speech and Hearing Display, Albuquerque
Assn. for Retarded Children _Fes.tival, March 1968.
Consultant to Farmington School for Retarded Children,
April, May 1968.
Member of Governor's Task Force foi: Rehabilitation Services.
d.

Robert

c.

Dick

Coached UNM debating team participating in an Intermountain
College TV Debate Tournament produced and telecast by NET.
Directed UNM debate and forensics squad .that participated
in 18 intercollegiate tournaments throughout the nation.
Hosted the I:Iigh School State Championship Forensics Tourna-'
ment, and hosted two intercollegiate debate and forensics
tournaments.
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7.

Other Professional Activities

Sezyed as Assistant Director of Forensics at UNM:
directing student speech activities.
Traveled to forensic tournament in Colorado Springs,
Las Cruces, and Greely, Colorado.
Supervised individual events in the Duke City TournameiJ-t
artd the New Mexico State Tournament.
h.

Jim ll. Hughey
Speech Communication Specialist for the 'Southwest Management
Development Program.
Speech Communication Specialist fpr the Economic Security
Commission.
Lecturer for the Civil Services Commission,
Communication and the Secretary (Course through Extension
Division of UNM).
Lecturer for the American Association of Hospital Accountants.

i.

Lloyd E. Lamb,
Participant, Conference on Audiologic Measurement with the
Mentally Retarded, Parsons, Kansas, April 1968.
Lecturer, Auditory Evaluation of Children, Univ. of Miami
Medical School and Univ. of Miami Child Development Center,
Miami, Florida, March 1968.
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S. Non-teaching University Service
a.

E• Wayne Bundy
KmiE-.TV Channel 5, Program Manager, um-1 Program Directo.r
UNK

~dio_

!loard; l-lember, Chairman--Designate, May 1968

Graduate Coiiimittees
Doctoral: ~etty Benison; Masters: Richard Krause,
John Thomas Puncan, Barbara Radovich, David Jackson.

b,

Dolores

S.

Butt

University College Advisor·
Demonstration, Speech Therapy at Manzanita Center and
uNM Speech and Hearing Center
Director, Elks cerebral Palsy Clinic
Speech Services for tmM Medical School Referrals clinics

bi~monthly

Supervision of speech pathology practicum in Albuquerque
Public Schools
Acting Director, Speech and Hearing Center {Semester II)
c.

Judith

w.

Carey

Judging for forensic events at both the University and
high school level
University College advisor
d.

Fred M, Chreist
Chairman, Library Committee, Semester I
University Advisor, Semester I
Director, Speech and Hearing Center, Semester I

e.

Robert c. Dick
Director of Forensics
Speech 255 Curriculum Committee

f•

Wayne C. Eubank
Chairman, Department of Speech
Speech Department advisor
No committee assignment due to leave of absence
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8.

Non-teaching University Service
g.

J. Douglas Gibb
University College Advisor
Chai'l:lllan, Speech 255 Curriculum Colliillittee

h.

Jim D. Hughey
Ch_airman, Speech 101 Colliillittee
University College Advisor (35)
Graduate Thesis Committees (9)

i.

Lloyd E. Lamb
Director, V.R.A. Training Grant (Speech Pathology and Audiology)
Awarded Training Grant in Speech Pathology and Audiology from
u.s. l;'ublic Health Service (Grant begins Sept. 1968).

j.

Cullen B. Owens
Graduate Committee, Dept. of Speech
Charge of registration, Dept. of Speech

k.

:t-rarilyn J. VanGraber
University College Advisor
Speech 255 committee; textbook committee
New Mexico State Speech Assn. - Com. for Consti.tutional
Revision, Chm.

9.

Public Service
a.

E. Wayne Bundy
The Governor's Commission on the Humanities, Member,
Commissioned Feb. 1967
The Governor's Commission on Statewide Television for
Educational Purposes, Member, Commissioned Nov. 1963
Albuquerque Great Decisions Committee
Member; Director, Broadcast Activity

b.

Robert

c.

Dick

Judged and lectured, and directed forensics assistants
in judging and lecturing, on speech activities of .local
high schools, Optimists Club, Kiwanis Club and the
American Legion.
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9.

Public Service
c~·

Watne d. Eubank
First Methodist Church
Kiwanis Key Club
Kiwanis Circl.e K Club

d.

J. Douglas Gibb
Seminary teacher - l,.D.s. - 1 hr. each morning, 5 .ciays week
2nd Co.unselor (Bishopric) L.D.S. Church

.e.

Jim D. Hughey
Consultant for interpersonal CQJIIlllunication for the.
Albuque;r;que Unite.d.Fund

f.

Lloyd E. Lamb.
Committee Member, Task Fo:rce on Medical and Psychological
Services (New Mexico State Planning Office, Comprehensive
Statewide Planning for Vocational Rehabilitation Servic.es.
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Annual ,ge:port for the

Fisca~

Year Ending

June 30, 1968
Howard

I.

v.

Finston
Dean

PREFACE

Administrative effort within the College fo:Cused upon four major
:program objectives:

further development of a com:parative organizational

a:p:proach to. the study of administration; implementation of a doctoral
program in Business Administration; accreditation of the

undergraduat~·

program by the American Association of Collegiate School$ of Business;
and acquisition of new instructional and off~ce facilities for·th~
College anu Bureau,

Program developments in each area are reviewed

later in this report .
II.

GENF.RAL INFORMATION CONCERNING TllE BUSINESS SCHOOL

A.

ExistinK ;rrogram
l..

'.d:Urrent statistics
Enrollment statistics for the College indicate a modest

growth :pattern at the undergraduate level and a slight decline
at the graduate level (Table I).

Student credit hours also

rose slightly during the 1967-68 academic year (Table II).
This slowdown in growth is consistent with enrollment trend.s
for the University as a ,.,hole and doubtles.s reflects recent
changes in draft deferment policies as well as more restrictive
educational assistance practices of certain local firms.

-2Table I
Students Ma,joring in Business Administration
1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967~6R
University College
College of Business
Administration
Graduate School

341

375

419

N.A.

.N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

186

208
79

268
81

313

74

110

314
122

370
137

382
122

Table II
Business A1ministration Student Enrollment
and Crellit Hours
1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68
Student Enrollment 1487
Credit Hours
44 34
2.

1740

5205

2238
7068

2317

7247

Doctoral Program
Considerable effort was devoted to pre:paring a:n appropriate

doctoral proposal with supporting evidence in accordance with
policy guidelines established by the State
Finance.

~card

of Educational

This detailed statement "Was presented to the BEF in

early 1968, after being approved by the University Board or
Regents in December.

In view of the developing financial

crisis which confronts all public institutions of higher
learning within the state, the University asked the BEF to
post:pone final revievr and act:Lon on this. proposal until the
1968-69 academic year.

It is noteworthy that at least 20

students currently registered in the M.B.A. program are pre•
:pared to seek admission to the doctoral program once it is
established.

-33· Accreditation
Efforts to accredit the undergraduate program were channeled in two directions:

first) the preparation of voluminous

statistical mat.erial describing all aspects of Co:i.lege operations,
as required by AACSB; and second, employment of both a ·consultant and a visiting committee to provide further insi&tt
regarding program strengths and weaknesses.
In late February, William Voris, Dean of the College of
Business and Public .Administration, The University of Arizona,
devoted one day to an examination of the College program.
Later in the spring, a four-man committee under Danforth
Fotmaation auspices(l) devoted three days to discussions with
students, faculty, and administration within and outside the
College.
Both Dean Voris and the Danforth Committee stressed the
need to upgrade the quantity and quality of faculty in order
to achieve program objectives at all levels.

The unusually

high student-faculty ratio within the College was viewed as a
serious deterrent to teaching excellence as well as to
accreditation.

4. Executive Development Programs
The Southwest Management Development program recently
concluded its loth year; and once again a variety of

(l)The Danforth Committee was composed of the following individuals:
George Brown, Dean of the Graduate School of Administration) University
of California at Irvine; Dr. John Wheeler, Professor of Accounting,
University of California at Berkeley; William Carmichael, Dean, College
of Business and Public .Administration, Cornell University; and Dr. Harold
Leavitt, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University. Professor
Leavitt served as Chairman.

-4developmental programs 'Were offered to manager!! in :private
business, in public enter]?rise, in local and State agencies,
and to Indian officials concerned witp administration of
pubUc housing projects.

Beyond these joint College-Bureau

conference activities, the Bureau of Business Research offered
several s:pec:i.alized short courses for engineering management
under the Technical Services Act.
In late fall, 1967, the College hosted the annual meeting.
of the Mountain-Pla.ins Management Association, an organization
comprised of management :professors from various universities
in the Rocky Mountain states and adjacent areas.
5·

Organizational Changes
Professor Hrnnird

v.

Finston resigned as Dean of the College,

effective July 1, 1968, and will return to full-time teaching
and research.

Professor William H. Huber agreed to serve as

Acting Dean during the 1968-69 academic year.

President

Ferrel Heady appointed a five-member screening committee to
assist in finding a new Dean.

Serving on this committee are

Messrs. Umiel M. Slate (Chairman), Ralph L. Edgel, Sanford
Cohen, Richard Dove, John Yeakel, and Newman Peery (student
representative}.
Professor Lothar G.

~linter

resigned as Assistant Dean,

also effective JUly 1, 1968.

6. College of Business Administration-Bureau of Business
Research Building

After many years of dreanrlng, planning, consulting, imploring, and negotiating, it is gratifying to witness the new

.. 5College-Bureau building as a reality,

This instructional/

off'ice complex was .completed in late. June and was occupied
shortly thereafter.
B.

Major Plans and Recommendations
The last several Annual Reports of this College have strongly

urged that we build a ne" .professional school of administration
at Iiiev Mexico . • a program ,.,hich is distinctive rather than
imitative, interdisciplinary rather than unidimensional, oriented
toward the broader common problems and processes of administration
rather than its more specialized sub-fields; one which brings a
productive marriage betveen teaching and research rather than
separation of these tvo vital functions; and e·qually important one
which places increasing emphasis upon

grad~be

education for ad-

ministration .rather than undergraduate.
Despite protestations to the contrary, it is apparent that
this College ;is at the crossroads.

A sharp and significant dif-

ference of opinion does exist among the faculty with respect to
the normative characteristics of this. College.

Unless these dif•

ferences of view are confronted honestly and quickly, it is highly
unlikely that the program thrust of the last few years can be
sustained.

c.

Appointments to staff
Dr. William

s.

Peters was appointed Professor of Business

Administration, effective September 1, 1968.. Dr. Robert A, J:enberg
was appointed Associate Professor of Business Administration, effective February 1, 1969.

-6D.

Se:Parations from staff
Professors Edward G. :Wo1an and Ev.erett G. Dillman resigned in

order to accept appointments at other institutions.

Mr. James

Morris resigned in order to pursue doctoral studies at another
institution.
III.

COMPOSITE OF BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS
1.

2.

3.

Advanced study
A.

Finston, Howard: Attended a five-day _sensitivity tJ;>aining
laboratory conducted by Dr~ William c. Schutz, Kairos,
July 1967.

B.

Park, James: Continued doctoral studies at University o;f'
Alabama during s)..lllUller, 1967.

c.

Yealtel, John: Continued doct·oral research at Universil;y of
Florida during summer, 1967.

Sabbat_icals, leaves of abeence, etc,
A.

Slate, Daniel: Instructor at Graduate School of Business
Administration, University of Illinois, summer, 1967.

B.

~vinter,

'I'aught at University of Ma-rburg, Germany,

Ne;r; scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
A.

4.

Lothar:
Elummer, 1967.

Mori, Perry: Received Juris Doctor, supplementary to
L.L.B., April, 1968.

Publications
A.

Brown, James: Economics: Principles and Practices,
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1968 •

.B.

Caplan, Edwin: "Behavioral Assumptions of Management
Accounting - Report of a Field study," The Accounting
Review, April 1968, Review of The Human Organization,by
Re'iiSis' Likert, The Accounting Review, April, 1968.

c.

Dillman, Everett: "A Sour.ce of Conflict in Police Organizations, 11 Public Personnel Review, October, 1967, pp. 222•227.
"Techniques for Estimating Non-statistical Bias in-Big
Game H9.rvest Surveys," Journal of Wildlife Management,
January, 1968.

-7..;.
D.

Edgel, Ralph:

"The Economy of Albuquerque to the Year

2000," Ch. 2 of Albuquerque Area Economic; Population, and
Housing Characteristics, 1960-2000, Kirschner Associates,
Inc., January, 1968, p:p. 8-42. "Trade and Services in Ne1f
Mexicn," lfew Mexico BUsiness, Sert<:mbc,r, 1967, pp. J -10.
"New Mexico's Economy in 1967; New Mexico Business, March,

1968, p:p. 1-9. "Estimates of the 1967 Population of New
Mexico Counties," BIS #46, February, 1968, Bureau of Business
Research".
E.

5·

1Vinter1 Lothar: "Ein Instrumentenkasten fur Marketing
O:perationen," (Instrument of Marketing Operations) ~ ·
Absatzwirtschaft, Nov. 1967, 2. Ausgabe, Jg. ~0, Dusseldorf,
Germany.

other research projects or creative work
A.

Brown; Ja!!les: -"Use of Simulation Techniques in the Classroom," Journal of Accounting, _scheduled publication, July,
1968. "Life Among the Oligops," a simulation of an economic .
model, scheduled for publication by Charles E •. Merrill,
1968. Price Theory (book in process, under contract with
Charles E.. MerriJ.l).

B.

Caplan, Edwin: Management Accounting and Its Relationship
to Organization Theory. Review of proposed Accounting
text for Macmillan Co., August, 1967. Book in process Management Accounting - - A Behavioral View, Macmillan Co.

c.

Christman, Karl: Utilization of simulation case ~n auditing.
Comparison of class perception of Auditor's Role in Public
Accounting. Review literature and investigate method of
integration of EDP and Computer Systems into the auditing
course. Research in current tax law.

D.

Edgel, Ralph: The Capital Market and Economic Development
in New Mexico; Projections of Population and Employment
for New Nexico Counties to the Year 2010 (for the State
Planning Office, JUly- June, $8,000; BBR was contractor);
Goals for ARDP; Emplqyment and Personal Income in New Mexico.

E.

Finston, Howard: Completed a study of the impact of
sensitivity training upon organizational climate and
fectiveness within an R & D environment. Editorial
c0r.1~tt1 tnn-1:; ·to Px-er.~.t~.::.:- J;.::~,.ll, ::":~c.
P'..:epaz·~d :::1t':.!ci.y 1.~n
leadership styles, a comparative analysis.

F.

ef~

Mori, Perry: Computer and data processing applications to
basic accounting problems. An Accounting modeL

-8G.

Nolan, Edward: H.E.H. Research Study (Health, Education
and Welfare), with Dr. Therkildsen, Economics; Second and
~inal year of H.E.w. supported research on 'Chanmes in
Self-Perception and Motivation as a Consequence of a Title
V Training Program. 1 Report on first year of research
was submitted September, 1967.

H.

Slate, Laniel: $15,000 .research grant to study the
competitive processes of new product competition in the
American :rood industry (an unres.tricted rese_arch grant
from Corn Products Co. to the University of Illinois). A
$5,000 contract with Arthur n. Little, Inc. to explore
the apparent lack o:f' product market competition in the
ready-to-eat cereal industry. Introduction to. Marketing
Systems, a graduate -textbook to be published by Holt,
~inehart, and Winston, January, 1969. An explanatory ~odel
of "Price and Competition in the Southwest Milk Industry;"
research being conducted :for Preston Dairies of Texas.
A research paper for _Sandia Corporation on "Buyer Performance."
Systems: Eesearch And Applications for Marketing, with
.Robert Ferber; to be published by BEBR, University of
Illinois, 1968. "Systems Theory and Analysi$: Miracle or
Mirage," to be published in 1968 by the AMA - - 1967
Annual Conference Proceedings. Brand Competition in the
Ready-to-Eat Breakfast Cereal Industry, to be published by
Arthur D. Little, Inc., 1968; "Future Dimensions of Educa.t:ion for Business;" to be publi'sned with Proceedings of the
1967 Mountain-Plains Management Conference by the Bureau
of Business Research, UNM, July, 1968. Book review of
Brand Strategy in United States' Food Marketing! by
William Applebaum and Ray A. Goldberg, to be published by
the Journal of J'l.arketing Research, August, 1968. "Models
of Brand Competition," with R.
Mitchell, preliminary
.draft completed. "lvlatrix: ·of Market Combination," with
Kent B. Monroe, preliminary draft completed.

v.

6.

Activities in learned, and professional societies
A.

Brown, James:
April, 1967.

Southwest Social Sciences meeting, Dallas,

B.

caplan, Edwin: "Introducing Behavioral Theory Into
Accounting EducationJ" a paper read at Annual Meeting of
American Accounting Association, Pennsylvania State
Uni-versity, August, 1967. "The Challenge of Education for
Management Accounting," a paper read at Annual Meeting of
Western Region of American Accounting Association, Los
Angeles, April, 1968.

C.

Christman, Karl: Attended monthly meetings of Albuquerque
Cha~er and State Society of C.P.A.'s.

-9D.

Dillman, Everett: Elected President, Southwest DiVision
of the Academy of Management. "CUltural Variations to
Management," paper read before Ilocky Mountain Management
Association, December, 1967.

E.

Edgel, Ralph: Attended Mountain-Plains Management Conference,
Albuquerque, November, 1967. Also AUBBER, Salt I.ake City,
October, 1967.

F.

Finston, Howard: "Toward Comparative Organizational Theory,;"
an address before the Annual Meeting of the Academy~ of'
Management, Southwest Division, Dallas, April, 1968.
"Sensitivity Training - A Breakthrough in ~n :flelations?"
an address given before the New Mexico Purchasing Association.

G.

Huber, lvilliam:
November, 1967 •

H.

Mori, Perry: New Mexico State Society of' C.P.A.; American
Institute of C.P.A.; Accounting Association, University of
New Mexico; American Ear Association.

I.

Nola:p.1 F1dward: Pacific Southwest Meetings of' Council ofSocial Welfare: invited speaker on 'Partners in Change.•
New Me~co Association of Hospital Accountants, 'Cbanging
Concepts of Organizational Behavior, 1 Academy of' Management,
Western Division, paper, 'A Series of Organizational Analyses
Utilizing the Semantic Differential. 1

J,

Reva, Virginia: Member, N.M.E.A.; administrator of Certified
Professional Secretaries exam; recently appointed to compose
various sections of the examination f'or the National Medical
Secretaries Association.

K.

Sampley, Gayle: New Mexico Business Education Association;
National Business Education Association; AAUW.

L.

Slate, Daniel: Session chairman, ''Systems Analysis.; Concepts
and Applicat;l.ons, " at the American Marketing Association
Conference in Washington, D.c., Deceltber"· 1.967. Also presented paper entitled "Systems Theory and Analysis: Miracle
or Mirage .• "

M.

Winter, Lothar: MCSB meeUng in Miami, April, 1968.
Armstrong Cork Company Seminar, April, 1968 in San Francisco.
Kennedy Round Conference, Denver, January1 1968.

N.

Yeakel, John: Attended American Accounting Association
Annual Meeting at Pennsylvania State. Chairman of New
Mexico Accounting careers Council. Attended meetings of
the Albuquerque Chapter of the N.M. Society of Certified
Public Accountants and the Albuquerque Chapter of the
National Accounting Association. Attended Symposi\.liri at
UTEP on Accounting Education.

Counseling Center Directors Meeting,
Community Leaders Conference, April, 1968.
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7. other professional activities
A.

Brown, James: Speaker at UNM faculty-staff Financial Manage.~
ment seminar, November, 2967. Radio interview (UNM Reports)
on economic policy, October, 1967. Radio interview (KGGM)
on the gold crisis, March, 1968. Consultant, National
Science Foundation Cooperative College School Scie.nce
Program, University of Texas at El Paso.

B.

Caplan, Edwin: Attended following meetings: Allied Social
Sciences, washington, D.c., D.c., December 1967; Southwestern
social Sciences, Dallas, April, 1968; talks to Albuquerque
Chapter, National Association. of Accountants, November,
1967 i New Mexico Society of CPA's 1 October, 1967 i Federal
Governmental Accountants Association, New Mexico Chapter,
May, 1968. Participated in a one-hour :Panel d:lscuss.ion on
Business Education, KNME, May, 1968.
·

c.

Christman, Karl: Held several engagements in public accounting practice. Served as moderator - host :!br a day workshop
on The Common Body of Knowledge in Accounting, held with
six participating universities. Taught 3 short courses in
Accounting and Taxation for Small Business, Commtmity
College (co-sponsored by Small Business Administration).

D.

Edgel, Ralph; Water Resources Conference, March 28-291 .Ias
Cruces, and delivered paper on Population Projections.
Consultancies with Dial Finance Co. and Kirschner Associ.ates.
Attended Bureau of Census Conference on Population Estimates,
San Francisco, October 29-32.

E.

Finston, Howard: Attended Annual Meeting, Southern Economic
Association, New Orleansj Annual Social Science Meetings in
Washington, D.C.i Annual Meeting of Academy of Management,
Southwest Division, Dallas. Conference leaders, Southwest
Management Development Program, Public Administration Program
for State Officials, Technical Services Conference and New
Mexico Printing Industry. Consultant to Sandia Corporation
and Kirschner Associates, and Prentice-Hall, Inc. Talks
before various civic groups.

F.

HUber, William: legal and Educational Consultancy, Memphis
State University. Group meetings with counselors at several
Albuquerque High Schools.

G.

Mori, Perry: Consulting - Accounting, Income Taxes and
Estate Taxes, Trust and taw.

J'I.

Nolan, Edward: Attended Western Psychological Association
Meetings in San Diego, Invited to deliver colloqui\llll for
Psychology Faculty, San Fernando Valley State College; "Two
Contrasting Research Designs: Their Relative Strengths and
Limitlitions."
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8.

J:.

Reva, Virginia: M9.de ten or eleven talks before professional
and academic groups. Bosses' dinner speaker at Los Alamos,
etc. Taught two courses in the Commlll'lity Evening College, UilM.

J.

Sampley, Gayle: Invited to participate (dictated shorthand to
superior business students) in city--wide Business Education
contest held at Rio Grande Jiigh School in April, 1968.

K.

Slate, Daniel: Conference chairman, 1967 Mountain-Plains
Management Conference. Conference leaders, U.s. I:epartment of
Agriculture, Forest Service Management Conferences; Southwest Management I:evelopment Program, Highway Engineers
Conference, Public Administration Development Program.
Addressed Southwest Association of Purchasing Agents.; ''New'
Dimensions in Purchasing," .March, 1968. "Future of Education
for Business," KtTNM, campus radio, April, 1968. "Management _
Science and .Purchasing Administration, 11 a talk for Sandia
Corporation, May, 1968. Attended Marketing Seminar, Armstrong
Cork Co., San Francisco, April, 1968. Guest lecturer in
B.A. 520 class, Cynernetics. Economics Seminar, UNM, May
1968. Topic: "Brand Competition, Market S;Ynergy, and Barriers
to Competition in the American Food Industry." Research
consultant to Westingho\lse Learning Corporation, Wadsworth
PUblishing Co., Sandia Corporation, and Arthur D. Little.

L.

Winter, Lothar: Regional Export Council, January, 1968;
Impact of the Kennedy Round on New Mexico (Albuquerque).
Speeches to Rocky Mountain Allied Social Science Conference,
Colorado Springs; Management Conference in Lauterback,
Germany, Summer, 1967; Marketing and Sales Executive Group,
Albuquerqi.te: Southwest M9.nagement Ievelopment-Program;
Printing Industry; Mountain-Plains Conference, Forest Service
Program.

M.

Yeakel, John: Member of Planning Committee of Annual New
Mexico Accounting Seminar. Attended Mountain-Plains M9.nagement Conference in Albuquerque. Attended Symposium on A;tC.PA
Common Body of Knowledge, UNM.

Non-teaching Univeraity service
A.

Brown, James: Policy Committee; Chairman, Ph.D. Task Force
Committee; supervisor of two MBA theses; undergraduate
faculty advisor.

B.

Capian, Edwin: Head, Division of Managerial Control; Acting
Coordinator of Graduate Studies; Member, College undergraduate,
graduate, and Ph.D. Committees; graduate and undergraduate
student advisor.

c.

Christman, Karl: Continued as University College advisor.
Served on community-university Accounting Advisory Committee.
Faculty sponsor for Alpha Kappa Psi.
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Dillman, Everett: Facultyaivisor, Graduate Association of
Business Students.

E.

Edgel, .Ralph: Committee to form a Faculty Club; Policy Committee; College Graduate Committee,; Advisory Committee to
select Dean for College of Business Administration; faculty
advisor for M.B.A. students. Chairman, one thesis .committee;
and a member of two others.

F.

Finston, Howard: Dean, College of Business Administration;
member, Administrative Committee, Committee on Entrance and
Credits, CBA.-BBR Coordinating Committee;. NASA Advisory Co!llmittee. Advisor to undergraduate and graduate students.
Chairman and member of several M.B.A. thesis committees.
Doctoral committees in Education and Economics.

G.

Huber, William: Member, Presidential Selection Committee;
Committee on Junior College Programs; Business Administration
Policy Committee; M.B.A. Task Force Committee in College of
B.A.

H.

Mori, Perry: Advisor, College of Business Administration apd
University College,. Aqcounting. Association, UNM. - Administrative Committee and Insurance and Retirement Committee.
President, Board of Directors, Coronado Credit Union;
President, :Phi Kappa .Phi •

I.

Morris, James:

J,

Nolan, Edward: Graduate Commi.ttee, sub-committee of Graduate
Committee in 'Interdisciplinary Degress.' Computer Science
Committee. College B.B.A., M.B.A., and Ph.D. committees,
Executive Committee. Two doctoral committees in Education.
Several M.B.A. thesis committees.

K.

Park, James:
College.

L.

Re:va, Virginia: Advisor to 47 students in University College.
Numerous cuties connected with planning of the business
education department in the new CBA building.

M.

Sampley, Gayle: Faculty advisor to about 40 University
College students.

N.

Slate, D:t.niel: Member, University Library Committee,
Economics-Business Joint Planning Committee. College Executive
Committee and B.B.A. 1 M.B.A., and :Ph.D. Task Force Committees.
Chairman, President's Advisory Committee for the Deanship of
the College of Business Administration. Chairman of two
M.B.A. thesis committees and a member of a third committee.

o.

Winter, Lothar: Member, University- of New Mexico International
Affairs Committee; AAUP University Committee; College Executive
Committee and Task Fbrce Committee.

Undergraduate Task Force Committee.

Curricula Committee; advisor for University

~·--·

.___.._

----·

-

-

-··~--- ~-

·-·

:P.

9~

Yeakel, John: Cha.irma:n, Supervisory Committee of Coronado
Credit U:nion; Faculty advisor to students in Un~versity
College and CBA. Member, CBA deanship committee.

Public service
A.

Caplan, Edwin:

Committee member of Boy Scout

troop~

:B. Edgel, .Ralph: Smail Business Administration Advisory
Committee.

16.

c.

Finston, l!oward: Vice Chairman, City Personnel Board;
First Vice President, First Unitarian Church; Member, Board
of Directors, Blue CroSS-Blue Shield AsSoc.

D.

Mori, Perry:

Governor's Tax Advisory Committee.

E.

Park, James:

Assisted with Community Chest Drive, UNM.

F.

Reva, Virginia:

Church work, cancer Society, etc.

G.

Sampley, Gayle:

Hoffmantown Baptist Church.

Personal info;t'mation
None

The Report. of the College o.f. Educatio-n
July 1, 1967 - Jube 30, 1968
Chester C. Travelstead, Dean

J.

General Coilege Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1967-.68 •.
1.

During the period of this report, the College of Educa-

tion continued ;i.ts rapid growth:
enrolled in the College; 2)
the College; and 3)

1)

in the number of students

in enrollment in classes offered by

in degrees granted through the College.

A"rtothet aspect of this growth is the ever-increasing -enro.ilments
in and graduation from graduate programs ·offered through the
College of Education.
Table I below shows the number of students enrolled in
the College of Education, by semesters, from Sem. I, 1962 through
Sem. II, 1968.
Table I
1962-63

~

6

63-64-

I~I

678

665

64-65
I

1I

674

748

I+:I
65-66

740

889

66-67_

67-68

I

II

I

II

942

10i3

1152

1247

Table II below g:i,ves the number of degrees awarded* through
the College of Education during the last five years.

The actual

numbers and 'the percentage of increase are clear evidence of the
tremendous growth of the College at both 1;he. undergraduate and
graduate levels.
Table .II
Degrees Awarded

Percentage
.Increase. from
1963 to 1968

1963

1964

1965.

1966

1967

1968

206

214

255

252

286

412

100.0'7,

Master's

97

101

118

127

160

140

44.3%

Ed. Spec,

3

6

8

5

6

11

266.6%

Doctor's

4

3

12

12.

_18

350,0%

310

.324

393

396

581

87.4%

Bachelor's-

Totals
2..

14_ ..

4.66

The Department of Elementary Education received national rec-

ognition (2nd place in nationwide competit'ion with 132 other inst:l.tutions) for its new "Junior-Block, Sen.ior-Block program." (See
departmental report for details.)
3.

The Department of Secondary Education continued ahd expanded

its special programs for student teaching to include additional
junior and senior high schools in the Albuquerque Public Schools.
This department also launched a new "honor cadet" program in student
teaching for a group of carefully selected juniors and seniors :i,n
the program.

This project is now known as the APSCOE (Albuquerque

.c.,J'"",e"';
etr II! n

f:L

Public Schools

~

College of Education) Project.

(See departmental

report for details.)
4.

The Department of Home Economics and the Department of

Health, Physical Education and Recreation were visited by committees composed of nationally recognized authorities in these.
fields and financed by the Danforth Foundation.

Oral and written

reports were made by the visiting committees to department chairmen, the dean of the. College, the dean of the Graduate School, the
academic vice-president, and the president.

These reports were

used by the departments concerned and by the administrative officers
named above:
ments; 2)

1)

to assess the present status of these two depart-

to identify strengths and weaknesses (in personnel and

programs); 3)

t:o help give direction to. the further development

of the departments.

It was generally agreed that these visits and

the follow up discussions were very helpful.
5.

Latin American projects carried on by the College continued

to grow, reflecting the ever deepening commitment of the University
of New Mexico to Latin American education.
a)

The Ecuador Project in primary education continued into

its third year.
b)

(See Elementary Education report for details)

The Department of Secondary Education continued its work

in Colombia by 1) training 26 participants from that country on the
UNM campus from August, 1967 through June, 1968.

This department,

with the help of Dr. Frank Angel, Assistant Dean for Special Programs and Projects, .also developed a proposal to AID/Colombia for

a continuing program ther.e in the .developir:.ent of comprehensive
high schools in Colo~bia.

The dew. coritrac:t (in the ·amount of

'

$549,000) was signed,by UNM officials and,representatives of
AID, ·and went into effect June 28, 1968.

It is for 18 or 24.

months, depending upon the funds to be made. <wailable.
c)

The three and one-half year program ·of internships

iri Latin American Education, directed by .Dean Travelstead and

funded by the Ford Foundation, was terminated, _accord_;ing to
schedule on March 31, 1968.
d)

Dean Travelstead, with the help of Dr. Frank Angel,

Dr. Hershey Julien, Dr. MaJ;sh;Jll Nason, .and o.ther UNM faculty
members and administrative office:t;"s, directed the Ninth Annual
Seminar on Higher Education in the Americas, in cooperation with
the Universidad de Costa Rica and the University of Kansas.
This seminar is sponsored and funded each spring by the U.S.
Department of State for the benefit of selected rectors (presidents) of Latin American Universities.
6.

Dr. George. Keppers, Chairman of the Department .of

Guidance and Special Education, was appointed Assistant Dean
for Student Affairs, effective July 1, 1968,

Dr. Keppers wiil

continue to serve as department chairman during 1968-69.

7.

Dean Travelstead was appointed Academic Vic.e President for

the University, effective July 1, 1968.
8.

Dr. Richard 1.awrence of Washington, D.Q; was appointed

dean of the College of Education to· succeed Dean Travelstead.
Dr •. Lawrence will .not be able to assl1me his n.ew duties at UNM
until about January 1, 1969.
9.

J:)r. Armond Seidler was appointed Acting Dean of the College,

effective July 1, 1968 and continuing urit;i.l Dr •.Lawrence arrives in
January 1969.

Dr. Seidler will continue during this period to serve

as Chairman of the Department of Health, physical Educ;1£;i.on and
Recreation.

10.

Dr. Albert Vogel was appointed Chairman of the Department

·of Educa.tional Foundations, effective September 1, -1968;- succeeding. Dr. John T. Zepper, who served as Acting ,Chairman of this
department during 1967-68.
11.

A new position in the College, Assistant to the Dean, was

authorized by Vice Pres·ident Heady, and some person will be appointed
soon to assume this position no later than September 1, 1968.

It is

a staff position, designed to be of specific help to the dean of the
College.

12.

A number of special projects and programs were inaugurated

,.

in several departments of the. College.

(See departmental reports

for details.)
13.

A new and very significant program designed for handicapped

and retarded children .and adults was designed and begun during the

year through the Department of Health, :Physical Education and
Re,creation, and the Department of Guidance and Special Education.
Professor Frank Papcsy directed the .program on Saturday
and involved a large number of UNM students on

mo~;nit1gs

a voluntary basis

and about 25 teachers in the Albuquerque Public Schools, all of
'

.

whom worked closely with the r.etarded. children qnd adu1ts enrolled.
This program will be contintie<ian<L expanded quring 1968-69.

14.

A number of faculty

membe~;s

in the College of Education

were offered positions at other institutions, some of the positions paying considerably higher salaries than those these faculty
members are now being paid at UNM.

But quite fortunately only one·

of them accepted another position and left this University at the
end of the 196T-68 academic year.

This. number does not include

some faculty members who resigned or took leaves of absence to
continue graduate study at other institutions.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the future
Since a new dean has been appointed and since he and the College

of Education may very well wish to use this break in administrative
continuity to. plan and carry out new programs and services, .it
seems appropJ;iate llere for me (the dean until June 30, 1968) not
to list specific plans and recommendations.
And yet several things appear to be obvious and quite likely.

1.

If the College continues to be faced by restrictive budgets,

as in the past tw.o or three years, it will be forced to restrict
considerably its undergraduate and graduate enrollments.

It also

will be forc.ed to cut !Jack on ·its_ research. and service functions •.
2.

Latin American programs W'ill continue and expand.

The·

College will more than likely .extend its already deep involvement
in educational programs in several of the Latin American countries.
3;

It -seems obvious also tha_t the College will "become more and

more involved in domestic special programs and p.rojects, funded by
the federal government • . A nm11ber of possibilities. exist, the newest
and mo.st likely sou:tc.e of funding being the :t:ecently passed Education Professions Development Act--federal legislation which provides
various ways of identifying and training new people at all levels
for the pro.fession of te·aching and administering schools.
4.

Other plans will "be developed during 1968-69under thE\

guidance of Deail~Elect Lawremce.
C.

Appointments to Staff
(See departmental ·reports)

II.

Composite of information .Q.!! individual "biographical supplements
(See departmental reports)

~·

"I:HE REPORT OF .THE DEPARTHE!'lT OF ART EDUCATION
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Alexander Hasley, Chairman

I.

General Department Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1967-68.
The Art Education Department continued to advance both as
to quality and quantity of students and their art experiences
and products; this development notwithstanding Dr. Hasley being
on- sabbatical leave for the sprlng semester and Hr. Srubek,

a

former graduate assistant in the department and now on a one
year appointment, acting as Chairman during Dr. Hasley's absence.
In itself this 1·ms a significant achievement inasmticl1 as no other
regular.staff member of the department had been on the staff for
more than one year and '"ou.ld not, therefore, be able to anticipate or cope 1·7ith the myriad problems that constantly beset any
and all departments in the College of Education.

This "achieve-

ment" takes on even greater importance Hhen one considers that
a department of four regular, full-time staff members and two
graduate assistants does not have the services of even a part•
time secre tal·y.
Perhaps of even more significance for the future of the
department, this year, almost more than any other previous year,
there Has considerable evidence of unified effort, in spite of
the definite individuality of the staff members, in projecting
an integrated but varied art education program meeting the needs
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of the diverse groups of students that populate its classes
Contrary to what one might expect in a trying situation of this
kind, the department not only met its l;'egu:J.ar obligations mot".e
effectively than usual but vms ·also able to offer a special art
program to the E.cuadorian teachers on campus and classroom
teachers in an extension course in Socorro.

In addition to these

extracurricular undertakings, members of the faculty were active
on·committees irt the College of Education and in the College of
Fine Arts.

An additional gain for the year was found in en-

listing the services of Professor Emeritus Ralph Douglas to offer
a two ~qeek lettering course to art education majors in an at:teJ!!pt
to strenghten the glaring weakness in the program of not being
able to provide certain commercial art experiences to pl;'ospective
art teachers because of lack of faculty personnel.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the future.
·Perhaps the most pressing problems requiring· attention in
the department relate to a majol;' change that will take place
within a year; a new department chairman will have to be appointed
to succeed Dr. Hasley upon retirement.
At this juncture, the entire program, undergraduate and
graduate, should be revie1-1ed and the several members of the
departmental faculty should, together, study every aspect of the
department including plant, space, equipment, supplies, objectives,
methodologies and relationships with other departments on the
campus and the community at laJ;"ge.

It may very \1ell be that. such
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a study might reveal certain advantages which may accrue to the
College of Educat.ion and the College of Fine A:rts and to 'their
students if a more intimate relationshi!J

1~as

developed between

the Department of Art E;ducation and the Fine .(lrts College, even
to the extent that the perartment be more closely related to
the Fine Arts College than to the College of Education,
It is common knowledge that art education units, departments or divisions, are found in intimate relationships to
colleges of fine arts on some campuses and to colleges of education on other campuses.

In fact, in one important university

in the United States the Department of Art Education is even
found as a unit in the School of Architecture and Allied Arts.
In any case, successful operation of art education programs
depend more upon the acceptance or rejection of the department
by faculty members of both colleges.

Unsympathetic and pre-

judicial attitudes of colleagues in either or both of the
colleges may effectively impede the successful function of even
the best staffed and administered art education program on a
campus.
Any other significant plans, and there may be many, depend
upon decisions made regarding the ultinatc form, stature and
rl:acement of the art education rrogram.

It would be rremature

to advance such plans at thi.s time,
C.

Appointment to staff.
Hr. James Srubek, former graduate assistant in the Derartment, ;.ms given a one year contract to fi.ll the temrorary vacancy
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~reated

by the one year leave of absence of Professor Halter

Rutko~1Ski ''ho returned to Penn State University i:o .further work

on his doctoral studies in art education,

It

~1as

the hope of

the department faculty that Nr. Srubek could be .. given a regular
cqntract at the end of the school year to permanently join the
staff but he decided on a three year N.D.E.A. Fellowship in Art
Education at Penn State University beginning Fall, 1963.

An

exceptionally outstanding faculty member was thereby lost to
the department.
There were no other appointments to staff, although the
department had the teAching services of two graduate assistants:
Hrs. Susan Srubek, vlorking otl a Naster 1 s degree program in art.
education and Hr. Dennis Humes from the University of Hashington
who began his doctoral st'udies in art education and curriculum
and instruction.
I,I.

~posite

of information requested oti individual biographical

~lements.

1.

Advanced study:

2.

Sabbatical, etc.:

None
Dr. Hasley was on sabbatical leave during

the spring semester of 1967-68.

He visited schools in Orego~

and Hashi11gton and addressed graduate students in art education at the University of Hashington in addition to almost
,six weeks of study and visitations in schools and art centers
in Ha1;aii and Japan.
3.

Ne~1

scholastic honors, fellol'iships, e.tc.:

-..... · · - ·-

• --

--.---<

Hr. Jawes Srubek

I

J
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accepted an N.D.E.A. Fellowship in Art Education at
Pennsylvania State University beginning Fall of 1968.
4.

Publications:

1-!one

5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress:
Dr. Hasley gave a visual documentation of art and education
in Japan.

He is continuing research in the formulation of

tempra paint for use by children and also. continuing research
•~ith

sand drawing and painting and further progress with

prit'ltmaldng from steel foil.
Hr. Ronald Piotrowski has been painting in his studio for
the past year.

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies:

Dr. Hasley

addressed groups of art educators in Tokyo, Japan who are
members of the International Society for Education Through
Art.

7.

Other professional activities:
paper

•~all

Dr. Hasley has displays of

hangings throughout the South>lest and West Coast

area; addressed graduate students in art education at the
University of l•iashington; consultant fot· th3 Arts and Crafts
Fair and .for the

South1~est

Educational Study Center.

Nr. Ronald Piotrowski has been informed that his paintings
vlill be exhibited in a national show scheduled for next
year.
Nr. James Srubel• had pottery exhibited in. National In vitation?l Crafts Exhibition at the University of

Museum.

Ne~o7

Hexico Art
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8.

Non-teaching University service:

Dr. Hasley·served as

faculty advisor in Art Education Ailministrative Committee,
Ad Hoc Committee on certain requirements in graduate
progrrun, Fine Arts Gallery Committee..

Certain off..,campus

project as community study in developing interest in
cultural subjects.
Hr. Ronald Piotro1vski is involved in the Learning Naterials
Committee

and also active as an advisor in education.

Hr. James Srubek served as Actin'g Chairman, Department of
Art Education during the spring semester of. 1.968, College
of Education Administrative and Policy Committee, Curriculum
Committee, Nation;:ll Invitational Craft;s Exhibition Committee,
and academic advisor.
9.

Public service:

Dr. Hasley directed the children's art

classes in the department and is also Division Chairman
of the

10.

Democrat~c

Party.

Personal information:

None

4'

The Report of the Department of Educational Adminis.tration
July 1, 1967 - June 30, -1968
Richard L. Holeman, Chairman
I..

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the .academic year,
1.

1967~68

The department ceased offering a Master's degree in Educational

Administration.

It has taken the position that educational administrators

should first be kitowledgeab le about the teaching-learning process.

This

decis.ion ha.s meant a gradual shifting of emphasis to Po!!t Master's
programs in Educational Administration.

With such a shift will come

increased emphasis upon educat.ional research activities.

It can be

expected that each professor in this department will, in the next year,
pe actively d.irecting in excess of three doctoral dissertations.
2.

The report of the pilot educational administrator training

project was camp lElted and submitted to the ~ational J:nStitute. of Mental
Health.

This project affected the departmElntal program significantly,

Already, course content has been modified to incorporate relevant
social science concepts.

Personnel replacements reflect an orientation

consistent with the objectives stated in the original project proposal.
Still lying ahead, is the task of reorganizing course offerings and
developing hew courses suggested by the experience of the pilot project.
3.

The department took an active role in the reorganizat.ion of

the College of Education's Bureau of Educational Service an4 Research.
Efforts were made to identify the function more strongly with collegewide activities than with activities arid personnel of this department.
Especial attention

~~as

given to planning an organization which would

relate the College of Education to educational administrators in the
State of New Mexico.

So that both the research and field service

functions might be given attention, the former Bureau was divided
into two organizations.

The field service functions will no.w be

performed·by the Bureau of Educational Development and Planning.
Within this Bureau are·.two functions that have been identified :most
closely with the Department of Educational Administration.

They are:

The School Plant Planning Service and the direction of the New Mexico
Research arid Study Council.
4.

Preliminary discuss:l.ons were held with the central admini-

stration of the Albuquerque Public Schools, in an effort to institute
a joint internship program for elementary school principals.

Con-

siderable support for this plan was received from the public schools.
The plan was proposed as a joint venture by the Departments of Ele- ·
mentary Education ctnc:l EducationalAdministration.

The financiaL.crisis

recently faced by the schools resulted in the last minute postponement
of this program.
5.

Several :members of the department have worked with, the Center

for Occupational Education and the United States Office of Education,
in an analysis of a county-wide program to improve the employment level.
This project permitted the 1.1se Of several administrator trainees .in
relevant field experiences.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future
1.

The department will continue to plan with Albuquerque Public

Schools the elementary principals internship program.

Recent: overtures

from the Albuquerque Public Schools concerning a similar program for
secondary principals will be followed up.

It is hoped that funds

from the Education Professions Development Act can be utilized to.
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support and expand these plans.
2.

Serious consideration is being given to the development of

a program for the preparation of administrators for educational

research.

There appears to be a great demand for persons who possess

administrative skills and knowledge of educational research.
3.

The department will make a concerted effort to expand its

activities in the field dulling the next year.

This expansion will

involve giving assistance to public schools in .the solution of administrative problems.
4.

The department will seek funds-to underwrite research in the

area of Educational Administration.
C.

Appointments to staff
Martin Burlingame, June 17, 1968
Herbert Hughes, June 17, 1968

D.

Separations from staff
Patr-ick Lynch, April, 1968 resigned to continue with EDs.

II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical supplements
A.

Advanced study
None

B.

Sabllaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.
Dr. Frank Angel taught a course for Normal School personnel in
Guayaquil, Ecuador in Uune, 1967; conducted budget negotiations
on Ecuador contract in. Quito; negotiated new Colombia contract.
Dr. Horatio Ulibarri served as Lecturer-Consultant for the Office
of Inter-American Programs at the Universidad Autonome de Guadalajara
Dr. Paul Petty, leave of absence, for 1967-68 academic year to serve
as Director of Southwest Cooperative Educational Laboratory.
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C.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
None

D.

Publications
Angel, Frank. A .series of publications on all teacher education
subjects taught in the normal schools, in collaboration with
Zint.z, Mari-Luci Ulibarri
Holeman, Richard L. School Administration:
a monograph, 1968, with Hiley

Some Observations,

_ _ _,"Theory and Practice of School Finance:
School Review, 1968

A Review,"

The

, Educational Administrator Training for the Multi-

~ural Community (Assisted by Hales and Wilsey), February, 1968

Tonigan, Richard F. "History of American Education in the
First Two-thirds of This Century." 90 page chapter coauthored with T.C. Holy in Chief State School Officers.
Ulibarri, Horacia. "Social and Attitudinal Characteristics of
Spanish,-speaking Migrant and Ex-'i1igrant~Workers" in ContemporaryResearch in Social Psychology, ed. Ling:ren (New York: John
Hiley & Sons, 1967).
, "Teacher Awareness of Socio-Cultural Differences in
Multi-Cultural C.lassrooms,u in Keach & Gardner's Education
and Social Crisis (John Wiley & Sons, 1967)
, Educational Needs of the Mexican American, National Conference on Educational Oppurtinities for Mexican Americans
prepared by ERIC Clearinghouse, New Mexico State University,
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Wiley, Tom. Politics and Purse Strings of Education in New
Nexico, The University of New Nexico Press (now in process
of printing.)
E.

Other :research projects or creative work in progress o:r completed
Dr. Frank Angel ran a Seminar in Higher Education in the Americas
for two weeks, finishing up in Washington, D.C.
Dr. Richard L. Holeman was Co-director of "Ev.aluation of Concerted
Services in Technical Education, an organizational analysis of
a Federal stimulation program for the rural unemployed. This was
a contract project with the USOE and N.C. State University,
$12,786.00, 1 year.
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Dr. Richard F. Tonigan is currently writing two sections for
The MacMillan Co. 15 Vol. Educational Encyclopedia to be
published in 1970. The titles .are "School J3usirtess Management,"
and "Planning and Managing Educational Facilities."
Dr. Horacio Ulibarri has project with USOE - Changes in
Attitudinal Characteristics of Higr;:tnt and Ex-Higrant Workers
Involved in Adult Education; is Consultant and Participant with
Civil Rights Commission, Washington, D.G,; and is Cortsult:ant
fo:i: the Department of l.abo:t study on Work Opportunities for
Minority Groups,
F.

Activities in learned and professional societies
Dr. Frank Angel is Coordinator of Special Project P;roposals
for the College of Education.
Dr. Richard Holemon attended meetings of: American Education
Research Association, University Council on. Educational
Administration, American Association of School Administrators,
and National Council of Professors of Educational Administration.
Dr. Richard F. Tonigan attended annual meetings of AASA and CEF1;'.
He is President of Council of Edt~cat:ional Facility Plat1ne;rs.
Dr. Horacio Ulibarri attended meetings of the National Conference of
Adult Education Association, and National Conference on Educational
Opportunities for Hexican Americans.

G.

Other

~rofessional

activities·

Among many other activities, Dr. Frank Angel was Consultant on
Mexican American conferences (National and Regional), Papers
were prepared for National Conference on Mexican Americans, also
a paper for Shiprock Conference on Indian Education.
Dr. Richard L. Holemon addressed the New Mexico School Boards
Association artd was Consultant to several New Mexico Public Schools.
Dr. Richard Tonigan gave two TV presentations at AASA in Atlantic
City; was Management Consultant to Ferguson-Florissent School
District (Mo.}; was Educational Consultant to AID, Colombia, S.A,
Dr. Horacia Ulibarri was Lecturer for .Teachers Corps Project,
University of Southern California, and Lecturer for Denver
Opportunity Program (OEO).
Dr. Tom Wiley was Consultant to Governor's Council on Teacher Salary
Needs,
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H.

Non-teaching University service
Dr. Frank Angel:

Internat"ional Education Committee

Dr. Richard L. Holeman:

College o;f Education Advisory Committee
on the Deanship
Other College of Education ad hoc c"ommittees
Chairman 9 doctoral diss.ertation committees
Member 5 doctoral committees

Dr. Horacia Ulibarri:

Chai:~;man

Dr. Tom Wiley:

4 Doctoral Commij:tees on Studies
Chairman 4 Doctoral Disser.tation Committees
Secretary, Education Doctorate Committee
Committee on Latin-American Education:
Committee on Higher Edul!ation irt"the Americas

University Policy Committee
Chairman 1 .Education Doctorate" Commit!:ee
Chair.man" 5 Doctoral Dissertation Committees
Chairman 6 Doctoral Committees on Studies
Member 5 Doc tora:l Commit tees
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The Report of the Department of Educational Foundations
Ju:Ly 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
John. T. Zepper, Acting Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1967-68,
Beginning September 1, 1967 Educational Foundations began operating

as a department vTithin the College of Educatic:m, after ten years as
an undergraduate teaching service, and a. doctoral area in education
within the Department of Educational and Administrative Services, During
the 1967 summer session Dr. C. C. Travelstead, Dean of the college. o£ Education, functioned as Acting Chairman of Educational and Administrative Services, with Dr. James Cooper coordinating the Educational Foundations

pro~ram.

An Acting Cha_irman, John T. Ze_pper, was appointed for 1967-68
academic year because the split of Educational and Administrative
Services into Ed.ucational Administration and Educational Foundations
came too late in the year for the personnel in the Foundations area
to choose a permanent chairman.

During the year the department staff

considered the question of a permanent chairman.

Dr. Albert

w.

Vogel

was appointed Chairman of the Department of Educational Foundations,
effective September 1, 1968.

Dr. Vogel will also serve as Acting

Chairman of the department during the 1968 summer session.
Members of the

depart~ent

have been working on an educational

researchers training program for two years.

Two of the courses in-

volved in the strengthening of the research emphasis in the College
of Education have been passed in cooperation with an Ad Hoc Committee
on Research Sequence chaired by Tom Wiley.

The courses are:

Ed. Fdns. 500 - Research Applications to Education (3)
Ed. Fdns. 602 - Multivariate Design and Analysis in Educational
Research (3)
These courses will be offered for the first time during the 1968-69
academic year.

A further development in the stress upon the research

dimension was the appointment of Dr. James Cooper, Professor of Educational Foundations, as research consultant for the College of Educa.tion.
This service, involving the design and analysis of research studies,
will be available to graduate students and faculty beginning ;i.n the fall.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
As a new department, recent gains and already initiated programs
must be consolidated,

Further developments in the researchers program

and .. the sociol6gy..:o£.education will. proceed slmvly during the next
two years,

A must

for future developments within the department is the

addition of a comparative educator with a specialization in Latin
America.

Foreign specializations of Canada, Great Britian; Western

Germany, Poland, and the USSR must be supplemented by a concentration
upon the Spanish-speaking nations, to strengthen the College of Education.1:s role in Latin American programs.
C.

Appointments to staff
1.
2.
3.

D.

Lewis A. Dahmen, Ed. D., Arizona State University, Sept. 1, 1961
Richard .M. Gorman, Ph. D., Fordham University, Sept. 1, 1967
David Bachelor, Ph. D., expected summer, 1968, Chicago
University, Sept. 1, 1968

Separations from staff
None

II. Composite of biograph;i.cal supplements
1.

Advanced study
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J. Cooper -- Spanish, Guadalajara Summer School 1967., Mexico
Multivaxiate Analysis Workshop, Chicago, Feb., 19.68
L. Dahmen -- Spanish, ~. Sem. II, 1967-68
2.

Summer teaching elsewhere and travel
J. Cooper -- summer, 1967 in northern and central MexiCQ.
L. Dahmen -- Mexico City
J. :r. Zepper -- taught Philosophy of Education at Un:l.ve;rsi,ty
of Missouri, Columbia, summer, 1967.

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships
None

4.

Publications
J. Cooper, ''Research and Study Possibilities in the-State of
Jalisco, Mexico," UNH (mimeographed) Aug. 20, 1967, 30 pp.
J, Moore. ''An Item and Test Analysis Program Used in Conjunction with the IBM 1230 Optical Scanner and IBM 534
Card Punch Attachment," Educational and Psychological
Measurement, J?P• 171-175.
book reviews for Contemporary Psychology, Vol.. 13,
---pp-i5-117 and Educational and Psychological Measurement.
A. Vogel. Barelas-Arenal and Los Lunas. Division of Research
Department of Political Science, UNM !'lo. 76, May, 19.67
55 pp.
J .. T, Zepper. "Mort in Education," SWPES Proceedings, 17:65-71,
Harch, 1967.
"Probability--The Only Rationale for Teac.her Education?"
~rnal of 'rhought, 2:53-64, July, 1967.

5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period.
J. Cooper. "Analysis of effects of anxiety upon success in
research course EF 501, 11 unpublished,
L. Dahmen. Counselor's Guide to Selected Colleges in NM for
Ed.ucational Service Center.
W. Hoellenberg. ''Investigation of Nethods to Assess the Effects
of Cultural Deprivation'; (grant, ~ Faculty Research Allocations
Committee, $265., 1 year)
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Refined educational game, "Agriculture."
J, Moore. "The Effect of Analogy Instruction on Analogy Test
TestPerformance" (Grant, UNM Faculty Research Allocations
Comm;l.tt.ee, $600, 1 year)
, "An Application of Pr:inciples of Learning by the
---classroom Teacher" (in progress, with L. Price, Psychology,
when funds are .available.)
A. Vogel. Photographs for Department of Elementary Education
Block Program (NCATE award winning program), Dept. of PpS
program, NMEA "A Partnership in Education," HIP program,
Educ. Service Center.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies
J. Cooper read paper at National Council for Measurement in
Education in Chicago, Feb., 1968. L. Dahmen, APGA meeting in Detroit, April, 1968

w.

Moellenbe:tg, AERA meetings in Chicago, Feb., 1968

J. Moore presented a symposium to NDEA Counseling Institute,
Arizona State U., Tempe.
A. Vogel presented paper at Rocky Mt. Conference of Foundations. ·
of Education, Denver, Dec. 1967.
J.T. Zepper, CES, RES, PES, John Dewey S., NSCTE meetings
in Chicago, Feb. 1968.
7.

Other professional activities
J. Cooper, consultant for UCLA: Chile SS, April 1968
NCA accreditation of Farmington High School
L. Dahmen, consultant to Indian Pueblos in Sandoval County
for Arizona State UICAP program, and NDEA Elementary
Counseling Institute, Oregon State U.
W. Moellenberg, lecturer for Ecuadorian P;roj$ct.
J. Moore, review editor for Journal of Educational Measurement
A. Vogel, consultant on General Education at Ft. Lewis College,
Colorado and lecturer in the Colo.mbian and. Ecuadorian Projects.
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8.

Non-teaching University service
Advisors for U. College - Dahmen, Gorman, Moellenberg, Vogel
Master's and doctoral committees in COE (Dr. 50)
10 Ph.D. majors - 2 dissertations completed (Croft and Desai)

Service on the following committees:.
UNM Comput!'lr Us.e
Ed. Fdns. Core Courses
U. Graduate
COE Adm, & Policy
Human Research Review
Graduate Sub-committee on Interdisciplinary Programs
Research Sequence Planning
COE Faculty In-service Education
COE Dean Selection;
UNM Publications
GOE Curriculum E
Ad Hoc on MAT in English
NCATE
Teacher Selection
COE Screening
UNM Teacher- Ed. Council
9.

Public Service
Cooper- Usher, St. Aidan's

Ep~scipal

Church

Moellenberg works for United Church of ChriSt, PTA, and
Community Chest'
Zepper is SS teacher at Messiah Lutheran Church
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUcATION
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
David Darling, Chairman

I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1967-68

1.

The Department of Elementary Education received a Distinguished

Achievement Award for Teacher Education presented by the AACTE (American
Association of Colleges of Teacher Education) for the ne1vly inaugurated
"modular" approach to undergraduate teacher education.

The University

of New Mexico's entry, one of 134 from colleges across the nation, was
topped only by the University of Maryland.

Essential features of the new

award-winning program are:
a)

early contact with teaching by teacher .education students;

b)

concentrated methods courses taught by teaching teams ineluding university professors, instructors, graduate students, and carefully selected local classroom teachers;

c)

expanded experiences in elementary classrooms;

d)

close ties between methods instruction, classroom practice,
artd student teaching supervision;

e)

residential clinical supervisors in elementary schools

.,

designated as student teaching centers.
This year's graduating seniors are the first to go through the entire
new program.

1
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Working relationships with the Albuquerque Public Schools, already
opet"ating at a high level of cooperation, have continued to improve.
Tangible evidence of this healthy situation is reflected in the following:
a)

Student teaching centers (1oca1 schools where we concentrate large numbers of student teachers and a resident
supervisor, and also provide in-service education for
the teaching staff) have increased from the two mentioned _in last year's report to_ five for the coming year;

b)

Honors interns (senior students who have performed extremely well as juniors and who need a more intense and
independent experience for their senio.r year) have increased from 10 in 1967-63 to 24 for 1968-69.

c)

Full-time clinical supervisors (highly competent APS
classroom teachers provided by APS in exchange for the
honors interns) have increased from four in Semester I,
1967-68, to 5 for Semester II, 1967-68, and we will have
seven for the 1968-69 academic year.

This arrangement

permits us to provide highly qualified supetvisiort for
our students and remain within the supervisor-student
ratio recommended by the Association for Student Teaching
of NEA.
The above relationships have significant benefits for both the APS

2

and the University.
Albuguerque Public Schools benefit by
a)

having the services of our best performing students during their senior year;

b)

having an intense practical training program in supervision and curriculum development for selected potential
administrators and supervisors;

c)

having a,n opportunity to "field test" potential administrators in real situations and over a period of time
before making an appointment; and,

d)

having centers available for curriculum experimentation
and demonstration with added personnel needed for such
activities.

The University gains by
a)

having seven full-time highly competent teacher-supervisors at a cost of less than two of their salaries;

b)

having a differentiated senior student teaching option
available for those who need a more independent and
autonomous setting;

c)

having a means of rewarding our best performing students;
and,

d)

having student teaching laboratories for curriculum development and for research purposes.

3

2.

The kinde-,:garten program at Manzanita Center has continued to

develop.

This year a smaller number of tuition scholarships were pro-

vided, these coming only from department funds.

These "Head Start" stu-

dents were pooled with other children whose parents were bath able and
willing to pay for such a learning experience.

·Dr. Catherine Loughlin,

director, and Mrs. Mary Ann Howell, teacher, both feel that this "integratedu approach was a better situation than the program last year which
was essentially a "Head Start" group in the morning and a tuition-paying group in the afternoon.

Tuition for the students whose parents

cannot afford it is paid far by the Department from funds accrued as
a result of previous Head Start training programs,

The Department will

be able to pay these tuitions for one more year only.

A decision w{ll

have to be made next year either to discontinue providing tuition scholarships or the university will have to absorb the costs.
3.

The department has a most productive year in the Ecuadorian

Normal School Improvement Project,

Fifteen carefully selected normal

school professors completed a ten-month training program on the UNM
campus.

This group was a much stronger contingent than the ten who

came during the 1966-67 year, primarily because our Chief of Party, Dr.
John Aragon, played a major role in their selection.
of

11 becarios"

This year's group

returned to Ecuador in Hay and will assume positions in

the three designated model normal schools.
The Ecuador textbook writing program, under the direction of Dr.

4

Dolores Gonzales, is proceeding slightly ahead of schedule.
manuscripts will be completed by OctOber.

Three

This aspect of the project

has extremely far-reaching consequences -- they cannot be overestimated.
The content of these texts is up-to-date.
gogical approaches.

The· texts suggest sound peda-

They contain vocabulary and experiential referrents

which are Ecuadorian.
The curriculum improvement portion of the project has not gone as
·well as we had desired.
tingent of

11

With the arrival of the recently trained con-

becarios" and the addition of Mr. George A. Gonzales to our

office staff this aspect of the project should improve significantly.
A brief trip to Ecuador to revie~v the operations and make staffing
decisions was taken by the chairman between semesters.
4.
1967-68.

Four NDEA fellowships in elementary education were approved for
Lois Pride, Richard Van Dongen, Susan Gordon, and Diane Brown

"were the recipients.
ing on a doctorate.

Mr. Van Dongen completed his master's and is workMiss Pride is completing her master's this spring.

Mrs. Gordon completed her master's and is working on per doctorate. Mrs.
Brown will finish her master's this summer.
5.

In order to begin to prepare teachers for public school kinder-

garten and nursery schoolS in New Hexico, a psychology and development
minor was developed for students wishing to move toward pre-school cer-tification.

The program uses courses from psychology, home economics,

speech, and educational foundations.

5
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6.

Supervisory_ and consultative assistance to Head Start programs

in Indian Pueblos in northern New Mexico was provided by Drs. Catherine
Loughlin and Florence Schroeder (Home Economics).

These persons

served on a per diem and mileage basis for Arizona State University,
Tempe, the .prime contractor.
7.

This Department and the Department of Home Economics collabo-

rated on a training program for some 250 teachers and aides of Indian
Head Start projects for three

wee~s

during the summer of 1967.

This

project has been taken out of the hands of these two departments and
placed in the hands of Mr. Ned Roberts.

The Department feels this is

a most unfortunate state of affairs and the manner in which this was
done clearly circumvented faculty involvement in arriving at -this dec:i.-sion.

The two most knolwedgeabl~ and experienced professors on the

univ•:rsity staff to deal with Head S.tart training programs, Dr. Catherine Loughlin and Florence Schroeder, were systematically avoided by
those dev.eloping the proposal for Head Start Teacher Training and Aide
Training.

The department chairman regards this as an ex:tremely grave

omission and is committed to exposing this entire set of events to all
appropriate persons and groups.
8.

To improve offerings for teachers in service and to upgrade the

training of many elementary teachers who have not had recent training
in teaching the program of reading, the language arts, social studies,
mathematics, and science, the department sought and obtained approval

to offer appropriate courses in those fields at the.400-level for graduate credit with appropriate prerequisites.

This will provide a bet-

ter range of offerings at the graduate level and will better meet the
needs of teachers in service,
9.

A project to develop 13 Navajo culture-based social studies

units was undertaken through a grant from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
D~.

LeRoy Condie, director of the project, has been at work with a

staff of one secretary and two research assistants in developing background information and prototype utiit:s.

These units are l:o be self- ·

contained, each lasting from 3 to 6 weeks in duration and designed to
fit into the regular social studies curriculum without a great deal of
curriculum. revision.

Two workshops have been-held with BIA teachers

during the year and an intensive two-week workshop will be held this
summer.

The workshops are designed primarily to train BIA teachers

in the use of the units.

'

Work on this project should continue through

the 1970-71 academic year.
10.

Three members of the Department of Elementary Education, Drs.

Condie, Darling, and Zintz, were appointed to the Citizens Advisory
Board for Bilingual Education for the. Albuquerque Public Schools.

1~e

APS are applying for a grant from Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act to establish a model bilingual school for the
state of New Mexico.

The Advisory Board will aid in .the development

and implementation of the project if it is funded.
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11.

A proposal under the new Education Professions Development

Act was submitted by Dr. Miles Zintz.

The proposal was for a 12-month

institute to train a task force of bilingual education specialists.
Notification is expected in November and if approved, the project will
begin in the summer of 1969.
12.

The Department, jointly with the Department of Educational

Administration and the State Department-of Education, is sponsoring a
workshop for elementary principals and supervisory personnel of Title
I schools.

Program management procedures, evaluation techniques, team-

teaching and non-graded instruction, bilinguai and bi-cultural education, and the like will be a part of the workshop.
B.

Plans for the near future

1.

Continued development and expansion of the student teaching

centers until 90% of our students are placed· in these centers,

We wi11

add two centers for the 1969-70 year, bringing our total to five.
2.

Assist APS to implement the team teaching organization and the

non-graded curriculum in selected center schools.
3.

Develop an area of concentration in teacher education in our

Ed. D. and Ph. D. programs with appropriate structural adjustments.
4.

Expand our "honors" intern and clinical supervisors exchange

program with APS.

We will provide APS with 24 interns and will receive

7 full-time clinical supervisors from APS.
described earlier,

8

The benefits of this were

5.

To take advantage of opportunities provided by the recent

Education Professions Development Act, the department will devote
several meetings in September and October to. studying the act and
evolving priorities and procedures,

Further meetings with personnel _

of the State Department of Education concerning this act are anticipated.
6.

The Department is developing a composite minor in bilingual

education for elementary majors.

Work from Spanish, English, Speech,

Anthropology, and Education would be combined into a program for persons wishing to concentrate on teaching in bilingual settings.

Two

basic factors are at work in promoting a bilingual approach to educa·tion in our area:
a)

the high incidence.of educational retardation and dropouts in our Spanish-speaking and Indian population, and

b)

the growing interdependence among the nations of the
Americas.

A composite minor, such as is bein_g considered, would meet an immediate need in the state and would be an attractive feature for new programs under Title VII, ESEA; the Peace Corps training programs, and
other new
7•

proj~cts

of this nature.

During the summer of 1968 a concerted effort will be made to

develop research designs to study elements of our new modular teacher
education program and our kindergarten program in Hanzanita Center.

9
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We will )larticipate, along with all other departments in the

college, in an experimental NeATE .evaluation scheduled for Semester II,

C.

Appointments to staff

1.

Dr. David W. Darling was appointed Associate Professor of Ele-

mentary Education and chairman of the Department of Elementary Education beginning with the summer session 1967.

He holds the Ed. D. de-

gree from the University of Texas.
2.

Dr. Margaret Lane Chisholm was appointed Associate Professor

of Elementary Education and Director of the Learning Materials

Cente~

beginning September 1, 1967.
3.

Mr.

Ge~rge

A. Gonzalez was appointed Lecturer June 1, 1968.

He is assigned at the present time to the Ecuador Project to work with
the normal school professors and the teachers in Anexas.
4.

Dr. Bernard Spolsky'was appointed Associate Professor of Anthro-

pology and Elementary Education effective September 1, 1968.. His Ph.D.
degree was earned at the University of Montreal.
D.

Separations from Staff

1.

Dr. Rarry Carlson, associate professor who has been in Quito

working on the Ecuador Project, was not reappointed upon his return to
the United States in June, 1968.
2.

Dr. F. James Guszak, an assistant )lrofessor appointed Septem-

ber 1, 1966, resigned August, 1967, to accept a position at the Uni-

10

versity of Texao; with a higher salary and smaller teaching load .•
II.

Composite of information requested in individual biographical
su:gplement
A.

Advanced Study

Dr. Walters has continued her pursuit of the study of Spanish·by
attending classes at UNM and by employing a private tutor,
B.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, etc.

Dr. Darling visited Ecuador in connection with the University's
teacher education program and also stopped briefly in Colombia and
Panama between semesters.
Dr. Harold Drummond taught at the University of Hawaii during the
summer of 1967.

He was on sabbatical for the 1967-68 academic year,

While. on sabbatical he visited Chile and other countries in South America.

He has also worked on revision of his social studies textbooks,
Dr, Chisholm traveled in Greece, Turkey, Italy, France, and Spain

during July and August.

She will teach in an NDEA Institute. at Wash-

ington State University and in a media workshop for school administrators in Los Angeles during the coming summer.
Mrs. Howell will work on her advanced degree in California during
the coming summer.

She will also teach part-time in their early child-

hood program.
Dr. Loughlin will direct a language arts instructional project in
Nepal during the coming summer.

This is sponsored by the NEA and the

ll

~

r·

Peace Corps.
C.
No

D.

New· scholastic honors, etc.
change.
pUblications

Drs. Auger and Darling contributed an article for the "Promising
Practices" section of the

~ ~

School

~.

May 1968.

This

article described the new program and the AACTE Distinguished Achievement Award.
Dr. Chisholm published "Educational Technology

How Humane Can

It Be?" in Educational LeadershiE, December, 1967; "A Study of Schooi
Library Resources in Oregon as Compared to State and National Standards,"
Oregon

~ol

Study Council, Eugene, Oregon:

University of Oregon, 10

(February, 1967), 8, 43 pp.
Dr. Condie has an original story, "White Horse:

A Story of the

Grand Canyon," accepted for publication by Ginn and Company (in press).
Dr. Loughlin has a monograph, The Entrance
for publication by ACEI.

Pending date of

~

Studies, accepted

p~blication

is August, 1968,

Dr, Darling completed revision of the textbooks, Discovering Mathe~.

Ohio.

Books 5 artd 6, 1968, Charles E. Merrill Co., Inc., Columbus,
Previous copyright date, 1966,

the Proceedings

i£!: ~

~

With Dr. Dwain Estes, edited

Conference

!.£E

the

Hexican~American:

Improving Educational Opportunities, .published by the Southwestern Edu.cational Development Corporation, Austin, Texas, 1968,
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Contributed

a chapter "Evaluating the Affective Dimension of Reading" in the Perspectives in Reading No. 8 entitled Evaluation.!!! Reading, 1967.
/

Dr. Zintz published "Cultural

A~;pects

of Bilingualism",

~in

Reading, Proceedings of the 1966 Annual Conference, International
ing Association, Newark, Delaware 19711.
~'

Reprinted

1967, No.2, pp. 33.-46; No.3, pp. 38-49.

in~

Read~

Educator's

"Problems o::CClassroom

Adjustments of .Indian Children in Public. Elementary Schools of the
Southwest," reprinted from Science Education, in Education
~.

Everett Keach, editor (new York:

and~

John Wiley arid Sons, 1967),

pp. 237-264; als.o reprinted in Education of the Disadvantaged (readings),
Harry Passow, et. al., editors (New· York:
1967), pp. 88-100,

Mill:

Book

review,~

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,

Education

1££ ~Disadvantaged

Theory and Practice, by Frank Lanning and Wesley

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966,

in~

~larry

(Boston:

Journal £f Reading, December, 1967),

pp. 235-237.
E.

Other research projects

Dr. Auger is director or elementary student teaching and wrote the
entry to the Distinguished Achievement Award competition.
Dr. Chisholm

~vrote

the proposal for Part A, Title VI, P. L. 89-329 0

for Equipment and Materials to Improve Undergraduate Instruction which
was funded,

She also served on a committee to write a proposa1 to the

Bureau of Research to synthesize.research on the bilingual learner. At
this time the proposal is receiving favorable consideration by the USOE.
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Dr. Condie is directing the Navajo Social' Studies project funded
by the BIA under 89-10 legislation.
Dr. Darling submitted a proposal to the Bureau of' Research to develop educational specifications for an innovative teacher education
program.

The project was not funded.

Mrs. Holvel.l wrote a position paper for the State Department of

Edu~

cation, "Learning Experiences in the :Kindergarten, an Integral Part of
the Total School Program."
Dr. Loughlin, with Dr. Schroeder of the Department of Home Economics, directed a training program for 250 Head Start teachers and
teacher aides in BIA schools in the summer of 1967.
Dr. Zintz submitted a proposal for an institute tp train a task
force of 25-40 bilingual education Specialists.
to the Bureau of Education Personnel Development,

This was submitted
Notification date

on this proposal is November, 1968.
F. Activities in learned and professional societies
Dr, Auger attended the national meetings of the Association for
Student Teaching and the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education.

On the state level he attended the meeting of the New Mexico

Department of Elementary Principals.

Dr. Auger was to have appeared ort

the agenda of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development national meeting and the Department of Elementary School Principals national meeting but had to decline due to insufficient institutional travel funds.
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Dr. Chisholm attended the A.L.A. in San Francisco, DAVI in Houston,
and the New Mex!co State Library conference, and servec! as treasurer of
the Albuquerque Library Association.

Dr. Chisholm served on corrani.ttees

and panels for the above groups.
Dr. Darling was a member of the National Planning Commission for the
National Conference on Educational Opportunities for the Mexican•American held in Austin, Texas,

Dr. Darling had to decline appearing on the

agenda of the national ASCD meeting.

He attended the state meeting for

teachers of mathematics.
Mrs. Howell attended the National Association for the Education of
Young Children in San Francisco and the state NAEYC meeting in Las
Cruces.
Dr. Loughlin is on the Executive Board of the National Association
for Education of Young Children and is vice-president of the New Mexico
NAEYC.

She attended the national NAEYC conference in San Francisco and

the state meeting in Las Cruces.
Mrs. Mari Luci Ulibarri attended the National Conference on the
Teaching of English to Speakers of Other

:o.

La~guages

in San Antonio, Texas.

Other professional activities

Dr. Auger administered and was a major participant in two statewide conferences sponsored by the State Department of Education on nongrading and. team teaching in the elementary school.

As a part of Dr.

Auger's regular responsibilities, he is engaged in on-going in-service
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activities with Albuquerque Public School teachers and administrators.
Dr. Chisholm: served as a consultant to the Los Alamos Schools, the
Federal City College of Washington, D. C., and the
cation.

u. s.

Office of Edu-

She also presented a telelecture to the Mountain Plains Media

Leadership Symposium held in Loveland, Colorado •.
Dr. Condie was called upon to evaluate special projects related to
Indian education and to speak on various occasions, such as a talk at
the annual All-Pueblo Cou.ncil Education Conference.
Dr. Darling serves as a cons.ultant to the Bilingual Counselor project at Texas Technological College which is funded by the Southwest
Educational Development: Laboratory and was a major participant in a
state-wide conference sponsored by the State Depart:lllent of Education.
Dr. Loughlin served as a consultant to the New Mexico Pueblo Head
Start programs and the Moapa Valley Migrant Worker Project.

She was a

speaker for local kindergarten PTA programs and for the Albuquerque
Pre-School Association.

Dr; Loughlin is on the Educational Program

Committee of the Designing Education for the Future Project.
Mrs. Ulibarri is a consultant to a Mexican-American Education
project in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Dt. Zintz has been very active as a speaker and consultant at the
local, national, and international levels.

These duties have taken

him to many communities in New Mexico; to the states of Oregon and Oklahoma, and to British Columbia, Ecuador, attd Guam on the l.nternational
plain.

The reader is referred to Dr. Zintz' personal biographical rec-
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ord for a detailed description of these activities.

u.

\

Non•teaching University service

Dr. Auger is Director of Elementary Student Teaching, a member of
the NeATE preparation committee, was elected as a faculty representa•
tive to the Administrative and Policy Committee for the coming year and
serves on several other college committees.
Dr. Chisholm is Director of the Learning Materials Center and
served on the University committee for planning media services.
Dr. Condie served on the University committee to select a. staff
person for the TESL coordinator position and is currently a member of
the Learning Materials Center committee.
Dr. Darling is chairman of the Department of Elementary Education,
a member of the college Administrative and Policy committee and the
Manzanita Center Kindergarten Selection committee.
Dr. Loughlin is Director of the Manzanita

Kindergart~n

and the

University of Massachusetts-UN}! exchange program, junior advisor to
the Student Education Association, faculty advisor to .Pi Lambda Theta;
she is also a member of the Manzanita Center committee and the Manzanita Kindergarten Selection committee,

,.,
I.

Public Service

Dr, Darling is on the Cub Scout Pack 67 board of directors and den
leader for a 1vebelo den.

17

Dr. Loughlin iS on the Policy Board· of ~he Bernalillo County
Economic Board, Child :Qevelopment Centers.
Dr. Zintz is a member of the board of Albuquerque Association for Retarded Children.
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The Report of the Department of Guidance & Special Education
July 1; 1967 - June 30, 1968
George L. Kepper.s,

I.

Chairman

General Departmental Information:
A.

Sigrtific<!nt achievements during the academic year, 1967-68:
One new course in Guidance (Vocational Rehabilitation Co\lttseUng).
and seven courses in Special Education (Introquction to Special·
Education • Soci.al and Psychological Problems in Special

Education~

Survey of Physical Defects, Education of the Severely Retarded,
Horskhop in Special, l!:ducation, Advan.ced l'ec1m:t"ques of Teaching
the Neurologically Impaired; DJ.s!lertation in Special Education
were added during. the academic year along with four Workshops in
Guidance (Pastoral Counseling, Plans for Progress, Guidance £or
the Disadvantaged, Vocational Rehabilitation Counseling).
Traineeship (Junior and Senior) and l"ellowship (Emotional Disturbance
and Hental Retardation} awards we1;e granted from the IJ, S. Office
of Education and the State Department of Education.

A Pilot class

in teaching t:he Neu:tologically and Other llealth Impaired Children
w-as conducted in Nanzanita Center,

n.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future:

1.

Gont:l.n~ing

_,_

the program for preparing teachers of the Crippled

____

_,

..

----

arid Health Impaired Children.
2.

Developing a program in the area of Vocational Rehabilitation
Counseiing.

c.

Appointments to the

D.

Separ~tions from the Staff: · None.

Staff:~

-2-

None,

"" r. ,_

~ij!V'9.;.,_

TI.

Composite of Irlformation requested on individual biographical
supplements:
1.

Advanced Study.:
Ted L. Christiansen
Post-doctoral study in process, University of Utah;

Non-

degree status.
2.

Sabbaticals, etc:

None

3.

New Scholastic Honors:

4.

Publications:

None

Ted L. Christiansen
"Identifying Maladjustment in the Classroom", Journal of
Mental Hygiene, 1/ol.Sl, October 1 67, pp. 574-76.
"Teaching the galadjusted11 , New Mexico School Review, Vol.
46, April '61, pp.ll.
_
__
.
"Publ:l,c School Provisions for M.R. in New Nexico", NMARC
News Journal, December '67, pp.l-3.
Edward J. Kelly
"Toward a Comprehensive Paradigm of Special Education
Functions", Journal of Special Education. Publication
date pending.
"As Special Education Goes in New Mexico, So Goes All
Education", New .Mexico School Review, January '68, pp.
14-15 and 30-31.
5.

Other Research Projects or Creative Work in Progress:
L. C. Bernardoni
Evaluated elementary guidance programs in Northern.New
Mexico under sponsorship of State Department of Education,
December-February; Consultan·t for u. S •.Office of Education
project sponsored by Northern Arizona University to evaluate
training programs for counselors of Indian children, and
devise new programs of preparati·on, Octobero...May.

"'""'"'~
•fiinit:r:4

Louis A. Bransford
"A Systematic Assessment of the EMR Curriculum"- developed
as a result of a workshop on supervision of student teachers
of the mentally ret.arded.
Ted L. Christiansen
None that is funded.

Research in progress on an independent

basis.
Edward J. Kelly
A 25 page report - Preliminary Report on the

Cod±ng~of

Cases

at Manzanita Center; a contemplated book - Special Education:

A Philosophical Synthesis -now in drafting process; completion
of fellowship applications in the area of the Seriously Emotionally Disturbed, specific u.s.o.E. award, $26,500.00.
George L. Keppers
Director, Pilot Project "Guidance in the Elementary School",
State Tiepartment of Education.
Don M. Rice
Prepared two Title VI Grants which were awarded: Neurologically
Impaired and Pre-school Mentally Retarded.
6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies:

L. C. Bernardoni
Participated in A.P.G.A. national convention in Detroit, read
a paper concerning the preparation of counselors; promoted to
Associate Professor.

-4-

Louis A, Bransford
P.resident,

c.. E.C.;

Board of Governors; American Association on

Mental Deficiency; Vice-president and Board membe.r, Association
for Retard_ed Children; pl;"esented paper

to

Phi Delta· Kappa; member,

Governor's Advisory Council on Mental Retardation.
Ted L. Christiansen
Attended National Ass.ociation of Learning Disabilities, Boston;
Offices held: President-elect, New Mexico C. E. C.; Board of
Directors,- Albuquerque A.R. C.; Member, State and National

A~·Ji.,C.,

C.E.C. and A.P.N. associations, UNM Super. Curr. Development
Committee, Governor's Committee .on Mentally Retarded and American
Educ!!tionaJ.

F.~s~~rch

Association.

Edward J, Kelly _
Participated in u.s.O.E. sponsored workshop!; :i.n emotiona_l disturb~
ance and mental retardation, Salt Lake City, 7/67 and l1inneapolis,
10/67.
George L. Keppers
l1ember, Phi Kappa P.hi, American Psychological Association,
A.P.G.A., N.V.G.A, A.C,E.S., Employment Counseling, New Mexico
Guidance Association (attended Spring meeting in Albuquerque);
certified as a Psychologist in New Mexico; promoted to Assistant
Dean, College of Education; attended National Convention of
A.P.G.A., Detroit, 1968, and presented a papeor - A Counselor,
is a Counselor, is a Counselor.
publication.

-5-

Paper has been submitted for

Don M. Rice
Member, National Society for Crippled Children .and Adults,
Association for Children

~~ith

Learning Disabilities, Council

for Exceptional Children and American Association .for Mental
Deficiency.
Gordon A. Zick
Attended Interest-group meeting, A.P.G.A., Athens; Georgia,
January '68; New Mexico Guidance Meeting, Ghost Ranch, May

1 68,

meeting of -Albuquerque Public School Counselors, November '67;
presented paper at A.P.G.A. Convention in Detroit, April '68.
7.

Other Professional Activities:
L.

c.

Bernardoni

Membe.r, Governor 1s Task Force on Vocational Rehabilitation;
Consultant to Social Security Administration and for Indian
Headstart Program in New Hexico; talks to counselors of the
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.
Louis A, Bransford
Several off-ca.mpus ta.lks and radio and TV appearances; Consultant
to State Department of Guidance and Special Education, New Mexico
Public Schools, Vocational Rehabilitation, B.LA1, .Columbian
Project, state and national associations for retarded

u.

~hildren,

S. Office of Education and Title VI program.

Ted L. Christiansen
Speaker for PTA and Church groups, National League for Nursing
in Ne1.r Nexico and Police and Sheriff's Association; Radio

-6-

appearance, Belen, te NMARC; Workshop directpr, Las. Vegas;
Special Education Consultant, Ea:st Las Vegas City Schools;
Edward J. Kelly
Parent-teacher oriented taiks relevant to aspects of emotional
disturbance in Albuquerque, Socorro. and Los Alamos; PTA talks
relevant to p<!litical action.and Special Education in New
Mexico.
George L. Keppers
Consultant for Vocational_T.echnical Corp. - O.E.O. l!eadstart
programs; evaluated Mo:ra Headstart program; Evaluated Clovis'
Special Service Center, Clovis, New Mexico, Title III project,
and North Ce.ntral project in Ruidoso; Consultant re Planning
Grant- B.I.A,

~Northern

Arizona University; speaker- F.T.A.,

Highland High School; speaker, Osuna: Elementacy School faculty;
attended conference in ·Minneapolis on Planning Programs for the
Emotionally Disturbed, Fall '67; attended W.I.C.H.• E. Conference
on Problems Related to Vocational Rehabilitation and

Menta~ly

Retarded, Phoenix, }larch 1 68; participated in Elks 1 Cerebral
Palsy Clinic, Carlsbad; April '68.
Don M. Rice
IliJ:ector of trnM demonstration class for the Neurologically
Impaired; radio appearance, Belen, re program on Hental Retardation;
Horkshop, Las Vegas, on Neurologically Impaired; appointed to
Governor's Study Group for Statewide Planning for Vocational
Rehabilitation Services .•

Gordon .A. Zick
Part:ldpati::!d :i.n organizational meetings for Albuquet"que school
counselors; Consultant to New Mexico Department of Guidance,
and Elementary 'Guidance.
8.

Non-teaching University Service:
L.

c.

Bernardoni

Member, C,O.E. Curriculum Committee A and .Ad Eoc Committee on
Research; Advisor to .fifty a,ctive Master's candidates; Chairman,
eight doctoral coll'illlittees and member of

si~

doctoral committees.

Louis A. Bransford,
Student teacher supervisor; advisor for seventy students; writing
proposals; member of Manzanita Center, Graduate 7ellowsbip and
Human Research committees.
Ted L. Christiansen
Faculty advisor.
Edward J. Kelly
Undergraduate and Graduate advisement; Chairman of, and member of,
M. A. and Ed.D, collllilittees; member of Education Doctorate CommitteeGeorge

L, Keppers

Department Chairman, Guidance and Special Education; Faculty
Sponsor, UNH Student Soccer Club; Director, Manzanita. Center;
member of UNM Research Allocation and Adm. and Policy Committees;
advisor for Masters, Education Specialist and Doctoral students.

-8-
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-c!l·:(ta h

Don N. Rice
Faculty advisor,
Gordon A. Zick
Advisor, Ganuna .Delta; member, .Registration Committee; Host
family for foreign student.•
9.

Public Service:
L •. c.,-Bernardoni
Merit Counselor for Boy Scouts; active member of Episcopal Ch.urch.
Louis A. Bransford
Hember of Board of Govern.ors for A.A.R.C, and Y,M.C.A.
Ted L. Christiansen
Active in local Association for Mental Health and Retardation
and participated in various conununity services.
Edward J. Kelly
Active member, Out Lady of Fatima Church.
George 1. Keppers
Member, Conununity Cou1icil of AJbuquerque;

Usher~ and

member of

Official Board of Stewards,. Central Methodist:; Church.
Gordon A. Zick
Board member and Sunday Schooi teacher, .Immanuel Lutheran Church.

10. Personal Information: No changes.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION
July 1, 1967 to June 30, 1968
Armond H. Seidler, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year,
1967-68:
1.

The department awarded 51 Bachelor of Science
Degrees in Health and Physical Education, 16
Bachelor of Arts Degrees in Recreation, 18
Master of Science Degrees in Health and Physical
Education, 2 Master of Arts Degrees in Recreation,
1 Doctor of Education,

<:~nd

4 Doct.or of Philosophy _

Degrees.
2.

The Department completed a Bachelor of Science
Degree Program in Health Education which was
approved by the College of Education faculty and
the University of New Mexico.faculty.

It is

hoped to begin this program in September 1968.
3.

A therapeutic Physical Education Program for UNM
students was begun with the cooperation of the
University Health Service.

Approximately 75

students were enrolled in this program.

It is

anticipated that a conf:!iderably larger number of
students will be served during the coming years.
4.

An institute on Physical Education £or the Mentally

.,

~J-&"i~

c·'f) r:i

Retarded sponsored by the Joseph P. Kennedy
Foundation, the Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation and the Department of
Guidanc.e and Special Education at UNM was held
on the University .campus in the month o£ April.
.The institute was heavily attended and was considered quite successful.
5.

A new course entitled Clinical Program in Physical
Education for the Mentally Retarded was instituted
by the Department with the support of the Department of Guidance and Special Education.

This

course was offered both semesters and was financed
by a grant from the Albuquerque Public Schools.
6.

The Summer Sports Fitness School continued its
growth and enjoyed strong university and community
support.

7.

The Adult Fitness Program instituted by the department to serve members of the faculty and citizens
of the community, continued its growth and continues
to receive great support.

8.

The Human Performance Laboratory of the Department
was quite active and provided facilities and equipment for the conduct for one doctoral dissertation;
two masters' theses and thirteen graduate research
studies.

Additionally; the laboratory provided

services to the Summer Sports Fitness Program,
the Adult Fitness Program, Research Classes taught
2

u\.~

·by the Department and by other Departments, and
also was the location of a number of seminars
conducted by the departmental faculty and the
faculties of other agencies.

The Human Perfor-

mance Laboratory staff provided technica.l
consultation in laboratory design and engineering
for other laboratories a.round the country.
9.

Intramural and student Faculty Recreation Programs
were considerably expanded and a great number more
persons were served in these programs.

10.

The Intramural Board became actively engaged in
studying and advising the Department on the conduct
of its programs in intramurals and student-faculty
recreation.

11.

The Board of Regents of the University of New
Mexico approved the swimming pool project and plans
for this project neared completion.

12.

The Department conducted a study of physical
education, athletic and recreational facilities
on this campus as related to national norms.

13,

Pl,anning was continued in studying the possibilities
of redesigning Johnson Gymnasium in order to serve
our greatly expanding student population and to
increase services in the area of physical recreation
for our faculty and staff.

14.

The need for additional tennis courts and handball
and squash courts became more evident and the
3

Department engaged in discussions with the
Unive;;sity Architect's Office in an attempt to
clarify the situation regarding this type of
facility.
15.

The new athletic fields on the south campus were
put into use beginning September 1967, which
allowed for a considerable expansion of the
Intramural Sports Program.

16.

The Varsity Baseball Program was moved to the
south campus and Varsity Football moved to the
old football field, which allowed departmental
programs free access to t.he six fields adjoining
Johnson Gymnasium.

17.

Final plans for an Athletic Department Administration Building reached near completion.

The

construction of this facility will make additional
offices, locker room, storage rooms in Johnson
Gymnasium available to the Department.

These

spaces are badly needed and will by put to
immediate use as soon as they become available.
B.

Significant plans c;1nd recotnmendations:
1.

Construction should begin this fall on the new
swimming pool complex which is badly needed.
Research indicates that even with the construction
of this facility the University will have fewer
swimming pool facilities available than called for
by national norms.
4

2.

The construction of additional tennis courts is
an urgent and pr!;!ssing matter and shou.ld be undertt:~ken

3.

in the immediate future.

A study of the possibilities of redesigning
Johnson Gymnasium indicates that a new gymnasium
floor could be constructed in the main arena of
this building for an extremely 1ow cost of
dollars to 8 dollars per square foot.

7~

This could

provide 25,000 square feet of activity floor space
for a cost of $175,000.00 t.o·$200,000.00 and could
allow a much needed expansion of offerings in
physical education by the Department.
4.

The need for .further expansion of the Johnson
Gymnasium facility becomes more apparent all the
time.

The building has no faculty lounges, one

small seminar room, inadequate locker facilities,
ancinsufficient number of activity teaching
stations, an inadequate number of Squash and handball courts; not enough class rooms, and no study
areas.
5.

The Department plans after the summer session of
1968 to convert the present Room 139, now called
the Street Shoe Gymnasium, to a w·eight-iifting
facility.

The present weight-lifting room, Room 4

in Johnson Gymnasium, will become an exercise
therapy clinic.
purposes:

(1)

This will serve several good
It will allow a therapeutic
5

physica~

education program to be expanded so that

more persons with physical disabilities can be
given exercise therapy.

In addition, it will

furnish opportunities for students training in
the field of exercise tberapy to have opportunities
for cli.nical experience.

Also it

wi~~

expansion of about 600 square feet of
for a

weight-~ifting

provide an
f~oor

space

program which has been crowded

in the past.
6.

The Department completed plans to establish a
chi~dren's

Center.

play ground east of the Manzanita

This facility

wi~l

used for research and

clinical work with handicapped
7.

chi~dren.

The Department hopes to begin active work on the
deve~opment

of a center for the study of Leisure

and. Recreation and proposes to begin active
functioning of the Recreation. and Park

Fie~d

Service, which up to now has existed but has not
been active.
8.

The Department hopes to present to the University
Administration a
a

recreationa~

Young Ranch.

proposa~

for the

and camping area
In

patticu~ar,

deve~opment

~ocated

of

on the

•.

an outdoor education

center, a picnic area and camp ground, a beach
and marina are

c.

al~ possibi~ities

for

exp~oration.

Appointments to staff:
Lawrence F. Locke, Associate Professor, September ~. ~968.
6

Helen Shearer, Assistant Professor, September 1, 196.8.
Elmer A. Scholer, Professor, Department ofHealth,
Physical Education and Recreation and .1\ssistant
Chairman for Recreation, September 1, 1968.
Sandra Sutt.ie, Assistant Professor, September 1, 1968.•
D.

Separations from staff:
John E. Montgomery, Assistant Professor, June 30, 1968.
June M. Young, Instr'Qctor, June 30, 1968.

II.

Composite .2£ Information Requested .2.!! Individual
Biographical Supplements
1.

Advanced study
Robert Knight Barney - Doctor of Philosophy Degree:
Completed May 24, 1968r Conferred June 7, 1968,
Doctoral Dissertation--Turmoil and Triumph--A
History of Intercollegiate Athletics at The
University of New Mexico and Their Implication on
the Social History of Albuquerqqe--1889..-1950.
Betty Bryant Benison ·• Doctor of Philosophy Degree:
Conferred on June 7, 1968. Title of Dissertation:
A Plan for Programming Sequential-Integrated Dance
and Rhythmic Activities for the Elementary School
Level Utilizing the Medium of Television.
Rona.ld E. Jacobsen - M.s. - June., 1968.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc., during the period
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. -Attended lOth Annual Conference of the society for the Scientific study of
Six, Nov., 1967.
Mercedes Gugisberg - Semester II - sabbatical leave.
George T. Petrol - Traveled to California and Mexico.

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. " Elected a Fellow of the
American School Health Association,
Betty Bryant Benison - Initiated into Pi Lambda Theta.
7
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-

--

Ella May Small - Fellow, AAHPER (awarded annually)
American Association for Health, Physical Educati.on
and Recreation.
4.

Publications
Harold E. Kenney - "College Facilities for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation"
Frances McGill - Physical Performance of Men and
Women in Relation to Potassium Content Federation
Abstracts.
"Physical Performance in Relation to Fat Free Weight"
in Physiological Effects of Exercise. Athletic
Institute, 1967.
Charlotte L. Piper - "Principles and Techniques of
Officiation" DGWS Aquatics Guide, American
Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, Pages 116-123~ 1967-69.
Armond H. Seidler - "College and University
Facilities Guide for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Athletics" published by the Athletic
Institute.

5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress
or completed during period
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. - The Effect of Clothing
upon Boys' Perceptions of Body Images Under Induced
Aniseikonia, complted summer 1967, supported by
UNM Faculty Research Grant.
Lloyd R. "Burley - Seven curricula reports were
prepared under my supervision and were circulated
to the appropriate depa;rtment, schools, Deans, and
the Academic Vice President.
William A. Bynum, Jr. - summer Sports Fitness
School; Adult Fitness Program; The Effect of
Altitude on Performance and The Effect of Stress
on the Heart; Thirteen Graduate Research projects;
One Dissertation and Two Theses.
Woodrow w. Clements - Have partially completed an
Outline of Service Courses for use by Teaching
Assistants in the Department; assisted in developing
a new curriculum offering leading to a B.s. Degree
in Health Education.
Mercedes Gugisberg - Research in Pueblo Indian
games and their ecology (incomplete).
8

"·

Frances McGill - Physical Performance Studies of
World Class Swimmers, Lovelace Foundation $2,000,00
Title, Same Duration, 1 year; Telemetry Studies of
World Class Swimmers, Lovelace Foundation $2,000,00
Title, Same Duration, 3 years; Energy Cost of Sports
Activities, UNM grant, $300.00, 1 year.
Frank E. Papcsy - Institute on Physical Education
for The Mentally Retarded, J. P. Kennedy Foundation,
$750.00:. Clinical Program in P.E. for the M.R., APS,
$4,000.00; Workshop on Recreation Education for
Mentally Ref:.ardeg, Title V:I, $3,000 •.00.
Ella May Small - On going research on health knowledge and attitudes of students of UNM.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies (meetings
attended, offices held, professional papers read, etc.)
Robert Knight Barney - Attended National Convention
of American Associa.tion of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation, St. Louis, Missouri, March, 1968;
Attended NCAA Swimming and Diving Championships,
Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, Marc~, 1968.
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. - Elected Vice-Pres&dent for
Health l!!d.,- N.M.A.H.P.E.R.; member of N.M. delegation
to the A.A.H,P.E.R. r,eadership Development Project
on Smoking and Health Ed., April 23-24, 1968; report
of research mentioned previously read at convention
of S.W. District of A.A.H.P.E •.R., April 26, 1968.
Betty Bryant Benison - State Dance Chairman, USGFAAU Gymnastics Chairman for the state Southwest
District Convention, Chaired a session.
Lloyd R. Burley - Convention Manager, Southwest
District at the American Association for Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation.
William A. Bynum, Jr. - Attended NMHPER: NCPEM;
IiHPER: Mountain District ACSM, National ACSM;Committee Member; Three Papers presented at
Mountain District ACSM Meeting.
Woodrow W. Clements -Membership N.E,A.; N.M.E.A.;
New Mexico Assoc. for HPER. Attended National
Convention of AAHPER. Attended State .and Local
mee_tings of N,M.E.A. Attended and participated in
the Southwest Conference of Health and Physical
Education.
Mercedes Gugisberg - Convention of Southwest District
of AAHPER; conference on Smoking sponsored by AAHPER.
9

Marvin Dean Heffington - Atte.nded the National
Intramural Association Conference; panel member on
joint planning of facilities for recreation and
schools at the southwestern Regional Conference of
the American Assn. of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation.
Fred J. Hinger -Attended Southwest District
(6 states) Elementary Conference for Physical
Education~ served as Chairman of Southwest District
Committee on Improvement of Elementary Physical
Education; made presentation at this meeting.
Ronald E •. Jacobsen - Active member in l)..A.H.P.E.R.
Harold E. Kenney - Attended National AAHPER convention in St. Louis.
Frances McGill - Attended: Intermountain Conference for Women in Physical Education, Division of
Girls and Women's Sports Executive Council, Washington, D.C. Winter Conference, NM Physical Educators, Midwest District AHPER; gave a speech, A¥IPER
Convention, St. Louis, DGWS Executive Council; past
Vice :President of Division of Girls and Women's
Sports; National Gommission on Intercol1egia.te
Athletics, Commissioner for Regional Development;
National Committee on Olympic Development; Committee
for 1970 Meeting American College of Sports Medicine;
National Committee Chairman for DGWS District
Chairmen Workshop: Executive Board of u.s. Gymnastics
Federation; Nominating Committee of National Intram'llral Sports Council: Chaired Session on Confer~nce
on Recreation in College$ and Universities, Washington, D.c.
Russell D. Mitchell - Congress of l).merican Gymnastic
Coaches at Kansas; New Mexico Gymnastic Association,
Committee Co-Chairman for Judging: First Gymnastic
Workshop, California State College at Long Beach:
1968 t4id.-west Coach of the Year; Gymnastic Consultant for l).merican Athletic Equipment Co.; UNM
'.rV to promote gymnastics; New Mexico Clinic (Alb.}
Director, July, 1967.
John A. Montg'omery - Attended National Rec. & Parks
Assoc. Convention; President New Mexico Rec. &
Parks l).ssoc., Panelist SoUthwest Convention of
American Assoc. of H.P.E.R., Speaker at New Mexico
Conference for Mentally Retarded.
Janice I<. Olson - N.M. Board of Women's Officials,
10
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"'*"'""'State Chairman 1967-69~ National Intercollegiate
Ten Pin Tournament, ~eet Director 1968-69; American
Assn. for Health, Physical Educ. and Rec .• ; N.M.
Assn. for Health, Physical Educ. & Re.c.; N.M.
Gymnastics 1\ssoc. Board of Women's Officials.
Frank E. Papcsy - American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation Annual Meeting,
st. Louis, Missouri; Director, Institute on P.E.
& Recreation for The Mentally Retarded, State
NMARC, Alamogordo.
George T. Petrol - Attended two sessions of First
Aid Conferences held by authority of the National
Chapter~ attended Southwestern con;Eerence of AAHPER.
Charlotte L, Piper- .President, !ntermountain
Conference, Park City, Utah; Western Society of
NAPECW, Asilomar, California; Nationa.l AAHPER
Convention in St. Louis; Southwest bistrict AAHPER
Board of Directors (Chrm. Student Se¢tion) ; Chrm.
College Sec.tion for NMAHPER; New member, National
AAU Swimming Committee, N.• M. Winter Conference for
Women Physical Educators.
·
Ella May Small - New Mexico Associ.atipn for Health,
Physical Education & Recr-eation Evaluator, Health,
Education Division, Southwest District AHPER
Constitution Committee, sw District AHPER, Chairman,
Necrology Committee National Assoc.:it:ltion Physical
Education for College Women.
Armond H. Seidler - Attended National College of
Physical Education for Men meeting in Houston,
Texas, January, 1968 - Presented paper. Attended
National AAHPER Convention in St. Louis, March
1968. Attended Southwest District Convention in
Albuquerque - Program Chairman - Apri.l, 1968.
JUne M. Young - Winter Conference ... Women Physical
Educators - treasurer; attended Southwest District
Convention.
7.

Other professional activities
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. - talk to class at A.P.S. 's
Technical-Vocational Institute on ;'Theories of Sex
Education" with special emphasis on parent-child
communication, April 4, 1968; talk to a different
T.V.I. class on "Birth Control" with special
emphasis on •ithe pill" and abortion.
Betty Bryant Benison - Off-campus taiks and clinics
pertaining to gymnastics; conducted a workshop on
11
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campus in the officiating of gymnastics; assistant
chairman of Winter Conference for Physical Educators
of New Mexico.
William A. Bynum, Jr. - Spoke to several PTA groups
in Albuquerque.
Mercedes Gugisberg - Conference on Indian Education
of American Indian Pueblo Council.
Fred .J.. Hinger - Have. served as New Mexico consultant to State Dept. of Education on Elementary
Physical Education. Made presentation to Southwest
District AAHPER Convention General Assembly. Also
participated in three panel discussions on professional education in physical education.
Ronald E. Jacobsen - Junior Wrestling Program.
Frances McGill - Speech - Midwest District Assn.
for Health, Physical Education & Recreation; Speech SW District AHPER: Rocky Mountain Regional Sports
Medicine - gave paper and chaired session; American
College Sports Medicine - gave paper.
Russell D. Mitchell - Exhibitions - .Jr. and Sr. Hi
Schools (assembly programs) 10 schools in Albuquerque;
Co-Director of Western Gymnastic Clii:nic at Tucson,
Dec. 25-31, 1967; Member of Teaching Staff, New
England Gymnastic C.linic - Nov. 26-27, 1967: Member
of Teaching Staff,. National Summer Gymnastic Clinic Aug. 4~10, 1967; Tucson T.V. appearance for WAC
Conference and NCAA Championships.
Janice K. Olson - New Mexico State Basketball
Clinic - Clinician.
Frank E. Papcsy - Guest Speaker: 1. Sunland
Training School, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 2. Las
Vegas Mental Hospital, Las Vegas, New Mexido
3. Florida Atlantid University, Boca Raton, Florida
4. C.E .• C. - AlbuquerqUe, New Mexico.
Charlotte L. Piper- Career Speech at West Mesa
High SchocH "Women's epportunities in Health,
Physical Education and Redreation": Speech for
Christian Women's Luncheon ''Physical Fitness .for
Women in Today's World": First DGWS Sanctioned
Swim Meet, UNM.
Armond H, Seidler - Numerous off-campus talks.
Facilities design consultant. Lecturer Southwest
Regional Management Conference.
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Non-teaching University service
Robert Knight Barney - Varsity Swimming Coach;
University College Advisor; Member, Physical
Education; Ch?lirman, Physical Education CurricUlum
Committee.
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. - University College Advisor;
Chairman, Health Ed. Curriculum Committee; Member,
H.P.E.R. Curriculum Committee; University Library
Committee; c . .o.E. Committee to study cotir.se loads.
for graduate students who are employed full-time;
raculty In-Service Education Committee.
Betty Bryant Benison- Faculty Advisor ;for Fre.shmen
Women Physical Education Majors.
Lloyd R. E!urley- E!udget Chairman, N.M.A.H.P.E.R.;
Member, Executive E!oard, Member Executive E!oard
S.W. District AAHPER, .Member Advisory Committee,
Cons.titution Committee AAHPER.
William A. Bynum, Jr. - Director of Human Performance Lab.; University Committee on Human Beings
as subjects in Research; College of Ed. Committee
on Human Beings as Subjects in Re~ear~h; Board ~£
Supt. for Coronado Credit union; Member, Curriculum
Committee for P.E.; Undergraduate and graduate
advisor.
Woodrow w. Cl.ements - Assistant. Chairman; Dept.
Health, Physical Ed. & Rec•; Advisor, Major Students
in HPER; Member, Campus Safety Committee; Member,
College of .Educ.; Director, Learning Materials
Committee.
Mercedes Gugisberg - Health,Education Committee,
Department of. Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, Women's Physical Education Committee,
Chairman, Sem I; Developing Library in Carlisle
Gymnasium.
Marvin Dean Heffington - Coordinator of Facilities
for the Department of Health, Physical Education &
Recreation; Director of Intramurals and studentFaculty Recreation.
Fred J. Hinger - Member of College of Education Committee A.
Ronald E. Jacobsert ... Wrestling Coach.
13
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Harold E. Kenney - Chairman, four Doctoral Committees;
Membership on 3 additional doctoral committees;
membership on numerous Doctoral Screening Panels,
and M.S.; Comprehensive examinations committee;
N.C.A.T.E. Committee.
Frances McGill - Faculty advisor for senior physical
education majors; Graduate Committee (departamental)
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Curriculum Committee; Director of Women's Sports.
Russell D. Mitchell -·Advisor for 21 students.
John A. Montgomery - Faculty secretary, Dept. HPER;
Member, Department Curriculum Committee; Member,
Curriculum Committee on Recreation.
Janice. K. Olson - Chairman, Department of Health,
Physical Educ. & Rec. Curriculum Committee; Winter
Conference, Committee Chairman; Junior Major Advisor;
Women's Extramural Director, Women's Extramural
Council Advisor.
'
Frank E. Papcsy - Soccer Coach and Faculty Advisor
47 students.
George T, Petrol - Student Advisor; Department
Curriculum Committee.
Charlotte L. Piper - .University College Scholarship
Committee; Recreation Curriculum Committee; Special
Advisor; Women's swim Team Coach.
·
Ella May Small - North Central Evaluating Team for
West Mesa High School for health services and girls
physical education; Coronado Credit Union, Supervisor; Co-sponsor, Physical Education Majors and
Minors; Advisor, Graduate Students in H:ealth,
Physical Ed. and Rec. (10 doctoral and 8 masters);
Departmental Graduate Committee; Chairman, Winter
Conference for New Mexico Women in Physical
Education.
Armond H. Seidler - Chairman of Department .Health,
Physical Education and Recreation; Advisor to a
number of doctorate students: Chairman, Education
Human Research Review Committee; Chairman, Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
Doctorate Committee: Member, College of Education
Doctorate Committee: Member, College of Education
Administrative and Policy Committee: Member, Advisory
Committee on Teacher Education Programs; Member,
College of Education Dean's Selection Committee.
14
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June M. Young - Sponsor, synchronized swimming Club.
9.

Public service
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. - Draft Counselor .•
Woodrow w. Clements -.Member, Trinity Methodist
Church: Assis.ted in collection for United Funds.
Mercedes Gugisberg - Aquinas Newman Center: Villa
Maria, Youth Training Center for Boys.
Marvin Dean Heffington - Albuquerque Breakfast
Lions Club.
·
Ronald E. Jacobsen - Member, Albuquerque Jaycee's.
Frances McGill - Sunday School Teacher: Director
of Church Day Camp: Red Cross Safety InstructorTrainer: AAU Exe.cutive Committee (state); AAU
State Aquatics Committee. .
. ..
Frank E. Papcsy - Board o.f Directors on: 1. March
of Dimes, 2. School for Special Education, and
3. Bureau of Land Management.
Charlotte L. Piper - Heights YMGA Parents Club;

10.

Personal information
Edwin G. Belzer, Jr. -married, Dec. 1967.
Russell D. Mitchell - Baby girl born April 15, 1968
(Mary Nicole) •
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The Report of the Department of Home Economics
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1967
Ednell M. Snell
I.

General Department Information
A.

Significant achievement during the academic year, 1967-1968.
The dietetic program was reactivated this year.

~~o

of the

four students who completed the special course requirements for
this program received internships.

Mrs. Frances Brookshier was

employed to teach the dietetics courses, and the Presbyterian
Hospital offered its facilities for teaching Quantity Food
Preparation.

An Allied Realth Profession Basic Improvement

Grant of $5,500 helped cover the operation of this program•

The

Grant also allowed purchase of scientific equipment to be used
in experimental foods classes.
A Danforth visitation team evaluated the Department in
November,

Faculty spent the previous three months studying its

program in preparation for the visit.

A copy of the report sub-

mitted by the visitation team is attached.

The faculty meet

·Y.nc-f

weekly during the rest of the school year to study the report and
develop a program,

~elve

students selected by student organiza-

tions met with the faculty to respond to the proposed curriculum.
The faculty is hopeful that the new curriculum can be presented
to Committee A in the fall.
All student teaching was done on a full day basis for seven
to eight

l~eeks.

~enty-one

Most student teachers had 120 hours of teaching,

students completed student teaching.

All but one

cooperating teacher had completed a course in Supervision of

2

Student Teachers.

This year student teachers met on campus for

one week prior and one week after student teaching under the
direction of the Supervisor of Student Teachers.

Prior to

student teaching units were developed with the student receiving
help in relating practice to theory.
tion after student teaching.

Time was spent in evalua-

Each student teacher was visited

three times by the University Supervisor;
were held at this time.

Indiv_idual .conferences

Each student had a final evaluation

conference.
Although two additional sections of-HE 150; Clothing
Selection and Construction, and one additional section of HE
102, Infant Growth & Development were offered, many students
continued to be turned away frQm classes,.

A section of HE 120,

Food Science, and 150, Clothing Selection and Construction,
were specified for majors only which enabled more freshmen t-o
get into these required courses.
Second semester students enrolled in HE 408, Child

Gro1~th

& Development, were scheduled to observe and participate in the
Economic Opportunity Board Nursery Schools.

This gave students

a limited opportunity to become acquainted with some of the
problems of the underprivileged child.
The physical facilities were improved by the installation

~

of additional natural gas lines to the experimental foods lab
which has made it possible to install or utilize both gas and
electric ranges.

The major expense was covered by Southern

Union Gas Company.

-------------- ---~
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Four students received the degree of Master of Arts in
Teaching Home Economics.

Each semester one graduate course

was offered, however, Summer Session continues to be the best
time to offer graduate level courses.

A new course HE 554,

Social and Psychological Aspects of Clothing;. was approved for
graduate credit and will be offered for the first time in
Summer Session 1968.
Five part-time instructors lvere employed;

Mrs. Frances

Brookshier, Dietition, Presbyterian Hospital to teach two
classes of dietetics; Mrs. Virginia Dorn, MA, Iowa State, to
teach two sections of Clothing Selection & Construction;
Mrs. Jeanne Perdreauville, MS, Purdue, to teach three sections
of Meal Management; Mrs. Joyce Burgess, MS, University of
Arkansas to teach four lab sections of Food Science and one
section of Experimental Food, and Mr. Lawrence Brown, MS, Florida
State University to teach one section of Family Relationships.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
Field experiences are being planned to give students the
opportunity to work with families unlike their own.

Beginning

arrangements are being made with the State Department of Health
and Social Services.

Arrangements for field experiences may

possibly be made in child development, advanced nutrition, and
home management.
Implementation of a revised curriculum that will provide
students with'1 more depth in behavioral sciences which will
enable graduates to work with families of all cultures and
income levels.

"'
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Provisions are being made for a planned program of inservice education for Albuquerque teachers.

Cooperative plans

are being made by the Home Economics Consultant, Albuquerque
Public Schools and the Department.
Invo.lvement of parents of nursery school .atudel;ltS in a parent
education program is under consideration.
Presbyterian Hospital is interested in developing a
dietetic internship program and would like the University to
consider an internship Master's degree program.

rhis is under

exploration at the present· time.
C.

Appointments to staff.
Two regular staff positions remain to be filled for 1968-69
school year,

Mrs. Jean Rattner will be a graduate assistant

for Summer, 1968, and Mrs. Sheila Sigmund has accepted the
graduate assistantship for 1968-69 school year,
D,

Separations from staff.
Mrs. Mary K. Huff who was persuaded to return on a 5/8
basis this past year resigned effective June, 1968.

Her husband

is pursuing a doctorate. and they will leave totm.
Mrs, Carolyn Topping resigned her position as nursery
school teacher effective June; 1968,

Mrs. Topping's husband

is also pursuing a doctorate at another institution out of town.

II.

Composite Information on Individual Biographical Supplements
1.

Advanced study:
Ruth B. Harris attended a conference on Therapeutic Nutrition
at the University of Wisconsin, June, 1967.

5

Imogean NcMurray attended sununer session at Michigan

St~ate

University and earned 6 graduate credits.
Ednell M. Snell attended Washington State Teacher Training
Conference on Evaluation, August, 1967.
2.

Sabbaticals, summer teaching, travel, etc,:
Mary I<. Huff traveled in the Western States and Texas.

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.:

none

4.

Publications:

5.

Other researchprojects:

6.

Activities in learned and profeSsional societies:

none
none

Ruth B. Harris attended two state meetings of the

Ne~~

Mexico

Dietetic Association and served as President; one state
meeting of the New Mexico Home

Economics~

Association and is

President-elect; Vice President UNM Chapter 'NMEA; New Nexico
Committee on Nutrition Education;

presided at Nutrition

Symposium, UNH September, 1967; monthly meetings of Albuquerque
District Dietetic Associatio.n and Home Economics Association,
Hary K. Huff attended Nutrition Symposium; New Mexico Dietetics
Association meeting; College Teachers of Home M?nagement meeting
in San Francisco; American Home Economics Association meeting
in Dallas; Chairman, Colleges and University Committee for New
Mexico Home Economics Association,
lmogean :HcHurray attended spring meeting of New Mexico Rome
Economics Association,
Florence Schroeder took part on panel New Mexico Association
for Education of Young Children, December, 1968, UNH; National
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Association for Education of Young Children Conference,
San Francisco; November, 1967; -New Mexico Home Economics
Association,

~1,

April, 1968; discussion leader and con-

sultant at the Bureau Indian Affairs Early Childhood
Education Conference, UNM, Spring, 1968; Bureau Indian Affair
Pediatri.cs conference by invitation May, 1968.
Ednell M. Snell attended American Home Economics Association
meeting in Dallas, June, 1967; American Vocational Association Teacher Education meeting in Cleveland, December, 1967;
(participated as a-recorder); American Home Economics Association hearing on Accreditation, Fort Worth, March, 1968; New
.Mexico Annual Home. Economics .meeting; monthly meetings
Albuquerque Home Economics Association; Nutrition Symposium;
American Vocational Associ;;ttion Public Relations .Committee;
Home Economics Section American Vocational Association, Policy
Planning Committee.
Carolyn Topping attended the annual conference of the National
Association for Education of Young Children, San Francisco.
7.

Other professional activities:
Ruth B. Harris:
Mary K. Huff:

Guest on radio program KOB.
Off-campus talks - St. John's Methodist Church,

one of the speakers in Financial Management Course.
Florence Schroeder:

Consultant (University of Arizona) Head

Start Programs of the Eight North Pueblos of New Mexico; 1967-68;
participated Albuquerque Public School Navajo Indian Field Study,
June, 1967; consultant, evaluator Albuquerque Public School

7

Head Start Study, Summer, 1967; talks on Child Development to
Albuquerque AAUH Child Study Group, parents group of Gamma Beta
Sore; member Albuquerque Public School TVI Child Development
Conunittee.
Ednell M. Snell:

chairman, New Mexico Home Economics Associa-

tion Annual Meeting,
8.

Non-teaching University Service:
Ruth B. Harris:
tive

~

College of Education Committees - Administra-

Policy, Curriculum, Ad Hoc Committee on In-Service

Training, Chairman of the Flower Fund; sponsor of Kappa Omicron
Phi, Home Economics Honorary; local committee of AAUP; faculty
advisor to forty students.
Mary

K.~

Huff:

Advisor to UNM Home Economics Chapter of .American

Home Economics Association; State Advisor, College Chapter of
American Home Economics Association; faculty advisor to 15
students.
Florence Schroeder:

.Manzanita Center Committee member; Director

Manzanita NS programs; advisor to 15 College of Education Home
Economics majors; 31 University College students.
Ednell

~!.

Snell:

Chairman, Department, College pf Education,

Administrative & Policy Committee, Curriculum Committee B, Ad
Hoc Committee Research, Petitions Committee 2nd semester;
Committee for Selecting a Dean; Board of Director's Faculty
Club; advisor 20 undergraduates and 20 graduate studentS,
Carolyn Topping:

Learning Haterials Center Committee,

8

9.

Public service:
Ruth B. Harris provided transportation of trips for Senior
Girl Scouts;.
Imogean McMurray:

Program Chairman of El Sequndo Chapter,

American Business Women's Association, immediate past VicePresident.
Florence Schroeder:

Member Child Development Board of Economic

Opportunity Board; Chairman of Committee on Nutrition;
personnel selection committee 1967-68; consultant on CD programs
of Economic Opportunity Board; consultant Special Education
(,}

school.
Ednell M. Snell:
.10.

Altrusa Service Club

Personal information:
Mary K. Huff adopted John William - Born February 25, 1968.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Robert Doxtater, Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year 1967-68

The framework for the new degree option in the M. A. T. in English
was established by a joint committee of faculty members from the Departments of English and_Secondary Education.
tee,

elect~q

Chairman of the commit-

by the members, was an Associate Professor of Secondary

Education, Dr. Peter Prouse.

Drs. White and Hirshfield served from

the Department of Secondary Education, as well as Dr. Vogel from Educational Foundations.
Departmental members moved into the realm of International Education in the Colombian Project.

Not one but two groups of Colombians

are involved (17 and 9) and two temporary staff members are currently
attached to the department, Dr. Nicholas Abeyta and Mr. Anthony Sanchez.
Drs. Ivins, Hanny, Dettre, and Doxtater were involved_ in teaching and
_administ-ration.
The shift of two persons in the Business Education program from
the College of Business Administration to the College of Education and
the hiring of a third person brings together under one college for the
first time historically multiple personnel most directly responsible
for Business Education:

Dr. Rider, Virginia Reva, Charlotte Sampley,

1
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and Joyce Heemstra.•
The addition of a fourth-·full-time staff member in Industrial Arts,
Thomas Baldwin, expands the program with the addition of electronics,
as well as expanding personnel directly responsible for Industrial Arts.
The department generally tightened its requirements for entry into
the undergraduate program of teacher preparation and the passing of the
master's written comprehensive examinations.

An approach with increased

objective-type features was adopted and tried (i.e., numbers on the essay papers, not naines; a pass, minimum pass, and fail scoring code; a
formula for overall pass or fail).

Twelve people took the master's com-

prehensive examination during the 1967-68 school year.
while

th:~:ee

failed.

Dr. Ha.nny was asked to head supervision of the mas-

ter's examination, which
charge, 1968-69.

Nine passed

~e

did, to be followed by Dr. Hirshfield in

The Education Specialist program increased by two,

bringing the total to five students.
passed two, and failed one.

The doctoral program tested three,

Three students are expected to receive

their doctorates in June or August, 1968.

Nine students were admitted

to the doctoral program in Curriculum and Instruction, secondary level.
Over 300 were admitted to a program of teacher preparation in secondary
during the academic year 1967-68.
all time in secondary.

This exceeds last year's peak for

Student. teachers, over 400 in number, completed

the internship phase of their programs which also exceeds last year's
peak.

2
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B.

Selected important aspects of departmental work, 1967-68

The department assumed responsibility

~or

contracting personnel and

general administration of them during the 1968-69 year for those in library science and audio-visual work.

These new personnel are Teddy Pal-

more, Donald Foster, and Marion Burke.
As a result of the Friday morning voluntary weekly departmental seminar meetings begun last year, the department approved an experiment in
Sec. Ed. 301, simulation.

Dr. Dettre is in charge of development of

materials and procedure.
Special type projects, such as Valley High (last year) and Rio
Grande and Albuquerque High Schools this year, are now Secondary Education 463, a permanent "course" offering (12-15 credits).

Drs. Runge

and Howard have continued movement, begun by Runge and others last year,
to add options open to students in undergraduate preparation for teaching.
Cooperative endeavor is anticipated in 1968-69 with Peace Corps
and the Quito Center in ever-broadening of options open to students in
un?ergraduate and graduate teacher preparation.
C.

Plans and recommendations for the near future

!t is apparent that continued effort is needed to move Secondary's
undergraduate teacher preparation program further along the lines of innovativeness, relevance, and effectiveness cons is tent

3
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~vith

agreed-upon

.398

departmental objectives.

Increasing clarification of the .latter is

needed.
Questions are arising about procedures students are to follow in
the Education Specialist program.

Policies, procedures, and clarifi-

cation of the objectives of that program are neeaed.

Continued atten-

tion must be given to admission to master's programs, refinement of
the programs, and assessment of the quality of the product.

As in the

case of the undergraduate program, continued attention is needed to
innovativeness and relevance.
D.

Separation from the staff

Dr. Elinor McCloskey, Library Science, attached to the Department
of Secondary Education from 1966-68, resigned.
II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical supplements
A.

Advanced study

. Mr. Hirshfield received his Ed. D. degree from the University of

New Mexico in June, 1967.
Mr. Nesbitt attended an NDEA institute for advanced study in Industrial Arts at San Jose State College, California; and also an NDEA Institute for in-service training of state association leaders in irtdustrial arts in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Mr. Warner enrolled in a numerical control course sponsored by TV-I
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/

in Albuquerque; he attended a summer institute at Purdue University
for the improvement of technical teacher education programs; and he
enrolled for 8 semester hours of research

s~udy

at Texas A&M.

Mr. Zweig received his Ed. D. degree from the University of New
Mexico in June, 1967.
B.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence,· etc.

Mr. Ivins was on sabbatical first semester 1967-68.
a 125 pp. book manuscript-.
bia to Nova Scotia.

He completed

He also visited Canada from British C_olum-

In December he visited British Honduras, Canal

.zone, and Costa Rica.
Mr. Nesbitt visited numerous indu!ltrial plans in the San Francis_co
Bay_area.

Mr. Prouse was a visiting professor at the University of Colorado,
summer session 1967.

Mr. Warner traveled extensively to governmental installations in
Washington, D. C., and various historical sites, national parks, and
recreational areas in California.
C. New scholastic honors, etc.
None
D.

Publications

DETTRE,. JOHN. "Video-Taping Simulated Teaching: A Tool in General
Methods", Audiovisual Instruction, Vol. XII, No. 7, pp. 693-696
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DOXTA.TOR, ROBERT. Background for the Navaho Social Studies Project.
Mimeographed. Given to participants after speech was made.
February 1968.
~. ~.

"Teacher Liability and the Law" Clearing~'
42:411-413, March 1968
''The Affair at South Overshoe,'' Clearing~.
42:480-481, Hay 1968
"A Junior High Award System'! Scho-ol Activities,
in press
Teaching in~ Schools, International Textbook
Co., June 1968

~'

.sm

WILSON. "Yes, We
Make Secondary Educ11.tion Available to
All", ~ ~ School Review, 47:9-10, 25, Nay 1968

NESBITT, ROBERT. Prepared a brochure. which was distributed to the
Industrial Arts teachers in New'Nexico which describes the
Industrial Arts undergraduate program at UNN.
In progress and under contract with American Book .
Company, co-author of textbooks for 7th & 8th grades entitled
New Dimensions in Language. Textbook entitled Skills ~ Spell~ won single-book adoption in North Carolina.

~. ~.

~•

.:!Q!ill. HDoings in Chicago," NNBEA Newsletter, April 1968, p. 3.
Interview for article by John Rogers, "These Hen Take Dictation",
PARADE, April 23, 1967. Interview for article "':!;he Hale Secretary",~ Secretary, November, 1967, p. 12.

~. WILLIAN~·

Handbook for Student Teaching, 8th edition, UNN
Vocational Education Philosophy and Objectives, New Hexico
State Department, multilith, 35 PP• Project proposals for
USOE Sec. Ed. title funds through Albuquerq~e Public Schools
(Rio Grande and Albuquerque High School projects)

WARNER, RICHARD.
~.

E.

Book pending.

ROBERT g. Cited in NEA Journal, "Research Clues", Vol. 56,
No. 9, pp. 79 and 82,-n;cember, 1967

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period

Hr. Brown researched materials for a textbook, Slide Rule iQE. Industry.
He also was on an evaluation of the curriculum and facilities of Stout

6
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University. In April 1968 he was on a visitation connmnittee for New
Mexico State University.

Mr. Crawford has been developing "International Education Appraisal
Instruments" for utilization purposes on his planned sabbatical Semesl:er
II, 1968-69. He was chairman and/or editor of Committee Evaluation
Reports for fifteen secondary schools in New Mexico.
Mr. Dettre has a book under consideration by.International Press:
"Considering Change in Education: Profile and Process." He had an article accepted by Phi Delta Kappan, but still unpublished, entitled
"Rewarding What?" This was co-authored with Dr •. J. A. Conway, University
of Buffalo. He had an article acdepted but as yet unpublished by Journal of Teacher Education entitled "Teacher Education: In The Year~
"t'he" Tn;a,ge • "
.Mr. Howard completed a book~ Junior High School: ·Problems and Issues to be published by International Textbook Co. in the spring, 1969.
He was also co-editor and contributor to Schools for the Middle Years,
International Textbook Co., which is a book of readings.----------Mr. Ivins completed a 125 pp. manuscript of critical essays on high
school progrp.ms_ and. practices.
Mr. Prouse devised, and is currently serving as director of, the APSCOE
Project in Secondary English, a cooperative program of the Albuquerque Public Schools and the College of Education for the improvement of English
curriculum and instruction in Albuquerque secondary schools. The project
involves allocation by APS of funds from instructional budget to support
project, Monies are used to retrain 12 teachers and train 42'outstanding
English teacher apprentices.·
Mr. Runge was in charge of a special block program at Rio Grande and
Albuquerque High Schools which included methods, student teaching, and a
course in supervkskon. He was also consultant to the State Department of
Vocational Education on new proposals. He was consultant to Kirshner's,
Inc., on evaluation of Indian Vocational Education. He is also in the
process of implementing two new proposals for professional laboratory ex?erience projects in the Albuquerque Public Schools: Spanish teacher
preparation and teacher aids in selected classrooms.
Mr. White has a publication in progress: He is co-author, with Mr.
Prouse, of New Dimensions in English, 7th and 8th grade texts.
F.

Activities in learned and professional societies

Mr. Brmvn attended the American Industrial Arts Association convention

7

in Minneapolis and the Industrial Arts Fair of the Albuquerque Public
Schools.

Mr. Crawford attended meetings of the North Central Association,
the Virginia Historical Society, and the New York Regional Education Association.
Mr. Dettre presented a paper at the national meeting of American
Educational Research Association in February .entitled "An Exploratory
Study of the Relationships of Belief Systems, Goals, and the Evaluation
of College Undergraduates."
Mr. Doxtater became president for the 1968-69 year of the New Mexico
Council for Social Studies. He was also chairman of the Social Studies
Objectives, NMEA Quality Education Project.
Mr. Hirshfield was sponsor to the Student EducationAssociation and
was also secretary to the American Association of University Professors,
UNM chapter.
Mr. Howard spoke at the North Central Association conference ·in Chicago, and :also to the New Mexico Secondary School Principals.
Miss McCloskey was guest speaker at the National Council .for Social
Studies pre-conference on disadvantaged students. She spoke on "Characteristics and Potentials of Disadvantaged Students". She also attended
a curriculum conference at Teachers College Columbia University.

Mr. Nesbitt was president of the New Mexico Industrial Arts Association. He participated in the Mountain States Conference of Industrial
Arts Teacher Educators and Supervisors.
Mr. Prouse was keynote speaker at ConnecticUt State Conference on
English Curriculum; he also addressed Oklahoma City Secondary Language
Arts Reading Institute and the Oklahoma State Reading Council and State
English Council.
Mr. Rider was a delegate from the New Mexico Business Education Association to the Mountain-Plains Business Education Teacher Association.
He also attended the National Association of Business Teacher Education
convention.
Mr. Runge was a participant at numerous meetings and talks given in
the public schools concerning UNM student teaching and professio.nal lab,oratory experiences programs. He attended the Chicago meeting of teacher
educators for vocational education.

8
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Mr. Warner attended the Mountain States Industrial Educators and
Supervisors Conference in Salt Lake City.
Mr. White presented papers to Albuquerque English Teachers Council,
New Mexico Council of Social Studies, and New Mexico Council of Teachers of English. He was also elected first vice president of the Albuquerque English Teachers Council
G.

Other professional activities

Mr. Crawford was appointed consultant to Board of Education of Cobre
Consolidated Schools.
Mr. Dettre was chairman and coordinator for NCA visitation of Grants
High School.
Mr. Doxtater gave a speech to Albuquerque High School, Washington
Junior High School,and Lincoln Junior High School selected teachers on
"Trends in Secondary Education".
Mr. Hanny was consultant to Colombian Project and on NCA evaluation
teams.
Mr. Howard gave several speeches in the state; he made five NCA visitations, and was consultant for Las Vegas and Albuquerque schools.

Mr. Ivins attended orientation meeting of the Committee to Study
Evaluative Standards and Criteria, AACTE. He also served as chairman
of the. visiting committee to Clayton High School for New Mexico NMASS&C.
Mr. Nesbitt delivered a speech at the 5th annual governor's conference
on industrial safety.
Mr. White served on NCA evaluation visits to West Mesa 1Iigh School
and Clayton, New Mexico.

Mr. Zweig gave talks to elementary teachers at Los Altos, Co.llet
Park, and Navajo Elementary Schools.
,.
H.

Non-teaching University Service

.Mr. Crawford was Ne1v Nexico State Chairman of the North Central Association again this year. His lvork in this regard has been outstanding
and deserves special mention. He has also been asked to visit Germany
this fall in connection with the evaluation of American dependent schools.

9
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Mr. Dettre was chairman of Curriculum Committee A for the College
of Edu.c.ation.

Mr. Doxtator was a member of the University Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee; Summer Session and Extension Committee; he became
chairman of the Department of Secondary Education during the 1968-69
academic year.
Mr. Hanny was a member of the selection committee for a new dean
for the College of Education.
Mr. Hirshfield was a member of the Administrative and Policy Committee and Petitions and Waivers committee, College of Education.
Mr. Roward was a member of the College of Education committee on
doctoral studies.

Mr. Ivins was appointed chairman of the College of Education NeATE
committee. He has done excellent work in this connection.
Mr. Nesbitt was a member of the University Safety Committee and a
member of the College of Education In-Service ]!:duc::at.ion committee.
Mr. Prouse was a member of the Board of Directors, UNM Concert Hall.
He was also a member of the Master Planning Committee of the university.
Mr. Warner was a member of the Advisory Committee for New Hexico Industrial Arts Supervisors and membership chairman of American Vocational
Association in New Hexico.
Mr. White was a member of the joint committee of Secondary Education
and the English Department for preparation of the Master of Arts in
Teaching English program. He was also a .member of planning committee
for APSCOE program.
Mr. Zweig was director of Northwest New Hexico Regional Science Fair;
he was also on the Summer Session and Extension Division Committee of the
university.
I.

.Public Service

Mr. Brown was again marshal for Ballut Abyad Shrine Temple and in
charge of all unit functions.

10
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Mr. Dettre was appointed member ·Of Rector's Lay Advisory Board in
matters of education,
Mr. Hirshfield was advisor to a group of citizens interested in Title
VII program (bilingual education) for the elementary schools.•
Mr. Prouse was a member of the Board of Trustees of the International
Folk Art Foundation.

J.

Personal Information

Mr. Nesbitt completed the Federal Aviation Agency requirements for
a sailplane (glider) pilot 1 s license.

I
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TEE REPOR'!' OF THE COLLEGE Oll' ENGINEERING

July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
R. H. Clough, Dean

I.

Preface
Engineering

ed~cation

at the University of New Mexico

entered into a new pnase of its long-range development this past
year.

After many years of steady

~p:owth,

both undergraduate and

graduate enroll.l:nents stabilized to the point that the pressure
to handle ever increasing numbers of students was no longer so
pressing.

~!though

continued growth is anticipated, it is bene-

ficial to have a breathing period during \'th:l.ch time attention
can be focused on program consolidation and improvement and the
College of

has taken full advantage of it thiS past

Eng~neering

year.,
A very important part of this year's activities has

been a thorough and continuing introspective study of the several
engineering curricula, both undergraduate and grad!late.

Depart-

mental committees have spent much time and effort :l.n studying
~everal

different phases of

b~e

engineering educational program.

A committee under the Chairmanship of Dr. Vo J. Skoglund, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, spent the entire 1967-68 acaaemic year studying
meeting on

-~e

freshman engineering courses.

At its

3 1 1966, the engineering faculty accepted in

t~y

principle the

committee•~

cation of the

fr~shman

recommendation that a major modifi-

first semester gxaphics course be

~de

and the matter was referred to the Department of Civil Engineering for implementation.
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After much study, the Departments of Civil, Electrical,
and Mechanical Engineering reduced

~1e

number of hours required

for the baccalaureate degree to 130 plus 4 units of physical
education.

A similar action by the Department of Chemical Engi-

neering iS anticipated next year.

At the graduate

~evel,

all

five engineering departments reduced the required course work
under Plan II for the

M.s.

degree from 32 semester hours to 30.

This reduction was approved by the Graduate Committee and by
the Urtiversity Faculty at its meeting on April 9, 1968.
The Department of Electrical Engineering was selected
afl one of the U.N.M. departments to-be studied and evaluated-bY
a visiting committee of experts.

The funds .for this visit were

provided by a grant to the University from the Danforth Foundation.

Dr. samuel Seely acted as chairman of the visiting

committee.

Other members were Dr. Edward David, Jr. of the Bell

Telepnone 4aboratories, Dr. Otto B. Schmidt of the University
of Minnesota, and Dr. T. L • .Martin, Jr. of Southern Methodist
University.

This committee was on campus for three days,

October 19-21, 1967, and made a
and associated areas.

~1orough

study of the department

Their subsequent report provided the

department with a balanced appraisal of strengths and weaknesses
and gave invaluable guidance for continued departmental develop•
ment and the attainment of long-range goalso
Experimentation is a necessary part of quality improvement and this past year saw several educational experiments in
progress.

The following are mentioned as eJcamples only.

The

Department of Mechanical engineering initiated a real innovation
into its course ME 201L, Introduction to Engineering Design.
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This course set out to instill true-to-life engineering design
concepts into sophomore M.E. students by means of guest lecturers
from several areas of industry.

MuCh of the credit for the

success of this course format belongs to Mr. Arthur M. Hill of
Sandia .Corporation \'l'ho acted as coordinator for the course.
Dr. Martin Bradshaw used programmed materials that he developed
as pazot of a n.ational project in EE 361, Electromagnetic Waves
and Fields.

For the first time, a course tolas taugl1t at Holloman

Air Force base

~

a professor on the

writer and telelecture equipment.

U.N~M.

Dr.

R~

c.

campus using telaDeVries taught

EE 535, Design of Digital systems, using this equipment system.
An interest~g trial course, N.E. 230, Applications of Nuclear
Energy, was set up and taught by Dr. R. L. Long of the
ment o£ Nuclear Engineering.
non~tecl1nical

Depar~

This course is designed for the

student and has been approved as a natural science

elective for the Colleges of Education and Fine Arts.
~lthough

the process of self-examination and improve-

ment of program quality is a never ending effort, this past
year's more-than-usual efforts in this direction nave furnished
convincing evidence that the College of Engineering has that
moat crucial requirement'for building academic excellence --a
high-qual.ity faculty.

u.N.l-1. has been especially fortunate to

attract a group of such talented, energetic, and able educator.s.
It is this fact that maltes doubly serious the unusually high
incidence of faculJ.;y re.eignat.:!.ons :this past year.

Seve11 faculty ,

members, about 12 percent of the engineering staff, submitted
tx1e~r

resignations during 1967-68.

The primary reason given for

leaving u.N.M. 'lrtas salary, a sit"uation severely ageated by

-~-'

~--·--- ~
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the very 1ow raises given for 19e8-69.

Not one of the pro-

fessors lost can be replaced for the salary that he was being
paid.

Increased faculty salaries are a necessity if the

College of Engineering is to maintain its present favorable
faculty position.
II.

En;:ol.lments and Degrees
The past academic year again saw undergradu<ite engi-

neering enrollments decline nationally; both comparatively and
absolutely.

Total national freshman engineering enrollments

declined from 78,400 (1966) to 77,551 (1967).

Engineering

students as a percentage of all freshmen nationally continued
to decline from a high of almost 24 percent in 1956 to a current
figure of slightly more than 13 percent.
The matter of declining undergraduate engineering
enrollments is of mounting national concern and has spurred on
the U.N.M. College of Engineering to redouble its recruiting
efforts in the 1ocal high schools.

u.N.M. 's

Approximately 60 percent of

undergraduate engineering students come from Albuquerque

high schools so the major effor·t has been local although followup actions are taken with all New Mexico students indicating
an interest in studying engineering to the
visiting teama

U6N6~

high school

Personal letters are sent to all such state

students encouraging them to attend U.N.M. and inviting them and
their parents to a.ttend the annual Engineering Open House to get
acquainted with the College.

This year, for the first time,

luncheon meetings were held between engineering

facu1~

and

local high school teachers, councilors, and administrators.
This particular mode of contact has proven to be

ve~

successful.
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In addition to the College of Engineering booklets and pamphlets
made available to the high schools, the Department of Civil
Engineering this year made up its own publication for student
recruitment purposes.
Table l presents

~nrollment

figures and Table 2

presents data on the total teaching lo;;1d of the College of
Engineering.
TABLE I

ENROLLMENTS AT U.N.M.
Semester I

ENGINEERING

Classification

1964-65

1965-66

1966-67

!967-68

Fresbmen*

351

435

408

343

Sophomores

2SO

290

319

359

Juniors

190

l76

188

174

·seniors

156

148

145

161

385

348

325

340

1 332

1,397

l 385

1.377

Graduate**
'.l'otal

*In University College·
**Includes Los Alamos and Holloman
TABLE 2

ANNUAL TEACHING LOAD. COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING.

Academic

Student

%

Student

%

Year

Enrollments

Chanae

credit Hours

Chancre

1963-64

5,667

+7.0

14,687

+6.9

1964-65

6,228

+9.9

16,140

+9.9

1965-66

6,431

+3.3

16,424

+1.8

1966-67

6,460

+0.5

16,724

+1.8

1967-68

6 280

-2.8

16 Sl7

-1.2

4:11.
The tables show that freshmen engineering enrollments
have entered a rather steep decline, a source of real concern.
On the other hand, this past year saw a reversal of the recent
decline in engineering graduate enrollments.

This .is especially

encouraging because it occurred in spite of the phasing out of
the Sandia Technical Development Program"
Table 3 p.tesents information concerning engineering
degrees conferred at the University of New Mexico during the
past four yearso
TABLE 3
DEGREES

ENGINEERING

De ree

1965-66

1966-67

147

124

132

140

l-1.S.

99

88

78

64

Ph.D

7

16

10

18

253

228

220

222

Totals
Ilia

1967-68~

1964-65

Updergraduate Program
The action of the University Faculty this past year in

eliminating early examinations for graduating seniors resulted
in changes in the connuencement procedure that proved to be very

unpopular among the engineering senior classa

It is hoped that

something better than the procedure followed in June 1968 can be
worked out for subsequent years.

Difficulties were also encoun-

tered by seniors in getting copies of their final transcripts in
time for admission to graduate schools, military commissioning
and employment certificationo
The

foll~~ing

tables present information concerning

suspension, probation, and students on the Dean's List.

------ - -
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'l'AELE 4

SUSPENSION AND

PROBAT~ON

End of Semester
Status

1965-66
No

Probation*
Suspended
Removed from
Probation

I

1966-67

%

1967-68

No.

%

No.

~-

60

llo5

61

llaO

57

9.8

8

laS

7

la3

13

2.2

13

2.5

17

3 •.1

13

2o2

End of Semester I I
Status

1965-66
No

196 -67
N'o.
%

%

1967-68

No.

%

Probation*

56

10.5

55

9.8

53

9. 7

Suspended

17

3.2

13

2 .. 3

-10

laB

Removed £rom

14

2o6

19

3a4

15

2.8

Proba~ion

*Includes placed on

pr~Pation

and continued on prObation

TAELE 5

ENGINEERING STUDENTS ON DEAN'S LIST

-

Year

Semester I
Number

Seniester I I

%

Number

%

19b4-65

122

23.4

146

28.8

1965-66

145

27.7

149

28.0

1966-67

139

25.2

149

26.6

1967-68

157

27.0

15_9

29,2

Table 5 shows that more than 1/4 of the undergraduate
engineering students are on the Dean's Honor Roll.

Considering

the difficulty and rigor of the engineering curricula, it is

41.3
very encouraging to see such a large percentage of the engineering students maintaining a B-average or better in their

IVo

Student Prizes and Awards
The following awards were made by the College of

Engineering Student Affairs and Awards Committee,
Chairman.

c.

T. Grace,

This list does not include those awards and prizes

that are solely those of the individual engineering departments.
There are many of these and they are listed in the departmental
reports following.
l.
2.
3.

6.

a.

9.

10.,
llo
12~

Hamilton Watch Award - James A. Flagstead, EE
Harry L. Dougherty Memorial Prize - J. A. Flagstead, EE
George E. Breece Prize
Charles L. Braun, ME
James A. Flagstead, EE
Rufus H. Carter, Jr. Scholarships
Martin F. Barker, CE
Albert w. Smith, c:b..E.
.
Harry and .Mabel F. Leonard Scholarships
Albert Brooks, CE
Robert Clayton, CE
Roberto Fantechi, EE
Kent R. Hoffman, Ch.E.
Ronald G. Rosenbaugh, Ch.E.
Bruce A. Schneider, CE
Eric H. Wang Z.1emoria1 Fund Awards
Robert M. carter, CE
rUchae1 W. Edenburn, ME
Roger .J. Koerner, r4E
Bruce Trafton, CE
N.M. Society of Professional Engineers' Wives SCholarship
Kristine E. Anderson 0 Ch.E.
Ameri.can Society for Testing Materials Senior Awards
John Carmichael, EE
James Donnelly, EE
Dennis Mitchell, l-iE
Robert l-1cNeil, CE
Randall Trembly, Ch.E.
George A. Rutherford Scholarship
Ray G. Arnold, CE
Western Electric Fund Scholarship in Engineering
l4ichael w. Edenburn, ME
Western Electric Fund Supplemental Scholarsl1ips
Ross Perkal, EE
Greg Utton, ME
Women in construction SCholarship
Sung-Ling Liu, EE
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In addition to the above, there were several engineering students who \'l'e:ce selected for awards by :non""U'niversity
groups and organizations.

It iS almost impossible to obtain

complete listings of the19e but those that can be identified are
lis·t:ed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The American Society of Civil Engineers Senior A\ttard
Jose E. Martinez, Jr.
Institute of ll:lectrical & Electronic Engineers Sr. Awaz;-d
Charles G. RO\tla:n
American Institute of Chemical Engineers Junior Award
Gerald A. Chiramonte
Associated Contractors of New Mexico scnolarship
Mario Sanchez
Outstanding Foreign Engineering student
Ernesto Perez - Mr. Perez is a senior CE
student from CUba and was recognized at the Annual
Engineers • Luncheon· during National Engineers • Weelt.
John

c. Gustafson and Roger Paroz, senior ME students,

won third prize in a national paper contest sponsored by the·
James F. Lincoln

~c

Welding Foundation.

$300 was awarded to the

Each man won $.250 and

u.N.M. Department of Mechanical Engi-

neering.
Jose E. Martinez,. Jr., senior CE student, won first
prize in the regional student paper contest at a meeting of
the American Society of Civil Engineers in Albuquerque on
February 16•17, 1968.
At the initiation and dinner on May 20, 1968, the
following engineering students were initiated into Phi Kappa
Phi, na.tional honorary society:
Seniors
John England, ME
Dennis E. Mitchell, ME

Eugene L. Neau, EE
Ted Raad, Ch.E.

Juniors
Michael W. Edenburn, ME
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Phi Kappa Phi Senior A\'lar.d
James A. Flagstead, EE

v.

Graduate Program
During Semester I, 1,967-68, there were 340 engineering

graduate students registered at U.N.l\1., 41 of whom \'lere: at Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory and 19 at Holloman Air Force Base.
During that semester, the College of Engineering had 15.5 percent
of all the graduate students registered at the University.

After

sever.al years of being the largest graduate department on campus,
the Department of Electrical Engineering was nosed out this year
by the Department of English.

The three largest graduate depart-

ments on campus were English (142), Electrical. Engineering {139),
and

Histor~

(138}.

Although Sandia Corporation has been talking about
phasing out its TeChnical Development Program for smue time, it
was not until this year that a definite termination date was
established.
in June

19~9.

It ie now definite that the Sandia T.D •. P. will end
First established in 1959, this program has been

a real challenge and source of strength for the College of Engineering.

It has provided top-notch graduate students in suffi-

cient quantities to enable the Departments of Electricai and
Jl.lechanical Engineering to build

first~class

graduate programs.

During its nine years of operation, the Technical Development
Program has produced 321 M.S. degrees in E.E. and M.E.
The Col.J.ege of Engineering regards the te:rmination of
'l'.D.P4 with real regret, but is pleased and reassured that Sandia

Corporation finds this step to be necessary for reasons other than
dissatisfaction with the program.

Fortunately, the engineering

41.6
graduate program has developed to the point where the termination of TDP should not result in any serious pertubations.
!n additi.on, the new computer science program being started in
1968-69 with a fairly substantial input of Sandia st.udents "lrJill

hopefully make up much of the difference.

This new computer

science program, devised by a committee under the Chairmanship
of Dr. Stoughton Bell, consists of camputer options in three
existing M.s. programs:
administration.

engineering, mathematics, and business

Whe·l:her or not a curriculum and/or department

of computer science will be established at
seen.

U~N • .M.

remains to be

For the 196B-o9 year at least, the computer science

program will be covered by a T.D.P. type of contract with sandia
Corporation and· will. be placed under. the general administrative
direction of Prof.

c.

T., Grace, Director of sandia Programs.

Sandia Corporation has also es-f.:al:llished a new doctoral
study program under Which selected Sandia employees will engage
in full-time doctoral

s~udies

at an approved university.

sandia

designated 14 men to begin the program with the 1968-69 academic
year.

Of these, five opted to attend the University of New

Mexicq.
The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has an advanced
study program under which .selected employees can pursue fulltime graduate study at approved universities.
AQ Gritzo and

w~

Next year Ludwig

M. Sanders will begin work on their doctorate

in nuclear engineering on the U.N• .M. campus under this programo
The effect of current Selective Service regulations
on next year's graduate enrollments remains a big question.
particular, the supply of available research, teaching, and

In
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graduate assistants is subject to considerable doubt.

As the

law now stands, student deferment ended June 30, 1968 for young
men between the ages of 18 and 26 who (l) had completed requirements for the bachelor's degree, (2} had completed their first
year of advanced study, or (3) Who had completed work for a
master's degree.

Only graduate students in health-related fieldS

are eligible for further deferments.

The Scientific .Manpower

Commission has predicted that the disciplines of physics and
engineering will be the

ha~dest

hit in the sciences, with first-

year graduate classes down over 60 percent.
Another dark side to the graduate enrollment picture
are appropriations cuts by Congress resulting in drastic decreases
in number of federally supported fellowships and traineeships
available for 1968-69.

The total of N.D.E.A. Title IV fellowships.

has been almost halved froni last year's level.

NASA'S trainee-

ships have been reduced by nearly 90 percent.
VI.

Placement
The na·tional demand for engineers has declined some-

what from last year's all•time high.

Nevertheless, recruiting

on the U.N.M. campus for engineering graduates continued at a
hectic pace this past year.

As has been the case for .several

years, more companies and agencies sent recruiters to the campus
looking for engineers than there were engineering graduates.
Consequently, every job-seeking engineering graduate received
several job offers with the best students receiving as many as
ten bona fide offers of employment.
Starting salaries continued to climb to startling
levels.

Table 6 presents data on average salary offers for the

engineering class of 1968.

.

~u ~

TABLE 6
AVERAGE

MONTH!.i~l

SALARY OFPERSo

B.S. 11
Class of 1968

Class of 1967
Department

U.N.M.

Nat:'l. Avera e

U.N.M.

Nat•l. Averac:re

.$765

$733

$800

$790

Civil

722

706

755

750

Electrical

746

728

775

714

Mechanical
· 733
720
777
·*Data supplied by U.N.M. Placement Bureau

768

Chemical

Table"6 shows that U.N.M. graduates, as they

.

hav~

been

doing for many years, again received starting salaries subs tantially in excess of the national averages.
VII.

ReSearch
The most recent complete data available on

research is for the 1966-67 academic year.

u. N.M.

Table 7 presents data

on the engineering research program for the past few ye ars.
TABLE 7

REIMBURSEMENT FOR. SPONSORED RESEARCH
Total Reimbursement

Division
1963-64
Engineering
All-universi

•

398,642
2,168,704

1964-65

$

1965-=66

423,482
2,942,216

'

431,542

1966-67

$

3,504,285

586,192

4 ,457,192

Although not administered by the Bureau of Engineering

~

Research, the Civil Engineering Research Facility (CERF ) does
0

research of an engineering nature, the reimbursed amount of
which was $869,513.23 during 1966-67.

This makes a tota l volume

of $1,455,705.48 of engineering research for that year.
As Table 7 illustrates, engineering research

i

ncreased
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strongly this past year.

All indications are that another large

inc.I;ease was eJtperienced during the 1967·-68 academic year.
contract volume of research

011

'!'he

hand with the B.ureau of Engineer-

ing Research as.of June 1, 1968 totalled something over $850,000.
A later section of this Report contains detailed information
concerning engineering research performed on campus under the
Bureau of Engineering Research.
The College of Engineering was one of a select group
chosen for ''Project Themis", a new Defense Department program
started in 1967.

U.N.M. was one of 50 institutions selected

from 480 applicants.

The proposal was prepared by the Departments

of Electrical Engineering and Mathematics with Dr. wayne
Grannemann, Professor of Electrical Engineering, as head of the
research team.

The U.N.M. program will involve both eJtperimental

and theoretical work designed to obtain knowledge about what
happens to materials in electronic devices when they are eJtposed
to radiation.

A long term project, the first year's budget was

set at $185,000 \'lith the project moniter being the

u. s. Office

of Naval Research.
Whether or not the College of Engineering can maintain
its high research level is a matter of some concern.

The large

bulk of engineering research is funded by federal agencies and
much of this by defense agencies.

Early in 1968, defense and

space agency spending £or research at universities "1as cut by
20 percent.

Because of the Vietnam war, other governmental

bodies are reducing their research support, including the
National Science Foundation whiCh is an important source of engineering research funds.

The effect of these continuing cutbacks

on the College of Engineering is, as yet, largely unknown.

..
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VIII.

Student Activites
The annual Engineering Open Bouse was held February

23~24,

1969.

This is a student-sponsored activity and. attracts

large numbers of junior-high and senior-high students as well
as townspeople from all over New Mexico.

This year, however,

the attendance was reduced somewhat by a pUblic schools teachers'
strilte in Albuqqerque at the time of the Open House.

The u.N.M.

Associated Students again made funds available to the Engineers'
Joint Council to help defray Open Bouse expenses.

(The Associated

Students budget has been allocating approximately $1,000 each year
to the Engineers• Joint Council).

This year, as in the past,

the Albuquerque TeChnical Council provided funds to pay transportation costs of

out-of-t~ln

students attending open House.

John King, GE. won the prize for the best individual exhibit for
his illustration of the operation of a water treatment plant.
The trophy for the best

over~all

departmental exhibits was won

by the Department of I-1echanical Engineering.
One of the cleverest exhibits was prepared by senior
electrical engineering students of Dr. Ruben Kelly.

They de-

signed ana constructed a special digital computer that plays the
game of tic tac toe.

This maChine 'l!laa built as part of a course

project but proved to be. very popular at Open House.

The computer

was designed so as never to lose a game although the maChine can
be switched to forget some of its logic and then will lose a game
occasionally.
Mr. Robert carter, a civil engineering senior, served
very capably as president of the Engineers' Joint Council for the
1967-68 year.

Mr. MiChael Edenburn, a mechanical engineering

senior, was elected president of EJC for the coming year.
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Professor

c.

T. Grace, Assistant Dean of Engineering, did his

usual fine job of working with the engineering students in his
capacity as Chairman of the Student Affairs and AwardS Committee
of the Engineering College.
The Albuquerque Chapter of the New Mexico

Soci~ty

of

Professional Engineers honored. the gradtlating engineering seniors
at a special dinner at the Western Skies Motor Hotel on tl1e
evening of NovPJmber 27, 1967"

This annual affair enables many

students to meet their future employers and associates and also
helps to indoctrinate

·th~u

into the activities of their Chosen

profession.
IX.

Faculty,
Effective 1967-68, the fol.lowing men joined the full-

time professorial staff·of tlle College,of

Engineering~

1'~ Cates, Ph.D.~ Asst. Professor of Electrical Engineering
R. c. DeVries, Ph.D., Asst. Professor of Electrical Engineering
Y. c. Hsu, Ph.D., Asst. Professor of Mechanical Engineering
G. w. May, Ph.D., Asst. Professor of Civil Engineering
R. G. Vaughan, Ph.D., Asst. Professor of Civil Engineering
F. c. Wessling, Ph.D~, Asst. Professor of Mechanical Engineering

R.

The following engineering faculty received promotions
in rank effective July 1, 1968:
J. B. Carney to Assoc. Professor of Civil Engineering

K. T. Feldman to Assoc. Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Ro L. Long to Assoc. Professor of Nuclear Engineering
G. E. Triandafilidis to Professor of Civil Engineering
After eight years of service in that office, Dr. Richard
H. Clough resigned as Dean of the College of Engineering as of the
end of the 1967-68 academic year.

He will return to full-time

teaching and research as Professor of Civil Engineering.
the able chairmanship of Professor

.M.

Under

c. May, an advisor<.[ com-

mittee of engineering faculty functioned to screen applicants for
the position and to recommend final candidates for adminis·l:.rat:l.ve
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consideration.

After examining the creden.tials of approximately

150 nominees, the committee submitted a list of names to VicePresident. Heady for considera·tion.

After interviewing several

of these candidates, three of whom were from outside U.N.M., Dr.
Richard c. Dove, Chairman of the U.N.M. Department of Mechanical
Engineering, was appointed as t.b.e new Dean.
July 1,

~968.

His duties commenced

Dr. Maurice w. Wildin was named as Acting-Chairman

of the Department of Mechanical Engineering to replace Dr. Dove.
This year, the University finally found it possible
to establish a limited number of joint £aculty appointments with
Sandia Corporation.

Patterned after the Oak Ridge-University of

Tennessee arrangement, three employees of Sandia Corporation were
selected to receive regular University faculty appointments.

The

University pays 20 percent of the man's salary for 9 months and
receives the equivalent of one full day's service per week.
three appointees were:

The

Dr. D. R. Morrison, Professor of Mathe-

matics; Dr. B. T. Kenna, Associate Professor of Chemistry, and
Dr. J. D. Williams. Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.
It is hoped that the University can continue this very valuable
arrangement.
The year saw the formal establishment of a U.N.M.
Chapter of the American Society for Engineering Education.

Dr.

K. T. Feldman was elected as chairman, Dr. E. J. Nowak as Secretary, and Dr. R. D. Kelly as Institutional Representative (1971)
and Activity coordinator.
The College of Engineering was very proud to have Dr.
Ruben D. Kelly, Associate PrOfessor of Electrical Engineering,
receive the annual Western Electric Fund Award for Excellence in
Engineering Ins·truction.

__

The award was presented to Dr. Kelly at
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tile meeting of the Southwest Section, American Society for
Engineering Education. at Texas A & M University on MarCh 22,
1968.

The award, consisting of a citation and $500, is based

upon teaching ability, research, professional stature, and
publications.
Dr. R4 c. Dove, Chairman of the Department of mechanical Engineering, shared a top award from the Instrwqent S.ociety
of America for a technical paper.

The award of a plaque and

$500 prize was for the best paper to be published.by the Society
during the yea;r.
During the 1967 summer months, two University professors participated in research at Sandia Corporation under a
program financed by an A.E.c. grant to the Associated Western
Universities.

Dr. Roy Johnson, ASst. Prof. of Civil Engineering,

and Dr. E• J. Nowak, Asst. Prof. of Chemical Engineering, participated.
It is worthy of note that Dr.

w.

L. Everett, Associ-

ate Professor of Nuclear Engineering, presented a paper at the
Eighth International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized Gases
in Vienna, Austria, August 27 - September 2, 1968.

The paper

was c.o-aut&'&ored 'ITith Dermod Kelleher who recently received his

Ph.D.

in nuclear engineering at

u.N.M.

It simply must be pointed out one more time the
impossible situation that the 9 months contracts of department
chairmen impose on the CQllege of Engineering.

It. is just not

possible to loclt ap the engineering departments during the
summer months without major disraption and missed opportunities.
Generally speaking, it is only through the

gr~tuitoua

donation

of their time by the chairmen during their summers that more
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grevious ha.rm to the many continuing programs is not suffered ..
It is a fact of life that engineering programs are year-around
activities and
of the year.

~~e

summer months are as busy as any other period

Some system for providing summer employment for

the department chairman simPl::'l

must~

devised.

Jr. LaboratoL:r Equipment
The College of Engineering continues to pursue every
program that provides any form or kind of support to buy laboratory equipment.

Things would indeed be catastrophic if our

equipment budgets were the only source Of new equipment.
Two grants for 1968-69 were obtained from the N.s.F.
Undergraduate Scientific Instructional Equipment program.
Depar~nent

The

of Chemical Engineering received an equipment grant

for $29,800 (!z from U.N.M. matChing funds) to equip a new
laboratory for process dynamics and control.

The Department

of Civil Engineering received an equipment grant for $5,800 to
purchase seismic equipment for soil dynamics experimenbl.

J:t

is also anticipated that the Departments of Civil and Mecl1anical
Engineering will receive about $5 1 000 of equipment money from
Title VIA o£ the Higher Education Act of 1965.

Proposals were

submitted to the New Mexico Bureau of Educational Finance in
February 1968 for these funds.
On May 15, 1968, bidding documents were released for
approximately $200,000 worth of scientific equipment and furnishings for the new Engineering Center.,

Bids were opened on June 26

and delivery will begin early in the fall of 1968.
After literally years of trying every
f~nds

knm~

source of

and writing several proposals, it is believed that

~le

college of Engineering is finally going to get a 2 mev flash
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l~:-ray

unit.

This is a very important and basic equip:nent item

in work associated with the effects of radiation on materials.
With the help of some matching funds from U.:bT.M., it is anticipated that the Project Themis research program will buy the
unit and transfer it to U.N.M.
XI.

Physical Plant
Construction of the new Engineering Center was under-

way

al~

this past year and much progress has been made.

The

contract with K. L. House Construction Co. requires project
completion by mid-November 1968, but there is some question as
to whether this date will be met or not.

Spaces presently

occupied by the College of Engineering in the Research Center,
Engineering Annex,

G~ology

Building, Science Lecture Hall, the

Kappa Kappa Gamma House, and Zimmerman Library will be vacated
when the Center is completed and ready for occupancy.
The remodeling of the Civil Engineering Research
Building and the Electrical Engineering building was completed
during the summer and early fall of 1967.

The excellent and

very usable spaces resulting made the trials and tribulations
of remodeling well \'lorth while.

To clear the E.E. building

£or the work, the Bureau of Engineering Research moved to the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house in July 1967 where it will remain until
the Engineering center is finished.
A Riehle self-contained pulsator for fatigue tests o£
structural materials and test frame have been installed in the
newly remodeled Civil Engineering Research Building.

The

pulsator was secured through two NSF grants and U.N.M. £undso
The load frame was 4onated by the Steel Fabricators Advisory
committee of New Mexico.
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College Activities
~1e

College of Engineering acted as co-sponsor for

the following major conferences held on campus:
"International Symposium on Wave Propagation and Dynamic
Properties of Earth Material.s", August 23-25, 1967,
co-sponsored with the National Science Fo!lndation
and the New Mexico Section of the American Society
of Civil Engineers.
E:!.ghth Annual Symposium, "'l'he Concept of Design", November
17-18, J.967, co-sponsored with the New Mexico Section,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Sympos.ium on "Application of Digital Techniques of .Instrumentation", January 11, 1968, co-Sponsored with the
Albuquerque Section of the Instrument Society of
America.
Relations between the COllege of Engineering and its
many alumni has never been really organized to any extento
Part of this is undoubtedly due to lack of action on the part
of the Dean's office.
man~1er

has also hindered the development of any real liason

between the two.
College

However, lack of facilit:J.es, funds, and

At 1967 Homecoming, a printed "Engineering

~iewsletter"

was sent out to all engineering a.lumni which

received much favorable comment.

It is anticipated that such

newsletters will be issued at regular intervals in future years.
In addition. it is hoped that Dean Emeritus M. E. Parris will
find it possible to help develop favorable alumni relations
from his office in the new Engineering Center.
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Annual Report of the Sandia '.redulic:al
Development and Educational Aids ~~ams,
~e Accountability Office for Sandia Equipment
'fhe

ru.rtla~d

and
A ..I'.. B.,-V.liolllo. Coopera~ye Bducat:.tonal

~rogram

3Uly 1. 1967 • JUne 30, 196$

grams were renewed ffJ% the school

y~;;u•

1967• 1 68..

posed contract for l969-'61b bas been ·SUbmitted by

'E"ie pz:o.,;
tl'd.~,

office

and is under consiil.erat!on by the Vniverait:y C!lld the Sa:ulia

CoZ'pOration.
~ ~CAL DEVE!JIP~

UJ.ar 'l'.,DoY'c classafl.,

.PBDGlW"

'f'he program l\S bEI.in'!J pbase<i out and re-o

placed by the Year on Campus Program involving 15

unive~sit~e~.

student input to our graduate prog.!!'amtl will be greatly reducOO: ,

' l school tdll be .1.nvo1ved.,
ei.tmce 15 rather i:brJ.n
'llae ne:Y class of 1969 eni:ering '!:he

p:r:og~am

in September

l9G7 t-uas made Ui' of 19 bachelo:e of Science electrical engilleei:!ng
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students and ll baChelor of science mechanical engineering
students o

In a&ii.t!on to

6 master o£

~dience

th~

bachelor of science students,

electrical engineering students and ll

master of science mechanical engineering students enrolled
to complete the core course of ml?o
'!he class of 1968 entere«l its seccnd. year -o£ the prog:tam

ical engineer terminated employment

ana

during the fi%'st year of the program..

lfirat
!.J!w:.Ql,~

D~.a ~4)6.,.(07
Eo E.,

w.

Ea

•

One

C~lete4

~if~~

13

l~

8

11

8§8

\9\me

1968

11
6
§

DegreeE

ll

I

fro@ school

~uical

Class o£
1968

~

I

~ithdrew

5

engineer
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EDm;:A'l'l<mAL AIJloS l?aoGRi'\!11
Seffii§i:@;_l~~j&2•9§9

LEVEL
HpAo

VD,del:'A
aU~

Ph.eD 1 ,

JLr.§.a.

17

.6

34

5
3

6
0

10

......L.

-L.

-L

1
2
0
3
1
0

0

0

3
0
1
0
0

5
1
1
0
1

9
1

6
3

a

-L

.....!..

).

7

10

Education

1

0

1

:!i.'ine A:rt:s

0

2

3

Electrical Engineering
Mechanical ~91neering
Civil EngJ.nem-~:Lng
Huclear Engineering

31

~ts

0

14
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and Sciences

llU.ology

Chem!stey
Economics
English
Geol.ogy

Jour».alism
~thematic&

l'l'bys1cs
~syohology

~~siness

Administration

~ve~si~y

College

~o~al ~lled

£or Degrees

.._!_
18

-L

@:~:aduate

13

~

51

students in »agree ~zograms
SKOecialsc.ilot for Degree
monaD$9ree Students

~'0~1

2

36

1?7
7

___._

..

18

...a.
90

....:
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EDU'CA'fiOiliAL Ams f?&OGIW« (continued)
~s~tmL !ls__l2fi2-'~

Electrical

~
il!oAo
HoSo
~

~1neer1ng

14

Mechanical Engineering

9
9

Civ.U Engineering
Suclear Engineering

and

11
3

35

0

0

6

-L

-L.

.....L

1
1
2
2

0
4
1
1
0
3
1

1

41

1"1

40

Arts

Vllder
~AWlii!1

Sciences

Biology
Cbe\Ustey

English
Geology

Journalism

0
10

Katbaaatics
llbys~cs

-

!?sychology

l
0

11

4
l
0

1
10

s

-L

_...L

10

23

&~siness ~str.ation

3

10

13

Education

l

l

0

ll?ilme Arts

0

2

2

__g_

_g_

..J.§....

61

40

95

~iversity C011~e
~t~l

Enrolled for Degrees

~·

.,

'i'ottll stuaents in Degree Programs 196
for Degree

e~dua~e S&ee1als-sot
Ji!onoD~ree Stu4e!its
'I~

E.,Aol?o

~·

-~-~-------

-----

_;z_

Sbo Il:

--- - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..,.._,____ ___ - - -

230 (Up 6" £~

--

·-~ ..

---

-->- _ ,

-.

~·-- .. ~~-

...

0

0

66-7)

-=~-

-·
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Engineering
Bachelor of Sc!enoe (4 E .. E... 1 ~ ..E.. )
5
Hmster of Science (3 E.. E.)
3
DOctor of ~ilosophJ( (3 B,.B .. , l MoEo, l NuEa)S
Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts (math.)
l!!ache1or of Science (1 Chem .. .- 1 li'bys .. )

P...aster of Arts (l Englisbs 1
Master of Science €~yaics)
Doctor of ~ilosopby (Hath.)

l.

2
2

~lath,.)

1
l.

Administration
Bachelor of Business Admin!s~~!on
!!aster of Business Ama:Lnist:r:atian

~siness

25
Accm..~~J.lig ~W

SM..s!U

§SUi~t=

:t.ooos to u,!if,ie

'l'his is the thir:d yea!:' that this office has bad the duty

categoriess Excess equipment that is used in the various de-paX:tmant:s £or et!uc:aticmal pw:poses..

Equipment that is on

loan to individual faculty members for use on con'U'act :a:esea:t'dl

-~~---"

--·--·-~--

-·-

·---

-~

p
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by ll!r., Edsel ~ of sandia and c .. 'ta Grace of the University.

'l'bis year, tb:ough the excellent cooperation of

~ ..

Gwm, t:he

audit was made in ~ days as c~ed with 5 days last year o
'i'be volume of equiiJment on the campus amounts t:o $505,500o00o
Por. the past two years U:: has been mentioned that, to
the .D1rector 0 s knowledge, no money has been budgeted by 'the
muve:esity to cover the operation of i::he Office of Sandia
EqUipment Accountability..

cons!cieredo

It is again suggested that this be

It is estimated that the Director spends

-imately ten Percent of his time, ·and that

his

about twentY percent of her time, hac.dlirtg the

app%0X=

secretar,y spends
vaJ:ioue~

tas.'l(s

that this office entailso

~is

is. the tbixd year that this o:ff1ce bas served as

liaison. between the Vniversity and &rtland Air Force Base

..
'lilree mea receivecl tbrair bachelor of science desfrees
~inaering (M.,E .. )

1

·Arts and Sciences
Physics

i
.JL_

'!'OTAL lDEGRDS

3

~theaat:ica

433

:I..C o iP,e.Qintm_ents to St_q«
Mrso Haey

Evelyn Coleman, Secretary. August 28, 196'lo

:t-D. §lwarati.ons flj9Jil

St~«.

Gaynelle !homas, Secretary, August 31, l967o
llo S1cgraph1cal

l

o

suppl~nt

for the Director,

c.

Grace

~o

through 5. - no new 1 tems

Go Activities 1n learned and

p~fesslonal

societiess

ao Attended the annual meeti.ng of the American

Society for Engineering Education at .Michigan

State University, Lansing,.

~chigan.

bo As chairman of the Nominations

JUne 1967o

~ttee

and a

member of the Policy Committee, l attended the
annual meeting' of the Gulf Southwest Section of

the American Society for Engineering Educationo

As a member of the Policy Committee, I rewrote
and Si'Q't)lified the byolaws of the Sectiono

It

appears that the revision will be accepted by a
tail

bal~ot

of the

m~rs

of the Section o

co X have been act:i ve in the Albuquerque Chapt:e:r: of
the iia-1 .Hex3.co Society for P1!0fess1onal Engineerso
do X have been act1ve in the illew

I~xico

Section of
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the American Society of Hecbanical Engineers o
attended the 8th annual VoBoHe • AoSoM.Ba

:t

S~

s!um on °Des!gn Concepts in Engineering• movember
17. 18, 1967 ..
7 .. other pro£esSiional activ!tiess
I served as a design consultant to the Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratories for the 16th yearo
So Ron-teaching university Serviceu

a.. :t continued to serve wi tb Dean

n.

B., Clough on the

advisor group to the a:chi tects of the new Dean
Pa~is

Engineering Center ..

bo Jt served as the Engineerinq College collector £or

the Vnit:ed l!'und Drive ..

c .. Jt edited and circularized the i::lfth edition of
the Engineering College Hewsletter o

1800 copies

we:e sent out, of which 120 were returned because
of insufficient or incorrect. addresses.

~is

is

a great improvement over last year ..
do Jt have contJ.nued to work for nevGpaper and tech...
n!cal magazine coverage of the act:1v1t1ed of the
faculty and students of the College..

~e

have been decidedly better than last yearo

results
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eo I have continued to aerve as the faculty advisor
to Engineers• Joint Councilo

Z again contacted

the principals and superintendents

o~

t;lle large

schools of the State to encourage student attend•
ance of the annual Engineers 0 Open Bouseo

'!he

teachers 8 strike in the Albuquerque schools cut
into the attendance, but over 1 0 000 visitors were
recorded at the r439istrat1on desk. and many others

did not go past the registration desko
f. l served on the College &iW.nistrative COtilaittee.,
the Scheduling Coualdttee., as chairman of the Col-

lege Scholarships and Awa:ds Ccmmittee 0 and as a
member of the Dean of Engineering Selection Comraittee., charg'ed with the screening of applicants
for the replacement for Dean Roo Bo Clough o
9o Public Services
~er

~'lork) o

of the Albuquerque Optimist Club (Boys
X administered the Rational Junior Engi-

neering Aptitude Test

for

the Albuquerque areao
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Report of the Bureau of Engineering Research
July lt 1967 ·• June 30; 1968
Wayne

w.

Grannemann, Director

•the Bureau of Engineering Research has had a total
funding

of $1,126,014.44 from Government contracts.

was distribu·ted as follows:

This

Mechanical Engineering,

$337 ,46lo23t Electrical Engineering, $631,139:2·3-; Nuclear

Engineering, $39,963.98; Chemical Engineering, $27,000.00;
and Civil Engineering, $90,450.00.
We have employed 86 salaried personnel and 53 hourly ·
peraonnel.

The salaried personnel are mainly faculty and

grad11ate students, while the hourly personnel are ma;f.nly
undergraduate students.

The number of research contracts

in force during the past year was 40.

The number of research

proposals submitted to potential Government sponsors in the
past year was 41, of which to date 22 have been successful,

with the balance of 19 still pending.

Eighteen research

C:Olltt'acts were awarded as a result of proposals aubmi tted
d~ring

the preceding fiscal year.

The most pressing need in the Bureau of Engineering
Research is for additional adm!nistrative help.
authorized
a

to~al

o£

admin:tstrative load is one l/2 time
$1,1~6,014.44

per year of research.

The present
d~.rector

This. is the

same as was allm7ed when the total research volume was
approximately l/3 this volumeo

for

I

-

I

I,.
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The Bureau of Engineering Research needs a means of
paying staff faculty members to
in order to obtain a higher

The

technica~

~trite

quali~

research

~roposals

of research proposals.

writer position needs to be expanded to half

time and to be filled by someone with proposal writing
experience.

This will improve our success ratio on fundings.

Tbis program could be paid out of research overhead and
should pay oif bandsomely in terms of research funding for
the Bureau of Engineering Research.

In fact new research

overhead would quite probably more than pay for the

e~~ense.

There ia also .a need for more -,:esearch equipment, part........ •

icul&:rly o;f ·the type that cannot.be obtained by.-grant or
contract funding.

~;

lt

Contracts in Force
July 1967-June 1968

Resaa~ch

Research
Contract

Project
SUJ2erv'isor

Contracting
A5!enc;,r

281-004

Schreyer

Sandia

281-005

Grannemann

281-012

Feldman.

2Ul-Ol4

Long

281-015

Richards

AF Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

2Sl-021

Nowak

National Science
Foundation

·'
Studies
of the Preparation and
.surface Chemistry of Sulfided
Nickel Catalysts of Selective
·olefin Hydrogen~tion

281-023

Baker

Holloman AFB ·

·oevelopment of Measuring
Techl'iiques for Rocket Sl_eds

231-027

Erteza

National A.Q!onautica and Space
Administration

281-028

Grannemann

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

-

Title of Project

Amount

A Study of Conical Shells

$9,96lo00

Office of Naval
I{esearch

A Radiation Effects Research
Program Under the Project
Themis

$185,000.00

Office of Naval
Research

Lnvestigation of a Thermoacoustic oscillator as an
Underwater Sound Source

$18,910.00

Characteristics of the SPR ! I
Neutron Pulse and Its Propa""
gation Properties

$7,434.00

A Numerical. Study of the Fluid
Flow !n Monos-table and Bi~
stable Flui4Uc Devices

$11,711.00

Sandia

$27,000~00

$24,997~00

I

""

Stud~ of~1~ctromagnetic

$41,891.00

Surface Recombination Effects
with Magnetoresistance as
Applied to High current Low
Voltage Switching

$15,3.7~~00

Scattering from Material
. Bodies with Particular Appl.ication to Radar .Astronomy

¢.

c.,
00

Research

~rojact

281-031

Ricbarda

Nntional Aeronautics and. Space
Administration

Nwnerical Study of the Flow

$19,369.00

:281-037

Kelly

AF We~pons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

;t:nvestiqation into Fu:d:ng
Problems

$:!.5,054.96

281-040

Carney

Dept. ·of :Interior

A Study of the Effect of.
Pulsating Loads on Pore
Pressures in Soils

$14,500.00

281-056

Mohler

National science.
Foundation

Optimal Bilinear Control
•Processes
· ·;.

$23,loo.oq

AF Weapons Lab q

:R~-Ent:ry Vehicle Antenn.; ·,·

$51, 392-~ 00 . .:·

National Science
Foundation

Earthquake-Resistari:t
Structures

$25plso;oo·, ;

Air Force Office

.Investigatic;m of Behavio_r; of
Metallic Material under Low'Cycle Dynamic Loading

$66 ,358;.·00

Contr~~-- s~~~x;:v~s()~

·p.,

Contracting
___Aqen_9y___ ~-- __

·_· ·:''l'itl~a~9£_._l'l:o:iect

Amount

in the Vortex Rate Sensor

·.

28l-06:il
281-065

290-442

Bradshaw
Yao
Ju

Kirtland AFB

of Scientific
Restiarch

290-647

Bradshaw

290-660

Dove

290-682

Everett

;•

.. ·,
·~

Studies

.

,

Kirtland AFB

Problema

~nvestigation into ~zing

$112,255.00

AF Weapons Lab,

Xnvestiqation in the Area of
Contact Fuzin~ Studie$

$78,318.82

AF Weapons Lab.,

Kirtland APB
Sandia

~ransport
~artially

Plasmas

Properties in
and Fully Ionized

•:

$22,929.38

! \'

290-716

Sandia

l'lildin

~adiators

I

! \

!,

Heat Transfer and Temperature
Dis~ibution in Finned

:r•.

$18,308.·00
~

c..,

c.o

Research
Contract

P:o:oj ect:
Supervisor

Contracting _ ...
Ag,ency

290-743

B2•att

Sandia

Time-Dependent Magnetohydrodynamic Shocks with Radiation
Transport.

$11vl4i.56

290-744

~7illiams

Sandia

·Transient Pulse Transmission
Using Impedance Loaded Dipole

$18,941.32

II. ·

Title of Project

Amount

.Antennas

l
I

'

'

290-747

Mohler

Sandia

290-750

Feldman

290-769

Ju

290-774

Grannemann

290-775

Petersen

290-786

Ju

290'-798

Southward

Optimal Feedback Control of
:the Nuclear Voltag~. Standard

$16,182.39

Sandia

A Study of the Efficiency
Parameters in a Sondhauss
Thermoacoustic Oscillator

$12,238.00

Sandia

Analog Study of Impact J?racture of Closed~End Cylinders

$35,445.41

AF Weapons Lab.
Kirtland AFB

Laboratory Testing and Theoretical Studies in Support of
the AFWL TREE Program on
Avalanche Junction Compensation, Hardening and Modeling

$32u427.00

us

·A Study of Interpolation and
Smoothing Operators. in
Objective Analysis ..

$13,952.00

~··

weather Bureau

.,
'

~

I

f
f
t

f

t

!

-·..

-

Sandia

..

~

290-802

Hul'sbos

Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

~

Response of Nonlinear
' to Random E·xci tation

t.

$7~953.oo'
J~,IO..,

Study of Transient Radiation
_ .Effects "in I:II-V' Compound .
Solid State Devices

American Iron and · Fatigue Proper·Hes of Light
Steel Institute
· Gaga Steel Structural J:-!!embers
!

.

systems

$22,780.00
"'J

$7,500.0~

.

~

·~

0

-4-

il•

I

Research
Contract -

~:C(.fjecd::

290-810
,:_.,
290::..829

Southt'!ard

Supervisor

.1"

~r

290-8~9

Contracting
_~g_ency_ _ _

AF 'l'leapons Lab,

Kirtland AFB

j'

...

~---

Houghton

Skoglund

Sandia

Sandia

J

~·
i

!

Byatt

Mohler

275-87

Yao

.275-93

Omid'varan

!.

i ..
j
. '

l·1

' ..·,. '

275-102

. O'Dell

!.

Investigation of toiicroelectronics Techniques

$246225.00

of
Guarded'-;ilot
Method and Expansi~~
.' :P.late
...
;:
··;··~~nductivity by

~-. ' · :. -~ ·~\unerical Analysis of G~~

.

· ' ~ · . ' Dynamics

Sandia

290-873

Amount

,~~-:::; :: ; ~Xperimental Determinat~,h'n

~

290-861

Title of_Project

Sandia

' · '-

: ; ". '.'
' ••.t

'.

'

$S,97o:,o.o.·:.

(.-~:

:··::.:.·;~lit

$24,u:t~·~o:' .. '··
. ·:

..

~'

.

,\

~

• ·A Theoretical Investigation

· 'of Radiation Effects on MOS
Devices

$14 ,.427·;oo .·:,
'·

'·.

''Optimal Reactor cont,rol .

$15.,09.0.;00 . :.

National Science
Foundation

;Safety Analysifll of .Sutically
Indeterminate Str.uwtures

$20,400,.06

National Science
Foundation

. .Investigation of Elastic
Stability and Behavior o:f
.Latticed Beam-Columns.

$l4,400.".oti

National Science
Foundation

The Determination of Nuclear
· Properties in Small Samp.l~e
.,.'by the Pul~ed Neutron Tach;nique

$9,600.00

27.5-116

Patterson

National Science
Foundation

An Evaluation of a Prop Model
'for the Transport of Radionuclides in Rivers

$.8,500~00

275-126

Ka:tni

National Science
Foundation

Topological Synthesis of.
;Dynamical Systems

$ll,900.0Q

,, .

~
~
~

r.
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HOURLY PERSONNEL

Ball, David

Bas l~r, Donald J •

Beall, James

Berger, Michael

Bx:onson, Richard

BuSsell, Clifford

carruthers, :R.

Cohen, Jane

COOpe!:, A. Foster

Danish. Jane

DuBeau. Edward

Dye% a Charles

Espinosa. Paul

Evans. Harriet

:aall'l!ks,

Jerry

Headrick, Joseph

Hohmann. Carl

H.oke, Erle

Horn, Paul

Huffman, Sharon

Jacobson, Rol:>Srt

Jones, Donald

Kaairaj •. Iyadurau

!(elly. Maxie

Lobato. DOnald

Martinez,

Martinez. Jose

.Mayre, Sigrid

McDonald. John

Mitch~ll,

Niclte1son, John

Paroz, Roger

Piclc:el, David

Pac~ood,

David

Dennis

Del

Pope. Richard

Prather. t-1illiam
R~mea~erg,

Laverne

Sanders. Jack
Sch151nc1t. Itenneth

Shabo Piyush

Steele~

Starlt. Deyoe

Stege,; John

Takach, stephen D.

Tarbel!, William

Tarl~ton,

Glen

Willis, J.D.
Wilson 0 Lynn

Elizabeth

Wells, Charles
Willis, L.

443
SALARJ!:ED PERSONNEL

Arcacbe, A.

Albracht 0 B.

Baker,
Berger.

w.

Basler,: D. J.

E.

*

~~.

~}

Boatwright. L. T.

Bradshaw. M.D.

Braudaway, D.
B:r:O'tllning, R.

*

Buas*u.• c.

Caro_ssino. c.
Chavez,

s.

Dasgtl!pta~

Byatt , tf.J.
cates,

·a.T.

Chave~;

s.c.

v.

Davies, G.

Day. c.

DOran/} R.J.

DDve, R.C.

Erney, T.R.

E~teza~

Everett. i'l.L.

A.

Gay, B.D.

GorDian. V.

w.w.

Grannemann,
Gustafec~.

J.

Gue:vara •. X..

GtiYJl,

c.

Hight, s .. ,r,.

Houghton·, A.V.

Hulsl:los, c.L.

Ju,

Kanipe, J.P.

Kar~j..

I<asizaj. :t.

*

K<lllly, R.D.
Koller,

~ ..

'f!',.D.,

s.

· I<elleber • D.
Knudsen, H.

c ..

Kopp 8 R.J.

Krieg. R.D.
Liu, T.
Long, R.L.

Merewether, D.

•..

444:
Moon,

s.

Ni$laon, K.W.

OmJ.d•V.aran. c.

Petersen, D.P.
Phillip, L.

Phelan. J.R.
PJ.erson.

J.,a.

Potts.

J.s.

Pritchard. R.

Schenk, K.A.

*

Schnurr, R.

Schreyer. B.L.

Schul$, G.L.

Sewarde • 'l'. V.

Shannon. M

Slwglund, V.J •

Smith.

Southward, H.D.

Steelman a

w.D.
J

.E.

Thaclcer. L.W.
'I'.reat, C.H.

Walters, W.F ..

'0'1anll:IOld. J.

l<iilliamscn, 'I'.A ..

Wilson, L

Yao, J.T.P.

Yeb. B.Y.

* Also

*

HO.urly Personnel

-"'-

~ ~

..

,,

-·

"

-~

. ~.
y
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REPORTS PUBLISHED
July 1967

u.

June 1968

"Oiilmputational Aspects of Optimal ContraJ.a... with
Applications to a Nuclear< Rocket Raactar',""""by
H. J.. Pric® and R.. R. Mohler, A\tg""<J.et 1967.
"COntrollability .and Optimal

Ocnt~ol

Systema; n ;Rayli':Ond E. RJ.nl(. June

of Bilinear

1967.

'

.

EE-144 ·''Nuclear Damage on Avalanche Transistors and Diodeer."
Haxold T. catata 11 Waylb® w. Grarimemann •• Llewell~
Boatwright and Goebel »avis~ Jr., • S!Spt:em~r. 1967.
"Comp$naating Techniques for Reducing the Response
of Transistor Circuits in thiS Transient Radiation
Enviro:tUnent.," Goebel Davis, Jr •• AugUst 1961.
E~l46

".Yunction-compenaation Tschniquas for TREE BardenJ.ng,"

Goebel Davis, Jr.c Wayne

w.

Grannemann,.Llm~ellyn

Boatwright and Ha~old '!'<. Cates, December 1967.
EE~l47

"Numexical. Studies o! an Inverse Pinch ~vice, • John
R& Freeman, septemb$r 1967.

E~l48

"Study of Interpolation and Smoothing Op®rators in
Objective Analysis"" !l. p a Petersen, Decem.ber 1.967

EB~l49

D

"'l'ransient l?ule.a 'l'xanumission Uaing lmpedance Loaded
cylinctric-al lmtoniias." Davi~Mariwather and a. a.

Williams n l?eb:tuary 1968.

"Optimal Feadllack contxol of the Radioactive Vol.tago

Standard," D. Braudawayo March 1968.
EEol51

"A Synthesis Procedut"e for the RC case of BaE;hkot•! 1 s
A li!atr.ix~ 1' Final Repoi:t NSF GK-l;i80~ 3. lll. St4aelman
and So Kaxni. April 1968.
·

EJ~ 152

".Raa:!.ation Effects of Gallium .1\rsenide Dsvices and
Schottky Diodes~" Ro H. Schnurr and H. Do Southward,
Jl.1ay

Eg..153

1.968o

"An Analysis of thiS Effects of l:onizing Radiation in
Semiggnductox Structures,~

One~D!mensional ~tal-Exide

Co Gwy~n ~~Y

l968o

,.
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REPORTS PUBLXSHED ( COBht. )

EE-154

"Electromagnetic Scattax:ing l?o::om a Statistically
Rough Spherical Surface t'iith Shadowing." .J. A.
Doran and A. Erteza. May 1968.

ME- 28

"Experimental Measu:.::ements of Heat 'l'r.ansfe:;:- and
Temperature Distribution for a Syn~tric Array of
Radiating E'.:ttetidsd Surfaces~" M.W. Wild:!-n. August 1967.

l-!E-29

"The Mechanism CUaaing H~at Driven Pressure
Oscillations in a Gaa-~ermoacoustic Generator
Design." R. T .. Feldman, Jr., September 1967.

ME-30

"A H.i.gh Temperature Calorimeter. for the Study of
Th$rmophysical Properties of Heat Resisi:.l!lint Mater:ta.ls.;."
... Carl J. tnH~eler, Jr •• and A. v. Hougl.it'Cn, .III,

September 1967.
ME-=31.

.. .. , . , • "'

'l'ha Dynamic Low Cycle. Tasting Maahine (Design and
Calibration)." Michael J. Shannon, December 1967.
11

"On a Numerical Technique for Elasti~ Wave P:ropagatJ:.ono ...

Robert

Pritchard and F .1) •. Ju, Deceii!ber 1967.

s~

.

"Stress Field in the Vicinity of an InJin=Cirach:,,''
Ju, and Alfred Arcach$• February. 1968.

~~ Do

''Directional Effects in Ji'.ad1ant Heat Transfer Batweel1l
Pairs of Simply Arrayed Surfaces, i l\1. W. Wildin
and c. H .. T;reat, ll'ebrv.ary 1968.
ME:·;'}5

"On tbe Foundations of Large Dsforrnation Shell
R. D. 'KJ:ieg and H~Lo Schreyer •. May 1968 •.

Theory,~

Response of a NonJ.inear system to Random Vib:rat:l,on,"
F ..n• .tu 0 and J.D. Gibson. June 1968.
11

"Reliability of Structures SUbjected to Earthquake
(A Literature Review) 0 " 7... Kas!raj and J. 'l',

!&ads
Yao~

'"A

September

1967.

l?.,

Formulation of Structural. ltealibilityc" James 'J.l.P.
1968.

Ye~o~ and Hsiang-'2'ueh Yeho June
~Transpo~t

Plaamas~"

Properties in Partially and Fully

Darmod Kelleher and tlill1s L.

April 1968.

·

"Nuclear Pzoperties in.Smal,l.
E-:Jay

l968o

Samples,~

Ion~zad

Bver~t!ti

R. D.·.o•nell

,.

'·'
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REPORTS PUBLX~BED (con~.)
PR=78

"lnvest~gat!on of Rada~ Echoes from the Moon and
P.l,@:t!Ss. U!ll.il.'lg l.fethoq~. 1 and Data from Ea:rcl:i RadarRetuxn Studies." A.(~teza o J.~A· Dora.n. L.w.

'l'h.aclte:r. June

.1.967.

"Galvanomagnet!c Effects in Thin Semiconducting
Films," s.L. Hight and
• Grannemann. June. l967o

Semi-Annual Report "A NumeJ;:ical Study of the Vortex
Sensox," C.G. Richards; Octo:be:r 1967.
PR=8l

"Investigation o£ Radar Echoes from the l-"40n and
Planets U~ing MethodS and Data from Earth ~adar
Retur.n Studies. " Semi-Annual Status Report .•
Januaxy 1968.

"An :rnveEJtigat.ion of Ionizing :Qadiation Effects in
· l-ietal~Oxlde Semiconductor Devices," Co ewyn· ana
w. J. Byatt. January 1968.
.
"Suxface itecombination in Xndium Antimonide."
s.L. Hight and W.l-1. Grannemann, January 1968.

PR=84

"A Numerical Study o.f the. vortex Rate

c.

G.

Richards. April 1968.

Sensor~"

.
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The !Mlport of tho Department of Chelll:l.cal lil'lginea&':l.ng
July 10 1967 • JunGl 301 1968
r. T. castonS1JllYo Chaimaa

.lo

Aoo~

f!!:ulty

lo

Tba acacJemtc ;year 1967-68 baa bGell z:e'&l!l.\tdf.ns SQd auc:ceDdul

:f.n many uays.

All

faculty lll!lilllbol'a are t'0tumins for the a~c yaa!L'
.

'

1968·69 with the ezcepticrn of Dr. Do Do PbilU.ps whd has decided to

~:eturn

lt is wo&'thy to note that all have contributed to the U.fca

to indusuy.

of the IJaivet:s:l.ty commU!lity by aenin3 en t:ba VDivers:U>y e011111iti:Na as

wall aa the

Euz:l.neeri.Ds College Oommitteea.

4Wl the c:ol!lllUI.11ty ia sene:ral

l.\&'0

~ir oonteos

to t1ua state

cCIIlllleDdable.

A p:toponal prepared Under t1lo dU'<ICt:l.ma of Dr. A. Ao Al'matZ:OD31 ·

Jr. to the Batioual Sc!mce J!'OtiJ1d8tiOD (Inatnactiooal Sckntif1c lquipmeot
lTCSl'flm) for $20,000 WWJ appra~~od last spriq to moclcamiue the 1h1i t

OptratiolUI L&boratoz:v.
Inatt.tut1C~Ua1 NS1f

Dz:. Al:mstroDg also wrot4t a

GlC'ant for

pro~

Md1.~ eqldptl~Got and

foz:

too

'IMS SZ'allted

~5150.

All of tbis equipsaanc h4a beea orde1'ed aud installatflm, was atazot&d.

Dr.
Ccn\ferem~

a.

lit. Ti'841ger pr:e88Dtsd. a pa~ at the 12th Amlua1 Tecbaieal

of the CGiU.ular Plastics

Division~

Society of l?laatiea lndustqr

hold in WS;Bblnatcm. D. c •• Ocl:obet 16·171 1967, writtan by
and Dro Xa'&ege&':

11

S~t·lirlle

.or.

Amst~

li1sh Tempol:.r.ture Bffc!Ct& OD Plastics I'CN3mSo 11

D&'o Jt. B. Cole apant Che a~ of 1967 W&"ld.Jll :Ln tho Hatariala

Sc!ance Depa~:tr.mtit at Stanfor4 Univor:a1tr under tho dU.CitiOD of

ln-.

tf•. A. Tt.ltu-0 thla pzeaeat lb:scut1ve Baa4.

Bb proj.ct was entitled.

"S.eierd.um CJ:ystalllution of Ultz:a•Btgb hesaures 0 " 4lld f.u:volved studying

----------------
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the gnwth k:Luotlca of seleoium ainaJ.e crystals.

Da-. <:oa'a pl'Oject

was SpoASomd by NSF Ull.delr the Beaeuch ll'artlclpatton for College Teacbo&"a
~:c-am.

Be OOQtinued a projeot entitled "C!yst&1Uzat1on Kinet:l.cs of

Lcms Cham Moloculea," whtch was app:vve4 fm: support undeZ' ·an academic
year extension pt:•Aill• and ·:I.e puaontly w&Jr• proansa with tba aid

of student help.
In conjUI\Ct!on wLtb b1a

~tewst

1n Hatel'We, Dro ColiC organi:ecl

a aeminer sades entitled ''Materials ScieDCS SIIIJWu11'8 11 in whioh noted
outsi.cle :.peabra fl'om S&Ddia CorporatiGD and
f:l.elcia of research.
011

~

epo.t. ln tblltir: respaeelvo

'lhCl first of these speakon vaa:

Dr.

a.

Schwoebel

"At:om1st1c Cqstal Growdl1 " followed by Dl'. L 'l'fteger (fonml'ly of

this deplrtmlmt) cm "l!'olymera 1 " tU1d Mr.

a.

Bauabman on ''Teclm1quas of

CJ:ystal Grcvtlt." All of tbllse talka were beld ou caq»WI 1D the Cbem:l.cal Eagluoedng Buildiq. attr4ctins aud:I.Guces of approx1mate1y 20 peraocs.

Dr.

a.

D. Jl'owlm:' of LASL spokta on ••supcn:ccaducttv:f.ty" at tbti only

s~ar

held at tbat location.
A proposal to tbll 1mM AlUI'Illl:l. D.walopmat Fund vas successfully

funded aDd will pNVide $1100 for the uMel'gradu.ate Unit Oporationil
LaboJ:'atcnry for use in a project entitled "Copper BecoveJ:y ham Leach
Liquors" by liquid icm ezcb.au&e•

It :f.s hop®d that this experiment will

both a;td in tlu! recovm:y m&thoda for copper. ODe of tbia• state's majol'

mlaeral pmduc:ts. as wall aiJ toa.ch C:bo studeuts.

,.

Success bAa aloo been obtained in enrolU.us Salldia Corpomtion

graduate studfot. in a courlle entitled 1".riansporc: l'lumomcmzl." 'lbeir

reception of the raatedal
:La

~

been gcod8 and tb,ty bave eapreaaecl i!lterest

tald.Da liD:. eou:ses of th&a nature aad ia basic ehaic:al ng:lueedng.
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'l.'wo

~t;.roduetoty

Gr&l1,1a~ ~tor

lbtarilll.a

W Dr.

fie~

~ses

w:re taught at Los Alsmoo

Colila

Dr:!:- B. J. Nowak bas c:omt!Quod h1& research activJ.Uelll iD tbei

of c:atalyaio. A grant of. $54.400

~

f~ld

NU 4l!.d $40US kan thG UQJ.vat:sit)'
~tel,yste fO!: tw }'~liars

rill support! reseuch on atll.ftded n!cktal

tw sr~ua~ ~twlenta ads~: Dr~. Rowak's d.iJ:Oiction.

Also, Drr

with

.&.wak ·

has s~tt:ed a proposal to s~~f.a ~at1on fo:' auppor~ of furuiaamtal
stu41e_s nlatel'l. to the BSI'•suppotted

are a

eoutinuat~

of

7:4!H.Ucb

Col'porat~ ·iasc: s1.1111l10r, and

~eamh.

in which he

These pmpased studies

pUt:lo:l.pate~

which will be c:cmtinued

at SaotUB.

by ~· t.'!dos flUIIIIII/Ir

under .all AW :V<f11n,alt)o Appobt:e.Gt Gi.'ant at Sandia..

. ~ ;equ.oat written hy Dr.

funds to

b~ld

a catalytic

mowai

~1

to t;hQ Greal:(lr

umt hlld for

R4etor to be used in

teaebiog baa been approved :l.n the llmM!Dt o~ $1025.

coastu:uc:tecl in the fall. will be uaetl

f~

~gtadta ta

1'lia IC'e&ctln:', to ba

laboratory iut:5:Uetioa in

ebB 41SJ.o and CbB 481•21..

A gra!luato course offU!JtS CbE 561
~sses). ~s

~t:f.ca

of <:btlmi..:al

bean c:orapletely MViaacl 8Jt!l1Jll(lated 'P;v Dt. Ro'li6k.. 88

has also incorporated &Dalog 4Dd

CIH!mical ltimtico).

cl:lg1~1

canputatf.oza in ChB 470 (Appl:ted

The use of an .eulos cOil'lpu.tOI' foi'· appllri lduetic;e

caleulatlQns wu demoastl'ated tAth the CO(;ptU'atiOil of the Hech&llc;:al
Ilngf.neerin,g Dep~t, 4Dd tho Univerc£ty COI'JIPUi:or WAll USed,

bf

smups

of stud$1ts to aolvo ~l.ez d0e:i.p-rela~ prob1811!8 ill applW ldnetica.···
tJndar a ~ant of ~19 0 526.00 fr~ Sandia. Corpor:atiOD, work

bas betrn ~cmploted by Dr. Castonguay on th• Rovet l'oat-Gperational Deatzow:t

System ':tostJ:umGotaticmsl teatao Several of the wdex'SJ:aduat(l cheJd,;a1

engf.uoerin,g atudeate baw WOX'ked on thf.D project. enablius tbam to obt4iu

451.
impol'tant cazpe!:i.Gnoe !n reseuch
helpful in

theu

ana

deve:l.apment that should be

eng:ln~riog ~xoa.

Dz'o DD Do J.>biU.:i.ps ba.a ~en vewy actively ~ in the

developmtnt of the dep&'tml)nt•.s Jh'aceee D,vwlmics and ti:Qntrol Cow:se
.(ChE 354).

'rho most rewarding a.ebiev.eatllt in this a •

fundiog ,of his ~29pl.i00 proposal to estab!:lsb a

was

~

uew 1abox-at:ory

CG1!pletQ

to

verify ar&d ¥eiriforce the pdncipies :rm4 c:oneepta taUght in the lectut"a
portiC)n of .the Process Dynamlcs and·.'!onti'Ol Courseo
Scin.4:C Faunilaticn will ..:, ImWidin3

prwide a mat:ebins
several

lli!liOUDt.

fully~trumezat:$d

~14,900(1

'1he National

and. the tJQivuslc,o will

The nel!t labOratory will be
emB11 scal.e processes.

:the

~ed

~tnl

of

t;tstems

Will be al~-electl:'onie, &ltd ~•. the st:u4ents w!U. have) an oppo&"tw:d~
to .become f&nilim' with modetu il:wtr\EIG.'ntlltiot.l of the .type moat suitable
for eonnectica to pt"Oeess COQI:I'ol compute:a.

7!h1a new laboratoxy will

give ChE 354 tha pOtential of be:bis ou of the best process ~a
and control CO\maes 1n the c:ilunt:ry.

·

a~atch

Jh:, Pbilltpa atuted QB 354 from

secco4 se'Al!l)stor, 1966.

A graduate level course in tba appl:lcatioa of matricea t9'

c:hemical engisl.eetiq problG1118 was given by DJ:. Phillips tbo first;

aemest(ltt of this yeut'.

FUrther developa1t of

tb~

•tea iJ likely

through cooperative effCl'u with the· CCBPutal: Ccmtor.

DE-. l"hlllips ha$
of appl!ed Z'eSGilrch.

been a0t1ve this

paat JeR f.zt two Uolda

11m dit:ected two projects - •

CbaJ:aeted.at!.cs of Carbon Black :r..adeD lo\eactor

''Beat 't&'llQIIfer

Oas~aa"

&114 ''Cclmputer

Calculation of 'lbeoretical !114111$ X&Dperatures fCl' Arbi.tiarily CGI:Dpla¥
l'eecl StoW."

Tbta Cabot Corporation of Pampa, Texas,. pro¥1dad the

necessar,v equipment for the e:penmentsl atudy.

"
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Activo pall:'t1c1pat:lCil'& by the flU!ll1bers of thQ faculty in .catCIU'

daysp ScitmCG ll'ai:os and t1s Amedc&\ Chemical Soci.Gty bav111 b:ougbt

tlWt faculty ill olooer contact with tha YO'!i:DS men and WOJIIeD of the J'UD!ot
and. Senior Bigb Sehool age who td.ll be the Ua1verdc, ·students of

'lbe Department bsa lllllintdned its close
counsel~s

and t}¥11 cbemf.stey

lns~toz:a ~

QQ11t40t w~th

&:he school

Che Al.buquorque schools

through the prosram of senclins them moDtbly spp;opdate U.ter:ature ·on
vocations~

'lbrougb the liell

~o

Seclon of the American Clhemlce.l

Soc:ioty, othft l!choole in Hew ~co W$.1]. be
r:eeeiv111 this :Lafon=tion.

A eopy

~

to tho list

~

oi ·~cal lllld.~:taoorins Ne:wa"

dcwoutl to career opportunities in ahemi.c:al Bosin&ezo.f.Da. ChesDlstr:y
and C~cal. Teclmolcgy was scmt to B1sh SchoOl Counsolot'S
the

a~

Letters CODSZ'atulat!Dt stUdents aQC1 potntmg out the

op~9!'tunities avaUablG ~t ~ ~ beCil

senior classes
VON

tbrOusbout ,

~n

Nov Hex!co.

sent

to lllelllbUs

of

~adus.tf.Dg

'rhe IIS!IleS of the prospective students

obtained frcmi the list supplied by tho WM Student Aid• »lvislcm.
Th~

DepubJlant .ha&

t:e~tl:esontatioa

on the

H~th Cent~:al

.t\ssociat:l.on Acc;retlltiag Com:dttocl for secondary schools a.ffotdiag the
opportunity of obsenillg tt. te&cbins aDd :aubject: 1114ttet in the solerac:es

as wall as. umit1ni the' acien® and mathematics insb:UetOl:'s ill the variou:a
schools.. •!.amberohip 011 such a ct:llllld.ttea bl1a beon vozy bQlpft)]. :La
enhal:lcing tlle f.ml1sta of tho Ullivcu:.dty 6D.d Brlgii:IMdJ28

2.,

C:Olles• tln'oughout ~

Studt1105§

A smaller: number of Bachelor: of

Sd~

ciegreas tban .llllilt

153
year wez:e

~ded

~963 ~eeoo:nt.Ws iS al~htly

duritlg the J!JI'le•

l~.ss ·t~ tlle Ba~lor

'of Seiti:Aee

dlag~

t~ Detw:~t ·~

in ChQmical 2nai~1ng a~d
na.ticme.l~y

the upp tlW:Ii

last:

YeLU" 'Olhic:h plac:$d

with

lt'EI~c:t eo' the numbel: of ~#riFaclua~ ~eae eong~~- s~tins

Dalar~ .~
aga.:l.n ~xceUent f.«?t: ou;o SJ1S4U!l'te& r~ ·~- $100 to
.
.•.
.
·-

half of.' ¢a -graduates ~epted ~uct:!qn. ~o101}'4lSnt ·l.U'.ld · ~.!:!~

«ba:tgn ~ius jo'be with Jll'!"atG ~~$.al (:I.J:m~J at loelill:_i~ :1.!1
th$ Sou~~t.

.

'lW lla.ate~:
.
. of &:icnee d' • • $.'0 E~!E!g Se~
.
. . Qf
-

Me.~l.al!i! ~~ ~wardccl

1,~

at Los ~ ·G~ta

c.t:er.

P.~ld J,amt':UJ. s.a.n,dsseb ~~~~ I - ~s!& titleo :
"Join~ Gr11phi~ co ~apb!te with !l:'auttim ~.tal·

Fcd,ls. 11
2..

~

.

.

' •

Charles Cl.GUap. ~teJ::Iil 3 _!'laD 1 - ~~s ~1U,eQ
''M,as$ 'J.':rans~ of ~ ~ Sod:&vm C01_4 ~s..- 11

.c.;im Tan .am\ Suresh <lh&l'i.lh'a

a;e ·contlnuln3 'th&U WOJ;"k ;tQt4'llri

the ~1)., .~.~cal img1~iug 41: ~lie J1il1VCH1ty of l!leW Meui~ -em

a University
... fellowship.
•,:

ll'!fteen of the e:f.shteen Jurd.m;s W!U b$
indus~

W&'lctog

out -~

this ~U!I'illi$f in Chemi~ :~g~g pc,lS:lt!ons wh:Lch wU.l -rein·

fore~ ~- t.hec;re:t!cal ar:ud~s ~t thet U~val'sity~ and we have pi.e.tod
fouto f!q,P,~s and one iE'Ills~ .in ~U paJit~.g poottlons Ail tie
~cal ¢138:ln~ing

t'o g1~

industey.,

the :V01m8 CJ.\md.~ lns1noo7: arJ ~m:all vii_~t ~

the ~tdO~ in Whi4flb 00 will awly his theoretical lm1Jwle~i811 pJ.M.t

trips
.ruro on impm:tcu.t. part of our .~tniltll!lo Several atude.!\ts
were
{
S'l14!sts of Anaeonda Wsmlg ecmp.~ at GJ:antsJO New Meld.eo,. and had the

opportunity of

obaerv~

the pracesses involved iu the production of

They also visited the Shell llefineey at Cinez:ta.~ N~ Me:l:ico.

u-cam.um..

Sav~ral

elocti~ ~

of the

U11dqJ~aduatca

studenta have been. b.oilot:ad by

Blue r&;ey lltld Sigma "rau· (Mt:hllr

~t:e.r.

Ronald D.osenbaush. and G4rald Cbl¢r8i.!10Ute).

Oth$r

DousJ.a!l

~rtGDt

lamilton~

awai'ds

have~~:

Da\fid K. BaUl11g~n:dnea"

Clifford

~·

DeRose

..tames Mowre1."
. Tbamaa B. Rodgers

· ': Albert Wmo Smith. .
~t ~ Boffma.u

S~Wl,fe~~: Chemical C~
Scll01lll$Sbip
vmvei1sal 011 l't'oducts ~

$ 500.00

Seho~t!lrl.p

Universal-Qi-:t PJ:oducti:a ~
Scholar~hip
.
·
Mobil OU. ~ Scholarship
S~u£~~; Chemical CamP~

~~00

soo.ori
,.
900..00

soo.oo

. :s~~cbip .
. . ' ..
RufuS.~~· cartora Jro 0 Scbo~~bip 100.00
~.and Nabel f. Leonard
125.,00

· Schol.a"(sh:Lp
Barry and Habel r ~ LeOnard
S~Jlolila:'ship
.
•
Itristina E~ Anderson 'n!e M• Heldcc Society of
lro~ssional Wives Scbolarsbip
The American Society for: 7:esttng;
D.onald G., B.osenbaugh

Matuials Sauior Awa-rd
Gerald A. Chim:"amonto . Xlw American Itwt:ttu~
. Engine~a Junior Award

125.00

100.00

of CM!Dical

~Y of the tU:u~t fwct~ in the Chemical ~d"£18 Depart•
meot aro or~n~ end cOCl:'dinAt:Sd by tbe Un:l.w~sity of' H<rw ~co .Studtmt

Cb,apter of

t:he American

lnat:!.tuta of Chemic<ll

!u,s:J.usra~

1'ha of.fi~J:s

for ntl2it year are:

Secretat:ji

....;1~-S~cn
T~rey Will:1ams
Bob :Uullcan

Tre&~ow:er

..Toe B!f5htm.Yer

RTes:lc!ent
Vice P&-esident

&.sil.llle&''a Jdtnt
Cmmcil Repreaeutativ&
Cluk Dickson, Albert haith
AltM'nat:e to EJC
~ugh Ii~·
,
·
·
7laculty Advisor
Dt-. ~~th B. Cole'

i?o~ sa-aduatesc:ontinu0 to c~~tdbute ~~~m~oy c~ the ~~~~Lll:tmimt
~

.....

·~.,.

frCIO this' invest:matlt
for secood-sG:neSter
.. .. . is bet!lg
. used for scholarships
.
.
·:'
-

:l.tiJ

~pa~tment interest 1n 1qj s_~:a_dwltst as well sa
.

bas

.

~~graduat.ss,

been limintat~ tb!:ot~gbcut the ~" by t'l:lo ioaue of a ~iat.maa·

uewa

i:

:'

~

•

.

~

l~t~
..!
. .;

.~ . .

:rbia' yeu'a

. .-

.

•

.

•.

~tt~.
'ifol~U.,,~:tW
to ·the
4GP~tm9D.tal
.•
. -~ '
. •. '
. . . .. ·. ..
•• .. .

.a1U!!ll1i .liiO -~ 19o 1967. U.atec,l the sc'ldlreaoea. actf:dtiea attd
;••: oO

~

0

•

'

I

'0

': o

•

~

•

:- A proj~ct ¢aRWd om by, tlt!!J S!t'lli(l$lta, which the
'.

'..

-

'.

••

':"..

•.

.

•

t

•

l)ep4rt~~:tent M~a

','

•.

1

.·•

. ~uppOJ:~~!l' ~~ly.
is Engmeer~g -<?P~ Hf.lwJe held cluring 2~ets
- •
- •• • • '
. •
. • •' •"!
~

Waek ird!'E!b~i::Y:o
-

••

Bun41:edo of p<eopl,e bsv~ beea att~:acte«~ to. ,t'Ji~ atuc'lant

•

..

',·

;

•

-,

lr • _: •

.! ~

affaill'• and
'!.lave~
shor.t\l,
.. ·ma~
.. . outsti.Uldiq stud.eut
. . phlbite
'
. . . ·,
.
. . W.s
.
.\~

-

year our . ~partmant
._ .
.
~

re~1ved

th;e
awatds;.
: ·folloWing
•,••.
. '·,:

~·,

'Tl~

J,tXt:r.action.tt" _2nd P~ee. Victor Payne• William Hc:CleU~.
Liquid ~t&'.ac.j:~."

_..

~

.Control"
.
. .

•~qu:L~

3otd Place~. _Dauglea.Bamilton, Gerald ~~te,

Gr~es.

Larcy

nte
been a

un~rgzoaduate

.

tr~t:l.GD

.

aetivltiea
pf a' more social _nature. which
have
...
.
'

throughout the

~ro ~!a,=

1.1 ~ .AGnual. Spaghetti D~~~ pvcn at Cbl'ia~ t1II)G! pnd
pi'epazocd .in the de~~ I;' ~th atteuc!anco wt ~t'
mora than 7S peopl~. · · ·
·
··

(){

~ J. ~

~!

'l'hG· Annual Spring Steak "f!1:7 and rtcm.c vitb.mote than 1S
et-~q held at .~· Lcms's 'E'!cnie GI:Oimd&
. .

in May.
l.

,

in· th~ S'andias •
. .

'.l'be S~1or DiDll.El1!'11 giv&n annually by tba Depa~t Cb.ai'E'IIIIU1
1<0 t'f¥i g1:liduat1ng aerd.or c~as~0 belrl this year
~ tlsctend&..

3. Cut:rtc;ulum

a*

.

nw p:resent cun-iculUI!I of

the Chcl5111icallmginea:r:1Qs Depa;blent

well.

f.a II!alSting the needs of l:he at.nts

graduates 1udS.c:ate tb.:.\t it is

Employe~:s.

of the

Depall:'~t•s

~auntey"

of th1a bettat acho0J.s in tha

OQll\

A fev c:ha'Clgaa wre ~ this yea:ro however:,. to inc!:$as4l szoe.duatfll

qual:Lty

a~ to

provide l':he st\Kleut with

,GI'I2&tet: fle:ldbtit~;,

A second c:ou!'ae in ChGm1cal 2nglneedng

was l.ldded,..

this

:veul~
• •• • • : ::0

''

(Both

co~aes

were

•

•

.1-kte~::lals. ~

te.ugbt at the Los Alamos tk'adWlte Center

.. 1'his should :f.ncrease .the empJ.c,vment

~

,.

,_;.

• 4

-

•-

•

~

J.

oppot~des
J

~~

;'

.fo%' the

i .

'

depa~tinen~ •:a· s~e.duatea ln. th:f.e -~mtant area of Chm:!.ca). ~-iDS•
-~

·'

' •

":

bre is a .gz:eat shortage of

•

,, ~

~

.

• l :. ',

~ete_nt

qf·.tG:tlmol.oQ
. P!30Ple in thJS ~
.... '.
'

at t'be p~ent time.

A ~ae in

proc:~a ~ling

and optild.eat:l<m

year at the graduate level.. Thio will help tOeCt

~

~- ~:f.ven

:lnczeas:&ns

this

~

which Chemical Enginaere have for toola to 4eacd.be theu systeaa in~
quantlta~ve

aaall!lel.'.

Beginning t~s year10 oost flrll!obmell exptessius an :in~&: in

Chemical
sGlq~

~neerin,g

took thea new11• more COll!P7J$hens:l.ve &ea'tlt:uan c.l'l.timista:,y

Clhem, 121•122,. 'fl;lo :lB the same sequence 'Whf.Qb iD te1rml by

dle chemistsy

maj~s.

Computer mt~hode. anr,l COi!IJ1utlltlons have been ued aucceeafully
at the Sopbomore•JUI!1or level ill the Process CW.culatifmtl Coul!:ses ..

JJoth ~ Imi Sy$tem 360 as 'i'ell as the 1620 Computclr:

Wlll'QI

uaecl to'~fom

atui solve io=icate heat and matedllll baUmces uoW2>4 a cO!:IIPlete

ch'limic.al

plant~

~

rec;eptioo frcm the studell ts WBiil excellent due t:o

the faet that they Wllt'e aUowed to use t:bli!ir mm
problem solution and t1a progrlil!mlf.ng of the

TOO

iz?e;~t'iug

!ni~tlve

ill thtll

'

ICQ!!I:Ii)Utet~

•ted.al8 Science progrlllJI on eM\N8 and at tbD

,---------

• Los Alamos Gtaduate Cenmr bas been coooicler.ebly
the efforts of

Dt:s~ ~tonguay

St&'efl8t~ t~Ol.!8h

and Co& Several visits havef beQa ma4e

to Los Alamca to ta.lk to the tmavid\Ull &lpa!'tllle1lt lMleile and p%'08p.:ilet1ve

th.a neads

studa\\ts ccncemf.ng

M.S.. 8lld Rb.,D•.
UniversitY' a

The

peraomtel .at Sm!&a Co;pl)J:at:itm

in~resttad

iu rega.Ns to the

~sc

~

at J.os A~ has be~ most helpful.

prow:am

~~

Dt'. Jllcluu:d WUU.e.ms. ecoxdinator of

degltcae&o

V;Ls:Lts with

been

in .Z!'Iigll&'d to ·~:be P~S"am ~~ to the

Ma~Ws

h~We

Soience .Pr.am.

offez::lns in process dynamics and e<111t:ol. (Cb£ 354)

wtll bo coDStdlll~ly strenstb.tane4, neat yea.r btacauao of tha $29.,800

Be.tional .ScSel.l.C:e Foundation Gz'ant
PJ:ognm)

giwa

(tns~tf.(!Qill

Seierltific:.

t:o the ~arbl$n: to' o~tablish .~md o~tdp

a.nc11!Glinfor~:e

in the 1~~ portion

of

a P!t'GCesfi

th~s ~ labora~ Will, sene to

d)'Da!llic!S am! ecntzo1 laboratoey.

vedfy, illustrate

i:q,uipl~Gt&t

t!le

e~pts

awl ¢1Ddp1e&

l~eaa··

the cOUrse.

4,. Facilities

ne ma~ Chamtcel

~ng~

lsbos'atoriea have

Ullde~

DGGHied "Pait' and rGmedelixig.
b

$2.9,800 l'iSF Gta.nt for a. ~w p:f~s dyGsnd.Cs and c::ontrol

labot'ato:cy will prc>bably

r&~quire

that adclitional.

f~ spa~·

be

allocated to thc:l Department cf Chem:Lcall. !Dgiaeenns. Tbies ~auto

plus

ot~

euc:cessful

~Qposala 0

'Will for§ the

more rapidly t'ium was ant14ipated
'Eh0 apace

req;ui~ts

juat about

~ustad

:Builcii."Q8o

G~aduste

Depat:t~Dllat

Q%1ly otta shoz:t year: llSO•

for the.

~ants ~«ee1vd

to

~

last year have

all available space iu tba Cbald:cal Jmslneering

student offic;a apace ho.s bGen ttm:IGd 1111;0

ll
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inst~nto.l

analysis center hQusi,ng a g$\eral purpose gas chrOill!itograph

and an :l.n'fr:a:ed spectropbotomat;ell'..

laboratory 1s now occupied by

~w

UnUS(lld spaea 1n t'ba

fluid flow aDd

~t

wtt f.lPiill:&tions

tll:Bnsf.nr equip.mant.

1'h!a ~tyal'd adjoining the ~l &gtneerin.g Building was
fitd.s~

tn concrete couz:tesy of the Cabot Corpm:atiou. of Pampa., Te:;as.

cabot al~o bas ~x-ov!ded .the Department Wl.t:h .s earbml bl:ack .p:l~ot plant
.• .
eomple~ .Mith Jill aceessodeso
~

5~

graduate School

»·

Dr,

Phillips

sdvia~t

and research
students..

»~

~in

administ~atiy~

handled all of the

duties for the Department's om-campus graduate

Tbs~e ara presently. three candidates foJ:

the Ph;, D. degree

tn Cbmmical Bnsinaering • the g~a.~st; numbar in tlw .DepUtl!llent·' s
histor.{•

Dr. B. J. Nowak is lil;tpscted

~ ~e

over the Graduate Advisor

duties .for: tha next year:.
'.1:110 ~I.s. degt.'ees in Cbeml~l Engi.Deerins from Los Alamos

Graduate{ School will be conferred at the Juna Coltm!Gncement.

Tb¥l

Jle~tment

ecntinues to recruit

s~:adt,J&t:e

students in earnest.

SeV(!lr<t1, hundred letters· snd Dt'ochureo (fet'<J sent .o1,1t to p:rospCBctive
g1:adua~ students.~

Next year additioaal tUeasures will. be taken to in~

sure a steady flow of qualified graduate students into tbe

Gradw ta courses be.va been r:GWised fot:
to t:eflect the modem trll!ttli in Chemical

~

~ineedn;

Department~

c.u:rent school yeat:
s:raduat" work..

Tbs DGpat:tlllent ha:J four grllduate . .asai&Stmt.ab:lps to facf.litat:e

the gt:eding tl!ld leboratocy operationtl in the Dll!parbllellt.

Resea:rcb

6.

. Supported Reoearch projects bave
a~;:ad61Dic

yeJ.\r

ey

members of the

fa~lt,v

~

conducted

du~

the

a;tcmg the:lt: fields of intet:est.

459
Or.~ ~~ B~

atudf.6¥!~

Cox luls

~- ~~

to b~ fF!li~~
this yaar

!a

J.

been

Nowsl~'s

C®l:in~ns

bio aeleui'Uill etystal grwth

ca!;alysis !uv~atigatiomaloo ·~nlJI!ol

~ nw app1ie,d z:~~ ventur.o wet'e ~dAl.ted

eo&pelt'at:f.on with th!!! Cabpt; Corpor4t:loco

~ f:Lrst

in')lolvt}~ 11- fundmnente1 Snvest:Ltati<id. 4)f ~ h~c trausfe~ c~~cte~:lstica

of car~ blAck laclen n!lactor ·gaae~ ~ 't:Jpical fumace p~li& equlp-

m:ant. :~ ·'nls

o~S'

aa1d ~d~i•t.l
'f

'

1a a .dizitaL

of flases

~cmput;m!

studf of the

t~ll!l'a&~~a

~a~ f~O!D arb:Ltra~:Uy ~la

f41e4

..

otceks~ · .'lltali~ prcjlitcta b.ave bee,m
·~~ t~e "'ebnical dl.n(!~oa of.
. . . . .
~

Dr.

n'!'

~~ PbilU.ps and the ~ttativilplirsction of 'a>r! '.1!.~ 't~ Qasto:saua

Our undo~&-a,duat:e prosram ~nvolv(il:a ~uperv;Lol3d re~eh..
srad~~ stud<m~
t~

have beea .activ$1)1 ll!ng,Ajle4

t:~ghout

· Under-

t¥ Y.G8J: 1u

fo).lotd113 oepal'tm0Utal projects:
lo

:~.;

3.
4.

s..

6.,

'i.

u.

9~

CrystallbatM!a JUutics of Selcmium
Copper Eu.nebmaut by U.quid.oLiqUid loa ke~
Bentonite .a1llll Asphaltic Stab:l.U~~&ti<m
Vepot'il'lat:f.CAI o£ lk!tals and !l$t.alU.c Coating
lrcm ~ J'lotatiotll and bcove~ pf ~C~J.
Liquid Pb.l:uiG Bydrogeniition
.
"n!Gmodynllmic Modele for: the B..oc~t !'J:cpellmd: Combustion
P:'ccoss.
P1»Quct1ou of ca:bon nia.ck
Tb.eor:tiltica.l Canputad.Oil ot JUgb•Temperatute

lt :La lloped tbat
larger

p~ojracts

s~

of these. p:oo~ecl:s Will enientually yield

~

financed by outside funds and that the "spin-off"

from tbsm will roault ~ El\\ inez-eased ~1!1ic benefit to' thtl Stat:ca

».

~AND ~sm
.

..,

ln illflnY lt'e8pacts OOI'4Q of the o.tplil'tmlllllt 1s plus and ~ndatiGaS
have been stBted in tM body of the Eepo:s:t; but to bring thsil mo:a.

cleuly into t'oc;ua for our ow puusal we may state tba

~

follows:
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1. To continue efforts by the faculty to obtain outaide contrac:l:
n:searcb funds in fields

CQl!!D¢11GU!I.'ate

intel'Cot, in both the gl'aduat:o and

with tile individual and dcparttoont

~aduate

ueas.

2. fo «<J.)loit to a greatel' cle~ than 1a the past:. 181 ~~ea.oo•a
WOW:.C.9S in
the state.

6\IC'b

a

&put~nent

4~

industdal 4eve~l: of

~ter

effort to 1ncJWUe

dl.'~ll" to

~he

ot'be:

ga-a.duate fl!U'Ollment

with clitt p~aent staff.

To obtai,n

sui~ble

f100l!' .spa,ca f<* the Department's

GEM

.

'

s..

'

to cOlltinue· to C21\Ploxe 6l1d, obbim f~cm a.lurliD:l liDd icdustdal

..

co~~Cems

6.,

tWip in the

ln soma waya w may ntarl!· tbe "braio

3. To exert a
in the

to

WllS' &$

·-

•

..t::;J'

•

funds for: agholar:sbips.

•

.

To continue to upd/lte aJld

~view

gr;aduat:e awl

~r~te

offer:I.Qss io the Che!nical Engineering c:uu1culum.
7.

To ma.inta:Ln excellence :Ln teaching. which is tba pdmsry

pUl!:POIJe of'""'

e-d.aten~:e~

so tbat our gre.&.\Gtes will lee0i'Ve in the

Rutu:e:> as tbety he.ve in the past,

a~ept.ance i~a

llD'1

sraauate

school

or industrial conc::e:m in the countt')'.,

a.

To cont.:Lnue .an4 develop the :brlage- of th3 Degl1ttmcmt, the

College and
~.

tlh\) Un:Lw.n~dty

to the public and Ne:w Mexico's sc'boola.

TQ wo~k clos~ly With tbe Uf.osiO'Il hodueta 11.1halatioo Labos:atorw

of the I,cwelaca Found4tiw in
~ative ~earch

\

10.
and cha
11.

efforc to dGVelop

Ot!8 01:

1101'0

CCGp•

"'

ventu1:ea.

To wGrk closely witb
~ricao

8lll

~Los

Alemos

Cheumc:al. Sceiet:y for a

Sd~tific

By~~~P®:tum

Labofatoty,

on oryogenicso

'l'o establ:Lsh with :f.o,te&-ested ptn:"Sonn.el at tbe Sandia CoEpOrat:I.Oil

and the Lea Alamos Scientific: Laboratory an NSF Stllllllar lnstttute fo'C'
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~o

l?q

evaluatt!! the poastbil;l.ties of oooperat!ve e4.uca.t!on .a,nd

s\llllliiSl: a~l 1n Chemical Eng:l.lOO!bl::l.ngo

13!", ·

iJ&'!'.

:eo continua cooperat::Lve

0~ De !hU1tps0 ~sutant

posit1~ w$-t:h

teaeazocb_ &tudios wlth tba Cabot ·

Pi:o;GSSOt'• b

the 'ihltveuity effootive

.t~ 7• 19~., and ret=t.iog

.

...

to :tndti$~.
~ sal,~ _J'lUS f"£i1lge bt!tswftta. ·\Jl~ the

w:Ul bt.

app~ly

double

teU!liDet~ hie

thoo~ r~:l*

'

~·

Ge£&v Chemi~:l r~atiml

from ·tW ~~eni~ 9f ·

Nw~co~·

u.
1.; ..t!.JiV&.nced Study

21' . ~iabbntical.B• X@e.vea ,of Ab'!~•- S\m!!ar 'X~P$ l!!~ewile&"ll3._ !£ave!
Ap- ~ .IU:instron& Jr:. - Guast. Lec.tU&'er# Uni:vea:alty o~ ~·..
£or .cm.e -~ sbort course On: ''rui4iatioli
~~ $roceadug11 JUMJ ~..16; ~967.
~ips Retroleum eoapaq ~~~on·_.
trip f_or college ft~&enta~vGil,_ ·-~y 196U..

.·.

~~ kboo1 fo&' Chea:L"l Bap~dng
2:~s, Micblpn Stat;a lJQf.vers~l;.y,
.Jt.me 1967~ (Held in cmjutietf.q~t ~tb t~

J~icm S<'JC:I.ety
llei!it~~

3o

!mt !>£bqlat.ltic !f2'Mt:'Ss

tor

E:ogl~ Ecluattcm

..

Jtel19!§~1!.'i
ll~loul

Scieslee FGCII'J44t lAm

hxt1eipant, staatoa\

lAs~

~1\'Gl:sit.y,

.June 11-s.aptedlc 11, 1967.

·

· lllstabUolwd nav process cipml:lcs 111)4

. cont:tol laboratozy with 429o000 !!Sf
UildUg&-aduatGrt Bquipmeot Ckant•

.. ,........ .
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A.
·

A~ Al:mstt:oog0 Jro
a~
l'a~~ presen~

by ~ It~ Traeger at Sodet.y ~f

· 1'1G.Stic:s !ndu8tl:ya
&mua~ ~~n~o

~UtJl.u ~laaties

Wasbiostca, ».

1967 a · ''Shm:~~t~ B!sb

Foams...

· ···

·:t.,~~.C9s

c.,2ffeeta OJ\ 1?-aetic

~at:ur&

· ··· ·

·
Div1rticn 0 J,.~th
qc~ ·16-J:a,

· .. ,

.

~-

.•

Attended. A.I.Ch.,J!:." Hatulalo Dtvisicm., Meet:illg in
'fhUadelpbia' (Ap~il l-4~ 19GU)o
·
b. Elected Advi~ tl) bc:uttve DOuet of Cetatral· zkv
Htm.co Section ~ ~~- Cbemcal. SOd.eti~' · ....
c;. Chai'EllllllD,. Ncnt1Mtiona ·f~tC$$, Gaiitral Ilw Mulco
lio,

Sect~11

ACS · · ·

·~· ·'

clo, .~atahip c::ommt~~~~ q.nt&"al Bet.T ~ 3e,".(.~1CIIIl ACS
e'!. li\ominatius aa<1 .s1ect:SM Cmlmf.ttem. Americtlm ·,.S.ooiety for·

. ' ..

~Uiei)ring ~t~~

E~ .J.

NOwak

. . a.

At:ce':'dlad ''~ lW~;~tief.f ~ttan/J.ryl) If a ~lmn -oted
to cui'hnt Vii:IZ:Old~dfi e$ta1ya:ls Z'\9SeafCb11 ~~et 6-.9,

Evenston.

·

I.U~a·

bo: Attmr.d4ld t:bf.i ~~·~~cal Soc:l~ty 154~ 1&.'1t:i.oul
MNtirag, Sept~ 1P"!l!S11 1967, Cld.Q.880. ~l,Uao~s
Co Atteuc;ied t:ba 60th ~ lfeetiug of th$ All!erican Jnetf.tu
of Cb&micat -~neeiis; ~ 26·30; ~67 1 ~Jaw Yo:l:k
Citf
. . .' . .
.. . . ,·~· .. ·.
"~

Co-chail'ed a ~3.mn at. the joint meetiD,g ~f the
A.l.Ch.E • .aDd tie lD.&t1tuto de ~ens Qu!zraieos
de Puotto 111Co. Hat 't9,.;22. 1961ID 'lamga• .Fl,~
e!\ Presented .a Pe.~i:' entitled ''The Bedlicttcia. Of N£ckel
Q:ide by llyd&'o~li at' tl~ fle'lf lfelr;ii#O s,,e_t~- of the
~rJ.crm V~cuU!li S,pcf.,Git:v •t!Dg ill Albuq~.l'Ci~..
1116~

Huch 13-15;

7.

' ·

·

Other l?rofudgr1&l Acctt:vlt:tos
··.:~

f

.

·'~:., .
_,.•

A. ~ Arastx:o~

a.

. , . · ·.·..

·

.f~ultar..e ~ l3a~.a Cotpa'i:Ati01l

·

·
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Ito E. Cox
a. hgineel:ing C<msul.taJli: to Ualted States rideU.t:y and
Gwu'anty CompliD1•· .and to :t'oulouse, auud1 Gallagher 6'lUd
1i1a1~s. Att0f."'.1ey's..
, . b. Klllll' spot .announeement0 11Chomi~l ~iDS at UNM."
c. 'Xallt at St. Pius ·Dish Sehool0 11C'hGilliw Bas~s as a
~.u

B. J. mcwak
a~

b..

e.

a..

~ at: SandU\ Catporation ''Mo16cul&" .Beem StucU.es
of Gas·SoUd lleact1ofts 11 (July. 1967).
-~ at Hew ~ Sf;flta, ebB Depumant. ''St~:UC~tuxea._
Ptopt~rties~ and Uses of Molecular S!Gvos" (Ha1 16. 1968).
Coinsultent in D1v1s1cm 5123, Sa!lldia Co!:poiation am\ alsC)
to Celanese Cbemic:.al ~~~ Cm:pua Cbrtst1 0 raas.

Nan.-'leacldnz &i,!..et:siJ.¥. Sm&<;e·

T.. 'E4 Cest~
a. College Co!IIDd.tteos:

Bog:tm:lGd~

Adndtd::ata:ati:ve and

i'~resbmlm Mv:lsoey~

b. Ullivero:Lty ~ttee: E»ttflmSloll0 S'UIIlli!IDZ:
Comlnunity Sarvicea.
e. De~tmtmtal. Ad.Vif.lm: .to all SW.o:s.
A. A.

Ama~oog,

J'lt.

a. J)epsrtments.l Advisor .to'<ll\11
b.

~.

d.

.

Sasston. and

~Oll's.

ChE Advisor for Dish School Vla:L.te.t:l.cn Day.
Coll~ Comm:J.ttess; lcg~iug DeaaslUp, Jl'&'e&b!lran Mvioot)'
&W Library.
.
'Uni'le~sity Colmt~: Btaaeucb Allocat:ioaa e.u4 ~
Safety.

It,. Eo Co:=.
•
a. l!reshlii!m Mv:lsor f(# Zo.t:Grnat:iao&l Students
b. Gudua~ Stu6ent Advf.li!Or fo1: He.tertels Seleu.ca et.1ldeilta
at. Los Ala.n1oa. Graduate Center. ~. · - · . ··
c. f~ulty Advisor to ~t Chcptu cf A.I~dl.Z.
d. College Co!lmittees: rle$sbm.m Adv:l.cory11 Sob$tul1Dg end
ime'Olllllllnt snd Scho~hf.p.
e. UnivalC'Sity Cacr.md.ttGa: 8diolat:sbip
E.,J •. ~
a. Vtce.;X"Nnidfmt &Jd Becretw:y of loeal AS13Ii: biC'ach
b... College Ccmlmittaeo: ~sbrmlm Cut~:lculWil, Mvi801:1 to :Bu:roau
of RoeitlS~ lil.csearch. Goat. Subi:OD'!IIittea of llea.Dsb!p
end Jh:es~ AdviCW)',.
·

c. lJniversit.y

Comm1t~:

Hew

S~t

Ortontatb.
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D;, D. l!hil:U.ps

a.

Recruit a® Mvtae all Ch.emis:al Bngiuoor:J.ng ~B.duate
Students with 1Wspeet t:o both e.dmin:lst:ati~ matters

~d

zuearcb dit:ection.
b.

e.

ikl!p&lC't:mlBntal Advisor for aU Chsmical &$~ring Sop~s.

WE"Ote suc:eosaful NSl!' I1~SfC'a4ue.te ~l!ip!Jl)Gt hoposal

(429~1JOO) which will ·&"eBult !n the estabU.a~ ·of
P:I:OCCSG ~sand COllC:Wllab~to:ey.

a ..vaw

i:lo ·• College Coulm:lt:teest ll'na'blll!an. Mviaot)'a Scheduli:ng aSld
&m:ol!ment and MAthemat:f.~s.. • Engl.~ ~:ISUOa,, ·. ·
~· . ~n.ivers1ty Cclrlm!t,~=: ~~act ~arch i;\Ji,4i·.>:?.~~t.

9.

. .

~·· -~> ~ -~

PubUs serv:\csg

·,.r.

~

,.... · ··

Castonguay

· a. ' Aquinas
bo

~

Oo

..Jf:titm.ds

..

~ Centei'

Fo:ctml
.
of the Univel'.eity of 19ew M~ Mbz"Uy .
4 •. ·S.eRa Club
-

--

-

-

--

at

-

Ail t~ s~ed as judgea'
.tba ·~
~ Sts~ mp School ~ :r~r .belcl
~t

1.0.

lf.IS.i.u.x.

::~n

soccm:o

em AP.ftl. 20.:. U68.

Personal IJ!!form.att&e,
.

n..

l

J.

~- 31'0 cbUd_. J(ae:h4riuo

Louise.

bema~ 30"

. .

•1967o
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'mE !tBlPORT OF

TEE

IDEJP~R~NT

OF ClV!L ENSZ»mERING

Jul.y 1, 19157 - June 30 1 1968
c. f..to HuJ.sbos, ChDirman

Enrollments
Se~ster

Sophomore :!I

Juniors
Seniors
Graduate Students

X

~

25
29

40
24
30

29

33

MeSo

_n

Ph.D.

148

August 1967
Febru&r.y 1968
Jltne 19~6

2

12

1:.1
28

Fabruary 1968
June .191&3

8

.J..
lS

Ph.D.

~~~February

1968
June 1968

l

.!
2

The total enrollment in the Department of Civil
Engineering has decreased slightly.
en~ollment

in our

grad~ate

However, the

program has continued to
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increase: in addition to an increase in the total, an
increase in the number of full time students was
experience(! again this year.
During this year 7 the faculty of the Department
published a brochure
of· New lllexico 11 •

such• as:

11

Civil Engineel;i!lg at the Un:Lver$ity

The brQcbure includes sections on items
Wbmt is .it? J CIVIL

CIVIL EmilmER:mG:

EN~INEER!NG1

Challenges of the future: !S\OW TO BEC'OME A

C.IVIL Etv"GINEER; CA»ll?US LIFE at the University of. New
i-ie~icoJ

CIVIL ENGINEERIOO at Ul\Gh Our faculty and

·facilities: CIVIL

ENGn~RING

at

~=

our

st~dents.

Copies of the brochure have been dist:!:'ibtrted to every
High School in

l~ew

Mexico.

'l'be brochtlre will inform

High School students about Civil Engineering and the
edltciaticmal opportunities in this field at the

University of .New M.e:cico.

2. £urriculum Chan£Les
. The

hoUl~s

requirea for the

B~Sb

IO.egree in Civil

Engineering was reduceo from 139 + 4 PE to 130 + 4 PE
beginning with the 1968-69 catalog.

This ls a more

.realistic requirement for a four y<tar program.

This

reduction in requirements is also incluCled an one of the
recommendations in the

11

Soals of Engineering Education"
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a final report of an extensive study of the American
Society for Engineering Education.

No major changes

were necessary in the curriculum coverage to nmlte the

reduction.

The requirement in physics was reduced from

ll to 10 creaits.'

Four of the required Civil Engineering

courses were reduced from 3 to 2 credits and the
technical elective .:equirements were reduced from
15 to 11.

'!'he required course in sanitary engineering

was moved from the senior year to the spring of the
junior year: thia permits a better selection of
r

electives during the senior year for those students
interes.ted in. water xesources.
In oraer to provide suitable technical electives
in the

aanit~ry

engineering area for the undergraduates,

CR436, an existing course, was changed from 3 to 2
cxedits,. ana

CE437~

Sanitary Engineering J:I:t, was added.

Naw courses for the increasing number of graduate
students in the water area are CE530,

~aoiological

Health, and CES34L, Agvanced Sanitary Laboratory.
~1e

use of computers in Civil Engineering practice

is continuing to increase rapidly.

Consequently, in

addition to introducing computer work in

e~isting

courses, a new elective courae CE452L, Computer

~;
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Applications in Civil Engineering, will be taught
for the first time during the Spring 1969 semester.
With

:Ox:. Ro B. Clottgb rejoining the Department as

a fu11 time teacher,

'lite

are

b:ro~~>.dening

the- scope of

our educational opportunities in the field of

'fwo new courses were introduced to

construction.

supple~nt avail~ble

Engineering for

courses in this area:

Sigb•~ys

CE461, Soil

and Airfields, and CE572,

Construction Planning and Scheduling.
A course CE568 1 Physico-chemical 'roperties of
Soils. had

b~en

taught as a

sp~cial

topic course and

now is approved for il'lclusion in the catnlog.
The Department of Civil Engineering is continuing
to teach the courses in structural engineering for
the atuaanta majorins in Architecture.

In order to

provide the work in advanced topics for these students,
the following

net~

couu:ses will be offered:

CE417X.

Structures Woxltahop I and CE41SL Structures llorkshop

3. CoJIII:Eorencea

'.me Department of civil Ertgineed.ng ana the Etic
H. 'V1ang Civil. :mnginee:dng Resezu:ch Facility personnel

. organized an International Syrrr.posium on l'l'ave
Propagation and Dynamic properties of Earth Materials

.-----------·---

----

---
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held in Albuquerque on August 23-25, 1967.
addition to the t111iveJ:sity, the Symposium

sponsorca Toy the

~m:erican

In
\'Tas

Society of Civil Engineers

and the National Science Foundation.
'l'he Department of Civil Engineering in cooperation
with the Steel Advisory Committee of New Mexico
pre~:;enteo

.a continuing eoucation

p:~:ogr;;im

on october

18, 196"/ on the Design of Steel Structures.
The !fifth Paving Conference held at tbe Univezosity
o~

!jew i4exico on lOecel.llber 7-B, 191&7 was llrQsentetl by

. the Department of civil Engineering in Association
with the New Mexico

Hi9h~my ~partment,

~ortlan~

Cement Association, ana the Asphalt Institute.
The Department of Civil Engineering in

cooper~tion

with the l!ioiCtland Cement Associa·Hon presented a
contirlluing education

the Ultimate
On

p1:ograa~

~trengtb ~esign

May 16, 1969, the Rust

Cooperation with the

on 14arcb 22; l9G8 on

of Concrete Structures.
~ractor

cate~pillar

Co. in

Tractor Co., preGenteo

a full clay seminar on Earthmoving to our Ci.vil.
Engineering students.
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Civil

Engin~ers ~Alich

was hald in nlbuguergue in

,,

471.
Chi Epsilon 6

natiom~l

elected the following 'i:o

Civil Engineering honorary,
m~mbership:

in the Fall

1967 -- .!ier.xy Burke,EU.iott Cbalif, Charles Jennett,
J:yadurai Kasir;;:ij, Eadru
Bruce Schneioer, Alan

ICiggundu~

~inclair

Salv;ndo:;: Reyes,

and Larry Walker: in

the Spring 1968 -- Kendall Kennedy,
and Billie Taylor.

Le~J.ie

Lam Carmona,

The following Civil Engineering

faculty were also elected:

John

:a.

Carney,. Jr.,

Richard G. Huzaraki, Cyrus Omid'varan~ and George E.
'!'riandafilidis.
The following scholarships were awarded to Civil
Engineering students during the 1967-GB year:

The

John E. Back Memorial Scholarship to Bruce A.
Schneiderr The craig Elton Bresenham l~morial Scholar-

ship to Ernesto A•. Perezr the Barry and

i~bel

F.

Leonard Scho!arahip to Charles J. Mead: '.!:he George A.
RutberforCl Scholarship to Qay G.

Tractor Scholarship to Robert
W'~a·tern

n.

o.

Amold~ ~e
1-ic~leilf

Rust

and the

Electric Supplementary Scholarship to Elliott

Chali£.
The following Fellmrabips were awar(led to gradqate

stu<dents in Civil Engineering: NSF Trainees -- William

c. Bughes, Charles Jennett and James D. McClure7
ND~

Title IV -- Charles E. Weld and Larry A. Walkerr
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NAS~

-- Roy c. Waters

an~

Golden E.

~ane

Jr., for one

Ul~

semester each: QeD -- Hovmrd B. Jones:

-- Esiang-

Yueb Yeh.
!>1r.

Jose E. Martinez, Jr. 'qas a\"oTaraed the "out-

standing Civil Engineering Senior .A'IrJarCI11 presentee

by the New Mexico Section of the .American Society of
Civil Engineers.

Mr. Ron Nelson, Civil Engineering Juniorg

~~s

given

an award by the New Mexico Section of .the American
Society of Civil Engil1eers for

11

0\.l'i:E:tanding

Acllievement in Extra-curricular Activities".

Mr.

!lelson bad an outstanding year as Captain of tbe ll)67-66
UN!!.t

Basltetball Team while

lt~aintai.ning

a scholastic

average in the upper ·third of his class.
6.

Rental~

The Department collected $1,027 from the rental of

surveying equipme11t which
agency account 290-6.

"</Jas

deposited in a special

The e.:.:pendi:l:ures from the account

for the year amounted to $1,583.18 leaving a deficit of
$1,160.12 on £-!ay l1- 1958.

'l'he amount of fees collected

dux:ing ellch of the laat two years has been about onethiro of that collected during 1965-66.

'!'his reduction

is due to the significant decrease in the amunt of

construction

unden~y

in the Albuquexgue area.

The Department colJ.ectea $110 f.rdm the rental of

drawing equipment.

'l'he c'iisburaement from the

account, 290-21 10 amounted to $18 leaving a deficit
on·May 23, 19GB of $290.12.

t.

7. Research

~Academic

Grants

1967~68

Time

~

€Ponsor

~~

Director

NSF

Adaptive System for Earthquake-Resistant
Structures

S/68~5/70

$50,300

AISI

Fatigue ~roperties of Light Gage Steel
Structural Members

9/67=9/66

11 1 000

C.L.Hulsbcs

3/68-7/69

14,500

J.B.Carney, Jr.

l year

30,000

J.,'l'.P.Ymo

u.S.Dept The Effects of Pulsating Loads on Pore
Znt.Bu. Pressures in Soils
of Reclamation
NSF &

~or

an Analog

J.T.P.Yao

~

Engineering Research Equipment
computation. Laboratory

NSF

Institutional Grant - Equipment

1 year

9,995

J.T.l?.Yao

NSF

~nstitutional

1 year

6,350

c.c.Patt:erson

NSF &

:Instructional Scientific Equipment Program

l year

s,soo

w.w.Hakala

Sandia

Behavior of .a Bi-Material Cylinder Inclucing
the Effects of F~acture

9/68-6/69

A!i'i"iL

Constitutive Relations of Rock

Am~

Shear

Grant - Equipment

i1m1

Stren~th

Slabs

!.

of Deep

Reinforc~d

Concrete

12,300

R.L.Johnson,Jr.

Conducted at CERF

w. w.

Conducted at CERF

E.• J .Rhomberg

Hakala
~

~

7. Research .and Academic Grants 1967-58 (continued)
2\FWL

Areas of Wave Propagation, Dynamic ?roperties
of Earth Materials, Soil Struc.ture Interaction,
Soil Stabilization, and Simulation of Air
Xnduced Grouna Shock

AJflqx,

Director of Eric H. Wand Civil Engineering
Research Facility

Con~ucted

at CERF

Go'!'riandafilidis

Eo

Zwoyer

~
CJl

.,

a.

Proposals submitted .Ex~ IleDl!lrtroent l96't-GB
·~

Sponsox
O"W'RR

lru!

Treatability of the RaffinateG cf the
Reverse Osmosis Procell:ltl Applied to Waste-

rQPJ._x. M

.2! June l, 1968)

~

Amount

year

$22,000

l year

14,300

l

Director

c. c.

Patterson

Water Reclam:Ation
PBS

Investiqa:tion of Indian Community Sewage

c.

-Co Patterson

Characteristics

~
~
~

!·

9. g.roJa_osals

submitt~q

bj(,

~

Department 1967-68 (Raguest not (fl:ranted)
~

~

Amount

Director

NSF

Discrete Analysis of Guyed Latticed Towers

2 years

$27,200

C.Omid 1 varan

lilSF

Rotation Capacity of Reinforced Concrete Beam-Column Conne.ct.ions with Column X.omds

2 years

sa,3oo

E.J.Rhomberg

NSF

An Investigation of the Effect. of Strain Hardening
on the Plastic Bending of Rectangular Plates

1 year

12,600

C:lcWoMal'

A Systems Approach to Structural Design Including
.Safety Considerations

2 years

52,400

J.T.P.Yao

Compaction and Shear Strength Characteristics
of ~aphalt Concrete

1 .year

26,000

J.E.~rtinez

FWPCA'

Water Resources
Training Grant

5 years

NSF &

!nstructionel Scientific .Equipment P.rogx:am

1 year

3,000

instructional Scientific Equipment

~rogram

1 yea.:

lS,OOO

M.M.Cottrell

Greater Free Vibration of Ribbed Plates and Ribbed

3 mon.

1,500

CoOmid'varan

6,300

E-i.l1.Cottrell

l~SF

BPR. &
Jillii..ED

Cur~iculum Develop~nt

and

283,000

·c.c.l>atterson
J.B.Carney, Jr.

U"i!M.
ll!SF C.

T.JN£·1

~4

Curved

~aneln

Fund
Gre~ter ~urchaae

of Electronic Desk Hodel Calculators

.~

~

o.J

Ut~

Fund

'·
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B. ~ ~ ~~J!!ll~~

1. Faculty
We have maae some pxogreas towards reducing the
excessive teaching loads in the Department.
much of the

g~in

by the faculty.

Bmiever~

l1as been due to a reduction of reaearch
t'fuan the research increases, and thi·s

is already occurring, we will lose some of the progreea

made on reducing teaching loads.

OUr faculty needs

to develop an .active research program in the iOepartment
to suppo1:t a growing graduate. enrolJ.EMnt.
it is

un~eaaonable

to

~x~ect

Ho->'i'ever,

a faculty member who

lfi:ahaa to c1o an effective job of teaching an excessive
number of courses to, at the same time, develop a go~d
xeeearch program.
~e

establi3hment of a Transportation Institute

was recommenc'.led in las·t year' s report ana a proposal
t1as submitted to the administration.
~ma

not approveo.

',t'he proposal

Bawever, it still.may be a desirable

move and &c1ditional stuoy will be made to determine its
feaaability.
i1e hove made aonie

progress tOWDraa providing

continuing educational opportunities in

3ngineering to the resioents of

Civ~l

mew Mexico.

more nacan to be done in this area.

Much

However, funds
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must be allocated for this work before any extensive
program csn be provided.
With the increasing number of full time 9rSQUate
student$, the engineerin.g College summer p.rogr.am must
be developed so that students can make effective use of

tl1e sum.me;;: months.

'!'he Department Chairman should be

employed on a full year basis and the summer school
budget should be handled through the Department
Chairman and the Dean of the College.

'!'he salary rates

. for summer school professors should correspond to
their

regular acader>'!ic rates.

Some tneans muat be

found in order to have an adequate number of courses
available

itt

the summer for our students.

Additional travel funds should be available for

faculty members to attend selected national meetings.
This is one means for our faculty to becow.e acquainted
with leaders in their field and at the same time their.
o;-m capabilities woul<l become better kno'im.

This

participation in technical meetings is a definite
asset in the development of an excellent graduate and

research program.
One item is a must for

ne~t

able to adjust our salaries to

with other institutions.

year -- we must be
becom~

more competitive

If a significant adjustment
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ia not made, we will very likely lose a number of our
best faculty next yenr.

This lack of

cc~petitive

salaries was at .leaet a major item in the loss of

'b1o

valuable faculty members thia year.
2. Facilities
During the

~ummer

1967, our old

hy~raulics

laboratory was remodelec.'.l to provide apace for a resem:-c:b
laboratory.

Some equipment ie now in place ana rese8xc:h

activity is underway.

The new Engineering Center

provide additional apace next year.

~

~'lill

number of grants

have been obtained in the las·!: fm1 years for the purc!:aatne

of badly needeCI equipment.

Cons:!.CI~rable

ia neec.'.led to properly develop
effective use.

faculty time

~he labor~tories

for

Some means must be provided to allow

faculty the time to handle this extra work so necessar.y
t:o develop e-tcellent laboratory support for both
uru.'largraduate !lno graduate stuc:lenta.
addition~l

provi~a

funds for equipment will ba required

adoguate

..

Consider&ble

fecilit~es

~l:o

for our future needs •

-- -----_.....,...--_ ~----~------~--------·-------------~---~--- --·

~

--- ---·
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l. !'lull-time
,....
Dr. Gerald

w.

May, Assistant Professor, effective

September 1967
Dr. Richa:rCI G. Vaughan., Astlliatant Professor, one:..
gunrter time Civil Engineering anc:l tbree-qua~ter time
CE!lF, effective September 1967
2. Part-tim3. ~ temppra;x

Mr. Victor Adegunleye, Graduate Aasistantp Semesters
:I and I!

Mr. Charles .Bacchus, 'l'eaching Assistantp

Sem~stera

.,,

\

I and II

'
Mr. Tai yo Chen, Graduate Assistant, Semesters
Mr. Jeng Wen Hwang, Graduate Assistant, Semestera
X anc'l II
E-1r. J:yadurai Kasirajp Graduate Assistant, Semester II

Mr. Joseph E. Keithley, Jr., Graduate

Assistant~

Semester I
Etu-. !.eslie A. Lam Carmona, Gradua·te Assistant,

SemesteriD I and II
i.lir. Phillip l-i.

O'Dell, Grnduate Assistant, Semc:ater I

Mr. SatwantRihal, Teaching Assistant, Semesters
J:

ana :u:
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~ir.
semeste~s

P.

Christopher

~.

Timm, Graduate Assistant,

X and II

Sjtparations ~ :fulJ.-tim.e ~

Dr., William

w.

Ba~alll)

Assistant: Professor,

effective June .1969
Dr. Bdwara J. Rhomberg, Associate Professor,

effective June

::t968

Dr. Richard G. vaughan, Assistant Professor,
effective February 1968
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n.

£.!=1~9:S!!f.!1 .Q't, ,:q~FOru.~T_:[Qi! .Q!.il. !,~IDXVl:iJ..UAL. j!QWA~
SYPJ'~:~'I:E.§.

1.

Aqy!m£~

S}:udy;

CARNEY, Jo Bo, Jr.
Ph.D.~ Univerait;r

ofAri~ona,

June 19156

Hi\KALP.. .t W• W~

Registered Professional engineer - New Mexico

Study at the Library of Congress, Waahington, D.Cti
study trip to Tel\l)?e fAl:'izona State U.)

Par·tid.pant in NSF short course on "computer
Programming for Structural Analysis", Stanford
Univ., P•llg. 1:9, 1967

~

Sept. lOi 1967

A~alog Simulation & Computation Course, EAi 1 Palo
Alto Cnlif.~ Aug. 22-26/66
J;t'Ii service Seminar on Computer S.i.mulation ae a

Teaching Aid, Simulation councils, san Diego, Cali£.
z,:arch 12-22/68
Registered profem;donal engineer

=

New i'1e.xico

2a §,a!:kE!.!~ci:ils, ~ o.,t~ab..§le~s, .rut~~ J(!!,Chin~,
,t~llye~.~ ~·

Regicm~l

Ch~i~Eenp

Conference of Civil Engineering Depart!'l!ent
Dallasv Tex. 1 Apr. 5=6/68

s~~er employment, Group H-7, Loa Alamos Scientific
Lab, Los Alamo~, N.Mo

Las Cruces, MeMo rnstnllation of New Mexico State
Chapter of Chi Epsilon
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3.

~

schclaatic honors, fellawshie,s..R

JOHNSON, R.

~·

r... , Jr.

nsscciated Western Unive~sities Summer Faculty
Research Fel!arRahip in conjunction with SarAdia
Corp. during summer 1957

Listed: 11.1\merican l4en of Science" supplement 4
to the llth edition
4. Publications

wlOynamic Analysis of Complex Supersonic S:tedsn
USAFf·WC ... Tech Report 68... 3, Jan. 1968 (cO=authors
C~

Eo Bacchus, A. Ghose)

~Horizontal

Shear Connection in Composite Concrete
Beams Under Repeated Loads", Journal of the American
Concrete Institute)> Vol. 54, No. 12 11 Dec. 19!57

~umerous abstracts of East European Sci/Tech
publications at ATD Journal, 1957-68

"~olutions

to Problems of Bending of

S~mmetricully

and AS!(l:arAetrically Loaded Circular Cylinddca).
Shells 1'1:1;th Simp:t.y Supported Edges 19 , Development
re~ort No. SC-D~67~8B3, s~ndia Corp. Pee. 1967

HAR'!'IMEZ, J., E"
Editor, Fifth Paving Cohference Proceedings, May, 196a
lmY$ G., W.

Discussion: wElasto-P.lastic Plate Analysis by
Finite Di:fferenceufl >'lith K. Ho Ge.rstle 1 to be
published in ASCE Structural Div. Journ.
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11

E>iscrete Analysis of Latticed Colurr.na", FISC!!:, Journ

o£ Btruct. Div. ~ Vol. 94, No. STl, Jan. l96B p. :!Ll9•

132.
11

.!\nalysis of Ribbed Plates":. Highway Research
67-4, North Carolina state u., p. l-57p 1g6s
prepare..;! in collaboration \'lith. D. Lo Dean
~port

11

!'easihili ty of Testing Two-Way ReinforceCi C.oncrete

Slabs"; Tech. Memorandum to Air Force Lab. Civil
Engineering Branch~ Development Div., Kirtland Air
Force B~se, August 1967
'J!RIANDAFlLIDISp G.
11
Parametei;"a Znf~.uencing the Airblast Environment
Induced by Hl.gh Explosives", Vol. I, AFi'lL-TR-67-l26p
Kirtland AFB, N~M., pp. 337
11

Des.ign Constructcion

&

Proof Testing of a Variable

Confinement Soil Loader," A~'l'R-68-4, Kirtland AFB,
No~I.,, pp. 42
"simulation of Airblamt Induce~ Ground ~~tion at
l'\lcCormicJc Ranch 'l'eat Site, Project Silt Pile, Vol. Ip
AF.VlL-·'l'R11 ll:irtland Ai"B, pp. 268 (GubmHted for

publicmtion)

11

A Specimen for llevel!'aea Shear Deformations"#
Research & Standards; v. 7, n. 12, AS~~; D€c.

M~terials

l957l' pp. SJ.7.;..523 {lftith

~\

D., Jt.\ and J. Go lBal<::er)

nOn the 'l'l"lc-Gided Time-Dependent B01rrie:r Prob. 11 Jour

of

So~nd & Vibration, v. 6, no. 1, July 1967, pp. 98=
104 (with M. Shinozulta)
11

Sa:fety Alll!llyais of Statically Indeterminate Truoses 11 ,
Annals of Reliability E: Maintainability, SAi3/AIA.~/AS.rm

1967, pp. 54-62 (with H. Yo Yehj

.
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S. QtJl~::i. E.!E!t~!:,h J?~.'il.:~ £!. .P.F~f!tiV£ ,l'l~ .!,~

Ji!J;_OI;i:f§/SS

£!. ~;.Hl~e.t~J!

Developing new cours0 - CE452 - Computer npplications

in c .. e:: ..

11

Vibration pf Beams with Spacewise P.andom

li'o~:c:i.ng

I?unct;i.ons" ~ Investigation is continuation of work l!lt

sandia Corp, summer l9G7

CoorcH.nator £or selection of Computer Egui)'?I!lent to be
incorporateo within tlle neu Engineerill'l.g Center. At:JsigJ_lment
by the Dean of the Colle9e of Engineering.

Working on report
Princip;~.~l

Rocl~""

a·t

f~r

sandia Corp.

investigator on "constitutive Relations of

cmmr

Research Project "Fatigue Properties

of

Light G;n~je :Steel

Structu~~l Uernbers"~ aponsore~ by ~~~rican

Iron and

Ste~l

J:nstittl'te, $ll, OOOSr.~pt. 1967-Sept. 1968

!.ayou·t of a ne'l'r course on Engineering Deaign at freshman
level.
<mx;~:~•w~Rt~mj>

"El~atic

c.
stability of Lattice Beam-Colum.'ils" supportec1

by llE!!? completed Nov. 1967 (in,itiateCI nov. 1965) total
grant $].4400.

"'
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Unsponaoxea reaea~ch led to'prepar.ation of a proposal
on Structural Analysis of Guyed Latticed Towers
'Eb::!

f~::~llo~Iing pap~r.P'

being l:'eviewe<J

fo~

publication:

m) • ltlo:m3ing & Bucldi.ng !?rmmes

h». Discrete Energy Theorem
c). :Suckling o.f neatrained D-iulti-Levell. Frames

NS~ - Xnstructional
~tching, 1 year.

~iSF -

Scientificp CE435, $2,000 + $2p000

Evaluation of a model for :rac.licnuclide transport,

$8,500, l year
~awosals prepared;
a). 'l'reatabilU.;·l:y of Reverse OBmosie l?.i.ll:ffinates, owrr
b). Tr~ining Grant in water. Pollution, ~JPCa
c). :!l:nvestigl'ltion of Inoi~n Community Sewage-Characte:c:i:t'ltice

l?rincip;sll. investigator on study of the shear str~ngth of deep
alabn at tbe Civil Engineering

~eimforced concrete
nesearc~ ~scility

Research in the arena of Wave Propagation, roynamic Properties
r~teria!e, 3oil-S·I:ructure Xnte:t"action, Soil
Stabili~ation & Simulation of Air Induc~o Ground Shock
'the Eric i3!D l':l'~ng CERi!', i.Jm1 eponaored by .mn~

oil: Earth

at

us~ Grant for the Symposium on Wave Propagation and
Pyn:r.r:aic l?roparties of Earth lf.aterials, $17v500.

"R~liobility of

Structures Subjected to Earthquake X.oails.Literature P.eview11 Tech Rep Uo. CE-7, Bareau of :Engleg.
Resea:tch 'mi$l6 Septa 1967 (with I. Eas:i.raj)

z>:.

Safety P.nnlyei!il .of Statically Indeterminat:~ Struct."
finol report ~ep.~red for NSF un~er Grant No. GK-597,
tmrcb 1968
t

1

~
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YAO (cont' d)
~Photoelasticity in CoEo Under-graduate Educatiomw
A final report prepare<'! for NSF under grant GV-3196
(equip. grant of $2100. with UNM lllatching funds) April
196S

Continued operation of the Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering
Research F~cility2 negotiated a new contract (~29601-68~000~j in the amount of $1,813 10 449. for the per;i.oil of Sept.
16p 1967 to Sept. 15, 1969
6. Activities

lA

le~rned a~dprofessional ~cieties

•Panelist on NSF Undergraauate Research Participation
Pr~ram,

Invited p-articipant on
Engineering

M..7i;A

Conferen-ce on D-2athematical

Reviewed paper "Instability of Shear

~lexible

Sanmtich

Columnsn Bo J~ Harris and Go Mo Nordby for publicmtion
in Engineering Mechanics Journ. ASCE

~7ember

Col't'mlittee D--18 of .1-\S'm.

.attenaecl meeting lOth Symp_ on Rock
Texas, E-laly 20-22, 1968

~echanics,

Austin

n.nnual ~leeting of the American Society for Engineering
Education June 20-23, 1967 at Michigan State University
International Symposium on Wave Propagation and Dynamic
Properties of Earth Muterials 8 Albuquerque~ Aug. 23-25 7
1967. Treasurer of the Symposium
Bighwmy Reaearch Board t-Ieeting, \iashing:tong DoC.,, Jan.
l5-l9JJ 1968. tiember o:f Conmittees n..c:: 2:-nd !>-CS;. tr~1

Liaison nepresentative to the Highway Res2arch Boaro

~
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BULSBOS, «cont 1 d)
Ann~al; ME!eting of the Ame:d.can Conc:t"ete Institute 9
Los Angelee~ calif., March 4-Bw 1968. Nember pf ~CI
ColiFlllit·!:ees 115" 215 ~nd 437.

of the National Cooperative Highway :Research
Program Advisory Panel C6!S" Section l2 in l'la~ohington., D.c.

l~eeting

Jan. 15, 1968 a.nd March 213, l96B
A ;.'lumber of meetings of the Se\11 illexico Section of tbe

American Society of Civil Engineers
Director - New Mexico Section
Director- Mew Mexico Branch

M:ten<tled ASCE Joint Structural and E119ineering Mechanics

Specialty Conf. on Optimiznticn & Non-ruinear Problems,
Chicago, Zll., npril 18-20, 1968
.
W\RTmEZ, Jm Eo

Attended International Symposium on Dynamic Propeztiea of

Earth ~terialsp Albuquerque, Aug. 1967

Attended Highway

Confer~nce ~u,

April 1968

Attendod Ari2ona Roads Conference,

Atteneoa ASC2 Specialty oOn£eronceg

Tucson~ ~pril

1958

Chicago~ I l l .

Attendmd ~eminar on Urban Planning at Univ. of Califo,
Daco 1967
~UD~V1l.ru\N1 c.~

Pnpera reviewed for publication in ASCE Joo~nals:
a) Golclb~rt, J., E.,- "Lateral Bucltling of Braced 1-!ulti-

story Yrara0s

x.. nnCI !-1onsa 11App:roximate

Analysis of Continuous
Shells"
c) Gustafson & Wright "Analysis of Skeweo CompoGite
Girder Eridges"
b) Lee So

~rismatic

il) Brye1n &t El Dakh'il 1iShear Ylexibility & Stzengtb of

Corrugated Decks"
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At,!:enCiea E.!MD Specialty Conference iaaleigh, Ll'o Co,
Nov... 1967

Water K'ollu.tion Control

Federation~

~ttended

Aru1ual Convention of the
InEti tmte in ilarch 1968

1.\nnual Convention

~merican

Concrete

P.resented researcb.-in..,',l;l:~;og:res~ JCeport at Fa!ll. l:'lollZ!tiii"Ag of
the ~mer.ican Co.nc:rete Xnstitutc .in October 1967

Annual meeting of AS'lill, Bostol~t £~es

o,

June 19G7 11 ll~am.bex

Subcoll\lldtteas 9 and 10. Soil Dyn&l\lica and Bearing Teats
of Soil and Roclt in Place, respectively.

Of.f;!.cea halt!:
a.). ASCE Structural Di.visicm - '!'ask com;nittee on
Struct~ral

Fatigue

b) • .il!SC:!S St.ruetm:al Division - 'i'malt Coim!dttee or<
Gtrucitur~l safa~y

c)*

~S~

a)o

as~g

Committee ~-9 on Wmtigue

P-ocky
'.frenotu:-er

t~untnin

District

Counci~ ~ Becr.etary~

mom.

e). Si~~ Xi- ~reaaurer of
Chapter.
~~et!ngs Attended:
f)~ ].~H:li! Science Setmitt.arp .fi,.!J'., Office of Sci~ntj.fic
Rssearch~ A1buquexque ~o~o; June 7=14~ ~S67
g). znt~rni':l.tiona! SyJaposiutl1 on t1ave l?J:opagation 1!:
Dynurnic l?ropertifi1S of' Earth ll·mte:rialsJ) Alllt:u;~uerg.t o.
~u~. 2~-25, l9G7
h) • ASCii - lX!oMu Bect:thon
.i.) •

-

=

Uintar Con:E., Alb. p t:foMo 1 P~:b~

~96S
.ThS'lS·Z...~!iit:!Ii SYJI!lpoaium on &xt)erimer.rtatl

16-17))

L~ontlo~trnetive

:H.

u,,t;I., I

.
i€ethq:oa illl lSngrg.

i'eat:ing, ];11b. m,.R-l. _, t!!!lrch 2.91,

l~~e.

Joiu.t ~1'Seting of ~oSCZ Collll!littee on ~~tm13, ~imshington
D~ Cap ~p:ril 30-~~y lt l9Ga
Id .. 20th .nrmual J'biSC L'ia~l:. ~1:1grcg. Co~f. 10 Washington~ D., Co

f!'..llly &-3D 19GB
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a~. F~tt(tnded

seve:s:al localN regional ana nat:i.cmal meetings
in AfuQricmn Sociaty of Civil Engineers, National Society
of I"rofaasionnl Engineers, anC! Builtl:i.ng Research Institute
h}. lJ!t:lminat(;!d as Na·l:iona:t Virector of District 15 of
l~!ii~rican Soci~lt;l:' ox Civil Engineers
c)v Conti~ued as member of two national committees of
Atterica~ ~ociety of Civil Engineers
d~.

Nc'!.'l cc:il!mii:tae assigruuenta include;

lo Chairmiln of Awaraa committee of Ne'\'1 ~texico
iilooie-t:y of I?ro.:Eessional ;Engineers
2o l>iembe.r of Engineercing :!?raot:icea Act of the
hlbu.querqt ~ Chapter of :t.Ye~..r l\ie<dco Society of
P~ofessional Enginee~a

e),. Prt;t~e~el1\tea paper .entitlea

11
Design and Response of a
1'racking and :Receiving ~ntenna at the Second
Space Age C'acilities Conference of the Al~Wrican Society
of Civil ~ngineersp Los Angelea, Calif., April 24-26/68
f)~ Co-authQrea pap~r entitled "Behavior of Deop ~ei~
forcetl Conc.re1;e Qlnbs Loaded to Ultimate Capacity"
pre~~nted to the American Concrete Institute convention

r~m;;;ge

11

:?.n xm~ !:!oin:esl' Iowa"' Octobex 1.967
g)o Continued aa Secretary of the Steering Committee and

Ccordinmto:r of T~chnical Activities for the lnternational
S~nium
on Wave Propagation ana Dynamic Properties of
nazth

M.a·1:.e:tia1s~

W.ne symposium ''las held August 23-25 .

19$7 :i.xa Albuque:::queJ> and was l!lponaored by the University
of l!e\·7 M:Mico,. the

~mexican

Society oi€ civil Engineers

and the liational Science J?ounoation~
h}. Sorvad as chairman of a technica1 se5sion of the
C~nference

on 2-1ilitary A!Jpi.ications of Blast Simulator-s

held in CmlgacyR Alberta 11 Canada; July l.6c-22,. 1967.

G~~~ t~lk

for NoM. Sect. ASCE on nElewants of Design of

ai>J.;;-thgt!a1te Resistan·t Structures"
Chui::rll:!n, Jl~{ecut.ive Comm. o:tganizinsi St:rt,ctu:ral Engrg. D
mz~rg., M~ch~nica

Tech. Div., N. £4. Section

ASCE

3xp.crt witnoss:~ the Zia Co. Vo Jo Carne;;: Const. Co •. , et
nl 3 ~o~ 21153, DonaAna County.
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Cansultant to sandia corp.

Several consultanaiea

Consultant to Albuquerque MetrQ~~lit~n ~~~oyo ~i~od
C.ontrol. Au·l.:hority on .El!l.l.i:moo lirroyo '!'.rmnsition Structure

Servea as ~onBultent am3i~ting a lccal firm with the
Qesign ~f a g~ia aystc~

Staff

~£rober

- Symposium on Systems

~nalyaia

in Water

Reaou~ces t~nagement

ConnulUmt to .Edgar D. Otto 6: GoillJ Inc.,

t!!lllld.

EyCiro-

Conduit Corp.

Conmtl't~:nt ira variot.u;
Engineerin~ projects

Soil £oiechi!H'Aicm mu:l Fomttlation

11
The Factor of Safet~l in Str~ctuJ;al. D.us.ctJillf p;;:nz(;ntao at
a groduate Eeminnr in the I.l;pt.:. of Civil m EnviJ.:omro~1.tal.
Engrg.~ ~f.~shington U. 1 Bt. kouia~ Wi5GCUri Ja~. 8 1 l96C
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l!?er£Q:;:~Cl structur<al oeeign cf several
moc:t l.'llotailole cne.t> were:

1. design of &n instrumentation tov1e!:'
ze~o

over 111 nucle<!l,>: unc;lergrouno

t~st

projectfl~
lo~Catail

the

at gr®unil

at. '!:he 1-tevaoa

'.i'est Sit:e; the tower liCld to survive severe grou:1d shoch:
curing tbe tc~t and subsequent fortnation of a c;~:ater
2. provia0 <lel!li'ifn criteria £or hi'O la"-ge AEC mtl.nufacturinq
fl!lcili'liea «nurJ:ington, lo~'iat ana Pcul·teJc, 'l'e.,{(!lS) subjected
te blast loading
3. :structurllll design of' tl'JQ bl13st facilities for AEiC
(l!?antex, ~~4<HI a:nd Sandia Base 7 liil.!•ln)

Chair~ns

Dept. Computer

Freshman Aovisorg

Curriculum

F~ct\lty

~se

Committee

l\dvisox St:uoent Chap. ASCEp

Commi~tee

Presiaentia:l\. Selection Advisol:'y Comnd:ttee, li'mculty Policy

Committeep Dept.

Gr~du~te ~dvisor

Spaciml Counselor, U:niveraity College 6 Entrance & credits
comrfiittaef Pocultv Computer Use Committe~, JQ~io~ College
co~ttee, Various College Committees

F.reshr.wm Advieory Co~umi:lt~e~ Intramural Doa:r:a

Ch~irm~n,

~ngineerin~r Dep1;. Cor,;.;.:~ittc!GS
Coro:."'n..; 1\dn.in .. Corom .. , C~:!.l(lge oi
Engineer.ilm91 Aaviso:ry Comm., Bur.cnu of Engil'ioe:ril11J
Research; Committee on Int~rnationnl Progr~m~

Df!J?t. of Civil

(Ph.D~, M,.S.,~

et~.}Grad.
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,~th'•iaoxy Clow.euttee,
Freshman Curriculum
COiib:"lHtce (Ea1 hoc), J!!.dvisor of Sigma Tau :Sng1:g.

ifr.onhmm'l
Hon~:;:t:r~r

I?::&ternit,V

l?:r.elflbiil!ln Advisor; M~.::mher, ad hoc Engr. Col.lege Commit tee
:re lili!Jl.l ~ecimology AEJ:plication Center~ Memb~r, C.E. Dept.

Committee on Computez use

~lal!ls Sc:hsdul<ril Corom;l.ttee, Engineering
Council~ Chmi:rmtm 1 l?rogr~ra Committee~

Collel]E'IV ,lk!:hletic
Paving Conference~

Jilec. l9671 CE Dept. Curriculum Committeer Student Advisor

!)1acr!:ox &?lml Committee; Academic F.J:eedom & 'l'-emtr~. Comtli'l;tee:
r.:J3\nlllg€::a Stu:vey Rl\'intml Fund: 'X'ecbnical ~sr;istl!lnt to
a\\ilr;d.n:l.GtJ:a'\::icm on plam~ir..g lli:onJng w.atters• Chairi'MlnJI
EUDih~ering

College Deanship Committee

Gexvea tha dep<ilrtment with Doctoral 1ntel:m. exam, Ph.D.
work cchedule:; !<laatar 1 s tlnesis and Master's e.(alllS; Faculty
.-.ovi.sor to !laho' i student Assoc. r Faculty advisor to 13
stuih:iU:lJ;:a

~~mtittce Ol!'ll Ratdia~ticn

Ccnt.rol; ildjunct Goals Coilh"Uit·tee

J~iiv:~sory Core:!littee o~ the P~anshipJ Departmental
t;;en::li·~·::ccnll Cotn.:?uter Uaa; l!igh School Brochure, Curriculum

to the)

1/.!hni.ll:t-nn""un.iversity Registration Committee and mer!lber of
civil 3n9~~.Dept~ Curr.icul~~ Committee

C~airo'ln.. !nternatir::mal SJ!lilposium on He~ve !Propagation and
Dji'n<uni.::! l?r.ope.rties of :Earth ~1<rcerial, hclcl at Sher<ltoni1'e~l'l:ate•-a Skies• AUgust 23-25, 1967
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C~ E. ~epi;. TasJ; Committee on Promotion of :r.nterest ir•
Co E. among High Schoo~ students ~ Chairman: c. E. Dept.
t<Iechanics of .Materials Lab - in charge; c. E. Dept.
Co::~orl!ittee on Coli\)?Utl1)r Use ,.. m~rnber: Contract Research

comoittee

Cub

~

Scouto~

member

Sunaay pchool Supt.

CO'l"!'P.Ef..Lp M. M.

'cnl!lirrnt~n of Official Boardp Christ Methodist Church;
Chair!'i'.an of Board, ii7es1ey Foundaticm, Ul~·1:

Boy Scout

ca~tmitteeman

Luthe~an

Campus Council:

Chairr::;an

o~

~a~~er

Prop:ertl' Committee, St. X.ulte 1 s Lutherem1 Cht!rcll

- Bernalillo County Metropolitan Xndustriai

n~;pana.i.on

Committee

C!ln:r:!littee Cheat cont!:ibution, .and

Preoident

~nd Chair~n

cltu~cll

contrib11tion

of tbe Soard of Directors of.the

il.Jtbw~ruerf<'IUC> B.letropolita!l F].ootl control AuthoJ;ityr
VicG.. J:l>res~ of the Citizem3' Transportation Coilm!ittee

C!;uni;rm12n, Local spuitual Fu:;sr.:n:>lbly of .Baha'i of .1\lbuque.rgue;,
N.n1:io::tal <Go~lB Committee of 13<lhs 1 i of U0 S.,

r~2erib~r

~caring Officer for ~ir pollution standards t.k!trop;olitan Environu~ntal ~eol.tb Advisory .Beare
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Greelt: Ort!!odox Church

Rovie11ed }.':lnpers £or J!!SCE, AST.Mp C\nd revie\<Ied proposals

for NSF

-

.
• t

.,
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July l, 1961 • June lv 1968
AQ Ho

x~ GENE~ WM~

Itoscbmann,.Chai:rm~

.;J.J!WORMA'l'xmi,

1961 - 66

A. S.ignifieant Achievenumts During AcadE!Illllie Year

a. F..nrollment Sul!lnmries
Undergraduate

Semester :u:

Samester I

66-67
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

66-~7

67-68

98
82

67~·68

96

U.5

115

58

16
69

76
76

75

2;38

260

21~8

258

66

Graduate
Semester l

Semestl!ou: ZX

66-6;

67-68

66-61

67-68

Masi:.iiiir~

89

96

Ph. D.

35
20

32
20

84
32

82
::S5

144

148

Off Campus

21

2l
1:;8

DEGREES A'P'7ARDED

6#-65
B.S.
M.S ..
Ph.D.

TL
·'

5f3
:;

65-66

66-67

67-68

55

6o
3l
1

55
29

33

10

lO

The pverall Ulldergraduate statistics again

sn~r

an inerea3eo

Howevero this chang-a is almost lifithin oreU.nary random fluotuaticyn;~

and it will taka several years to discern a definite trend.
Graduate enrollment statistics also show some variati.ono w·t
this is more lilcely to reflect variations in classification
procedures than a significant change in the number of graduate
students.
~e

number of degrees awarded held fairly constant

past year.

~ob!lbly

~1is

tbe most signi:i;icant figure is that of

10 doctorates awarded; Which confirms our prediction tmat we are

opermting at the laval of 8

to 10 doctorates per

It might be pointed out that onl;!! of theM.

ye«r.

s.

dagrlllles was

awarded to a student who completed all of his graduat:G work at.
o~r

ao

off""Campus residooce center at 1iolloman. the first student to
so.

Indications are that both of

o~

off-campus p-,eogramsa a;J:.

Holloman and Los Alamos. are becoming mora stable. ana the next
fG'IT years should see an increase in the numbar of students who

successfully complete degrees under these programsd
bo Progress ~a pndersraduat~ ~..!!i'f"icU:,~

After several years of considering changes in
enginaaru1g curriculums

the faculty has made major reviGions

in the "tmdeJ1:9raduata programb .to go into effect

1968. Somllll changes in the sQphomore cou.rses
started in the Spring ee.master of 1968.
~e

th~ ~lectrica1

tht$1

\<Tsrq~

'l?i'J!J.l of

al"X"eady

major cbartges involve a reduction in Cbe number of
from 138 to 130. and a significsnt incr~~se in

haurs r~ired 0

tb;e n'i.1mb3r of raleetives in the senior yoar.

'l'hia will p$!:.:n:i.t

t:Jlle stua&nt to plan his proqram ''to aui:l: his own particular

interests, to zpacialize in areas sueb as solid stated 0lec~ronicr.~
computers"

ana micrm11aves;

in. some. cases the $tudent may cl':to4)sa
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·co de'it'elop a strong baclcgrounrl in other areas such as b1asiness
admin:tstration 0 biolo.:Jical sciences. nuclear anginearin.g or
mathemat:icso

It i.s also hoped that this increasecl flexibility

w;!.ll encourage many students to coordinate their senior elee-

tives lflith a fifth year, of graduate study.,
One of the major considerations in the revision of the
sophomore EE courses was to develop courses which would better
serve

~le

non-EE engineering studentsa

Accordingly. a new

cou:rse. EE 2o4 9 bas been added to coV@r electronics and

instru~

mentation for the non-EE majoro
OUr efforts in the usa of television have continued" Bo~1
EE 361 and EE 362a a junior course in electromagnetic waves
taught by Professor Bradshaw wera broadcast over Channel 5· Xn
the Spring Semester, EE 361 was presented by closed circuit TW9
Co .f$S"-ElSS ,!n .th2, ~ ~·

During this past year the department has tried to conct!!lntrate its efforts in the

develo~t

of several strong areaso

The areas which appoar appropriate are solid state. syst®lllso
computers. and bio-engineeringo

In the first two areas tht!!l

department now has a good nucleus of faculty

membars~·active

research programs 0 and many interested graduate studentso
year the departmant., instead of li!anding out a general

This

announce·~

mant concerning graduate study in electrical engineer:lllg 0 sent
out ~no separate a~ouncaments on our graduate programs in
solid state and systsmso
The dopart:mant•s capability in the gsnoral area of compU-

ters was strem.gthened this yea:r with the addition of Dro Ronald
DoVries 0 a specia;J.ist in switching thaoryo
c~puter

The dopartmantal

committee was vary active this year in the devel9pment

of course::; a11d an overall programo

,,
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While several of the faculty haw expressed an interest

in working in problems related to bio-enginearingu no significant progress has been made in the actual developmant of a pro-

gram in this area.; .
The decision to concentrats tha efforts of tha faculty into
several areas of Electrical Engineering rather than attempting
to cover all fieldse has also resulted in significant cha11.ges
in graduate procedures and regulations.

The graduate examin.ations have been changed. to emphasize "depth" rather than
=breadth 0 • Students are encouraged to choose their area of
specialty as early as possible. and a committee of faculty
membsrs from this spacial ty has the major responsibility for
guiding" and

elc~ng _

'l'he course

the student.

requir~nt

reduced fran 36 to 30 hours.

for the nontbesis student bas been
It is hoped that by properly ·

coordinating his senior electives with his graduate programu
a good student will ba ahte to cosnplete the M.S. degree in one
year.
The department continues to augment its capabilities
by the addition of selected aajunct professors to the

staff~

both in Albuquerque and at our off-campus residence centers.
These professors usually teach one course. and are available
for a small amount of committee \olOrk.

In order to promote GIVan

closer cooperation with the local engineering and scientific
community, the university has authorized

several appointmell\ts

for personnel from Sandia Corporation to serve on the regular
faculty.

It is expected that these appointees ,.,ill have the

time to participate more £ully in the activities of the departmanto and will aid in formulating policies and goals. It is
on this basis that Dr. J. D. Williameu of Sandia Corporations
joined our staff.

Be has taught courses in the department;J

and bas given very_ valuable assistance in the developmant of
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our solid state· program.

It is hopad that this type of aativity

oan continue and can be altpanded.
In the Fall. of 1967 the last class of clAa Sandia Technical
Development Program was enrolled·c

While terminating this type

of sduca.tional supportq Sandia Corporation has initiated
progr~sq

u·~1W

in '\'lhich both beginning graduate students and doctoral

candidates will bs given support to attend a Ulliversity on a
full time basis.,

While the number of students involved will

be smallerv this department

'1-lOUld

·still expect that a nutllber

of these students will select this university and this department for

:tn
new

thoir continued study.

the Fall

Com~ter

of 1968 Sandia borporation ,.,ill initiate a

Science Program wh.ich will be patterned closely

aEter the previous Technical Development Programe though the

students will be distributed over

more

deparbnentso

~~is

department will be effected in that some of the students t-rill

be majoring in electrical engineering..

':fu~ department is also

involved in a wider sense. as two courses, EE 435 and EE 437,
will ba required. of all st~.adents .in the program.

A number of

other EE courses will he available as electives.
d. Physical

Pla~~

The remodeling of the first floor of the electrical engineering building has resulted in a significant improvement. The

changes resulted in three faculty offices, three teaching laboratory spaces, increased shop areaq and some storage area.
A considerable amount of faculty time .and departmental

funds were expended in trying to get some of these laboratories

into oparationo

In particular, Dr. Cates is to be commended

for his worlt in developing facilities- in the solid state laboratory~

A considerable effort must still be expended next year

t~bring th~se la~ratories up to full

utility.

Some of ~is

daveloplllent will have to be delayed until the completion of th"l

~

new engineering building, as it is still necessary to use some
o~

the present space for

e. Student

,\\ah~,yemli(lnl;.!t

researc~

purposes.

s_n,§ A"t<rards

The ·student branch of the IEEE again served as a focal
point for the professional activities of the students. This
group again sponsored a meE!ting for faculty and students to
discuss the mathematics courses and curriculum with represents;
tives of the departmemt of mathematicso
The following individual awards and scholarships were
received by students in Electrical Engineering.
1. Hamilton Watch Award. to an outstanding senior in the
College of Engineering for not only excellence in his chosen
major, but for studies in the humanities and social sciences.
and for campus activities--James Arnold Flagstead.
2. The Harry L. Dougherty Memorial Prize in Engineering.
to the senior in engineering who made the highest scholastic
average in residence during his freshman and sophomore years-James Arnold Flagsteado
3. The George E. Breece Prize in Engineering. to ~e
senior who has baen enrolled for a full time course of instructionc upon the basis of character, general ability and eltcellenca of scholastic record shown during the last two consecutive
years of residence in the University.. --Jemes Arnold Flagstead.
4~ The H~~latt Pac~ard/Neely Sales Division Scholarship.
$500.00 for a Junior in E. B.--Paul Rant Williams
5q 'l'he ~lestem Electronics Educational Fund Grant {$400.00),
Mr. John Peter Beaudry--Sophomor.e in Electrical Engineering.
6~ The American Society for ~sting .Materials Senior Awards 0
Mr. Jamos Donnelly and Mn. John Carmichael
7. 1'be Institute of Electrical .And Electronic Engineers
Senior Award-~~r. Charles G. Rowen.
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~e

following students completed the departmental honors

program:
Martin J

o

Cheney

cum Laude

George Ru Prede:r:ick-:Magna Cum Laude
Don R. England

Magna CUm Laude

Don E. Winge

l-iagna cum Laude

Mr. James Arnold Fl&gstead completed the University Donors

Program graduating summa cum laude. (General Honors)
B~

Sism;lficant Plans and Rf!COJl!lllendations for the Near Putp,:re
One of the most significant events for the department this past
year was tbe visit by a committee of distinguished engineering
educators. supported by a grant from the Danforth Fo~dation

to the Graduate School of tJNM.
of Dr. Samuel Seely, Chairman;

The visiting team consisted

Dr.

Edward David, Bell Telephone

Laboratories; Dr., Thomas Martin. Southern Methodist

University~

and Dr. Otto Scbmidt. University of Minnesota.
While the committee concentrated much of its efrort on
the graduate program, it aiso considered several problems in
the undergr.aduate area.

Many of the problems considered were

suggested by the department ana fac·ulty, but the ea.mmitt;ee
~embers

areas

showed

~ey

eonsidet~ble

considered

initiative in probing into

o~er

~P,Ortant.

At the risk of presenting a sa.newbat bbsed point of v;f.ewa
tba following are some of the committee•s views and recommendations:
1. aoth the undergraduate and graduate programs were too
rigia and were in danger of
2..

becomin~oldfashioned.

Xt was extremely important that the use of computers

be integrated into all aspects of both the graduate and

und~r

·graduata programso
} .. It was strongly rec:onmended that the department develop
a graduate spaeialty in computer engineering ..

..:
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4., J:t 't>tas recommended that the department and the university develop an interdepartmental program in bio-enginaeringo
:It was recognized that this would take special sup_port from
the un:i.versity.,
5o In order to develop excellence the department must
be much mora active on the national scene, eog~ more publication of research results in national jour.nals~ more participation
of faculty in national ~etings and professional societies 0 'a
wider base of research support. and the attracting of more
graduate students from other parts of the country.,
In general these recommendations ~ere not particularly
startling to the deparbmant, as they involved problems which
the department was already aware of~ and in soma cases had .been
discussing for years., The committee report, however, did produce some very positive results. in convincing the department
to quit talking and start doing. In particular, the recent
revisions in our. undergraduate curriculum and the changes in
our graduate exams were carried out much more rapidly and more
drastically because of this report. The department will be putting more effort into the integration of computers into undergraduate snd graduate courses. and to the development of a
graduate spacialty in this

area.~

'!'he department
.
. would like to express its airPraciation to
the Danforth Foundation an~ ~ the Graduate School for making
this visit possible~ and would encourage other dQpartments to

take advantage of this opportunity to obtain the guidance and
encouragement. of prominent educators.,
au t.,asg;t.ty and Personnel
~lring ~is

past year the faculty bas been actively involved

in improving the undergraduate program

~d

laboratories#

...............

--·--------~-~~---~-~-,.-~--~·~--=·=--~·--=~-=-·=~=--=====
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and in strengthening the graduate program.

Here the

directions seem clear. and the faculty is making 9ood
progress.
A major problem remains in the development of a national
reputation commensurate with a department that ranks among
the top 30 electrical en9ineering departments in the United
States~

in terms of the number of doctorates awarded..

It

ifl expected that the department will put additional empha-

sis on the following items in the next years:
l. Attendance At. national )ll!!!etinga and service ga

t;echnica~L,

SQ!!Y!!ittegs
Probably the major difficulty here is travel .funds.
While a certain amount of travel is sponsored by research
contracts, it is clear that travel which contrib:;J:tas
to the reputation of the university should be controlled

and sponsored by the univexsityJ it should not be

determined by a contracting agency.

In the past. fac-

ulty members have resigned from national technical
con:mittees because they could not obtain funds to
attend meetingo. It might be pointed out that travel,
particularly by the chairmano can be an impoz:
in improving

.t factor

our ability to recruit good facu

2 < '?ublications

only a

sm~ll

percentage of tba research done in the

department has been published in the national journals 0
alt;hough

DIQSt

of this work has been published as

Bureau of Engineering Reports.,

But, as the visiJ.:ing

c:ammittee pointed .out. local. ;reports just do not
carry the same prestige as publication in the national
journals.,

......
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3. gol!ggpi!!m.

.§.~:des

11nde:a: the direction of Prof.. Karnio the Electrical Engin-

eering Colloquium Series has become more active the past

few

years~

and has brought speakers of national reputa-

tion to this campusc

Not only has this :.been an inspira-

tion to tha faculty and students. but the speakers hav$
left with considerable respect for this university and
depart:mettt..

:rt seems clear that i;his program should bs

expandqd.

4.. Special

Sunimer

Almo;:~t

de~artment
~pecial

and Sbort Courstlls

alone among the leading graduate departmentsa this
.has not been involved in the sponsorship of

courses, short courses for engineers in industryq

summer workshops. and the likeQ

:rn the past the

facul~y

devoted most.of its summer activities to researCh contracts
and the supervision of graduate students.

With the growth

of the department it appears appropriate that some of the
energy of the faculty be devoted to these types of courses,
which serve the needs of engineers in industry. and also
help

public1~e

the universityc

5· Sabbatigals
.In the past the members of this faa1:1-lty have been so involved
in local activities that they found it difficult to loava

the campus for sabbatical leave.
department that next year

~ofo

It is healthy for the
Karni will spend a sem.ester

at the University of Hawaii and Profo Mohler will spend
the year at UCLA. in an intornational program

in systems.

:rt is expected that this activity will not only imFOVe
the competency of our ~acult~ members, but will also aid
in Publicizing ~.

~
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~.cbing

While much effort will be devoted to establishing

the ~ellence of this department at Obe graduate level,
'ibe department is equally committed to establishing excel•
lence at the undergraduate level whether or not this is
recognized nationallYo

Partieularly.at the undergraduate

level!J excellence is dete:rminad by good teaching.

The department· also felt honored

~en

one of ±ts

excellent teachers, Prof. Ruben Kelly received the
Gulf-southwest American Society_ of Engineering OUtstanding
Engineering Teacher Award (Texas,· Louisiana and'New Mexico).
'rhe student branch o:f IDE 11lso encourages good teaching.,
and recognized Professor ,Shlomo Rami as Electrical Engineering Professor of the )rear •
. bo Paeili ties
With the completion of the nm11 Engineering Center. next
year., the research facilities of the department. particularly in the area of solid state., will be significantly
improved.

While the 1aboratory space

will~

for some time, additional support will have to
to complete the equipping of these

sufficient
~.·;:obtained

~aboratories.

c. Research
The research program of the department received a
considerable boost with a grant of about $1851 000 from
the Themis program., to study radiation effects in semi•
conduetorsc

This project involves professors and students

fl;'om several departments, and is under the direction of
Profo Wo W., Grannemanno

one of the significant features

of this type .of grant is that it gives assurance of being
at ll;last partially fun&ld .for three yearso
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While the research pro~rcam. of the department is
prog~essing well. several problams continua..
The year-by~
ye<n: funding., the excessive reporting requirements and
reH•tr:Lctive policies of some contracting agenciesp d.issipace energies of the faculty and students that should
r1.1ore properly be spent on actual research.. While the
research facilities of the department are Unproving 0
experimental research is still highly dependent on out~
side support for equipment and supplies ..
As one of the major reasons for having research at
a university is to aid in the training of graduate students. it is necessary that our research program be coordinated with all aspects of our graduate programo It is
hoped that more of our research activities will result in
advanced and special courses~ seminars and wor!t,shoPoSo I.t
might be noted that one of the purpose$ of the 'l'hemis
grant is to provide funds for a core of faculty and students around which a much larger group and activity should,
d<Welop ..
Following is a listing of supported research activities
in the department during the past yearo While most of our
faculty have support for these research activit!eso it
~ight be pointed o~t that ~esearah continues to be dona
by faculty and students which is not funded by outside
agencies ..

---~

-~-~-'

,____=--=-=--=-==============""""
---~~--~--
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Hal:old To Cates
Ronald c. DeVries

Phadej
J.

D~

Savasdib~tr

Williaxns

c_ Thorn
Prank Janza

Donald

s. Moorthy

Part-time Employees
semester I. l96T-68
Byong Ko Park
Thuan Van ~guyen
Charles G\"YYlFrank Ezell
Semester II, 1967-68
John Phelan
Kr.ishan !.fehta

Thuan Van Nguyen
Sang :Fi Moon
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.l§RIVXOOAL Jilj:OGRA!?'MC.&L

7.• Advanced Study
DeVRJ:ES o RONALD

Co

Pb. D. University of Arizona, 'rucson, Ari:z:ona 0 I!'all
68-69. Dissertation Title-~inimization of
S~itchinq Circuits Subject to Constraints.
S~ester,

MOHLER 0 RONALD C.
Summer short course in "Optimal control and l?unctional
Analysis.u

Short course- "Radiation Effects in Semiconductors"
University of Michigan. Summar 1967.
2. Sabbaticals. !eavea or

abae~se.

s~r taacqinq~

etc.

KARNI • SB:LOMO

Trip to Danville, Ill., after Summer Session 1967.
Community Colleqe UNM: taught ".f.1odern Hebrew", Sem. IIu
1968~ '!rip to subregional :tEES student contestq Salt
Lake City, May 1968.
KELLY& RUBEN D.

Taught the Engineer-in-Training class in Electrical
Engineering and Electricity. Attended WESCON in
San Francisco and attended the Micro Electronics Symposium while there. lnvited by the National Science
Foundation to serva as a panel member for judging JS!SF
proposals. This is the third time I have served on the
panels and l: was panel chairman this time at the Los
Angeles meeting.

University· business trips to University ,of Bawaiio
University· of .Pennsylvaniao UCLA, Denver and Los Angel eso

51J..

Four trips to various conferences and.tr$atinys with r~gard
to research~ ~romix at Dallas~ Weecon at San ~rancisco4
Screen printing in microelectronics workahopp ~hilaaelp~ia,
DuPont alectrochemicals De~t at Wilmingtone Dalawa~eo

Received NAS~~ASEE summer faculty
s~er of 1968 ana hava aceeptedG

fellm~~hip

for the

A\'lillrcled the Gulf-Southwest J.'lmerican SO<'!iety of Rn~d:::-$erit1g
{.ASEE 0 Texas. Louisimu~ 0 NGW !IJ.exico) Outgtanding ?:'Elacher
in Ii!ngineering 1\.ward \-.thich included a cash awaJCd of
$500a00 and a certi£icate~ Tha award was present~d a~
tlle annual GSt1-ASEE xneating held in Te)tas at 'l'<Sxas A&;:!"!
University~

Nominatsd to American Men of Science and Who's Who in
nmerican Education (Leauers in Science edition}
.!.~ o

Pt.lblicatio1'1S

~e:,thooke :Iw:ROiiUC'!'OR'l!' EiWINEERING !'IELn TBEOR'sr (~it'h
t"to 3~ Byatt) l'renbict:l Bal1 9 :Eneo_., July 1.967 ..

C()-Authored 'l'oxl:oooll:, Ii.<l"'l'RODut!TORY EillGnn:mitiEG i'IEL.'t'J
~R'"i {\"lith Martin Bradsba~tr) o Prentice titan~ lno Q.
July 1967o
Submitted to IEEE "A Di:ffueiol:l TheoJ:y :Based Stabil:L\:!y
cri·te.rion for Semiconduetinq Devices Under Eigh Ele:::t;:ic
Fields'' (as a letter)

"Reentry \Vehicle Ra<:1ar Altimeter Antenna Patt:erns 11 , Ih1E!El
'J:'ransactions on Aerospace and Electronic StstemsQ VoL
AES-4 llloo l, .January 1968 pp 92-101~ ".A Techniqrte for
Analyzing Antenna Pattern and Radar Return E:f£ects on
Spi."tning Vehicles", WESCON Technical Paper 3/}.f,. P.ub/. .tsbed
in v1ElSCON 67 Technical Paper.s, August. 1967.
ERTEZA c AHMED
la "Field Theory of Depolarization of Radar Bacl~scatte:t-'"'
l.'rith Application to a Distant. Slightly Rough Sphere",,
Radio Science. New Series 2, September 196711 VoL 9 P? 9'N-9:Y\
2. "A cyl,ind:ric::al coaxial M.EID Gertera tor" , IEEE PraceecUngs
of the International Electron Devices Meetings {Octob~r
1967) 3. " comments on Vector Scattering 'l!h.eor<J. AppJ.i.ed
to Moon and Venus Radar Return~ Proceedings of tt•e X~E.
Ju.'le 1968 {accepted for publication). Princip~1 Investigator £or l~SA Grant; No NSG 290-306~
GRANNEMANN 0 WAYNE W,

Nuclear D.1mage on Avalanche Transistors and Diodes~-"
H. 'l'o Cates, L.• Boatwr.ight, and G, Davis,
Jr~ August: 1967.

EE-144
W'.W.

11

Granne.~mann,

EE-155 "Radiation Effects Research Program undE!I.J: Project
':i!hemis." W. w. Grannemann# L. Boatwright, Wo Byatt., H., D.
Southward. G~ Wing, <3~ Davis. J. l?ierson, and T .. ~lillit~mson 8
11arch 1968
BE 146 "Junction-compensation 'l'eehniques for 'L'Rl'm lltardenin~ .. "
G. Davis 0 W. W. Grannemann, L. Boatwright, E. T~ Cates.
Decembel:' 196'(.
1<14~1I

SE!LOM.O

"A Simple Geometrical Interpretation of RMS Valu(!ls 0 "

~~ Trans~ on Education. vol E-10, no,
t-1a~ch

lo pp

58~59~

196'"i' ~

"Further Relations Between cascaded Networks and B:io:her
Mathematical Functions. "IEEE Trans. on Education. ,;;ol :e;..1)17
no. 1., P~ 51, l\iarch 1967
· ..,..

"Comments on a Quick Check on Partial :Fractional. Expan.s:t.on"" IEEE 'l:ransactions on Automatic ControlQ A~-12 0 no,..2a
p._ 230t>m April 1967 o
.
"On Obtaining Transfer Functions from Gain Function
Derivatives," IEEE Transactions on Automatic cont.:~:ol 9
no., 24 J?~ 229. April 1967"

~c-~.,
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"Synthesis o£ Bashkow•s l~ Matrix for the General ltC c~se "
3. ~o. 9• I~E (England)P sept 1967,

~tctronic Letters, Vol.

"S?:Jntb:~is of :SashkOi'l's A f-Iatrix for the General w;; c:ase 0 "
.'f:E99..~;m.g:s 5\::h 1.llftf~.ON-. Cm'lfersl"~C:'r.~ Chcuit ~Dri....:<?yatelo.
The~~· Octobar 1967 o
"
--·
-

"On Obtaining Transfer Func:tio.ns £rom Gain Function
Derivatives"• XEEE Transa£tion_s"on AUtO!J!a~ic eo,nt;;:2.io
vol. ~-12, No.6, Dec. 1967.
"Further Realizations of Rational ltJum.bers". IEEEl Tronaactions on Education, March 1968.
KELLYo :R'OBElll D •.

NAEP paper (SECRET) missile fuse electronics (150 pp)
co-author: Dave Iiolntes.. "'!'be UsGl of Driving Point !tllpedance
Methods on Active Networks" (46 pp.) presentad at ti1l.a
Gulf Southwest ASEE meeting at Texas A and til... "Use of
Closed Circui.t.'n' in Li.va Classroom Demonstrations of
Electronic Circuit Design.u (14 pp.) presented at the
ASEE meeting at 'l'exas A and M ..
l®tJDSENo HAROLD !(.,

Re"il'llW--"Solution of Optimal Control Problems on a iitigb
Speed Computer," by RoLo M.aybaclt. Simulatio~ 7 (iil:ov~r
1966)., 2;.i8··245v in :r.EBE Transactions an :n~ctroni~
Imterf!., Vol, EC-16 Noo 4 August 1967 o "T"ne 1.l~havior of
Four Loran Detectors to Input Noise .. II aanaia Corporation
Technical Memorandum: SC-'i:M-67-2914A {February 1968)

1.. "Com.pletel.y Controllable :Bilinear Systems••"
ON C01~...Q!t 0 Volo 6~

NO.o

~!Q!lS!~

3, 1968

2 o "Bilinear System Control" g E_roceedings 9J:..t9.,6J}_lE!~Jta.ii,
Systems SvmEQsitnn 9 Prentice Ball COaa 1968

~nte;national

3o "Computation of Optimal. Controls for a Nuclear. Rocket
Reactor"l l!mE TranssctiQmwm ;&ucJ.e.<!£.Sq,ieJ1,g_~ Vol, l5e
No,. 1, l963o

4., Two Engineering Research Bureau P.oports.,

51/.t

tfb.al RepoJ;t; M't'7L-T1t £>8 ...31 ":Rad:ladon Effects on Gallium
Arr;enide Devices and Schottky Diodes~" ~his r~port
iu also published as Bureau of Eng;~eering Research
F.3portu EE l52D Vol 1 and.. 2 o The rnal:.eri<tl of tbe.se

~sports will be printea as an I~E ~uclear Science paper
and is being cons:i.derra~:l for pu'bHcation in IEEE Transactions on NUclear Science.

,,

July 1967 • <ill'una 1968
....

.t

CO~>t:row· wi:th
Reactt:n"4'~by

"OOmpl.'ltational Aspects Clf Optimal.

Applications to a iiv.llclear Roclt®t

F.lo J., Pdca lll.4""t.d Ra iR. l·f~hlelJ'. Auc;r.:et

eont~ol of
J'l.Ulli!l
n

"Cont:rdll1abi1:lty anti! Optima!.
Systems. .. Ray~•}t)nd ;e.. Rinll: D

1967 ..
Bilinear

1961

and

EE~l./44 · "Nucl!.ecu: Damag"' on Avalal'AChe 'l'ranaiatorJJ
Diotles,"
Harold T. Ca:t®a" Wayne 'it., G&-rumemann ,,, ultm>;.e1J,y~
Boatw:rd.gbt and Got!tbal Davia n Jr;.. G Sli!lpi;ambS,r.
EE~l45

E~l46

EE=l47

E&<sl48

lS67 ...

"Compensating Teclmiquea foz R+aducing tb.qa Response
of 'l'~ansisto:r Ci~cuits in the Transient Radiation
Env:i.xonment p " Goaba.l Davis. .J;c o u Au9Ust 19674
"Junation~c»m~ntSatilil>n

'!'ec:lmiqne:s for 'l'F.~lil l!ardening,"

Goebel Davimo iJfr~ u Wayne W. Gxannamann,. Lltawellyll
Boatwright arid Harold T. cataSi 0 lDacemb®X 1967,.

"Numsx;l,cal Studili'l:S of an

Xnv~a:s::aa

Ro ll'reeman u September 1967 ..

Winch !lsvica." John

"Study of Xnte:?;pola~:±on and Smoothing rr.'p~:r:ato:r:s in
Objective Analysis." D~ Po l?ate:tstan~ ~ce~btal!' lS67,
"'l'rarAsien~

PulSe Tranflmission Using ll:m)?edance i'AadGd
x;~:il'id" M&x:iw~th~x and R~ a: ..

ey Unurical A.~tennal!' ~ '1

Williarnen

~cbruaxy 1968~
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"El.oot:rom:agnatia Scattering from a Statiscally
Rough Spheri,ca:J,. Su:t"f~<~e with Shadm'ling," J., A;
Doran and A. ~rteza~ May 1968.

PR-78

Investigatiol:t of Radar F!eboes from the. Moon. . and
Planets Using r.IE:Jthods and ;Data f.rom Earth l~adar,..
Return Studies 0 " A Ertezc.t~ .J. A. Doran# r.~w .. Thaclter.

June 1967.

"Galvanom9.snetic Effects in T.hin Semiconducting
Films," s. L. Kigh:t and t>t., w~ Graxuremann~ .tune 1967.
"An J;nvestigation of Ionl.zing Rad.iation Effects :i.n
Metal Oxid.e Semicondttctor Devices a <i C. Gwyn and
Wo J. Byatt~ Jan. 1968

PR-83

10

Surface Recombination in l:ndiUin 1\.nt;imoniC!e."
L. Hight and w. 'ito G:rannemann, Janua:t.':y 1968 ..

s.

5:17

5~

Other Research Projects or Creative Work in Progress or
Completed During Period

Participant in Research Project Themis
BRADSHAWq MARTXN

D~

FUll time research on contract# AF29(601)-70gf us Air
Forcep Summar 1967.. l/' time through academic year;
became Principal Investigator on Feb.. 1~ 1966.,
BYA'l'T 0 WM., J

a

Themisa Advocate for Sandia Contract (Gwyn)
contract. with Kirtland 0 "Radiation Transport"
CATES HAROLD T.,
I)

Completed research (with others) on KAFB contract. F2960167-c-DOl7 and submitted r~po~ts in J\ine 1967..-''muclear
Damage on Avalanche Transistors and Diodes" and "Compensation 'l'aehniques for Tree mardening" and completed
research on KAFB Contract AP29 (601) -7~59 and submitted
report in Octobers l96Ta Mnutron damage effects in
noise Diodes".. Worked on :KaP'B x-esearch contracts
AF'29 (601) -7059 and F'29601-67-c-oo17 and Department
of Defense research contract entitled 'l'BliMIS.. All of
the above contracts involved ratiation effects on
materialsQ Developed EE 475L Lab and started w~iting a
manual just for that ~Po SuperviSed honors studmn§s and
master student in area of solid state to help further
develop the solid state lab in the area of alloying 0
dif£usion 0 oxidation 0 thin fi~ evaporation and manufacturing of semiconductor deviceso
V:r.esently writing a book with Dra southward entitled
ELEM.E:lrl'ARY 'l'HElORY AND F.XPERJ'.MRN'rS ON Sm.!JtCONDUC!r"'R DEVICES "

"'

51.8
SUbmitted two propos~ls~ one to Sandia and ona to NSF

fi Radiation Effects Researc~ Program under the Project,
t~ithl Magnetoretiist;lilnoe:
Switchin~H
!naborat;c,;r;tl'
Support c:f the 1\J'fi-\.7~

:rha:mis; surface Recombination Effects

as Applied to Jlrigh Current Low Voltage

'.I'esting and Theoretical Stud.:!.as in
'l'REE Program on Avalartche Junction Com)?ensation.,
anc.t ~4oCI.eling

B<!!x;<lenin.~

ltl'l.Rm o SBU.i.MO
\

ltolder 6 NSF Grant #GK l,SOo $ll.-900: "'l'opological
Synthesis of Dynamic Systems•~ January !967-Juna Jl.968o
l!ELLY g Rl1Bmt lh

1l1orlted on Air Vorce contri!lct with I\ro?B (Dro Itoschr:t<mn-l'rincifal :tnvestigatot") until Feb~ary l968o Obtained
ny own Air Force contract "~rtit:h RM'.B l?'eb .. 1968 t.i'!lro\1~Efh
Bept:~J: 1968 {$15.,000u00) .. A $60o000u two-year a.r.tslllsio:a
to tbis contract is being negot;l.ated presently o. !lava
ltegUn work on a text book on Electronics.

Rasearch on the clesign of nG~al!' optimal feedback ~ontxol.1~:n:s
partially supportea bymsF (215·115) end Sandia ~o~~or
ation (290-873)
KOSC:m;t..ANN o ARNOLD B.,
~esearch on U.So Air Force Contract #~~9{601)-7091
tQ Februa1.-y 1968
!-10JEILER 0 ROJlTAI'D

1.. Optimal Control o£ lUlinesue Systsnt:!6 1:1$1'1' 17 $46~200c 2-lboilt.!:.
2 years.
2 .. Optimal NUclear Reactor Controlo Sandia, $15,900o l :'fellt"o
:;. Col\trol of tlM!i fliuclQal:' VoltagG Standardo Sandia" {a6.,2'10~>
about 18 months.

4. Syatsns study of Co:Jtmunist Chirull

liYa

s.

t)spt, of C~m1!LO:t~Cillt (l\lSSAm1:~Gmther !l'IU:®au~; (l\13c~t52Q00t

t\R!;l~eareh Study o~ l~lt•a.lt.')?Olatir.m am:d ::ln:oot-..bir.sr O;;e:>:-l:l~'i.;:;ltll/3

in Object.iw ~nal.ysis": Na.w.;;~1: 7.6o 1966-""o\1uJta !5"' '·~tH ..
11
Pinal l~r~port Em-:t./~8]1 lau~t®~u of Enqilm$·1J!:L~>S;r R<J;f1.~<:i:te!-at
1~
s~dy of ::tnteirpolatiolii. ®.d S&'(l.®th:t.»:.g Q}t'e'!_;ato:~a in <Jl'!!jecf:i.ve
.»natys.:l.s" D Deco 1.!5o 1967 o
SOU'l11WARDa lf!!i..ROLD
Completsd ~esearch Proj.act t>n RaO!iatiol1ll Ef-fects on :::'\:!Htif
Compol.Ulds. 4l22~000a Air l?o:toe Wea_pons Lab~ r l~~ti.v~ C:·ll
Microelectronics 'l'ecll-'liqu<a~~ pro.je:ct~ J\1!' Sp$1c::tal trt111~p~ns
Cell\ter $l6oOOO~ Radiation Effeots on Semiconductors••··
P;coject ThCMitis Department of DefensGo

:t have been worldng "ttith the Art D<Slpal:l:nl:ez.'ht (nooort. El:l.J.c)
to aevalol:l a .c0n1ptlter prog:cam to u~e in esthetiC! oomp'laf:~Jr

g-raphicso

BR.liDSl:m.W ~t !JJAR'l'J:.i/T

mlf4 Yow1g Faculty Dalegatll to ASEE annual meetin'£i£ z,a:;:az:.':;;;
M.ichigan June 1967. Workshop on Programmsc.1 Instn~ctio:rn
(One of three professors presant). ASEE P..Jitl1Ua1 Jlll.eeti;:::r,.
June 1967 c Session Chairman., ASEE SGctional~r ~a!<eJS l~ o;1 i!l.,
March, 1968~ Presented papar at :J:EEE Sympos:i.um 0 Albu~.m::..
que, May 1968. Title, 11 Impadancs al'>d Rad.i.atioril?ape:t.'IZ• n£
an Aperture AntelL~a Cov~red by an Inhomogenous 6 Lossyo
Dielectric Window and Plasma''~ l1143r.:ibe:t' rtationml ~..SEE
pr¢gra.i1l learning cO'il1.!!littee 1967-68.
CATES P HAROLD ~.,

·IEEE
Electronic Device Group

A paper was read at the IEJ!lE !nter.national lillectron
Device meeting on October 20t 1967 at V'lashingt.on n. C,
IOUWI~

saumo

:Invited to Chair session on ''!l'opology" 0 Eff.r.st ,.1-ls:!..lomar
conference on Circuit~ and~~~S~• movem~r 1967~
:rnvited to Chair session on ".Natt-to:~.."ks". Si4'XJE!E~ AJ?:d.:.:.
chairman, ~;!!le:dean society foF., ..tb.'!. TzhttiPl!tJQU~~~~)
Albuquerque Branch, May 1968 . .

t:~C~,

At::tanded the 2nd Annual IEEE· Taqbnical con:Eore~n~l!l bald t~\:
Sandia 1:\ase on ~esc1.ay.. J>1ny 1 0 1.968., See 8 :for belotoJ
for ASEE representative~

Attended meeting ot: RocJty :t-1ounttd.n Electric ;l
chairman. Grand Lako, Coloradoe August 1961.

Eng.inse:dn~

Presented pa~:~.·, "The Role o£ Research in 'l;h:o Gt><::dttatc
l?rogra.;1 of the Electr.ical Enginel'!ld.n.\3' Depa;::otmS~.•t• t'flWl.,
:LE!F.FJ Ccnfeir.';.::mce on Research, l>lajr r{, 1968: J\llluquert:p:~:-!
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MOHLER"' RONALD R.,

Prsssnted paper HMod~rn co~trol Applications to Nuclea~
PropulsiCIJl" (publisbC~d in Proceedings) .to aoeky MoMtli).n
meeting' of the A1lS. Prea<mtecii Piipe:r (sea 4c), "Com;;m.tati~t
of Opt:i.mal Contro~s for a Nuclear Rocket R<9:llJt!tor: 11 :IER~ Tl:<tJiSQ
on Nuclear s.cience., ii'o:t,.; 15,. No. l.e 1968. Attended IlmE
Joint Auto:matic ContJ:ol Conference. Presented paper in
~nwa.!.i;~ "nilinear System control~~... (see 4b)

TWelfth AFOSR Science Seminar" Albuquel."qUE;!, June
meetings of IEEE and NMS~E.

1967~

Local

Oral Paper \'lith vl. S. Lovekins M.Do and H.A, j)l.!artiJJl
"A Rapid l>lethod Using a Variable Scale for Del;:ermi;,"ling
the Area Under Dye-Dilution curves" Instrument Soci¢1Cy
of A~arica. 5th National Biomedical Sciences Inst~~en
tation Symposium. Albuquerque, Net-t ~exico. May 15-17 Q 1$167.

,

--'-"--"'---_,

__ _,______"'---'-
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•r ..

Other professional Aq,tiviti,es
MAR.'I!Dl D, BRADSHAW

Conducted EE 361 and EB :;62 courses on mm:. Chemnel 5.
Section :x: and XI, 1967-68. Acted as inviterl juelge at r,'rali'ib)..
m11n Design competition, ,Arizona State Vnivarsity, Janu;,;u~y
1968. Consultant for EVCO, Xnc .. , Albuquerque, N. Diax&D
Jrabruary 1968- present •.

Consultant EVCO. Revision of 6 volume set for ~hilco
Corporation ('l'echnieal-vocationsl series on electll:'on.i.cs)
. CATES o HAROU> 'l'.
cnari~yw-Ran

for the Ugly Man

..

o~ ~~~us

.DEVRmS" RONAlD C.

Taugpt a course at Holloman via

tela-l~ture

Consultant for l)!kewood CorporaticmD Albuquerque

S~alter at eivil Engineering Colloquium~. Ot1tobar '" 1!]61.
Talked at Epsilon Sigma Alpha, Decambar 4, 1967.
Consultant to :Burnell Electronics, ;&ag1;1llau Motor Mexico.
?.'a:ilced at ~1anzano High School l?ol~t~cal Club., Januo:s:y :?o l91S8,..

a. Gave tallc to each of six ninth gradGJ sciencG classes
at Grant JU!tior Bigh School on the subject of "Bl.ac~ric.ity
and MB9J1etism". During the fUll day of talks, a sGJt oi!
demonstrations relating to static 3leetricitye dyn~ic
electricity and alactromagneti~ was presented to each
n~th grads scienco classa

b. My entire class was the subject of a KOB news program
filmed in the BE Lab of the course EE 498 Senior Design
Seminar in which the class designed and constructed a
small digital computer t!llat !'!utomatically plays Tic Tac
Toe. The color-sound film was shown on KOB"""'lV.
c. Had a consultancy agreement with Sparton South,.,ast
for the design of electronic instrumentation systems.
I designed a new wide-range poly-phase oscillator ~1hicht is
not available on the present marke.t and '"hich ap1:~arani:l.y
is patentable.
d. Bad a consultancy-typs agreement with Kirtland AVB
Civil Service Personnel in Which z provided beaching
"services" consisting of twenty-five lectures dascriJ:>ing
the design of electronic circuits. A photograph and a~
article describing the course appeared in the April 26 4
1968 issue o:f the. :NYCLEU§.. the KAll'B weekly new's paper.
e. Am scheduled to deliver a talk. to the Manzano High
School Radio Physics course on the Tic Tac Toe machine
design.

by Sandia Corporation Summer 1967 for the
of a Loran-Inertial Guidance System

Empl~yed

eval~a~ion

KOSCBMANN o ARNOLD Ho

Talked to .. students at Sto Pius High School on career Cl&y.
MOm.ER 0 RONALD R.

a. Two lacturas related to my research ware ~gJ.v«~n at il!'C~
bo Consultant to ~erojet-Goneral Corporation. Sacremanto

and Sandia cor.Porationo
c. Review papers £or Journal of Basic Engineering and l?cm:;u:·
;Reactor and Fuel Processing Journal. ·
''

NAS Su:ti\:ll1er Study Group on Peaceful Applications of Space
Technology~ ~1oods Hole., Masso; June 26-July 1511 1967;
Panel on Oceanograpay. Consultant to Central Xne:rtial
Guidance Test Facility. aru?Ba .m. Lecturer in Communicot.ion
Tbeory6 Sandia Corporation. ·Employee Education ~nd
Training Division& April 29-30. 1968.
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Consultant to Nuclear Defense Research Corporationo
co-authoring text/lab manual for EE 470-475· Material is
about 1/2 completedo
8o !19.!!. 'leaching

Department Scheduling committee. Faculty advisor to
NESEP program, Several Graduate EJtam Committees. Department Laboratory Committee
BRADSHAW B MARTIN

General Honors Council, 1967-681 Donors advisor for
Engineering College~ Freshman curriculum committee, 1967-68,
Radio Board 1968o Department Scholastic Committee~ Radio
Board 1968... Department· Scholarship Committee 1967-68.,
Ad Hoc Committee on Plasma J?hysics 1968. Eta Kappa Nu
advisoro
CATES r HAROLD T .o
Electrical Engineering Equipment Committee. Building
COi'llmittee for the Ne\'1 Engin~ering Buildingo Electrical
Engineering Bulletin Committee and a preponder~ce of other
small jobso
De~ES 0

ROJ!JALD Co

tvniversity College AdvisingB Electrical Engineering Computer
Committee 9 College of Engine~ring Freshman Advisor.y Committeeo
ERTEZA 0

~J)

Chairman 0 Graduate Programs Committe$ of the Electrical
Eng;neering Department, Chairmano Computer Engin~S~er.:l..ng
CommittGeQ El~ctrical Enginee~ing Department., Graduate ,
Advis~ro EE Depto~ Member of Special Committee for screening
nominees for D~an of Engineering of tmMo
KAR15l'Io SBJ'..OMO

Faculty Adv!sor 0 IEEE Branch~ Scholarship-awards Committee~
College of Engineering; various Depto Committees: ~ Collo~ium Committee
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Elected as University Represantative of tha ~SEE anc1 ~~t,:t.::~,·_.
the Gulf Southwest cOlmllittee meeting at Texas A and ~~o
Elected for a one-year tenn as an alternate to th<!l !-9GB~·::l-;
Academic l?:readom and Tenure Committeea University Col:\Glt;i·:.Z
Faculty Advisor. EE Laboratory Equipment Administratt;.:.:
for EE Dept. under the Educational. Aids Program. S1.1p{):;;vision of EE Shop ~schnici~ns and Student Shop Aidso
I<rmJDSEN u HAROLD

Faculty advisor--chess C.lub.

Engineering Collegeu Administrative Committee.,
Fund Allocations committ~e

<;':r.aattL'

~

MOw:.E!t9 RO.'I!ALD Ro
Chaixman~

EE Systems Coromittaa; Engineering Raseurch Cc;r.~
Athletic Council: Freshman committaa: Cc:roruit.te·:J
Chaiman for 3 doctoral students and supervised !:;.wo
dissertations completed this academ;l.c year: advisor,

tt~itt.eer

Committee on Summar Session~ Extension and
service, UI:1M S:Ymphony Orchestra (cello}

C~tronuu~ity

SOUTm1ARD 0 HMOLD D.,

Served on L:i.brary committeae Freshman and EE stuo.mnt tl('l.7isf'::,
wor1tad on ~p:an'" proposals and labs in new En<;ineoring 1'\':Af..:",~'
ittgo Chainnan 0 EE Solid State Committee ..

.Director-Graduate Cantal': ·at Los Alamose Faculty •~d:i.-ir,;oz:-<'
:tEEE Student Chaptero
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Pr®Cinct Committeeman.

l967-68o

BlUUlSJ:mt'l P l'lARTIN

Deacon. Del Norte Baptist Church

Actively engaged in politicSo
COOP:l3R41 JAMES JUU,IN
Pacl~

393 Cub S}1asta:r, 1969

of st.. Andrew • s Presbyterian Chu:rcll.,..
Instrumental in forming a couples club thereo

AffiliatE:~ m~rs

roulN:tq s~

B'nai Brith-Chairman. Israel CO'li1lllittee (Albuquexqu<a :'i..ntl.go)

Xnstallsd. and operated th.a av.dio equipr.w.."lt at the kl:1liiv;::;a:;:~~::'
)iass held at the Dominican Retreat Souse on Coors l\15.o f-:<;;C·~
i:fiad and installed the electrical \'tiring at the '"'eo£:r!c'!l
house" o~ued r~ent:ty by the AlbuqUarquo CoWJ.ci.J. ~~f
Churches o J:rAstalled the microphone systmn usGd for the
"Gu$.tar I4ass'1 at the Neumann Contsro Served ~s ndvi~oz:-.
representing tna Faculty, to cne committee that urr~n~c~
the Mnivs:tsary Banquet bald this spring at the !\niS'hi;.s of;"'
Columbus Sallo: Served a~; narrator in mass~
KOSCtEa.Am!, I\li.NOLD

a.,

Vica-chaiman.a Almxquer.que Chapter !!atic:mal. R!V<lt.iple
Solsrosis Soeiety 0 tJlem:bGr Albuquerque Elaet:roni~o .Thei'l.'l:l..:J~::.".Y
:Soard,. Board of Diraetoro-...colorad-:> District of t..~e

LuthGran

Cburc~-~issouri

Synoda
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Junior High Sunday School Teacher. Committee on C~~isti~
Education. Committee for Selection of Mil'l:!.ster o1!. C:hiristi'Elll
Education--Firs.t Congregational Churcho

Active in church and boy

scouts~

Board for Parish Education. Reeeemer
lOo Personal

Lutber~n

church

~pformation

Ki\RNI 0 SID"...aMO

2nd child (daughter) born: May 9o 1961
Nama: sarah }!. ~rni
My Israeli Citizenship Renouneement Accepted by Go;r~:t."n-

ment of :tsraal. ·

Draft Status changed to 5A·

···

·

·· ·

·

-t,;:,·.H...o.U.\...1.-&"~a.

.)"ely
~aa.ac.:.:;.::ll

,_,.,,~ ... ~.U..10:.1."'1--.....

1967 "·

ciur.c

....:..·~-

.;. ,;

;;;.,;~;,.,;.--

1968

281~005

P-.:ojoct
Supe~iao~
Grannemann

cont:racting
Agency
Offic~ of Naval
Research

281-027

Ertoza

I:tational .Aero-

nautics and Space
r.dminist.ration

'Study of Blectromagnatic
Scattering from Material
Bodies w!th Particular Application to Radar Astronomy

$4.1. 8sn. oo

281-028

Grannemann

National. Aeronautics and Space
Administration

Surface Recombination Effects
with Magnetoresistance as
Applied to High Current LOw
Voltage switQhing

$15.:574.00

281-037

Kelly

AF l'leapons Lab,
:Kirtland AFB

Investigation into Fuzing
Problems

$15,054.96

281-056

Mohler

National Science
Foundation

Optimal Bilinear Control
Processes

$2;1.100.00

281-06:;

Bradsba\'1

AF Weapons Lab.
Kirtland AFB

Re-Entry
Studies

$51.392.00

290-647

Bradebaw

M

Investigation into Fuzing
Problema

$112.255.00

290-74:;

Byatt

~iw4-Depandent Magnetohydro~
dyn~~c Shocks with ~~diation

$17 •. 147-56

£@ntzact

We~pons

Lab,

Kirtland AFB

Sandia

Title o~~P~oisct
A Badiation Effects Research
Program Ur.dQr the Proj~ct
<r-hamis

~ranapol.'!:

,.

290-744

Williams

Sandia

'I

:'

I'·

290-747

Sandia

~ohler
~

Vehi~le

Antenna

AmDu~t

$185.000.00

··

Transient Puls~ ~ranamissi~~
Using Zmpedance Lc~~cd DipolQ
Antennas
Optimal Feedback Contro~ of
the ~uclear Voltage stan~~~d

$1S, 941.:!12

CJt

N

C1)

$16.182.}~

-3Rr.:IDa.-:.:<:'cb

:Px-eoj.ac·:,

Contracting

Contract

SU,p§!&."''f_ifklt'

AgC!lncy

290~774

.

Grannemann

I···

AP Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

Amount

~~.~~----------------~~~~

Laboratory Testing and Theo-

.retical Studiaa in Support of
the AFWL TRBE Program on

$,2,427.00

Avalanche Junction Compensation~ Hardening and Modeling

290-775

Petersen

US Weather Bureau

A Study of Xnterpolation and
S~othing Operators in
Objective Analysis

h:;. 952.00

290-798

southward

AP Weapons Lab.
I<irtland AF:S

$tudy of ~ransient Radiation
Effects in IIX-V Compound
Solid Statanevices

$22,.780.00

290-810

Southward

AP Weapons Lab,

:Investigation of MicroGlectronics Techniques

$24,225.00

A Theoretiqal Il\vestigation

$}.4.427.00

Optimal

$15.090.00

K; ~tl:r.d Ani

290-861

Byatt

Sandia

of Radiation Effects on MOS
Devices

290-873

Mohler

275-126

Karni

Sandia
National Science
Foundation

Re;;;.~.n::or

Control

Topological Synthesis of
Dynamical sysw=~

$11. 90!).00

Cit
N
(.[)

I

i

'l'itla of ProjCllct

'•
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The Report of ·the Department of Mechanical Engineez•ing
July lc 1967 - June 30p 1968

H. C. DoveD Chairman

I.

Genera.l de:eartmental
1\.
(~)

informat:to~

Acll1evsments
Student enrollments and degrees granted
Sophomore
70
53

Bem. I
Sem. n
B.S. (M.E.)
llii.B.

Ph.D.

June 1968
June 1968
June 1968

Junior
47

43

Senior Graduate
78

46
49

86

46
15
5

"J.'hese ligures ehow a oona:!.derable inc!·ease i;a the

number of

B.s.

degrees awarded (27 B.S.

a decrease in the num.ber of

u.s.

degree~

in

1961)~

deg1•eea: (26 in 1961). and

an increase in the number of Ph.D. degrees

~2

in l967).

We are encou.raged by ·i;h1.s apparent growth in our under-

graduate program 8 although we suspect that this large
number of B.So degrees is atypical and does not repreaant
a growth rate that can be extrapolated.

Tho dQCl'aase ;tn

the number of N.S. dsgrees was anticipated 9 because of.
the phasing out of the Sandin Corporation Technical
DGvelopmant Program,

degrees
gror~h

~ns

The increase in the :ntunher of PhoD.

also anticipnted and we definitely expect

in this area to continue.

Again this year 9 all of our graduates had accepted
employment or made ot!ter plans (graduate achool. or

military service) well before graduation.

Six of our

5'31

B.s.

degr~e

candidates will go on to

~raduate

on a :full-time bnailih and sev<tlrnl more wiU
g~aduate wo~k

in

~onnection

school

pu~ue

with their employment or

mili:tru>'y service on a part-time ba.aiso

Comparing

l9GS to 196'1 ~ it im interesting to note that a much
smallGr pezocentaga of our

on to graduate school.

B.s.

eandidn:l:es a1•e going

Last year 10 out of 2'1 0 or

3'7$p want on to g:raduate scboolr whereas this year

only 6 out of 46, or
Two of our

M.s.

l~t

went on to graduate school.

oandida~es

will continue their

studies for the PhoD.- on a full-time baaia.
our

Ph~D~

'A\'io of

canQidatea have accepted eollegs faculty

posit.:tons.

(b)

CUrriculum changes
The hours required for the lJ.s .. degree have

reduced from 134 (plus 4

P~E.)

to 130 (plus 4

bee~

P.!l~)

a

'i'h:ls change is cobsistcsnt wUh a national tr:end toward

reduction in the number of hours required for nn
tJngineo:l'ing degree.

During this paet yGnr our entire

unde~raduate

program baa boeb under intonoive study by a
colll!lti.ttoe,

£n~ulty

As a :i:'0sult of thia l!l'tudy, we expect that

in the near future reca.mmengations will be made e@ncel~ing

tbe humanities and social

~oience

electives

532
rec;1ui~·ed

o:f our students and concerning tbe

scope of

cou~es

that our

~tudents ~Pan

~auge

and

select as technical

el<activeBo

Only one new course was added to our program.
ccuree 9

lnte~ed!ate

Dwnamics

~M.Eo

consoli~ate mate~ia~ previou~ly

As a. .result· o:f this

This

414)» was added to

taught in aeveral courses.

consolidation~

Mechan:!cnl Vibrations

«M.E. 494) was deleted.
~1ilding

«c)

modifications

Vf.ith special .i'undsn made
strs:tion~

The

improvem~nt

of our laboratories is truly

tiona

available~

c~n

by

the admini-

cur laboratory areas vt0re tiled nnd repainted

dUring the pnst year.

be made

ava.ilabl<:~

in the appearance

remark~ble.

As funda can

we believe that additional modifica-·

be made which

~ill

further improve the utility

of the building.

(d)

Student accomplishments
The following prizes 9

pra2snted to
1~

~ecbanic~l

awards~

'

and scholarships were

Engineering studantsg

'A'he C-sol!"gs E. Breece Prize. in Engineering

Charles L. Braun «shared ~itb
J. A. ~lagateadp nn Electrical Engineering
atudent)Q

Mr~

Mro

2.

Tho

Soutbe~n

Ur.

Union Gas Comp~ny Scholarships c. Chaaton, !XX

Fra~

~

l'ir. Dnvid R. Martinez
3~

'lt'llle Weste~ro Electll'ic Fund

tw ..

lllr'.

4.

Michaal

c.

Gregg

w.

Scholarships -

EdanbtU."lil

tttton

Tho Snrry and Mnbol F. Leonard Scholarship 1.1r. P..oberl: L. Clayton

o~c
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o.

The A.S.T.M. Aw~rd MrA Dennis E. Mitchell
Two of our undergraduat0 students 9

~~.

Roge~

Paroz nnd Ml·. John Gustafaonv were honored with a
cash award presented by the

41n~oln

Arc Walding

Company in recognition of an outstanding engineering design submitted am a senior project.

«e)

Research
Sponsored research continues to be a major activity

·within the Mechanical Engineering dapartll1ent.

During the

pnst year the department was involved in 13 projects with
a total funding value of

$337~460;

of this we estimate

$220 0 000 was expended dur1n.g the past year.

Nine of our

eleven :tulJ.-t:l.me t'nculty members devoted a i'raetion of

their" time (typice,lly l/3 time) to sponsored. research.
The re!llaining two m0mbera were new aa of last fall.
o~

One

th9Se two men has secured sponsorship for research

zor the coming academic year.
last

yea~ s
1

wa~

pointed out .in

report 0 suitable epace tor contract research

il!l very U.mitad.

Ths new Engbe$ri\ug Cente1" will prov;i.de

valuable additional

vate nll ox!stiug
efio~

As

space~

but we must continue to

out~oded fac~lit!ea

is to be expanded.

it our

~~no

reaea~b
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B.

Plans and xecommendations
In the

cha:!~an°s

opinionc the department 0 s

greatest nesd is for the provision of facilities 0
disse~~ation

equipmentc and incidental support for
and unsponsored faculty

Xt s$ems fair to

reme~rch.

say that tbe faculty membex•s of 'this depa&-tment ll!!ave

done a truly outstanding job of

obtainin~

support

from outside agencies for research.

This sponsored

research bas

provided re-

search

essSs~antships

.2!!.!;

~quipent

stre~gtbened

i:he

pureh~~eQ

faculty

and

t~me,

lar~e

~ ~·

amounts of research

AU of tiaia has certailllly

tlte department and bas contributed to

g:&"owth 1'1hich

our Ph.D. program bas experienced.

We will continue to aggralllsively s®ali: this

However 9 this success in
has in aome wmys

res~~rcb

aren !n

ou~PhaD.

apparent •'

obt~ining

~ended

program which is now

e~u!pmeat

which new

area~ o~ resea~h

cur P.baDo

p~gram

sponsoreg

to disguise a

'!'his ia the matter of the

for certain mAjor

suppo.rt~

pr~bl0m

b~coming wa~

d~partment 0 a

nead

and facility items around
can be developedo

A~d 9

growev we will sea more and mora

as
ne~d

to de'1felop new araas c:f research to fully eXIi\l<t'lit fnculty

talents and student interestc
pl1."esent systam. is

'twofold~

The problem with tha

First~.

sponsorship ia vscy

d:i.f:ficult or .l'l.mpoas:!bls to obta:l.ll. until nfter cert11in

535

pilot research is completed.

Secondo since equipment

furnished for sponsored research is furn~shed only for
a very specific designated

pu~ose

and time

~loaned)

we can not build up general reeeareb facilities
I recommend' that this department and

fr~

th~ adminis~

trat1on work cut a plan to provide funds over a period
of years to increase the research capabilities of tbe
departmen·t.

X believe that this is absolutely essential

if our Ph.D. program !a to continue to grow and I believe

tbnt such expendl.tures would

b~

an excellent investment

in ternts of the return that would result from additional
sponsored research.

c.
«a)

Appointments to staff
Full-time faculty Glen Frank

Cochrane~ Jr~ ~

Assistant Professor -

SeptGillber 1968

D.
«a)

Sep~.rations

from staff

Full-tim~ f~ulty

-

P'loJfd 0. Calvert ... Asaoe1a:te Professor On le~wa during 196'1-6&1> !"esigned Dacembtar J..~ 1967

Two

fo~er full-tim~

rGQently

s~rved ~s

instructorau wbo have nore
teaching

aaaistanto~

complatea their Ph.D. degrees in this
ment and nawe assumed

teac~ing

bav~

dep~t

duties elaeoher0.

53~

Charles H. Treat joined the faculty of Trinity

Un:Lversit:vr San

Antoni~,

Texas as an Assist11nt

Professor on February 1, 19as.

3. Darrell Gibson joined the faculty of the
University of Wyomi,ng,

Lar~ie,.
~

Wyoming as

. •:,

an Associate Professor on July 1 0 1968.
E.

Change in cba:lrmanship
Pr~:fessor

Richard C. Dove

wi~.l

·relinquish the

department
chairmanship on June 30'9 1968, to assWll.e
.,
the posit.ion of .Dean of Engineering.

Professor Dove

.

has fOltnd his 17 years of service with the K. E.
'J.

•

.• , .

department to be stimulating and rewarding.

He

enjoyed the utmost support from the faculty, the

dean and otber members of the administration.

He

leaves the department with cons1derable regret.

Dr.
since

Haurie~

19~1.

w.

Wildin, a member of the faculty

will assume acting chairmanship on

July 1, 1968.
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n.

£ompos:ite of information in biographical supplements
1.

Advanced study
Richards~

C.G.

Summer Engineering Conferences 9 The University
of Micbigang Numerical

Analys~,

Wessling 0 l!'l-ancis C. 9 Jr.

The

~ffect

of Gases on the Freezing of Blood

Ph.D. Thesis March 1968 (Granted)
2.

Sabbatieals 9 etc.
Houghton, Arthur Vincent I l l
Visited General Atomics, Los Angeles, California
W:Udii11 9 M. W.

Leave of absence without·pay, July 1967 thrOugh
January 1968.

Employed by Jet Propulsion Labors•

tory ot California Institute of Technology.

Sabbatical Leave, Semester l l 9 196?-68.
3.

New Scholastic Boners

DoveR R. C.
$500 award for best technical paper published

b~

the Instrument Society of America.
Bougbton 9 Arthur Vincent lXl
Recipient o:f Ford Fcundation support 'for work £Jlllc;·

in Heat

Transfer~

UCLA 9 Hay 16-1?.

4.

ll'ubl:il.ea.tions

FELDMAN 0 Ko T.
"~viev; of the Litera:ture on Sondha.uss Thermoa.coustice.l 09cilla.t:!ons 0 " Journal of Sound and
Vibra.tionc 7 0 71-82D January 1968.
"Reviaw of the Literature on ll!jk~ Tbemca.coostical
Osc:Ulations 0 " Journal of Soun~ an<:l Vibration 9 'l
83-89, January 1968.
"The Mechanism Causing l!ea't Driven Preseu:1.•e Oscilla-·
tiona '·n a Gas -- Thermoacoust:J!.c Generator Dea:ll.gnlf"
Technical Report ME-29 0 Bureau of Engineering
Research, The University of New Mexico., September
196'1.

"The :Beat Pipe - ... Alil Interesting Heat '!':rann:frar
Device £or the Engineering Lai:uu:·atoey ~" Mechanical

Engineering News, May 1967, P•

~4.

E!OOOH'l'ON 9 A. V. IU
"'l'hel"lllal Diffusivity by the Flash Techn:tquep ''· SC-R-

G8-1W02D March 196i. Sandia.

n_A lHgh Temperature Calo.tim.e-cer tor the .Study of
'!'he:l.'lllophysical Properties of B~at Resistant MatE:tr!alsp"
final report completed.

"A Ganeral Differencing Analyzer 9 " Sandia ('!'.M.).
"A Thermodynamics Nota;•

Feb. 19Ei8.

M.E~

News, Vol 5v No. ln

HSU 9 Y. C.,
"Non-Netv"t:onian Flow in Xn:U.n:l.ta-Lengtb Full Bearing~"
Tra:nsactions 9 AS~~ Journal of Lu~rication Tech•
nology 9 8~ 9 Ser F. (July 1967) 3p 329-333.
l"undameutal Investigation of Liquid I!etal Lubricated Journal Bearing. Final Report SWRI-1228-PS-33~
Southwest Research Institute!{ San Antonio 0 Texas
(June 20r 1961). 245 pp.
~
.nJ 9 11. D.,
"A Specimel'i for Reversed Shear.Defol'lllation, .. ASTU
MateJ:iale Research & Standards,
no. l2 0 1961:'
pp ~17-523 (co-au Yao & Baker).

v."'v

"Critical Strain Field in tha Vicinity of a Stable

Fracture,'' Recent Advances in Engrg Sci. 9 1968 0
pp

413-434.

53B
SKOGLUND, V. J.

Similitude-Theo;y and Ap~licat1ons~ International
Co.» Scranton» a., 196'7:

~.feitLooi

"Development and Verification of Two-dimensional
Numerical Techniques for Viscous Compressible
Flows with Shock Waves," with J. K. Cole and E. F.
Staiano, Sandia Corporation SC~-61 8 2679, August
1967.
''Numerical Techniques for Viscous Compressible

Flows with Shock Waves,'• w1tb J. K. Cole and E. F.
Staianoe being printed in Proceedings of 1968 Heat

Transfer and
Washington.

Flui~ ~echanics

Institute.

Seattle~

WILDIN 9 11. W.

"Transient Strain and Temperature Distributions
in Long Circular Cylinders Cooled by Emission
of Ther1!1al P..adia:tion" (paper previously reported)
accepted for publication .in Experimental Mechanics»
Vol .. 81> No. 6. June 1968, p 272-2'17.

5.

other research or creative work
Albrecht 9 B. - Work on Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Contract No. 290-660 Nose

Cone~

with Dove.

Baker 9 W.E. - Air Force Missile Development Center,
Holloman Air Force Bases New Mexico.

$24 9 977~

"Development of Yeasuring Techniques for Rocket
Sleds."

February 2, 1968 0 to May 1, 1969.

Dove, lt.C. - Principal Investigator on AFSWL Projectp
$52p284 0 February 1967 - JUne 1968o
Feldman lC. 'I'. - Sponsored Research:

Reaearch 11 'flasblngton,

D.c.,

Office of Naval

"Investigation of a

Thermoacoustic Oscillator as an Underwater Sound
Source." $18 0 910 0 9/67 to 9/68.
Boughton,

A.v.

IIX - Sandia sponsored $12c800, D.ynamic

Adiabatic Calorimetry

(completed)~

Sandia sponsored

$8 1 '100 0 Thermal Conductivity (in progress).

54:0

Hsu 9 Y.

c. -

Gave seminar on "Couple-stresses Elasticity"

for one-third semester time in fall semester in the
Mechanical Engineering Department.
J11, F. D. - "LowooCycle Dynamic Loading 9 Fl•acture
An.a.lysia 0 ' ' AFOSR 0 $34,000 - Febo 1 9 1968 -

Jan. 31, l969o
Richards»

C~

G. - Numerical Study of The Vortex Rate

Sensor 0 $33 1 000 NASA 0 Langley; Numerical Study
of

The Fluid Flow in 'Monostable andBistnble lllui.dic

Devices 9 $11 0 500. Air Force Special Weapons Csnter,

KAll'Bo

Skoglund 9

v.

J. - Experimental :1nvest!ga:tiou of non-

equilibrium air at high temperature in a shock tube,
with

~roy

Wilson.

equilibrium
Watldns.,

a~r

Analytical investigation of non-

at high temperatures with Charles

D$velopment

fnc!lity"

ot

gas dynamics research

Contract research on numerical analysis

of gas dynamics, $17,noo, Sandia Corp.
W!ldin, M.
folt'

~

w. -

Currently

~orking

on additions to notes

511 (Radiant il-Ieat Transfer) and on two papers

folt' publication witb -the tentative ·Htles;

HAJ1

Investigation of a Model for Bidirectional Reflectance of R<mgb Surfaces," and "A Comprehena:lve

Analysis of Errors Associated with an integrating
Sphere Reflectometer. ' 1
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a.

Activities in learned and professional societies

Dove,

a.c~

Ga.vs lecture at ASCE Begionsd. Meeting in A~b'liqutllrque.

April 1968.

CM:f.rad session of ASJ.!E Design Con-

*'ereuoo in lfovember l9Gf D
Atocllauics Iteviewso

BGview:t• for Applied

Reviewer :for SESA PubHcaUon

Feldman 11 K. T.

Elected President of Albuquerque Branch of the
American Society for Engineering Education, SeptQ
1967 to JUne 1968.

University Liaison

Di~ector

fo;r 1967 ASl!E-UNJ.! Symposium 13n ''The Concept 13f
J)Eiaign;'t

Nov. l7-18p 1967.

Attended 196'1 Inter-

society Energy Conversion Engineering
Mi~i

Bench 8 Florida, August

Nuclear Engineering

13·17~

Dap~tmant

March 15, 1968 - "Heat

Pipes.·~

ConfG:~rence,

1967.

UNM

Seminar Presentation.
UN:M-NM State Tech-

nical Services, "Workshop on Heat Pipas 9 •• with
J. E. Kemme of N-5, Los Alamos Scientific L.abo:ra-

tory11 April 19=20 0 1968.,
Roughton~

A.. VQ XII

Attended Rocky Mountain Science council
Member

~ecutive

~eeting,

Committee RMSC; Delivered paper,

"Modern Methods in Numerical Analysis," 'l'liird
Annual SYJ!iposium. Mathe!$tics, NMIH'l',

RMSC

~ecutive·eummittee mee~ing;

Attended

attended meet-

ing of American Association of Universities and

Land Grant Colleges.
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Reviewed ten ASHE papers.

~ttended

1967 ASCB/ASME

L1,1bdcation Conference 11 Chicago, Oct. 1967.

D!s-

cuesed a papers "T!le Effects. of Viscq-Elastic

.Z.ubrieruata in Squeeze

F~lm ~bricate

pinging Spberes 9 " by Vo c. Mow, ASU

Bcatwl!l!en Impape~e

presented at 1967 ASCE/ABUS Conference.
Ju, F. D.

Reviewer for NSF Research Proposal

~2).

Reviewer

for Prentice Hall on Manuscripts in Elasticity (l)
Schreyer. H.

z..

Attended ASCE Specialty Conference 9 "Optimization
and Nonlinear Problems ('!'rends in Structural
Engineering),., April 18-20v 1988, Chicago.

Appointed to Committee on Stability of the
Engineering Mechanics Division of ASCE.

for
1.

Ap~lied

Reviewer

Mechanics Reviews.

other professional activities
Baker,

w.

E ..

Reviewer tor ''lOth M:ldwestern Hechanics Conference''
of August 196'1 ..

Consultant to Sandia Corporation. Albuquerque,
New Mexico; Consultant to Envircop
Net'! U!exico.

Inc~~

Albuquerque.
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Feldman, K. T.

"Career Opportunities in Mechanical Engineering,"
~est

Uesa Higb School, March 1968; St. Pius XBigh

School, April 24, 1968.

Consultanc!es:

Sandia

Laboratories (beat pipes), half-day per week from
1/G? to 6/67; Northrup Corporate Laboratories,

J:lawthorne, Calif. (heat pipes) , ·Si days between
11/61 and.3/68.

Litton Industries, San Carlos,

Calif. (heat pipes), 2 days, Mov. 8,7s9, 1968;
Menig and Sager, Attorneys-at-Law,

Sept~ 14~

l987p

expert wlt.nese on gas :firG; Energy Conversion Sys-

tems. half day per week from 3/67 to present (heat
pipes); Jet Propulsion Laboratory 9 Pasadena, Calif.
- (heat·pip(!ls), two days during May 1968; Envirco 9 Inc.
(heat pipes), one day dudng April 196So
Houghton. A.

v.

Consultant:

Ill
Sandia Corporation; various legal

and insurance firms; Quantum Systems, Inc.

Applied several large computer codes to solve
problema in Aero-space Industries.

Informal

consultant TRW Industries.
3u 9 F. D.

Consultantj LASL.
V/essl:lngs F. C.» Jr.

Consultant, Envirco Corporation.
Wildin, M4

w.

Consultant 9 Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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8.

Non-teaching University service
Albrecht, B.
Freshman Advisory COmmittee; J4.E. DepQ.rtment
CU~iculum

Bake~,

Study Committee.

W. E.

M. E. Department Graduate Advisor
Dove~

R.

c.

University Administrative Committee
Feldman, K. T.

UNM Campus Planning Committee. M. E; Scholarships
and Awards Committee; Advisor:

ASHE Studeut

Sectioni H. E. Open House; Engineering Freshman
Advisory Committee; Christian Science Organization.
Boug~tonD

A. V. III

Graduate Dean's Fellowship Committe.e; Freshman

Advisor; Assistant to Graduate Dean; Coordinator
for
.1u 0

~forth

Foundation Visiting Committees •

F. D.
Graduate Committee

Richards 9

c.

G.

Freshman Advisor (University College); Insurance
'"

.

.

and Retirement Committee; M.E. Curriculum Committee;
Comprehensive Exam Committee {Fall 1967) : Technology Application Center Committee.

.--------------

-
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Skoglund~ J~ J~

Cbai:rnum Engineering College Freslnnan Curriculum

Committee; member Advisory Committee on Selection
of »san of Engineering; member Engineering College
Library Collllllittee; member M.E •. CurriculWll Committee.
Wessling, F. C.# Jr.
~sahman

Curriculum Committee; student advisor;

in ebarge of M.E. part o:f new fluids laboratory;

lecture to freshmen students on engineering.
9.

Public Service

Dovep R.

c.

Governor's Scientific Advisory COmmittee;
Advisory Committee for Selection of Dean of
Business Administration.
Feldman, K. T.
Church:

Usher and Board Member, Christian

Science Church.
Ju 9

P. D.
CUb Scout Leader

Wessling 9 F. C. 9 Jr.
Ne1tman Forwu
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THE REPORT OF TH£ DEPARTMENT
JULY 1 11 1967

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

~F

JUNE 30. 196~

•

Glenn A. Whan. Chairman
I.

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATIOH
A.

Significant Achievements Durin,g the Academic !!!.!::

1967-68
1.

Enrollment

~ummary

Enrollment trends for the past four years are
shown in tbe table below.

On-campus

f~ll-t1me

enrollment shows a significant increase to 18
students compared to 11 for 1966.

Total on-campus

enrollment also demonstrated an increase from 27

to 39 students.
ttnue thfs Fall.

This trend is ex pee ted to con- .

Students enrolled.at the Los

Alamos Gl'"adua·te· Center continue to decrease each
year.

Since 1965$ campus enrollments have out-

numbered those at Los Alamos.
Fall

On Campus
Fu11 .. rhne
Part .. Tfme
Los Alamos
Holloman
Total

ill.!
10

5

Fall Fll 11 Fall
ill§. .]j!! 1967

10
16

ll
16

18

21

R'

u

r

25

21

18

13

...Q.

.Q._

...1

..l

40

47

47

IT

-53

Spring
19.68

11

18

~

12
_1

48

--------~ ----~~-- .____ ;;..:..;,;,. --.:<i~--
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2.

~

Granted

The table

belo~

reviews the degrees granted

for the last four years.

The number of advanced

degrees awarded this year appears "tn be unusually

low.

As a result, 10

M.s.

degrees and 4 Ph,D.

degrees are anticipated next year.
1965

M.S. Degrees
On Campus

1

los Alamos

2

T

f..h. p. Degrees

3.

0

1966

1967

1968.

3

4

2

5

T

2

1

2

T

T

l

1

Curriculum
Modification and-reorgan1%atio» Of the ptesent graduate courses were again carried out this
year to update and
program.

imp~ove

the overall graduate

Two new courses were also added to the

bulletin to strengthen certain areas of graduate
specialization:

NE 514l Nuclear Engineering lab-

oratory II and NE 581 Controlled Fusion II.
An undergraduate course designed to

~cqua1nt

the non-techni ca 1 student w1 th nuclear energy

c
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and its peaceful app11tations in many areas
affecting human affairs, N£.230 Applications of
Nuclear Energy, was added to the curriculum.
This course has been approved as an elective in

the physical science requirement for a bachelor's
degree in the Fine Arts College and the College
of Education.

The enthusiast'lc response of these

Colleges to this new service course has been very
gratifying.

4.

Graduate Program·

As a result of the reorganization of course
work mentioned

above~

the basic core of courses

in the M.S. program is now recommended as follows:
Math 312 and 3xx

Adv Applied Mathema t1 cs

Physics 491

Contemporary Physics I

NE 460 and 46)

Fundamentals of Nuclear Engr
1 & II

NE 463L

Radfatt~n

Analysis

Measurements and

NE 510

Reactor Theory I

NE 513l

Nuclear Engineering Laboratory
I

NE 590L

Nuclear Systems Design

Three broad areas of specialization within the
graduate program have been defined as
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1.

Reactor Theory and Technology

2.

Radfation Technology

3.

Controlle~

Fusion and Plasma Technology

After completing the baste core coursas ltsted
above, each graduate student is encouraged to

concentrate his program of studies fn

~ne

of the

three listed areas.
5.

Facil1t1es

The new nuclear engineering laboratorY
·be ready for occupancy early 1n 1969.

s~ould

Additional

equipment for this new laboratory. obhined froni
Sandh Corporation. inclull.es 340 stringers (4"x4"x48")
of reactor grade graphite and two master-slave mantpul~tors

to be

use~

irradiation facility.

dollar

~alue

with the hot cell and gamma
These items. representing a

of about $20,000.

a~e

useful additions

to the labot"atf>ry facilities.

Victoreen. Incorporated,

p~esented

the depart-

ment with an educational gift, a solid state automatic scalar module valued at $765.
Through the efforts of Dr. R. D. O'Dell, the
department received a UNM grant of $3,300 to pro-

vide a

modfft~d

drift tube extension for the Texas

Nuclear neutron generator. enablfng the direct use
of the generator with the AGN-201 reactor.

6.

Research 1..!:!. Progress. 1967-68
Project

Time
Period

Amount

Analysis of Tran$port Properties

8/67-4/68

$22,929.

Sandia

Trans~ort

4/68-4/69

$15-153.

Sandia

Characteristics of the Neutron Pulse 10/67-6/68
from the SPR-H Rea<;tor and .The Stud.y
of tile Pulse Propagation in Multi·

$ 7,435.

The Determination of Nuclear
Properties in Small Samples by the
Pulsed Neutron Technique

$ 9 ..,600.

Sm>el"'visQ_r

____ S~onsor

Everett

Sandia

Everett
long

Title

in Plas rna Sys terns

Characteristics of Par-

tiaHy ancl Fully 'Ionized Plasmas

plying and Non-multiplying Media

O'Dell

NSF

I

6/67-4/68

ll

;
i;
\
~.

CIT

en

0
f,
'~

.
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7.

Student Activities .!!1 Achievements
tiucle~r

the UNM student branch of the Amedcan
Society received its national charter fn
1967.

Dec~mber

Officers elected in March are E. P, Royer.

PresidehtJ T. J.

Rape~.

Vice President; E. Yao,

Treasurer; and H. Bridges. Secretary.
Four students presented papers at the Annual
Student· Conference of the American Nuclear Society

held at the University Of Arizona in April.
Charles C. Price • "A SnapeType Reactor
Design Permits a Simple

Th~rmal

Analysis"

E. Paul Royer - "Nuclf!al' Applications of

Thermionic
Nelson

s.

Converters~

Demuth - "Reactor Kinetics of a

Reflected Cylinder"
Wallace F. Walters - "The Range of

Valid~

tty of the Lenard-Balescu-Guernsey
Kinetic

w.

Equation~.

F. Walters received a second prize

paper.

fo~

his

ssz

Dennis

Man~an

was awarded a Special Nuclear

Sci en.ce and Engt ne&ring Fo Howsh1 p from the AEC.

in Nat1on$1 competi*ton, td

supp~rt

his doctoral

study,

The following Fellowships and Traineeships were
beld by"graduate students in Nuclear Engineering
(1967-68):
. 1 •• H.• L. Bridges - NDEA Title IV

Fellowship

2.

c.

Carossino -

Office of American Stat<!s

Fellowship

3.
4.

N. s. Demuth - A£C Specht Fellowship
A, Guthrie
Office of Civil Defense

-

Fellowship

5.

0. Mangan

6.

7.

c. c.
M. c.

8.

E. P. Royer

- Fellowship

9.

c. c. Shau

...

Price

ROhi'ICr •

NSF Traineeship
NASA Trainee,hip
NSF Traineeship,

NDEA Title IV

UPII~

Fellowship

Ludwig A. Gritzo and William M. Sanders, staff
members of the Los Ala~1o.s Scientific laboratory,
~1ere sele.cted to conduct full-time

toward their Ph.

D~

graduate study

degree under the sponsorship

of the Laboratory• s Advanced Study Program.
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B.

Sign1f1ca.nt
Future

~

!!!Jl Recommendations

f.ru:.

1h! !!!ll

1. ·Facilities
Many items of equipment are still needed to

butld and maintain· a first rate teaching and research laboratory in nuclear engineering.

A prf-

orfty Jist of 1tems to be requested·in equipment
grants 1s shown below:··
1.

Radiation Measurentents and Analysis $35,000
Equipment

2.

AGN-201 Reactor Upgrading

$30,000.

3.

2-3 Mev Van de Graaff Accelerator

$60,00Q

4. .Cobalt-60 (20,000 cur1es) Irrad-

$40.000

Plasma Laboratory Equipment

$50,000

iatol"

5.

Additional equipment proposals will be written
and submitted this Fall in an attempt to secure
funds for this necessary laboratory equipment.
~.

Faculty
It

.!!!..!!

Staff

has been three years sfoce tne number of

faculty members in the department has been increased.
This year i t wns not possible to offer a sufficient
number of courses to gfve a good broad graduate program in nuclear engineering, even in v1ew of the
f~c.t

that the areas of specialization have been very

carefully defined.

Since the enrollment trends
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indicate .a continuing· i.ncrease. particularly at
the doctonl lever. a very critical

w111

situ~tion

exist. ne.xt ,Yeiir unless the nua:ber of fui lQ·t1me

faculty mc111b.ers is increased •.
A very valuable part of the. graduate program
nas been the cooperative efforts with the Sand1a
laboratory.

A number of' staff members from Sandia

have offered courses for the department 1rt their

areas of specialization.

This provides a much

broader program than would otherwise be avai1ab)e
and should be continued &nd expanded.

It

fs

strongly

recommended that a salary budget be provided each
year to make this exceptional engineering talent
available to the students.
With the acquisition of additional laboratory
faci1it·les each yearD it. becomes increasingly difficult to mcdnta1n the equipment in good working
order and thus obtain the maximum usage.

At this

time the department has C)nly a one-half time electronic

technician.

be increased to

This staff appointment should

ful1~t1me.

In addition,

anoth~r

Graduate Assistant is needed to assist in the
preparation of ekperiments and the maintenance of
laboratory equipment.
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3.

Undergraduate Program
In line with the ASEE Goals Report, the
degree should be the first
nuclear

e~ginaering.

p~ofess1ona1

M.s.

degree 1n

It is important, however,

that the potential graduate student receive training in the fundamental areas of nuclear engineering
while he is an undergraduate.

For this reaion, 1t

is important that the department become more tn.,

volved in

underg~aduate

teaching.

Nuclear engin-

eering options in the bachelors programs of the·
other engineering departments would sttengthen
this department's contribution to undergraduate
education and are to be encouraged.
4.

Graduate Program
A planning and advisory committee has been set

up to assist tbe develcpment of the graduate

pro~

gram in controlled fusion and plasma technology.
Of particular interest is the development of a
teaching and research

1ab~ratory

to augment the

theoretical work that 1s underway in the department.
5.

Conferences
The University of New Mexfco has been selected
to host the Annual Student Conference of the American Nuclear Society for 1969.

This conference,

~
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to be he1d naxt April, w111 bring together nuclear
engineering graduate students and faculty members
from the western half of the United States.

A

one day technical session w111 feature research
papers presented by the students.
A national topical meeting on wFast Burst
Re~ctors•,

jointly sponsored by the Nuclear Engin-

eering: Department and the American Nuclear Soc1ety.
will be held at UNM on January 28-30. 1969.

Dr.

Robert L. long, Technical Program Chairman, has
been responsible for bringing this prestigious
national conference to the University.

c.

Appointments

1.

~

i!!!f

Full-Time Faculty! 1!!f!
Miss Bernice Buhrmester. Department Secretary

2.

Part-Time Faculty !

~

Dr. George W. Arnold, Adjunct Professor.
Semester I
Mrs. Doris Dunning, Secretary, Semesters I & II
Mr. Robert M. Jefferson, Instructor, Semester
Mr. Dennis L. Mangan, Graduate Assistant,
Semester I

Mr. Thomas J. Raper, Graduate Assistant,
Semester II
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Mr. Joseph E. Spitzer, Graduate Assistant,
hmes ters I & II

Mr. ·Wallace f. Walters. Graduate Assistant,
Semester I.

Mr. Ely Yao. Graduate Assistant• Semester II
D.

Separations f!2!

None

l!!f!
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II.

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHICAL

SijJ'5'fS tE MgNf

1.

s

Advanced Study
None

2.

ill•

Sabbaticals. Leaves of Absence, Summer Teaching.

LONG a Robert L
Returned on 1 Sept. 1967 from leave of absence
to AWRE. Aldermaston. Berkshire. England.

WHAN. Glenn A.
Returned on 1 August, 1967 from leave of
absence to Junta de Energia Nuclear, Lisbon,
Portugal.

3.

New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships,_!!£.
None

4.

Publications
EVERETT, Willis L.

"Transport Characteristics of Partially Ionized
Gases". Contributed Pa~frs of the Eighth International Conference on 1enomena-Tn Ionize~
Gases, Vienna, Austria, Sept. 196~
"Transport Properties in Partially and Fully
Ionized Plasmas". U.N.M. Bureau of En¥fneerfng
Research, Technicar-RePort NE-4, Apri , 1968
LONG, Robert L

"Viper. A Versatile Pulsed Reactor Using Dopplel" and Expansion Shutdo~tn , Trans. Am. Nucl.
Soc. l.Q.. f.• 608. 1967.
-11

"Viper
Manual,

Oil?ti..!!.!L
Instructions" AWRE Technical
ermaston, Berkshire. England,

March, 1967.

•
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4.

Publications (continued)
LOHG • Robert l.

"Measyrements of the Physics Characteristics

of the Fast Pulsed Reactor. VIPER". IAEA
S~m2osium Series, Fast Reactor Ph*sics;-and
'Rihtea ~. !Sro'Gieiiip-: RarTsru e. Germany,
November, 1~ot.
"Reactivity Contributions in the Glory Hole
of the Sand.ia Pulsed Reactor-II". l!:!!l.!.· Am.

!!ill•
WHAN.

~•

D

llo

1 t 1968

Gh!nn A.

ijNuclear Portugal", Nuclear News, Vol. 10,
10, October, 1967.
-

No.

"Reactor Operation - Report to t~e Government
of Portugal". Internati on a 1 Atom 'I c Ener~
Agency TA Report No. 336, S'eptember, 19 •
5.

Other Research Projects 91:. Creative Hork .1!!. Progress

EVERETT. Willis L.
Sandia Corporation Research Contract - "Analys1s
of Transport Properties in Plasma Systems". $22,929.38, .August 25, 1967 to April 12, 1968
Sandia Corporation Research Contract, "Transport Characteristics of Partially and Fully
Ionized PlasmaspM April 1968. to April. 1969,
$15,163.00,

LONG. Robert L.
Sandia Corporation Research Contract, 1/2 time,
$7,435. "Characteristics of the Neutron Pulse
from the SPR-II Reactor and The Study of the
Pulse Propagation fn Multiplying and Non-multi·
plying

~1edfa."

Oct. 1,1967, to June 30,1968.
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5,

ID!u: Reuarch Pll'o;fects ••.•• (continued)
O'PELLo R. Douglas
NSF Research Inttfat1on &rant. $9600. "The
Determination of Nuclear Properties in Small
Sampl~s by the Pulsed Neutro~ Techwique",
June 1967 to April. 1968.

6.

Activities ~Learned

!US

Profe$sional Societies

EYERETT,.W1llis l.
Presented the paper

10

T~ansport

Character1st1 cs

of Partially Ionized Gases". at the Eighth

Int~

ernational Conference ~n Phenomena in Ionized
Gases, Vienna Austria. Sept, 1961;

Participated

in a Special Panel D1scussion on Plasma Transport Properties.
Treasurer of the Trinity Section of the American
Nuclear Society.
Chairman of the Finance Committee, Fast Burst
Reactor National Topical Meeting.
Served as Consultant to Adolf R. Hockstim,
Institute of Defence Analysis.
Attended and served as a member of the Conference
Evaluation Committee of the Ninth Annual AMU Nuclear
Engineering Education Conference. Argonne National •
Laboratory, M&rch, 1967.

LONG, Robert L.
American Noel ear Socf ety Meetf ng, November 5-9,
1967. Chicago, Illinois.
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6.

··-

Acthiths in Learned and· Pro·fessional Societies

-

(continued)

LONG. Robert L.
Presented paper ti tied "Applications of Nuclear

Energy for Students

i~

th& Humanities" at Gulf-

Southwest Section Meeting of

Amertca~

Society

for Engineering Education, Texas A&M Univ ••

March 21-t3. 1968;
Organi2er and Technical Program Co-Chairman
for American Nuclear Society National Topical
Meeting on Fast Burst Reactors to be he1d at
University of New Mexico, Jan.2S-30, 1969;
Membership Chairman. Trinity Section of American

Nuclear Society;
Represented Trinity Section at meeting of American Nuclear Society Program Committee, Toronto,

Canada, Feb, 25-27. 1968;
Invited Chairman of Reactor Operations Division

Technical Session at American Nuclear Socfety
Meeting, Toronto, Canada, June 9-13, 1968.

O'DELL, R. Douglas
Chairman, Education Committee, 'rr1n1ty Section,
American Nuclear Society;
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6.

Acti111t1es ln. Learned !!!.!! Pl"ofessional· Societies
(continued)

O'DELL, R. Douglas
Judge at Western
ANS. March 29-31,

Reg1o~a1
1~68.

Student Conference.

Tucson •.' Arizona•

Judge at 1968 New Mexico State .Science Fa1r.
Socorro. New Mexico. ·

WHAN. Glenn A.
American flue lear Society. Attended Annual Studettt Conference, University of Ai·izoha. March·
29~31,

1968;

Associated Western Universities, Member. Nuclear
Educat1on and Training Committee; Attended Nuclear
Education Committee Meeting, Salt Lake City.

October 13, 1967;

Attended Technical Orientation

Conference, Berkeley. California, February 14-16,
1968.

7.

OtherProfess1ona1 Activities

LONG. Robert L.
Received AEC Senior Operator License for UNM

AGN-201 Reactor, Nov. 6, 1967;
Presented talk titled, uVIPERa The Aldermaston

Pulsed Reactoru, to the Trinity Section of AmerM
ican Nuclear Society, Santa Fe. January 19. 1968.
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7.

.21!!!.!:.

Profoss 1on a 1 Activities

(continuo d)

LONG11 Robert L.

Received Associated Midwest Universities grant

f<H· trave 1 to Argonne Nat1 ou 1 Laboratory. University of Illinois. and Purdue University,
January 29-

Feb~

2. 1968.

tiMAN • Glenn A.

Received AEC S&nfor

Ope~ator

license for the

University AGN-201 Reactor, November, 1967.
8.

Non-teachina Universitl Service
LONG. Robert L.
Member Nuclear Engineering Dept. Committees on

Reactor Operations. Curriculum, Policy and Planning, Facilities Improvement.

O'DELL, R. Douglas
Sigma Xf Admissions Committee
Engineering College library Committee and
Schedule Committee
Chairman, University Committee on Radiological
Control

Chief Reactor Supervisor

UNM Student Branch, ANS, Faculty Advisor
Goals Sub-Committee for Advisory Committee on

Engr. College Deanship
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8.

Nonuteaching. Un1vers1t,.t Ser~ice (continued)

EVERETT. Willis L.
Memb0re Graduate Fellowship Committee
Chairman.
t~ember,

Engjneer1ng Doctoral Committee

Advisory Committee to the Bureau of

Engineering Research
Nuclear Engineering Doctoral Advisor
Member. Ad-hoc Planning Committee for a UNM
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Program
Served

ns

Member Deanship Advisory Committee

Member. Nuclear

En~1 neer1 ng cu~ri coltrm

Member,

Engineering Student Support and

N~clear

Committee

Recruitment Committee
Member, Nuclear Engineering Policy and Planning·
Comliri ttee
Chairman. Tht-ee Doctora 1 D1sset•tati on Committees
WHAtd, Glenn A.
Chairman. Nuclear Engineering Dept.
Member, Engineering Administrative Committee
Reactor Administrator
Chairman, Departmental Policy & Planning
Committee and Curriculum Committee
Member, Departmental Student Support & Recruit-

"""""'===='====~~~~-

ment Committee and Facilities Improvement
Committee
·-- ·- -· ---

~-·

. -- -·--------

---------~-----
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9. 'Public Servfce
lONG. Robert L.

Trin1ty·United Methodist Church Senfor·H1gh Youth
group couns~lor, University clas.s church sch~ol
teacher. Choir Member, Elected Chairman of Com·

mission.on Educattow

1968·69~

O'DELL, R. Douglas
Cler~ ~f

Session and Cho1r Member at St. Andrew

Church

-

~

... ·--.

--~

-

-

---

~

-- -- - --

--~

~-
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THE REPORT OF THE COLtEGE OF FI~m ARTS
July 1, 1967 - Juri£ 30, 1962
Clinton Adams, Dean

This report is in ·six sections!

I. Enrollment and Statistics,

II. Faculty, III. The Visiting Committees, IV. Space, V. Other Events,
and VI. Recommendatiohs.

I,

ENROLLMENT AND STATISTICS

Enrollment in the College of. Fine Arts continued to increase durinB 1S67-6C, although at a less rapid rate than in recent years.

The

change in rate of growth is doubtless due to several factors, among
them the sharp increase in tuition fees for non-resident .students.
Among the college's departments, architecture experienced proportionally the largest increase in enrollment in 1967-6!).

Cumulative

percentage increases in enrollment over the six year period between
1961-62 and 1967-68 have been as follows:
Architecture
Art
Drama
Music

150.6%
108,4
95.7
48.4

CFA

88.6

UNM

89.4

During this six year period the rate of growth in the College of
Fine Arts has thus approximately equalled that of the University as a
whole.

Three of the college's four departments have grown at a rate

more rapid than the University average, two of them markedly so •

•1.
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1961•62
Arch
1,178
Art
6,239
Drama
1;407
~ 4,724

STUDENT CREDIT HOURS {ANNUAL TOTALS}
1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66. 1966-67
1,148
1,928
2,550
1,494
2,447
6,138
7,310
8,964
11,295
12,553
2,382
1,751
l,i81
2,391
1,558
5 1 290
5 1084
4, '150
6 1~-93* 6 1764

1967-68
2,952
13,024
2,574
71008

CFA

1~548

13,117

151652

17 1727

22,617

24,258

2.5 1558

UNl1

190,599

209,683

23,11976

267,796

315,432

3421755

361i038

Arch
Art
Drama
Music

PERCBNTAGE INCREASE IN SCH OVER PREVIOUS YEAR
1951-62 1962-63 1963-64 196lf-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68
4.2 -;,
15 •.8
-13.6
30.1
29.0
26.9
- 2.5
26,0
16.3
22.6
11.1
3.8
19.1
- 1.6
13.4
-16.1
12.4
36.0
.03
7.6
31.9
25.1
13;8
3.6
- 1.6
'2'7 .':!,~
4.2:.*
- 3.9

.......

CFA

15.3

- 3.2

19.3

13.2

29.2

7.2

5.4

UNM

7.5

10.0

10.6

15.4

17.8

8.7

5.6

STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
1961-62 1962-63 1963 .. 64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67
Surtuner
66
88
103
120
143
105
Fall
248
263
292
323
348
375
Spring
256
275
302
376
344
378

1967-68
111
429
426

DEGREES GRANTED BY THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
1961-62 1062-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68
BA:FA
1
12
10
12
12
5
9
B:ii.:\:Art
19
24
30
34
36
34
40
BFA:Drama
6
7
6
7
10
9
11
**B.Hus/MusEd 6
12
22
7
16
15
4
B.Arch
7
3
12
13
14
9
14
Total

39

53

63

87

*Corrected figure.
**The BFA in Music was granted prior to 1966 •

.2.

85

69

92

~
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As a result of the less rapid increases in student enrollment,
student-faculty ratios pave tended to stablize during the past three
years.

The high student· faculty ra i:io in the department of art has

been maintained, however, only by shifting an increasing proportion of
lower division studio instruction from the full-time faculty to graduate assistants.

The Danforth Committee which visited the department

of art in January, 1968, commented adversely upon extent to which
graduate assistants are now being employed to instruct fundamental
courses (see pages 8 through 17 of this report for a discussion of
the Danforth Committee's observations and recommendations).

Arch
Art
Drama
Music
CFA

1961-62
10,9
15.2
10.9
7J9

STUDENT-FACULTY RATIO !SEMESTER I~*
1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68
11.7
12.5
3.9
11.2
].1.6
13.9
23.1.
21.8
21.0
16.5
19.6
16.4
16.1
15.5
14.7
9.5
11.4
14.0
10.9
7.2
8.2
8.3
10.5
9.7

11.1

-

10.5

. 13.0

11.7

15.6

15.1

15.2

During the year Assistant Dean DONALD McRAE undertook a number
of studies designed to provide information about patterns of enroll·
ment in the college,

Questionnaires were circulated to students who

interrupted their _studies in an effort to learn more about their reasons for leaving the University.

The performance of students in upper

division courses was studied in relation to work earlier done in
required lower division courses. A comparative study was made of the
.ill_
*totals may not add due to rounding •
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work done by resident and non-resident students.
grades given in fine arts

A study was made of

pourses~

These and other studies lvill bt! continued as a means to gather
data which may serve to provide a meaningful basis for faculty and
administrative decisions with respect to courses and curricula.

II,

FACULTY

Administrative Changes
WALTER KELLER, acting chairman of the department of music during
1967-68, was appointed chairman effective July 1, 1968.
THOMAS R. VREELAND, JR. chairman of the department of architecture,
resigned effective June 30, 1968, to accept a position at the University of California, Los Angeles.

During his three years as chairman

Mr. V.reeland through his outstanding and vigorous leadership greatly
advanced the academic program of the department.

It is with the deep-

est regret that we see him leav.e the University.

DON P, SCHLEGEL has

agreed to assume the acting chairmanship of the department during
1968-69.
ROBERT 0. PARKS resigned as director of the university art museum
and ROBERT M, ELLIS "t-7as appointed director effective July 1, 1968.

As

assistant director of the Museum since 1964 Mr. Ellis has repeatedly
demonstrated his exceptional abilities in installation of museum
exhibitions and design of publications •

•4.
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Promotions in rank
Three members of the faculty received promotions in rank in
1967-68, all in the department of art.
From Associate Professor to Professor.
GARO Z. ANTREASIAN. One of the United States 1 most distinguished
lithographers, Mr. Antreas~an came to the university in. 1964.
Earlier he taught for fotirteen years at the Herron School of Art
in Indianapolis and served ils Technical Director of the Tamarind
Lithography Workshop duritig its founding year in 1960-61. Since
joining the faculty of the department of art, Mr. Antreasian has
established a lithography workshop which has rapidly gained a
natio~al reputation as a center for advanced instruction and research in the medium. Re has served ably as acting chairman of
the department during the absence of Mr. Coke and with great
effectiveness as a member of important committees, including
the University Policy Committee, the University Library Committee
and the College Policy Committee.
From Assistant Professor to Associate Professor
R03ERT }1, .E.LLIS. As noted ;1bo.ve, Mr. Ell.is came to the univer·
sity in 1964 as assistant director of the university art museum
and assistant professor of art. Previously he was for eight
years curator at the. Pasadena Art Museum. Since coming to the
university Mr. Ellis has made an immense contribution to the art
museum. He is a superior teacher, an able and conscientious
student adviser, and a valuable member of college and university
committees.
RALPH E 1 LElVIS. A member of the university faculty since 1957,
Mr. Lewis is a versatile and .effective teacher not only in jewelry
and metalwork, his primary fields, but also in drawing and painting. He ic ~•ell-regarded by students and faculty alike. His
creative work has been widely exhibited in New Mexico and in
national ex!tibitions held elsewhere. He has been active in formu"'
lating Gcpartment policies and has made an important contribution
both as a student adviser and as a member of faculty committees.
Additionally, RONALD R. EICHORN, who has served as Lecturer in
Architecture during the past two years was appointed Assistant Professor of Ar~hitecture effective July 1, 1968.

-. 571.
Additions to the Faculty
The faculty of the coilege was greatly strengthened through a
number of new appointments effective in September, 1967:
STEPHEN DUBOV, Instructor in Art (sculpture)
B.F.A., Kansas city Art Institute; M.A., Stanford Univ.
RICHARD RUDISILL, Assistant Professor of Art (history of art)
B.A., M.A., Sacramento State College; Ph.D., Univ. of
Minnesota.
GABRIEL P, WIESBERG, Assistant Professor of Art (history of art)
B.A., New York Univo,; M.A., Ph.D., The Johns Hopkins Univ,
FRANCIS H. BOWEN, Assistant Professor of Music (flute)
B.M., Univ. of Illinois; M,M., Texas Technological College.
Study at the Amsterdam Conservatory.
JOANNA deKEYSER, Assistant Professor of Music (cello)
B.M., Univ. of Southern California
Private study in Paris; master classes under Pablo Casals.
HECTOR GARCIA, Artist-in-Residence, Music (classical guitar)
B.H.,~~ Peyrellade."de Conserva to rio, Havana.
A noted guitarist, Mr. Garcia taught there and elsewhere
before coming to Albuquerque.
Additionally, there were four temporary appointments to the
faculty during 1967-68:
GEOEEREY HOLROYD, Visiting Lecturer irt Architecture
B.A., Univ. of Sheffield, England; Graduate Study, Harvard
Univ.
CHARLES MATTOX, Visiting Associate Professor of Art (sculpture)
}lr. Mattox, a distinguished American sculptor, lives and
works in Los .Angeles.
VIVIAN N, MILFORD, Part-Time Lecturer in Art (art appreciation)
B.F.A., Syracuse Univ.; M.A., Univ. of New Mexico

,.

MARIA L, NORDMAN, Instructor in Art (sculpture, photography)
B.A., M.A., Univ. of California, los Angeles •

• 6.
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Separations from the Faculty
The following members of the faculty resigned effective June 30,
1968;

JANEs. BUCKLES, Assistant Professor of Dramatic Art;

V. CALKINS, ASsistant Professor of Dramatic Art;
Instructor in Art;

J. TERRANCE CONWAY,

STEPHEN DUBOV, instructor in At:t;

GOODMAN, Instructor in Art;

THOMAS

W.ILLIAM A.

ROBERT O. PARKS, Professor of At:t and

Director, University At:t Museum;

JOHN PEARSON, Instructor in Art;

DAVID STARKEY, Assistant Professor of Music;

THOMAS R. VREELAND, JR.,

Professor of Architecture and Chairman of the department; and
ALFRED YOUNG, Assistant Profess-or of Art •

. 1.

III,

THE VISITING COMMITTEES

An impartiai view of an academic department by a committee of
visitors is of vaiue if it serves (1) to point out weaknesses which
might be corrected, (2) to illuminate problems and suggest solutions,
(3) to rei.nforce convictions already held by the faculty and administration, or (4) to provide evidence of a need for augmented support
of the department's program.

Necessarily the reports of visiting

committees are limited by the brevity of their visits; within the. span
of two or three days it is hardly possible for the members of a visiting committee fully to become aware of either the weaknesses or the
strengths of a complex and varied department.
may also

t~nd

Visiting committees

to suggest ideal rather than pra.gmatic_solutions to the

problems they perceive; and to answer the question, "Hhatwould be
the best possible way to conduct this program?" rather than the more
practical question,

'~at

would be the best way to conduct this pro-

gram given the financial resources

availabl~

to support

it~"

Three of the college's four departments have been visited by
outside committees in the past two years.

An accrediting committee

of the National Architectural Accrediting Board visited the depart•
ment of architecture in February, 1967; a committee invited by the
university under the program supported by the Danforth Foundation
visited the department of music in April, 1967; and a second Danforth Committee visited the department of art in January, 1968.
The reports submitted by these committees have stimulated
highly profitable discussions among the faculties of the departments,

.B.
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and we will long remain indebted to the distinguished architects,
musicians, artists and scholars who

s~rved

as committee members.*

The departments have already benefited in many ways from the
counsel they have given us•
Unfortunately, many (perhaps most) of the committees' suggestions
entail money, and in a lean budgetary year it has hot been possible
to do many of the things which the commi.ttees, t}l·e faculty artd the administration agree should be done.

In some cases it is questionable

that the University of New Mexico will ever be in a position to take
the course-of

~ction

recommended to us.

As an example, the committee that visited the department of art
noted in its report that the university "has met the problem of greatly
increased undergraduate enrollments by greater and greater reliance
on teaching assistants.

The quality of instruction is bound to de-

teriorate by this policy •••• Steps should be taken at once to either
".ncrease the number of full-time staff members, or to limit enrollment in courses which are not now adequately staffed."

In verbal

discussions with membe.rs of the university administration, the comrnittee urged that all sections of freshman courses be taught by

,.,

The members of the committees were as follows:
Architecture: Albert A. Dreyfuss, FAIA, Sacramento; Samuel E.
Homs~y, FAIA, Wilmington (Del.).;
Thomas Howarth, ACSA, University
of Toronto; Reginald Roberts, FAIA, San Antonio; W. J. Burke,
Arizona State University; and Sam T. Hurst, FAIA, ACSA, University
of Southern California, Chairman.
Music: Walter Ducloux, University of Southern California; Paul
H. Lang, Columbia University; Walter Robert, Indiana University; and
Wilfred c. Bain, Indiana University, Chairman.
Art: Warren MacKenzie; University of Minnesota; Robert Mallary
University of Massachusetts; Wayne Thiebaud, University of California
(Davis); and Allen s. Weller, University of Illinois, Chairman.

191
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senior members of the faculty, not by graduate assistants.
No one would contest this recommendation, were it feasible,
In the fall semester of i967-68 graduate and teaching. assistants
were responsible for instructi!:m in. twehty-four sections of beginning
art courses.

If as an alternative these ~actions had been taught by

"senior members of the faculty" it wouid have been necessary to increase the faculty by eight ft.iil-tiine po!litions.

The net difference

in cost (assuming an average faculty sai~ry of $11,000) would have
been $61,400 on an annual basis.

This expenditure would have made

necessary a 25% increase in the depaf'tment 1 s budget, and the studentfaculty ratio would simultaneously have dropped from 21:1 to approximately 14.5:1.
Within the financial resources presently available to the university this alternative is not a possible solution to the problems
of lower-division instruction.

To support our upper-division and

graduate programs wBile maintaining an overall student-facuity ratio
of 21:1, there is no choice but to accept the tt:!aching of freshman
and sophomores either in large lecture classes taught by the faculty
or in discussion and studio sections taught by graduate assistants.
The real question, the practical question is whether it is
indeed true that through use of graduate assistants the quality of
instruction "is bound to deteriorate." .Are there ways in which gtaduate assistants may be used while still providing good, even excellent,
instruction to beginning students?

What can be done, accepting the

realities of the situation, to make such instruction more effective?
The Danforth Committee was rightly critical of the art department's
.10.
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use of graduate assistants on two_ counts, although the circumstances
were not entirely within the depar,t;li!ent 1 s control.

During 1967-68

the freshman courses in V:l:sual Fundamentals suffered frolll inadequate
faculty supervision due to the reAignation of NEWTON HARRISON, who
left the faculty in the summer ~f i9~7 to accept a position at the
University of California (San Diego).

While at UNM Mr. Harrison de-

..

veloped a tight and well-integrated coUrse, closely supervising the
'

assistants who taught the studio sectibns.

At the time of his resig-

nation, a replacement appointment proved impossible, and 1967-68 was
hence an interim year.
Two appointments have been made for 1968•69 specifically to
provide experienced staff strength in the supervision of the freshman
courses.

MILTON HOWARD (M.F.A., Pratt Institute), who will supervise

the courses in Visual Fundamentals, has had a similar responsibility
at the University of Minnesota during the past four years;

KENNETH

RAY (M.F.A., Yale University), who will supervise courses in the
Fundamentals of Drawing, has been teaching since 1962 at the University of Illinois.
Supervision of assistants is not, however, the entire answer to
the problem,

The Danforth report notes that assistants are character-

istically appoih.ted "on the basis of the creative promise of their
own work, and without any knowledge of their teaching abilities.

Some

of the graduate students told members of the committee that they did
not know until the day before classes met for the first time the
nature of the course they were assigned to teach, and the teacher in
charge was not aware of who the newly assigned teaching assistants

.u.
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would be."
This is true.

Increases in enrollment have been such that newly

appointed graduate assistants must usually be assigned to teach two
sections of freshman courses in the first semester of their appointments.

Often it is riot knowh until registration has been completed

which extra sections are requited, hence an assistant originally
scheduled to work in the visua1 fundamentals courses may instead be
assigned to a section of freshman drawing.

This, clearly, is a dis-

service both to the assistants and to the students in the courses.
To correct this problem it will be necessary to increase the
number of assistantships available to the department so that newly
appointed assistants need not be assigned to teaching duties in the
first semester of their appointment.

Additionally it will be neces·

sary to add a new course speciiically designed to teach the graduate
assistants how to teach drawing and design to freshman students.
All newly appointed assiStants will then be required to enroll in
this course during their first semester at the university.
This approach to freshman instruction will also cost money, more
than is budgeted now, and it will place a heavy load of responsibility upon the faculty members in charge of these courses,

Although a

lack of funds will prevent substantial progress in 1968-69, the
question of adequate support of freshman instruction will be given
.the highest priority in budget requests for 1969-70.
This question has been discussed at length because its solution
will ultimately be of importance to all departments of the college,
The department of music has already begun to use graduate assistants

.12.
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in freshman instruction; the department of architecture must soon
begin to do so.

The problemj

as

stated above, ts to deyelop the

strongest possible iower division instruction through the joint
efforts of the fact.iity and assi.Bbints.
Problems related to understaffing are not confined to the lower
division.

The reports of both the art and music committees emphasize

the need for additiohal faculty appointments to provide specialized
professional instruction at the advlmced level.

The art committee

observes that "the greatest probiem which faces the department ••• is
the altogether too large number of tbajor students as related to the
staff.

The existing staff is to be commended for the generally good

calibre of the work which is being produced, but there is great need
for more staff strength.''
While noting that "the first priority should be the obtaining of
additional support for the existing programs," the Danforth Committee
also recommends new and expanded programs in areas of existing
strength.

Here the need for staff is closely related to space (dis·

cussed in section IV).
The committee that visited the department of music noted similar
problems in its report!

At one point the report descril7.es the de-

partment as "inadequately staffed in the number of major teachers. 1'
Elsewhere it emphasizes the need for special additions in several
specia.i fields.
Substantial progress has been made since the Danforth Committee's
visit.

Instruction in cello and in flute was immeasurably strengthened

through the appointment of JOANNA deKEYSER and FRANCIS BOWEN, both

.13.
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distinguished musicians wno have made an important contribution to
the department not only through their teaching but also through a
series of brilliant concerts and recitals.

Instruction in classical

guitar was offered for the f:l.rst t:l.me :l.n many years after appointment
of HECTOR GARCIA as Airtst;:l.n-Residence.

Mr. Garcia 1 s appointment was

made possible through a gift to the university by an anonymous donor.
Two other appointments have beeh made for

1968~69.

~~URICIO

FUKS,

during the past year assistant concertmaster of the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra, will join the faculty as assistant professor of music
(violin), further adding
faculty.

to. the growing strength of the instrumental

The second appointMent which has. been made is in direct

response to a recommendation given particular emphasis in the Danfo.rth Committee 1 s report.

Commenting oh the university 1 s "magnificent

theatre facilities" the report recommends that "opera should be organized as an instructional area and its fruits presented as a major
attraction, especially during the tourist season.
look with somewhat jealous eyes at the
Fe.

operati~

Many institutions

activities in Santa

It is the committee's judgement that there is a similar oppor-

tunity for the prOi\!uction of opera on the Albuquerque campus."
THOMAS H,PHILIPS, JR., who will join the faculty in September, 1968,
as professor of music has a distinguished record of achievement in
the staging of opera, plays and musical eomedies.

He comes to UNM

from the New England Conservatory of Music where he has served as
director of the opera department.
Despite the progress which these appointments represent, many
gaps in the departmene s staff remain to be filled.

.14,
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serious of these gaps is in the field of composition.

Others exist

in instrumental fields: horn, trombone and oboe, to name but three.
And as Mr. Philips develops an active program in opera there will be
an imperative need for an experienced theatrical designer of national
reputation.

This appointment, of course, is needed by the department

of drama as well as by the opera program.
Rapid advances have been made by the department of architecture
during the past three years.

The committee that visited the depart·

ment on behalf of the NAAB notes in its report, hoWever, that "the
department has in effect come from a position of grossly inadequate
support for a minimum program to a position of marginal support for
what is essentially a graduate program."

This advance, which has

been substantial in percentage terms, has been made at the expense
of other departments of the college.

Past circumstances made it

necessary, indeed imperative, to give architecture favored treatment
~n

budgetary allocations: to provide additional staff positions in

order to develop the program to its present
The accreditation committee comments
·:;ecialist faculty talents required for

~evel.

t~!"t

"gaps exist in the

a comprehensive program,

notably in the Technology area of teaching, including Structures,
Acoustics, Illumination, Lighting and Mechanical and Electrical
Systems.

To staff the new curriculum additional teaching service

io required in both Design and Technology courses."
Under its normal schedule, a second committee of the NAAB will
visit the department during the coming year (two years after the
initial visit). It may be antiCipated that the coiiiiDittee will raise

.15.
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further questions as to staffing.

Due to limitations of budget, oo

addition to the architecture :!:acuity is to be made in 1968-69.
The combined staft needs of the three departments, underlined in
reports of the three visiting committees are both real and substantial.
And because~ of 'the departments (including drama) are in need of
additional staff, it

wili

not be possible to assist one department at

the expense of the others.

The college can make progress in meeting

these needs only if it receives substantially increased support.
Far from making progress in recent years, the college as a whole
has actually lost ground.
and

1966~67

Over the five year period between 1962-63

the college received only one new faculty position for

every 25.4 added full-time equivalent students.

If during this period

the college had received new positions on the basis of a 21:1

student~

faculty ratio, four additional positions would have been created,
additions which would in part have met the staff needs described by
the visiting committees.
Actually, of course,

11

21:1 student•faculty ratio is an unreason-

able goal for a college of fine arts.

Architecture is a professional

school involving much highly specialized instruction; the art department has a substantial graduate program both at the master's and
doctoral levels, one which requires many smaller classes and seminars;
and music inevitably requires much instruction on a one-to•one basis.
In applied music it is ;impossible to attain a student-faculty ratio•
of more than 4:1.
The actual scmdent-faculty ratio in the college has averaged
15.3:1 in the past three years (see table, page 3).
.16.
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a

student~faculty

ratio

a~

can be achieved while maintaining quality

instruction; according to the. visiting committees it may be
a ratio,

~

high

Had the college received new positions during the past five

years on the basis of art~ po~ition for every 15.3 full-time equivalent
students, ~ additiohai ap~o:l.ntinents would have been made.

But these

appointments were not madet and hence it is that the departments are
now "inadequately staffed," that we have an "altogether too large
number of major studettl:s as related to the staff," and that we place
an ever greater reliance upon graduate assistants in teaching fresh•
man classes.-

V. SPACE

The need for a new building to. house the department of drama has
been discussed repeatedly and at length in previous annual reports. of
the college.

This need becomes more acute with every passing year.

The many inadequacies of Rodey Theatre and of adjacent teaching spaces
are such as most severely to constrain the department's curriculum,
limit its ability to -provide the exciting experience of living theatre
to campus and community audiences, inhibit its growth, and impair its
morale.

Despite the continuing efforts of the department's staff and

students to maintain its program at present levels, it is impossible
to hold a sanguine view of the department's short term future, and

equally impossible to see what might be done to ameiiorate its
circumstances.

.17.
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Nor is drama the only department in which the need for new space
has become severe.

The Danforth report on the department of art

emphasizes that department 1s heed for additional apace.

It cites

three specific problems! (1) the unfortunate separation of the

de~

partment's classes, now taughb in seven campus buildings, (2) the
fact that many of the graduate students in painting have to work in
their own homes rather than in university assigned space, and (3)
the adverse effect of limitat:l.ons of space upon the curriculum,
As an example of the latter tHe committee cites the need to develop
a

~1orkshop

for intaglio printniaking and serigraphy.

"The- outstand-

ing work which is being done in lithography should be complemented
by such an addition.

If this could be accomplished at the same level

of excellence, the department would undoubtedly have one ofi the
outs tanding px:int

~vorkshops

in the country."

A second logical extension of the art department's program should
come in the field of film making.

"The outstanding work in photography

plus some imaginative beginnings in the foundation .course ••• suggest
>-1-,;:o

+-

T,7ith some additional facilities activities in such combined fields

might reach a level of considerable importance." r.his recommendation
of the Danforth committee has been anticipated in the thinking of the
faculty and administration; an initial course in film making has been
added to the curriculum, and Raynolds Hall is being remodelled to

pro~

vide ereatly ioproved photographic laboratories and teaching studios
for use both by classes in still and cinematic photography,
The committee's recommendation that intaglio printmaking be added

.18.
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to the curriculum had also been anticipated; such a step would have
been taken some time ago had space been available. The department
'1-Till during the coming yecir explote the possiblil.:y of revising the
use of the basement of the Art Building so as to accommodate a studio
for this purpose.

Even i f space is found, establishment of courses

in intaglio printmaking will depend upon an additional faculty
appointment and availability of funds for purchase of etching
presses and related equipment.
Ultimately the needs of the department of art for more and
better related space will be met only through -construction of a new
art building on the site adjacent to the Fine Arts Center.

It is not

known when funds for construction of such a building may become available.
Most likely the first building project to be undertaken will be
a small addition to the Fine Arts Center which will provide additional
space for the Fine Arts Library, additional storage space for the
University Museum, and offices for faculty and staff.

It is possible

that this "west addition'' to 'the F.ine Arts Center may receive fundi..ng in 1969.
Minor revisions in the basement of the Architecture Building will
make it possible to use more effectively the total space assigned to
,._

the department.

Specifically it will be possible to provide space

for an exhibition and jury room, one of the major recommendations of
the NAAB committee.

.19.
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V.

OTHER EVENTS

Many other events and achievements

of

importance to the growth

and development of the college are reco~ded. in the annual reports of
the several departments.

Also listed in tlie~~ re~orts are the many
...

'

t

·.

'

accomplishments of individual members of the faculty!

books and arti-

cles published, performances, exhibitions; a~cr piittici:l.pat:iori in the
work of learned societies and community organizationsl
Space permits mention of only a few such items in this report:
Architecture
(1)

As a result of its accreditation; the department was eligible

for the first time to award the AIA Student Medal.

The new medal was

created to honor Mr. JOHN GAW MEEM, the distinguished Santa Fe architect, designer of the university's administration building and Zimmerman Library, among other campus structures,

The John Gaw Meem medal

will be given each year to a student in the graduating class for
"excellence in design."
(2)

The undergraduate curriculum in architecture was revised to

include a requirement that all students complete a minor in a field
other than architecture.
(3)

The work of the building technology courses was expanded to

include work on experimental structures.
perimental multiple dome o£

~~ood

One such structure, an ex-

and metal skeletal construction,

thirty feet high by sixty feet wide, attracted particular campus
(and community) attention when erected in the parking 1ot adjacent to

.20,
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the architecture building.
(4)

A rtUmber of distinguished architects participated in the

department's continuing lecture series.
CHARLES W. MOORE, MICHIEL POlAK, MARVIN

Among them were J. B. JACKSON,
HATA~!I,

DOUGlAS mCHELS, BOB

FmLDS, WALTER BOR, DAVID T• .HICKS, EDUARDO LOZANO and LOUIS SAUER.
The department must also express its appreciation to the many

~embers

of the profession in New Mexico who again, as in years past, generously
gave their services as visiting lecturers and jurors.

This support,

as well as that given through membership in the Alumni and Friends of
the Department of Architecture, is. of utmost importance to the department.

!!:!:
(1)

A new graduate. program leading to the Ph.D. degree in the

history of art was approved by the college faculty, the university
faculty and by the Board of Regents,

It will be presented to the

Board of Educational Finance for final approval in the fall of 1968.
(2)

As noted above, funds were made available to remodel Sara

Raynolds Hall as a building for instruction in photography and film.
This work will be completed prior to the beginning of the fall semester of 1968.

Some additional space in the Engineering Annex and

in Hodgin Hall was assigned to the department for use by graduate
students in painting.
(3)

The department again took satisfaction in the notable

achievements of its students..
exhibitions.

Many received swards in professional

Others received appointments to fellowships and graduate

.21.
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assistantships at leading universities.

Those completing requirements

for the M.A. and M.• F.A. degrees received faculty appointments .at major
institutions.

Both the Danfor.th Coironittee and the juror of the annual

l)tudent exhibition, Mr. RUDY TURK, Curator of Collections at Arizona
State University, commented favorably upon the strength and diversity
of the department's work.

The Danforth report first took note that

"the faculty exhibition gave evidence of a staff which is profession'

ally competent and decidedly varied.

It was a pleasure to observe

that no one person and no one style dominated the exhibition,

It is

obvious that the students have the opportunity of working with accom•
plished artists who are themselves creative and productive, and who
represent a wide variety of styles."
The report continued, observing that "the student shows, both
undergraduate and graduate reflected a similar variety of approach.
There was a gratifying sense that the work had not been formed under
the dictation of one or two dominant personalities."
Mr. Turk likewise observed that "the exceptionally high quality
and diversity of the 1968 New Mexico Student Annual Exhibition are
readily apparent, and apparent to a degree very seldom encountered in
any competitive art exhibition.

The entire show testifies to highly

-l.eveloped understanding of drawing and design combined w:l.th a commit•
ment to individualized expression.

Thus, the show evidences amazing

maturity in skills and sensible independence in imagery."

(4)

Among the department's visiting lectureres in 1967-68 were

PIERRE COURTHION, SUE THURMAN, JUNE WAYNE, and LAWRENCE ALLOWAY •
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~

The department maintained its normal production schedule during
1967-68.
~.

Included were productiohs of The Little Foxes, Under Milk-

Asia and the Far East, and fheAmorous Flea, as well as the

Children's Theatre production, Hansel and Gretel.
~

(1)

Perhaps the most significant undertaking of the department

during 1967-68, yet one of tHe less tangible, was a careful selfappraisal,

Under Dr• WALTER kELLER's sound and excellent leadership,

this self-appraisal has already resulted in a notable improvement in
faculty and student morale and a renewed dedication to the highest
standards of performance and muaicianship.
partment

~ere

The curricula of the de-

thoroughly restudied, a number of changes and revisions

were made, and several courses added,
(2)

An important and, indeed, spectacular addition to the per-

formance capabilities of the department was made in January, 1968,
when the magnificent new pipe organ, built by the Holtkamp Organ
Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, was dedicated in a series of inaugural
concerts.
(3)

A third auxiliary organization in support of the college's

programs, The Friends of Music, joined those already formed in support
of the art museUm and the department of architecture.

As its first

objective it has pledged $1,000 to assist incoming music students during the coming year,

The department and the college are deeply indebted

to the interested citizens who have lent their support to this new .and

important organization,
,23,
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(4)

As is customary, the department again presented a rich and

exciting series of concerts and recitals.
year of many notable euents,

~ncluding.

Particularly notable in a

a superb performance of

Beethoven's Missa Solemnis by the university chorus and orchestra,
were. the many distinguished r~citals presented by members of the
faculty as

scho~rship

benefit concerts.

University Art Museum
(1)

The museum presented seventeen exhibitions during 1967-68.

Attendance rose sharply, from 32!641 in 1966-67 to 47,025 in 1967-68.
A large portion of the increase may be attributed to the children's
exhibition,

~he

Animal Kindgom, organized by the museum in cooperation

with the Junior League of Albuquerque.

Visited by every sixth grade

class in Albuquerque, as well as by adults and other children of all
ages, the exhibition included sixty-five works of art, lent principally by other American museum, and ranged from ancient Egypt to the
present day.
(2)

Among other notable exhibitions presented during the year

were:
Cady Wells: A Retrospective Exhibition. Published in connection
with the exhibition was a 24 page illustrated catalog with
text by Kate c. Duncah (M,A., 1967).
Young Photographers. Organized by Van Deren Coke, the exhibition included work by 55 young photographers from uni"'
versities across the country. Mr. coke also wrote the
introduction to the 36 page catalog.
National Invitational Crafts Exhibition. Supported by a federal
grant administered by the New Mexico Arts Commission, this
exhibition was organized by a special committee, Robert M.
Ellis serving as its chairman. Hr. Ellis designed both the
distinguished installation and the 24 page catalog •
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Lithographs by June Wa~e,
Sculpture by Charles,.t;i.aJ¥o1'i•
Presented concurrerltly, the.se colorful exhibitions surveyed
the work of two rloted contemporary artists, both of whom
have made important c9ntributions to UNM: Mrs. WaYQe as
Director of the Tamarind Workshop, with which the university
has many associations; ~nd Mr. Hattox as visiting professor
of sculpture. The ekfii~ition checklists were written by Mrs.
Louise Lewis, museum curator;
I
(3) A total of 203 paintirlgs, sculptures, drawings and prints were
added to the museum's perkament collection during 1967-68, principally
through gifts.

So numetous were these gifts that it becomes impossible

to name the donors in this repbrt.

The univei's:i.ty's deep appreciation

is extended to all of them, as well as to the members of the Friends of
Art who have so generously and devotedly supported the museum's program.
Without their aid and that of the museum docents, our program would be
impossible,

Particular mention must be made of the dedicated work of

Mrs. F. M. Waller, chairman of the Junior League committee

for~

Animal kingdom exhibition,
A selection from recent gifts to the museum will be presented

i~

a special exhibition in the fall of 1968,

VI,

RECOMMENDATIONS

Winy of the recommendations which appropriately might be made at:
this time are implicit in earlier sections of this report.

Briefly

summarized, the more important actions which must be taken to ensure
continuing qualitAtive growth of the college's programs are as
follows:
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(1)

Most important of all, provision must be made for additional

faculty appointments, both td correct existing deficiencies and to
provide for future growth.
(2)

Additional graduate assistantships must be provided so that

newly appointed assistants \nay complete a program of
their assignment to teaching

instruction~

dutie~.

(3) .Added funds must be provided for departmental expenses and
equipment, for travel by .the

fac~lty

and. administrative staff, and

for museum exhibitions! publications and acquisitions.

These funds

have fallen badly behind needs in recent years, due both to continuing inflation artd to rising enrollmentsl
(4)

The building needs of the college must be met at the earli-

est possible date.

Tlie situation of the department of drama is

particularly critical,
{5)

The faculty of the college must continue to examine means

through which instruction may be improved.

Imagination is needed as

well as money if the university is to keep pace -- or better, to provide leadership -- in meeting the needs of our scudents in the last
third of the twentieth century.
Student participation in discussions which might lead to improv·
ment in instruction is both welcome and desirable.

It is hoped that

recent student requests for increased participation in these decisions
will be equalled by student responsibility in effecting them •
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Th:i.s annual report cannot conclude. without a deep a:nd affectionate expression of appreciation to TOM L. POPEJOY, who as President
of the University did so much to aid and encourage the arts.

It is

entirely fitting that the concert Hall should be named in his honor,
for without him it would not be there.

Nor would any of the univer•

sity 1 s programs in architecture, art, drama or music have achieved
their present strength.

dur accomplishments- are his acco!llPlishments.

I

I
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The Report of the Department of Architecture
July 1, 1967 - June :30, 1968
Thomas R. Vreeland, Jr.; Chairman

I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 196 7-68.

1)

ln November 1967 the Architecture Department proposed and

had accepted by the College a provision that students majoring in
Architecture minor in some other field as. a requirement _for their
first degree, the Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts.

'fhis is the be-

ginning of the fulfillment of a long-standing ambition of the pepartment that its l!tudents have broad knowledge

in other disciplines

(such as the social sciences and the natural

science~

to their work in architecture.

as a support

In line with this Professor Jones

worked out with the assistance of members of the Civil Engineering
Department a minor in Engineering for architecture .students.
2')

Professor Jones and Professor 'Weismantel proposed to the

Department several modifications to the current curriculum which
would introduce greater flexibility in accepting students with
credits. from other colleges and universities, with or without
degrees, into the architecture program.
measures

1~hich

1-1ould broaden the number of possible options in

graduate studies in the last two years.
the Department.

In addition they proposed

These were approved by

Professor Schlegel got approval for and actually

conducted teaching in a minor in architecture for students following the Ph.D in Education.
- 1 -
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3)

Persuing the drive started last year to build up the

teaching strength in technical areas of architecture in response
to the accrediting board 1 s criticism of the De_partment 1 s weakness.
·in

th~s

area, much was accomplished this year and. much remains to

be done:

a)

l,Tsing money from the Reynolc:ls M;etals Company, Professors

Gathman and Schlegel edi.ted the tapes from last. year's
Building Technology Workshop and, with the graphics assistance of Professor Eichorn,
published
a 75-page report of
,, ...
'
_

the workshop

proceed~ngs

.. Copies

o~

this book were dis-

tt:ibuted to every archit:ecture school in the tountty and
additional copies went to all

del~gates

attending the second

Building Technology Workshop in Harvard this Apdl.
b)

Professor Gathman served on the program committee for

this second Building Technology Workshop, chaired by Neal
Mitchell and sponsored by Harvatd.

This workshop, inspired

by the success of last year's workshop held in Albuquerque,
was much larger, attended bymany more schools, and heavily
subsidi:<:ed by contributions from t.he bui.lding industry.
Professor Schlegel attended as the University of New Mexico
delegate and reported that the workshop was intensive and
highly successful.
c)

The Department was fortunate in being able to use

$2000 of taw School money, received in exchange for the
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teaching services of Professor Weisman tel in· a law s.eminar
this spring, to bolster the teaching in tec.hnical areal!,
Steve llaer assisted ~rofessor Gathman in the spring: semes.ter of the Building 'rechnology course and conducted· an experimental building program which re.sulted in the erection
of a thirty-foot high solar beat collecting tower in the
west..court of the Architecture Building and a thirt::y-foot
high and sixty-foot wide multiple dome o.£ wood and metal
skeletal construction,

These experiments were con.sidered

very successful and valuable teaching additions to the
Building Technology courses by the faculty and many of the
participating students; and there is a strong desire to
continue them next year if the money is available •.
d)

Professor Gafford used some of the money referre!d.':to

in paragraph (c) to have his st.udents build demonstrat.ion
models for teaching structures.

This was in line with

1

last year s recommendations for the Structure.s and Build irtg
Technology program and money should be found to continue
this next yea:r.
e)

Professor Gathman instituted an ambitious program o£

guest lecturers in the Building Technology
year.

cour~>e

this

These included many of the best practicing consult-

ing engineers in Albuquerque.

Professor Gathman paid

these lecturers out of his own salary.
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Since the Department

wishes to continue this practice ne:x:t year 1 it is.. hoped
that other fund:> c<tn b.e found to pay for it.
4)

At the annual Student Awards Banquet this year, two medals

were awarded for the first- time.

As a result of its accreditation

l,ast year, the Department was eligible for the first time to award
the AIA Student Medal.

And the Department created a new medal to

honor John Gaw Meem, the retired Santa Fe architect.

This medal

will be given every year to _a student in the graduating class for
"excellence in design."

In addition the Alumni and Friends of the

Department of Architecture initiated a new policy to make grantsin-aid to needy and desel;ving students in architecture each year
in lieu of the. previous practice of making cash awards toward tuition
to students purely on the basis of scholarship without considering
need.

A number of grants-in-aid were made to applying students this

year at the Awards Banquet.

In the future medals and certificates

only will be awarded for scholarship.
5)

The recommendation was made to the Dean, and approved by

him, to add a third-line classification to the architecture slides.
It was also resolved that in the future all architecture s.Udes
will be filed and classified in drawers similar to the painting and
sculpture slides.

This work of recl<!ssify;!.ng will start over the

summer.
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6)

Because a serious problem exists in Albuquerque with regard

to the professional growth and development of the Architecture
faculty, namely the lack of opportunity for involvement in actual
work in planning and architecture, the. Department recommended to the
University the creation o.f a Center for Design and Research in
Architecture and Planning within the larger structure of the contemplated Institute for Research and Development in the Social Sciences.
This has been approved in principal by Vice Presidents Heady and
Springer.

It is hoped that ttqo members of the Department, Professors

Weismantel and Jones, will be working on the first contract undertaken
by the new Center this summer, namely a planning contract with the
city for the Albuquerque 11odel Cities Program.
7)

The following lectures tY'ere: sponsored by the Department this

year: November 3, J. B. Jackson, 1'Road Architecture and Strip Development;" December 7, Charles W.• Moore, "Form and Metaform;" February
12, Mich:!.el Polak, ''An Illustration of Reciprocity in the Evolution
of European Architecture;" February 2 7, Marvin Ha.tami, "Recent lvork; ' 1
March 6, Doug Michels a.nd Bob Feild, "Spring Road Trip;" March 29,
Waltet· Bor, "A New City in Tuy Valley, Venezuela;" April 17, David
T. Hicks, "Architecture of the High Atlas Mountains;·" May 6,
~:

Eduardo Lozano, "New Thoughts on Urban Design."

In addition, on

May 17, Louis Sauer lectured on his own work at the Student Awards
Banquet, under the sponsorship o£ A.F.D.A.
8)

Professor Weismantel organized a series of seven informal

lectures featuring Albuquerque architects discussing their own works
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and thought fo:r the benefit: of the students,

Speakers were Jason

Moore, Robert Riley, John Va:tsa, George Wright, Rild1:eth Barker,
Joe Boehning, and. John Reed.

In addition, these architects e'll;-

hi.bited thei1: work in the ent:rance hall to the Architecture Building.

One other exhibit, _photographic panels of Peace Corps work

of architecture students in Venezuela, was shown to good effect
in this h11llway during spring semester..

A display of thif! year's

architecture theses in the foyer of the Fine A:rts Genter· for one
week in the spring rounded out the e'll:hibits sponsored J)y the
Department this year.
and recommendations for the near future.

}l,

1)

Reviewing last· year 1 s recommendations, some of these -have

been carried out and some remain to be done.
a)

Using its

o~m

shop faciLities and expense. account money,

the Department has constructed a total of twenty-four freestanding seven-foot high and eight-foot wide panels which
have been used to great advantage in the second-floor drafting room to create visual separation between the design
studios and se<ltions.
than last year.

This has proved .far more satisfactory

In addition the Department has found that

juries can be very successfully held in this room by arranging a quadrangle of partels within the drafting room.

Since

this :i.s done at the expense of the space .otherwise assigned

599
to fifth-year student desk space, it might prove highly
desirable to construct lockable carrells fo.r fifth-year
students in the basement since their desks in the open
drafting room upstairs go largely unused.

In addition

students in the second-floor drafting room are at present
suffering from inadequate storage space.

Money should be

found to provide either the additional drawers on their
desks that

~~ere

omitted in the initial purchase to save

money, or to construct lockers

~limilar

to those in the

first floor drafting rooms.
b)

Professor Schlegel attended a confe;t'encEi at Yale on

the use of computers in architecture.

He reported that their

use and versatility are growing so rapidly among the schools
that tbose who have not incorporated computer methodology
into their teaching are in grave danger of falling hopelessly
far behind.

Last year's request for the installation of an

IBM 1050 Control Unit in the Architecture Building has still
not been honored.

Its installation in 1968 .. 69 is urgently

requested.
c)

'rhe Department still needs badly a photographic darkroom

to be built in the basement of the Architecture Building.
Although this can be done quite reasonably, last year's request produced an astronomical estimate due to an attempt
to combine Architecture 1 s modest needs with the full darkroom teaching facility requested by the Art Department.
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The Architecture Department renews its request for a small
qarkroom facility in the basement for the constantly mounting
need.!!. Qf. i.ts students_and teachers.

c.

Appointments to Staff.

1)

Professor Don P. Schlegel has been appointed Acting Chairman

of the Department of Ar.chitecture for next year.
D.

Separations from staff.

1)

Geoffrey Holroyd, a former teacher at the Architectural Associ-

ation in London, was appointed as a Visiting Lecturer in Architecture
during the past year to replace James R. Jarrett, who left the faculty
a year ago.

Mr. Holroyd has done a splendid job as Fifth-:Year Design

Teacher and Thesis Critic.

He goes next year to fill a visiting teach-

ing appointment at California Polytechnic College at San Luis Obispo.
No successor has been appointed yet.
2)

Professor Thomas R. Vreeland, Jr., has served the Department

as Chairman since 1965.

He goes next year to head the new architecture

program in the School of Architecture and Urban Planning at the University of California in Los Angeles.

Although

~rofessor

Schlegel will

act as Chairman next year, no faculty appointment has been made to replace Professor Vreeland yet.

Professor Weismantel heads a search

connnittee composed of Architecture Faculty members that will assist
and advise the Dean next year in selecting a new chairman of the
Department for the following year.

- 8 -
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II.

Composite of infoimation requested on individual biographical
supplements.
1)

Advanced study.
Eichorn, Ronald R.
Bachelor of Architecutre, Summa Cum Laude
Heimerich, John J;
Earned rating as Qualified Analist and instructor for
Fallout Shelter Analysis at Pennsylvania State University
Jones, Arthur w.
NCARB .Council Certificate
Architectural reg;istration in· 1New Mex.ico

2)

Sabbaticals, etc.
Heimerich, John J.
Traveled through Eastern u.S. before and after attending
summer session at Penn State
Schlegel, Don P.
Travel in Europe for three weeks
Vreeland, ~homas R., Jr.
Visiting lecturer and juror, School of Architecture, Tulane
University, January 8-11
Lectur.er, School of Architecture, Univers.ity of Oklahoma,
October 12, 13
·
loTeismantel, William
Served as seminar chairman, Mayor's Conference on Urban
Beauty in St. Louis, March 14-15 at: invitation of Mayor
of St. Louis

3)

New scholastic honors, etc.
Eichorn, Ronald R.
Graduated Summa Cum Laude, Member Phi Kappa Phi
Received A.I.A. Medal for general excellence in architecture

4)

Publications.
Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr.
NATION'S SCHOOLS, Vol 80, No. 3, Sept 67, pp 66-69:
"Architects Design New Schools for New Towns"
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, Apr 68, pp 198-214:
"New Schools in New Towns -- the Future''
ZODIAC 17, pp 118-161: "Young American Architects"
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W(li$1ltantl!l, William
Review of HOUSES OF BOSTON'S BACKBAY by Bainbridge
Bunting, in LANDSCAPE, (Vol. 17, No. 3 ) Spring 1968 p. 345)

Other research projects, etc.
Heimerich, John J.
Awarded a grant of $550 by Research Allocations Committee
for "Current Construction of Signi:Ucant Buil,dings 11 project
Jones, Arthur W.
Faculty Grant-in-Aid to develop new types of low-cost
housing .at the Indian PuebloS, Submitted design proposal
to Model Citites Agency
Schlegel, Don P.
Architect for Dental Clinic ($175,000)
Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr,
Participated in Rice Design Fete #4, June 1967,
"New Schools for New Towns" for t~"o ~ieeks. Project:
A·linear ·educati-ons 1 system· for ·parkways, Houston
Faculty Grant-in-Aid ($400) to continue research started
in 1966 on perception and visual communication.
Weismantel, William
liith student participation, report on ideal design of a
typical square mile of Albuquerque. This will be completed
this summer and published if funds can be found for printing.
Began research on 13 New Mexico cities. of 10,000-50,000
population (1960). Some findings already mimeographed.

6)

Activities in learned and professional societieS, etc.
Heimerich, John J,
1-fember, American Institute of Architects, Albuquerque Chapter
Treasurer for year ending Oct 31, 1967; reelected for another
year
Chairman, Finance Committee
Jtmes, Arthur w.
Attended AIA Teachers' Seminar, Chicago, June 1967
Schlegel, Don P.
Union International Architects, Prague, Czechoslovakia
Regional AIA Conference, Colorado Springs
Building Technology Conference, Boston, Mass.
Computer Graphics Conference, New Haven, Conn.
- 10 -
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Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr.
ChaLrman, 1968 AIA/ACSA Teachers' Seminar Committee
Seminar on Industrialized Builc!ing to be held in Montreal
June 9-14
Member, Visiting Team, National Architectural Accrediting
Board to California Polytechnic College, Feb 11-14, 1968
Weismantel; William
Spoke to New Mexico Planners Association at Sunport, Oct
1967 on Urban Renewal
Helped prepare a di<scussi.on on a Rio Grande Park for
Albuquerque Urban Progress organization
7)

Other professional activities; etc.
Reimerich, John J.
Five lectures on France to ·students at Manzano High School
Six lectures on Europe to various Albuquerque groups
Architect for apartment complex ($1,000,000)
Jones, Arthur W.
Entered National Architectural Competition for Football
Hall of Fame
Completed design and construction, Senescu residence,
Albuquerque
Schlegel., Don P.
Several off-campus talks
Consulting, Fort Lewis College
Vreeland, Thomas R., ;Jr.
June· 1967, consultimt to School o;f Architecture & Urban
Planning, U.C.L.A. on archite.cture curriculum
Chairman, Commission on Education, N.M. State Society AIA
Member, Architectural Panel, advisory to N.M. Art Commission
Member; curricular panel, ACSA Regional Meeting, Tucson, Ariz.
Apr 19;;21
Lecture on urban design to Netv Mexico Association of Planners,,
Dec 1
Lecture on history of landscape architecture in Landscape
Pesign School II!, Nov 7
Weismantel, v1illiatn
Made spot radio talk for use on various New Mexico stations
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8)

Non-teaching University service,
Eichorn, Ronald R.
Faculty adviser for 33 students
Department slide committee chairman
Heimerich, John J.
Faculty adviser for 90 .to 95 architecture students
Jone.s, Arthur w.
Faculty Adviser for 49 students
Faculty Adviser for Zimmerman Library Motorcycle and
Timing Association
Department of Architecture Lecture Series Chairman
Fine Arts College Policy Committee
Schlegel, Don P.
Member, Student Union Jloard
Member, Lawrence Ranch Board
Chairman, Library Connnittee for the Depa):'tment
Faculty adviser for 32 students
Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr.
Member, Campus Planning Committee
Member, Committee for the Enhancement of Education
(a subcommittee of the Policy Committee)
Member 1 Art Museum Advisory Committee
Member, Fine Arts Policy Commit. tee
Weismantel, William
Guest editor for Fall 1968 issue of NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY
Adviser to .11 students
Arranged a series of eight public lectures by Albuquerque
prize-winning architects
liclped design curriculum for Master's Program in Arc.hitecture

9)

Public Service.
Heimerich, John J.
Hember, official board of Monte Vista Christian Church and
member of building committee ~
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Vreeland, Thom_as R. , Jr.
Presented position paper on design of the city to
Albuquerque Goals Conunission under Title r·of :Higher
Education Act
Weismantel, William
Advised Albuquerque Model Cities Staff
Appeared at two City Conunission hearings as independent
unpaid expert
:I.O)

Personal info-rmation.
Vreeland, Thomas R., Jr.
Ha··s resigned as l>f July 1, 1968, accepting pos.ition
on architecture_faculty at UCLA
tveismantel, Will;l.am
Son born here March 8, 1968, Karl Louis Weismantel
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The Report of the Department of Art
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Van Deren Coke, Chairman
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, .1967-68.
The enrbllment in the Department of Art has leveled off
in comparison to the rapid rate of growth that has been experienced in the past five years.

However students at:e still

turned away from many courses taught by th* Department of Art
due to a shortage of staff and a lack of space.

For example ·

during Semester II, 1967-68 all studio courses at the freshman and sophomore level, despite the addition, during the

·.·

,I

period of enrollment of three new sections in the visual
i

fundamentals courses, were full before registration was

!

properly house and teach the number of graduate students

l
ll

presently enrolled,

j

closed,

At the graduate level the Department continues to

I

attract students from all parts of the country, however, enrollment in the graduate program must be curbed in order to

Graduate students from the following

fifty colleges and universities in add,ition to the University
of New Mexico are enrolled in the graduate program this
year.

Adelphi University, New York State College at Alfred,

University of the Americas, University of Arkansas, Arizona
State University, Atlanta School of Art, Baylor University,
Brandeis University, Boston University, Brown University,
University of California at Berkeley, Onivetsity of California
at Los Angeles, Connecticut College, Cooper Union, Florida
State University, University of Hartford, University of

J

'l

l

I
I

II

't..
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Hawaii, John Herron Art Institute, Chinese University of
Hong Kong, Hornsby College of Art, London, University of
Houston, University of Illinois, Indiana University, Kansas
City Art Institute, University of Kansas, Haryland Institute,
Hassachusetts College of Art, University of Hichigan,
Minneapolis School a£ Art, University of Minnesota,
Muhlenberg College, New York University, Notre Dame University, Oklahoma Baptist College, Oregon State University,
Philadelphia College of Art, Pratt Institute, Queens
College of New tork, Randolph Macon
Richmond

~rofessional

W~man's

College;

Iristitute, Rockford College, Rhode

Island School of Design, Stanford University, Syracuse
Univers~ty,

Texas State College for Women, University

o~

·.

Texas, Washington University, Western State College of
Colorado, Wichita State University, University of Wisconsin,
University of Wyoming.
A recent survey shows that the proportion of zraduate
students in the Department of Art who receive

financ~al

aid,

in the form of fellowships or assistantships, is very unusual.
In many departments of art only ten to fifteen percent more
students are attracted than are awarded graduate assistantship~

or

fello~ships.

Only thirty of the eighty graduate

students in the Department of Art at UNM are being given
financial aid.
Again it should be emphasized that the future development of the studio program; and now for the first time the
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art history program, must be linked to the availability of
space and additional staff.

The

Departme~t's

current needs

in photography, the fastest growing part of the studio program, will be met by space that is being made available in
Sara Raynolds Hall.
graduate painters,

This space was previously assigned to
Space for the graduate painters will be

made available in recently vacated buildings near the Art
Department Building.

These adjustments do not provide

space for all graduate students in painting.

Nor is space

available for an etchirtg studio, a field of study that is
badly needed to complement our outstanding program in
lithography.

This is probably the only major art department

in the country that can only offer students an opportunity
to work in a single

~edium

in the traditional graphic arts.

This is a distinct limitation for majors as well as graduate
students.
Although one additional art historian was add*d to the
staff in

1967~&8,

it would be most

desira~le

to add another

faculty member, hopefully in the field of Renaissance art,
in order to carry out plans for implementing the newly
approved Ph.D. in art history.

In this regard space for

storage and study of slides and photographs, used by our
art history and studio students, is very badly needed in
th* Fine Arts Library.

Classroom space for teaching the

expanded undergraduate art history program is also a need
that must be met in the very near future.

..i
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A Visiting Committee, made possible through a grant
from the Danforth Foundation; spent three days in January
studying the programs and facilities of the Department of
Art.

Dean Allen Weller of the College of Fine and Applied

Arts, University of Illinois, served as c.hairman of the
committee.

Profes•ors Robert Mallary, University of

Massachusetts, Warren McKenzie, University of-Minnesota
and Wayne Thiebaud, University of California, Davis were
the other members of the committee.
Although the Visiting Committee made an .effort to
learn as much as possible about the activities of the
_I

Department, it was not feasible, in the brief period of
three days, to see ·and unders-tand all aspects o·f the
various programs carried on by the Department.

As a

consequence a few false assumptions and errors in interpretation were noted in the Committee's report.

In order

to fully air the•e matters and discuss the report in general
a

meetin~of

the professorial members of the faculty and

Dean George Springer, was held in May after the report of
the Visiting Committee was received.

This group felt that

the recommendations regarding improvements,that were within
the present resources of the Department,had already been
under study and steps had been taken in a number of instances
to improve situations that needed attention.

In many cases

actions were recommended that are not feasible under our
present limitations of staff and space.

,,
j

'
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It is appropriate that portions of the report submitted

b~

the Visiting Committee be quoted since they make

us all aware of our achievements as well as throw light
on certain trouble spots.
"The Department of Art at the University
of New Mexico has an excellent reputation and
is carrying on an extraordinarily extensive
and ambitious program,
There •ust be very few
universities ~ith a comparable total enrollment which have such a large proportion of
students who are majoring in art.
It is quite
extraordinary to find that there are apparently
well over 600 students whose major is in this
department •••• In a university with a total
enrollMent of approximately 13,~00 the resulting figure of approximately 630 students majoring in art is most remarkable,
It is quite
obvious that the department is filling a very
important need, and that it is dealing with an
exceptionally large student body.,,,
There seeMs to be an unusual awareness
on the part of the departmental staff of th~
teaching role which many university art mijors
will assume, and 1t is somewhat unusual to
find that this aspect of the ~rogram is
distinctly emphasized.
There has been a real
attempt to produce students who are capable
of teaching in a considerable variety of
artistic fields, rather than in concentrating
in more limited areas.
One result of this has
been a rather unusual emphasis on requirements
in art history for studio majors.
This has
been done in order that such students can
occupy dual posi~ions on university or college
faculties, but has also lead to certain internal
difficulties,,,,
The internal difficulties referred to in this passage
have been discussed at some length by representative members
of the faculty.

There

i~

a tendenty for the studio faculty

to misjudge the aims of the art history faculty and visa
versa.

In order to raise the standards of the art history

'·

'

..I

-
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courses it has been felt necessary, by the art historians, to
demand ·more hours uf research and study irom the students.

This

has sometimes meant that studio majors have given emphasis to
their art history course work at the expense of their studio
course work,

It is expected that .this matter will c·lear up

as the students adjust to the demands of the art history
faculty and the art history faculty makes special arrangements
to integrate the .special interests of their studio students
into the art history program.

The greater emphasis p,laced

this year,_ by the art histor.y faculty, on preparing research
and criticism papers has already improved the,level of

t~is

aspect of the program.
The Danforth report continues:
"The committee did not make an exh~u~tive
technical survey of the physical facilities
available, but it is obvious that the department
needs additional new space,
Separation of various
departmental activities is not ideal., •• Most members of the committee seemed to feel that it is
unfortunate that many of the graduate students in
painting have to work at their own homes rather
than in university assigned space; this did not
seem to be considered a hardship by the students
concerned, but it •ust create a considerable
difficulty for the staff members who visit them
and it is generally con•idered that graduate students learn a great deal by associating with each
other in a graduate Studio situation,,,,
"There was a general impression that the
student work in lithography and photography
was the strongest shown, and that the work in
watercolor and crafts was in need of strengthening,
It was particularly interesting to see
examples of the graduate students work arranged
in chronological order, and to note the change
and development in style ~ver the last few
years. There is very little sense of regionalism
or localism in the work at this level, but it

·,
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is very much in tune with dominant artistic
aims elsewhere in the contemporary world,
Members of the visiting committee had the
opportunity of talking with a number of
the current graduate students; these gave
the impression that they were interested
and satisfied with the work they are
accomplishing here ••••
"The greatest problem 1~hich faces the
department, in the opinion of the visiting
committee, is the altogether too large number of major students as related to the
staff,
The existing s~aff is to be commended
for the generally good calibre of the work
which is being produced, but there is great
need for more staff strength.
While this is
true at all levels of instruction, the
unf~~tunate effects of insufficient full-time
permanent staff is particularly evident in
the foundation course,,,,,Steps should be
taken at once· to eithe·r increase the number
of full-time staff members, or to limit enrollment in courses which are not now adequcately staffed.,,. 11

'·
I

The "foundation course" is now staffed to a very large
extent, by graduate assistants supervised by a member of
the faculty.
It is difficult to measure the achievements of the
; Department of Art unless one is located in a metropolitan
center where there are a number of departments organized
along similar lines.

It was therefote gratifying to.re•d

the following statement by

Profes~or

Rudy H. Turk, Curatar

of Collections at Arizona State University, and formerly

,,

Director of the Richmond California Art Center and Assistant
Director of the San Diego Gallery of Fine Arts, who was
the juror for the 1968 exhibition of work by students in
' the Department of Art.

,;
--·..f•
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"The exceptionally high quality and
diversity of the 1968 New Mexico Annual
Student Exhibition are readily apparent,
and apparent to a degree very seldom encountered in any competitive art exhibition.
The entire show testifies to
highly developed understanding of drawing
and design combined with a commitment to .
individualized expression. · Thus, t·he
show evidences amazing maturity irt skills
and sensible independence in imagery.
At first encounter, a visitor to the
exhibition can nut help but be surprised
at the monumentality of the works, especially as it is a~parent even in the
smallest pieces in the show. Again, this
testifies to understood fundamentals of
drawing and design which seem to be
expioited in a characteristic way very
natural to students accustomed to the
monumental environs of this state.

..

·I

;

Inclusion in this show should be
considered at once an honor and recognition of outstanding·creative abilitY~•·w"
B,

!

!

·.

Significant plans, and recommenda tiona for the near·· future.
The most significant plans for the near future is to
develop the Ph,D. program in art history which was
in May by the Board of Regents.

approv~d

As pointed out elsewhere,

all other plans for the future are continge?t .. upon the
availability of additional staff and space.

c.

.1.

Appointments to staff,
To meet the needs of ou7 increased enrollment, to
further the development of the art history program and to
replace members of the staff who have resigned, seven new
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faculty members have been appointed and -four visiting
artists will be on the faculty either for a semester or
a year.
Richard Rudisill, who during

Se~ester

II, 1967-68,

replaced Professor Elizabeth Smith while she was on
leave, has been appointed an Assistant Professor of art
history.

Professor Rudisill's primary interest is the

history of photography.

He took a Ph.D. at the University

of Minnesota in American Studies and has a secondary
int~rest

in the art

o~

the United States and its relation-

ship to literature.
Milton Howard, who took his M.F.A. at Pratt Institute,
has been appointed an Ass is tan t Profes-sor· to supervise the
Visual Fundamentals program and teach painting.

He has

held a similar position for the past four years at the
University of Minnesota.
Kenneth Ray, who took his M.F.A. at Yale University,
has been appointed an Assista.nt Professor.
supervising the Fundamentals of Drawing
sculpture.

lie wi.ll be

p~ogram

and teaching

He has been teaching since 1962 at the Univer-

sity of Illinois.
David Rodgers, who recently completed his M.F.A. at
Indiana University, has beert *ppointed an Instructor.

He

will be teaching a lecture course in contemporary art and
courses in sculpture and dr•wing.
Thomas Perkinson, who completed his M.A. at UNM in

,.,

'

----~

i

·cT·'·

June, has been appointed an Instructor.
drawing.

6j_5

He will be

te•~hing

Perhaps the most outstanding draftsman to graduate

from the University in recent years, Mr. Perkinson has won
a number of awards in drawing in major competition throughout the country,
Frank Boyden, who completed his M.F.A. at Yale University in 1968, has been appointed an Instructor.

He will. be

teaching a lecture course and beginning painting,
E, Boyd, Curator of Collections, Spanish-Colonial art,
at the Museum of New Mexico in Santa Fe, has been appointed
an Adjunct Professor.

Mrs, Boyd will teach a graduate

seminar in Spanish-Colonial art

duri~g

Semester II, 1968-69.

Four senior faculty members will teach on a visiting
basis next year.
Charles Mattox, who was a Visiting Associate Professor
during Semester II, 1967-68, has again accepted 'an appointment during Semester I, 1968-69.
John Anderson, of New York, a well-known sculptor who
recently received a Guggenheim Fellowship, has been appointed
a Visiting Lecturer for Semester II,

1968-69~

Ilya Bolotowsky, a distinguished painter, who is Chairman
of the Art Department at Southampton College in New York
will be a Visiting Professor during Semester II, 1968-69.
Frederick Hammersley, who has been teaching at Pomona
College and Chouinard Art Institute since 1953, will be a
Visiting Lecturer during the year.
mediate and advanced level painting.

He will teach inter-
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D,

Separations from staff.
"Alfred Young, who came to UNM from a teaching position
in England and has been active in our Visual Fundamentals
program and in teaching painting, has accepted a position
*t San Francisco State College.

John Pearson, a British

subject whose visa has terminated, has accepted a position
at the Nova Scotia College of Art.
Stephen Dubov, both

Instruct~rs

William Goodman and

in sculpture,have resigned,

Robert Parks, Professor of Art and Director of the Art
Museum has resigned.

John Conway (M.A. 1965, UNM), an

Instructor in drawing and painting, will join the facGlty
of the Department of Art, University of Wisconsin, Madison.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements,
1,

Advanced Study
George, Douglas R. - Ph.D. Dissertation is in the hands
of committee and work for degree is expected to be
finished in June 1968,
Weisberg, Gabriel P. - Ph.D. granted by The Johns Hopkins
University, June, 1967; Doctoral Dissertation: "Philippe
Burty: Art Critic, Amateur and Japoniste, 1855-1875."

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teacher elsewhere,
travel, etc.r during the period,
Coke, Van Deren - Traveled and did research in The
Netherlands, Belgium, France and England during the
summer of 1967. Lectured and did research in England
during March.
George, Douglas R. - Visited Amon Carter Museum, Fort
Worth to arrange show, "Visions of the West," which is
expected to open at UNM Art Museum in the fall, 1969,

i •
i

!
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Kacere, John - Traveled in Great Britain, France, Spain
and The Netherlands during the summer.
Smith, Mary Elizabeth - Leave of absence, spring semester,
196.8.
Tatsch!, John - Leave of absence, spring semester, 1968.
Weisberg, Gabriel P. - Visiting Assi~tant Professor,
Queens College, New York City, summer session 1967
(taught course in Nineteenth Century art history).
Visiting Assistant Professor, Washington Square Coll~ge,
New York University, summer session 1968 (to teach
survey course in art history),
3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships etc.

4.

Publications
Adams, Clinton- "Art Among the Letter Writers."~
Mexico Quarterly, Vdl. 37, No. 4, Winter 1968, pp,
377-385.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Houses of Bostdn 1 s Back Bay,
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 400 pp., 1967,
Coke, Van Deren - Young Photographers, Albuquerque:
Art Museum, UNM, 36pp., 1968. One of his creativ~
photographs was reproduced in th~ Photography Annual,

~·
Ellis, Robert H. - t~rote catalog for National Inv·itational
Crafts Exhibition, Albuquerque, Art Mu:oeum, UNM, 24 pp.,
1968 (also designed invitation). Prepared check list
for The Animal Kingdom exhibition, UNM Art Museum,
George, Douglas ~ wrote brief biographies on the
sculptors Calder, Lippold, Noguc.hi, Nevelson, David
Smith, Lipchitz and Roszak for World Book Encyclopedia,
1968 edition,
Weisberg, Gabriel P. - "Frank Lloyd Wright and PreColumbian Art -'the Background for His Architecture,"
The Art Quarterly, Vol. 30, No. 1 (spring 1967 published 1968). "The Early Years of Philippe ~urt1:
Art Critic, Amateur and Japoniste, 1855-1875,"
University of tlichigan Dissertation Abstracts, February
1968.

··.l
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5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or
completed during period,
Antreasian, Garo z. - UNM Research Grant - Development
of lithography equipment. For Tamarind Lithography
Workshop, continued work on textbook on lithography.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Survey Director, Cambridge,
Massachusetts Historical Commission, Summer, 1967.
The Survey published second volume of inventory in
September 1967,
Coke, Van Deren - Continued research on the history of
photography in the Southwest, the relationship between
photography and painting, and work on the final stages
of writing a book on B.J.O, Nordfeldt. UNM Research
Grantj "The Penitente Rituals as a Subject for New
Hexico Artists."
Dubov, Stephen - UNM Research Grant - sculpture project.
Ellis, Robert ll. ~Designed: California Design, 10 catalog
for Pasaden• Art Museum; catalog for Cady Wells, checklists for ~ l·layne and Charles Mattox exhibitions for
UNM'Art'Museum; Chairman, Selection Committee Jar National
Invitational Crafts Exhibition,
George, Douglas R. ~ Began preparation for major exhibit,
"Visions of the l~est" for University Art Museum.
Mattox, Charles - Grant $25,000, to design and build for
children a musical playground for Brooks Foundation Santa Barbara, California.
Kacere, John - Intensive work under way on drawings and
paintings.
Parks, Robert o. - Articles in progress: "The Major Lost
Hork of Charles Hilson Peale;" "Unpublished Paintings by
Barnada de Hodena;" "Stud.ies of Renaissance· and Baroque
Sculptur.e·. 11
Pearson, John - UNM Research Grant, "lxploration of the
application of industrial materials to the idea of visual
energy changes and non-mass in sculpture."
Smith, Sam - Research in progress on new techniques of
framing and painting.
Working in the lost wax technique
of sculpture.
Tatschl, John- Four cement reliefs (4xlO') for the
University of Albuquerque.
Six stained glass windows
for private homes and business buildings. Designs
for several stained glass windows for a church in
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Tatschl, John (Cont.) Arizona.
Designs made for a
crucifix, baptismal and tabernacle; the execution of
these designs is now in progress for the Arizona church.
Designed a mural for the Telephone Building at Lo~
Alamos, New Mexico.
Weisberg, Gabriel P. - "Samuel Bing: Japoniste and
Organizer of Art Nouveau" (in progress).
"Felix
Bracquemond and Japonisme," completed and currently
being read for publication.
"Philippe Burty: Art
Critic and Champion of New Art in the 1860's (in
progress).
6.

Activities in learned and profess.ional societies.
Adams, Clinton - Executive board, National Council of
Fine Arts Deans; attended meeting in New Orleans, Oct.
1967. Attended annual meetingT College Art Assn. of
America, St. Louis, Jan. 1968; chairman, Nominating
Committee.
Antreasian, Garo z. - Attended Midwest College Art conference, Chicago, Oct. 1967.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Named a member of Board of Directors,
Society of Architectural Historians.
Attended April meeting of Board, New York, 1968, Attended conference on Latin
American Urban Problems, University of Texas.at El Paso,
June, 1967,
Coke, Van Deren - Served on the Board of Directors, Society
of Photographic Education.
Attended: Mid-West College Art
conference, Chicago~ Oct, 1967; College Art Association
of America conference in St. Louis, Jan. 1968; Society of
Photographic Education conference, Washington, D.C.,
April, 1968, where read paper on "Paul Strand and 'Cubism.'"
George; Douglas R. - Attended American Studies Association,
meetings in Taos and Albuquerque.
Paak, Carl E. - Member, American Craftsmen Council - New
Mexico and Designer Craftsmen of New Mexico.
Parks, Robert 0. - Attendance, annual meeting, Western
Association of Art Museums, Vancouver, B.C.; annual
meeting, American Association of Art Museums, Neu Orleans,
where read paper on organization of academic art museums
titled "Huseum by Ear."
Smith, Mary Elizabeth - Attended College Art Association
conference, St. Louis, Jan, 1968.

., .
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Tatschl, John - Lectured ae Prescott College, Arizona,
January, 1968.
Weisberg, Gabriel P. - Attended College Art Associatiort
conference, St. Louis, Jan. 1968.
7.

Other professional activities.
Adams, Clinton - One-man exhibitiort: Jonson Gallery, UNM,
April 21 -May 10, 1968. At~ards: Purchase award, 17th
Exhibition of Southwestern Prints and Drawings, Dallas
Museum of Fine Arts, Nov. 8 - Dec. 10, 1967. Purchase
award, .National Print and Dratdng Exhibition, Northern
Illinois University, F~b. 4 - Mar. 3, 1968. Honorable
mention, Albuquerque I, Museum of Albuquerque, Mar. 16 Apr. 28, 1968. Other invitational and juried exhibitions:
Fiesta Biennial Exhibition, Museum of New Mexico, Santa
Fe, summer 1967.
Eight State Regional Exhibition, Museum
of Albuqti~Yque, f~ll 1967 (one of fiv~ artists selected
to represent the state of New Mexico).
California Art
Festival, Lytton Center for the Visual Arts, Los Angeles,
fall 1967 (later circulated for exhibition elsewhere in
California).
Invitational Print Exhibition, Jewish
Community Center, Denver, fall 1967; American Graphic
l~orkshops, 1968.
Cincinnati Art Huseum, January 18·March 3, 1968; Annual Department of AYt Faculty Exhibition, UNM Art Museum, December 10, 1967 - January 28, 1968;
TWelfth North Dakota Annual National Print and Drawings
Exhibition, University of North Dakota, March 10-31, 1968;
New Mexico Painting Invitationali Museum of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, from Hay 5, 1968.
Lectures:
"Aspens, Oaks and
Eucalyptus: Provincialism and Regionalism in Contemporary
Art." Unitarian Church Lecture Series, Albuquerque,
February 12, 1968, "Lithography: Historic Traditions and
New Directions.'' The Graphic Arts Council of the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, March 20, 1968.
Antteasian, Garo z. - Lectures on lithography, Olivet
College, University of Wisconsin, Platteville; University
of Wisconsin, Madison; Exhibits: Eastern Michigan University, New Mexico Fiesta Bienn~al Exhibition, Santa Fe;
Smithsonian Institute; }1useum of Albuquerque, Albuguergue I;
A.A.A. Gallery, New York; Swihart Gallery, Tucson; Univer~
sity of Nebraska; U.S.I.A. to Saigon; Awards: Wichita Art
Association; Albion College; Northern Illinois University;
Pottsdam College; New York State University, Albany; Seattle
Museum; Annual Department of Art Faculty Exhibition, UNM
Art Museum,
Bunting, Bainbridge - Delivered the annual Bailey Lecture,
Boston University, April, 1968, ''Back Bay and South End:
Two Examples of 19th Century Urban Design,"

..
i

Coke, Van Deren - One-man show of photographs (35 prints)
Scudder Gallery, University of New Hampshire; group show
(10 prints) Friends of Photography Gallery, Carmel,
California; Photographv '68 (10 prints) Art Gallery,
Transylvania College, Lexington, Kentucky; PhotographyUSA (7 prints), DeCordova Museum, Lincoln, Massachusetts;
seven Photographers (5 prints), Jonson Gallery; Quivera .
Gallery (20 prints), Corrales; Annual Department of Art
Faculty Exhibition, UNH Art Huseum.
Juror for the 1967
All-Army Photography Cont~st, Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Represented the College Art Association at the annual
meeting of the National Council of the Arts in Education
at Pennsylvania State University, August, 1967.
Served
on a panel to select painters and sculptors from the HidSouth and South-West regions to receive grants-in-aid from
the National Endo~qment for the Arts; served as a juror for
the Third Albuquerque International Color Slide Exhibition;
member Board of Directors, International Folk Art Foundation.
Conway, John T. - Painting exhibited - Albuquerque I, Museum
of Albuquerque and in New Mexico Painting Invitational, Museum
of New Mexico, Annual Department of Art Faculty Exhibition,
UNH Art Huseum.
Ellis, Robert M. - Exhibited in Ne~q Mexico Painting InvitaMuseum of New Mexico; lectured on contemporary art
to the docents of the Museum of Albuquerque, served as a
Consultant to Friends of Art, Annual Department of Art Faculty
Exhibition, UNM Art Museum.

lli.!l.!lo

George, Douglas R. - Lecture "J.
!!,.!:. series, "Great Masters."

s.

Copley" for Friends of

Kacere, John - Lecture - "Picasso" for Friends of Art series,
"Great Masters;'' Annual Department of Art Faculty Exhibition,
UNM Art Museum,
Lazorik, Wayne R. - New Mexico Photographers 1 68, Museu~ of
New Mexico, awarded purchase prize; Seven Photographers (5
prints), Jonson Gallery, UNM; Annual Department of Art
Faculty Exhibition, UNH Art Museum.
Lewis, Ralph W, - One-Dian show, Relief Paintings, Jonson
Gallery, 1968; National Invitational Drawing Show~.Ithaca
Museum, New York, .Museum Purchase A~qard made for drawing;
Southwestern Craftsmen Exhibition, Museum of New Mexico,
awarded Honorable mention, 1967; Southern Utah Invitational
painting exhibition, May 1968i Exhibited as member of
selection committee in National Invitational Crafts Exhibi.!.i£.!!., UNM Art Huseum; New Mexico Painting Invitational,
}1useum of New Mexico, 1968; Designed and executed cross,
candlestick, and chalice for Monte Vista Christian Church,
Harch, 1968; participated in radio interview regardin~

-
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Lewis, Ralph H, (Cont ,) National Invitational Crafts
Exhibition, KUNH,March, 1968; painting donated to.Jonaon
Gallery collection, UNM.
Mattox, Charles - Preparing exhibit for 1969, Wilder Gallery,
Los Angeles, California.
Paak, Carl E,
Annual Department of Art Faculty Exhibition,
UNM Art Museum; Invitational Exhibit~ Wichita, Kansas;
Exhibited as member of selectio.n committee National Craft
Invitational Exhibition, UNM Art Museum; New Mexico Designer
Craftsmen Exhibit, Museum of Albuquerque; Southwestern Craft-·
men Exhibit, International Folk Art Museum, Santa Fe;
Contemporary Crafts Exhibit, State Fair, Albuquerque.
Parka, Robert 0, - Nine radio and TV appearance on UNM Art
Museum activities and functions; lecture, "Raphael," in the
Friends of Art "Great Masters" series, UNM; lecture, "Rome
by Piraneai," Philadelphia !1uaeum of Art; "The Place of the
Museum in the Community," lecture, Museum of Albuquerque.
Pearson, John - One-man show of sculpture, Richard Gray
Gallery, Chicago; Annual Department of Art Faculty Exhib!~. UNH Art Museum.
Smith, Mary Elizabeth- Appointed member, Editorial Advisory.
Board, Institute for Latin American and International Studies,
University of Nebraska.
Weisberg, Gabriel P, • Lecturer at UNM Art Museum, on Italian
Renaissance Drawings exhibition, December, 1967; lecture,
"Frans Bals and the Tradition of the Merry Companies in 17th
Century Holland," for the Friends of Art series "Great Masters."
8.

Non-teaching University service.
Adams, Clinton - Dean, College of Fine Arts.
Member:
Administra- 1
tive Committee; Committee on Entrance and Credits; ConceYt Hall
Board; chairman or ex officio member, various committees of the
College of Fine Arts.
Antreasian, Garo Z, - University Policy Committee; College
Advisory Committee; Department of Art Curriculum Study Committee;
Department of Art Advisory Committee; Art Museum Advisory
Committee.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Department of Art Advisory Committee, .
University College advisor.
Coke, Van Deren - University Library Committee; Art Museum
Advisory Committee; ChaiTman, Department of Art; Graduate
students advisor,

--
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Ellis, Robert M, - Faculty Publications Committee; Committee
for Concentrated Fine A~ts Project (formulation of project
proposal); .faculty advisor to eighteen Fine Arts majors.
Kacere, John - Department of Art Advisory Committee, Fine
Arts students-advisor.
Lewis, Ralph W, -Fine Arts studentsadvisor; member selection
com•ittee; National Invitational Crafts Exhibitiont University
Student Standards Committee; Department of Art Advisory
Committee; Department of Art Curriculum Study Committee.
Paak, Carl E. - Board of Harwood Foundation, Taos; Graduate
Fellowship Committee, Fine Arts studentS advisor.
Smith, Mary Elizabeth - Committee on International Programs,
Fine Arts students advisor.
Smith• Sam - Research Allocations Committee; AAUP member;
College of Fine Arts Committee on Promotion and Tenure;
University College students advisor.
Weisberg, Gabriel P, - Art Museum Advisory Committee; Fine
Arts advisor' for art history undergraduate students.
9.

Public Service
Adams, Clinton - Member, Board of Directors, Opera Assn. of
New Hexico; member, National Committee, Art in the Embassies
Program, Department of State; Chairman, Committee on the Arts
and Humanities, Associat~d Western Universities.
Atitreasian, Garo
Exhibition.

z. -

Juror, Taos Art Association Annual

Bunting, Bainbridge - Board of Directors, Huseum of Albuquerque,
Chairman of AcqUisition Committee for Museum of Albuquerque.
Coke, Van Deren - Chairman, Fine Arts Advisory Committee for
the City of Albuquerque,
Paak, Carl E. - Vice President - Rocky Mountain Desert Art Unitarian Church; Supervisor for Boy Scout Merit Badge in
Ceramics,
Parks, Robert

o. -

Choir, St. John's Episcopal Cathedral.

Smithj Sam - Donation of painting for raffle for Friends of
Art.
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10,

Personal information
Conway, John

~.

- one child

Weisberg, Gabriel P, -Married, July, 1967.
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THE REPORT Of

TH~

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMATIC ART

July 1, 19.67

June 30, 1968

~

Edwin Snapp, Chairman
I.

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION
A.

SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS DURING THE ACADEMIC. YBAR,.
1967-1968.

There were no new departmental organizations., offerings,
or emphases during the academic year .•
B.

SIGNIFICANT PLANS AND RECOHMENDATIONS FOR THE NEAR
FUTURE.
It has been requested that the University Architect, the

University Safety Inspector, and the Department Manager of the
University Physical Plant conduct a thorough inspection of the
University Theatre building to de.termine its current stability·
and safety for occupancy as a classroom and theatre.

Furthe.r, ·

it has been requested that any defects of· structure or me.chanical
equipment that could be considered a hazard to occupancy and use
be corrected prior to the next academic session.
If feasible arrangements can be made, the Department of
Drama will plan to stage two of its season's productibns in the
Fine Arts Center: ohe production to be staged in

mid~December

in the Recital Hall; the second production to be staged in midMay in the Concert Hall.
!nasmuch as the major portion of the Department of Drama
program, including Children's Theatl'e and Student Wo:vkshop Theatre,
will be housed in the University Theatre (Rodey Hall), it is
urgently requested that some

pt~ovisions

be made to keep this

building as attractive and p:vesentable as possible f'or our
student and community audiences.

- - ·---~-~--
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2.

C.

APPOINTMENTS TO STAFF.
Emil F. Snulte.
Carolyn Sir>kle,

D.

SEPARATIONS FROM STAFF.
Thomas V. Calkins.
Jane S. Buckies .•

II.

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED ON INDIVIDUAL
BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS.

I.

Advanced Study.
BUCKLES, Jane S.
Eleven quar>ter hours toward Ph.D. - University of Denver.

2.

Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absence, Summer Teaching
Elsewhere, Travel, etc .• , Dur>~ng the PerJ.od;

YELL, Joseph E., Jr.
Producer-Owner of Garr>ett County Playhouse (Oakland,
Maryland, July, August).
eight week season.
3.

Produced eight plays in an

Employed eight UNM Drama Najors.

New Scholastic Honor>s, FellowshiPs, etc.
BUCKLES, Jane S.
Fellowship in Costuming, University of Denver, beginning
June, 1968.

~.

Publications,
None.

5.

Other Researcn Projects or Creative vlork in Prog:t>ess
Completed During the Par>1:od.•

01.~

None.

3.

6.

Activities iri Learned and. Professional. Societies.
SNAPP, Robert E.
Att.ende.d National Theatre Conference, Mew York City,
November

23-25-~

1967 - Report on The.:(tre in the Southwest.

Attended Southwest Theatre Conference-, Las Cruces, New
Mexico, Octobe;r> 26-28, 1_967 - "Role of Director in the
University Theatre."
Guild.
Academy.

President - New

Me~dco

Theatre

Corporate Member of American National Theatre and
Member of the American Educational Thea.tre

Association and N.ational Theatre Conference.YELL, Joseph E., Jr.
Member of American Association of University Professors,
Member of American Educational TneatreAssociat.ion.
Member of Children's Theatre Co.nference.

Member of

SouthHest Theatre Conference (attended convention in
October, 1967, in Las Cruces, New Mexico).

Member of

New Mexico Theatre Guild,
7.

Other Professional Activities.
The Department of Drama again offered theatre-goers of

both the student body and community a varied and stimulating
theatre program:

,,

THE LITTLE FOXES by Lillian Hellman, direct.ed by Edwin

.

Sna::?P; UNDER HILKHOO.D by Dylan Thomas, directed by Thomas Calkins;
ASIA AND THE FAR EAST by Isaac Chocron, directed by Edwin Snapp;
and THE AHOROUS FLEA by Jerry Devine and Bruce Montgomery,
directed by Gene Yell.
Settings and costumes for the plays were designed by
Jane Buckles; lighting and make-Up were proVided by Nadene

4.

Blackburn; al.l technical a$pect$ of the phy$ical production
w-ere in charge of Thomas Calkin$,

Each of the productions ran

for $even performance$,
An important part of the Department of Drama'$ $ervice
to the community at large i$ it$ Children'$ Theatre production.
Thi$ pa$t year it$ pre$entation wa$ HANSE!J AND GRETEL.

The

play wa$ directed by Gene Yell; scene construction, mounting
and $hifting were handled byThomas Calkins; Nadene Blackburn
was in charge of the lighting and make-up; costumes were designed
by Jane Buckles; the set was designed by Justine Kahn.
The Student Workshop Theatre, under the supervision of
Edwin Snapp, presented two senior thesis productions: Bertolt
-

Brecht's THE EXCEPTION AND THE RULE, directed by Gerry Puhara
with special music composed by Carl Hammond; and Oscar Wilde's
SALOME, directed by D. Masters.
The lighting for the plays was supervised by Nadene
Blackburn.

Each of the productions ran for four performances

in the Commedia Theatr.e.

8,

Non-Teaching University Service.
BLACKBURN, Nadene S,
Advisor for Drama Department students.
ment Hospitality.
BUCKLES~

Chairman of

State Thespian Festival Planning Committee.

Jane $.

University College Advisor.
CALKINS, Thomas. V.
Advisor to twenty-four upper division Drama Majors.
SNAPP, Robert E.

Depart~

·s.

UNM Radio Committee.

College of Fine Arts Policy Committ7e.

Executive birector.of l,Jniveri'iity Theatre.
'(ELL, Joi>eph E. , Jr .•
UniVel:'sity College Advii'ior.
F:i;rie Arti'i Advii'iory Committee,

Concert Hall Board Committee,
F:ine Azlti'i Promotion Committee.•

.Fine Arts Couri'ie ill DO Committee.
9,

Faculty Club (AAl,Jp).

Public Service,
SNAPP, Robert E.
Served as. advisor .and adjudicator for the High Scho.ol One-:Act
Play Festival, held at Valley High School in Albuquerque.
YELL, Joseph E., Jr.
March of Dimes,

10, Personal Information.
BLACKBURN, Nadene S,
Divorced.

---~------------
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The Report of the University Art Museum
~uly

1, 1967 -- June 30, 1968

Robert

o.

Parks, Director

NOTE: Mr. Roberto. Parks resigned as Director of the University
Art Museum effective June 30, 1968. This :report has been prepared
by Clinton Adams, Dean, College of Fine Arts.

I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year 1967-68:
Seventeen exhibitions were shown in the Museum during 1967-

68.

Annual attendance was 47,025, an increase of 44% over the

-attendance for 1966-67 (32,641).

A portion of the increase is

due to the special children's .exhibition, The Animal Kingdom,
attended by all sixth grade classes in the Albuquerque Public
Schools and by many other children and adults.
The exhibition schedule was as follows.

Exhibitions marked

with an asterisk (*) were organized by the museum staff.

*

1.

Cady Wells: A Retrospective Exhibition

2.

L.A. to N.Y.: Drawings of the 1960's
Organized by the University of Colorado Art Museum.

*

3.

Fourth Annual Purchase Exhibition

4.

Photographs by Clarence Kennedy
Organized by t:he University of Colorado Art Museum.

.1.

!
l

. .\·,
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5.

Italian Renaissance Drawings
Selections from the Collection of Janos Scholz,
shown in Albuquerque as a benefit for the Committee to Rescue Italian Art (CRIA).

*

6.

*

7. · Annual UNM Faculty Exhibition

*
*
*

Nineteenth Century Prints from the Permanent Collec~

8.

Pieter Breughel the Elder, Prints and Drawings

9.

Young Photographers

10.

The Animal Kingdom
Organized by the UNM Art Museum in cooperation
with the Junior League-of Albuquerque,

*
*
*

11.

Selections from the Permanent Collection

12.

Lithographs by June Wayne

13.

Sculpture by Charles Mattox

14;

Recent Accessions of Prints: The Museum of Modern Art
Organized by the Museum of Modern Art for the UNM
Art Museum.

*

15.

National Invitational Crafts Exhibition
Organized by the UNM Art Museum under a federal
grant administered by the New Mexico Arts Commission,

* 16,

Master Theses Exhibition

*

Selected Work by Students of the Department of Art,
1968.

17.

A most significant continuing activity of the museum is its
program of publications.

These publications have done much

throughout the country to advance the university's reputation as
a major art center.

The publication program has, in the past,

been entirely self-sustaining, supported by sales, fees from
,2.
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participating institutions, and subventions from community organizations, principally The Junior League of Albuquerque.

During

1967-68, the museum published three catalogs and three illustrated
checklists.
Cady Wells: A Retrospective Exhibition
Text by Kate c .. Duncan. Designed by Robert M. Ellis •
. 24 pages, 15 illustrations.
Young Photographers
Introduction by Van Deren Coke. Designed by James
Kraft. 36 pages, 55 illustrations.
National Invitational Crafts Exhibition
Introduction by Robert M. Ellis. Designed by .Robert M.
Ellis. 24 pages, 30 illustrations.
Charles Mattox
Text and biographical notes by Louise M. Lewis.
6 pages, 4 illustrations.
June Wayne
'
ri:

Text and biographical notes by Louise M. Lewis.
6 pages, 4 illustrations.

i

l·

The Animal Kingdom
Prepared by The Junior League of Albuquerque assisted
by the Museum staff. Exhibition chairman: Mr. F. M.
Waller. 8 pages, 10 illustrations.
In addition to the checklist for The Animal Kingdom, a
supplemental pamphlet was prepared for use by teachers.

These

notes (mimeographed, 28 pages) contained extensive historical
background information regarding objects in the exhibition.
A total of 203 paintings, sculptures, drawings and prints
were added to the Museum's permanent collection during 1967-68 •
• 3.
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It is impossible within the scope of this report to list the many
gifts made to the collection.

Without the continuing generosity

and support of their donors, the Museum's acquisition program
would be most sharply limited.

The funds available for purchase

of works of. art remain severely inadequate.
The third issue of the Museum's Bulletin, to be published in
the fall of 1968, will list all recent donors

~o

the collection.

The FRIENDS OF ART continued to play an important role in
support Of the museum's program.

Dr. William J. Hanratty served

as its president during 1967-68.

The FRIENDS during the year

i

l
l

sponsored opening receptions at four major exhibitions, a series

t.

of films on art, a series of lectures on individual masters by

l

members of the faculty, and a panel discussion on "Art and Taxes."

I'

The Annual Purchase Exhibition was the occasion of an important
gift from the FRIENDS to the Museum:

two major prints, one by

Albrecht Durer, the other by G. B. Piranesi.

To the membership,

the officers and connnittee members of the FRIENDS the Museum
expresses its deep and continuing appreciation.

B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future
Despite the support that comes to the Museum through the

FRIENDS OF ART, from The Junior League of Albuquerque and other
members of the community, as well as from donors to its collections, it is evident that sharply increased support from Univer•
sity funds is imperative if the Museum is to build a collection
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and schedule exhibitions adequate to meet the needs of a growing
campus,·a growing city and a growing state.
Because the Museum produces directly no "student credit
hours," serving instead to enrich the programs of other academic
departments as well as the general cultural life of the campus,

i

no direct provision for its financing is made under BEF budgetary
procedures.

It is recommended that the administration explore

ways and means through which the Museum (and other similar campus
activities) might be better financed, perhaps on a fixed ratio
in relation to total campus head-count, adjusted annually to compensate for inflation.

I,

The Museum's needs for added storage space and better loading and crating facilities will apparently be met at a relatively
eariy date through construction of the "west addition" to the
Fine Arts Center.

c.

Appointments to staff
Mr. Robert M. Ellis, Assistant Director of the Museum since

1964 was appointed Director effective July 1, 1968.

D.

Separations from staff
Mr. Robert 0. Parks, Director of the Museum during 1967-68

resigned effective June 30, 1968 •

. s.

.-.
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The Report of the Pepartment of Music
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Walter B. Keller, Acting Chairman

I.

during

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1967-68

1.

One of the more significant undertakings of the department

the year, and yet one of the less tangible accomplishments,

has been the careful re-examination of department philosophy and
objectives.

The stimulus for this self-appraisal was the final

report of the visiting committee, sponsored by the Danforth Foundation,

1~hich

had visited the department in April, 1967,

Beginning in the summer of 1967 the Administrative Committee
of the department met frequently to discuss policies and objectives;
these discussions have continued throughout the year among the
entire music faculty.

The general results of these forums have

been improved morale among faculty and students, a more positive
outlook toward the responsibilities of the department, a renewed
emphasis on high quality teaching and performance standards; and
the building of a sense of pride on the part of both students and
teachers in the activities of the department and the potential of
its faculty,

A significant increase in the number of department

committees and individual faculty responsibilities has resulted
in a freer communication of ideas among the faculty and a flow
of positive suggestions for improvements in the functioning of
the department,
Most important of all, these deliberations have focused
the emphasis on teaching all music students sound musicianship,
-1-
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performance proficiency at a professional level, and a thorough
background in subject matter related to the area of concentration.
2.

Among more specific achievements, which stemmed in part

from the recommendations of the Danforth Committee, several curricular changes have been instituted,

All the music curricula have been

re-examined with the aim of consolidating courses which tended to
overlap in content and eliminating courses which were no longer
germane to one or more of the existing programs.

The courses in

conducting, in particular, have been combined and restructured so
as to offer basic material for undergraduates in all curricula and
yet allow in-depth specialization at the graduate level,
An innovation has been introduced in the form of a course
in student teaching at the college level in which music education
majors may be given supervised practice teaching of beginning
music classes at the university.
The curriculum in Music Literature, formerly considered a
professional curriculum, has been broadened to a liberal .arts
program with emphasis on music as a humanities subject area.
In the teaching of applied music, especially piano, significant experiments have been made in the teaching of groups
of two to four students at a time in order to handle more students within the available teaching time.

In the same vein the

assignment of graduate assistants to the teaching of some of the
beginning applied music students has allowed increased enrollment
in this area.
Changes in the requirements in ensemble music have been
recommended so that students may gain more experience in playing
-2-
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chamber music without being overburdened by participation in too

many groups at the same time.
For the first time in many years instruction in classical
guitar has been offered, thanks to the gift, made by a donor who
prefers to remain anonymous, of a sum of money-designated to
employ a guitarist on. a part time basis.
Finally, several courses at the 400 and 500 levels have
been approved which will add both richness and flexibility to the
Master'.s programs, particularly in music education.

Specifically

these are:
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
3.

Ed, 443
Ed, 444
Ed. 451
Ed. 532
Ed, 534
564-5 -

- Music for the Pre-School Child
- Supervision of Elementary Music
- Foundation of Musical Behavior
- Research Methods in Music Ed,
- Seminar in Music Ed.
Advanced Conducting

The student performing groups, which constitute the

major laboratory experience for music students, have completed
another highly successful season of concerts on the campus,
presented for the most part in Popejoy Concert Hall.
'Ihe University Orchestra,. under the leadership of Dr.
Kurt Frederick, presented four concerts during the year.

A

sizeable portion of the audience consisted of students from
the public and parochial schools of the city and surrounding
communities, who were guests of the music department,

An

important facet of these concerts has been the presentation of
soloists of international repute, giving the orchestra members
the privilege of meeting mature artists and watching them work,
and the opportunity to benefit from their professional approach
-3-
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to musical problems.

This year's soloists included Arturo Delmoni,

violinist, and Toby Saks,

~!list;

Morton Schoenfeld, pianist, and

member of the U.N.M. music faculty; and Karina Georgian, young
Soviet cellist whose first American tour this year has proved a
sensational success.

In the final concert of the season the

orchestra and the University Chorus, Douglas McEwen, director,
with four graduate students from the department as soloists, combined forces to present Beethoven's

~Solemnis

in a performance

which, both by reason of the magnificence of the work with the
challenges attendant thereto and because of the excellence of the
presentation,

must be considered an achievement of the first

magnitude.
In addition to the performance of the

~

Solemnis given

in Semester II, the ch.oruses also presented a delightful Christmas
concert in December.

The A Cappella Choir, also under Dr, McEwen's

direction, besides reinforcing the University Chorus in its two
major programs gave two programs of its own on the campus,
In cooperation with the Athletic Department, the University
Band, William Rhoads, director, presented half-time shows for
five home foot15all games; the Pep Band played for all home
basketball games during the season.

The Concert Band, purely

a music department organization, gave three concerts in Popejoy
Hall, one directed by Professor Rhoads and two under the baton
of James Thornton.

The band also provided a short musical program

on May 5 as part of the festivities in the naming of the Concert
Hall for President Tom Popejoy,
In January the U.N.M. Opera Workshop, Jane Snow, director,
-4-
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gave four very successful performances of a double bill, Gian
Carlo Menotti 's The Bishop of Brindisi and The Medium, in the
Recital Hall,

Also in the Recital Hall the U.N .M. Dance Workshop

gave three performances of modern dance, featuring student choreography as well as a new choreographic interpretation of Stravinsky's
Rite of Spring by Miss Waters.
A newly formed student group, the U.N.M, Chamber Orchestra,
directed by Kurt Frederick, made its campus debut in the late
spring with two concerts featuring as soloists faculty members
Joanna de Keyser, Frank Bowen, and Walter Keller.
Thanks to the incentive provided by the new faculty
members in the department, a series of seven faculty chamber music
and solo recitals were presented in the Recital Hall as scholarship benefit concerts.

These demonstrated an abundance of per-

forming talent among the faculty, and the response was most
gratifying.
Easily the most spectacular addition to the performance
resources of the department has been the pipe organ, built by
the Holtkamp Organ Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, which was installed in the Recital Hall in October and November, 1967.

A

series of three recitals served to dedicate this magnificent
instrument.

The first program was presented by Wesley Selby,

instructor of organ at the university,

The second concert

presented Catherine Crozier, internationally famous organ
virtuoso, in solo recital,

The final program included music

for voices and other instruments with organ and utilized the
A Cappella Choir, the U.N.M. Brass Ensemble, directed by
-5-
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James Whitlow, and The University Orchestra, with Mr. Selby at the
organ.

All the concerts were played to overflow audiences and the

response testified to the tonal beauty and great versatility of
the instrument,
4.

In addition to the performances on campus, described

above, several of the groups have performed off campus for high
schools in the city and around the state, or for public audiences
in nearby cities.

The U.N .M. Chamber Orchestra played concerts

in Socorro and in Santa Fe.

The a cappella choir and brass

ensemble performed in most of the Albuquerque high schools as
well as for schools in Alamogordo, Carlsbad, Hobbs, Roswell,
and Las Cruces,

These concerts were always well received and

have served to call attention to the excellence of the music
groups trained in the U.N.M. Department of Music,
Individual faculty members have also performed or lectured
throughout the state, and while details of these appearances are
listed in the second portion of this report it should be noted
here that the contribution of all this activity to the enhancement
of the public image of the department is of inestimable value.
5.

The department of music has served the pub lie schoo Is

of the city and state in several other ways.

The joint sponsor-

ship, along with the public schools, of the Youth Symphony, has
already proven its worth; several Albuquerque students who have
benefited from Youth Symphony training have come to the university
as music students.

The annual string clinic, held in October, 1967,

provides an incentive to the Public School string teachers and string
students from all parts of the state.
-6-

In the break between semesters
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the music department acted as hosts for the All-State Music
Festival, supplying space and equipment needs as well as the
supervising personnel for :the four-day clinic.

In August, 1967,

a week-long Senior High School festival, sponsored by the department, was held at the Lawrence Ranch north of Taos,
6.

Related to the department's service to the high schools

of Albuquerque has been a project in comprehensive musicianship,
funded by the Ford Foundation and administered by the department
of music, which contributed the services of music department
personnel and other resources in working with theory classes in
three city high

schools~

Highland, Sandia, and Del Norte,

Professors Jack Stephenson and Donald McRae served as coordinators
of the project,
7.

At the suggestion of the music faculty a group of

interested citizens from the community has been incorporated as
The Friends of

~·

The group has expressed as its primary

purpose the raising of funds for scholarships for worthy music
students.

As its first objective it has pledged $1,000 to be

used to assist incoming music students for ne:x:t year.

The de ..

partment held auditions in April and has already made commitments
of the money to several deserving incoming freshmen,
8.

The growth of the department in terms of enrollment

has been steady.

In the first semester the increase was modest,

but in the second semester the percentage increased rather dramatically.

It is the hope that this represents the beginning of an

upward trend in enrollment.

The department feels that with new

support from the community and with the increased amount of
I

-7-
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favorable publicity gained by the performing groups, it may soon
gain the widespread recognition i.t has long deserved.

B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future

1.

The review of the effectiveness of the teaching in the

department will continue.

It is recommended that the methods of

training basic music theory, for example, be carefully scrutinized
with the objective of discovering more efficient techniques in
this area.

The policy of freely discussing in open forums problems

pertaining to academic and professional activities will continue
to be encouraged.
2.

An expansion of the program in the field of opera will

certainly be stressed in the coming year, with the appointment of
a specialist in this field having already been made for the fall
of 1968.
3.

The department plans to expand the performance ac-

tivities of its faculty with regularly established chamber music
groups, representing the department, giving programs for the
schools and the public throughout the state.
4.

It is hoped that a lecture series can be instituted

which will bring to the campus distinguished composers, conductors,
and lecturers on different facets of music.

1qith the availability

of the Recital Hall organ, concerts by guest organists will certainly be added to the performance calendar.
5.

It is felt that the music students ought to have a

greater opportunity to contribute ideas to the formulation
of department policies; plans to establish some machinery for
-8-
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communication between students, faculty, and administration will
be considered dUring the coming year.
6,

The need for teaching personnel in certain highly

specialized areas is growing more acute,

In order to maintain

the program of instrumental instruction which is so well begun,
provision mUst be made soon for high quality instruction in horn,
trombone, and oboe, to name but three areas,

One of the most

serious gaps in the faculty is a qualified teacher of composition,
The need for a gifted person to stimulate and direct the creative
aspects of music at all

lev~ls

is clearly recognized,

It is

hoped th.at some means of meeting these needs can be discovered in
the .near future,

c.

Appointments to staff

1.

The following persons were appointed to the teaching

staff beginning their teaching duties in September, 1967,
a,
b,
c.
2,

Francis Bowen, assistant professor of flute and
theory,
Joanna de Keyser, assistant professor of cello
and chamber music,
Hector Garcia, artist-in-residence (part time)

Phyllis Kaye was employed as bookkeeper (half time),

March l, 1968,

D,

Separations from the staff

1,

David Starkey will terminate his employment in the

department as of June 30, 1968, after serving two years on the
faculty,
2,

Ava Nichols terminated her employment as bookkeeper
-9-
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for the department on March l,
3,

Robert Stehwein will terminate his employment as piano

technician (part time) on June 30,

II.

Composite of information requested

~

individual biographical

supplements
1.

Advancedstudy

William Seymour received Ed.D. degree September, 1967
(Washington University, St. Louis),
2,

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence; summer teaching

elsewhere, etc,
John Batcheller: travel in Spain, Portugal, Madeira.
Joseph Blankenship: Sabbatical leave, Semester II
Kurt Frederick: travel to Hawaii, Japan, Hong Kong,
Cambodia, Thailand, Laos, India, Nepal, Iran, Israel,
Central Europe.
William Rhoads: Sabbatical leave, Semester II; taught
one-week workshops in Kansas State Teachers College
and University of Pacific.
James Whitlow: taught at Hobbs Music Camp, Taos Music
Camp.
3,

New scholastic honors - None

4.

Publications

Douglas McEwen: "My Belovedf Brahms-~lcEwen, for women's
voices and piano, four-hands. Albuquerque: Zia Music
Press.
Hugh Miller: "Beethoven's Rhythm: Some Observations and
Problems," in Essays in Musicology; ~Birthday Offering
for Willi Apel, School of Music, University of Indiana,
1968,
William Rhoads: ~Solos with piano for Bass Clarinet,
for Contest and Concert, San Antonio: Southern Music Co.
Ja~Stephensom"National Teacher Examination - Mus.ic
Education Section," for Educational Testing Service
(Joint authorship); miscellaneous reviews for Journal
of Research in Music Education; miscellaneous reviews
for Allyn andBacon Co., on ~lusic Appreciation texts,
5,

Other research projects

Kurt Frederick has prepared a manual of 16th century
counterpoint,
-10-
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Donald McRae has served as director of Contemporary ~lusic
Project for Creativity in Music Education (Ford Foundation
Grant, $5,000).
Hugh Miller has.'two articles in progress, "Musical Textures:
Concepts and Terminology," and "Interdependence in Music , 11
William Rhoads is completing three pieces for band and is
writing a syllabus for ''Modern Arranging."
Jack Stephenson served as teacher and assistant in
Contemporary Music P.roject for Creativity in Music
Education (Ford Foundation Grant, $5000). Assisted in the
foUowing projects: HEW Title IV, "Guidebook to Live
Music," ($10,00 pending); Title III, "Albuquerque Youth
Symphony," ($25,000); John D, Rockefeller III Foundation,
"Fine Arts Program in N.M. Rural Schools," ($100, 000 pending) •
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies

Donald McRae attended a two week seminar at New York University
sponsored by Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
William Seymour served as chairman of research for the New
Mexico Music Educators Association.
Jane Snow assisted on the program of the Regional Convention
of the National Association of Teachers of Singing, Austin,
Texas.
Jack Stephenson assisted on the program of the State Convention of .New Mexico Federation of Music Clubs~ attended
the New Mexico Music Teachers Association district meeting,
and the national convention of MENC in Seattle. Secretary
of local chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda.
James Thornton represented U.N.M. at the National convention
of the MENC in Seattle,
7.

Other professional activities (subdivided by a. musical

performances, b. lectures, c. adjudication)
a.

Musical performances

John Batcheller conducted a concert at Immanuel Presbyterian Church
Frank Bowen: solo and ensemble concerts in California
and Washington, D.C. Two faculty programs at U.N.M.
Member of the Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra.
Joanna de Keyser: concerts in New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma,
Mississippi, Georgia, Tennessee, Louisiana, Kansas,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, California. Member
of the Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra.
Kurt Frederick: conducted four concerts of U.N .M.
Orchestra, four concerts by U.N.M. Chamber Orchestra
(Socorro, Santa Fe, and Albuquerque) plus several
television programs with the Chamber Orchestra for
Station KNME. Conducted three opera workshop

-11-
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performances, Guest Conductor of Los Alamos
orchestra. Conducted U.N .M, Striyg Clinic orchestra,
Conducted Honors Orchestra. at Tri-State Music
festival (Oklahoma),
Walter Keller: directed AlbUquerque Early Music Ensemble
in five performances of early music from Spain
(Albuquerque, Socorro, Alamogordo, Arroyo seco);
directed a program of early Italian music in connection with the opening of an exhibition of Italian
drawings in the University Art Museum. Harpsichord
soloist in three performances with U.N ,M. Chamber
Orchestra. Assisted in three faculty recitals,
accompanying Frank Bowen and David Starkey,
Douglas McEwen: guest conductor for regional convention,
American Guild of Organists; Bemidjii State College
Music Clinic; Sl~ District Choral Festival (Las Cruces);
All-Oklahoma Choral Festival (Stillwater); All-City
Music Festival (Tulsa); Albion Choral Festival
(Nebraska); Arizona All-State Mixed Chorus (Tempe);
Hudson High School Music Festival (Hudson; l~isc ,) ;
Wyoming All-State Mixed Chorus (Rawlins); Central
DistrictMusic Festival (Grants); Junior High Choral
Festival (Albuquerque)~ Regular conductor U.N.M.
a cappella. choir in concerts for high schools in
Albuquerque, Alamogordo, Las Cruces, Carlsbad, Hobbs,
Roswell.
Donald McRae: directed and served as soloist in three
special concerts and five special services, Temple
Albert; soloist in two special concerts, First
Congregational church.
William Rhoads: guest conductor, El Paso, Emporia,
Stock ton, Houston, Regular conductor, U.N .M.
marching band, five home games; U.N.M. Concert
band, one concert.
George Robert: guest soloist, June Music Festival;
guest soloist with U.N.M. Concert Band, Three
chamber music recitals with Joanna de Keyser, Ted
Rush, Morton Schoenfeld, Four recitals for High
Schools in connection with C.M.P, project.
Morton Schoenfeld: soloist with U.N.M. Orchestra.
Three chamber music programs, with George Robert,
Frank Bowen, Hector Garcia,
Jane Snow: accompanist for concerts under Title I
throughout New Mexico, two concerts in Boston, orte
at Syracuse University, one in Washington, D,C,
Director of U.N .M. opera workshop production of two
Menotti operas,
David Starkey: performed in six concerts of the
Albuquerque Early Music Ensemble, Soloist with the
Albuquerque Chamber Orchestra; soloist with .Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra in youth concert, Faculty
recital at U.N.M. Solo recital at N,M. Tech, Socorro,
-12-
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Jack Stephenson: performed in five concerts of
Albuquerque Early Music Ensemble,
James Thornton: one faculty chamber music recital.
Conducted U.N,M. Band during Semester II, while
Mr. Rhoads was on leave.
Elizabeth !Vaters: directed and danced in annual campus
presentation of Dance Workshop, Created choreography
for Stravinsky's Rite of Spring,
James Whitlow: guest t~et soloist with Deming High
School Band (on tour 1n Mexico; Rehobeth High
School Band; Espanola Junior High School Band; Mayfield High School Band (Las Cruces); Harrison High
School Band (Colorado Springs); Sheridan High School
Band (Sheridan, Wyoming) , Concerts in Northern New
Mexico for Youth Concerts, Inc,
b.

Lectures

John Batcheller: lectures on "Opera in Santa Fe,"
"Music for the Pre-School Child," ''Christmas Music,"
''Music - a Cultural Force in the Home and School, 11
"Music in Recreation."
\Val ter Keller: lecture-demonstrations on ''Text and
Melody of the Te Deum," "Early Musical Instruments
and their Music," "Figured Bass Realization," "The
Harpsichord and its Music,"
Hugh Miller: lectures on "Experimentalism in Musical
Media," ''Music of Hawaii and the South Pacific,"
George Robert: lecture on "Theory Texts by A. J,
McHose ."
Elizabeth Waters: lecture-demonstrations on dance, sponsored by HEW Title I, on a tour in Northern New Mexico,
c, Adjudication
Kurt Frederick: auditioned string students for All-State;
adjudicator at music festival in Los Alamos; judge for
solo competition, Albuquerque Youth Symphony,
Walter Keller: adjudicator SIVNMMEA Senior High Festival,
Alamogordo.
Douglas McEwen: adjudicator: El Paso Choral Festival;
District 7 Choral Festival, Albuquerque; Bucaneer
Music Festival, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Donald McRae: adjudicator, NM/.IEA
Jack Stephenson: adjudicator NMMEA, Grants, Alamogordo;
New Mexico Federation of Music Clubs.
James Whitlow: adjudicator, Highlands University Festival.
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d.

Miscellaneous professional activities

William Seymour served as moderator of NMMTA Program
of Professional Enrichment. Local chairman for
All-State music Festival
Jack Stephenson served as chairman of the U.N.M. String
Clinic, and as chairman of the orchestra at All-State
Festival. Served on North Central Evaluation Team
for Clovis High School and Farmington High School,
B.

Non-teaching University serv.ice

John Batcheller served as secretary of the music faculty,
and as a member of the College of Education committee
on School .Planning and Services.
Joanna de Keyser served on the department of mus.ic committee
on Music Performance Awards.
Douglas McEwen served on the College of Fine Arts Advisory
Committee and the music department Administrative Committee,
Donald McRae served on the Fine Arts College Scholarship
Committee, the Fine Arts College Advisory Committee,
and the Department of Music Administrative Committee.
HUgh Miller was a member of the University Graduate
Committee and chairman of the music department committee
on Graduate Studies and Curricula.
William Rhoads served on the University Summer Session
Committee and on the music department Scholarship
Committee,
George Robert served as a member of the University
Registration Committee, and on the music department
Administrative Committee, and also the Committee on
Scholarship and Recruitment, He also acted as Theorycoordinator in the department.
Morton Schoenfeld served on the Clayton Barber Scholarship
Committee; directed and reorganized the Music Performance
Awards; served as advisor for the General Honors Program;
was the principal force in starting the "Friends of Music"
corporation.
William Seymour was a member of the University Curriculum
Committee and in the music department as a member of the
Committee on Graduate Studies and Curricula and the
Committee on Applied Music.
Jane Snow served on the University Cultural Committee, and
in the music department as faculty advisor of Sigma
Alpha Iota and as chairman of the Scholarship Committee.
David Starkey served as £acuity advisor for Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, and as chairman of the music department committee
on Student Recitals and Assemblies. Served as co-director'
of "Showtime U.N.M." tour in Southeast New Mexico.
Jack Stephenson was a member of the Committee on the University;
the College of Fine Arts Advance Committee; and the music
department Administrative Committee, the Committee on Graduate
Studies and Curricula, Music Performance Awards Committee,
Committee on Scholarship and Recruitment, and as coordinator
with the College of Education.
-14-
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James Thornton served on the music department Administrative
Committee, and also helped organize and direct the
"Showtime U.N .M .• " tour of Southeast New Mexico.
9.

Public service

John Batcheller served on the boards of the Albuquerque
Children's Theater, Albuquerque Community Concert
Association, Albuquerque Chapter of the Santa Fe Opera
Guild.
Joanna de Keyser performed volunteer service in music therapy
at B.C.!. psychiatric ward,
Kurt Frederick was a member of the board of the Albuquerque
Community Concert Association.
Donald McRae acted as coordinator for the Community Chest
and the College of Fine Arts.
Jane Snow served as local co-chairman of the National
Young Artists 1 Audition Planning Commit tee for the
Federation of Music Clubs.
David Starkey was- a member of the Education Committee of
Central Methodist church,
Jack Stephenson was a patron of Mu Phi Epsilon; a member
of the boards of the Albuquerque Youth Symphony,
Albuquerque Light Opera Company, Albuquerque Children's
Theater, the Casa Linda School; served as committeeman
Troop_ 86, St. Charles Boy Scouts, and as chairman of St,
Charles Seminar on Religious Education for Teenagers,

,.,
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL OF LAW
J u I y I , 1967 - J un~ 30, l96il
Thomas W. Christopher, Dean
I.

General information
Enrollment in the fa II of 1967 was 185, as compared to 163 for

the previous fal

!, [44 in 1965, and 97 in 1964.

The freshman class had

80 students; 13 of the 80 were suspended for academic reasons in February
or June;

45 graduated in June 1968, (36 in 1967, 23 in .1966, 17 in 1965).
For the third year in a row, faculty research has broken records.

In 1965-66, eight of nine professors had pub! ications, and the ninth man
actua.!Ly did substanti.al res.ear-ch.and wrJti.ng but with later p.ublicatior;i.
dates.· In [966-67, eleven of eleven professors had pub! ications with a
total of 37 items, including one casebook, four text or form books,
chapters in tour books, and 21 articles in scholarly journals.

For

[967-68, every faculty member save one CIJ out.of 12) had pub! ications,
and that orte was a new teach~r in his first year out of law school.

There

were 14 articles in scholarly journals, five book reviews, one book, and
eight other items (editing book supplements, editi.ng loose-leaf l.egal
books, and the I ike), for a total of 28 items.

Also, personn~l in the

law I ibrary assisted in the revision of a book containi.ng state laws
affecting education.
The program for Conti nu in9 Education for the Bar inc I uded two
seminars in Albuquerque--one on law and psychiatry (with Professor
Weihofen and Dr. Senescu in charge), and the other on estate planning
(VIsiting Professor John Scott in charge).
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The Institute of Public Law and Services made a modest beginni.ng
in service to the state and region.

It.did some work on -J-he proposed

new state constitution, worked with the governor's office in

~egard

to

solutions for land titfe·problems in Northern New Mexico, drew up an
administrative procedure. guide for the state, and .consulted on the
state's food and drug IilWS.

The director, Mr. Raymond Silwyer, spent

considerable time in work with -J-he State Bar, and in supervising special
institutes for the Bar.

He also has assisted In our judicial project

with The Navajo Tribe, a project that proposes to re-structure the
judicial system of the Tribe.

Mr. Sawyer is the sole employee of the

Institute but,. given additional people, this o_rganization wi II render
valuabLe service to the state and to the University.
The law students continued to participate in J.egal aid work with
the Albuquerque Legal Aid Society, and in the

release-on~rec_ognlzance

program for indigent prisoners, with almost all senior and junior students
taking part in one or the other of these
directs the programs.
in this work.

p~ograms.

Mr. Frank Dewey

The law school has been a pioneer among law schools

Aside from the important community service aspects of these

programs, the Jaw student obtains valuable professional traini.ng.
Efforts by the school to work more closely with the State Bar and
with Jaw alumni have continued.

The dean spends a fair amount of time on

these efforts and he needs to spend more.
The special program to encourage American Indians to study law
has progressed in satisfactory fashion.
workshop, 1967, was 18.

The enrollment for the summer

Of these, six were enrol led in law school
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here in the fa II and one was enro II ed at ArIzona State.

Our i.ng the

summer of 1968., 18 Indians are enro II ed in the workshop, and some e. ight
or nine of these

Wi I I

enter I aw schoo I here or elsewhere th j s fa I I (one

has been accepted at Harvard, and another at UCLA).
The school did pretty well this year in renderl.ng services to
the campus and to the lay community.

On December I, l967,·and December

12, 1967,· it had evening meeti.ngs open to all University personnel on
problems of retirement.

Among the subjects discussed were the problems

of taxes, pensions, wil Is, trusts, and investments.

Attendance was

excellent, and with a cross-section of the campus.. --Associate Professor
Carl Sel i.nger des.igned and ran an experimental freshman course in
University Col lege; Introduction to Contemporary American Tho.ught, with
an enrollment of 380.

Two Jaw professors participated

lecturers (Malcolm P. Sharp, .Thomas W. Christopher).

c:~s.

guest

Professor Sel i.nger

presided over each class meeting, and Professor Sharp attended each
session.--on April 20, 1968, the school had a three hour session for
women on women and the law; discussed were community property, joint
ownership, and other legal matters of interest to lay women.--ln addition
to the law school going outside to work with non-lawyers and with other
schools on the campus, other schools on the campus were represented in
law school activities.

Thus, Professors James E. Brown

c:~nd

Perry T.

Mori of the School of Business Administration participated In the seminar
on problems of retirement.

Professor Nathaniel Wol Iman participated with

Professor Malcolm Sharp in the law school seminar, L.oglc and Evaluation
in the Law.

Dr. Robert Senescu and several other members of the Medical
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Schoo I facl! I ty assisted Professor Wei hofen in conduct i_ng the I aw scboo I
seminar, Law and Psychiatry.

Associate Professor Wi II iam Weismantel of

the Department of Architecture ta,ugh't the law school seminar, Law and
Control of the Urban Environment, in the second semester.
The amount of contact between the law faculty and members of
other departments is increasing, and the l.aw school is encouraging this
development.

This interdisciplinary excha_nge is carried on not only

because the law school recognizes its obi igation to be a good neighbor
but also because substantial benefits accrue to the law school, law
faculty, and law students.
There was considerable activity in the field of Indian affairs.
The school is engaged_ in a two-year project with The Navajo Tribe for
the purpose of studying the Tribe's judicial system.

The end product

wil I be recommendations for re-structuring the court system and procedure.

Along the way, the project wil I prepare special codes, such as

a juvenile code, traffic code, etc.--The school received two grants to
be used in connection .with problems arising from the civi I rights provisions for tribes. passed by the present Congress. --A Center of Indian
Law is being created, probably to be placed under the Institute of
·Pub! ic Law and Services for administration purposes, and all of the
Indian matters wil I be centralized in this Center.--The school began
pub! ication of an Indian La~l Newsletter in May of this year.

This

mimeographed newsletter gives information on recent l.egislatlon and
court decisions of interest to lndians.

Current circulation is about

1000 and the letter is being wei I received.

5

The. s.choo l continued work started three years .ago to overhaul
the curriculum, to bri_ng it into line with present trends and needs.
International Law is now required in the freshman year, and needed
courses are being added (examples:

courses or seminars on urban

problems, real estate transactions, law of the poor, women and the law,
legal accounting, food and dr_ug law, trial practice workshop, jurisprudence).
1I.

Faculty
Three new peop Ie joined the r_egu Iar facu Ity in September, 1967:

Walter Barnett, Associate Professor; Robert Desiderio, Assistant Professor; Robert Wa I ker, Assistant Professor.

Mr. Raymond Sawyer joined

the law school faculty as director of the Institute of Public Law and
Services on July I, 1967.
Frank Dewey, Director of Legal Services, received th.e additional
title of Lecturer in February, 1968.
The school had two Visiting professors duri_ng the spring semester:
George Nf!!ff Stevens and John W. Scott.

Both are disti,nguished law

professors.
Pour associate professors were promoted to ful I professor,
effective July I, 1968:

Wi II is Ell is, Leo Kanowitz, Carl. SelInger, and

Albert Utton.
Professor Fred Hart, who had been a visiti_ng prOfessor, joined
the faculty on a regular, ful 1-time basis as.of July I, 1968.
Associate Professor Denny 0. Ingram, Jr. who was on (eave for
1967-68, resigned effective June 30, 1968, to accept a position at the
University of Utah.
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Duri,ng the Summer Indian Workshop,. 1968, the school had two
visiti.ng faculty:

Dean D.avid Vernon .of the University of Iowa Coll,ege

of Law, and Professor JamE)s W. Smith of the Boston CoLI,ege Law School.
Two people Joihed the law faculty CIS of July I, 1968:

Professor

Hugh B. Muir, B.S., J.liJ:., formerly on the l.egal staff.of Texas Instruments;
and Assistant Professor Jerome A. Hoffman, A.B., J.D., formerly in private
practice in Los Angeles.· lt m<;~y be noted here that Pr.ofessor C<!rl SelInger
wi II be leavi.ng the law faculty as of September I, 1968, to become Dean of
the Coll.ege Of Bard College in New Yo_rk.
The following faculty attended one. or more professional meeti.ngs:
SelInger, ElI is, Weihofen, Hart, Walker, Desiderio, Dewey, Utton,
Christopher, and Fink.
III.

Significant needs
(A)

Substantia I increases in the Bu.dget for facu I ty, I i brary,

I i brary personnel, and the Institute of Pub I ic Law and Services.
(B)

Professional assistance in dean'soffice.

(C)

Outside funds for scholarships and other needs.

(D)

More B+, A- students.

(E)

A more attractive fringe benet it prpgram for facu I ty.

(F)

Facilities for the contlnul,ng legal education prpgram and

for other non-teaching activities such as service to government and the
community.
IV.

Finally
A fair amount of progress has been made in recent years and the

school has had warm support from the administration, the campus, the Bar

..

7
and the community.

The problems and risks, however, are sti I I very

substantial as the school is not yet on firm. ground,

Further, the

school, relatively speaki.ng, is tall ing behind ne.ighbori.ng schools.
Thus, th.is report ends on a note.of pessimism.

The lJniverslty has the

opportunity at hand to create a really outstandi.ng law school--one that
would shine on the national level.

And the need in New Mexico for such

a I aw schoo I is very, very stro.ng.
RESPECTFULLY SUBM 1TTED TH 1S 13th D_AY

~F

AUGUST, 1968.
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Following are the Annual Reports, 1967-68, for the
various departments in the School of Medicine. The
Dean's covering report will be incorporated in his
Annual Report for 1968,...69.

·.

~AL

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY

July 1, 1967-June 30, 196B
A,J. 11\DMAN, Chairman
I, General departmental informat.ion
A. Significant achievements during the academic year:
During the present academic ye1ar the ,activities of the Department of
Anatomy have proceeded at approximately the same pace as last year.

We

moved into the new Basic Medical Sciences Building in October and November
of 1967, and the space of necessity has had to undergo some renovation anci:
adjustment to conform to the indiv;i.duals who were occupying it.

On the other

hand, the direction of effort has .been altered to some extent to conform to
the physical restrictions which this building imposes,

F.urther adjustments

will have to take place befo):'e the. space designated for this department can
become maximally utilizable.

In addition, there is a definite need to have

additional space identified so that funds may be requested for renovation
to suit the particular need of the individuals to occupy that designated space.
Specific details of operation of this department are outlined below.
1. Administration
The communications gap on campus as well as within the departments of
the medical school was mentioned last year.

With the resignation of Dean

Fitz on February 22nd; to become effective July l, 1968, an atmosphere of
uncertainty has engulfed the departmental personnel, and it is my hope that
the new leadership will be able to offer the program and guidance to re&ssure
faculty; staff and supporting personnel alike of the maintenance or effort
in the medical school and the continued opportunity here for satisfaction in
one's career and service,

•.

- 2 It is also my feeling from the experience of almost four years that the
procedures and mechanics of the business office of the University could be
streamlined to satisfy the legal requirements of the State as well as to serve
the

academic~mmunity

on a much faster and more efficient basis.

We added a second part-time secretary during the year,
who was employl'!d from July 1, 1967 to }(arch 25, 1968.

Mrs. Joy Leach,

During the interval of

Mrs. Leach's employment, additional need fo.r secretarial assistance became
evident and she was replaced upon her termination by M:rs. Vivyan Jordan, who
is working on a full-time basis.

Half the salary of one secretary is being

paid by funds derived from the Wistar Institute Press in conjunction with the
service of the office of Managing Editor of The Anatomical Record, which Dr.
Ladman assumed in April 1968,
2. Teaching
No new academic appointments were made this year.

At Holloman Air Force

Base a graduate course titled "Advanced Neuroanatomy" w'as given during the first
semester of this academic year by Dr. Donald Buxton, who had the title of Resident
Instructor of Anatomy at the Air Force Base.

Although originally intended to

have a rather large enrolment, only two students took the
four were auditors.

cou:~:se

for credit and

Material covered was of assistance to those who attended

the course, and presumably provided an extra added opportunity for individuals
serving their military duty to keep abreast of current and background research
in selected areas.
The curriculum for medical students was reorganized to some extent to
reflect new teaching quarters provided by the opening of the Basic Medical
Sciences Building.

Adequate instruction has been giVen :in Microscopic Anatomy,

.,
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Gross Anatomy and Neuroanatomy.

The areas of Developmental Anatomy as well as

Subcellular and Cellular Biology are not well represented in our curricu1um.
Whether or not they should be better represented than they are is a decision for
the Curricula Committee to analyze and to make appropriate recommendations.
Plans to offer several graduate courses during this aclademic year were
made but a lack of students to take these courses ·as well as a problem in
funding some of them is still with us.
Research and teaching equipment in the grant for this Basic Medical
Sciences building included an electron microscope with the specific intent as
a teaching and training instrument;

however, funds must be budgeted to under-

write the cost of a service contract and the consumable supplies that such an
instrument requires.
Further improvement of our light microscope slide collection must be
forthcoming to raise. it to a more serviceable level.

Cadaver procurement

by the willing process is more than adequate at this time.

We are still

encountering problems related to proper preservation of cadaver material.
The embalming of donors, because of the distances in the State and the practices
of funeral directors, is going to involve more study and consideration before

a procedure can be worked out which would suit the v.ested interests of the
University, the donor and the program alike.
3. Research
The research productivity of the Department again has established a high
level of quality and quantity this year.
adequate testimony to this fact.

The bibliographic references give

Continuation grants for all the individuals

who currently hold support in the Department have been acted upon favorably.
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- 4 Dr. Adamo has an application pending at N.I.H.. for studies .of the avian auditory
system.

A collaborative grant was awarded to Drs. T.N. Finley and A.J. tadman

from the Tobacco Research Council to run for three years, which in part will
underwrite some of the work being done on lung lavages.
Our personnel involved in research at the technical level has maintained
its stability.

Mrs . .Barbara Treu terminated her employment and her place was

filled by Mrs. Edna Ferrel.

The other individuals identified· last year continue

to work effectively artd have added to their research capabilities in this

Department.
During the year Dr. Gene Colborn joined toe Department as a Postdoctoral
Fellow in Cytology in September 1967, to work under Dr. Ladman 1 s grant in areas
of secretion and transport behavior.

His particular area has been in investi-

gations of cardiac muscle and autonomic ganglia.
4. Recruitment:
Beginning July 1, 1968, Dr. Jerry S. Trier will hold a joint appointment
in the Department of Anatomy and the Department of Medicine.

Since his research

area is functional cytology of the gastrointestinal tract, this blends well
;into the research competencies of those in this department, and between Dr. Trier
and Dr. Ladman a postdoctoral fe;Llow, Dr. Peter R.. Sterzing, will join the
depaJ::tment :ln a .research capacity.

In addition, Dr. Morris Smith will also

have a joint appointment in the Departments of Anatomy and Medicine, working
as a postdoctoral fellow under Dr. Ladman's grant in the area of lung morphology'
and cytochemistry.
joiu

Dr. Frederico Mora, a neurosurgeon in Albuquerque, 1vi11

the Department of Surgery in January 1968 afid will participate in. Gross

Anatomy and Neurobiology in the second half of the

1968~69

instructional year.
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In addition we. are negotiating with Dr. Donald Duncan, presently Chairman of
the Depart!llent of Anatomy of the University of Texas, Galves.t:on, to become a
Professor in our department, beginning February 1969.

This will be a year

to year continuing appointment subject to mutual agreement.

I.f Dr. Duncan

elects to join our group, his exper:i,ence will be employed in the teaching of
medical students as well as in our graduate student program which is getting
under way.

With tbe increase in medical students fro!ll 24 to 36 we are

eagerly seeking more assistance in the teaching of these students so that the
student/faculty J;atio is not increased inordinately.

Seve.ral individuals are

being contacted in the hopes that funds will be available to offer a firm
faculty position in this department.
5. Planning
Continued planning in the areas of teaching, research and graduate education
has gone on during this year.
medical curriculum.

Some innovations have occurred in the first year

Several joint collaborative research efforts by members

of this department with other departments have also developed this year, and
we are hopeful that our new quarters in the :Basic Medical Sciences. Building
wil1 contribute substantially to our ability to attract and train graduate
students.
:B. Significant plans and recommendations for the near future:
A training grant application, originally intended to be submitted last
year, was postponed until this fall.
October 1, 1968.

He propose to make a deadline of

Because of the extreme cutbacks in funds for training

programs I am not optimistic of our chances to compete with others in the
nation for the limited amounts of monies available.

However, an application

- 6 -

will be prepared and submitted in time for the fall meeting of the Council of
the National Institutes of General Medical Sciences of NIH.
C. Appointments to staff:

None

D. Separations from staff:

None

II. Composite of information reguested on individual bibliographic supplements
1. Advanced Study.

None

2. Sabbaticals, leaves of absence etc.

None

3. New scholastic honors etc.
Dr. A. J. Ladman was appointed Managing Editor of The Anatomical Record
in April 1968.

He continues to be. a member of the Research Career-Award

Committee of the National Institute of Genera1. Medical Sciences.
he is an.Associate Editor of the Journal of Morphology.

In addition,

He is a member of the

sub-committee on nomenclature for the Nomina Histologica of the American Association
of Anatomists.

Dr. Ladman was a speaker at the University of Mississippi Medical

School in May 1968,
Dr. Napolitano was appointed Associate .Editor of The Anatomical Record
in April 196.8.

He was a g!lest speaker at the University of Wisconsin

Medical School, Duke University Medical School, Harvard Medical School, the
University of Oklahoma Medical School and the University of Texas Medical Branch
at Galveston during the academic year.

In addition, he _is an invited speaker

to one of the Gordon Conferences on Membrane Structure, June 1968.
Dr. T. John Leppi received the Lederle Medical Faculty Award in January 1968,
and is the first individual at this University to have been so honor.ed.

He was

a panelist in the Membrane Transport section of the Symposium on Cystic Fibrosis
and Related Human and Animal Diseases in. New York, February 29 to March 1.

. ' 664
- 7 Dr. Adamo was admitted to membership in the ilmerican Association of Anatomists.
4. Publications
Public<J.tions of members of the Department of Anatomy are:
(a) !nt:rinsic neuromuscular basis for mitral valve motion.
9-15, 1967.

Circ. Res. 21:

(b) The preservation of myelin lamellar structure depleted of lipid: a
correlated chemical and morphologic study. J. Cell Biol. 34: 817-826,

1967.
(c) Electron microscopic observations of non-specific lead staining in the
small intestine of the cat after lipid or carbohydrate feeding.
Anat. Rec. 160: 25-36, 1968.
(d) Exfoliative cytology of the lung alveolus: preliminary elec tr.on
microscopic observations of cells obtained in vivo from human lungs.
J?roc. 24th E.M.S.A. Chicago, 1967, p. 42 (Abstract).
(e) Histochemistry of connective tissue mucopolysaccharides.
In: The
Connective Tissue. International Academy of Pathology Monograph #7,
ed. B,M. Hagner and D.E. Smith. HiJ,liams & Wilkins Co., Baltimore,
Chap. 17, pp. 251.~303, 1967.
(£) Sulfate-containing mucosubstances of dog gastric mucosa.

Lab, Invest.

16: 795-802, 1967.
(g) Histochemical evaluation of acidic carbohydrates in pig colonic mucosa.
J. Histochem. Cytochem. 15: 774, 1967.
(h) The histochemistry of carbohydrate-rich substances in certain ungulate
salivary.glands.
Anat. Rec. 159: 179-191, 1967.
(i) Correlated histochemical staining and s35_labeling of salivary gland
mucosubstances.
.J. Histochem. Cytochem. 15: 745-751, 1967.
(j) Morphochemical studies of intercellular matrix in the uterine cervix

of the mouse.

Anat. Rec. 160: 384, 1968.

(k) The fine structure of columnar cells occurring in the parietal layer

of Bo'Wmans capsule.

Anat. Rec. 157: 235 1 1967,

( 1) The columnar cells occurring in the parietal layer of Bowmans capsule.
Cellular fine structure and protein transport. J. Cell Bio1. 35:

435-444, 1967.

- 8 (m) Observations on the comparative effects of three inhibitors of
cholesterol biosynthesis - an ultrastructuraLand biochemical
study of murine adrenal gland and t.estis. Anat. Rec. 160: 34, 1968.
(n) Connect.ions of efferent fibers from hyperstriatal areas in chicken,
raven and African lovebird, J. domp. Neuro 1. .!:!!.= 337-356, 196 7.
5 .. Other resear.ch projects
Members of the department continue actively in research pursuits.

The

areas in which specific advances have b.een made are represented by the above
list of publications.

In addition the whole department is utilizing the techniques

of cytochemistry and electronmicroscopy combined with s·uitable physiologic or
pharmacologic experiments to gain insight into the manner in which cells and
tissues function under given conditions.

In this particular context Dr. Susan

Pratt, who has been a Research Associate during this year, has contributed
significan·tly to the research programs of Drs. Ladman and Napolitano o.f this
department and of Dr. Finley of the Department of Medicine.
6. Activities in learned and professional societies
Dr. Ladman attended the Electron Microscopy
in Chxcagb and presented a paper.

Society of America meeting

He also attended the meetings of the American

Society fo:t Cell Biology in Denver and the American Association of Anatomists
in New Orleans.

Dr. }lapolitano attended the annual meeting of the .American

Association of Anatomists.

Dr. Leppi attended the 134th annual meeting of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science in New York, the annual
meeting of the American Society for Cell Biology in Denver, the meetings of
the Histochemical Society and the American Association of Anatomists in New
Orleans, and the Council on Medical TV meeting in Houston.

Dr. Dietert attended

meetings of the American Society for Cell Biology and presented a paper at the
annual meeting of the American Association of Anatomists.

Dr. Adamo attended

"'
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meetings of the American. Society for Cell Biology and the American Association of
Anatomists and presented a paper jointly :with Dr, Gene Colborn to a meeting of
the Southwestern and Rocky Mountain Division of the American :Association for the
Advancement of Science in El Paso.
7. Other professional activities.

None

8. Non-teaching service.
Dr. Napol.itano. .remains Chairnian of the Promotions and Academic Standing
Committee an:d a member of the Connnittee on Graduate Studies.
of the Athletic Council for the University of New Mexico_,

He is also a member
Dr, Ladman .se.rved

as a member of the First Year Curriculum Committee and as Chairman of the Four
Year Cm;riculum Review Comini ttee,

He also served as a member of the University

Curricula Committee, the Executive Connnittee of_ the School of Med;i.cipe, and on
various ad. hoc committees,

Dr. Leppi served as Chairman of the Television

Committee of the School of Medicine.

Dr. Dietert remains a member of the

Human Research Revie11 Committee and also served on the First Year Medical School
Promotions Cornrni tte~.

Dr. Adamo served as a member of the Animal Care Connnittee

of the School of Medicine.

THE .REPORT OF THE PEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
JUNE 1,

1967 --

JUNE

11 1968

ROBERT B. LOFTFIELD 1 PH,D.

I.

1

CHAIRMAN

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION

A. Minor changes were mad.e in our participation in Medical
Biology I and II based on the experience of the last two years.
More emphasis is being placed on small Conference or seminar groups
as a method for teaching and appraising the success of the teaching.
Medical Science 623 (Fall Term - Dr. Scallen) "Biochemistry of
Steroids'' and Medical Sciences 621 (Spring Term, Dr. Loftfield)
were offered. Lectures and discussionsin each case were in MitchellHall and the majority of the registered students were graduate
students in Chemistry, Biology and Geology. It is anticipated that
for at least the next year 1 the Graduate Biochemistry Courses will
be offered on the main campus in an effort to facilitate cbmmunication.
The department took a modest but hopefully sigp.ifica11t paJ:t in
the third-year teaching program.
B. We still recommend reorganization of the curriculum to
integrate. more of the preclinical material into the third and fourth
year. We also recommend a more. formal participation of this department's faculty in the teaching of those undergraduate chemistry or
biology courses that are primarily biochemical in content.
C.

Appointments:

Dr. Beulah M. Woodfin1 Instructor, July 1 1 1967.
br. Gaynor WildJ Assistant Professor, August 1 1 1967,
D.

Separations:

None.
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The Report of the Department of Epidemiology and Community
July l, l967 - June 30, 1968
Robert O~easohn, Chairman

~dicine

The major event during the past year in or about the Department
of Epidemiology and Community

~dicine

was its initiation and development.

During the interval. between Spring and Winter l967, Drs. Eberle, Miller,
Pressman, Quenk (part-time) and I arrived and designed teaching efforts
in Biometry, Epidemiology and Community Medicine.
Consideration should be given to the place and role o£ extramural experiences for our students.
~provide

A single final. year elective does

what we believe to be important undergraduate .medical

curri.cular ingredients:

the sldlls, knowledge and attributes

n~ede!d

"\;o

deal. with groups of persons in contrast to the necessary clinical.
experiences involving approaches tp the single patient and his problems.
One auditional. person would be added during the next two year
interval if appropriate resources were available.
program is important.

We believe our

However, a large staf£ is not intended.

OUr rate o:f growth has been rapid -- perhaps too rapid in view
of the slender nature and amount of the

~esources

at hand.

The University

and School of Medicine might review needs and resources in our area of
work.

Surely, on our present base, we cannot continue to deal

ef£ectively with teaching, investigation and service, addressing ourselves
to the health needs of oUr state.

The Report of the Department of Medicine
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Solomon Papper, M.D., Chairman

1.

General Departmental Information.
A.

Achievements during the academic year _1967-68.
1.

Student Teaching.

During this year we had our first group

of fourth year medical .students.

Their work was designed to be that

of a "pre-internship" rather than another year of clerkship.

While

there were s·ome difficulties involved, they seemed minor and I would
judge that the program carried out its design.
2.

Internship in Medicine.

There were four straight medical

interns requested and filled for the year beginning July 1, 1967.
For the year beginning July 1, 1968, there were more than sixty applicants, most of whom ranked in the upper portion of their class.

On

the matching plan we went down to Number Eight, which .is a fine record,
and we have four men from Columbia, Stanford, Southwestern, and Western
Reserve.
3.
1967-68.

Residency in Medicine.

There were 21 residents in the year

Twenty-six residents have been assigned for the year beginning

July 1, 1968.

A neurology residency program was applied for and ap-

proved and will begin July 1, 1968.

The caliber of the residents has

continued to improve, and applications are already coming in for July
1969.
4.

Hospital Relationships.

Dr. Byron G.• Brogdon was appointed

Medical Director of the hospital, which changed its name to Bernalillo
County Medical Center.
Section B.

This hospital will be discussed further under

Dr. A. North Longfield, formerly Chie.f of Medicine, was
appointed Chief of Staff at the Veterans Administration Hospital, and
Dr. Robert T. Cauthorne, Jr. was appointed Chief of the Medical Service.
The V. A. con.tinues its outstandingly good gevelopment and has added a
chronic dialysis program ·under the leadership of Dr. Eugene L. Klingler,
.Jr.
5.

Research.

active in the

The Department of. Medicine continues to be

area of investigation, and during the academic year

1967-68 published 26 papers, 5 abstracts, 2 editorials and one book
review in scientific journals.
6.

Research and Training Grants.

The following grants were

awarded during the year:
a)

Theodore Finley, M.D. - Effect of Cigarette Smoking
ort Lipids and Morphology of Alveolar Lining Material
and Macrophages. Council for Tobacco Research, USA.
$26,105 for two years beginning January 1, 1967.

b)

Luis Garcia-Bunuel, M.D. - Connective Tissue Enzymes
in Skeletal Muscle. NIH. $28,533 for first year
beginning April 1, 1968.

c)

William G. B. Graham, M.D. -Mead Johnson Grant-in-Aid,
.$11,085 for one year beginning July 1, 1967.

d)

George S. Nakai, M.D. - Ribonucleic Acid Metabolism of
Leukemic Leukocytes. NIH. $102,201 for the period
January 1, 1968 to December 31, 1969.

e)

Ernest R. Simon, H.D. - Training Grant in Hematology.
NIH-NIAMD. $74,084 July 1, 1967 to June 30, 1968.

f) _Jerry S. Trier, M.D. - Functional Morphology of the
Alimentary Tract. $110,628 for the first year beginning
July 1, 1967.
The total annual Research and Training Grant budget from extramural
sources in the Department of Medicine was $730,752.

7.

Visiting Professor Program,

Dr. Sol Sherry, Professor and

Chairman of the Department o.f Medicine at Temple University and the
winner of the Phillips Award of the American College of Physicians,
served as our Visiting Professor for five days duri:ng ·the.'month of
February.

He added ·enprmously to our program and made many good sug-

gestions concerning future progress and development.
We als.o had a distinguished Visiting Lecturer, Dr.
Alan Thompson, F.R.C.P., F.A.C.P., President of the Royal College of
Physicians of Dublin, who spoke on "The Problems of

~1edical

Education .• "

Other Visiting Professors included:

B.

a)

Ralph E. Bernstein, M.Sc., M.B., D.C.P., M.C. Path.
Head, Metabolic Research Uni-t, South African Institute
for Medical Research, Johannesburg, South Africa.

b)

Joseph Foley, M.D., Western· Reserve University School
of Medicine, Professor and Chairman, Division of
Neurology, Cleveland, Ohio.

c)

Raymond Alexanian, M.D. and Philip J. Migliore, M.D.
M.D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor In~titute, Houston,
Texas.

Pl~

1.

and Recommendations for the Future.

Plans.

In view of the resignation .of the Chairman of the

Department of Medicine and, also, the

re~ignation

of the Assistant

Chairman of the Department of Medicine, planning has changed hands
and it would not be appropriate for discussion in this annual report.
2.

Recommendations.

Our recommendations are many and only

the highlights will be listed and presented in outline form,
a)

The Bernalillo County Medical Center, in our judgment,
has shown no significant improvement in the past year
and continues to have problems that influence patient
care. When problems influence patient care they inevitably affect the teaching program as well. These
problems include personnel, equipment, cleanliness,
organization, and the total operation of the institution.

c.

b)

The salary structure for all personnel,inciuding the
faculty, is far too low. We are no higher than the
lowest 20% in the country and this has to be modified
if one is to maintain a q!lality faculty and recruit
people of high caliber.

c)

The Central Administration- of the University must take
an active role in understan~ing the nature and problems of a medical school, its needs, as well as its
contributions to the Universityand the people of the
state. This should include, in my judgment, the
presence of the Academic Vice President at faculty
meetings of the School of Medicine and private discussions be.tween him and the departmental chairmen, as
well as efforts to get to know some of the junior
people in the school. This is recommended in addition
to his close_ contact ~\Tith the Dean.

d)

It is strongly _recommended that the strength and
caliber of the Department of Medicine be maintained in
order for the medical school to progress.- Other departments will not be s.trengthened by weakening the
Department of Medicine.

Appointments J;_£ the ?_taff.

New appointments to the Full-time Faculty during the year 1967-68:
1.

James K. Conrad, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine

2.

Joseph B. Fazekas, M.D., Visiting Professor of Medicine
(Neurology)

3.

Luis Garcia-Bunuel, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
(l'leurology)

4.

Roy M. Kropinak, M.D., Instructor in Medicine (Joint Appointment with Department of Epidemiology and Community Medicine)

5.

Shirley Libo, Ph.D., Instructor in Medicine

6.

Edward A. Liske, M.D., Associa.te Professor of Medicine
(Neurology)

7.

GeorgeS. Nakai, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine

8.

Roger N. Pesch, M.D.; Assistant Professor of Rehabilitation
Medicine (Joint Appointment with Department of Surgery)

9.

Russell D. Snyder, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
and Medicine (Neurology)

10.

Jerry

s.

Trier, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine

NevT appointments to the .Clinical Ae;sociate Faculty during the year:
1.

Donald Seelinger, M.D.

2.

Christian B. J. vonHoyningen-Huene, ·M.D.

b.

Separations;

Resignations from Full-time Faculty:
1.

Solomon Papper, M.D., Professor and Chairman of the Department
of Medicine.

2.

William S. Lovekin, M.D., Assistant .Professor and Assistant
Chairman of the Department of Medicine.

3.

Theodore N. Finley, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine.

4.

Carlos A. Vaamonde, M._l).' Assistant Professor of Medicine.

5.

Robert L. Barenberg, M.D., Instructor in Medicine.•

Resignations from Clinical Faculty:
1.

Andrew D. Edes, M.D.

2.

Michael J. Perley, M.D.

E.

Promotions;

1.

Darwin Palmer, M.D., to Assistant Professor of Medicine,
effective July 1, 1967.

2.

Robert L. Barenberg, M.D., to Instructor in Medicine, effective July 1, 1967.

F.

~

Appointments.

The follotving appointments have been

approved for the academic year 1968-69:
1.

R. Philip Eaton, M.l)., Assistant Professor of Medicine.

2.

Jerry E. Goss, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine.

G.

New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, Etc.:

l.

Joseph M. Bicknell, M.D. - Elected to Membership of American
Association of Electromyography and Electrodiagnosis.

2.

Arnold H. Greenhouse, M.D. - Elected to Membership of Association of University Professors of Neurology.

3.

Alexander L. Kisch, M.D. - Elected to Phi Kappa Phi

4. William H. R. Nye, M.D. - Elected to:
\~estern

Society for Clinical Research;
American College of Physicians.

(1) Membership in
(2) Fellowship,

5.

Solomon Papper, M.D. - Elected to Board of Governors,.
American College of Physicians,

6.

Jerry S. Trier, M.D. - Elected to membership in: (1) .American
Society for Clinical Investigation; (2) Western Society for
.Clinical Research. Appointed to Editorial Board: (1) Gastroeterology; (2) Artatomital Record.
·

7.

Robert Whang, M.O. - Elected to Fellowship, American College
of Physicians.

H.

Personal Note:

While we are proud of what has been accomplished

in this medical school and in the Department of Medicine in the past six
yers, it is important to recognize and deal with the serious fiscal and
morale problems that exist within the school and within the Department
of Medicine.

In our judgment, these are the responsibilities not only

of .the faculty and administration of the School of Medicine but, also,
of the Central Administration of the University.
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The Report of the Department of Microbiology
School of Medicine
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Leroy
I.

A.

c.

McLaren, Chairman

Significant Achievements during the Academic Year 1967-68
One of the important goals for this year was the development

of an improved program for both medical and graduate students in the
area of genetics.

This was accomplished after Dr. Thomas I. Baker

joined our department on July 1, 1967.

Fundamentals of genetics,

molecular genetics and medical genetics are extremely important in
the present..:day education of medical students and also for graduate
students in the biological sciences.

Dr. Baker collaborated with

other faculty members of the School of Medicine to develop an integrated presentation of these topics.
One of the significant achievements during the past year was
the occupancy of the new Basic Sciences Building.

For the first time

since the basic science departments were created at The University of
New Mexico, ooth. teaching and research activities were able to be carried
out under ideal conditions.

This welcome addition will undoubtedly

help greatly in our recruiting of both first-rate faculty members,
graduate and medical students.
One of the highlights of the past year for the Department of
Microbiology was the Medical School Basic Science Dedicatory Prog·ram.
The Department of Microbiology presented a seminar on "Transformation
of Cells by sv 40 and Polyoma Viruses" which was given February 16,
1968 by Dr. Renato Dulbecco, Resident Fellow, Salk Institute for
Biological Studies, La Jolla, California.

Dr. Dulbecco is a virologist

of international tekno.wn and his presentation was extremely inspiring.
Aiso of tremendous significance not only to the present stature
but also to the future development of the department was notification
that Dr. Sei Tokuda had been awarded an N.I.H. Career Development Award.
This award will pay his entire salary for the next five years, and his
present university salary can therefore be utilized to hire a new
faculty member.
Dr. Joseph

v.

Scaletti, Associate Professor of Microbiology;

received notification of the continuation of a research grant from the
National Cancer Institute.;

This willmake available. $26,265.00 for

support of Dr. Scaletti's research program from June 1, 1968- June 1,
1969 and also

supports the thesis research of one graduate student.

Dr. Carl E. Cords, Assistant P-rofessor, received notification
from N.I.H. that his application for research support had been approved
for three years for the full amount requested, $52,575.00.
Dr. Sei Tokuda, Assistant Professor, received notification
from the National Cancer Institute that his application for research
support was approved for three years for the full amount requested,
$64,378.00.

This money supports Dr. Tokuda's experimental work on

immunologic enhancement of cancer cells and also the thesis research
of two graduate students.
The Ph.D. program in Medical Sciences with specialization in
Microbiology has progressed satisfactorily.

Mr. Frank Casey competed

nationally for an N.I.H. predoctoral fellowship.

He was notified that

his application had been approved and would be funded beginning
September 1, 1967.

Mr. John Safford already holds an N.I.H. ptedoctoral

fellowship and Mr. John Mayo has an application for a similar fellowship
pending.
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Two new graduate courses in microbiology were offered for the
first time.

Dr. Scaletti introduced a course in Advanced Microbiology

(Med. Sci. 632) and Drs. Cords and McLaren presented a course in Advanced
Virology (Med. Sci 636).

In addition to taking both of the. above courses,

the graduate students participated actively as laboratory instructors
during the time that microbiology was presented to first and second year
medical students.

For additional teaching experience, arrangements have

been made so that the graduate students will each present a number of
lectures to laboratory technology students during the sttmmet, 1968.
Members of the department attended a number of scientific
meetings during the year.

Drs. Cords, Scaletti and McLaren attended the

national meeting of the American Society for Microbiology in Detroit,
Michigan.

Dr. Baker was invited to and did attend two highly selective

meetings in California, the Neurospora Conference and the Tryptophane
Conference.

Dr. Tokuda again attended as a Couqcil member the Annual

Meeting of the Midwinter Conference of Immunologists held in Houston,
Texas and the. American Association of Immunologists meeting in Atlantic
City, New Jersey.

On invitation, Dr. McLaren presented seminars at

UCLA School of Medicine, the University of California at Davis and
Northwestern University Medical School.
Dr. Scaletti was invited as a visiting professor to work collaboratively with Professor Davidson and his graduate students iii the
Department of Chemistry at the California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena.

This research was carried out during part of the summer, 1967,

and will result in a publication.
Dr. Tokuda received an invitation and partial support from the
NATO Advanced Study Institute to attend a symposium on "Cellular and
Genetic Aspects of Antibody Formation" to be held the latter part of
June, 1968 in Montreal, Cat;1ada.

He plans to attend.
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List of Publications of the Departmental Staff
for the Academic Year 1967-68.
1.

Mct.aren 1 L. C., Scaletti, J,v. and James, c. G•. 1968
Isolation and properties of enterovirus receptors,
Wistar Institute Monograph No• 8. Wistar Press, Philadelphia, Penn.

2..

Baker, T. I. 1968
Phenylalanine-tyrosine biosynthesis in Neurospora,crassa,
Genetics, 58: 351-359

3.

Murgita, R. A. and Tokuda, S. 1967 .The specific suppression of
the early immune response in mice by slow and fast migrating 78
mouse antibody fractions, Life Sciences; .§.: 2i85-2189•

4.

Tokuda,. S. and McEntee 1967. Inimunologic enhan.cement of Sarcoma I
by mouse gamma globulin fractions, Transplantation, .2_: 606-614

5.

Casey, F. B. and Tokuda, s. 1967 Pass.ive cutaneous anaphylaxis
induced in mice with rabbit 58 antibody fragments,
Pro c. Soc. Exptl.. Biol. Med. 125: 215-221

6.

Napolitano, L. M. LeBaron, F. N. and Scaletti, J, V. 1967
Preservation of myelin lamellar structure in the abSence of
lipids, a correlated chemical and morphological study,
J. Cell. Biol. 34: 817-826

7.

Tourville, D. R. and Tokuda, s. 1967 Lactic streptococcal phage
associated lysin II Purification and charac:terization,
J. Dairy Sci. 50: 1019-1024.
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I.

B.

Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future

Now that the School of Medicine has occupied its permanent
quarters in the newly constructed :Basic Sciences Building, space and
facilities are available for development of a more active graduate
program.

Financial aid will be sought from federal sources for

support of new courses, additional equipment and trainee stipends.
The Department of Microbiology would like to cooperate with
the Department of Pathology by taking a more active role in future
improvement in-the diagnostic microbiology service at the B.C.M.C.
hospital.

Our excellent facilities within the department could be

utilized for preparation of culture media used in di.;tgnostic bacteriology, and money is available to help pay the salary of a professional
microbiologist who might hold a faculty rank in the Department of
Microbiology.

Such a faculty member would. be valuable in the presen-

tation of lectures on diagnostic bacteriology to second year medica_l
studen_ts and in providing expertise to interns and residents.

I.

c.

Appointments to the Staff
The following appointments were made within the department:

Name
Thomas I. Baker, Ph.D.
Robert Murgita, M.S.
Dora Padilla
Tracy Fitz
Fina Sanchez
Teshia Zimmerman
(Schweedler)
Jannet Heinz
~=

J-=
~=

Title
Assistant Professor
Research Assistant
Laboratory Assistant
Laboratory Assistant
Steno-clerk

Effective date
July 1, 1967
J...- IY
June 6, 1967
June 12, 1967
\Y
July 10; 1967
J---~ J-'
September 1, 1967 J--

Laboratory Assistant
Secretary I

January 16, 1968 J--J..May 1, 1968
J-'J--

All or part of salary paid from research grant
Part-time
Temporary appointment
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~

~.

I

D.

Separations from the Staff
The following separations occurred:

Name
Tracy Fitz
Jannet Heinz
Robert.Murgita
Fina Sanchez

Title
Separation Date
Laboratory Assistant
August 5, 1967
Secretary l
August 31, 1967
September 1, 1967
Research Assistant
Clerk-sterio
Apri115, 1.968
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'l'he Report of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
July 1, 1967 ~ June 30, 1968
Robert A. Munsick, Chairman
During this academic year the Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology has continued to increase remarkably its teaching and
service functions; an increase in research and full-time personnel
has also been realized, but these aspects have not kept pace with the
former ones.
1.

Teaching:

The voluntary and full-time staff have continued

to meet in a limited fashion with the first year students in such basic
areas as anatomy, physiology, and endocrinology.

It is hoped neJtt year

that we will be able to eJtpand and magnify this contact.
The second year teaching block was highly successful this year,
In. the one week block several members of the volunteer, part-time and
full-time staffs gave a·rather complete introduction to the pathophysiology of obstetrics and gynecology to the students.
Third year students continued to take an eight
in the hospital.

1~eek

clerkship

During this time they had intimate experience in

patient management, supervised by the above staff members and the resident
housestaff.

They also participated irt four informal teaching sessions

each week, and we believe that they are now far better prepared in general
obstetrics and gynecology than was last year 1 s class.
No fourth year elective was offered this year.
students will be involved in the program.

Next year two

Two fourth year students, one

from the University of Nebraska and one from the University of Colorado,

---------------------

-
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took clerkships here.

These were conducted as substitute internships.

We. continued to increase the size of the houses.taff and to
improve the quality of their supervision and teaching.

Two or three

interns, two first, one second, and one third-year resident were here
this year.

We will take on one more resident next year, so that in

one more year we will have a six-man resident staff.

In addition to

the instruction on daily rounds, clinics, delivery and operating rooms,
the following teaching sessions were held each week, to which the h.o\lsestaff and third year students contributed:

Grand Rounds, Staff Conference,

Informal Conference, Chart Rounds, Staff Meeting, and Pathology Conference.
The Journal Club met monthly.
2,

Community Health:

The principal improvements seen in in-patient

care were realbed in an up-dating of equipment for the delivery and
operating rooms; the increase in out-patient clinic space with resultant
increase in clinic load; great improvement in interdepartmental communications, especially with pediatrics and surgery; an expansion of the
satellite prenatal clinics, now four in number) and, finally, the institution of cancer screening clinics.

In the Autumn, over 700 women wete pro-

vided free cancer screening evaluations.

We plan to expand this program

ne,xt year.
Other advances made were the development of Rh diagnostic testing
services, including spectrophotometric analyses and interpretations and
bilirubin extractions; 1ve are currently attempting to develop a rapid
estriol determination in order to make available still another unique
service by which we can provide the IDOst IDodern, complete diagnostic and
therapeutic services in the State,
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Because of the above modalities, services .and staff, the
numbers of referral patients from within and without the County has
increased measurably from previous years.

J{ence,. the quality of the

teaching material has improved immensely.
3,
modest.

Research:

Research projects currently being conducted are

They include an evaluation of the accuracy of the diagnosis of

trichomoniasis, postpartal IUCD insertions, and several clini.cal reports.
More will be done in research as soon as funds are available and time is
provided through an increase in full-time staffing.
4.

Department Staff:

Dr.'s Branch and Cohn continued their active

contributions as Adjunct Instructors.

Perry A. Henderson, M.D., joined

the J)epartment in January, 1968, as Assistant Professor, and his clinical
efforts have already resulted in great improvements in obstetrical care
and teaching.

Although he has not yet received support for research, we

hope that he will receive a grant next year for continuing support of his
hematologic research.

We will also be fortunate to have Helmu.th Vorherr, M.P.,

Associate Professor in both Pharmacology and Obstetrics and Gynecology,
join us on July 1, 1968,

Dr. Vorherr brings with him excellent training

in obstetrics and gynecology, chemotherapy of malignancy and exciting
research in neurohypophysial endocrinology,

When grant support is obtained,

he and Dr. Munsick will proceed with several investigative aspects of
mammalian reproductive endocrinology;
The Clinical Associates have this year contributed even more than in
previous years to student and housestaff teaching and patient supervision.

-4We are pleased to have the following new Clini<;al Associates:
Neal Mortenson, M.D., and .Jam.es .Hutchison, M.D., Sandia Base Hospital;
Howard Wadstrom, M.D., Los Alamos;

Howard Fleetwood, U.D., Santa Fe;

and Jack Pearson, M.D., William BeaUmont
5.

~:

~rmy

Hospital, El.Paso, Texas.

For individual contributions, see the attached. bio-

graphical records.
Our Visiting Professor this year was .Emanuel A. Friedman, M.D.,
D. Med. Sci., who gave several lectures an:d provided the students, staff
and faculty with much new information and thought concerning labor,
techniques of completing abortions, and other clinical matters.

Dr. Friedman

is Professor and Chairman of Obstetrics and Gynecol0gy at the Chicago Medical
.School and Chief .of the Obstetrics and Gynecology.Service of the Michael
Reese Hospital in Chicago, Illinois.

,,
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The Report· of the Department of Pathology
July 1, 1967 ~ June 30, 1968
Robert E. Anderson, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
Achievements During Academic Year

1967~68

Participation of the Department of Pathology in Medical
Biology I remained essentially the same as in previous years
with only minor revisions.

Hol'lever, the department enlarged

its activities with respect to the third and fourth years.
The latter participation took the form of a 3-month elective
clerkship for senior students and combined responsibility for
the pathophysiology_and hematology conferences.
The responsibilities of the department in the ongoing
operations of the Bernalillo County I-1edical Center continued
to grow and a large amount of effort was spent in the recruitment of a good residency staff,
In the field of research, active investigation continued

in the department of pathology and included
involving radiation-induced

investiga~ion

accelerate~~aging

in germfree

animals, pathology and electron microscopy of Rous sarcoma
infection in Japanese quail (Coutournix japonica), electron
microscopic pathology of. other viral diseases, ultrastructural
changes in human emphysema and diabetic microangiopathy and
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cytogenetic investigation of select pediatric conditions.

At

the closely allied Veterans Administration Hospital Pathology
Department, pathology staff investigations are qurrently
pursued in the immunology of tissue transplantation phenomena,
immunoelectrophoresi~

patterns in certain disease states and

gross and microscopic pathology of human emphysema.
As evidence to the research accomplished, the department
was able to publish the follm·ling papers:
1.

Leonard, L., Anderson, R. E., Ovitz, M. L. Parabiotic
Intoxication in Germfree Mice, Nature 216: 244, 1967,

2.

McConnell, T. Q., Anderson, R. E, Instructional Block on
Human Cytogenetics, J. Med. Educ. 42: 1127-1130, 1967.

3.

Anderson, R. E.,· Hm.,rarth, J. L., StonE:!, R. s. The acute
response of gennfree mice to whole body ionizing radiation,
Arch Path (in press) •

4.

Hardy, W. R., Anderson, R. E. The }1ypereosinophilic
syndromes. Ann, Int. Med. 68: 1220-1229, 1968.

5.

Anderson, R. :E., Doughty, W'. E., Leonard, L. L. Parabiotic
intoxication in neonatally thymectomized germfree mice.
(submitted to Arch. Path.)

6.

Leonard, L., TokU:da, s., Anderson, R. E. Effects of blood
pressure and salt ingestion on the red blood cell shift in
mouse parabionts, (submitted to Nature)
,_

7.

Barenberg, R. L., Solomon, S., Papper, s., Anderson, R. E.
A clearance and micropuncture study of renal function in
mercuric chloride treated rats (submitted to J. of Lab.
Clin. Ned.)

8.

Kornfeld, H. Pathological changes in the stria vascularies
in Paget's disease. Practica Oto-Rhino-Laryngologica
(Basel) 29: 406, 1967.
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9.

.McConnell, T. s. XO/XX/XY Mosa~cism iJil a female with
Turner's syndrome. Obstet. & Gynec. 31, No. 1, pp 53-60,
Jan .. 1968.
·

10.

Jordan, S. w. and Doughty, w. E. Ultrastructural pathology
of murine pneumonitis caused by K-Papovavirus.
(In press)

11.

Jordan, S. W. and Perley, M• .1. Microvasculopathy in
diabetes mellitus and aging. Manuscript in preparation.

w. and Weitzner, S. Metastatic Carcinoma in
Tongue; Report of a Case. Oral Surg., Oral Med., Oral
Path. 25: 278-281, Feb. 1968.

12 •. Hentel,

13,

Hentel, lv. and Weitzner, s. Apocrine Carcinoma of Male
Breast, case Report. Rocky Mtn. Med. J. (in press)

14.

Hentel, H. and Weitzner, s. Multicent:t:ic Basal cell carcinoma of Vermilion I-1ucosa and Skin of Lower Lip: Case
Report. Oral Surgery (In press) .

. 15.

Weitzner, s. Leiomyosarcoma of Spermatic Cord: Report
of ct Case and Summary of the Literature. Rocky Mountain
Med, J. 64: 73-75, Dec, 1967.

16.

Weitzner, s. Solitary Nevus Lipomatosus Cutaneus Superficialis of Scalp. Arch. Derm. 97: 540-542, May 1968.

17.

Neitzner, s. Granular Cell Hyoblastoma of Bronchus.
Amer. Rev. Resp. Dis. 97: 923-930, May 1968.

The following are abstracts of papers presented at national
and international meetings:
1.

2.

...

Robert E. Anderson, H.D., "Tissue Responses to Synthetic
Materials and Organ Transplants'', Seventh International
Conference on Nedical and Biological Engineering, Stockholm,
Sweden, August 1967.
Robert E. Anderson, N.D., "Myeloproliferative Disorders
in Atomic Bomb Survivors", .t-lyeloproliferative Disordsrs
Symposium, Richland, Washington, May 1968,
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3.

4.

/s.
6.

Robert E. Anderson, l\1. D., "Effects of Neonatal Thymectomy
on Parabiotic Intoxication in Germfree Mice", FASEB Annual
Meeting, April 1968.
Mario Kornfeld, M.D., "Effect of 6 aminoicotinamide on
inner ear of andogenic seizure-susceptible mice", FASEB
,Annual Meeting, April 1968.
Louise Leonard, Ph.D., "Effects of blood pressure and
salt injestion on red blood .cell shift in mouseparabionts",
American Association for Advancement of Science, April 1967.
Scott W. Jordan, M.D., "Microangiopathy:in diabetes mellitus and aging", American Association of Pathologists &
l3acte1·iologists, Chicago, Ill., March 1968.
Grants awarded to the members of the Department of Path-

ology are as follows:
Robert E., Anderson, M•. D., "The pathology of accelerated
aging in germfreemice", Departmenb of Health, Education
and Welfare, Child Health & Human Development, July 1967 June 1970.
Robert E. Anderson, M.D .. , "Delayed effects of ionizing
radiation in atomic bomb survivors", The John & Mary
Markle Foundation Award in Academic Medicine, July 1966 July 1~71.
Scott w. Jordan, M.D., "Cervical cancer Detection Demonstration Project", USPHS, 1966- 1971.
Thomas S. 1·1cConnell, M.D., Cytogenetics Grant, Diagnostic
Cytogenetics Lab, National Foundation, l-iarch of Dimes,
1967-1969.

Louise Leonard, Ph.D., "Effects of Sera and Cells from
Mouse Parabionts on Heart Cells 'in vitro'". American
Heart Association Grant, 1966 - 1968.
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B.

Plans and Recominendations
At the present time the Department of Pathology is

grossly understaffed at all levels.

It is difficult to meet

the more routine demands made upon the department much less
move with dispatch and vigor into exciting new areas of current national and regional interest (Allied Health Professions,
Regional Medical Program, etc).

The

primary~responsibility

of the department, therefore, i13 to recruit a quality staff
of senior and resident physicians.

In so doing it will enable

us to broaden our present program in teaching, research and
patient-oriented service.

c.

Appointments to Staff
Robert s. Stone, M•. D., Professor & Chairman, Sept. 1963
(appointed Dean, School of Medicine, July 1, 1968)
Eobert E. Anderson, M.D., Associate Professor, July 1, 1964
(named,chairman, Department of Pathology, July 1, 1968)
Scott Iv • .Jordan, 111.D., Assistant Professor, July 1, 1965
l\1ario Kornfeld, M.D., Assistant Professor, Jan. 1, 1968
Thomas S. McConnell, l\1,D., Assistan-t Professor, .June I; 1967
Martin L. Ovitz, 1-1.D., Assistant Professor, July 1, 1966
Roger L. Sopher, M.D., Assistant Professor, July I, 1968
William Hentel, JI1.D., Associate Professor, Jan. I, 1964 (VA)
Louise Leonard, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, July 1, 1964 (VA)
Stanley Weitzner, M.D., Instructor, July I, 1967 (VA)
-5-
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Serving as 1967-68 Clinical Associates within the Department
of Pathology:
G~orge

c.

Chaney, M.D.

Edwin B. Herring, M.D .•
Robert K. Jones, M.D.
Burton o. Leeb, M.D.
Harry D. Ellis, M.D.
D.

Separations from Staff
Martin L. Ovitz, M.D., Assistant Profe.ssor, July 1, 1968
(moved to VA)
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THE REPOR'l' OF THE. DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS

July 1, 1967 - June 30 '· 1968
Edward A. Mortimer, Jr .. , chairman

I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year
1967-1968 have been primarily in the area of expansion and refinement of teaching programs in
pediatrics.

The acquisition of four additional

full-time staff members and the appointment of an
assistant chairman for the first time permitted
the department to do more than the bare minimum.
'reaching rounds, preceptor ship programs, ·teaching
conferences, and student-faculty

contac~s

been considerably expanded and upgraded.

have
The ac-

quisition of a resident staff of quantity and
quality, so necessary to clinical teaching programs
for students, has contributed greatly to the teaching
program.
The provision of additional space for outpatient
care of children has :relieved to a large extent the
wbefully inadequate facilities previously available.
As a result the department has been able to expose

----------
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both junior and senior medical students to the care
of children other than those who are hospitalized.
An additional benefit that has accrued from the
expansion of faculty and staff to adequate size
has been the ability of the department to look outside
the hospital in areas of the community that might provide opportunities for teaching, research and various
pilot programs.

'ro cite an example, early in the

year the department was approached by Dr. Patrick
Lynch, Director of the Educational Service Center,
regarding health problems of children in remote
school districts served by his facility.

'l'be depart-

ment agreed to send small teams of students and
faculty to these school districts to screen prohlems
presented by the children.

:(t was found that this

was a very useful teaching experience for stuP.ents
and 1 for the faculty, a revealing learning experience
in terms o.f some of the problems of providing medical care in these areas,

As a result, the depart-

ment is presently planning to participate in several
pilot programs in other areas of the state that
might afford similar valuable learning experiences.
·During the year the .research plans of the faculty
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were continued and expanded.

Dr. Mortimer's

investigations o;f streptococcal diseases continued and two students participated for thr.ee
months each in these efforts..

Dr. Alice Cushing

and Dr. William Michener, in cooperation with
members of the Department of Medicine, have
initiated an extensive study of.enteric disease
in infancy.

Dr. ;Robert Castle has continued h:i,s

investigations of the effects of high altitude
on the hearts of children.

Dr. :Russe.ll Snyder,

in cooperation with members of the Educational
Service Center, has established relationships
that will permit a cooperative investigation of
the problem of specific .reading disabilities in
childhood.

Dr. Wilma Castle has initiated a

Birth Defects Clinic under the sponsorship of the
National

~oundation

which has also supported the

O.evelopment of her cytogenetic laboratory.
A disappointment has been the withdrawal of the
Los Lunas State School from a cooperative agreement made in April of 1967.

According to this

agreement, the School of Medicine would participate in the selection of a

top~quality

medical

director for Los :Lunas who would have a faculty

----------------------
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appointment.

From the standpoint of the School

of Medicine, this would have facilitated teaching programs in clinical pediatrics in the areas
o£ neurology, mental retardation, psychiatry
and metabolic disease.

The .benefits to the Los

Lunas State School of such a cooperative arrangement are obvious.

Unfortunately the lack of sta-

bility in the administration of the State S.chool
made it impossible for either party to continue
negotiations.
B.

Plans for the immediate future include primarily
the further development of presently

e~isting

teaching and research programs in the department.
'l'he availability .of the Mental Retardation Center
in the middle of the next academic year should

provide a remarkable opportunity for teaching
and investigation.
The faculty of the department believes that the
basic original purpose o£ this School of Medicine
is to contribute ultimately to the improvement
o£ medical care in the State of New Mexico.
Of course, the School of Medicine cannot directly
provide such medical care.

Accordingly, parti-

cipation in extramural programs is believed by

695
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the department to blf desiral::>le only when·one or
more of three criter'ia are met..

Thus, such pro-

grams are valuable to the school if, fi.tst,
they provide optimum OpJ;>ortunity for teaching,
secondly, if tht:Jy :represeritendeavo:rs that
contribute to the acquisition of new knowledge
through research, or· thirdly, if they comprise
pilot or demonstration programs in terms of
developing new modes of health care.

With

these criteria in .mind, the department is exploring several possible approaches which are
expected to be implemented during thenext
academic year.
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Appointments to staff
William M. Michener, .M.D., Assistant Professor
and Assistant Chairman of Pediatrics, effective January 12, 1968
.J. Albert Browder, M.D., Assistant Professor of.
Pediatrics and Program Coordinator for the
Mental Health Division, effectiv.e July 1,
1967
Ann E. Pressman, M•:D;; Assista)it :Brofessor. of.- Pediatrics and Epidemiology and Coiilillunity Medicine,
effective November ·l, 1967
Russell D. Snyder, .M.D., Ji:gsUstant Professor of
Pediatrics and Medicine (Neurology) , effective
July lt 1967
Charles A. Weymuller, M.D., Visiting Professor
of Pediatrics, December 1, 1967 through March
31, 1968

The following appointments as Clinical Associates
in Pediatrics were effective during thi.s aca-'
demic year:
George w. Bro\'ln, M.D.
John M. Casebolt, M.D.
Donald J. Davis, M.D.
Paul Eicher, M.D.
Fred W. Heaton, M.D.
Louis F. Kuehn, M.D.
James Miller, M.D.
James L. Pollock, M.D.

~~

.. :

-~-'~~~~--~--~~·~--=-'~---~c.. -='-·-=·=·-"'.-:'="'··=·""""'"""'~--..:.:..1
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David B. Post, J1.D.
Oscar Syme, M.D.
Lawrence R. Schwartz, 1-1• D.
Matthew A. Tandysh, ~I. D.
Robert Tully, M.D.
William K. Woodard, M•. D.
Jo.hn T. Tyson, M.D.

p.

Separations from staff
None

II.

Composite of info.rmation request_ed
l.

Advanced study
None

2.

Sabbaticals, etc.
None

3.

New scholastic honors
A~±ce

4.

H. Cushing, M.D.,Fellow,American Academy of Pediatrics

Publications
Mortimerf E. A., Jr. and Vastine, Ellen L.
Production of Capsular Polysaccharide
{Hyaluronic Acid) by L Colonies of Group
A Streptococci. J. Bact., 94:268-71,
July 1967,
-Schmidt., w. c., and Mortimer, E. A., Jr.
Streptococcal infections. The Biologic
Basis of Pediatric Practice, edited by
Cooke I R•.E., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1968.
Mortimer, E. A., Jr. Nasopharyngitis (The
Common Cold). In Current Pediatric Therapy.
s. s. Gellis and B. M. Kagan, ed.,
Philadelphia, 'IV, B. Saunders Co., 3:1968.
Mortimer, E. A., Jr. Streptococcal Pharyngitis. In Current Therapy, H. F. Conn, ed.,
W. B. Saunders Co., 1968.

,,
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Mortimer, E. A., Jr. The Production Of L Forms
of Group ·A Stre:ptococ.ci in Mice. In Microbial
Protoplasts, Spheropiasts and L-Forms., L. B.
Guze 1 ed., The WJ.11J.ams. and Wil:kins Company, 1968.
Mortimer, E. A., Jr. Rational Use of Prophylactic
Antibiotics in Children. In Pediatric Clinics of
North America, W. B. Saunders Co. 1 15:261-73,
February 1968.
Mortimer, E. A., Jr, Otologic Infections. In
Current Pediatric Therapy, s. s. Gellis and B.
M. Kagan, ed., Philadelphia and London, W. B,
,., ..
Saunders co., 3:1968.

,.

Michener, William M., Peptic Ulcer. In current
Pediatric Therapy, Gellis and Kagan, ed •• W. B.
Saunders Co., Philadelphia, 19.68.
Michener, William M. Ulcer;:ttive Col.i:tis<.. :tn
Current Pediatric Therapy, Gellis and Kagan, ed.,
w. B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia, 1968.
Cushing, Alice H. Antibiotic Therapy of Infectious Diarrhea in Children. In Pediatrics
t1P:656, 1.967.
Cherington, M.• and snyder, R. D. Tick Paralysis:
Neurophysiologic Studies. New England Journal of
Medicine 278:95~97, 1968,
Snyder1 R, D. and Nellhaus, G. Brain )Jamage as a
Predisposing Factor in Bacterial Meningitis,
accepted for publication in Developmental Medicine
and Child Neurology
Snyder, R. D. and Robinson, A. Leucine-Induced Hypogly:''.
cemia. Ped. Diges.t 10~41, 1968 (abstract).
Cherington, M. and Snyder, R. D. Tick Paralysis:
Neurophysiologic Studies. u. S, Navy Medical ~
letter 51:10-12, 1968.

-~
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5.

Other research projects
Army contract for project entitled "Role of Group
A Streptococcal L Forms in Natural History of

Streptococcal Disease; Type 31 Group A Streptocgcci and Acut.e Nephritis" in the amount of
$18,800, 1967-68; renewal applied for in the
amount of $17,600 for 1968-69, E. A. Mortimer,
Jr., M.D.
National Institute of Health research grant for
studies on G:r;oup A Streptococcal L Form.s in Vivo
in the amount of $62,915 in progress through
August 31, 1969, E. A. Mortimer, Jr.

1

M.D.

Disaccharidase Determinations in Infants with
Diarrhea, Borden !vlilk Co., in the amount of
$1,000, William M. Michener, M.D.
Studies on Salmonel.la and Shigella, particularly
Colon Biopsy, Disac.charidase Determination and
Antibody Production against the Rat. Colon
{Ulcerative Colitis Antigen)

1

William M.

Michener, M.D.
National Foundation-March of Dimes, in the
amount of $22,000 for period of October 1967
to June 1968, Wilma L, K. Castle, M.D.

700
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Birth Defects Clinic and operation_of Cytogenetics Laboratory, Wilma L. K. Castle, M.D.
Initiation of pl:oject to study neurological
basis of developmental dysle.x:ia, Russell D.
Snyder, M.D.
Laboratory for the

~tudy

of metabolic causes

of mental retardation (amino acid chromotography) "Special

Ment~l

·;.Retardation F'und 11

in the amount of $1,38.1 1 New Mexico Association for Retarded Children, J, Albert
Browder, M.D.
Renewal of a $4700 grant-in-aid. from the New
Mexico Heart Association for research

con~

cerning variables affecting the evaluation
of the electrocardiogram, vectorcardiogram
and phonocardiogram in infancy, Robert F.
Castle, M.D.
6.

Activities in professional societies
Dr~

Mortimer presented papers at the Ruidoso

summ.er Clinic; the San Miguel County Medical
Society; the American College of

~hysicians.

He participated in seminar of the Armed
E'.orc.es Epidemiological Board 1 Committee on
Prophylaxis of Streptococcal Infection in the
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Arm13d Forces; annual Markle ml:!eting; Panel on Otitis
Hedia at meeting of the American Academy. of pediatrics; Program entitled "New and Old Antibiotics"
at the University of Southern California School
of Medicine Postgraduate Division.
Dr. Mortimer attended the following meetings:
New England Pediatric Society; C6Jnmittee on
I·nfectious Diseases of the American Academy of
Pediatrics; Association of Medical School Pediatric Departmertt Chairmen aswell as a meeting of
the Executive Committee of th4t orgartization;
Rheumatic Fever Committee, American He.art
Association.
br. Mortimer served as Visiting P]i.ofessor at
William Beaumont Hospital in El Paso for several
days; in addition, he served for a few days
as Visiting Professor at the University of
California School of Medicine.
Dr. Mortimer was selected to serve as Secretary'l'reasurer of the Association of Medical School
Pediatric Department Chairmen and as a member of
the Board of Directors of the New Mexico He.art
Association.

'

" ,.~- ~ "4 ,.-

,,.

l';;.

. . .~:r
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Dr. Browder attended the convention of the
American Academy of Pediatrics, and as a
Board Nember ,. he attended the convention ·of
the National Association for

Reta:~;ded

Children.

In addition, he is Chairman of the New Mexico
Nental Retardation Program coordinating Council~
Dr.

Ct~shing

is serving as Secret·ary o:E the New

Nexico Pediatric Society.
Dr. Snyder is serving on the Program Committee
of the Bernalillo County Nedical Association.
Dr. Wilma Cast.le attended a meeting of the
Mammalian cytology and Somatic Cell Genetics
and a symposium on Fetal Medi.cine.
Dr. Robert Castle presented a paper at the
annual meeting of the American Academy of
Pediatrics.

He continues to serve as College

Governor for New Nexico in the American College
of Cardiology and attended the annual meeting
of that group in San Francisco
Dr. Nichener served as Visiting Professor at
Raymond Blank Children's Hospital in Des
Moines, Iovm, April 18 and 19 1 1968.

He
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presented paJ?ers at a meeting of the New .Mexico
Medica.l Society., New Mexico Pediatric society
and American Gas.troenterological Association.
7.

Other professional .activities
Dr. Mortimer gave numerous lectures to medical
and paramedical organizations as

we~l

civic .organizations; he served as a

as to

Consultant~:

at Sandia Base and for Project Head Start.
Dr. Browder gave several radio talks as well
as a talk at the Technical-vocational Institute.
Dr. cushing participated in Circuit Post-Grad,uate
seminars; served as Visiting Professor at Western
Reserve University for several days, gave radio
talks, and participated actively in Poison Control Week on both radio and televisionl
Dr. snyder served as a Consultant at sandia Base
Hospital and at the Los Lunas Hospital and Training School; he l?articipated in the New Mexico
Medical Society Mental .Health and Alcoholism Conterence as well as a Teacher Training course in
Socorro; he also made several PTA aJ?J?earances in
Albuquerque.
Dr. Wilma Castle made several television appear-

,<.>; ••',,..;"::;,·!

~'
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ances and talked before various civic groups.
Dr. Robert Castle served as a Job corps Consultan.t, evaluating medical care facilities at
various Job Cqrps Centers; in addition, he made
several television appearances.
Dr. Michener was President of the Dartmouth
club of New Mexico; he served as Southwes.tern
Enrollment Representative of the United States
Lawn Tennis Association, and he made a television
-

appearance in Des Moines, Iowa.
8.

Non-teaching university service
Dr. Mortimer served .as Chairman of the Third and
Fourth Year Curriculum Committees of the School
of Hedicine; he served on numerous ad hoc Committees w·ithin the School of MeC!icine.
Dr. cushing continues to serve as Director of the
Poison Control Center of the Bernalillo County
Hedical Cen·ter.
Dr. Wilma Castle served as Chairman of the Medical Records-Utilization Review Committee and a:s
a member of the

~1edical

College Admissions Committee.
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Dr. Robert Castle was Chairman of the Third Year
Promotions Committee of the School of Medicine and
was a member of the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee of the Bernalillo County Medical
9.

Center~

Dr. Mortimer participated actively in the New
Mexico Medical Society, New M.exico Pediatric
Society, Albuquerque Pediatric Society and the
Bernalillo County Medical Association.
Dr. Browder served as a Troop Committeeman, Boy
Scouts.
Dr. Cushing was MacArthur School PTA Health Chairman.
Dr. Robert Castle was active as a Board Member of
the Bernalillo County Heart Associa.tion; he
served as a volunteer physician for the Bernalillo
County Cardiac Clinic.
Dr. Michener served on the Advisory Board of St.
Anthony's Home for Boys.
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The Report of the Departine.nt of :Pharmacology
July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Sidney SolOIIlon, ,Act_iilg Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information

A,

Achievemen.ts During Academic Yea1: :1.967-1968
During the month of Octoper, 1967, the Department of Pharmacology

vacated its temporary quarters in Building No. 5 and occupied its new
space in the southwe.st wing on the first floor of the recently completed Basic Medical Sciences Building._ !luring succeeding months,
departmental office space and research space was equipped and the
administrative, teaching and research £unctions of the department are
nbi~

operational at the highest level

permissibl~

with the current number

of staff.
The integration of the teaching of pharmacology into the medical
program was further developed with significant participation in the
first, second and third years of the medical curricu.lum.

A "bloc" of

lectures in "Basic Pharmacology';, in conjunction with appropriate l.aboratory exercises, was presented to the first year medical students by
Dr. Vernon Jones, Dr. Donald Priola and Dr. Agamemnon Despopoulos
partidpated heavily in the teaching of cardiovascular physiology and
pharmacology to the first year students..

The heaviest participation of

the Department of Pharmacology was committed to the second year teaching
program.

Throughout the year, members of the department lectured on the

various special areas of pharmacology, including autonomic drugs, autonomic
norvous system, chemotherapeutic agentsJ anti-biotics, anti-hypertensives
and the like.

For the first time, pharmacology teaching laboratories were
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scheduled for the second year students and ,executed with generally good
results.

Further d,evelopment ·of this portion of the teaching program of

the Department of Phartria,pology is anticipated for the 1968~1969 academ:i,c
yea;r (v;ide infra).

In order to continue .the exposure to pharmacology

beyond the first and second years of medical school, members of the
Department of Pharmacology initiated, organized and executed a series of
integrated basic-clinical science conferences .for the third year

~>tudents.

The pu,;pose of these sessions was to d;lscuss problems in clinical medicine
in the light of information from b;t_sic pharmacology. so that the J;elevance
of bas;i.c science information to the clinical practice ofmedicine_ could
be demonstrated.
In addition to the intensive teaching activity, a s.igniflcant portion
of the staff's time was devoted to basic pharmacological research.

Dr.

Vet:non Jones, with the generous support of the De;tn 1 s office, has equipped
and is now operating a sophisticated research laboratory devoted to the
study of the effect of drugs on the kidney.

He is presently applying to

the National Institutes of Health for long- term support of his re_search
and is hopeful of gaining such support.

Dr, Donald Priola is actively

involved in investigating the J:"Ole of the nervous control oi; the heart
and blood vessels in the response of the cardiovascular system to various
drugs.

His

i~ork

is presently supported by a grant from the National Heart

Institute totalling in excess of S200,000 for a period of five years.
In addition, Dr. Priola is being supported in another research ef£ort
by the Life Insurance Med:!,cal .Research Fund in the amount of $;53, 000 for
three years

(7-1~68

to 6-;50-71).

During the past year, Drs. Jones and

Priola have been successful in the solicitation of unrestricted gifts
from various private agencies which now total in excess of $17,000.

These
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monies will be used for improvement of departmental facilities, both for
research and for teaching and also for the· support of Narious research
projects which require an additional financial outlay not available from
any current source.
With the return of Dr. Thomas Burks f:rom hispostdoctoral year in
London .at The .National Institute .of Medical Research, we expect to enlarge
and improve both the teaching and .research functions of the department.
Dr. Burks has presently applied for and is ·awaiting approval of a grant
from the .Nat.ional Institutes of Health for the purpose of supporting hi.s
research in autonomic pharmacology.

The level of research activity in

the Department of Pharmacology is adequately represented in the biographical
section of this report.

It is expected that research involvement will

continue to grow during the next academic year while maintaining its
current level of excellence.
As part of the Dedicatory Symposium schedule celebrating the year
of opening of the Basic Medical Sciences Building, the Department of
Pharmacology was able to enlist Dr. Eugene Braunwald as its dedicatory
speaker.

Dr. Baunwald is a world-famous scientist who was formerly

Chief of Cardiology at. the National In.stitutes of Health and is presently
Chairman of the Department of Medicine at the University of California
School of Medicine located at La Jolla, California.

Dr. ·nraunwald 1 s

seminar 'vas attended not only by the basic and clinical science faculties
of the Medical School, but also by many practicing physicians who represented virtually every area of the State of New Mexico.
B.

_tlari.s and Recommendations
Dr. Theodore Cooper, Professor and Chairman ·of the Department of

Pharmacology, has recently accepted the position of Director -of the

, 709
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National Heart Institute and will not return as .Ch#rman of the Department
of Pharmacology.

At present, Dr. Sidney Solomon, Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Physiology, is Acting Chairman.
for a new Chairman of the Department.
made early in the next fiscal year.

A search is J)'resent:ly underway
An appointment is e:x:pec.ted to be .

To·dis!:!uss plans for the next'year,

in the absence of an: appointed Chairman, -would .be somewhat· presumptuous.
However, there are some obligations of the department which must and will
be met during the next academic year.
Dr. Thomas Burks is returning from his. postdoctoral fellowship· in
London, England as of June 1, 1968, and will resume his du.ties in pharmacology with promotion to th.e rank of Assistant Professor,

With the

presence of Dr. Burks, Dr. Jones, Dr. Priola, Dr. Despopou1os, and our
new staff appointment, Dr. Vorherr, it is expected that .the teaching program
of the Depru:tment of Pharmacology will be solidified and extended.

Although

the participation of the department in the didactic portion. of the medical
curriculum has been extensive, we must develop within the next academic
year a schedule of teaching laboratories for second year medical students.
This was impossible during the last academic year because of the paucity
of staff.

Hm4ever, with the complement of staff members now being adequate,

we feel that the development of such a didactic laboratory program is
essential to the teaching func.tion of the department.
Again, witl1 the presence of adequate staff, the graduate teaching of
the department may now be developed so that participation in the graduate
program of the University will become significant.

During the ne.xt academic

year, it is expected that three graduate courses will be offered.

Dr. Jones

and Dr. Despopoulos are planning to offer a course irt "Metabolic Pharmacology11 •
:Or, Priola is developing a cou);se in "Techniques of Evaluation of Ca,rdiovasculat
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Function", 1~hile Dr. Burks, in cooperation with other members of the staff,
wiU present a course in "Pharmacology of the Autonomic Nervous System".
At present, the department has one graduate student who is enrolled in

the combined M.D.-Ph.D. program.

However, many applications £or graduate

study in Pharmacology are being received by the Graduate schoo;l and the
Committ.ee on Graduate Studies of the Med;ic;J.l School.

It is anticipated .

that wit1lin the next academic yeilr, additional graduate students will be
accepted to begin a program of advanced stucly in Pharmacology.
In order to implement the desir.e of the department for a program in
clinical pharmacology 1 Dr. Helmuth Vorherr has received a

jo~nt

appointment

in the Departments of Obstetrics and Uynecology and Pharmacology.

Re will

assume this position as of July 1 1 1968, and it is hop.ed that he will
spearhead the development of such a program.

This appointment will also

provide needed liaison between the Department of l?harmacology and the
clinical departments.

In addition, the contribution Dr. Vorherr can make

to the teaching of pharmacology in his specialized area of endocrine pharmacology fills a gnp in Department specialties.
C.

Appointments to Staff
Helmuth Votherr, M.D., Associate Professor, July 1J 1968 (joint

appointment with the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology).
Antonios Coutsclinis 1 M.D.; Visiting Assistant Professor 1 October 1,
1967.
Charles T. Spalding 1 Ph. D., Postdoctora1 Fellow, July 1, 1968.
D.

Separations from Staff
Theodore Cooper, M.D., Ph.D.; Professor and Chairman, June 30 1 1968.
Antonios Coutselinis, M.D., Visiting Assistant Professor, June 1.5, 1968.
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II.

Information on Individual Biographical Supplements ·

A.

Advanced Study • Norie

B.

Leave of Absence - (LWOP) London, En&land, Pr. Thomas F. Burk$,
July 1, 1967 - May 31J 1968.

C.

New Scholastic Honors - Dr. Thomas F. Burks, Postdoctoral Fellowship 1
National Institute of Medical Research, London, England.

D.

Publications -

Dr. A. Despopoulos:
Desp.opoulos, A.: Renal and nepatic transport of food dyes.
Pharmacal. & Exp. Therap. (In press)

J.

Dr. Donald V. Frio!~:
Publications:

1.

Fulton, R.L., Priola 1 D.v., Blakely, W.R. and Cooper, T•: Changes
in ci1:culatory control mechanisms during cardiopulmonary bypass. Surg •
.Forum 1:§.: 136, 1967.
2. Pace, J.B., Randall, w.c., Wechsler, J,S. and Priola, D.V.: Altera•
tions in ventricular dynamics induced by stimulation of the cervical
vagosympathetic trunk. Circ. Res. 1968 (In press).

3. Fulton, R.L.. , Priola, D.V. and Cooper1 T.: Alterations in cardiavascular reflexes during artificial circulation. Am. J. Physiol., 1968.
(In press)
4. Priola 1 D. V. 1 Fulton 1 R.L., Cooper 1 T •. and Napolitano, L.M.:
Electrical activity of the mit.-al valve i.!! .~· Am. J. Physiol.,
1968.. (Submitted for publication)
5. Priola, D.V.: Delineation of cardiac sympathetic nerve distribution in the dog by .chamber sensitivity to norepinephrine following
unilateral denervation.. Am. J. Physiol. 1 1968. (Submitted for publication)
6, Coutsel:lnis, A. and Priola, D. v.: Adrenergic mechani.sms in the
capacitance vessels of the dog. J. Pharmacal. & Exp. Therap., 1968.
(Submitted for publication)
Abstracts:
1. Priola, D.V. and Cooper, T.: Effects of an anesthetic agent on
adrenergic receptors. Clin. Res. 15: 219, 1967.
2. Priola, D.V. and Cooper, T.: Adrenergic blocking properties of a
sensory - dissociating agent - phencyclidine hydrochloride. Fed. Proc.
~: 402, 1967.
(FASEB M~etings)

,.

?:12
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3. Cooper, .T. and Priola, D. V.: Replacement of the heart.
Internat. Conf. on Med. and Biol .. Engineering, 1967.

7th

4. Cooper, T., Priola, D.V., Fulton 1 R,L.. and Blakely, W.R.: .Mo.di-.
fications of control mechanisms during artificial circulation. J.
Clin. Invest.: Proc. ASCI Meeting, June, 1967 •. ·
5. Priola, D.V., Cooper, T. and Napolitano, L.M.: Electrical
activity of the mitral valve. Physiologist 10: 284, 1967 (APS Meetings)
6. Priola, D.V. and Cooper, T.: MJ-1988: A positive inotropic agent
without anti-arrhythmic activity. Pharmacologist 1: 237, 1967,
7. Priola, D.V., Ful.ton, R.L. and Cooper, T.: Positive and negative
inotropic effects of va:gal stimulation: Atrial and ventricular
responses in a fourwchamber isovolumic preparation. Circ.• Suppl.
36: !!213, 1967. (AJJAMeetings)
8 .. cooper, 1'. 1 Priola, D.V., Fulton, R.L. and Napolitano, L,M.:
Electrical activity of the mitral valve in situ. Circ. Suppl. 36:
!!91 1 1967. (~ Meetings)
Dr. Vernon D. Jones:
1. Jones, Vernon D. and Landon, E.J.: The effect of ouabain,
meralluride and ethacryrt:ic acid on respiration and glycolysiS in
kidney slices. Biochem. Pharmacal. J&: 2163, 1967.
2. Jones, Vernon D.: Incorporation of acetate-1-c 14 into the acids o£
the tricarboxylic acid cycle in the dog kidney during metabolic acidosis
and alkalosis. Am. Soc. Nephrol., Oct, 1967. (Abstract)
Dr. Thomas F. Burks:
Burks, T.F. and Long, J.P.: Responses of isolated dog small
intestine to analgesic agents. J. Pharmacal. Exp. Therap • .!2.§.:
264, 1967.

1.

2. Burks, T. F. and Cooper, T. : E.nhancement of petipher<il alphareceptor stimulation by blockade of "silent" beta receptors. Circ,
Res. 21: 703, 1967.
3. Burks, T. F. and Long, J.P.: Catecholamine tachyphylaxis in
isolated hearts. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 126: 897, 1967.
E.

Other Research Projects Dr. Despop.oulos: PHS Grant AM 8719 1 ilActive Transport and Cellular
Metabolism, $33,690. 9/1/67 to 8/31/68.
Dr. Priola: NHI Grant HE-10869, "Response of the denervated heart
to drugs 11 1 $219,000. 9/1/66 to 8/31/71,

~

Dr. Priola:

8

~

Life Insurance Medical Research Fund, "Influence of
synchrony on cardiac function", $33,000. 7/1/68
·

electro~mechanical

to 6/30/71.

Dr. Jones: Research grants hq.ve been obtained from the Merck
Institute; -Smith, Kline & French. Foundation; and Burr.oughs
Hellcome & Co.
F.

Activities in Societies

~

Dr. Despopoulos:
Southern Salt, Waltet: and Kidney Club Meeting, .Sarasota, Florida,
November 16 ~ 18, 1968.'
Elected to membership in American Society for Pharmacology and
Experimental Therapeutics, 1967.
National Institutes of l-!ealth Workshop, Renal Manifestations in
Hepatic Diseases; presented invited lecture.
Session Chairman at NSF and UNM Seminar: :Physiological Systems in
Environments, November 9, 1,967.

Semi~Arid

Dr. Priola:
American Physiological Society Heetings, Hashington, D.C., August 1967.
American Heart Association Meetings, SaiL Francisco, CaliforniaJ October
1967.
FASEB Meetings, Atlantic City, Nev7 Jersey, April 1968.
Dr. Jones:
Meeting of Federation of American Societies of Experimental Biology,
Atlantic City, Nelq Jersey, 1968.
Meeting of American Society of Pharmacology and Experimental
peutics, Washington, D.C., 1967.

Thera~

Meeting of Southern Salt, Water and Kidney Club, Sarasota, Florida, 1967.

G.

Other Professional Activities

~

~r~spopoulo~:

Talk to students of Valley High School, on L_SD and related drugs,
May 10, 1967 and November 21, 1967.
Student Union Forum, "University Students and Drugs", September 1967.
Luther House Open Forum,

11 Narcotic

Drugs", November 1967.
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KGG}f Radio

Intervie~r

on "Hallucinogenic Drugs 11 , November 20, 196 7.

KUNM Radio Interview on "Use of Drugs on Campus"., February 29, ],968.
Guest Lecture series in Endocrinology presented to the students in
Biology 430.
Albuquerque Diabetes Association talk, "Agents which lower blood
sugar", l"ebruary 15, 1968.
Dr. Priola:
Participated in 11 Coron<1ry Care Course· for Nurses", St. Joseph
ltospital.; gave 6 hours of lectures.
Spoke before coronary care unit nurses, Presbyterian Hospital, on.
"Cardiac Drugs".
Spoke before cardiology staff, Presbyterian Hospital, on "Clinical
irses of Adr.euergic Blocking ]).gents".
Dr. Jones:
Addressed New· Mexico Pharmaceutical Association on "Pharmacology in
the Hedical School".
Addressed Department of Pharmacology at the University of Hinnesota
on "Control Mechanisms in Renal Energy Metabolism".
H.

Non-Teaching University Service -

Dr. Despopoulos:
Member of Cultural Affairs Committee, UNM,
Medical .School Committees:
Safety Committee (Chairman)
Medical Biology Curriculum, 1st year
Medical Biology Curriculum, 2nd year
Pharmacology & Therapeutics Committee
Advisory Committee for Post Graduate Education
Dr. Priola:
Graduate Studies Committee
Animal Care Committee
Fi):'st Year Promotions & Academic Standing Committee
First tear Curriculum Committee
Dr. Jones:
Second Year Curriculum C~nittee
Ad Hoc Committee for Search for Chairman of Pharmacology
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I.

Puhlic Service Dr • · Despopoulos:
Participated as judge at the 9th Annual ~.w.N .. M. Regional sCience.
Fair, March 22 1 1968.

J.

Personal InformationDr. Priola:
Child born May20, 1967J Donald Thomas .

. ··-

··-~-'~

.
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The Rep.ort of the Department of Physiology
July 1, 1967 - June 301 1968
Sidney Solomon, Chairman
A.

One resignation .took place during the past year,

Dr. Harald Sonnenberg,

Assistant Professor in this department, moved to the University of Toronto.
Dr. Albert Ratner was appointed Assistant Professor in this department.
additi_on, Mr. P. George

Simon~

In

a graduate stvdent finiahing work on his

Ph.D., has been recommended to appointment at the rank o£ Instruct:'or effective July 1, 1968.

Funds to pay the latter sal.;;ry will come from.;; research

grant.

A major rev.ision in the laboratory
was implemented during the past year.

pr~gram~ of Medical, Science -501-502

The number of assigned laboratory

sessions under the direction of the department was rei'fuc'ed. to less than
one third of that- offered in previous year1r.

The ·nme thus released was

util.ized by the students for an in .. depth study of ·a_problem in. experimental
biology.

Seven flUC:h projects were implemented in cooperation \dth members

of other departments.

Students read in depth, formulated an experiment and

then carried out the exped,ment.

The exercise ended in submission of

covering the work and in a formal oral presentation of results.

pa~,>ers

The oral

presentations were held in the format of a national meeting.
Whereas this educational experiment was viewed by some with some
scepticism before its implementation, it is uniformly endorsed by both
f~culty

and students now that our first experience with it has been finished.

Such endorsement r.anges from luke,mrm to highly enthusiastic, but nobody
that we know is negative.

This experiment :will be continued with certain

modifications which we think are desireable.
Still working under the impetus given by last year's emphasis on
scholarly activity, res.earch productivity has remained reasonably high.

,--~-·--

----·----··-~···--

--·· ----------

----·------~;,-._:
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The following full-length papers were published by members of this
clepartment:

1.

Evidence for restricted permeability to urea in rat distal tubule.
G. Carrasquer, S. Solotl(on and H. Sonnenbe.rg, .Proc. Soc. Exptl. Biol.
Med. 125: 828, 1967.

2.

Action of alkali metals on papillary-cortical sodium gradient of dog
kidney.

3.

S. Solomon, Proc. Soc.. Exptl. Biol. Med, 125: 1183, 1967.

Teaching of physiology i.n an integrated
To be published by the J. Med. Educ·.

4.

clinical~basic

science. setting.

Sidney Solomon.

Effect of hemicholinium No.3 o.n amphibian.nerve.

D.T. Frazier,

Exptl. Neurology 1Q: 2, 1968.
5.

Hypothalamic factors in gonadotrophin hormone regulation.
A.P.S. Dhariwal and S.M. McCann.

A. Ratner,

Clin. Ob. and Gyn. 10: 106, 1967.

The following papers ·were presented at meetings of scholarly societies:
l.

Metabolism and accumulation of glucose by red cell ghosts.
Salt, Water and Kidney Club, November 18, 1967.

2.

Renal function in desert bull snakes.

Southern

Sidney Solomon.

S. Komadina and S. Solomon.

Symposium on Physiological Systems in Semi-Arid Environments.
November 10, 1967.

;5.

Renal manifestations in hepatic diseases.

A. Despopou.los.

Invit!i!d

paper for the National Institute of Health Workshop.
4.

Unit analysis of light sensitive neuron.s in the pulvinar nucleus.·
J. Koenig and D.T. Frazier at the Western Conference of Neurophysiology
and Brain Research, January 30, 1968.

5.

A possible non-cholinergic action of .hemicholinium No. 3 (HC-3).
D.T. Frazier, Western Confli!rence of Neurophysiology and Brain
Re.search, February 1, 1968.

l;fi8
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6.

Site of action and active form of locE!l apesthetics in perve fibers.
Toshio Narahashi and D.T. Frazier,· Fed. Soc. Exptl. Biol., Apr-:Ll 18, 1968._

Papers numbered 2, 4 1 5 and 6resulted in publi.shed abstracts.

Mem]lers of the department were involved in the following additional
scholarly activities:
1.

Associate Editor 1 "The Kidney", Sidney Solomon.

2.

Refereeing papers for various journals 1 S. Solomon and A. Despopoulos.

3.

_Giving talks on various aspects of biology to high schools, civic
groups,- etc.

4.

1

S. Solomon, A. Despopoulos 1 D. T. Frazier.- -

Serving on panels and study section.s for the Na-tional Science Foundation
.

'

(S, Solomon) and ·the National I~stitute~ of Health (A. Despopoulos).
5.

Planning Col)\lllit.tee ofJ~est:ern f!bpference d?"f Ne!.lrophys:i.ology and Brain
Research, D.T. Frazier.
As a final point on scholady activities, S. Solomon was honored by

being asked to become Program Director of the Metabolic Biology Program of
the National Science Foundation for one year.
University effective September 1, 1968.

He will be on leave from the

Both S. Solomon and A. Despopoulos

were invited to chair sessions at the Symposium on Semi'-Arid Environments
held at UNJ:1.
Th!3. members of this department have continued to serve the University
and community,

Such service has been primarily through serving on various

committees, but has also involved activities such as judging at the Regional
Science Fair, participating in civic organizations, etc.
B.

Futu:re plans for the next year should involve the addition of one other

staff member to tl1is department, as well as filling the budgeted position

~

4- -
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now open. -A great urgency exists for findi'ng monie_s to equip· the seco.nd
student laboratory.
The change of the n<ime of the Department to :Physi61ogyand Biophysics
has. been delayed until a cooperativ<;! program can be impl,emented w)lich
involves all .segments of the campus with inter·ests in biophys:lcs.

720
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Robert A; Senescu, M.D.
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1.

Changes in Faculty
A. New Appointments
~

Rank:

Carol Calkins, R.N.
Carlin, James, M.D.

Instructor (Nursing)
11/1/67
Assistant Professor

Douglas, Bill G., Ph.D.

Instructor

Gervais, Robert H., M.D,

Assistant Professor

Goates, Delbert T. , M.D.

Assistant Professor

Graham, John R., M.D.

Assistant Professor

Hancock, James

c.,

M.D.

Hartl, Joyce, O.T.
Hoogerbeets, Jacob D., M.D.

Adjunct Assistant Professor
Instructor (Occupational Therapy)
11/1/67
Assistant Professor

Ruebush, Britton K., Ph.D.

Assistant Professor (Nursing)
11/1/67
Associate Professor

Snyder, Ross L., M.D.

Adjunct Instructor (July 1, 1967)

Trick, 0. Lee, M.D.

Instructor (October 1, 1967)

Neighbor, Catherine, MS, PHN

B. Changes in Status
Dilatush, Lois, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor (Psychiatry only
2/1/68)
Assistant Professor (1/1/68)

Snyder, Ross L., M.D.
C, Departures
Alexander V. M:mto, M.D.

D.

Santa Clara County Mental Health
Program
San Jose, California

Professional Non-faculty Appointments

Name:

Rank:

Doyle, Jacqueline

Program Associate (Beltavioral .Sciences)
- 1 -
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I·
D. Professional Non-faculty Appointments (Cont.)

II.

Name:

Rank:

Fitzgerald, Dorothy

Sustained Contact Team Nurse

Gealy, Joarme

Psychiatric Social Worker

Graham, Bette

Psychologist (CMHC)

Harty, Robert

Mental Health Worker

Otero , Frank

Psychiatric Social Worker

Van Hoose, Jack

Assistant Program Director (CM1C)

Zepeda, Willie

Mental Hea1tb Worker

Rachiele, Arlene

Sustained Contact Team Nurse

Changes in House

~taff

A. Appointments
Name:

Rank:

Hickey, Micheal, M.D.

First Year (GP)

Napoliello, Michael, M.D.

First Year (Basic Residency)

White, Malcolm E., M.D.

First Year (VAH Career)

B. Reappointments
Selck, Wolfgang, M.D.

Second Year

III. Students, Teaching
Dr. John R. Graham has been Coordinator of the Undergraduate teaching
program since his arrival in July 1967. During this time a major attempt
has been made to use the facilities of this Department to the fullest
possible extent. The faculty have all been involved in formal and
informal contact \'lith the medical students in all four undergraduate
years.

- 2 -
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III. Students, Teaching (Cont.)
The second year Psychosocial Medicine course involved members of
the Behavioral Science Team and other faculty. A major emphasis
was placed on small group learning exercises and independent study.
Both staff and students seemed to respond enthusiastically and the
course was very well received.
In the third year, a total of sh"teen students rotated through
various facilities in the Department during the Clinical Clerkship.
The clinical staff were very much involved in this program which
attempted to build on the student's interest in an anticipated
career in medicine.
Two

fourth year students took electives in the Department. Niss Xagan

gained more clinical experience in psychiatry with special attention
on psychotherapeutic techniques. l\lrs. l\ledford worked on a special
project in conjoint family therapy with a special focus ort problems
of adolescence.
During the summer of 1967, five students were involved in a work
program supported by the National Institute of Mental Health,
Steve Nichols, Richard Dhanes, Hal Arthur Martin, Jerry Fitz, and
Arthur Hartz were involved in clinical and research activities.
IV.

Residents, Teaching
Dr. Walter W. Winslow has been named Coordinator of the Residency
Training Program and Chairman of the Residency Training Committee.
'rhree first year resident and one second year resident were in the
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IV,

Residents, Teaching (Cont.. )
The residents were rotated, at six month intervals,

1967-68 program.

through the Bernalillo County Medical Center, Ward 2-West and the
Consultation Liaison Service; the Veterans Administration Hospital,
Inpatient Service; and the Comprehensive Community Mental Health
Center, Outpatient Clinic,
Their work has been adequately supervised by faculty of the Department
of Psychiatry.
1.
2.
3.
4.

V.

Formal teaching programs are as follows:

Psychiatric Seminar - weekly, 1 1/2 hour.s
Clinical Conference with Dr. Senescu - weeklY,
Psychiatric Grand Rounds - weekly, 1 1/2 hours
Literature Seminar - bi-weekly, 1 1/2 hours

1 1/2 hours

Clinical Services
A.

Inpatient and Consultation - Bernalillo County Medical Center
An active treatment and teaching program was developed on the

psychiatric inpatient unit.

As the residency program in the

Department of Psychiatry was further developed, the inpatient
service was utilized as an area of training for one psychiatric
resident at a time.
In addition, an active program for rotating inte111s was instituted.
This included regular meetings with the director of the service,
bi-weekly meetings with Dr. Boyden from the Department. of Medicine,
and a weekly seminar with the Chairman of the Department.
and residents

\~ere

Interns

also exposed to the teaching in child development

with Dr. Goates, and learned about the co11111Wlity and its resources
through Mr. Leo Romero, a psychiatric social worker.

~
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V.

Clinical Services (Cont.)
An active program for medical students also came into being.

Concerning the treatment modalities, a definite attempt was
made to change the inpatient unit from a service for very
short-term care into one which also included moderately
long-tenn psychiatric treatment. To realize this concept,
activity therapy, group therapy, and ward meetings were
organized. These ne\-1 programs helped to establish the
growth of a therapeutic milieu. on the inpatient· service .. As the inpatient unit developed in this direction, it became

a place
~ntal

\~here

future mental health workers for the Community

Health Center could be trained.

In the last year,

through the energetic and dedicated \qork of all members a£
the staff, the :Program has developed quite satisfactorily.
During the fiscal year 1967-68, the Consultation Service has
functioned on a prompt response to consultation requests. We
have been able to see consultations within twenty-four hours
after the request tqas made.

In addition, we have made an effort

to do a more comprehensive evaluation of patients, in which
Mrs. Curran, our social worker, was involved. More emphasis
was placed an the teaching function of our Consultation Service.
Therefore, more direct conferences with the referr:ing physiCians
\~ere

planned and we insisted that the referring physician be

involved in conferences with the family of the patient.
Statistics on the service were kept up-to-date as well as the
- 5 -
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v.

---

-

Clinical Services (Cont.)
statistics on our suicide survey.

Another focus of attention was

the evaluation of how efficient referrals to the psychiatric outpatient clinic are.

Figures show that only one-third of patients

referred there would show up.

The small number of patients who

followed our suggestions either dropped out after one to three
sessions or were discharged froni outpatient care by the phy.,?itians
in the outpatient clinic.

From a total of twenty-eight patients

in this group, four were placed in a "drug group," six were seen
in either individual or group therapy, sixteen were only seen one
to three times, one died, and one went to the State Hospital where
he committed suicide.

The overall "yield" from an origdp.al group

of seventy-eight patients referred to the. cliniC WaS thus only
six patients.

We are presently looking into this problem in the

hope of improving followup care.
B.

Outpatient and Emergency Services
TI1e number of patient visits increased, yet no waiting list developed.
Functioning from a patient-centered point of view, with initial
appointment as soon as desired, is one currently achieved goal.
This has required ten periods a week, where a mental health
professional is in the role of intake worker set to be face to
face with a patient within fifteen minutes if necessary.

The

worker and patient plan a "next step" with a definite person,
place and time from among multiple alternate

treatme~t

plans.

Through the use of six district teams and a master appointment

- 6 -
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v.

Clinical Services (Cont.)
record, most patients make crisis contact with a sustained contact
team meinber.

Initial telephone contacts are routed by the mental

health professional on intru<e to the appointment with a team member
from the team in the patient's neighborhood. Thus, multiple people
being involved in the initial contact is usually avoided. A
psychiatrist is on backup position to all mental health professionals
in the intake role.
A common treatment plan involves brief crisis psychotherapy, usually
limited to six hours or less.

If necessary, a long·term treatment

plan, based on a sustained contact in the neighborhood or in one
of twenty groups functionipg in the outpatient clinic, can be added.
The crisis functioning seems to fit with the style of our patient
population.

It is, however, much appreciated by high income groups

on occasion, as such help is often unavailable at any price. The
dynamic unit involved is most commonly the whole family rather
than the identified patient. Children in a crisis situation are
always seen in this dynamic unit. Alcoholism, heroin addiction,
and senility as special problem areas are not excluded with alcoholism
being a common presenting problem.
Basically, the outpatient operation is seen as a technical backup
to the sustained contact team fUnction. Many caretakers and helping
persons have been involved in the sustained contact role, with the
team meinbers backing up in the field or at the outpatient clinic.
Mental health workers from the neighborhood and nurses (public,
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V. Clinical Services (Cont.)
waiting and school) and school counselors are particularly
effective in the sustained contact role. Welfare workers and
probation officers are naturally in this role; but, because of
lack of districting, effective backup is currently not possible.
The history of the outpatient clinic involved and still involves
the patient group of the field office of the state mental hospital,
plus the patients corning from the psychiatric ward of BCMC. (The
expanding patient population during this year often have not been
hospitalized.) This does not mean theyare a less distressed
group of families. The number hospitalized on 2-West has significantly decreased. Hospitalization from Bernalillo County
has at least

no~

increased.

Individuals from local jails and

individuals facing voluntary commitment continued to be evaluated.
The Field Office staff now remains the same while the Mental Health
Center staff has increased by about six mental health

profession~ls

in a direct clinical role.
C. Veterans Administration Hospital Program
1. Inpatient Service
The staff consists of two psychiatrists, two psychologists,
two social workers, plus the usual complement of nurses and
nursing assistants. Ancillary therapies are also available.
!The major treatment modality is "milieu therapy'' althOugh a
wide range of other modalities are available.

- 8 -

V.

Clinical Services (Cont.• )
2. Day Treatment Center
The staff consists of one psychologist, one social worker,
one occupational therapist, one psychiatric nurse, one nursing
assistant, and one secretary. Medical treatments, such as drug
prescriptions, are supervised by one of the psychiatrists in
the Mental Hygiene Clinic.
3. Mental Hygiene Clinic - Outpatient
Staff includes two psychiatrists and three social workers. The
psychologist t:tansferredto another station in FebrUary 1968
and has not been replaced. A number of new groups have been
developed in the MHC during the past six months.

VI.

Community Mental Health Center Activities
A. Teaching
The CCMHC departmental staff has been involved in the entire
departmental teaching program. This involves participation in
Grand Rounds, literature seminars for residents,. direct contact
with medical students and student nurses.
The second year psychiatric resident is actively involved in the
outpatient clinic. Medical students and student nurses from the
College of Nursing are actively deployed and involved in sharing
clinical interviews and groups in the ward, OPP, and OEO Center.
Alexander Quenk, Ph.D. has given a seminar on psychodrama and role
playing to the VAH staff. Joanne Gealy, Catherine Neighbor, and
Frank Otero have been involved with the Nelson Amendment Training
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VI. Community Mental Health Center Activities (Cont.)
Program for nursing assistants for four months. Alexander Quenk
and Catherine Neighbor have been conducting a T-Group for the
Visiting Nursing Association over the last four or five months.
Leonardo Garcia and Frank Otero have been involved in a sensitivity
group with the director of the OEO program and the five neighborhood centers' directors. There is another sensitivity group
presently ftmctioning with Alexander Quenk, Carol Calkins and the
staff of the South Broadway Center. Leonardo Garcia and Catherine
Neighbor have completed a seminar with the poliqi recruits at the
Police Academy. Bette Graham has been co-therapist for a sensitivity
group program for freshman medical students. Catherine Neighbor
is currently a full-time instructor during the. month of May· in
the Psychosocial Medicine Course for sophomore medical students,
There has been general participation in the evening literature
seminars for psychiatric residents.
B.

Community Activities
The CCMHC departmental staff have been actively involved in numerous
community activities; numerous speeches and discussions have been
held with interested citizens' groups. There is ongoing involvement
with the Anni.jo Neighborhood Citizen's Association concerning heroin
addiction within that neighborhood. The CEI section of the CCMHC
has been involved with the local chapter of the Mental Health
Association on an ongoing basis. Close involvement with the forthcoming Suicide and Crisis Center has been accomplished.
The M:>del Cities Program has a Model Cities area which is fu.
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VI. Community Mental Health Center Activities (Cont.)
of our primary service area of the

~1enta1

Health Center. A

definite relationship has been established with the leadership
of the MOdel Cities Project, and Alexander Quenk has been appointed
as Health and Welfare Coordinator for the Model Cities Project.
The clinical teams have been spending four to eight hours per
week in the five neighborhood centers operated by the Anti-Poverty
Program. This has brought the teams in direct contact with the
non-professional outreach workers and this relationship has been
very fruitful.
Considerable effort has been given to the cooperation in the
Comprehensive Alcoholism Project. Further development of this
project is under way to see if it can be brought into reality
by involving Model Cities, Comprehensive Health Planning, and
the National Institute of Mental Health for fUnding support. A
comprehensive heroin treatment project with a research-evaluation
component has also been drafted and submitted to NIMH and is under
consideration at this time.
C,

Building Program
Bids for the construction of the CCMHC facilities were opened on
September 7, 1967. The award was made to the K. L. House. Construction
Company on a low bid of $1,269,761.00. This was a pleasant
since it was belmq the estimate of the architect, W.

c.

surprise~

Kruger, made

almost two years prior to the actual call for bids.
Construction began almost immediately and has progressed
- 11
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VI. Conmunity Ment;:tl Health Center Activities (Cont.)
the exception of one short period of inclement weather.
The overall program calls for a total of six buildings. Two
two-story buildings will accommodate administration, outpatient
services, day hospital, and activities therapy services; two
one-story buildings of

tl~enty-four

beds each will acconunodate

inpatient services. The remaining two buildings

\~ill

provide

area for the Mental Retardation portion of the services; one
will be for outpatient and one for day hospital patients.
The actual construction is approaching the 40% completion stage
and should not miss the target date by very much. This , of course,
is assuming there are not setbacks such as weather, supply procurement, strikes, etc.

As of the present, opening of the Center, hopefully, will be near
the beginning of 1969.
VII. Continuing Education
Continuing education is seen as a crucial part of the entire departmental
educational program. Thus, continuing education activities have been
carried out and are being further developed for:

1) senior practitioners

in psychiatry and related mental health disciplines working in the State

of New Mexico; 2) non-psychiatric physicians in New Mexico; 3) staff
~

-

members of the Department of Psychiatry, itself; and 4) practitioners
and educators in related fields, such as social work, corrections, law
counseling, higher education and others.
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VII. Continuing Education (Cont.)
A proposal bas been submitted to the National Institute of Mental Health
for a large scale statewide program of continuing education. A site
visit

t~as

made on this proposal in December and we are now awaiting

official word of action taken by NIMH in funding this proposal. The
"trainees'' in this proposed program will consist of: 1) persons in
the traditional mental health disciplines of psychiatry,. clinical
psychology, psychiatric social work and psychiatric nursing; 2) persons
with specialized skills and knowledge, although not professionally
trained mental health

t~orkers,

such as general medical practitioners,

clergy, public health and public welfare workers, etc. ; and 3) nontraditional new sou:rces of martpower such as the uindigenous

non~

professionals. 11 This program tvill function on a statewide basis and
will utilize a variety of educational techniques to develop and provide
continuing education experiences to program participants. In developing
the application, the support and involvement of a variety o£ key persons
and agencies in the State has been secured (New Mexico State Hospital,
Combined Hospitals Board, Departrrent of .Public Health and Social Services,
etc.).

In carrying out this program, the Department will function as:

1) an assessor of specific needs. for continuing education on the part
of the target trainee population; 2) a catalyst to pull together
Departmental, Medical School, University, and other agency and professional resources to accomplish the task; 3) a developer of pilot
continuing education programs; 4) an evaluator of the effectiveness
of these educational efforts; 5) a resource to assist other agencies
to develop related continuing education programs; and 6) a consultant
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VII. Continuing Education (Cont.)
on methods and techniques of continuing education in the mental health
field on a state, regional and national basis.
When funded, it is expected that the statewide continuing education
program mentioned above will become a significant part of the tqtill
activity of the Department. Additional faculty and secretarial services
will be provided by the grant to carry out the program. A great deal
of interest has already been expressed by the Nestern Interstate Commission
on Higher Educaiton about the possibility of this program being made available, when appropriate and feasible, to serve as a stimulus and
"a model" for other western states.
The development of a more comprehensive and coordinated program for
continuing education (or professional development) of faculty members
of this Department is now under way,

As

departmental faculty has

grown, particularly the new staff members added to carry out the
program of the Comprehensive Community Mental Health Center, the
need £or such a program has become more evident.

In the field of

mental health, where developments are moving ahead at a very rapid
pace, we must insure that staff are "updated" in skills and knowledge
in order to make mrodJ!Jal use of extremely short mental health manpO\'Ier.
We are developing program plans for a variety of Departmental activities
to meet this need, such as Departmental Rounds, workshops and seminars,
a coordinated program of visiting consultants, and faculty participation
in national meetings and conferences of special importance.
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VII. Continuing Education (Cont.)
It

is anticipated that in the immediate future the program of post-

graduate education in psychiatry for non-psychiatric physicians will
be expanded. This effort is now largely being carried out by the
Chairman, with assistance from other departmental faculty, in one
area of the state. Local programs of this kind, as well as statewide
programs such as the seminar for general practitioners sponsored by
the Department on ''Depression and Suicide'' in the Spring of last
year, will be increased in number and diversity.
VIII. Behavioral Science Ptogram
The Behavioral Science Program staff has been active in the first and
second year medical student teaching programs and, to a lesser extent,
in the third and fourth year programs and in residency training.

It

has also been active in consultation on research, teaching, and clinical
services with other members of the Department of Psychiatry, the Department
of Epidemiology, and the Department of Physiology.

In the future, it

is planned to expand the consultation services to other departments and
to engage in additional collaborative projects. The Behavioral Science
staff, in collaboration with the Department Chairmen of Psychiatry and
Epidemiology and the Medical School Graduate Committee, is developing a
proposal for establishing a Ph.D. program in Medical Sciences with a
Health Behavior Science concentration. Members of the Behavioral Science
staff have also been involved in sensitivity group training for first
year medical students. This activity, conducted weekly throughout the
school year, is expected to be continued and may be expanded to other
interested medical student groups during the coming year.
- 15 -
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IX.

Research
A. Research

Co~m~ittee

The Department of Psychiatry formed a Research Committee which
holds regular meetings b.i -weekly.

Its functions are to coordinate

information about research resources and interests within the
Department, to stimulate research activity, and to provide research
cqpsultation to Department faculty and .staff. The Research Committee
has reviewed several research proposals during the past year, including
projects concerned with community mental health service programs with
multi-problem families, narcotics addiction treatment and rehabilitation,
evaluation of medical students ' backgrounds and experiences, and the
use of videotape for discriminative learning by hospitalized
psychiatric patients. The Research CO!mlittee is an advisory board
to the Department Chairman on questions involving the use of human
subjects in research and has established communication with the
Medical School Human Research Revietot

Co~m~ittee.

A Departmental

Research Seminar, meeting semi-lliOnthly, was inaugurated this year.
A survey of Departmental resources and interests in research was

conducted by the Research Committee and an inventory file has been
established.
B.

Individual Projects
Dr. Hollingsworth

Comprehensive Alcoholism Project
Comprehensive Heroin Treatment Project

Dr. Libo

P1anning Coordinator, City of AlbuquerqueCommunity Council of Albuquerque-UNM Comprehensive
Alcoholism Program, 1967-68.

Dr. Ruebush

Book on Abnormal Child .Psychology (in progress,
M::Graw Hill).
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IX. Research (Cont.)
Dr. Ruebush

Research Project on Learning Disabilities in
Children (in progress - collection of data
was sponsored by the University of Minnesota,)

Dr. Levy

Developed grant application to the National
Institute of Mental Health £or statewide program
titled "Comprehensive Continuing Education for
Ne\~ Mexico."
Coordinated statewide program of eleven institutions
of higher education on "Providing Mental Health
Services to New Mexico's College population."

Dr. Otis

Longitudinal Study of Medical Students and
Medical Education (in progress)
Study of Effects and Process of a Student
Sensitivity Group (in progress)
Cross-cultural Study of Emotion Terms (in ptogress
Study of Intake. Process in a Mental Health Clinic
(in progress)

Dr. Graham

Longitudinal Study of Medical Students at ~1 School
of Medicine - Preliminary Section of Development.
Curriculum. Planning in Psychiatric Education
Evaluation Procedures in Medical/Psychiatric Education

Dr. Douglas

CUlture Cognition and Emotion - Investigation of
Lexicon of Emotional Labels: Their Cognitive
Organization and Behavioral Correlates Among
Athabaskan Speakers - Navajos of 'Puertocito,
New Mexico (formulation in progress - outside
support will be sought),

Dr. Dilatush

Study of Poverty Neighborhood - Self~help Project in
Treatment of Narcotics Addiction

~

Study of Medical Education Process: Pilot Study Plus
Plans for Longitudinal Study.
~
Work in Research Design for Study of Community Mental
Health Center Intake Procedures and Treatment Networks.
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X. Publications
Douglas, Bill G. "Santiago Atitlan," Chapter in Culture Chan~e and
the Lake Towns of Lake Atitlan, Guatemala. Sol Tax (Ed.) (m
preparatl.on) Seminaris de Integracion Social, Guatemala, C.A.

Graham, Jolm R.
Vol. 12:425.

"Use of Photographs in Psychiatry," Canadian Psychiat: '·

Graham, Jolm R. "A Description of Teaching Programs in Psychiatry,"
Canadian Psychiat. Vol. 12!505.
Hoogerbeets, Jacob D. "Regressive Sleep Therapy in Treatment of
Psychosomatic Disorders," Psychosomatics, Vol. VIII, No. 6, 1967.
Levy, Jerome and Bemthal, Wilmar F. "Training for Administrative
Leadership: A .Pilot Program,'' Hospital and Community Psychiatry,
AJ_Jril 1967, pp. 97~103.
·
Libo, Lester M. Book Review of: Huessy, H~: "Mental Health With
Limited Resources," Community Mental Health Journal, 1968. (in
press).
_
_
Libo, Lester M. Book Review of: Shepherd, H., Cooper, B., Brown, A.
and Kalton, G. W.: "Psychiatric Illness in General Practice,"
Contemporary Psychology, Vol. 13, pp. 220~221, 1968.

c.,

Libo, Lester M. and Sears, w. "Consultation in Areas Lacking Psychiatric
Facilities: A Community Development Approach to Mental Health Services,"
Chapter in Duhl, L. Casebook in CommUnity Psychiatry. Basic Books, 1968
(in press).
Libo, Lester .M. "Tourism Is Not Enough, 11 Chapter in Adelson, D. and
Kalis, B. Current Issues and Trends in Community Psychology. Chandler
Press, 1968 (1.n press).
Libo, Lester M. and Griffith, c. The Community Consultant :in Mental
~· Jessey~ Bass, Inc., 1968 (in press).
Otis, Gerald D. 11 Interaction of Extraversion and Anxiety in an Instrumental"
Avoidance Task," Journal of Exp. Research in Personality (in press).
Otis, Gerald D. "Sampling o£ Redundant Cues in a SUccessive Discrirnmation
Problem," Journal of Psychology, 1967.
Ruebush, Britton K. "Childhood Mental Disorders," International
Enc~clopedia of the Social_ Sciences. Macmillan~Free Press, New York,
196 • pp. Is6~16z.
~
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X. Publications (Cont.)
Winslow, Walter W. and Stone, W, N. 1~Psychiatric Drugs~ 1967,"
Rocky M:mntain Medical Journal, Dec. 1967. 64:39-44.

Winslow·, Walter w., Stone, W. N. and Hofling, C. K, ''New Drugs,"
Chapter in Ptofiiess in Neurolo~ and Psychi~, Vol. XXII,
E. A. Spiegel J3d.) · Grune and tratton, !n~ew York, 1967.

XI. Visiting Lecturers
Septemb<:"!r 1967

C. H. Hardin Branch, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Psychiatry
University of Utah

October 1967

Miss Joy TUxford
Sociiil Worker __
DingletonHospital
Melrose Scotland

January 1968

Mr. John Jasper, Director
New Mexico Department of

Public Health and Welfare
Santa Fe
February 1968

William E. Powles, M.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Psychiatry
Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario,. Canada

March 1968

Bernard Glueck, M.D.
Director of Research
Institute of Living
Hartford, Connecticut
Walter N. Stone; M.D.
Assistant Professor
Department of Psychiatry
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio
Willis Bower, M.D.
Superintendent
Arizona State Hospital

April 1968

Albert M. Honig, M.D.
Medical Director
Delaware Valley Mental Health Foundation
Doylestown, Permsylvania
·
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XI. Visiting Lecturers (Cont.)
April 1968

Jolm Romano, .M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Psychiatry
University of Rochester
Rochester, Ne1v York

Professor Jim Morley
Chairman of Speech and Drama
University of Albuquerque
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Maxwell Jones, M.D.
Physician Superintendent
Dingleton State Hospital
Melrose, Scotland
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO' AlBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87106
SCHOOL OF M~DICIN~

DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
l July 1967 -

30 June 1968

B. G. Brogdon, M. D., Chairman

I,

General Information
A.

This reporting period encompasses the initial year in the
development of a vigorous Department of Radiology in the
University of New Mexico School of Medicine.

The

acquisition in July 1967 of a departmental chairman, a
senior associate professor, an administrative coordinator
and a departmental secretary provided the nucleus for the
continuing expansion of departmental activities.

The Faculty of the Department of Radiology at the beginning
of the academic year include the following:
B.
D.
R.
J.
P.

G. Brogdon, M. D. 1 Professor and Chairman
A. Wolfel, M. D., Associate Professor
W. Papper, M, D., Assistant Professor
A. Craig, M. D. , Clinical Associate
M. Fox, M. D., Clinical Associate
J. W. Grossman, M.D., ClinicalAssociate
0. Legant 1 M. D., CUnical Associate
M. B. Lesser, M. D .. , Clinical Associate
C. M. Thompson, M. D. 1 Clinical Associate
Despite the relatively small full-time staff, the department
was able to participate actively irt all phases of medical

Department of Radiology

- zeducation.

Doctors Brogdon and Wolfel gave a se:rie.s of

lectures in radiog:raphic anatomy which were integrated
into the freshman anatomy course.

Both participated in

the Year II curriculum as the various organ systems were
taken up.

Many conferences provided inst:ruction for

third year students assigned to Medicine, Surgery anci.
Pediatrics.

A very successful senior elective program

was introduced with three senior medical students spending six. to twelve weeks in the department as clinical
cle:rks.

One intern spent two months in the department;

two residents spent £our months full-time in the depart-.
ment.

Other residents and interns received instruction

from daily conferences and individual consultation.

The clinical service in the Bernalillo County Medical
Genter was developed quite rapidly in the early part of
the year.

Many new radiologic procedures were intro-

duced for the first time to this hospital by Dr. Wolfe!.
All scheduling delays were dispensed with.

The

productivity of the clinical department was increased by
approximately 13%.

Daily teaching conferences were held with medical and
surgical staffs.

Weekly conferences for the Pediatric

744
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~

Department were introduced.

Biweekly conferences with

the Neurology and Neurosurgery groups were held
throughout the aca.dernic year.

A

post~graduate

teaching

session with Albuquerque and Santa Fe area radiologists
were instigated at their request on a monthly basis.
B.

In the corning year development of a Division of Nuclear
Medicine is anticipated.

Beginning July 1968 the

Depart~

rnent of Radiology will take over responsibility for clinical
work and teaching at the Veterans AdrninistJ;ation Hospital.
A residency training program in. Diagnostic Radiology will
begin in July 1968.

During the following year, the develop-

ment of a radiobiology program and a closer liaison with
the Los Alamos meson facility is anticipated.
C.

During this 1;eporting period two clinical associates were
added to the faculty, Dr. A. Curtis Hass and Dr. M. E.
Harris on 25 September 1967.

D.

Renee W, Papper, M. D., Assistant Professor of
Radiology resigned effective 30 June 1968.

II.

Biographical Information

1.

All members of the full-time faculty have their doctorates
and professional certification and, hence, no advanced
study was performed during this reporting period.
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- 4 2.

Absences and travel were limited to activities in learned
and professional societies which are reported below.

3,

No new scholastic honors or fellowships were achieved.

4.

The following publications by members of the department
app.eared during the period:
Margulies, S. I., Brogdon, B. G., Sindler, R. A., and
Perilla, F. R., Disappearing Gallstones. Brit. J. Radiol.
40:546-549, July 1967.
Goldenberg, D. B. and Brogdon; B. G. Hepatic Venography
with Carbon Dioxide, Maryland State Med. J. August 1967.
Fletcher, B. D., Morreels, Jr., C. L .• , Christian III, W. H.
and Brogdon, B. G. Calcified Adenocarcinoma of the Colon.
Amer. J. Roent. Rad. Ther. &: Nuc. Med, 101:301,
October 1967.
.
Brogdon, B. G. Intramural Hematoma of the Duodenum
(Radiological Case of the Month). Am. J. Dis. Child. , 114:
645-646, December 1967.
Goldenberg, D. B. and Brogdon, B. G. Congenital Anomalies
of the Pectoral Girdle Demonstrated by Chest Radiography.
J. Canad, Assoc. Radiol. 18:472-477, December 1967.
Goldenberg, D. B. and Brogdon, B. G. A Comparison of
Venous Angiography and Radioisotope Heart Scanning in the
Diagnosis of Pericardia! Effusion. Am. J. Roent. Rad. Ther.
&: Nuc. Med. 102:320-327, February 1968.

5.

Other creative work in progress or completed during the
period includes:
Brogdon, B. G., Griley, J. M. and Rowe, R. D. Cardiovascular
Radiology in Large Animals. Chapter ih Radiologic Technics on
the Experimental Animal, Felson, B., .Editor. Accepted for
publication by W. B. Saunders, Co., Philadelphia.
Wolfe!, D. A. and Brogdon, B. G. Intrahepatic Air -A Sign of
Trauma. Accepted for publication in Radiology.

Department of Radiology
- 5 Wolfel, D. A, and Carter, P. Parosteal Osteosarcoma,
Submitted for publication in Amer. J. of Roent., Rad.
Ther ..and Nuc. Med.
Lovett, B., Wolfel, D.A. and Brogdon, B. G. Ureteropelvic Obstruction. Submitted for publication in the J,
of Dis. in Child.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies:
B. G. Brogdon, M. D.
Radiological Society of North America - Attended meeting
November 1967. Presented Refresher Course entitled
"Departmental· Planning".
American Roentgen Ray Society - Member, attended annual
meeting September 1967.
Society- for Pediatric Radiology - Member, attEmdedanngal
meeting September 1967.
Southern Radiological Conference - Presided as Chair.man
at annual meeting January 1968. Presented Chairman's
Address 11 A Comparison of Venous Angiography and Photoscanning in the Diagnosis of Pericardia! Effusion".
Association of University Radiologists - Attended annual
meeting May 1968. Chairman, Rules Committee. Member,
Executive Committee.
Chair.man, Constitutional Revision
Committee,
Society o£ Chairman of Academic Radiology Departments
Member, attended annual meeting May 1968. Member,
Executive Committee,
American College of Chest Physicians
Committee on Chest Radiology.

- Fellow.

-

Member,

American Board of Radiology - Guest Examiner, Board
Examinations December 1967. Insl?ected training program at
St. Joseph's Hospital, Phoenix, Arizona Aprill968.
American College of Radiology - Fellow. Attended annual
meeting December 1967. Vice-Chairman, Commission on
Public Relations. Member, Commission on Education.
Member, Committee on Recruitment.

Department of Radiology

- 6 New Mexico Society of Radiologists - Member, attended
two wuarterly meetings. Chairman, Committee on Technologists Salaries.

D. A. Wolfel, M. D.
Association of University Radiologists - Member, attended
annual meeting May 1968.
New Mexico Society of Radiologists
two quarterly meetings.
7.

- Member, attended

Other professional activities
B. G. Brogdon, M. D.
Participant, Symposium on Respiratory Medicine, UNM
November 1967.
Guest appearance on KNME-TV February 16~ 1968.
Interview on KGGM Radio May 1968.
Participant, Annuol Seminar, Houston Society of Clinical
Pathologists April 1968.
Building and Equipment Consultant to Hershey Medical
School May 1968.

D. A. Wolfel, M. D.
Participant, Symposium on Respiratory Medicine, UNM
November 1967.
8.

Non-teaching University Service:
B. G .. Brogdon, M. D.
UNM School of Medicine
Member, Advisory Committee on School of Medicine Deanship.
Chairman, Building Expansion Committee.
Member, Committee on Senior Classweek.
Member, Deans Committee VAH.
Chairman, Auditorium Building Committee.
Mem.ber, Chairman's Committee.
Member or Chairman, three ad hoc committees on promotion.

Department of Radiology

- 7 Bernalillo County Medical Center
Medical Director.
Chairman, Chiefs of Service Committee.
Member, Executive Committee.
Member, Patient Refer·ral Study Committee
Veterans Administration Hospital
Member, Isotope Committee

D. A. Wolfel, M. D.
UNM School of Medicine
Chairman, Medical Isotopes Committee
Member, Professional Practice Plan Committee
Sandia Base Hospital Consultant ih Radiology

M. B. Lesser, 1-..1. D.
Bernalillo County Medical Center
Member, Executive Committee
9.

Public Service
B. G. Brogdon, M. D.
Boy Scout Troop Committeeman.

.

THE REPORT Oll THE DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY

July 1, 1967 - June 30, 1968
Jrunes
1.

s.

Clarke, Chairman

General departmental informmtion.

A. Significant achievements during the acsdemic year.
The Dep&rtm®nt of

Su~gery

consists of five academic Divisions.

Theoe

:f.nclude the Division of General Surgery beaded by Doctor .Ymiles s. Clarke,
the Division of Thoracic Surgery headed by Doctor .John N. Wilson, the

Division of Neurosurgery beaded by Doctor Michael Pol1ay, tba Division of
Orthopedics

bead~d

by Doctor Jsmee Weaver, and the Division of Urology

beaded by Doctor Ian c. s. Knight.
of the Department according to
D~ing

the paat year.

the Deplllt'tment of Surgocy.

It is helpful to group the activities

tb~se

ther~

Divisions.

were eight full

time~eademicmembers

of

ln addition, therca was mn activo staff of

pllyaicians :l.n private practice in the Albuque-reque area 'WhO contdbuted to

the teaching of medical students and house 3taff. Doctor James Clarke uaa
a member of the Div1eion of General Surg12cy. Doctor Ji:dwrd T. Peter,

w.

Randall Blakeley, Daniel Smith, and John N. tfilson were

memb~ra

of

the Division of" General Su"11;ery .and of the Division of Thoracic Surgery.
Doctor Michael Pol1ay and Doctor Ralph Kaplan were in the Division nf
Neurosurgery,

Doctor James

o£ Orthopedic Surgery,

~enver

Doctor Ian

snd Doctor Jack Simpson

c. s.

Knight uas

w~re

in th0 Divisiun

in the Division of

Urology.
Iu August of 1967, l>octor Edwa1C'd T. Pater joined the faculty

Assistant Professor in the Division of Genelt'Sl Surgery.

$3

The full time

and cU'arl.cnl. staff 1ma continued to be e.etive in teaching of medical students

n~a

house staff. There baa

ba~n

a graat deal of participation in

the teaching of f:be firse and sGcond year taed:f.csl atudenta, including m

750
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significant block of teaching in the
intestinal -tr&ct in the second yemr.
assigned to the Surgical Service for
waa equally divided

be~een

gener~l

surgical area on the gastro-

Yne third year m2dieal students were
& period

the Veterans

of

~~o

months, and their time
Hoapital and the

A~iniatraticn

Bemalillo County Med:l~al Center. In additi<!n ·to· thdr cliuical clerkeh:Lp.
re21poneib:l.l:1tieo, &he studenu. bed an hour· sessi~ with acme lft.l:'.l!lber of tho

staff each day to discuss selected topics in surgery, the list of topics

being adequate to give a general

backgroun~ ~n

the basic principles of

surgery. Fourth year medical students spent s~1tweeks eithe~ on a su~gi

cal npecialty service or on General Surgery at the Veterans Administration
Hoep1tal. The confe-renc:es in the wo hospitsla were t"eo'l:gani::ed. to i\ll'{)roVe
training of the studente and boWie atart, and several new

the Bernalillo
conference to

Coun~ ~edical Center~

~ive

and a weBkly surgical physiology

the hcuoe otaff a better background 1D tho baaic science

Science Building with itB laboratory facilities.
·black of

eo~fe:renees ~rare

labora~orien

nnd two operstins suites.

Surgery
Ce~tmin

w~m

asnigned a

basic

e~uipment

has been acqui1rad so that thellle laborotold.ea are now being used ior

e~

basic research.

TbQ

Su~gicsl Sa~!ce

tinumd to be

~

ectiwo

at the

tcs~hing

Veter~nG A~nia~roticn

H@9pitnl baa eon-

service snd bed occupancy and numbers of

oporationo has cnntinued at nbout tba omme lev®l ao the previouo

ye~r.

--

-.- - - -

'
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'i''h0t'e hu b.aen inc1"eased tu:tiv:f.ty in Optha:).mology ~ and Doctor Samuel

Leslie

hiJlll

psrtieipatllld :tn teaching of third and fourf;h year med:l.ca1 stu-

Ot()la~gology

dents.

by ~h~eo p~vat~

has been done at

Vet:Gll.'I.U'!B Administr&~icm

t~aehing

mttend1ngmen and some

in this

a~ea

Hoapital

has

be~

given

to tl!e th!1rd yem!l!'

medic~ Q!:~dqant<J.

their

r~ge ~f ;bit~l:est

to include r¢conatJroet;tve tMX:I'.llofac:it.al proeaiil!u'!l."ea,

?last~~

surgepns have :lnc:re!l.Sed

Eiil!i band reeonstmetioo. Di.nreing the plltee,;eali',

aub1llUCOI.IQ r~secdalil'h

fourth 14\$2:.' m~c1!:1,eal ctudenta ~ve ~een s:l.ven addad ref.lpOinll!lLb:tl:U:y on the

Ge11ersl

Sut:ge~ S~r;y;[e;~

.up~n~ ·;!;

:p;;!rt of thei'E:'

Doctot' J(i!hu N.

of

Thotc>~:~cic

sn!l tJ(•Ven of

l~U.son

o.rlf'ived !n

~· ~$

Surgery.

vmt:i:aey of

latga '!i\1iil,1J,f,:1:

adult casea

yoor med!aal etu(lent!l

e1ec~i:w~ t.~a i'!l.1>PtM1mo1ogy~

~~~Wlry~

1967 t:o heed

~~t(!r hllla

~t t:~$1 ti!.t:~rnalilli>

l:lt~

D:tvioion

been a moderately

Cotmty

~¢'l:l,i;:t~l

Center trl.th

¢':Qopluageal and. ca;td;iae problenm IZ!Ild a 11-"llltiter

4f :patienta tl'!th

~it~h t:!)~{';en$.t~l

Deeemb~r 10~

clinicsl nren

active Cafdio-1:itoraci<ll Set"Viee
u gf.!Q!i

th~ .fQ~.&l'l:h

ch~t tta:uma.

nnd

~equ:J:~ed

Refe~:\:'m! ~J; both pediatde and

lw:Jicna :baa inertdiaetl

f'l'llllll

outside

the :!3!":!J:n&lilltt County ~'fq~.

Of

patctic~nt:'

interoot hap i:l$ma

.a.~

in:t€::1ai::ton of

lji

p~ogram.

Sts~tiQ$ !~.Junuary

pet~ll~ell

so t:h11e by f!b¢ Gllld of J'una, 1!:168 1 ti. tQtili of

dooG.

'l'hMa ~c;:l,u®a

eardit:u: swegaey

of 1968~ ¢$~d~c Qu~gicel ~rocedurea b~ve been

a. tlide splil.eti::lliil ·of

2~

eoBeo n/9,'1fe

b~en

ca~:di:le. !el'!i<tm~ t~nginz frcnt eon-

8ClC\1.tal ccl:ce~O of ~M!>!Y W ncqu!~ed valvuUill:' d:l~Je<ms. in ~0 Gld~dy
pat~ent~

A hca~~~lun~

tainedb'

th~ ~~tnal!llo Codntrt{~Q!~l

emp1.oy~;;;i

oaebi~ fo~ ext~a~OtpQt~ ~~wculeticn b~

Center

by the ttp.i:i7;;atslf.ty to opot>a.to 51.t.

~dan ~~~e~ead

been op-

technician

Four opan: heart proceduJrea bnva.

baett dcne :tnel!.u~n!!: ghrco tltit!ii!ntrl tiho Im.'\1a .blld ti!tta1 valve rcplo.eements.
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and bypoi:hes:m:ta.

'the

iner~aing :tut~areat illnt1

suppol!:t on the pa'!!t of pbyci·~

ciane in the 11<\l,msl:Ulo Count'f area as well as otbe:e p&&-ta of tha State ttxe

hcp11ful inde:n:ee of
In the

1m

~b!l>'l!ntory

of Thor&e:i.e Sutgety.
genous feund.a lal:a

;!nelteaa:!ngly o.ettve program :!l.n the futul'e.

area, t>'ilo .nnjoli!' pl!:ojee'i:rn a!l!e undalt' way by the Divinion
Tha fil.rsv:- !G a study

f<tbl;

ot the fea!l1M.liey of uaing auto-

mitl'&l lind Mletic vlllva lt'epls.emnP.m~tET.

!Q balng. ca~:led cut il'l th<! li.lbc:!!iilto:ey uaing

CIQga

T'ni£1 prcjet:t

n:U:h the heue..;lung maeh:!.ne,

Th<!l occGnd ptoject ~ l.i ~parat:tv<a m:uely of the p~<t'hophyeiol<fgy of eltock

pr<lducad \ly ~'l:diae :!.runnffiei<!ney and fi!hc;;ek. llt'~r!e.ac.ed. ~Y h37l}OVD1em:l.a •.

lite

daveloFmen~

t~e

of a eardio-thorucie unit st

aarnalSllo County

MG:d:teal C~ntiflr is o:ontdbut:btg Q:!t~~i.cantly .to tbo mcecllenee of the
ganerBtl. B'lli:f!ieel li:<!Sldamcy pgcgrm.t 1111t1 tha fr.:eiacllint:; qf
~f211

as to the topbietieation of patient

ea~c

in

m~

meCl:t~.al tl!tl:t!dl\lrAte

other

~~ean

<llo

iu the

hoopital.
'fila Diviaimt of

both tho

N<au~~i\l'illirgillo:y

hoe 4!oneitM.tGd to

clini~al o~d r~D~~eh ~ra~.

du~co fo~

the paoc

f'.:ln~toe «WOI!G IJ~D

ye&~

bema

to

ta.~l!f:m

The

oppgc~matcly

·by

Doeu:o~

b~ ~t~melv metiw~

~~~1 n~he~

500

~seo~

of

in

c~m~~ti~ pr~e

~e ~ocp~n~ibiliey fo~

Y&.elwol P4lU.n:J? an:l DilllC!i:c:r Wpb K£1lVlM<>

Altltoogh Dce!;a.;; l!m~:i.:l';l hnG pll:':ltmney' ri't'lGpoooibW~ at; the Veli:owanc Ml:l!tdmerm-

r;l\@n J!~splr:sl, h'D boo als~ be~ v•!llf] m:ll:i'l1£l ott li:ba c11llicl!ll t~GJ~oo all: ~:'he
B~l.Ulo C~un~ Uedi<Mll Co.nt~'r.a

'fho g~b~"J:o. ()i the 1l1'\11oiczt of l!le~~o~

OOltgaey ha'le a.."too bco:m: 1,17Jolvcr;'! !i.u t:O!!eM.ng.reM:l¢a1 stildlilnto ot

~l

l<Walo.

'ihc li:ll>tit'ology end :nooirMUlfliJ<!r-J p.mtilo!ll~r.r bavc bo::m ~llr!.ead in a o;Q.~le aTCllll

in the Vetr.nt'C!IW All!mm:tctr;:aden Ho3p:1w.1 aUo--.r.lr.~g e].ooo ecf!por.:~e:!toa, _bot'iVsl!lu

ebo Jada!OID of

rqe1ll'!'e1<:~;W

a!rd

!'~c<9r:aat~li:!iOlCsP,

!1'11!S'l mraubali's cfC

'=be Division

,,
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of Neu!COE.IUJ:'gl!t:'J' n~E.Wa gi'll'l/.!111 !eetucs iu tit() Neqn:ob:tolcgy I t~aeh:il.ng r\!OU1Cl>e

sa nil!ll as

be~ng ;inv~:.tlved

:tn il:he neuro-anatcmy !abo:r:ol:oi.>y ltiMsiw!ll.

have nleo giveu leetul:Go :tu

~hi!'J

aeeoud year

eolttS!Ut

Tht.;r

iu nsw:Q-p.nthology ~

They have been very met:l.ve !n stnpani9ing ~edi!\".4111 etudoota t:md ho-uae Sl!tilff

on the cllnicnl eemc:ea mt boll;b Mi!p:l.tsl.a.

The. nsoot>eh p;;:c:gll:'6lli1 <>..ani.ecll

on by Doctor Folley u Ms lttibot'mte<l!:laa :tn the :Basic Uedi!.c:al fld.enee

B~dJd.

:f.ng fute braea cut.atsn(lins•
Tht'l pot ~ar hua b.nei\ Oll\10 o£ raoxogoxa:btut!ah felL' 1l!hm~ Dll.'ir',il.a;too of O:ethc-

pedie Sut:gety.
~taff

QetobQ~

In

o! 1967,

tlo~to'i!

JamE!n We.a"ler

1~¥-t th~

·to become Aiijooel! fo..sld@tont ~l!'ef~GI']Or of OltthOj!lf;Cl:i:cl!l,

full t:lme

l.t-'ll<l »~toi'

E!.impsC))a contin~llld en etnu §;..,12 ~e "~ff (Ia Atlsistt~nle P&"Of®sa~tt UJmd l:lliief (j)f

the Orthopooie servlru!! at: th@
tbG!I$15 llll/l¥

~::on9l:l.tioncr

Ve~.nE".mm ~trtatun Heeyi~l.

Umd!a;t

the c:f.:li.nic!!l. 'i.l·ori( of thoa Di.vioioo oi: .Otthoped:lct'! conUnuad

with a~or ~diclil1 m#:u.:JOltlts h1ll:1iilg ilpl:loinr:ea to the (IJ:I:lloped:te Ssrerlces
f<:t;:

oleetiv'! pe>::icds.

On~ o~thlf!!le~e

Jt'e:a::tdent, ncetoi: 1'le:dd ~el'~ S'!mnt

his third yem:t' of ll'aeiiltmcy at the Cmtll.'io 't:tug;le;r Bcropi.tn1.

lectuX"eE'B in tb0 aran of

Or:thop~:li.ca

were Doet;or Albort

Amemg visiting

D'elt'g~aon,

!eofeseor

of Ortbapl!!dic SurgGey" tr~~ tha l111iv~raJ:f.tY ;pf P:tttabt.lrgh; i>dlletoa< David LlGyd
~cfessor

Gdff:1th1

ot O~:l:llcptmll:te

Sl!li!'~Bey

at

the UniveJ:;;Jiey of

H~neheat:er;

.and Doetor ll1nl:'old Sof:ta1d~ ~tWrlll;!Clrlti:mg the An::old.C!an Bo:a"~:d "f O~th<:ilpodie

Su'l!gal:y ~ who It:et1e n n:U:a 1'00!'eet1on of
on

ou.~e

'l:(laid'i'ney

i\'l

Or11:4&l'ladi.t; SuTge-ey

May 5-7. 1968.
In

Oetc~er

of l:h<! faculty
Pwoi~acl:'

~967, nc~to~ lu~ ~ight rea!~rta~

1n.~~ eontiuucd .~ fi

pa.:t:-tme

b~~ito

ao a

f~ll

as /;.djun<:li!

time

m~bor

.Aoi'!:itG~t

cf Sm:ear:r (J.JrrolQgy) to fl\llllCn'Wa tha Vilirk of tbe Lliviaion.

e~e1nuad hi~

i!!tltatiol!l

of

tQmehiug aeeiv!tiev andw08

Hoepi~l

Ws:!.ngali:ten.

ucs~st~d

ali! li!he

Va~~?a~e

Ile

Admin-

by th9 C'h.lei .of 'l!ha Ul:o1ogy o£etim~ tbcr.s~ Dcetm: Clmrlee
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•• !(}-

Ut~~fOTe:tunat:llll.y, Dw:.:tor .Rdtv~d T. A'oi'.:er ~t.1111oo<Ye t.lltt!'! Univet'f.liey

of

Noo ~l'A'Jld.ea o-.a fl<l1!J>itOOlb.gJ'i'.' 1~ 1S6B • to j®in the Deptl~tl:m~nr. of Su~eey l.V.'i:
til~ Vni'lfell:il'Jii:y of Ubl!li£Jsipp:t.
1!a~ml.q

will join ow:

On t.1usust: li.S. 1968. Doetot:' .JIJJ~ Shuck
l'l:4:l~121!11iOlt'

se ABI.!iatanll:

of Surgery and td.U be baul!tl

mt the All:nnquf.lt'q11ll~ 1Yatet:~na l.~d.att'€.1ticn lfosp:U:111.

wi:P.l

s:~l.l h<!i.VC\ fi'll'~

cw:gG:ey,

County

\l1a b~Spe

tmd

}1~t11~ Ctw•r.:e~

full the
to r::tld

<;l!C

w1tbl!.n

f~*uity

in the

l:ll!'Otl!li

AID of ~hall: tfune we

a:if S!l11e1t'nl ~md tbol:'ateie

additional man Tm~tad at: the Blllltimli1lo

tb<::~

ns:rrt:

yoo~.

Olllll!' ;lxnc:I:'•!WG!lld tili'ldt Jtczut wad t:~ou:ihit!g and V:.:I!Il(')5!l:eb E'<tJBpomutiMl:U:i(!la
~t'KjW!.ro ~

!ldlllitieilal f\'111 t.me i:£~ll."1 ~W.l3!!l? ~n tho llf.viro1@n of S0!!1>~1:al

It :ff;j pla~cd tiu:at Do~l:flt- lfresUeititno tteMa >7i.ll.l joihll <~>1ll:t a~raff ~GI!i

$ta'4.'31!?,ey.
J'~l\laey 1~

1969.,

m~ .tso:!l.eletm.c f<r.ng~ai!l@!C of Su~~il!~J (N~1llt:Qilm:m:geey).

'i'ha llivitoi...,illl. o~ U&'olcgy
1Joet:!l>~

.mtU :ba B*\'!llll~:li.Y' @~..f£tngll:h<.mea by

l!f.ruey tnekmr m.s MsifltSillt:

P~ofes~o1r

t;i1o em::lll.ng of

of. Su'!."Stnil!Y (Urcolo:;;r) al!d Chief
ii:~li! O!l!il9 i\:~.lils, Docll:<tlr Lj7"1m

of the: D1.vil3:il.ofl71 of UlfoloS)'' on J'lillly

1. 1968. At

'Ban.~rot.-,.

P£'ofessbt- of SQI:I!'Il:.Clt'J' (U!?'<~logy} uud Cht0f

wUl jo:!n

Uii! ~.l1 PJ'ls1.a:tsn~

of U.:o2omr at the Vete>:<i'M Ac11iil\r.A:'WI:~at:lma 'Eklsp:k.\':nl.

C:!i:ro of tlt€1 D:!l'Wie!<Dr.4 o§J ti&"e>loay e" a

~oll:Cl!

of

tbc:~;;2 'i!!tlll. 'by

lleglluiliwg Sm:l'f 1. 1968. Voeli:olt JW!QD 111:lll'l.tl~
~he Divi~ion

oZ

(O~t!u~Y;l)ctlies)"
~o

O~t~~pod!eG

In

and44junet

allld:lt$~ll.11~ Dc~ot'

w~ h~>p:a ~o ~MrMUe

•nU

tbe.

Jttlst 1, 1.969.

Clr.illl::'i.n:tar:t aa ~M.elt of

t~~cein~e ~@fmaeo~

of

!u~~

Lmdo !iwll:tm ~11 j6ittad 'l:il~ faculty

i:w"1.)1. t;il::e mt:tof ~ f'.h<1 Clrl:Ile]ilild:le oo.e'ii:!ol.\1 at ~ll:~ 'lloQ:al!'an!!l A~ietl!'ation

Hoa1tdJ.:ol4

I~

snt~5!1i.v:Le'.l~i~l3

'io ii:i:!G'~~eett lth.s~ ll~ im li'.niit~ MtJGeizt:e 1?~9i!~<Jaot' ef Sun:gc:ey

C.w

~o e~ool. ntll~Z ~n~

h!w !lh~n€1 ~e~t:"..aitoo i:M\1!!! ~~id.en\l:a

for: tho year b~g;i.unt:cg ,1Jf!l!!oy '-~ 1968 1 :1,q t':ill1 Cl?eTtr:t:eMe ~iilno
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Sw::g:lll!lll
indw.le

wilieh hwa ru-at l!le!J yet

An~lllt:il.~!llio1o&1l'. Op~hs1mo1ogy

ehnt

~cammend~d

us aeon as

J)i)i;:~r

a~

be

A~e~~h~sio!oer

"PUil'l~ll.b~..

i& tQ.:ct)111llnt
wd

&l!:e.'il!:l

G:U.nie!lll

o<rJ~)~

deve!CilpeJ{t run !lcademic eati1.t1eo
Xi: :ll.tl strongly

mntl Otoluley'X!g&logy.

devcle~Dd aB G~ indap~~aent Depa~~ent

~eeth~sio11!llf!l1 ~t

wo teaeitiut?;

Qttr

hoap1tala

ltb@.: p:f~sant tir.ls becau$e oj! 'l:lle p~o10nea c£ l>cetor W. Talley

Pe>!BY tlarkar'il.obetts.

dev$l'lflU~d il.n :t.ta te&ehittg

ll1;1ft! thils aa-ea ctr.ald b<e mueh bott<aZ"

mild !l!'¢lltea!l!'c'll

fltl1et:to~l'l

1r.U:h it.udapenden.t ate.tua and

®re staff.
It ia anUdp.sted that tbra
Opth~lmolcgy

and.

Otc»ltley-az<;~ltagy

~h~ ~Mldr.m .tl)f,;

wtU

ilwolo~mont

the::

of

111

)?ull tiltia ecl!'J)Il faculey in

11dU tJa d<!!f!erer<3d few

n~J:W ~lldiM«m t.o

app-e~tel.y bio

yeiltra

the !loJl!rmli:U.o Ccmney Hpdieal

Cc:nil:Elll.' .. T'.da $t1 u.o~~•'.'ll:lT,f t;.., sllC'!:t nciGqu!lte ou~pQ.tient .apEee t:lrtd beil!B in

thema

h~$pital di~e~~11ncg.

A 1!1njo;: r.e(ld

J..n the. Mad!ea1
va~ious ~~b0~c

not

ll:o~

t:he

Daparm~rc o~ Su~azy

s~t~ool ~milp:L~.

of

it1

ttd~l.i~tlll

oflH.ca

~pmee

At ll:he pzooane t:iim, tho off:teea of the

~h$ U~pe~tmen~ n~G s~ntt~~e~

6lllO'tf' efi!~11.1:J.~~mt: ciildl:~>a~ti¢lt!

oetwoon the

!lind ~i!f!dent oo~ of aee&'otad.al lwlr;.

end

~~deq~uta.

E~biarD

of

and do

tne Dopa'r?tment

:itt :W hopt!d that: th:ts

dtu~li:iOll

can i>e rt:.I:ed;tet1 tl\t: i;hu £$.iJ!a. tlt<a nddit:lon to the liloll.'!llll:tU.e Ce~ttt:y Mad1eal

Cantar. ir; CUillp1ete<l.
~.

Ar;pof.nl:ti12~tl::J

Ed~

e:o set£ f.

'l'. !!'at~~.,., !t.;D •ll CP?<D1-a~atl. oo mJs:totnnt :l?Zi'e.ltooiM.)l:' l)f StJ'fgeey ~

AuguBt :iS~ 19fi7 •

Jcl<.n N. wlU.a@ttJ M.1J.. ~ t;'.fi!.}IJ!ftted ll.oaaeial!.:e
~ffec~ive ~ec~e~

D.

Scpa~:ations

Jmr.~e

1,

I'l:ol:I~OOC<n'

olt

Sm:goey~

19~7.

£1tc::J otaff.

lt. Waa7etr, H.n • ., li:i'~n Aaaltataut P~f~l!l~~ ('i! Suti\{C<l'f (~l!.:hQp~:1cs).

to Adj~ce Auoiol!:ant Prroli:eottolt:' olE Surgcaey- (6'.ttbopsr1ica) offec'i:ive

October 1, 1967.
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- IJ Iauu C,

s.

till~!jhC~,

:ttl.D. • £gcct llaoint:Gne Jll';r@feo&'l/Ql't- Qli: S;sJrgaey (U?.ol@~)

to M;)ume~ .4\.soitll!:ml,n:: Prof:~aoor of Sll\ll;'f,;l!ll'!'Y (U1l.'c1J)gy) ol&:!!~lcl::iva

3,

lTiil'l>' OOll@X'EI.
D~>:t;t«l!'l;' i¥/imtll!lfil

8.

C~·~'ll

W¢JS~tro S~gi~~ C'Ul!!~ll\UO

wam ¢1eat¢il fi:<;l I?:~®'!ZeMp :tn 1t'l1a Scuda-

ann

~l:l ~lha ~~\Ce'l:tWiti'l!Ml ~@Me\cy' ~f $Ul'~Q;<ll:'1

·:!lJl .19u8. ~e ~m.~ all;e~ll:~d t~ ~ill: ~n~l<'~lell Sciulllll!$d~ S<ll:eitllt;;, Phi 'l.t:!.ppa l'M.~
iuJ~~~

of

1$Q~*

Do~!>~t: H~ P.$i131.1. nl!l1teley ~a 'g(V"g~O?. J~te X.u'I\'IW~!e 11\Ul~ Gll.ec:tcd
f®ll~t~i'lilbip ira ~~a J'ltle~1!1!f.lnl. Clll>lllPB~ cf Sult!J~fmQ· fn Oct.ttl'b®!C~

to

1961.

Dtllf-lll:QII' V'At'n ~4 Flwtl!, CHtlit'l*A1i. Aona®"tt~tt.; :li.e Sv.m-gelfy~ 1ll'm!ll ~lfl@~illd t?:~
t"tW..l'bC'ro'bip :iJ.n ~t€! tli:!IDt(ill."b SU1<i:~f.ool AilV~il~lltiG\l\ ~tm\ H~~bU-p
~.

1967 ~

li'll$blie.'li::Wll!.1.
Clat'!ta,. ..Y.S.? l!t;._ll~ n-~, De:7@li?~ ~. lloo R\lCIJ~~ Jl. F1!1.1'<lllo!'U Gf? llootri~
tooet::twa~;t.;)n b$' ~t.a J.1;qez, G.\'llfif:."c!:o'l.~ Sc~.ure!«Ja~ KcrJrilt~nf:~ .~t! C~~mgr~l.
l:'CJ:;Jll!t'l:'l:!itl l:.1:revrt~ (l:mi4t?J i11tl<1 Hew 'lt:~r:k.lf 1~51 1 '{>~" SS¥...361.

W. R. ll;il,o't,(!~{t.ft 1-i.il.~ B. J~ (~c~. ll.D.·p tlm't n. £. t\:mt'ht 0 N..t~.;
tlcr.!i:il}:!! of £:inG> Cl<'l~cp'!'!~\ey'illf3e~:~J Um:m1a

:10'::

Ilyiif,l:\Og~au

Art.ll.

JWebi'1~v

c!t s~anll:'b 'lfll2.~ Z'i,. ~t .. 74!il~ tl'.t.."!f 11168.
!1~ 11. Soi!;'hp !>i.tt. • .11. '13,. '1-ic,nsp JlG~
il'mt$~ ~of&.:l!~ at ,]jSit>S ii:m;t: t\1:l:(Jila

W.t:il R. 'ffi\Ql!f.j, U.D.: l'l:etijiierat~VO
soo M'rol.. t'.r;;~mw Y;m;m:m!.u }!adi~

Jiiit:JT.:ltll!l1.

tt, R. l!>:k:.1,elcyn 14.'il.t

!Jil.;mgCS :1t.n ~;7.~{-U!mtocy C<;m"~l!. l-Mebe~ TJ'.;J~ld.ntt ,,.

G,;;:u!evu:L~~';I ~J:?ifC8.

U, R. ill:a!~0:1~;~ J:lt.:o.:

Stt;q;6 li'o~'n.

~im.!~~. Ooi:OJmit'.nnU! o.f Vao(lul~ ill.'l!!eti'riey to '
BS'P!Wo,. Ao. $~e. CUll• R!O'!a ••.

1~Cll:'ep11:ep!Jlrl:l(l £iw:;;;iJl!$ Ct1!!ii~Wl::;m!'ley

i!'ab. !961.

lthl.$5 1 1957.

,.
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.I'W.<~ Cud~ lJ. :
SiJimwl!::l.o:n of Ca::ebl(~apinelt F!l.u:!'.<tl
by tb~ V~::Atl\'i~11J!lru-: ll''Xcld cf i'lh•!.li R!ll~M.~ • .&u. J. Physio1., 2l3:J!.OS1.-.t0l6, 1968.

!?tvllJ.ay t M. 1 H. D. ,

Polley, H•• M.D. 1r.11CI CU!:i, F.t 'l'hm l'~&-,:tt: oill•Yat:Olt' .l!!lru1t Ell.ee~re.,.
JJ.yt0a ile!;I'J(l)en lll:'LlitU'.lr'i! VEnS:ld.·eulall" 1i'li!Jlid in ~:fta ~obit:. Enpli:1. NeurQl.

(In

~~s} 1968~

!t.,

l?GU~,- • ~i., !.f,l) ~ •

Dnil Z'.splml..
t!l.P. ~ P~~labU!t;r o!E the
(:tn J!i~ap.nr~ti~n,. N~o$'£'~ l967#)

Epandym.m~
tcepls.n~

a. • t.r.n••

i'ilrne:!ttltJJi~

r. • .,

!~.v.,. Eucdv,>~~

R., M.D.~ 'r.he ill!?.~¢:~ of Oubaf.n, Co ~ lm'ZA ®d
2
cel.c:tum. 'rh.;e lHtJqi.ol~s:«.e~t~ s~zos, 1!:)65.

Vet~~rlctl!lazo

llt.n ••.

~~ Kae~an.
l£1l!l'~~C!!Jl(>,.e1llfu tm CSF

A.. ,

l~pllC!Sil"' R,, lf~l)g 11 li:il~~. F,.~ K.n.,. ~ta::;i!.nil.io !1..~ M~n., oo.Cl. E::aell:'iv.n.
A. • u.n.: JEJl:eMugQ of CSF J1iot.&asi'l.l!ll m~ll :ill@~ ood. l'lv;nittl :ffn Hllnlll
and ~ai-.tt. ~~t:fuscid C.ntfl. Aleeh. No.uil:'~!. .. 13.;5~.3.-$24. l!.!JG!l.

l~~.n~. ll.1!!. n Ut&n!w.;ti;l; 0 L~ o E13~!!!:1<t7~ A. 1 anlit

i"..at:!tti!t.i!i R. ~

ll'e~a~ .. 'Ro,U~lf

JQ oiJ! N~~ol>:~mr. t~aU!CO""

!1'1~

int«t CSF Dm:i~g V~ntrieti\lsll!' n~li Vontld.1l.u1~t:~iat<J~.:nu!
Q.n. 3, l.lh:foio$.. 1 $1~;629 1 .Septc!llt»'.lli\'~ 1961.
ea.~~~lllzy

12ne!

N., u.n.:

F~e~~tey~

Spna~ic D}'l~ipn«rn1o·

(Xltl !ttl:lw~ii)

Celetm:~

~crioo:l'..c.n.

~c:»JJ.a:w,.

'Mi(¢]b!Jell> 1-l!.D.. ,; St'Zl'1J'm::ll0 9 A•n ~d 1\11:,')1!!11\, Yl.S.,~o !1.,'))D; 'fuel
l?qtrl;ll.Wifilil 0~ e~~in ~~~a-1::1-®e~t'@!y(l;~ iill A'igal!: Gml~ l!lltal. l~1oehea.
{l;t~ibmiti:e!l~ !~i$3.).

iateplm:l 0 lt •.:l. Ull!l l:'l!J:tlr;y 0 llo: S~lfaii:o Tr.-tm3~0~l: !,:; Ch~li'Oid 1?!1i.l:t&tm
I'Jlie tht<l :R&bb:ll.t. t?ii:eeaeil!tu:I!;ID olE 1:'&!:11 Eloel!.cey f3'P: ~Oi:~aanb'l. t·1cll:iie1Vle
ntrr.l! li1clogy (B'11t!mi€:t::c;il 1 l!;G8) ..

ff!!®e'ttl~ Rc~e~ ~?D) u.n .. : v.l!.. tlGll:~~ ~ R~~O!l!it'ei! !n Phyoiecl.
EdmM.Heat:l~;, Untwtcllll. T~>tr'en We~:rumr~t 196:'1~ ooo wool:.

H'adid'!lte

mt(1

l-1::~ch~

Rc>eell.' u.:l' M.fi,.: Jm$. Sz>cn~ ii!@ t!c;o A~fi:hr15l~r.t1?~wdut:!im @$!
Nc;:;7 fiq~it'it! f~lt lll'::t:~:;::\..:iil {~ ~.1$1!'illlg tl-.:'(::f.,d1l:11'1 Ci~1e olif ·•.ibl1.,1ti Dr. JJ'eQell
~~n e tra!DY,at>.
·
l'oem:~ r::'wtJ;;~ '!'.y 'l\t~a.,:
O;}l;lfl810,r;-c~

'by

'Hll?'Dil!51:!!~t:. iZZi'e~t6 of it'<;lllti:!ll~lley CQileiillo!on,

V.:tt:GW<lliD Ain~:rt:i!.!.lC~nf;:a~ &<:::lt~itcl..

l?o!:L:!y, H~ atrill1r;plma~ n~; J?Ol!!'i"..;!Gb:!J!:it:;:' of etta
(lu prcpoJ:at:tou, lfo<7.:t-,-wc:.:~ 1967),.

'V<;ltJt\i§•.en:l!niZ ~ptmlyam.

PoUo.y" H. nttc! i!."Cpln:;z~ R.. & Tho par.Zuo:i.<~n ~i! Mtt\:Qi'i.l, n:roro!ce~a1y~Qa
i,. O.!!';t':li g~lts,

&:>,;;:!,.,. Di!m::hllm~ (S;:b::l!(':ted f~~ \liebli!.eal:ian~ Ja.nooli:JI' 196B).
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- :w l~apls.n,

R. l!md Pollay., ~l.: Sulfate tl!:atmpo'i<'l: in ehozooid p~
of rabbit. J;tr.qe.S<:.ldit~f,'S of the S~"Je:l.caty fax- ~li:fla?:~!iinll:al !'l.ailidne.
~:ma Biology.
{Si.i!hll!it:t:oo, JI.96U) •

Smith, 1>., 11.D., Clnt'1Hlobcntl1;:i!i, J?leggy. }!!.)). o.ud il.id£l>1pho, Peul?
Cort'cl.tltitcn ¢f BJ',Qo:l Gasea snd co, 1l:<lluaion during
lillll;;l!itlt~~ia ~ttd I)O!ltopli;lrl'l.t:tve pa:rit~:i..
·•
Taeh~clw:

Dr. t.ficiil~W! Pt'i11e.y .. J.l'artf.c:1pant 1 AAGi' SWlrU"ll;' C1ill3iCg R'lllidG>I!Ill l:h!iilm:i!t"
Cli!ilc, Rlltll.e\~~o? ;t!Te~;- Ue:d!!Ot July 28p 1968..
Q.u~l!li: lt.ete:i:ta:t'dll."; Roa~~Jll ~f""a:lca1
Me~:l.~o~ !?ht.eh ;!., l9.~8~

Cuaat

Sp®l~c~.

NIH.

Sce:!¢ty 11aetii!lg, Roswell.

t-l'o~!::alu::rl', Will:taoe~barg~ Vi~in:1.!JI,.

New

Y.1.ay 26-29, 1968.

l)r. 3.C.ir. S1,m?eQI.\- ~!ebt>'i!ic...Fleol;lt.llt'l!t.ico ~u;:aa :bl Clil1ifo~ill !l.n
Cc~ci~elt'~

1967 •.

AOA !n tlli:tC?f}0 0 Ul:ltt:A>ii1 0 3alii!a\ry 0 1963.

Dr..

tr;Uli&~II

It. Bla'lro1ey .. 171!!131:\!lr.:r: Sut:g:ieol Ae~Jeye:tllltion~ liO'V"Gimber 18,
1967) PrtJaentea ~spar #3 en biQ~~plil!.e.n.ll l1ocord.

Sput'!r.:e<~te;:~ Su.,;gic~I. (:onsi:~an~ ApeU 27" l9~S~ p?:oor;mted papar
eni:it.l~d.

Lu:ibl.'!t' Symr'athl1lct~J"ifl.1'• at!!." (1)0:Wo7!)

11

l>t. Ro1ph iS. ll'•"P1Pn .. :teetuJtet:. Athl~e!c: "lnjuey Sympos:ii.~, r"illrch 9, l9GS,
U'ntv.:~ra:tt;t o2 ~!sw .Mi,Ui<:G
Participr;j.~, 11~cona Con~~i'l>i'liec, Ho;i.iday Xu>~r. iUbuqu~I;'fJt:e 7 ~~7 Me:icc;;·

Ap'i':Ll 2, 196S.

Fnrt~c!p~~t;, E'lllntgradus~>$!.

cil!l'l'OO~

l!Ittel!h

30~

1958.

Cou;;oo itt l~aurologil.ca-1. Vin1!t'J!!Btic PrpceOX U'N U~ej) $elta.,lt or l!edidna.

Un:twcrnii.~

Dz. 1tcgnr l7. I'G:celt ... lm:cficml Accd~CiUy cf Pb:;a!c:1:l. 1-!r!d:tc:l'ilG ootl Renab:f.l:U:at.fGn H~.;at:lng :f.n Ei~ J;J:m~u,. i?:J.Q;;::!ti!i!, A~;Qf:, J\967, atiL Cititeago»
Ul:!'ftt:·:'!.~~

l!.pti!. l'!)Ge~

P.mmr!cc~:l •!om:;~icf.iQn l!oc: E!l!lemr,;wc~a,hy ~u tti.cW. Ue.'1eh~
A.i::~ll~. l'Jii( 0 !O'i:·.ti tllic<;~3Qo U:t:l.oolln, A:;dt. lS.53.

i?.toddt!,

,.

~

Dr. J'cunau
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llL-

s.

Clarke - Sl).ve pape<:o in Univi:!11"sity of Nsw Mel'lieo
14) ;. Rmi.dc£>o S~\\'\1:' CU.ntc {J'tnly 2.4-25);
GallUp USJ;'HS H~spitt\). (Sept. 13-~.5); Amllreican Col.lese of Silirgeona

l'¢lsf:g~~~u1uate C<i:lt.al:'GC {Jen.

(Oee. tf)t ~con Sur:gieal Sor,:;t((lty ~I&lr:eh 15); Besa,!ll!QJnt Am-<f Hospital. (Apd1 lO}; U~ivel:'o:tey o& Tcxmas:;;ee (I-::a7 8•9)

D~. Ed~ta'!Cd T. ?ct~t: - A~tettd!i!d tte.'i7 ~1~'lt:!.t;<t~ - Ell'aco Chap!i:elt 9f ..lw!erican
CoU~ga of Su~;:$gtmu .~~ prr~au;nt~d 'P!lfl<t;!t' - 1'l'l!i:!Cet:!t Q~ ~:ili:r4lt!sin on

Po~a;l. lle!Jlgdyn.."'mim~ 1'

Ali:t<llnA!ed S!Je:lety folt

ttu:t,;.~e;;zaity Sll!rgeon~

t'le11dng in

!'!';1:1lr~al!.7.

t:h:. Danis;l. li\. Sl!itb, .... Attenrla1!1Ce a'J! 1\t!ed.<i:nn (:@11¢gtll of Sultgecns Heating,
Q~:tobi!l~ lr6~ 1967, Chicago!)' 111i'1J.Qioo
··
Attl!ttdlll:n<:!e et mell:!UU$ of Vat~~mns Admir:d,str:&t:iQl.l Rqs~a!?ell G!t'll!lup,
Q:e,l;~n~~ JT/A'Il.t.'lelry l9,.2Ct, 1968.

N'.a-w

Jl1:lnes !t. v100'Wal'! 1 M.D. ~ l\~ 1::1l1J Septf.Ob.et< 23 l!M!i<tlfdnl); o£ the New }fc~tieo
Cbapl:er ·<PI;' !:he Wer,te~ 'Oretnopl!li'lite Aa!llo~i!!,S;:i!lA :!n ~ll. l!\:m@, ~o of
l:b~ l1ntveffjj!1t;; o~ Hwvt itt,mic~ $e\W~i .o~ l1ed:i.e:!ne Ort1u~pW.i~;: 1\"asid<l"nts t>!:ellisntcil vev<;'ita; l:l'C • ~~lThhatt Til':~t:tooead a J?!llpel: i1>!l 110pem
Ft'$~~)1'~~;~' 1 . ~md Pw. HeF.lllinn~'1 p~e$ettta:'J;4'·pmpoi~on "St!lt>gian1
W~und lllfli.!~dO't.!t<J"..

.M:tendm&.
J'(I.,}'IIl/ll'ey•

-

r;t.meti~~

cf l:h~ •'W.mr:Le~tl Aellide<liy o:t O~i:h"pedie Surgl3-.:y,
t%5, 1>1'1'1 P:i:'''~e~l:l!!d pap~t. 11 ll'&:'.:i/Jlt~ of;: Pall:~l:l.a~ 11'align-

~l'.lt •.

Atl:e'llliod: l;'IZ1Q~:i.ns ~f .ti'Ila il<>clq ll;,iiimtll!iP. 'l',;uu~i.'ioalteat Association
J:'\:ib~lll'I:'F X. 1968!1' in lisp~~ C!'J.:l.O'l:t;(Op tmd pfodtm(;ed ?!llj)<!~; "Cdt:erioJ:
fe:r: !~ltll :Ms::!mgea<Fui; IJ'f Ct"li?.! r..n Gt!il .Shot Wa~tlr;;:••.

"
Diviei1>it
ofC

Ne~roer,;:;:~~EY' ~I!I!:'Jil! Cob..e;.J~.tr;m~: l'l'llbn'!:t G. G~saman, 'M.'l}. •
~Qi~tu.~t '.!1ll:cfet:~nc~~ tlat!tliltentt.¢.: ol! Sute~r.{. :Oivie:!.on c:~f Neu~ologielll
St~'!l'goey, l'Jimthwa~cm Had:l~el 3ehool t.lt t:laUaa. naU.c;~a, Texao. May
7..9, 1!1$8. leet:J.1r~! ll'ill~l~tl1.cna1 ii'claticne'hipa Uow~oll Netarona and
1-lmn:"oe::t!e :i.n tb~ ~\t:i?cb~!!l Co1!'i!mt. l!Ieil.i~;al. S~l~t~ol {kllloq,U'im, Me.y 1.
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.. .12ll.adiolot;:.t.enl Ckm.tto1 Comilittee~ !!':1u!lnee Cctllt11ttce of the Uenali1l<:~
County Medical ll®!ll!"ei~:~l:icm, an1l L:l..bl!!'a)o/ CQllli:lli.ttee~

Dr. :M-wa!f'd 'l:. l?etel>' Det>Ve.d Qlll ~he ~uiecllm II C~,ttera, G~::tduatel
Co$1ittla<Wp Boeor:do

D:t.

D14~c1.

E.

4:¢lmmitt<:em rod Pl:ofeeoior®l Pi:acR:iee
Smi~b ~qS(l

Cbaiwmmn cf

V~il:ll!l~<~!!l' Jr.&t~otr.:aii::!l.ett l!i!li~t\l':!ta:L tla'!!ii

li:i1~

It¢!'ledreh

n !4Cilibar

'11'1~ G.Ollil!littee,

Cou:r.1:U:te~ .tlt

the

of .tltc 1"~ Eeillearch .Re-

v!~· Cumm:l~~~ ..

l>;:o.

J.t~Jt. $it:Jl'!t:!l!ifi tl'st;r a ~mil:

or

th;(l Second 'l!'Cl!~ Cun:itml'I.<"Til ts;:;~""'

tmillitEie ~tt l!i.u;~tz~c,\lll'll!.tilto ¢@JUdt:t<'1la.
D~.

ltogalt' tr~ iJei:'ich wi,!s a lll~bt;)li;" of ~b~ CUnai4.la1 Se:!l!lncClls '! and !X

C~it~Ell!•

9.

Flablie

~e~ntae..

lion~.

,----~---~~---

--
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LIBRARY OF THE MEDlCAL

SCIENC~S

July 1, 1967-Jime 30, 1968

This year has shown some advance, but also some reversals dUe
,Primarily to sta:Ct'ing in critical areas,

The Public Health Research

Grant Number l ROl Lm0053 which had been renewed in 1967 was renewed
for 1968-69 for the .amount of $66,743.
During tile year it became increasingly apparent that the research
grant objectives could not be achieved w.ith current J?rogramming staff,
In. November Stanley

s.

Millwright, formerly with Xerox Corporation,

Rochester, New York; joined the Library as a systems programmer to assist
rlayne Jones, chi.ef systems programmer,

In December Lin E. Lewis joined

the staff as a Library Technician with a portion of his time
to

~rogramming,

a~signed

He, also, took over the scheduling, ordering and

screening of films and other audiovisual aids.

With the formation of

this team, progress has been made. toward fulfilling the research
grant's objective,

Due to the unavailability of certain software programs

from IBM, a. contract was let in April to Dikewood Corporation,
to write the necessary programs,

Albuq~erque

Ea.rl.y in the fiscal year an IBM-2848

and two IBM-2260 cathode ray tube remote consoles wei'e ordered and were
finally installed in the Librarr in

M~.

Programs for acquisitions,

cataloging, serials conti'ol, circulation and several peripheral support
programs have been written and will be tested for use witn the IBM-2260
consoles.
In the interregnum before the 226o•s are to become operational other
existing programs have been refined and consolidated,

One such program was
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~itten

to merge the daily circulation records into· two li:ijts rather

than the previous five. ·This greatly facil.i ta.ted service at the
Circulation Desk,

All library- programs are now operational in the batch

mode of computer operation, ·
Besources Grant

~umber
J.

l P12 1M00170-0l for $33,607 to purchase

serials was renewed by the Public Health Service tor the Calendar year
1967 and for $28,004 for the calendar year 1968,

This has made

possi~le

the building up pf our serial runs where they were we.alt and to ad:d new
titles to the collections,
In October 1967 the Dean's office moved into the :Sasic Sciences
Building freeing that space on the second floor of the Library :BUilding.
Mr. Divett, his secretary, and the J?rogra.rnming staff moved into these
new quarters ina.k:l.ng possible the acquisition of much needed W'ork area for
the staff,

At this time the Circulati.on Desk was shifted and wha.t was

formerly an administrative office became the Circulation Section Office.
This made possible the consolidation of various operations in that area.
The Reference Desk was moved from the main reading room to the area
formerly occupied by the Circulation Desk.
In September Mrs. Virginia Algermissen joined the staff' to replace
Miss Marian Ausherman who had. left the previous June.

Mrs. Algermissen

is one of 26 MEDLARS strategists certified by the National Library of
Nedicine.
Library.

She. came to the Library from the National Institutes of Health
Since her arrival more than 60 MEDLARS searches have been done

in comparison to less than 12 requested before by this Library,

These

searches have been made for the faculty, some senior students, and in
keeping with our role with the Regional Medical Program, for town· and

Page 3
state physicians.

In April Mrs. Algermissen gave one of the Tuesday

colloquia in which she. explained to the faculty

~d

students what MEDLARS

could do for them.
Another effort to improve service to.both the faculty and the members
of the Bernalillo County Medical Association was the institution of the
BUlletin of Library of the Medical Sciences,

This monthly J;lUblication

attempts to keep its readers advised of the Library's activities and
new acquisitions,

It has been edited by nr. Sargent,

~eputy

Librarian.

Mr, Divett, Mrs. Algei."missen and Dr, sargent took an active. part
in the development of the plans for the Regional Medical Program,
Mr. Divett and Dr. Sargent, together with other members of the RMP task
force, spent two days in Santa Fe working on

th~

operational grant

proposal for the. New Mexico Regional Medical Program,

Mr. Divett

later presented the Library's program to the site visitor team in April.
Under the sponsorship of the RMP, a Conference. on Information
Health Services Education was held in Albuquerque on October 20,
Librarians from the academic and major special libraries of New Mexico
were invited to a.ttend and to discuss the plans of the Regional Medical
Program and the possible impact on their libraries.

Approximately 30

librarians attended the Conference,
Mr. Divett was invited to several meetings of the Texas Council
of Health Libraries for the purpose of discussing the possibility of New
Mexico joining 1nth Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas in a plan
to create a South Central negional Medical Library,

In December nr. Fitz

and Mr. Divett attended a meeting in San Antonio at which time the
School of Medicine agreed to participate in the regional medical library

,,
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planning,

Subsequent to this Mr Di vett was appointed tp the Steering

Committee for planning of the regional medical library.
During the yr.ar the Library became a member of the Southwest Academic
Library Consortium,

The Conso):'tium, made up of academic libraries in

New Mf:!xico, Oklahoma and Texas, seeks closer cooperation in the areas of
acquisitions a.nd interlibrary loans,

In A_pril further cooperation was

sought from medical libraries in various surrounding states in the area
of free exchange of photo copies of journal articles,
entered a more _formal

a~;re.ement

In May the Library

with the_ Medical libraries of Texas and

New Mexico for the same purpose,

These efforts have been lmi.de in order

to _obtain interlibrary loans faster and thereby give better service,

A

teletypewriter was also installed during the year as a means of speeding
interlibrary loans.
A major book acquisition by the Library was the purchase. of the
Bruno Kisch Collection,

Dr, Kisch, a pathologist, was for many years a

professor at Yeshiva University,
During the fiscal year the Library's holdings reached 42,996 bound
volumes, of which 5,070 were added during the year,

This represents_ over

1300 monographs and some 3700 bound serial volumes,

Eighty new serial titles

were added to the Library during this period,

By actual c_ount there

are currently 27,388 bound Journals on the shelves including indexes and
abstracts,
In January Mr. Divett _served as a consultant to the Mayo Clinic and
:Foundation Library.
future automation

The Mayo Libracy had become interested in the

ot its activities and. sought advice from •this Library which

is comparable in size to its own,

Mr. Divett 1 s recommendations to Meyo were

Page
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incor:pprated in a re:port,
Other professional activities by the staff included. attendance at
the following meetings of professional societies:
American Documentation Instit~te, New York, N.Y., October 22-26,
Attended bJ" Mr. Divett and Dr, Sargent,
New Mexic.o Library Association/Rio. Grande Chapter, Special Libraries
Asso_ciation Annual Meeting, Albuquerque, _March 27-29.

Att_ended by all

the professional staff.
Joint meeting of the Rio Grande Chapter and the Colorado Chapter,
Special Libraries Association, D. H. Lawrence Ranch, Taos, New Mexico,
May 10-11.

Papers were presented by Miss Anna Frances Burke, Mrs.

Virginia Algermissen, and Dr. Charles Sargent.
Medical Library Association, Denver; June- 9-13.
Divett,

~Irs,

Attended by Mr.

Virginia Algermissen and Dr, Charles Sargent,

Mr. Divett

was the Program Chairman for the meeting, and Dr. Sargent was chairman of
the Contributed Papers Sessions and presented a paper at one of the
General Sessions.
Dr, Sargent was appointed to the New Mexico Library Development
Council under the Library Services and Construction Act, Title III.
Publications by the Staff:
and Divett, Robert T., "PIL:

Ausherman, Marian, Wittekind, William D.,

A Control Procedure for Technical Services

Management," J3ulletin of the Medical Library Association,

55:394-398

October, 1967.
Other staff members who joined the Library during the year in
addition to those already mentioned were Mr. George Bevil, Photographer
in the Medical Illustration Division; Miss Jane Jacobson, Library Assistant
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in the Technical Services Divis:!Jon; Miss Linda Klaus, Library Assistant,
Administration; and, Mrs. Marjorie Morrow, Library Assistant, Serials
Section of the Technical Services Pivision,
Terminations during

this~perioci.

included Miss Donna Frentzel 1 Library

Technician, Circulation, who left a'!; the end of A1,1gust to tB.ke ii. teaching
position in El Paso; Mrs, Rebecca Mayo, Medic.al .Television Consultant who
terminated in September; Mrs, Betty Speechly 1 Library Assistant who was
terminated in August; Mr. vlilliam Wittekind, Library Technician. who
terminated in September; Mr. Stanley Millwright, Systems Programmer who
terminated in -June to· ret1;1rn to XeroiCCorporatfon, Rochester, New York;
Mr. Harold Bellingham, Associate Librarian ror Public Services who
terminated at the end of J.une to
University of New

~return

Mexico~; Mrs.~ Ann~

to Zilninermal:l Library of the

Spence 1 Key

Punch~

Operator who terminated

the end:.of Jline; anci. Dr, Charles W, Sargent who also· terminated at the
end of June to accept a joint appointment in the School of Medicine and
the School of Library and Information Science, University of.Missouri,
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COLLEGE OF NURSING

The report for the College of Nursing for 1967-68
will be reflected in the 1968-69 Annual Report.
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THE

~EPORT

OF THE COLLEGE OF PHARI·1ACY

July 11, 1967--Jur\e 30, 1968
Elmon L. Catallne, Dean
I.

General College Information
A.

Significant achievements during the year.
1.

Perhaps the most sl9nlflcant achievement during the
year under review was the successful effort of the
Administration and the College to defer the Imposition of probationary status In reqard to accreditation
by the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education,
the national accrediting agency for pharmaceutical
education.
The examining team, which visited the College In
October, 1967, reported a number of 111eaknesses In
the College and, as a result of theIr report, the
Council, In January, 1968, notified the President that
It .was their decision that the College should be placed
on a orobatlonary status for a period not to exceed
three years when the Council met In June.
The. Council Indicated that the College and the AdminIstration were at liberty to appear before the Council
In June and to present any Information which might
have a bearing on the progress of the College in overcoming the weaknesses.

On June

~0,

1968, the Academic

Vice-President-Elect and the Dean appeared before the
Council.

As a result of their presentations, the Council

..
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-2resCI.nded Its previous decision and continued the
College In its regular accreditation status, requesting
that a progress report !>e submitted by May 1,

2.

19~9.

Also significant was the lnstaliation of r.amma Beta
Chapter of The Rho Chi Society, the rlatlonal pharmacy
honor society, in the College on

r~ay

25, 1968.

Huch

credit Is due Dr. llilliam C. Fiedler who assumed responsibility for the many details Involved l.n preparing the
application and arranging for the Installation ceremony.

It was especially fitting that Dr. Roy A. Bowers,

first dean of the

Colle~e

and a past president of the

society, served as the install

J,

in~

officer.

Hh lle the enrollment decll ned, the decline was virtually
inconsequential.

From 130 in the spring of 1967, it

fell to 128 In the fall and 127 in the spring of 1<)68.
The Class of 19118
from the College.

~/as

the largest ever to graduate

It numbered 32 (with one more

expected. to complete the requl rements during the
summer of 196R).

In addition to being the larnest,

the Class was one of the best, scholastically, with

ZS% of the class achieving at least a 2.9 grade
.:verage.

c.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
As a result of discussions among the faculty of the College,
with the Administration as well as with the Dean of the

l.

-3School of Medicine, and under the Impetus resulting
from the accreditation problem referred to above, the
following are in the planning or developmental stages.
1.

Discussions are under way with Several lo~al hospital
pharmacists re!larding the introductioh of an elective
course in Hospital Pharmacy.

It Is planned to Initiate

the course in Semester 1_1, 1968-69.

The course wf 11

be coordinated by a member of the College faculty but
will be taught primarily by the hospital pharmacists
\'lho, it is hoped,- ~1111 be ql ven ell nl cal appointments

to the staff of the College.

The course will Include

didactic work and practical experience In the hospital
pharmacies.

It is hoped that the students In the course

will be able to accompany the medical staff on 1-1ard
rounds thus providing an =pportunity for them to ob•
serve the effects of the administration of drugs at
first hand.
The

deve~cpment

of a complete program of education and

training for the specialty of Hc:"pital Pharmacy wl it
be a logical sequel to the introduction of the course
In Hospital Pharmacy and is under active consideration.
2.

The ao.lditi<::m of a new f.:.culty member in the fall of
196C will make possible the realization of ti-JO much

needed and long .hoped-for goals.

771.
-4a.

A substantial part of the asslghrneHt of the new
faculty membet wiil be the development of a
program of continuing education fot the practicing
pharmacists of the state.
In pharmacy, as lri all the health professions, new
developments are occurring at an ever-Increasing
pace.

The

practiti~ner

Is hard put to keep abreast

of the Increasing stream of new knowledge.

One

answer to this problem is, as 11edicine has found,
post-graduate, continuing educational programs.
Several colleges of pharmacy already have such
programs in operation.

It is vital that the

College should develop such a program.

In its

absence, the level of professional practice In New
lfexlco must surely fall and the citizens of the
State will not receive the quality of service to
which they are entitled.
b.

The rest of the new faculty member's assignment
will be the teaching of the courses In Pharmacy
lldminlstratlon and the development of new offerings
in this important;.,. fie.ld~

In the past, the lack of

time due to heavy teachinq loads has precluded the
Introduction of new courses.
c.

An additional consequence of the addition of the
new faculty member wi II be the reduction of the
Dean's teaching load, thus freeing him so that he

772
-5may give much more attention to the administration
of the College and especially to the direction of
the formulation and implementation of future plans.

3. The decision to construct a building to be located on
the Hedical Campus to be jointly occupied by the
Colleges of Pharmacy and Nursing and the Dental

Pro~

grams should now be quickly followed by the initiation
of active planning and the establishment of communication
with the appropriate local and federal agencies.
It seems clear that many problems will arise in the
planning and their solutions may be time-consuming.
It w.ould appear that time is of the essence.
II,

Composite of biographical information (see accomp-anying report
of the Dental Hygiene Program for information concerning faculty
members in that Program.)
1.

Advanced study, etc.

BOURN, HILLIAM H.
~/as

registered as a pharmacist in New tlexico.

FERGUSON, GARY G.
Spent the year on leave to work toward the Ph.D.
degree at the University of Colorado.
2.

Sabbaticals, travel, etc.

BAKER, GEORGE L.
Brief visit to the Netherlands, trance, Hest G!ilrmany, Austria,
Jugo5lavia, Greece, Italy, and England, Summer of 1967.
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3. New scholastic honors, etc.
BOURN, WILLIA.t-1 11.
Elected to membership in The Rho Chi Society,
national pharmacy honor society.

4. Publications
None.
5.

Other research projects in progress.
BAKER, GEORGE L
Phytochemical analysis of Contra Verba.
STAHL, KENNETH H.
Synthesis of hydrazides as possible psychotherapeutic
agents.

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
BAKER, GEORGE L.
Re-elected Vice Chairman from New Hexico of the

\~estern

States Drug Confe renee at annua 1 meeting in Reno, Nevada.
BOURN, WILLIAM H.
Vice-President of Gamma Beta Chapter, The Rho Chi Society.
CATAL INE , EUION L.
•!ember of a panel on "Sub-professional Personnel",
annual meeting of"Oistrict No. 8, N.A.B.P.-A.A.C.P.,
Colorado Springs, Colorado, October 23-24, 1967.
Attended American Pharmaceutical Association's
Conference on Ethics, New York, November 29, 1967

-7Attended annual convention American Association of
Colleges

elf Pharmacy, Hlalnl Beach, Florlt!a; t~ay 3-6

1968.
Attended Mid-year meeting, Hobbs, January 21, 1968, and
annual convention, Carlsbad, May 19-21, 1968, of the
Hew Mexico Pharmaceutical Association.

Chairman of

Committee on Constitution and By-Laws of N.M.Ph.A.
FIEDLER, HILLIAM C.

Secretary-Treasurer and Faculty Adviser, Gamma Beta
Chapter of The Rho Chi Society.

7. Other professional activities.
BOURN, WH:UJlM.N-..
Consultant to local pharmacists on activities of
various drugs.
CATALINE, ELI10N L.
Talk, "The Drugs You Take", Caravan Club, December 18,
1967.
•Fl"€DU:R, \o/ILLIAM C.

Talk to Student Chapter, A.Ph.A., November, 1967
Career Day Speaker, Pius X High School, April 24, 1968.
8.

Non-teaching University Service.
BAKER, GEORGE L.
Secretary, Pharmacy Faculty
Academic Advisor
Director, Health Professions Scholarship Program,
College of Pharmacy.

-

-aBOURN, WI LUA1·1 H.
Faculty Adviser, Student Chapter, A;Ph.A
CATALINE, ELMON L.
Administrative Committee
Committee on Entrance and Credits, and member of Its
Subconml ttee,
Academic

Ad~er.

FIEDLER, HILLIAM C.
Faculty Adviser, ''The Ae-sculapean", student publicatlon.
Academic Adviser
STAHL, KENNETH H.
Special Adviser, University College
Po II cy Comml (tee
Faculty Adviser, Women's Pharmacy Organization.

9,

Pub I ic service.
CATALl tiE, ELMON L,
tlember, Task Force on University and Colle9e level
Health Programs and Manpower Development, llew Mexico
Comprehensive Health Planning Program.

.. _.....
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The Report

!)f the Dental Hygiene Prograra
July 1, 1967 • June 30, 1968

Monica Novitaki,

1.

Di~ector

General Information
In June; 1968 the Dental Hygiene Program for the fb."st
time realized its goal of granting certificates to

zo qualified

indivi.duale.

l?revious Classes had been slightly short of. the

deSired goal.

Since the first class was awarded certificates

in Junep 1963,

ninety~.ei8ht

people have completed the two.. year

pl:'ogram,

The Dental Hygiene Program presented the annual post"'
graduate dental seminar on January 29 and 30 in coope;ation with
the University's Division of Extension and. the llew. ·1-leid.co Dental

and- Dental Hygiene Associations.

Dr. Claude Nabers, a periC!dontist

practicing in San Antonio.• Texas, led the group in a study of
~eriodontics,

Fourth

~emester

dental hygiene student• participated

in the seminar.
Since the inception of the Dental Hygiene

curriculum~

the

dental staff of the VeteralUI Hospital in Albuquerque bas cOOJlf.lrated
with the University by permitting students of the Program to
receive some of !;heir clinical eXperience in the hoapital 0 e
dental department.

Both 1:he hospital's dental staff and the

Dental Programs faculty have felt a more varied experience,
emphasizing general hospital procedures, would enrich the dental
hygiene atudenta 1 professional educatit>ns.

In the 1967· 168

academic year auch an enriched program was added to their

clinical training.

They nceived instruction in •. sutgical and

operating room procedures, emergency treatments, routine

•

routinaJ laboratory

teilt:~J.

and observed in the pathology laboratory

and radiology departmGnt. This additional experience wae well ..
received by the st;udents.

Zts

l!en~fite

were evident in the

clinical performances of the participants.
Eiu:ly in MaY the faculty of the Dent!ll J;'rogramz participated
in a two-day conferepce at the Lawrence. Ranch.
meeting was to review the

curricul~

The pur11ose of the

and to plan for immediate and

long range improvements in it. All four of the .full~time faculty
.
and ten..of the twelve

pari:~ti~

faculty attended.

Their bard work

resulted in specific muggeodons for changes in the varioUs coursa
offer«:ngs and in a mol'e functional organization of the faculty into
COlll!llit::ees.
The

en~:l.re

faculty is bapeful that ita suggested Bachelor

.

.

·~ •·

'

of Science Degree in Dental Hygiene will meet :vith lldminiatration
and faculty approval in the near future.

The degree proposal lnc.ludes

four years of academic work and one year of clinical employment
qualify an individual as a recipient.

to.

The propooed degrea 1 s emphasis

is on advanced clinical education and preparation fot teaching dental
health and dental hygiene.

Doth the need and demond for such a degree

bsve been evident to the faculty 11nd the profession .since t,he inst:l.•
tution of the

two~year

certificate program.

, Personpel Ch4nse!!
· Staff appolntmenu:

Bema.rd ~rehuleta as Maintenance Worker
EffeC~tlve october 1, 1967
. Evelyn. ~r~nan as ()lin:l.e Ass.istlint
.Effective .September 1, 1967
Bonnie Kostl;llnilt as· $e~retary.
Effective Septeuiber 1, 1967 ·

Paeuity 'S.ppo:l.ntm!:nts:

Lucille kca. (Di!ntal Hygienist). as Laboratory·
and. CU.nical Inetruetot
Effective September 18.• 196'7
Darby Chavez (Dental, Hygienist) •• Clinical
Instructor
·
.
BfffiCt:lve Septemben: 18, t967

Elspeth Fer&lJaon (De~tal ltygienilt:) as Clinical
Instructor
·
~ffeetive February 9i 1968
Wayne W~ Tl\o~berry (l>ential:) as lnatructoJ;' in
Radiography and Supervisor o~ (llinical Radiography
Bffecdve September 18, 1967 · ·
·
·
Note:

All faculty appointments 1117:\\i t!!t'BP()ttary iand ealuies are paid froll\
Allied Health Professions Basic lmprav~nt Grant

an

Staff Separations
Evelyn Brennan (Clinic Assistant) • Effective June 30, ],968

Thomas Welker (Maintenance Worker) •

Bf~eetive

September 15• 1967

3

~~.

Composite of Information • Faculty Members
1 •. Advanced Gltudy
1<.EEli'FB 1 MARGot LUE

·· 11. cred~tli in UNti College oi;! Educat:;l.on.
l'IELLO'l'l' • VELMA
<'•

b.

2.

a,

Course in Radiography for Dental Assistants, UniversU:y
of Southern Cel:l.fornia Dental School; February, 1968
8 week Sumer in Teacher Training in Dental Atufistins.
MI!J;'quette 11niversity Sc;:l\ooi of Dentistry

$abbaticah, lemtet!l of absence. etc.
N~>ne

3,

Neli scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
none

'•·

Publications
duFAULT 0

M.

LOUISE

A !)ental Ke~Jth Unit fpr Upper Elementary
of SchQOl Health, Marc:fll 0 1.968- 6 .Page$. -

11

G~ailias 11 0

Joutntil

·

S. Other research projects• etc.
Nolie

6.

Activities in learned and professional

aociet~es 0

etc.

duPAULT, H. LOUISE • Attend regular meetinge ()f the liew Mexico

Dental Hygiene Association
-":Attend annual. conference of American
Asspcia~ion of D0n~al,Scho~le
KEEFFE. MARGOl' WE • Member of the. American Dental Hygl!!ilihta 1
Association
Member of the N•. M~x. Dental Hyg1enisi:s 1
Association
.
'
Attended annual Conference of Americen
Association of Dental Schools - San .Francisco
MELtOII'. y&LMA ~- ~ Sponsor of dental assisting at~dentS in the,
in the local Dental Assistants Society.

4

~

·

1.

N01liTSK.I, MONICA "' RegOlar meetinga: Albuquerque District
· Dental Society
(lOI,li1Cil on Professional Denta1 il\ducat;ion
pf J.iewMexicoDental Association sei'ving
as the secretary
American Society of Dentisltry for Chilcb:en
Annual meet;inga: New.Me:teico .Dental Association
New Me2tico. ~;)ental Hygienieta 1 Auoc:Lation
.t\meric:an AssO<:iation of.J)ental Schools
(Dtsc:uli~ion leader of .Dental Hygiene Director•)

Othe~ p~ofessional

activities, etc.

NOVITSKI, MONICA ••

Consultant: Council on Dental Education
of thG American Dentl&l Assodat:i()U
New Mexic9 Elks Club (Cerebral~~lsy
Evaluation
J:>ivisioil of Dental liealth 1 New Me:d,co Dept.
of Public .Health
Advleor: New Mexico !)ental 4oeist:aJtts 1
Aasociation
Staff Member: St. Joseph Hospital
Coordinator: Certification Examination& for
American Dental Assistants' Assoc:f.ati<ln»
Octobe;;t .1967 ancl May, 1968
New Mexico State Board of Dental Examiners
Dental Hygiene Lic~nsing Examinationj
June, 1968.
Administrator: National Board Examinations
in Dental Hygiene 11 December. 1967 and Apdl 1 1968
Off.. camwo

~lktH

January, 1968,

AlbUq~qe

District Nursing Association
F(lbruaey • 1968, Sen!ot.' class• Regina School of

Nursing
Feb~ry, .1968, Albuquerque. Dental AUxiliary
March, 1968•. Association i;ot the Mentally

Retarded

8,

Nort.. teac:bing University

aetvice~

etc.

duFAULT. M, J,OUISR • Assistant to Director
KBEPil'Ee

MARGOT LUE • Chairman: Honora Ceremony
Chairman:• Workshop Conference • D.H. Lawrence
Ranch
Chairman: Curriculum ~ittee

!QVITSKI, MONICA • University College Advisor

-~------,-==-

~-----

dulMUt'l', Mt LOU~(>§ - Colleet:ed for Multipltt Se:leros:!G

KEEF!':;a MARGOT LUR "' Member "'

/t.qui1;1as

NewmaJI Center

.H§LLO'l"r, VE~ R$, .. Member • 1,"f.rl!t.l1td.te~ ~o{Jbyterian Church
·
M~be1;', Amed~:an As~ocill!tiort of, University
Wqmen, · AJ&uque1:qu.e Branch

NOVITS.KI 1 MONICA "'

~!rector, Coronado Credit Union
Hemb«;~r, C:f.ti:tll!ns .Com:nittee for Jl'luoridat!Cfll

of Albuquerque'$ City Water lfupply
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